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PUBLISHERS' PREFACE
This book is presented to fill a long felt want on
the part of the public, for what may be called "Pioneer
History."
Its educational qualitics are instantly recognized
by all readers who seek definite information and facts
concerning the early settlement and first development
of America. It is intended to serve and DOES serve all
readers with that important part of American history
not found in the numerous Histories of the United
States. The question arises, "Who were the mothers
and fathers of America?" Generally, they were small
bodies of men and women, of sturdy and resolute character and sterling qualities. This volume tells you who
they were and what part of our great country they originally settled, what they had to contend with -in many
cases sacrificed their lives for the true principles involved.
To the teacher or student, this volume WILL TEACH
American history and perhaps the most important part
of American history, and furthermore that part which
is not to be found elsewhere. To the parents its great
value cannot be estimated. It paints for their children,
character, courage, resolute endurance and firmness of
mind. The stories are thrilling, yet true, and intensely
interesting. It cultivates a desire for a closer acquaint-

PUBLISERS'

P'RE PACE

ance with these men and women of the noblest and
It is a storehouse
of essential information to young or ol(t in any vocation
grandest period of pioneer history.

of life.
To the foregoing facts must be added( a mention of
the illustrations. These were drawn and engraved on
wood at an enormous exl)ense. There never were any
photographs of these scenes from which to make hlilf
tone or photographic pictures.

Each one of these rare
and renowned illustrations tells a story in itself. They
make a lasting impression on the reader. We are proud
to be able to present this excellent volIumIe to -all
readers.

THE I'UBISH ERS.

ROBERT SIEUR DE LA SALLE.
BY LOUIS GUDEBROD.
The name of LaSalle is ever present in the early history of the Mississippi Valley from the Great
Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico. His wonderful voyages, his perils, his achievements,
are all related iu earlier chapters of this volume.

PVER
Fathr

MARQUETTE.

greattest f tle early F'rellch explorer
~arquette's fame isllllt;rtal a one of thet'
continent, traver: ing its forests :Lid rivers year after year, laboring for the
conversion of the Indians, and finally laying down his life among
them in Northern Michigan where much of his noble
worK had been done.
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INTRODUCTION.
a rugged seer
As he crossed the Western river,
Where the Copper Man called the INDIAN
TIHE PIONEER was

Lay hid with his bow and quiver.

As for the pliolneer, his days are numlbered.
Indian, there he stands, a specter on the horizon!

As for the

The conflict has been irrepressible.
There coul1
e no
comlprollise; the races wVere too unlike.
'lThe red((
ma had no
beauty that o(1r spirits could desire hi.
Thle verdict of civil
ization has been, that his room is )betterthan his coi)paly. It
isan edict issued from the court of Progress-that ferciolus
Titan who strides from East to West-that the Iidian shall
disappear, shall be remanded to the past, shall evanish.
In those great movemenl(ts 1)y whichh the l)opulations of the
world are transformed,
IHistory is ,lind(1, cruel, reiiorseless.
She is the least sentimental of all the divinities. She neither
smiles at hullla llhappinless, nor weeps at human sorrow; she
merely attends to her syllogism.
When she finds a tril)e of
nomads liviIlg in a

valley adapted to the cultivationl of corn,
she sends the news to some corn-raising race, and leaves the

rest to cupidity and the casuists.

And the casuists make a muck of the whole business. They
seek a design. They find it in this-that the soil is intended(
for those who will cultivate it. They fix on this c(,orrelation.
The hint of nature is, that the clover-field alnd the orchard must

take the place of the brake and the wilderness.

It is all very
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I

Iain(

(,oes the( tle

grVy
ve

ho()Iizo)l
But

f( ll we(I 1bY a 1l1let.
It is well
?
llio al out the other side o(f the ((uestio(l
'Tle rel deer is
for (the s1ll)l)lalt(1's -- 1llt the sIl)a)ladlte(
Ioth1
(lesii'ed1 for '11e c lle-i)atke, i1(n the caie-brake f(o hli1.
10
1'letasec
well
as
not
'ttille
Is
Ire tl51Li(111 fol the111111ter.
he track(l hY a buck of tell spikes, as to be w(1ll(ed ill the
1)reast witl a hue ?
Ill tiis Woll(l there is 011(e law : // wef/,'s.ts ,,,., ( , 1(
len nlav as Well eXlpect a weight oll the shote,r
,,'((77.
:0i'l of a lever t
lift a grat el(. eiglt oi1 ile
14liel, ts
( slppose a r(versal of this laW. T here is si lh ia tii~ ig
IIso,.il
as a science
1'/i..,,,
which it is time for
thil keys, to col1si(er. The fuill d(ieillital lilail. ill the d(vlla1ti(,
of 1)l)iess is, that
tle greateP force 4ut*cmlies
fihe
less.
'llev wh will, iiv ()lnl ) ill (f the result ald tl
to

(%f

exl lill

it.

I lie 111ovlellt of civiliZatiomi westward, frn()Il ablylon to
l0o111, froll Uolne to( Lo11nd(o, fl(,i Lu1(,lo11 to Sall Fralcisco,
has fii ishM(1t successor( of eras ill which the strollger, In),e
hi gh1l d(vel1oped aces, have fltulg thenselyes il hea vy Illasses
u11ln

the abo)riginal

)popllatiolls. The latter have yielde(1,

have )erished, ae. perislhi1ng.
Ill ( rr(ee, the I, l lel es caive
11l})01 1he Ielasgians, and the latter were eltler exterilliated
(or ah.s1orl)ed.
Again, in S(outhel1 Italy, the (ES trias
were
overwhelmed 1y the aggressive (olohlists of Magnia ( r:ecia.
'lThe ("aulish and British Celts sank into the earth unidler the
trel(end(ous pressure of the
)1,oman andl tlhe Saxo l.
The
AIlleerical O ori)ogilles, forced )ack( frol1 thle seal)a(
t hrirollugh
tll( )asses of the Alleghaies, are swepl)t across the great valley
of thle Mississippi, and( thrown up like 1)ebb)les on the plains of

the West.
In the great march which has thus substituted the wheatfield for the cane-brake, and made the White man the exteriinator of the Red l)arl)arian, there is this that is peculiar: il
America the work has been done by a class of men unknown

INTROD AUCTION

in E1urol)e--TIE; PION EERS.
Europe was peopled 1,y large
,od tes of men moving from one country to another.
In

many regions the antiquarian finds the Age of Stone suddenly
cut off by the Age of Bronze, without any intervening Age
of Copper. This means that a bronze- ,earillg soldiery overwhelmed the people of the Stone Age before the latter had
developed into a capability of working the metals. The
IIellenes came from the east as migrating tries.
The original
peoples of the peninsula were extinguished 1))y the invaders.
The Gaulish nations were trodden under foot by Ca sar's

armies. The followers of Iengist and IHorsa, before whom
the Celts of Britain perished, were an innumerable horde.
Everywhere, except in our own country, the movement has
been

Lnmass4-.

But in America the work has been accom-

plished by a different process. Heree we have had the gradual
approach of civilization, and the gradual recession of barbarism. population has bleen flung westward in a spray, which
has fallen far out beyond the actual line of the column.
Hence the pioneers.
It is surprising that no State of the great sisterhood,
west of the influence of the Atlantic tides, has been colonized.
Every commonwealth has been peopled by the scattered
scouts of progress-the pioneers. They have come by twos
and threes. The individual, unable longer to endure the
hardships of civilization, has moved out to find the comforts
and conveniences of the wilderness. At the first lie consisted
of himself, his dog, and his gun. A little later he consisted
of himself, several dcogs, one wife, and many children. Afterwards he consisted of himself, with the concomitants last
mentioned, and a neighbor of precisely the same definitions.
We have thus had in America a race of men, sui generisthe pioneers-thile hardiest breed of adventurers that ever foreran the columns of civilization. They belonged, like other
heroes, to the Epoch of the Dawn. The Old World knew
them not. They are our own-or were; for the pioneer type
is in process of extinction. Like the red tribes, pressed back

INTIROD C.TIO N

by their energies, the rIl<'1(ged :t1dvelltuIrers whlo mlal:le or.1r'e1lvS
i. T' li e of
possile, are see l oli\ illthe glow of sii-doI\\
pioneer life has swell\ t weswa'l

HIudsoil; froiil the

from

the Conlllcticit

to the

Delaware to the Ohio; from the (O)liio to

thlie Illilis; fri mii theli Faither
a few more
of Waters to the Rockies and the Plaiins.
years there will I e no place oil tlie col tillient, r aiy continent,
The pioneer has
s.
,ecalled Till:
properly
that cani
the Val1ash11, the W\iscolnsin, andi

always lived in the West.

lie will disappllar with lhis habitat,

and never he seell more.

no
;nl,
The pioneers were a people of heri'ic vii o,
the
of
life
literature. The situation forla.de it. The atiual
men who made civilization possilble inl the liler part of the

United States was remanded at their dleath to tra lition. The
The pioneer ai11nalist left his n1otepioneer bard starved.
ook to his sonl, who lst it wli le nmlnving further west. The
next generation repeated the storey of frontier life as it had
b1een received from the fathers. A few wrote. From ('anada
to the lagoons of Louisiana a traditional 1,re grew ulp anal
Then came ,ooks, almost of then written
was perpetuated.
with little skill and no dramatic luiality, often garrullou s,
In them, however, were polrtraved the
sometimes dull.

incidents and accidents of that daring life which was ,,oliI
to sink behind the horison.
A few of these frontier looks were written by the actors;
others, by those who had not liarticilpated in the scenes
described; most, by persons of little scholarship or wit.
Until the present, time few works on pioneer life and advelnture have been produced which have exhilitedh artistic merit
and literary ability. The flash of life through the clllrols

drama has been obscured )y dull conception, coarse d iction,li
ungainly style, and unnatural arrangement. It is important
at the present epoch, when the sliii of
11r heroes' fa mne is
setting, but has not set, that a true and vivid picture should

be preserved of the life which they led, and the deeds which
they performed.
As itrespects this preservation for posterity of the auialn

INTRODUCTION

of our Pioneer Age-the story of our great adventurers
and heroes-there is thus presented an alternative between
the voo and the vetcr. What is not presenltly accomplished
in the way of an authentic record ,of thi, daring exploits
of the fathers will never be accomplished at all. It is a
qujestcil of immelldiate photography. Thie pioneer may still
be sketched ere thle sunlight fadles into darklless; but the
evening cometh, when no instrument, however delicate its
lenses, can supply the want of a living subject for the
picture. In another generation the sketch of the American
adventurer will be but the reproduction of a wood-cut,
instead of a photograph from nature. Whoever l)y genius
and industry contributes to fix in our literature an adequate
conception of the lives and deeds of our heroes will make
himself a favorite of the present and t. friend of the coming
generation.
Such a work requires the skill of a dramatist. It is
not enough that the story of the men, " who by their valor
and( warcraft ]eateat
ack the savages from the borders of
civilization, and gave the American forests to the plow
and the sickle," should be told even passably well; it must
be told with the fervor and living power of the drama.
Shakespeare is now recognized as the prince of historians.
If we would study the story of the struggles of York
and Lancaster, we shall do better in the three Ilenrys and
the two Tichards than in the flat and lifeless pages of Hall
and Ilollinshed.
It has remained for our times to discover
that the historical imagination is better than the historical
microscope.
The former discoverss men; the latter, insects.

The former composes the Drama of Life; the latter the Farce
of Particulars.
The present work is a series of dramas in prose. It gathers
and relates the exploits of our national heroes. The characters

The material is gathered from the wild, but
not extravagant, annals of frontier life. Every scene in this

live and act.

book is a true photograph from Alan and Nature. The incidents are real. They are sketched with a dramatic power
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are thus given a new lease )flife.
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in the bul))le-stage of sentiment will woilnder that such things
coul le and not o'ercome the actors. lie who has reached the
an inlp)o rtant consideration illn the

zone ()f
apathy in the Middle Age of
al
,, will find ill these
thrilling stories of the life that is setting a- west food to revive
the adventurous spirit; and the noniagenalrian may chance to e'

re-warmed to hear again so graphically related the traditions
that hovered al out the fountains of his vouth.
A look so well conceive(l and admliiral)lv executed-so vivid
in its delineations of the lives and deeds of our national heroes,
and
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picturesque in its contrasts, and surprises-c1an hardly

fail of a hearty reception bly the pulic.
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CHAPTER I.
THE LEGEND OF POWHATAN
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Captain John Smith, the his torian of Powhataii and Ica •
hontas, was a traveler -who
narrated his. own adventures. As a
story-teller lie was a success.
What lie tells us of Powhlatan
and his alilialle

(laughter, is told as ani

d(ralnla of his own life,

it with

competelit

aside to the

Left aill orphan, in Englandl, at tifteen,

means,

hlie was apprenticed to a trade, while

his gluardians appropriated his fortune to themselves,

read

)ooks of

stirring

romance and

adventure
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lie had

enough to inspire him to
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e11,1ra ,lled :aro,111l
But he was 110 orlinarv ho\.
over Europe, meeting with various ildv\nture, taking, part ill
l eing 1nin eteei
the Continental wars until the lpieace of 1. S.
ini ai 'r1v of
lenlisted
lie
and eager for advenlltlre,
Velr 01od1
After
mercenaries, employed in the war of the Nethlierlands.
a yvear or two of hacking at his fellow-inen, lhe fell in withi

11111 away.

l al 1 escape(l.
three' rogues for molpailiois, Who ro1tetd i
O1e of these gallants he afterward l et, an 1 a llthI-llIgh wit

his sword.
Our hero next appears on a ship hound for Italy.
into a quarrel with the passengers over reli iol and

Getti'.

politic.,
they settled the argumenil t ,v 1itclhilg lin1 ,ove\r'1,,arl. 11ut
IIe was picked 11p 1 )y a
"(God got him ashore on al islandl"
which seemied to halve no p1artic Ltrading vessel, the 1-iti,,
The ~ freight
lar destination, I (ut lingered around for freilt.
wanted was avenetial 1erclhant vessel,

which

:).n er "slk,"
no S

tha the B rilta me fired a 1broadsidle. A lively fight follwved1,
bllt the merchant surrendered to the pirate.
Of tle spoils,
Smiith got "five hundred sequins, and a little box (od sent
him, worth as much more."

His acknowledgnents of Prvi-

dence are touching.
IIaving wandered around Italy till he was tired, Smnithi
went to Vienna, and enlisted

ii

the army of

the Emperor

ludolph, in the war against the Turks. The Turks had shut
up Lord Ebersl)raught in the h1esieged town of Olumpagh. Smith
had invented a system of signals, which he had once providentially explained to Elersbraught. Letters from A to LI were
represented by one torch displayed as many times as the letter
was removed from A ; letters from 3 to Z were represented 1,v
two torches, similarly displayed. Three torches signified the (ea1d
(f a word. Going upon a hill, Smith flashetl his torches to) the
1hesieged, signaling that they would attack at miidlight on the
east. The garrison were to make a sortie at the same time. On
the side opposite to that of the intended attack, Smith set 111
smie stakes in the plain, and strung then with long lines of
powder strings.

At the moment of the attack these were touched

off, resembling the flash of musketry, and the Turks prepared,
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llI.

7'.tA'.

illforce, to resist thle attack ft'ro
t this quarterl.
Their mistake
was discovered too
e to
ve te
the rescue
rescue of t e garrison.
'Fromthis time oil,. Sinilth bore the raik of iall taill.
Still more c ivalri c are

lis ltaerf'orancles

iii another

siege.

DI)li-,n the slow toil of the b esieginlg, Christians ii making
renchlles and fortificatiolls, thli Turks would frequently yell at
Ithli,
and rid icule their work.
[i order to pass a
tway
hle tilne
and "delight the ladies, the Turkish h)ashaw sent a challenge
for single combat with any Christian. John Smith, aged t«velntythree, accepted it. A theater was built., the a mies dlrawl uip,
and the bashaw alippeared to the sound
of music. lis caparisoned horse was led by two julizaries, land his lance was borne
by a third. ()n his shoulders were a pair of silver winas,
d111(
his costulne was orniaented with jeweled l lles. t Thlis gorgotis beiwg Smith did not keep long iii waiting. Acconpanied

made

, a single plage. he took position,
a courteous salute,
chlna d at the signal, and. before the l)shaw (ou111
say ',ack

hinsllsol.' thriut his lance through the sighi
t of his weaver,
fltce. head, and all. threw hin to the groluId, and cut off his
head." A friend of the bashaw's then chlllen ed Smith. The
light was with pistols. the EJiglishnman wilig
another head.
Smith then became challenger. 'Thecombat was long and doubtful.

The weapons were battle-axes. Once Snith dropped his,
and the Turks set up a great cheer. 1but "yv Ilis .judgment and
dlexterit v in such a business. by Gods assistance, having drawn
his ftichioin, he pierced the 'Turk so under the culets, throw

hacke and body."
Smith was eventually taken prisoner, but only to meet with
a new adventure.
i1e was sent to be thle slave of the beautiful
('Charat za
at Constantinople. lie was by no means

'Tragabianda

ill-fiv ored, and thle tender

passion

soon inflamed the leart of the
Voulga Mistress.
But controlling herself, she sent him awayv to
hier brother Tymnor. "to learn tle language, till time aile hier
mistress of herself." Smith thought he would, ere long, become

he

husbaInd, but in an hour after his arrival the brother stripped
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president was cursedl to his
lie was accused "of
tionlls,
mieale, sake,
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face fir his failure to erect fortificaimn'rissin,, to his private use oat-

oyle, alqua vite, 1bef, and egges, " while the others
a half )ilnt of wheat, and(l as m1111cil 1b)arley b( led

had only '
with water for a mnan a day, and this being fryed some twent vysix weeks in the ship's hold, contained as ma1y wo()rlles as
graines." As a result of the quarrels, \Willgfield was deposed
and imprisoned. Wingfield denies emiibezzling the delicacies.
" I never had but one squirrel roasted !"
The colonists hung ole of the council, andI Sliih himself
came near it. The pious frauds had a church, however, with
" Comnno 1'1'raver mIlonlino' and evening, every day two serin1)l1s,
Simith seems to have been
Sunldiess"
with anl I[oli ily o
Every one
almost alone ill his efforts to build up the colony.
else was crazy tlbomt gold.
lie mll(le several short voyages,
securing small

the swas, geese.,

lllllits

a:11

of corn fro111 the Indians, which, with
ducks on the rivers, wild ' pu m p kins and

persimnmis," made life (uite tolerable, so that for a while the
" tutaffety " gentllen of the colony uit wanllting to return to
Necessity, however, again drove Smith to make a
England.

more extended voyage up the Chickahominy.
They proceeded upl the river as far as possible with the
pinnace. T'lhenl Snlithl took two of the crew, Robinson and
Emiry, ashore with lhimi, where two Indians were hired to take
them further in a canoe. The crowd in this canoe paddled sonic
twenty miles. For convenience in getting supper, they pulled
'boyle
ashore. Leaving one Indian and the two Englishmen to "
the pott," Smith took the other Indian with him to look around
in the ileighiborhood fo r gane. lie had gone some distance when
cries and yells were heard from the canoe, and then all grew
still. Smith righi tly conjectured that the mnen had been attacked
and killed. Seizing Iiis guide. he bound himn fhst to his own
arm with a garter. and made ready to fight.

No Indians were

vet in sihit,. but a arrow. winged by a hidden hand, struck
Shortly a score of savages jumped from their
Smitll's tli ,.
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I )care. 'Iiilkle<. wild lBedstes. ;Intl ( oin.- ;i sv"teuIi of' ()'o1inept1 <trlui''el\ siililiar to tha1t o1f the Iioiiiii
Eliipiie. I lis subjects
xxo;iu,(.

I IaI I
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I
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)ul pItt 11. 1 7'.1

'

regardedl hi as half m1111and half '(ll . a r1'tll'e illttlate' unlio
Of church and state.
llis ililortl;allt
tio
When the dalnitless Smith Nwas presentelld
v'
wls
lls lllir
persotnage, he seemed about sixty Fears b11l.
1
his fire
tall and majestic. lie was reelititgi at tle e nd
fa
coveredd \witlh great
,1l111i's
lly.
'I

lo1ig apartment. Oil a chair or couch of state.

1iv 1i e,
robes of furs, with a coronet of i111llllll(1
on his head. At his head and feet sat t w\ shapely Youl g
.
'lirls, in scalnty attire. his Vittuef'st an tdft orite wi ve\
11dian
with
1ol'ne
i 1
Behind hit were grouped the rest of lis wives,
the
Around
aipiants.
gaudy
heads and decoratedl with the most

l
room were arranged fifty of the tallest wn'rris in his dlil
ions. This palace guard" was increased to two hulired ftit1

11e is said to 1.have lived
this time oii account of the Inglishl.
,-c t i111
At iigtl
" in ureat barbaric state alnd mauii ficeciie."
P.rwas posted on each corner of the hous'e.w o \was re(ir ,Pelit
Itf
's. ,
tin intervals to give a sig;inl to the guard it the h
slept or omitted the sig nal he recei ,edterr1
ril.ci l1 ni':11 1 t.
lPowhatan had a large number of towns or seats in whinlh lhe,
from time to time, imatde his residence. accordingly
to t11e
I
as.tll
or the character of the game which each place alfordel.
On Smith's entrance into the dusky emhleror's 1hall of state,
a terrific shout was set up. The Queen of Appona t to x
nme
now familiar to every American), brought a coll er bhasin of
water, while her companion attended with a bunchl of feath ers
on which to dry Smith's hands. The cmileror, hav in, a ssured
himself that Smith's hands were cle ii. proceeded ti ask him
innum erable questions as to where lie was froit, where lhe was
going,

what 1broulit the whites to his kinlgdoim.
hvliat were their
intentions. what kind of a country they lived in. .ld hm,,1man
warriors they had.
No doubt. the slaver of three Tiurkishi

thshaws, and the pet of the princess. Tragabpigzand.

was equal
It is possible that the old savage, regvardedl
hint as a liar, for after his questioliiis were over. Siithi says.
"almion,,
consultatiol was held. but the conclusion was. two
to his opportunities.
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blefoe

lPvlataa;

Iand 1 i11 liii, (lragg'el

tlel

1liii

as

many

to them . a11(1

laid his head," lrleplratorv tL bleatiliL. out his lprecious
brailis witlh their war-ltubs. BY lucky incidentt 811itli escapedl
the

d1i

through the faiiioiis i1itercessioii

of Pouuhiontas, -the

l;daughiter, hlioiii 1o entreaty could Jprevaile, but
gIlt Ilis head in her a11rs, 111(1 laid her own upon his to save
1i1 f'rolm deathh" al incident t which has bet expanldedl. llioral1kiiin2's dearest

ized

uponl
, and

a11 luinded ill turn

by

a hundred historians.

lpoor Smith received the cariesses of thlle I iilitian
maiden with a sensation raely the lot of mortals to elnjoyv, for
No doubt

the stern old emperor looked at the scelie for' a 1lo(ent,

illt-

tered a few words in his strain!)e toii!.tue. and. with his owli hand
lifted the irl atll Sll ith from the ru
i
d. Smith Was still dloubtful t his late for a day or two. l)uring this tiie lie busied

,iMd

her comllllaliious within dehi.lit.

ular with the votuII

While

making himself

girls. Snuithi noticed with satisfactioni

popthat

the chiefs still admired an;11(d wondered at the comllpass as miuc
as ever. IIn the picture oli the opposite page the wily Elnglish111a111 is presenting Pocahontas with a woodlen doll, which hlie has

just inanufacturedl.
()lie day', old Powhatan laid aside his diginitv, as most kiigs
do
times. iid dis!uising h imsell' ii tlie iios t Ihorri1ble manner,
witlat
h two hundred others, "as Mllacke as
liinselfe," hid beh ind a
ciirtaiin iii a harge house, to which Smith was presently brought.
lie sat down by tlhe fire. tllinkini the apartment otherwise ulnccupied, when with uniearthlly shrieks and a "liellishe noise." tlhe
s:\aages jumped 'from their lhidinllg-place, brandishing \wea,pos,
a iid making horrible contortions as they circled around hin1.
Ile supp o sed lhis end was at hand. The aftiir was only a joke,
thooug'h lie was well-ni,-h dead with apprehension. There are
still savages, white enough. who enjoy such jokes. Powhatail
wit It an)y grins, furnished hi ntI with
explained the hitterr
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Next m1or11ig Newport

feast,
mile

was rovailly entertaiined for f'oul"r da
to elaborate

nV sulllject who offered

port lve

IlI

1iim

When tihex
for N ep-ltort.

s.
Powh]iall
his hospitality. procliaiiiliiI , 1 eati

ilV discourtesy

to

hils guests.

white boy. Tho iiils SIxaV',. as a

a

cainle to traille. LPowiatlin
ieaIffectIed greait tliliiit',

pii'reseit.

ais much
sai

N e-

too craltl\

tlie great

'ox-

liatalu could no1
t enter into a di'cke.
"Let ('tapain Ne vport
I v ldowii aIll lis co iunuoditics. SuclIi as LIowvhi aliti i iiits lie vwill

T111 LI'GI''1D 01F

take ;til1l then make

such

'0lILI7'.t.\.

re millellse as is rigit."

Such ll\\is
lljs speech. Newp o rt fell into the trap. lie receivtl
Itti r
thushcls of ciitrn when lie should have had two hundred(.
I
Si1 I1i
scein,, this failure, apparently ley accident glanced solile blue
teads. so that

telir (dint (alliitt the eye

of the Illdlial.

who at,

oneI1eenie

eager to see themi.
Snlith delied( having the ,
tl le protested he could not, sell themi, that they were made of'
the same stuff as the sky. and were only to be vorll byv lthe
greatest kings on earth.
All this inflamed the savage's ;luxiety to the highest pitch, and he offered twenty,
liftly, a hlluldred,

two hundred, three hundred bushels of corll. Smith vichl ed
to this last offer withll reat slho of reluctance. took lis coni,
" nlti
et." le says, parte, gt odl friends."
The

presence of Newport's slhip at the colony was a con stant,

deilttrallizatin .

Suchd,1 thlle
short inen as hatd ally

thing of

value whatever traded it t the sailors for liquor or ship)stores,
were wasted in excesses. Smith wanted Newport to
le' ve. l)ut he caughtt the *' gold fever," and remained fourteen
weeks. diligently loading his vessel with river sand, in which
were shining particles ttf mica, which he insisted were gold.
The idle colonists gave up regular work, in spite of Smith's
(expostulations, and dreamed of fabulous wealth. The ship
remained so long that its stores were exhausted, and instead
,of the colony receiving supplies from Newport , actually had to
divide its imeager store to revictual the ship for the return.
Newp)ort sailed r1,oudtly away with his cargo of dirt, but not
without doing a mischief to the colony. Povhatan, with a
which

nlltiv\

clear as day to, Smith. sent Newport twenty turkeys,
asking, o"t wenty swords in return, which the goose at once
sent 1im. Soon afterward he sent a like present and message
to Smith,. but obtained no swords for his trouble, which angered
Thoiugl professing,' friendship, the Indians begai to g-'ive
troulle with their thitevig,.
Several men 'frmlthe fort wvere

1i1.

way;vlaid in the forest and stripped of their weapons. . Thus
1latlers went on till Smnith took several of the Indians prisoners,
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lI101r.

Thiigs hlad barely began

inar1plot

Newport

broughlit

with 1li1

elnperi'r,

A

returned
( ders

to run1

sinoothly whenll tlhe

schelmes.

lie

of P ol:hatali

as

with several wild
for a

coonliatioli

together with elaborate presents for the ol Ilian.

more
.
foolishly

tllill'

wVas

nevXr

I'he elect

perpetrated.

(of his
VII
friendly relatei, lls
sense protested agai lst the
but.

was to illcrease Powhat's
notion

o1f the coronlatio

importance, and make it
illmpossible to lllaintalln

with himn.

Smnith's

hard

1blly,

finally he insisted on at least trilng to get P~owhmataii

t6)collie

to Jamestown fior the ceremony.

Wi thi
tnis objecthe vwellt to
i il avlt'irotl homew, w\as
Powhatan's residence, but fiindin,

compelled to wait a day for his return. In the meantlime lP oc.ahotas had soln e l,r'e
tofher fuln. Sul ith andl his
i;nenlwere
sitting arounl a fire in the open air, Awheln they were alarmed
by the

most

seized

their arms

frigtlll'ul uproar ii

and

the surrounding woods.

thought they were

itioienl t Pocahoultas

caine run1

infernal passions."

An

betrayed.

They

In a

up11
to Sm1ith. and told him he
night kill her if aiyv hurt was intenlied. and explained that it
was only sport. At the head of her thirty young women.
attired as we have intimated was their fashion, she ledl them in
a wonderful "anticke," dancing, singing, crying, leaping. casting
themselves in circles around the visitors, and " falling into their
llg

hour was spent in this "niascarade."

Then " they solemnly invited Smithl to their lodgings, where

lihe

was no sooner illthe house, but all these ii.vmphs more tormlnented liin than ever, with crowding, pressing. hanio', about
himn, most tediously crvili,."

'Love

you not nme ?

Love you not

me?" AftMer this he was seated at the most elaborate banquet
of savage dainties which the ingenuity of Pocahontas and her
nymphs c'uld

devise.

The feast at

last broke up, and his

ds(111ky tormentors escorted him to his lodging with a fire-brand
In the nmornling. Smith, his head no doubt a little thick front
the frolic. stated his wish to Powhatan. agreeing to_assist him
in a war against hlis enemies, the Monnaans. itf lihe 1ould, ome

1 \"1 IAA'
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The shrewd old diplomnate also offered to

fight with Smitll against the settlement, ad quell the mutiny,
which lhe was keei enough 1to perceive and understand.
Failing in his well-meant ellorts. Smith sailed awav. Acci(elts are sometimes fortnll:lte. Ills ship ra:n ground. Mes11 the brief
i
hilll Ito ret illl.
1iili 2, l1)(__2ll2'
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Smith

returned. restored order. removed the colony to the town IPow-

hatan. where tllhey found a fort (capable of defense against all
wairm and dry houses to livye 111,
tIle saa'lges iil Virlinia,
d(1two 111un1dred acres ot land ready for planting corn. 'li is
Illir lly
eolnforti ll)le :ald secure place was called Nonll-such.
vwere they well settled. vwhen the old infatuation seized then.
Smith, seeing the mutineers bent on th eir
lutinv broke out.
ow\n (ldestru(ction. ,gave up in despair and left them forever.
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given him, to aliestown ou il t eniid. SI ge col llipai ,,l
of loneliness, and easily persuaded Spelliaml to ret lunl with hli n.
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The
Powhatan henceforth haugiltily refused all trade.
forests were filled with lurking savages. Mlany a 111111 went
out from the fort to hunt game who never returned. Such
food as they had on hand was consumed and wasted y tile
officers. The colonists bartered away their very swords and
guns, with which alonbecorn could be procured. () tle five hundred colonists at the time of Smith's delpartur
here reiailned,
at the end of six lmolths, only sixty, and these subsisted chiefly
on "roots, herbs, a(orns, walllnuts, and )herries, a(Id l\ow and
believe the
It is almost impossible to
then a little fishll."

stories of this " starving timne." The corpses of t \v savages
who had I ecn killed, were seized 1by the poorer c sitsit. boiiled
O1ne among thc
with roots and herbs, and greedily devoured.
e powdered he,. and had ea/en part of her
r,',s d1/V i/ , his 'ye,
,lie/re r/ w as k no wn." This man was burned alive for his crime.
Strange as this story is, it was reaflirined in most particulars in
tlhe published report of' an official investigation iito thle atlfirs

of the colony by the London directors in the year 1 10. These
extremities were the result of sloth, vice, an crime as muuch
as of the natural hardships of the situation. The colony was
All plantiing
composed of the vetry oflsouri's of Londl.on
albandolned, lthe houses decive(l, the
church became a tuiiibling ruin. They ate th eir fish ranl rather
ailtes, after
it. Whe So111er's a111d
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a fire and
(
hal build
terrible a(1dvetlures, arrived wtith re- tforceniiits, thliey said the
and ,,atheriin

of cropls

vwas

colY \\would have been extinct in ten days had not succor
arrived.

W\it il wavering fortunes the colony continued to exist . We
have little accountlli of P, whatan. owintg to thle tact that his
irlnorseless hostility cut off all intercourse with hi . Ii 1 1(iii
the princess.

Pocahontas, had developed into the mature.r beauty

)f eihieeii years.
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risked aIg"aii and again to help) the tEnglish, is almost beneath
the whiip of scoi'ii.
This gallaitltgentleman took his
she looked uplio

for the

)rizie

to Jalilestownii, wVhi'ch

Smllitll's delIparture,
f',our years before. Messengers were dispatchedl to Powhata,
announcing the capture of his daughter anll the requisite ranisoin set onil her head.
English captives, stolen tools, captured
guns, were to be restored, with much corn. Powhatan was
greatly disturbed by this news. Pocahontas was still his favorite laughter. But it was a great sacrifice to give up the Englis
weapons.
Besides she had always inclined to aid tlie Ellglis h,
which was wrong. Whatever were the thoughts of the whlitefirst tiie since

haired emperor, as this new sorrow burdened(l

his heart, it was

three months before he res)pondled to thle
message. This delay
was singular, and is lhar(d to accou)it for. It may have bee
caused by the struggle between private collectionn for his d ug hter and public duty to his country a.(nd people. At thie end of
three imuonths, he sent back seven of his Englishi captives, each
armed with an unserviceable musket, and promised, on the
release of his daughter, to give five hundred bushels of corn.
This was promptly declined, and a demand made for the return.
of' every captive, gul, and sword. Powhatai was so angered
lat this reply that he was not heard from for a long time.
In the following Spring, an expedition of one hundred aild
fifty men took Pocahoiitas, and went up to Powhata;ms seat.
The English then
The emperor refused to see their messengers.
told lis people they had come to receive a ranisomn for Pocahontas and restore her to liberty. To this the Indiains replied
with showers of arrows. A fight ensued. Forty houses were
burned. 'Then a palaver was had, and a truce arranged till the
following day. Meanwhile Pocahontas went ashore, and two
of her brothers and some friends were permitted to see her.
She welcomed them, but in a rather frigid way. She spoke
little to any but her brothers, and told them plainly, that if
her father loved her, he would niot value her less thanu old
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refsed to see
that a peace miihlit he elected.
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other
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gentle
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toward the civilization of the Etn1lish, haid
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ies to ie set free. at the time (if her capture, are in markedly conto veanr

ftrast with her Indilflerelice. at the inteliew with her rot iei's.
hr own people, and her willintLess to reiiiai with the
towrd
oiti
Eioglisih.

[lie real< reason for this was known only to a single

one of her captors, IMi'. Johlim
e

terprising

mall. one of lthe

widower, his Vo111

olfe, a steady, industrious, and
est

of' the

Wife havilg dlied.

colony,

lie was a

When he camie in con-

tact with Pocahontas, lher charms of person and graces of c('haracter filled hin with an admiratiolt tinged with emotion.
Rolfe was a very religious fellow, and lie inade his Chris-

tian duty to the Uintutored uai(lden the excuse for frequent calls,
long colversatiois. and earnest persuasions to renounce lier idolLove is a cunning
atry, a(d a(lopt the true (Christian religion.

re

lIe delights
knows lthe tfoilbles of hunma nature.
to masquerade long inl the characterss of duty, friendships.,
mutual imtprovemient, ple"sure, or religion, and the suddenly to
fellow.

throw aside his masque and startle his victims with the sight
of i1s own true self. Thus it was that Master Rolfe kept
assuring himself that his talks and persuasions with Pocahontas

were merely d(lone from a sense of duty; and, as the girl slowly

TIHE LEGEND OF PIOWIA TAN.

yielded to his inflluence, until att last, just before her weddinll,.
slhe rel onllce[ the religioll of her tFathers, aid folrmiilly Inofessilnigler adoption of Cllristiallity, was baptized and re-chlristened
by thie inale of Rebecca, she too (persidedherself that, she
was allimalted wholly by the strength of Master Rolfe's ar1:lmiieiits aind the truth of his cause.
When the expedition set out, of which the object was to
restore Pocahontas to her people, Rolf'e must have ulldergolle
great inward torment. IIe resolved to ask the governor, Sir
T homas Dale, for permission to marry Pocahontas.
InIstead of
speaking to Dale, whom he saw every day, Rolfe drew upla
long letter, a sort of theological treatise, to hin, and lwhen he
set out to interview Powhatan on the subject of the peace, lcft
this curious document with a faithful friend, who was to deliver
it,to the goverliorl in the author's a bsenlce. The letter is a
illustration of the perfect ion of love's masqlueradle
(left ((cocealnlent of his real character from his victim.
nloious

,

his

It began with solemn assertions that the writer was moved
onlky by the Spirit of God; that he sought only to obey his
conscience,

as a preparation for the " dreadful day of judgment,
whel the secrets of all men's hearts shall be opened;" that he
was ill no way led by " carnall affection," and that he sought
only " for the good of this plantation, for the honor of our

coultrie, for the glory of God, for my owne salvation, and for
the converting to the true knowledge of God and Jesus Christ,
an unbelieving creature, namely Pokahuntas." lie went on to
describe how long the subject had borne on his mind, how he
had set before

his mind

the proneness of mankind to evil

desires, how he had studied the rebukes of the Bible against
marrying strange wives; how the fearful struggle had kept up
day and night between the powers of light and darkness; how
" besides the weary passions and suffering, he had daiely, hourely,
yea, and in his sleep injured ; even awaking him to astonishment, taxing him with remissnesse, and carelessnesse, refusing
and neglecting to perform the duteie of a good Christian, pulling
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a apparent love for him, her intelligence :I1I desire to Ibe aiullit.
illpressiols, "and also Ithe
lier willingness to receive
spirituall, besides her owne incitements stirringiie up hereunto."

Ogood

That these "incitements" and the rest had great inllue1ce over

" SlmII 1 he
the writer of this remarkable love-letter is plan.
ill
of so untoward a disposition as to refuse to lead the Ilini
the right way ? Shall I be so uminmatural as not to give Ii'
:-il
to the hungrier, or uncharitable as not to cover lthe nakedi
?"
Such horrible wickedness was iot to be thou Iht of'. l11
determined to sacrifice himself on the :ilt;1r of dit v.
le conhll
not close, however, without rellewed lii'otests 11that he w\\s not
iiiiluece(ed by his own desires or ifte(ctimis. 1I fait. one thinks
he cloth protest too much.
lie finishes, s:iyin;g. I w\vill
iheirtily
ancept of it as a.godly taxe alppointeil Ie. and I will never
cease (God assisstinug me) until I have accom.,
lished,,
:in hro,,uglt
to pler'fection so holy a worke, in whliich I will daily pray (od
to bless mie, to mine and her eternal happinesss"
Governor Dale read this tedious missive. and no doubt saw
the size of the joke. But, nevertheless, he could see thle miurriage would be a good thing for the colony, and lay the foulnd;ltion for a lasting peace. Hie approved of it heartily, huno-rihg
Rolfe by giving his assent in the same style in which the letter was written, and, so far as we are illlforned, without wou\\(1ding the susceptible heart of the widower by aiy t'etiolus
reflection on his cant and self-delusion.
Word was sent to Powhatan, and he, too, seemed to aplliove
of it. Ile was growing conservative in his old age, and he saw
in the marriage a career suited to the tastes of his daughter as
well as an assurance of long continued peace for his weary
people. The expedition returned to JamnestowNii, where l',:oca-
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hontas, as before remarked, formally announced her conversion
to Christianity. This was really a good joke oi 1Rolfe, for it
dlemiolished at onie bClow the entire fidbric of mock reasollillg, by
which he j justified his desire to marry 'Poca hontas. 1Iowevcr,
the question was not sprung. Plrepara.tions for the weddlinlg
went on merrily. Powhatall shortly sent lown an old unclle of
P'ocahontas to represent hiini at the wedding and give the bride
away.

The ceremony was performed in the Jamestowi

Church.

about the 5th of April, 1614. This marriage is justly celebrated as being the basis for a peace with the P'owhatans
as long as Pocahontas lived. Other tribes, ai ong thenm the
Chickahoninies, who are said to have had n1o kin,, bult a rulde
sort of republican government, sent in their submission to this
colony, which no longer had occasion for war.
It, is instrl
active to notice ihatf. the colony at this time ab andoned thlei Colllmnunal system of properly, because while all were

fed out of the comamnion0store, sonic woUld shirk the labor, aMd
even the most industrious would "scarcely work in a week so
much as they would for themselves in a single day." The p'ospeerity of the colony was assured. Communism is the very soul
of bararlmisn; individual property the earliest sign of civilization.

The first time a thing occurs it is remarkable. The wedding
of Rolfe and Pocahontas, famous as the first marriage of a white
man with an Indian woman oi this continent, recalls an incident
which had transpired twenty-seven years before. This wAs the
birth of a. little waif' known to history as Virginia Dare, the
first white child born in America. It took place in 1587, in
the unhappy colony at Roanoke, Virginia, founded under the
auspices of Sir Walter Raleigh, whose transcendent genius
more nearly apprehended the glorious destiny of America than

that of any other man of the age. This little maiden was
baptized when she was a week or two old. The scene was
one of thrilling interest to the anxious group of spectators.
li libe>s 1een
unconscious
That ceremony performed over the
described with touchin, interest by ever'v historian of Aimerica.
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invited hi n to his house. After a pipe o1f tobacco had leen

solution

passed around. l'ow4lniatan inquiredl anxiously about his daughter's welfitre. " her ma 'rriage, his munknown soi. a nill how t hey
liked, lived, alld loved together." Ilanior amswer'id that Rolfe
was very well. aind " his daughter so well (colntent that she would
not change her life to return and live with him. whereat he
l;ilughed heairtily,
vand said he was very glad of it."
Powhlataln thei desired to know the reason of the uinexp't ed visit.
Ilamiio0 sai(
desired no one to he present.
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stone, whenever Powhatan would send for it. I llaior then proceeded to speak of the great reputation for eaut y ;anld attractiveness which Powhata 'syoungest daughter bore, of thlie desire
of Pocahontas to have her sister's compllmionship, of Governor
I)ale's

intention to remain permanetllly ill Virginia, anid his

desire, in case the young lady proved to be all that was reported
of her, to make her his " nearest companion, wife, and bedfellow." Such an alliance, Ilamor represented, woull be an
honor to all concerned, and would form a new bond of alliance
and friendship.
When Ilamor had finished, the emperor gracefully acknowledged the compliment, but protested that his daiugIter had
been three days married to a certain one of his kings. Ilamnor
replied that this was nothing, that the groom would readily
relinquish her for the ample presellts whiclji Governor Dale
would make, and further, that the emperor might easily exert

his authority to reclaim his daughter on sonic pretext. To this
base proposition the old monarch lnmade an anllswer, of which the
nobility and purity might have put to shame the brazen IHlamor.
lie confessed that his real objection was the love lie bore to his
daughter, who was dearer to him than his own life ; that though
he had many children, none delighted himll as much as she; that
he could not live unless he saw her every day during the few
remaining years of his life, which he could not do if she went to
live with the English, as he was resolved never to put himself
in their power by visiting them. IHe desired no other pledge
of friendship than the one already existing in the marriage of
his Pocahontas, unless she should die, in which case he would
give up another child. Finally, he urged with vehement and
pathetic eloquence, " I hold it not a brotherly part for your
king to endeavor to bereave me of my two darling children at
once. Give him to understand that, if he had no pledge at all,
he need not distrust any injury from me or my people. There
hath been already too much of blood and war. Too manlly of
my people and of his, have already fallen in our strife, and by
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Jil
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never
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f'ro111
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HIis speech was ended. 'I'lte bha.rl
silent.
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,

The council fire, ulllrelleliishlied. 11a(1

the interview, and the g reat, crackliiilg

of stlt
ll11
liri"edll

was

low ,d1lig,,l

log(".s lay rve 1ced to a1

dull heap of embers, fit syimibol of the aged monarch

whvo

1,1

;art
\i
just spoken; within their midlst still bu111ed f l ,lowing
of fire, but more and more feebly, while over all thle whiteI,11(

feathery ashes were weaving the shroud of

,deatt .

(',l11

i11

a savage, but relnelber that his shii]i1," love for his dla,11glihi'
only throws into darker shadow the

iit 1)oIs

1r positions ofn

llgl lish1an to tear a\\wa; the three dlays"' bil(l
from the arms of I]er I d ia
lover, an1d ,give her
'
0 a 111111
the civilized

who had already a wife iil E;glaid.
forget not that. when his e1e1mies

food.

Call hinm a barbarian, but
u11111geredl he had give

When his people were robbed, whipped. ad

the1t

i oprisoledl

by the invaders of his country, he had only retaliated,c
anIl
had never failed to buy the peace, to which he was eltitledl
without money and without price.
Call hin a heathen, but do
not deny that when hlie said that, if the English should (Io
him an inj iuryv, hlie would not reseit it. but only move tifrther
from them, he more nearly followed ihe rule of' tlie Master,

of whom he was ignorant., than did the fitithless, pilferi ,g
adlventurel's at the fort, who rolled their eyes heavenward andl
called themselves Cumius'IrI Ns.

In 1(Gl( .Johnl
Rolfe a 1idIlocahontas went to England]
taking several Indians with them. llerc llolf'e well-nigh got
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into trouble over his marriage. The ilt illigont King .Jaues,
the sameI who wanted his nillister to lroclre u1l a fiiel,s(quirrel,

cause le was "so

well affectedl

to smlh toys," took

it iito his limiitedl he,1L that Rolfte, a private geiitleuana,
marrying into the im perial filnily of

high

treason.

by

'Pow\\lata;11, lhad COllllittedl

The "allnointed " ,edlnllt

was deeplly

ofl'lleld.

to claim the Virgiliia domninioi
and insisted that RLolf meant
i
as his wife's heritage, and have the crown descend to his posterity. His counselors succeeded with difficulty in showing
hini how far-fetched the notion was. The Lady Robecc,, as
Pocahontas was called in Englantl, received, for a little wlile,

considerable attention. The aristocracy ventured to p1 itf,1oiize
her slightly on account of her rank. She was received ,by
1bv
the king and queen, taken to the theaters. a11nd ( led o(,i
e111'
iiiatCaptain S11ith, busy wit 11
several (of the nol)ility.
lets. dlid not see lier for somie time. but either to help l'ocl lmit as or (lraw attention

to himself,

wrote the

1queen1

which he gave a brief and spirited account of the
nesses which Pocal ntas had bestowed oniI the

a letter. in

nuiauv kind'colo

y. a 1(1

earnestly requesting that she receive the royal ftlvor andl atteCl-

tion while in England.
In a little while, however, Pocahontas seems to have been
neglected. The novelty wore off'. After the first weeks of her
visit she was no longer spoken ,of'as the wife of Rolfe at all.
Either on account of tlie Lonlon smoke or the neglect of tile
iimith relates
Virginia coliany. she was staying at Bra iforS.

the story of a singular int erview which lhe hadI within her here.
After a modest salutation, she. with out a word. turned her back
to him, and passionately buried her te iii her halIds. Ai
length she broke fortli witli pathetic reproaches, recalling& the

old scenes at the colony, and her sacrifices for the Eilglish,
how he had called Powhvata "'ftllther" when lhe was a strlan.er
ii a strange land, vet how. now ia1tl their position ns were

heu and objected to lher alli11. bunm
a ys
She said that after his departure the Engli

reversed. he neglected

"father."
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This samiie savage accidentally mnet Captain Smith in London,
where their old ((Jquiaintance was renewed.
lie at once begged
Smith to, show hlillt his God, king, queen, and prince, about

whoiti Sllitlti 111ad told hiti so mIch. Smith p
1 ut him off' the
best. he could about shlowinlg his God, but told him he had
already seen tihe king, a:ndl
tlihe
others he should see when he
liked. The Indian stoutly denied having seen the king, James
not coniiin

up to his notion of the ruler of such a people.
When convinced that he h ad really seen the king, he said, with
a:melancholy countenance: "You gave Powhatan a white dog,
which he fed <as himself; but your king has given me not a
mouthf'ul nor a present; vet I amn better than your white dog."

In May, 1 617. 1olfe. wl 11( had been appointe(l secretary of
Vi rgilia , wwih is wife ald chlil1, 'I'ep(1ed to return to America.
l'ey were on board their ship.l which was detained a few days
in thle Tlhaines by co itrarv wil"ls.

duringg this delay the lovely

Po,'hdontts was take ill.
a11d, after an illness of three days,
dlied. i1 8 stria , er's landl.
'IH'1s elIs o e

of

the1(lie feos,

,lon(1 in all lit crmltne.
s8:er'

11d1

loveliest 1romances to be

Amill the darkness of barbarism and

ithe raic aI dliclate nIature of Pocahontas, a

". l,1loi)e11l

will iose in the rocky cleft of black precipices and gloomy
mountains.

,orn for a ( dilflerent sphere than that

She seemed

her people was
I'Thle brutality ,f'
in which she was plaed.
wholly absent fr'om her allfctionate heart. She tookl naturally
she so, little uwileirstood.

to the civilization whi(chl

Whatever

motives may have influen('ed her il her adoption of Christianity,
it is on record that
husband.

she

'

lived civilly and lovingly" with her

From the first she had no fear of the English, going

freely to their fort and on board their ships. Nearly every one
the colony had some favor, bestowed in the days of her

iln

frolicsomne

visits

to ,Jainestown, for which to remember her.

On all occasions she was their friend, supplying them with provisions, concealing theft t from her father, and aiding them to
Ile' inflluence over her father was unceasingly exerited
escape.
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HIis people had a sorti
illages, bl)tl
"the

of religion, with priests, temples, a:l(1
(erelnoiies seemed lnot worshllip, but propitia-

tiolls against evil," and they

,of' al

pplearl

to

have had lno conceptionll

of ati inlni'ortl:l life.
lTheir not-iois
alorlnellt were very decided, if'not pleasing. ()il

ov'e1'uling power o

of,1i
peson11,ii

a:idl paints were daubed all over the person. Their ears had
large holes bored in them, in which were hung bones, clawvs,
beads. "and some of their inen there be who will weare in
these holes a small greene-and-yellow coloured live snake, neere
half" a yard in length, which crawling and lapping itself about
his nleck, oftentimes familiarly he suffreth to kiss his lips.

Others wear a dead ratt tyed by the tayle."
II Ilis last days oowhatani much feared a conspiracy , bet ween
his botlher' Op1chananough and the English, to overthrow his
)V"e '111
et t, l'o
prevent \vlii hI his dilomiacy was carefully exer'cise l. ''llere is muchl
that is pathetic in the close of his career,
his (,I
oiniions overrun with strangers, his well-beloved

Ia 1ghlter'

land, and liself 110 lon ~ger
opposlil ug riled resistance to the English, which lhe was shrewd
sleeping,

her last sleep in a foreign

to see must il the long run result in the extermination
Of hlis people, but simply '" moving fitrther from them."
It would be unjust to the manl, to whom we are indebted for
the story of Powhatan and his lovely daughter, to close this
enou

account without referring briefly to his career after leaving Virlie was forever after a hobbyist on America. lie was
-iiia.

always laboring to get up new expeditions, of which he should
have con1iand. Once lhe did go to New England, and as usual,
Miet with thrilling adventures. But he was pursued by the same
ill luckl which had lbeei his evil star. His ambitious plans were
never fulfilled, or. if hlie did get men to invest in his enterprises,
they always miet with disaster and ruin. Smith had the great
,ood fortune to be his own historian. Ie took care to tell his
own story, and he told it well, making himself the center of
every scene.

lie was a graphic writer, fulll of wit, and his

,pages, though crude in style and bungled in arrangement, are
the most interesting chronicles of his time.
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graenergy exp~endinig itself on the one liobiy of' wo(rking,111

no &1in t''il. is

ow Il adveei 1

iii'z.

11a11e

e :peditions to America, no doublt , maode hint to souuie ext en t :1
i1san1ce inl E'~Igld,

by

the

rare

Virgiiiia

force and

aiter he

company.
ingen Hi tv.1

Was dis('onnft eiiauii'ed ,11inl iiisiiltedI

But that
pluaead

Smith waIs a1smar11t
of

his

agoe ill

111,1i of'

foreseeciia

filie

great ness of Amierica,'tand hiossesslia execiult ive ;ibi lit V of' a
highl order, imist, be coineeded. Ile claume. inl tiuic to re&gam'l himiself' as the orinato oi'if
all the discovci'ies ,and ('olonizat ionls of'
his busy age, imentioinig I lie Vi rgiiiat colony i1s my colon y,"'
and inl relating the story (of an expedition, of' which lie Nv':is
only a1 private in the rear xan. sayi ,'I
took ten men and
future

'
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TlE LE(?END 01' POHA 'IN.

went ashore,"'I
ordered the boats to, be lowered," and so forth.
His swaggel'rig rhetoric brllngs a smile to the face of the reader.

11is latest and best biographer says:

It'
Shakespeare had knowni

hli

might have done, he ,wounilhave had a character
ready to his handle that would have a dded one of the most amuiisilg and ilterestillg portraits to his gallery. lie t fitly suggests
him, as

a moral Falstaff, if we canll imaine a F'alstafl' without vices."

Smith was not only a good Churchman, but a good manl.
Ilis
private life, passed amid the roughest characters and surroundillgs, was upright and pure. lie was never heard to use an oIath.
In spite of his incessant efforts, by writing books, Inaking
slpetches, and addressing letters with offers of hIis services, to
colonizatiol societies. Smithl was cormnpelled to remain a mere
spectator of the rapid settlement of the New World. Though
olll of Illlrley ad orrt of
Ireputati n, his umyant spirits never
ink. lie was a lMicawber, alwayss expect ng something to turn

nj , or better yet, a Colonel Mulberry Selilers, who was never
without a scheme with "millions

in it."

hardship :and disap-

him

pointm1ent
unhappy.

hint prematurely old, if it did not make
4made

Esq., of 'all
whatsoever.'

miny houses, lin. ds, tleniements, an(!d heredlitaments
They were located on1ly in his tIh cy. When the

lis last years were splen t,i poverty-stricken seclusion, :a prince's Inind imniprisoned in a lpal)uper's purse," as was
said of him by a ft'riend. Fed by his "great expectatils," he
held up his head to the end. Almost his list act was to make
his will in due form. pomrpouslyv disposing to Thomas Parker,

instrument was (lily draw\\,
couihl o)lly make his mark.

he, \wio had \\'rittel so many books,
The und had conmie.
On June 21,
1631, being fifty-t'wo years o(1(1. nhe
passed away. lie lived and
died a bachelor. lie \was we\\tlel
to his love of adventure.
\Vhile there is much ;a out him at which to laugh, there is more
wvhih begets admiration and symlipathy for hint who called himself, on the title-pages of his books, the " sometime Governor
of Virginia and Admiral of New England."
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LA

SALLE.

CT(AVALIlI

I) E IA SALLI,I,E is one
loneliest (chali(ters of history. Ills life
bet een Will andl1 ate. lie
m
strutile
Frei'(nchmanii the (ldes(e and;tll
of a w\althy
While bltt a child his love
of Rotuen.
ofI stdyl . his dislike of allltuse('llents, his serious

OBEl'
Sof the
Iwas a
Wts a
tiily
el ery,
career

(lcaulsed

his

t'.nlilv

to select

1br

hiJ

It a

His education Was careraet - Society of Jesus." of which he

ill the Church.

fully attended to biy the

became a memilber. But while La Salle w'ts at first attracted
to the ,Jesuits )by their itia;rv-clotls dliscilpline. their concentrated
power, their iunetalled orga1iziatioil, his strong nature, as he
applroaclhed nmallhood, rebelled at the vast machine of 1whiich he
was olyia part. Ile foutld hitiuself.' not at the center, bult at
the circtlumferenice of power. le left theti. By the laws of
the order, the fortune left hint by his fther had become the
property of the 'Society."

TImpoverished, but ambitious, La

Salle, a vouui~ m11an of twen ty-three years, ill 1;660, toured his
back oit the splendtots and achieve-ients of France il the reign
of Le (j'alnd Io,,nalque, to seek his fortune am11ong the wilderiesses of A-erica.

11is destinyn til0 was Montreal. An association of priests
called the Sellli hal'r' of' St. Sulpl)ice, were the feudal proprietors
of the entire regiont.
lThe priests were granting out their lands
(oi eas

V terls

to a;ly w\V(,

at once arranged

wold formit

a settlement.

La Salle

for a large tract of laud, eight miles above

'1KTRIL

S O1P

1A

Si PLE.

Montreal, at, the ple now called La Chine. The localtio w;as
eXlposedl allnd dal:lgerous, but eligible for the fur trade. IHere lie
:marked oiut. a palisandled village, platted the land witllill the palisadle illto lots contailliug a third of ai1acre eaCh(,
and willthout the
palisadle into forty-acre fields.
ihese tracts he rented oti For
a small, annual rent to tenants. lie built a comfortable house
for hiiiiself, and a small fort. The little settleiiient of which lie
was thlie feudal lord grew and flourished.
At evei
La
.,Salle
would look out over the tranquil waters of Lake St. Ilis, anlld
as his imagination dwelt on the lonely world stret ching ever

toward the sunset, the great purpose of its expllorat ion took
shape in his milnd.
The Indians who came to trate wit hi
li t
told him of a great river illthe \est, but of its d(esimna.ioll they
were

he

1ion11.

dreai

of,

the

age,

a

Sea, was realized, if this river emptied

passage

into

to

e

Soit

h

the Southernii or

Pacific Ocean.

So thie restless La Salle sold Ilisei,,,ory back
to the priests of St. Sulpice , aid with the money bouamit calloes
and supplies f;ir all expedition.

The Sulpitia is were euivious of their more famous rivals,
the Jesuits. The latter had long excluded every rival from
missionary labors among the Indians. They threaded forests,
swam rivers, enurled hunger, cold, and disease ti

Indian to his wigwni.

follow

tlhe

With deathless pertilacity, ]hey learned

hideous lalLguages, lived on nauseous food, a.il dared tlie tl:lies
of tortu re, to tell tlhe story of their religiol1.
too great,

1o

erprise too

]hazardousll,

110

No sacrifice

sulerii

too

wis

severe to

deter t.heml f'lroltheir great obje ct-thle conversion of" the s:ivages.

Everywhere

of civilizatin

these heroic priests
y years

.' 'l'weiit

hal

before the

preceded

the inarch

sainutly MIAIarquettle

floated loNoii lthe Mlississipi, a Jesuit establisliineiit was loc1aled
When thle

ol its Ianks.
hn,

were

d ri

e

tf'oii

ullr

ns,

among which they labored so

their hoiiies by the resistless arnis of t ihe

Five

Nations, the priests shared their sulfLering s and exile. Io g,
before ay other white me i,thley had traversed the great lakes

and unfurled the banner

Aof
the cross on their tfrthest shores.

IX 1)1.1 V 'TR.ICEIE.

For
enough.

heroismi
savage,
then t

all this wasted
Now

tndl

.1

)

l.(

1I. N('F

.

lthe rewa:trds seent ml:
attIacItedl

lv

er

somie hie:,ls.

woul\1I a:lloN hinwi elf to Ie lill)tiz'el ; hut, as one c lronlicler s:I.:
If
pjiiit
ly for
imes
I1dian would he apt)( tizeiltet
o111
irilndy." Sometimes the priests were edifiedl by seeinll' a Warrior throw a pice of tolbac , at the foot of the cross s a: siii"I have beet aiiilly rewarledl," says one of
these fathers, after being fed by his hosts for six days on somie
a ll i
nauseous, boiled lichen and a 1lie:e of old mo,1asin. -"t' :r11
a lvil,
1
sufflerings. I have this (lav rescltued t~,fll the' buri'i
infant, to whom its mother allovwedl e to adltiiister the sared
bol oflworship.

tnha lnk (od, safe fro'i tIhat
lnow,
rites of baptism, and who is
dreadful destiltN which befalls those who die without the ,patle
of our
'I'h

most

hOly Church."

Sulpitiatn1

, envying the .1esuits,

aidled La St 11iI

lihi.

efforts, and also fitted out an expedition of their own to joiti
hini.hoping to find fields for their own m isionary zeal. TIhis
dlouble-lheaded expedition was ill-suited to the itllperits will of

La Salle. After weeks of travel the priests resolved to lirect
their course to Lake Superior. La Salle w:utIedl them thl:it t llhey
La Satll 's
tied
by the ilesuits.
would find the filch preocc
goal was the Ohio, which his Indian friends hatd co ifo,1it
nleI
with the Mississippi. The twov expeditions separated.
lThe
priests raversed the great lakes, and met, with nally htrd'shi s,
only to find La Salle's prediction true. One inli ht a storm
swept their baggage, containing their altar service, into the
lake. This they took to be the work of the Devil, to prevent
their having mass. Soon afterward they foundl a stone idol ill
the forest, which inspire'd their highest resettmeit. lIutigrv
and petulant, they attacked the thing with fury, broke
,
it iltp
and dumped the fragments il the lake. This pious exploit was,
as they said, divinely rewarded by a bear and a dleer, killed the
same day. They returned to Montreal without having made a
convert or a discovery.

La Salle's men had mostly deserted himi, and returning to

TIHE TRIALS OF LA SALLE.

his old settlement, called it La Chine in derision of his phantom
idea, of a passage to China. With one companion, he pushed
on to the south, discovered the Ohio River, and descended
it to the falls at Louisville, Kentucky. Here his guide deserted
hiint. m:lll(
La Salle made his way back to Montreal alone. In
tle followi lg year he made a similar trip to Lake Michigan, andl
discovered the Illinois River.
The ilnf'orination gained on these trips and from the Indians,
together with vague rumors among the Jesuits, gradually creal ed a belief by La Salle, that the Mississippi flowed into the
Gulf of Mexico. His fertile mind mapped out the vast scheme
of discovery and conquest, to the acc('omllishment of which he
devoted the remainder of his life. History has no parallel for
his labors. 1Iis idea was to explore the Mississippi, build a
chiaii of' Fi'reieli forts from the Lakes to the Gulf', ('con1 and the
mltontl tof the Mississippi with a fortress which should be the
key to thie contient. The great river should be open only to
the navies of France. The vast interior domain of the c(ontinenct should become a new empire for Louis XIV to govern.
England should be confined .to the strip of sea coast east of
tlie Alleghanies ; Spain to Florida, Mexico; and South America.
The trade with Indians for furs and hides, opened up through
thlle whole interior of the continent, from the base line of the
M ississilppi and the chain of forts, would enrich France beyond
the scope of the imagination; and this was but the prelude to
the great empire which La Salle foresaw was destined to flourish
hot ween the Alleghanies and the Rockies, the Lakes and the
G ulf. The Jesuits might hold undisputed sway in frozen Canada.
It was for him to discover and control the rich and beautiful
Mississippi valley.
In 1672 the Count de Frontenac became governor of New
Fr ance. I1e was a bold and ambitious man, with many points
of resemblance to La Salle. The latter, nursing his mighty
dream in the secrecy of his own brain, saw that Canada must
be the basis for the fabric. From there he must start, from

INI)IAN

1R'i (;AIES AND)

there receive slllpplies :111d1 mlen.

V AS.
ROANCE

t

hll ie
t
Nor coull hle stiv i th\\l

( '(; e the friend of
Froliteln 1c be18
pelrmlissioll of the g'overll ielllt.
'r.
el llle
the youthful. but stern, and11self-poised ;-81
A 1plan wals formed betw\eeli thellm, to Itill a f(rI at t he spot
1nw c

1yKiLngston, near the .jullictiion of
itlo beccuid

and the St. Lawre'ncie River.

The ost

e sile reason(

la, k

bitri,
()

was ldefens

sa inlit ; Iioioplvly If
against the Iroquois. ]Itt lF'roIte18(l
trade and La, Salle regarded it as the first liiink in tl(e (hcilln
which was to bind America to the throw e of Fr:ince.
The location chosen waas thee erritory of ihe In,.li is, iil,
dreaded Five Nations. This league of Indiais, the .\I(lhwk-.
111lit
Onidas, Onllondagas, Cayugas, and Seneca. eb11iiraced ti lie
() ico(linelnt.
wthe
intelligent, powerful, 8nd warlike races on
inally occupying about what is no«- New York State. they had
()hi,.
I
extended their all-conquering arms over Pe'lisyl:vania1.
Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois, and much of C;;anada. A thotusand miles from their council fires were brave but su jugat ed
peoples, who held their lands at thle leasture of their c(nquer)
m' -hs;ors, paid annual tribute. and prostrated themselves loef('ore
sies of Iroquois, who called them dogs and spat in the tfaces of
their proudest chieftains.
The Iroquois hated the French, who had helped their Ca
dian neighbors to defend themselves froni the scoturg'e.

-ii

.Iore-

over, the English and Dutch furnished them arms, and 1a1(1le
them a sort of police over other tribes. Many a party of
Indians from the Lake Superior region, with its fleet of fur-

ladeln canoes. was waylaid by the Iroquois on the way to MlonSreal, and either plundered or forced to trade with the English
and Dutch.

La Salle was dispatched to Onondaga, where the councilhouse of the confederacy was located, to invite them to a,conlference at the site of the proposed fort. On the appointed day.
Frontenac, in glittering ariior, with a brilliant and formidable
force of 'French soldiery, miet the ;lassenblled hoss of the Ir)quois.

By means of alternate threats, persuasions,

land
presents,
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he obtained their consent to build the fort, which vwas naled
in honor of himself.
The next step il La Salle's course was to erect a fort at the
mouth of the Niagara River. But it was indispensable to obtainl
tile sanction of the lFrenclh GoverInmeit. Fort lrot elac had
been built without anly authority. ' Alreadly strong influences
were at work to have Louis XIV o,rtlter it to I)e torn' down.
First, was the political party in (CanaIa, whlo had supported the
former governor, and who became tie mortal enemilies of Fron-

litical anitenac when he supplanted his predecessor. The
mosities of Frenchmen are the most bitter al(ld far reacllill, of
any people. When they hate, they hate. Alliother group of
tforltidable enemies were the merchanlts of lollrea l a (ndQuebec.
They sawv that Frontenae a d La Salle. wilh their fo)rt so much
nearer the lakes, the great a ve\u e of Ilnlian t ratlic, would have
The last. but by no
a practical m olopoly of the fur tltrad e.
means least, of the enemies of the governor and thie dauntless
La Salle, were the Jesuits. La Salle was a.zealous Catholic,
but he despised the Jesuits. ) The latter, who had long had a
monopoly of New France. were already losing it in Lower Canada. They therefore watched their western missions with the
greatest jealousy, and resented every movement which tended
to open up the great lakes to their rivals.
.The first attack of these dangerous enemllies on La Salle was
an attempt to secure the destruction of Fort Frontlenac. La
Salle was arranging to return to France in the fall of 1674, in
order to lay his projects before the king, and resist those
intrigues, when his ambition received a )powerfulstiinulus from
the report of Joliet, who in the spring of' 1673 had set out
with Father Marquette, and five boatmen, to explore the Mississippi, and carry the Gospel to the countless tribes along
its banks)
Marquette was the child of an illustrious family of the
French nobility. Inspired solely by a sense of religious duty,.
he had bidden farewell to the splendors of the baronial castle in

lNhI.1N

J ND

it,011.I.\

c

;S.

which he was born, to dwell among the ilndians. Slowly the
thile likes. Ip I enl Bay
he heir way tillollu'hl
de
little party
anll( Fox lRiver, thence 1bylv 1alV\ weal'ry ~orl'ages oil to the \lissisls(1'raw11 llore
sippi. Tile simple and inole' siVe saV\a1'es. ple'Irhap
by the gentle anld saint-like spirit of M\larquette 1a Ii by hlis
explallations of the atoilelnl t, 'receilvedL thl ' strange ers kildly,
ay solicitapressed oin them their best hospitality, and after mal

tions for theut to remain, helped themil (m their weary way.
At the village of the Illinois tlie 1\\wo Inllarmed Fre'n'c('1111en were
ii
eal,
treated to a great feast. The first course was India(
This
witll a sp(m.
boiled ill grease, whi(chi their hst fed tell

I host('areffu'Illy
was followed by a vast platter of fish. The
picked the bones froni each mouthful, cooled it by lowiing.
'T'his excessive
and tucked( it ili their months with his fingers.
politeness seemed to destroy the l'renchnen's aIppetifes. eitfller
froi emubarrassmitent or other causes, as thie remnaii g courses
of banked dog and buffalo were hardly tasted.
c after day the voyagers floated do\w
Da)
the majestic riVer.
into the ever-opening landscape. Now their eye swell l over
boundless prairies; now they peered into the perennial glooin
of mnighity forests; lnow tlheyv shiudde l with alarm'i at the
masters,
imaginlary. daners of red and green dragons and sal
painted by some Inlditiu artist on the dark background of the
overhanging bluffs; now they str ugled with ia more real clanger
in the mighty torrent from the MIissouri Iliver. \which hluiled its
masses of u11111
and uprooted trees far ouit into the transparent
depths of the Mississippi. As they proceeded southward the
sunii becameni
warmer, the vegetation denser the flowers more
luxuriant. Every evening, after hauling their canoes ashore,
Marquette, with clasped hands. x'would kneel before the " Father
of Wa ters," and pour out his soul in prayer to the Infinite. As he
prayed., a ulild supernatural radiance woul illumiine his delicate
and scholarly features. The spoken words would oftelli cease,
hut, still the slender b(lak-gownd(1 figure, with lhands lifted. and
fhce turned toward the crimson glories of the dying day. con-
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tinued kneeling till the black bannered armies of night darkened
all the air.
Seven liundred ililes from the mouth of the Mississippi the
voyagers comeiince(l to retrace their lonely way. After weeks

of toil, they imade their way back to the Green Bay mission.
Ilcre Miarnuttle, sick and exhausted from the toils of the exl)editioii, was coinmielledl to stop, while Joliet carried to

IMontreal

the news of the discovery, and of their finn belief that the
Miississippi- flowed, not into the Pacific Ocean, but the Gulf of
Mexico.
M-arquette, though feeble in health, after a long repose,
determined to return to the Illilnois Indias, am olig whom he
had promised to foiund a mission.

TI'aking two boatmin,

Pierre

and Jaques, he started oil the slow journey. Overtaken by
fther was compelled to
winter
t
Iand reellowed sickness, the gentelll

plss the \Vilnter in a rude hut oii the shores of Lake Michigan.
brani 'lies from the trees formed his bed, a log his pillow.
Iis e(rl hly conltpaniions were filthy savages, but lie had consta;atly 1'eseit with him a divine Comnpanion. Urged on by love
an pit y, he set out a mid the sleet and rain of early spring toward
his destination. lie was received by the Illinois at their great
village, ie;ar the site of thle present town of Utica, La Salle
(County, llliitois. Here, every morning, in a vast wigwam, he
told his breathless auditors the story of the cross.
At. last his failing health forced him to leave his sorrowful
limdian friends. Slowly and wearily, he set out with his two
faitlihf'ul boatimen on the ret urn trip. During the day he
reclined on a rudei1pillet ill the canoe, his face turned toward
Somue

lie skies lie was so soOn to inhibit.

At night his two com-

lptiions would hastily build a shelter, gently lift and carry him
friiu the boat, and then prepare the rough dish of Indian meal,
so ill suited to the sufferer. One evening Marquette pointed to
a lonely eminence on tlie lake shore: "That is the spot for my
last repose." The encampment was made earlier than usual. It
was well. InI the darkness of the night. with a crucifix in his

INDIAN TILIGI,"PIL"S IND ROMANCES.

;illlette
hand alnd a pral'er on his lilps, the gentle spirit of Ma
c'l
'1rke1i
exhaled to the skies, amid ihe sobs of his heart -,l
to rest.
ildelerness they laidl lilllt
pa1iioils. There inll the

lThl-iigh always called lFtther Marquette. Ie w ;s just

vllilrt

eight years old.
We turn abruptly from this allgelic ilittle to the'i iou ti ell
ws
of La Salle. Whe Joliet arrived at M outleal withI to(
of his discovery, La Salle fotuilll all of hisheli ,(ls as to the
'for
e sailed
O
l 11 at ol
course of the M ississilppli (.,lfit'iil.

elligLthe f11ll

His tireless eioerv :ul
"'ellil
secired hin all :it li etice with thlie, -et
hi11self'. Ill stroll, clear statelitlits he rXJild

France, it
adhiress
mioiiarch

the

ilecessity

of the

of

16t-1.

(

forts.

Ills e1oirt

vwas

slccssfl'iul.

Th'le

le, ;s to

kiing graiited hiitii the fort alid a. large tract of l;il.
rel ulil, it iill
l cost t1he kiiL;. ai
pa1;1 a,k what,1 llie, rt h;i
h111
eladI
l.
os1' ;ri
Ilis friet ls, aixiolis to share his ri
stoil'e.

payIhe kilig.
la Salle retillted to Canad a with hisTrallt ill 1lls 1(lkel.
this iiotLienlt lie was encircled by eiemlllies who sli,1,;\owed
FVl'in1

iiiliey to

liiil to his

gravy

il

a
a

tti10

The
l

.

league

iertihalits and t readers

to eooSe

hill.

(l;liat
l Or illr-.a
-

of

baie11ry

1he
(ot111ti.

a

Every weapon «vhiich itialce conuld1 wield
The Jlesuilts
to strike illt.
proctI'red( all order from Franlce forl)ilill, i is tiradlers tIl (, tll
llltis 'tllhelit
ainon
the In(lians. La Salle t'oried all Iroi'o,
around
his fort, so that the Inidians thereaftle'r ca;il
to 1i11t.
horniet-ietst for 111111.

or i1gelltilty ilivelit was employe(d

When he was at Quebec, the wife of his host un dert ok t

the part of Potiphar's wife.

iday

La Sallo quickly left ti1e rOt, toI

fiid the hall filled with spies, who had expecte(i

t (tch1
.

hin

in the baited trap. lReports were sent to his brot her, the A h(
Cavalier, a Sul pitian priest, to the effect that I1;i Salle i a((
sedull('edl a y'oulng girl, anld was living in gross inini,,ralit .
1is
exconuiili 1

visitcl

icatlion

hiiii,

household.

ollv

ilighlit

to fidi

have taken

Iplace, had not lis bro h er

liiii pie siding over a iiist

lex 'illla

.y

A servant was hired to put poison in his food.
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:ite of the dish, alld( was taken

(lalerously ill,

hilt

Emiissaries were sent out among the bloody

miilly rec.o\veirt.

Iroquois, tellillng theu that the fort was designed to aid in maki~, war on them. On the other hand, word was sent throllo,&'
nll:lly channels to La Salle that the Iroquois intended a. nilssilre,
all
1Frontenac was urged to raise a force and attack them. It
was with great difficulty that the Indians were quieted.
Inl spite of these villainous machinations, La Salle's inflexible will was victorious. By the help of Indians, Fiort Frontenac was rebuilt of stone. Within its walls were substaidtial
barracks, a guard house, an officer's house, a forge, a well, a
mill, and a bakery. Nine small cannon peeped through the
A dozen soldiers formed the garrison, and th11ree times

wValls.

laborers and canoe men were also inhaibitalits of the
as manyl
fort. Outside were a Frech settlement, an Irojluois village,
,hapel a id priest's house, a hundred aeros of cleared land,11(1.a

a

at comfortable lot of live stock. Four forty-ton vessels and(1:
fleet (of canoes were built for naviu'ating the lakes.
I lere in this solitude, a week's journey from the nearest
settlement, La Salle reigned with absolute power and rapidly
But La Salle's amlnitiion was not gaii. llut
inicreas i g wealth.
glory. In the autumn of 1677 he a gain sailed for France.
lls enemies, growing more 1numeros a 11(1 1)itter all the tiie,
were ahead of him, and deliounced himll to the governmentnt as a
fo)l al(1 mla(1:.

This was emlbarrassing.
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about to propose was so vast as to inspire distrust of his sanit-y.
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of forts. artfidully hinted at a chance to wrest
Mexico frolii Spain., declared that it was as a basis for this
enterprise that he hatd built Fort Frolltelac, and asked similar
privileges for another fort at the mouth of the Niagara-thoe
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THE'.lTRIALSS OF LA SALrLE.

or speak more deliberately th;n the counsel's of the Iroquois."
La Salle's dexterity won their permission to erect a fortified
warehouse at the mouth of the Niagara River and to build a
ship above the Falls. This was a triumph over the Jesuits, two
of whom he found at the Iroquois capital, who spared no effort
to thwart his proceeding.
But La Salle's enemies were just beginning to show their
hand. Ile made his way to the camp on the Niagara River,
only to find that the pilot, to whom he had intrusted the navigation of his vessel, laden with costly supplies, tools, and
materials for building the ship above the Falls, had wrecked
her on the rocks, and of all her precious cargo not ilng )ut the
Th'l'is
anchors and cables for the llew vessel ha d heein save.
disaster was appalling and irreparable, and, as 11eal linl says,
"would have made any iol(1ut La Salle give up1) the eliteriloise.
lhe
It became evident, too,. that others of his part v. besides I
pilot, had been taiampered with. They were ;aiiotley crew of
French, Flenlings, and Italians, quarrelsome. dliscontente(l, and
ilsuborl lilate.
La. Salle, iiitlexible and silent. ordered an advance.

Formed
in single file, every man heavily b1urlened with mIna.terialls and
supplies for the new ship, the priest, llennepi., with his aIltar o1
his back, the procession stumbled through the (leep) sni)\. aiol
up the steel) heights above Lew ist onl.Six miles alove the F1lls,
in spite of the terrible cold, the ship was begun. Foo wvas
told1 the
A squ5(\
The Iro(luois :actted suspiciously.
stocks.
the
on
Frenlh that they iutelded to hu rn the vessel
No corn could be bought. Leaving the energetic Tonty in (0co1mand, La Salle returned to thle mouth1of the river, marked (out
ol
to foot, with
(t
the foundations fior t he new fort, anl tlw set ot
scarce.

two compalios

,

for Fort Frontemi;(,

two hundlred and fifty Iiles

ilmade necessary by the loss of his supply vessel.
It was a bitter February. His path lay through the c(oulltrv of
the treacherous Iroqluois , :among whomm the Jesuits \vwere ilitrig2Iling for his destruction. For food he had a small ba('z of parceled
away, a tripl
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TIHE TRIALS OF LA SALLE.

7

expected to have the expedition proceed from this point inl
canoes, while lie returned in the Grifin with a cargo of furs to
appease his creditors. Such signs of disloyalty appeared that
he sent the Grafin back without him. It proved to be a most
disastrous determination.
The fleet of deep-laden canoes were soon caught in another
storm. With great difficulty and danger the explorers reached
the shore, where they remained a week, drellehd by incessant
sleet and rain. As the tempest raged on the lake, La Salle
trembled for the Grzin. Though sorely pressed for food, lihe
dared not camp near Indians, for fear some of his men would
steal his goods and desert to them. The hardships were iiitolerable.
Overhead great rain clouds swept across tihe sky;
beneath raged an angry turmoil of tossing waves. At night
the heavy canoes had to be dragged by the exhausted and
hlltgrv, men through the breakers and up the steep shores. O()e
mllorlling foot-prints were seei

in the soft mud and a coat was

missing. La Salle knew that the theft. must be punished. A
stray Ildiall was made prisoner, and La Salle went to his people and told them
he would be killed unless the coat was
returned. This was embarrassing. The coat had been cut up
anld divided among the Indians. It was a fight or a compromise. The latter was effected by paying for the coat in corn.
La Salle made his way to the mouth of the St. Joseph
River. Here he was to meet Tonty, coming along the east shore
of the lake from Michillimackimac.
The spot was wrapped in
its primeval solitude. To wait for Tonty was dangerous. Winter was setting in; the men were restless; yet La Salle said he

would wait, if' it was by himself. In three weeks Tonty arrived.
One of his canoes with guns, baggage and provisions had been
swamped. Part of his men had deserted. For many days their
only food had been acorns. It was time for the Chgin to have
made her trip to Niagara and back again. Day after day
La Salle scanned the horizon, with anxious eye. No sail appeared. To delay longer was impossible. Two men were sent to
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Salle

Cr'veur.

I lope wavs deal i his lbreastl
and dark (ldespair floate(l on raven phlune. like a bird(l of ill-onion,
fo'nn.
in eveIr-la1rr'(wi g cir('hles above his (ldauntl(ess
pl shed

The

oi(1 to Fort

of
)On the stocks stood the 11ll
fort was det rovec(l.
the half-inished vessl. with every nail a(dl spike withla wnvl.
'ol/.:•
,.
. /ou.s
8o i
In charcoal letters LaI Sale ead, ' AO"N< so
ce 15. 1(IS0." inscription by the mutineers. Even herIe h ' l(1nd
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by the frtluili
Down the Illinois he floatel, till lie sw before his

bodies lashed to stakes and half-co1nsuiedll
flames.

It was thie source
eyes the nighlty river of the Mississippi.
a(l object of all his vast ambitilons a81d iu',o)ipm1pralle efforts.

its charms were unheeded by his anxious eye. No trace
could be found.
of Tolll
livedi in the
hintin
Illinois villiag., a we;k,
Touty. aftcr the
courtly gent lemlnl.
a (n
witlal.
one-handedl soldier of fortune, yet,
amid his savage companions; one who would, have Lra, ,1a "
11it

court in Europe. One evening won r
quois were coining. The saiiomesseun

was brought

1,at

the ho-

Il was wit
The excited S ravagess

er said La

them; hence, Tonty must be a traitor.

1e was il
threw his precious forge and tools into the river.
the utmost peril. All night the warriors sang, danceI. pintt ed
their 1odlies, and worked themselves into a frellzv to ralisIe, their
went
courage . Tonty resorted to a (lesplerate expedlielt. ie
u11arnCed into the Iroquois ca11111). bearing a

belt

1l.
of wai\\;

By exaggerating the numbers of the Illiniois a ,nd tlrelatelnilig future vengeance froinm the French, he patchedl up a pea,e.
Scarcely was it made before being broken. In six divas the
Iroqtuois chiefttajins suniilnoned Tonty to meet them . Ai orator
presented him with six packs of beaver skins. The first two,
he said, signified that the children of Frontent(. that is.the
Illinois, should not be eaten; the next was a plaster to heal
Tonty's wound; the next was oil to anoint himself, that he
might not be fatigued in traveling ; the fifth signified that the
sun was bright ; the sixth required him to pack up and go back
to .Canada forthwith.
Sadly he called his five faithful co1)panioIns together aid started on foot for Green Bay Mission.

La Salle. f iling to find his friend, retraced his steps to the
fort on the St. Joseph River. Here he located for the winter.
I istead of being crushed by the cruel aggregation of disasters
a d defeats. lhe inmodified his plans and mapped out in his own
secretive mlind a new l)1an
for the 1lrsuit of the great enterprise, from which he never took his eye.

His notion was to

INDIAN TRA (;GE DIES A ND ROMANCES.
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inl uce the Western tries of Indians to unite in a defensive
rlhllOis. with limliself at its head. tie
league agaillist thie
wOrkedl incessantly, traveling tar mi
all' near. As has been said,
with the Indllia1s. 11e punctuated his
sentences witl) presents OIfhatchets and kettles, and emphasized
Such eloquence \\was irresistible.
his \\Wllrs with rcl blankets.
hle was a

'great rato'

1esidles, the Indian klOws a hero

y instinct.

11,

recognizes a

true leader at sight. Everywhere the I lia s from innumerLa Salle was to
able tribes lent their aid to the enterprise.
protect them against the Irolluois, anl( French traders were to
ships which would
bring to them all the articles they needed, i1n
sail Ul the Mississippi.
To discover the mouth of the
Things looked promising.
IIississilppi was of the first importal;ce. For this a trip to Can()1 his way 1ack,, La Salle, to his
ada was again necessary.
lichillininackini r Each told his
, fol1dl Tmity at
inifinite joylr
she
sl ile and i its .ilns of promise
tale of (lisa ster. The e
made a
d t IA\loitreal, La Sall made
were laild before Toty. Arrive11
equipment.
procure a new
;
last effort, to appease lhis cred itors acd
()ne more le set out. for the Illi(is, by the same dreary route,
so full of suggestions of waste wealth, disappointed ambit ions,
and fruitless toil. The past was a failure. Would the future
prove brighter ?
The plan of building a large vessel for the journey down
the Mississippi. ifl oisunInmat ed, would have en lded La Salle to
gather quantities of furs. and pay the cost of the expedition.
l)isaster had forced him to abandon the plan and the trip was
made in calioes. The Indlians along the river proved to be
friendly, intelligellt. ald1 polite. Concerning the Arkansas tribe,
" '
one of the party writes: 'They are gay, civil, and free-hearted.

The young mnen, though alert and spirited, are so modest that
not one of theit would take the liberty to enter our hut, but all
stood quietly at the door. We greatly admired their form and
beauty. We did not lose the value of a pin while among them."
At the principal town of the Taensas, the travelers were dum-
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il.lullnded to find large square dwellings, built of mud, straw, and
cane, arched over with dome-shaped roofs.
In one of these buildings, in a room forty feet square, sat
the king on a chair of state; three wives were at his side, and
ranged around him sat sixty old men, wrapped in white cloaks,
woven of mulberry bark. When he spoke his wives howled.
His death would be celebrated with the death of one hundred
victims. Another building formed the temple. In the center
was an altar on which burned a perpetual fire. Around the
room were ranged long rows of grinning skulls fr'on the victims
sacrificed to the Sun. The king was frightfully solemn. No
smile had ever flitted across his cast-iron coluntemnance. But if'
he failed to appreciate a joke, he liked presellts adllvisited La
Salle at his camp.

On this important occasion

the solemn

old

savage advanced in his white robes, prlcecdled by two men with
large white thns, while a third bore an enormous (ise of burnished copper, representing the Sun, which was the king's ancestor. At each spot that he visited, La Salle erected a cross with
the arms of France, as an emblem of her dominion.
On the 6th of April they reached a point where the river
It was the Delta. It was not
divided into three channels.
long till the heavy current bore the voyagers out into the
lonely gulf. For a thousand years its tossing waves had inl
that mighty solitude striven to rise above themselves ; for a
thousand years they had fallen back, broken and sullen, to
their own level-fit emblems of human ambition. Gathering
on the shore, the little group of weather-beaten imen erected a
column and a cross, with the insignia of the French people.
Then La Salle proclaimed aloud the French dominion.
" On that day," says Francis Parkman, "the realm of France
received on parchment a stupendous accession. The fertile
plains of Texas; the vast basin of the Mississippi, from its
frozen northern springs to the sultry borders of the gulf;
from the woody ridges of the Alleghanies to the bare peaks of
the Rocky Mountains-a region of savannahs and forests, sun-
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O)n receii)t of La Salle's letters, La
go)vernl1llet

1rau(ce that La Salle

of

Barre

wrote

to the

1:1v-('Ia
was Ci'rak-lr:lill(edt

turer, bett on involvilng the Cani'dialn c((lollies in a wr v with
had set hinlrelf ulIp s king,; that Ihe I(:ul
the Iroquois; that
robbed(l his credlitoirs onll) to waste the ill-gotten gall ill riotous
livil

ill(

1

the kiing,
reached

il

ieb)auc'hinl2

the Inldiains; that so fiar troIn se-''illg

hlls so)l(e object wats private gain.

ir1"1k.
t~h~o

These

slanders

The king wrote back that '"the discovery

of La SIlit, is it terly useless, a:nd such enterprises should, in

What a,prophet was Louis XIV
concel(rlingI
t he h'uture of America!
Had he but known: better, his
New'" I'ranee was most speedily to far suillass his
"Old" ,rallce.
La Barre, emboldened by the king's letter,
seized all of La Salle's property, declared his privileges forfeited, and dislpa(tched ani oflic'ri to supersede himn at Fort
St. Louis. IIe found only 'oity. La Salle had started for
the fht~ri ',

e

prevented."

Frac(e.

It w\\xs anl oplportune luomnent for La Salle when he appeared
before thlie gold aild ivoily chair of state in which sat the small
specimc
n ofii
i htlna ",y, inl high-heeled shoes andt gaudy attire,
who rel)' eseiteLd the sovereignty of France. A war with Spain
was in) progress.

La Salle was smart.

His great object was

to get a fort and colony on the Mississippi.

Instead of dwell-

ing on its use in controlling and developing traffic with the vast
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illte'if w, hie h ll(l otut tIhe 111re glitteri ng, but

tfhr

less substantial,

le a basis for a de._sellt on
His geograp lical ilotiols
lexi(co allol the Sjpaiiish dominiiion.
\clexic(o was much farthller oil' than lhe thouglit.
were wrong.
But tlie kil
knew iio better. The ildea of wresting Mexico,
withl is ri ('Iiines of silver andi( gold froii the inldoleint Spainiards who guarded it, caught his eye. Feeling exerts a powerf1u influence on conduct. Hie hated Spain. Any plan to hurt
her was grateful to him.
So La Salle was granted more than he asked. La Forest,
La Salle's lieutenllant, was dispatched to Canada withl a royal
re(l)rilllalld for La Barre. lie was also t resume p(ssessi(ll
of FOhrt Frontenac and Fort St. Louis. lie was further ordered
rlch the four thousand warriors at the latter place, to the
to mn:1
n,,utlh ,' the Mississilpi, to co-operate with La Sale in an
W hen his lieutenant received this latter
ii V\:,i 1 o if Alexico.
oIder 1'fr n11La Salle, the latter must have nearly burst with
inward :iiughter. It is the solitary joke in his stern career.
It ;gives him a rank among the funny men of all ages. Glliver's exploits are nothing in comparison with marching four
thousand wild Indians, as unstable as water, belonging to a hm1i-red wandering tribes, two thousand miles from their hluntinggrouiuiids ; their women and( children left behind at the meir'y
of savage foes ; their numbers so great that, without any p)rovision for supplies, they must starve on the way ; with io ariis
but b ows and a rows. and no object but to invade a country of
which they had never heard. But the wise simpleton of Vers ailles saw nothing of the joke. What could be more natural?
The idea delighted him. lie gave La Salle four ships instead
()' these the Joly was the largest.
of' (ine.
A hlulldr(ed soldiers, thirty gentlemen, a number of mechanics, besides the wives of some and a few girls who saw a certain prospe('ct of matrimony, embarked on this last expedition
of Robert Cavalier De La Salle. The command was divided.
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1lie 'foly1 broke
a b~owsp~rit. La Salle believed it to halve hiappeel
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Thl~e shlls
p put back to Rhellle to repair' the daiiia -e.
The wretched vOv;toLe last ed two lioliths.
Miserabl)1e
jeu gOrew

hieaith.i

Tb e

('011tiiiua Ily

lsa LJeell eiit s

WAl'5('.

La Salle

hewt-xveeil
deLs iIed

La Sall
111111

to pO1ut

was

:11111
iii at

in

BeallPoi't

de Paix. H ere he was to receive supplies and11illfona io.1
n11
fro011
the French goverll'.r «'110 hiad 0I'derI' to render all pibl111e assistance to the expedition- J;Caujeu, builina, WithI r-we, mnanaged to
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run by the place at night and insisted on landing at a different
place, Petit Gouare. No supplies were to be had here. Many
of the men were sick from the intense heat andll close confinement
oil shipboard. The smallest vessel, the one laden with stores,
tools, nmd aIniuniition, had fallen behind. Two days passed, and

instead of her arrival, word was brought that she had been captured by pirates. The blow was terrific. ;111d wouldd not have
fllen, had Beaujeu put in at Port de laix. La Salle, eaten
up with anxiety, became dangerously ill and delirious. In the
extremity, Joutel, a gardener, who had joined the expedition,
was his main reliance, and( continued so till the end. lie became
the historian of the enterprise. While lying at this port, freed
from the restraint of their leader's eye, the minel engaged in the
worst debauchery, contracting diseases which brought many to
their gr ave's.
The captain of the Aimable gave La Salle great uneasiness.
To prevent treachery, he went on board the vessel himself. It
was llear New Year's, when, having elltered the Gulf of Mexico,
they discovered land. Every. eye was strained to detect the
mouth of the great river.

At this point La Salle committed a fatal blunder. HIaving
heard that tile currents of the gulf set strongly to the eastward,
he supposed he had not reached the Mississippi. In j/l
e hadl
passed i/. Day after day they sailed slow\\ly 1to the est. No
sign of the riv-er alppeare(l.
A halt was ciled. The wealthe:
wtas storly ; the coast unknown and damlLerous.
The n were
rapidllv cons ulln,'i the prl'ovisions. lBeauj eu \i
as irri tal)le. Joutel
says La Salle requested him to sail back ill search of the river
anld that t he naval coniinlnder refused to d(1 it. Inipatient of the

restraint and anxious to assume the sole comnimind, La Salle determiined to lind his soldiers on the sw:amily shores andI send them
to search for the river by land. Joutel was placed in comnuand.
For three days the detachment Inshed their way northeastward through tropical forests and across lagoons. The men
were constructing a raft to cross Matagorda Bay, while they dis-
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with

more an(d more rigor and(l lhauteur.
1le kept his o(wn
counsel more obst inaely than ever.
lie was iade of iron.
1I1

heli t not one inchl

His

to the storm.

refused to) ow to (lefet.

invincible

intellect

It insulte((1 I ate, and 11url(d(1 defiance

at all the powel's of (lestinyv and hell.
T

he

day

of his

departure was

il(e last

of ( )ct1ober,

is brother, Abbe ('avalier, just recovered f'rill
a
i)npallnied him with lifty len.
It was 31Iarc(
ret(urnd.

'Ihey told a tale of si ffi'erilnl

1685.

long illness,

I(bei(fore thlelv

and (dis;a)poilntlent.

Sollme of the men had deserted, some were drowned, some snake
bitten, some killed by Indians. The
ississippi had n(lotle(.(I

T'11lis was

found(1.
to follow

not

thie worst.

The

l>cllc had been o(1dered(
(

them along- the coast.

At a certain point in the
journey La Salle lost sighlt of (her. IMenwere sent to search.
TIhev bro(ughllt acrk no tid(li gs. lhe
(lay
after La Salle reached

the fort the last one of these
eien more successful.

letachl

(,ents arrived.

They hIad

The pilot of the B1//r. wh ile on shore,
Soon after this thle cre\w got lrunk.

had(I 1een killed by Indians.
A windl

clii msily handled; in tiive minutes
all that was left of her was a mass of spars and splinters hangaro se; the vessl was

ing on the roc(k-mound coast.

In all his troubled caller, the unfortunate La Salle had never
met with a disaster so utterlyv overwhelming and irretrievable as
this.
\VWith the loss of thle lH/lc was lost. the only meals of
returning' to France, or of plating a (-olo(nv on lthe Mlississippi.
'lT'here wa1no
s
loner anvy use to liunt for the river.
If it
T
were
(found
the coloni cou l never het there.
b) l t luslort heir
(anlnlon, fo)rges, tools, and stores 1)by land was Irepo)sterouls.
A
mai c ould not calr enough food to take hint half-waY.
La Salle
lroke down.
lie was taken with another terrible) attack of fever.
For months he fought this foe as he had every other. HIis
sublime will rose superior to dilfliculty
v.
His mind once more
cleared(.
le (ldetermined(i to make hIis way to the Mlississipl)i,
force lhis canoe upward against its cuirient to lthe Illinlois; t hence
from Fort St. Louis again to Canada and to France, where he
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would obtain succor.

It was a jour ey of seven thousand

The imiiaginationl

tils to coll pass the illlmellsityv of the

miles.

undertaking.

It surpmssed the labors

of' llercilenls.

()ne April day, after mass alnl inay-er. a little halldfiul of
men. with hatchets, kettles, guns, corn. andl prlesenllts f r tlhe
Indians, strapped to their backs, set out over ithe prairie oni the
mighty undertaking. La Salle alone knlw its extent. lle kept
the secret locked in his own breast, or not a mail would have
accompanied him.

The trusty Jountel remainedll

ill commamllnl at the

fort. The strictest discipline was enforced. Tllis w\vas to divert
the minds of the colonists from their terrible situation. Every
.Joutel says: " We did what we
one was compelled to work.
I encouraged
could to amuse ourselves, and drive away care.
our people to dancee and sing in the evenilngs, for when M. ide
Itried to
La Salle was among us pleasure was often 1)anished.
keep the people as busy as possible. I set thet to making a
small cellar to keep meat fresh in hot weather; but whe i I. le
La Salle came back he said it. was too small. As he always
wantl to do every thing on a large scale, he prepare( to minke
a large one, and marked out the plan.
Like poor La Sa le's
other plans, the one for this cellar I'rovedl too large to be practicable. So it was never built at all.
The situation of the colonists was practically hopeless.
There was not one chance in a thousand that La. Salle could
really make his way across the wilderness of a continent inhabited by sleepless and bloodthirsty savages, to Montreal, and
thence to France. Even if lie reached France, from what
resources could the disappointed and ruined adventurer draw
the large sums necessary to equip a vessel and come to their
relief? It was now nearly two years since they left IRochellle.
La Salle had promised to conquer Mexico in a year ! Yet La
Salle's trip to France was their only hope. Located at the
mouth of a Texan river, no shilp would ever plass that way,
unless some Spanish cruiser, seeking whl
vo1 it might dest roy.
Still, that the colonists were not overwhelmed with despair,
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is shown by one I3arbiers, who asked leave to marry one of the
girls. Joutel held a solemn consultation with the friars, and the
two lovers were united. Shortly afterward a,marquis begged
the same privilege concerning aniotliher gir.
Joutel, the young
gardener, concerned at such an abasement of nobility, refused,
a;nd deprived the lovers of all communicat ion with each other.
meanwhile great discontent became manifest.
I)uhant, the
greatest villain in the company, declared that La Salle had left

them to their fate, and would never return.
One night a knocking was heard at the gate. It was La
Salle. Out of twenty men only eight had lived to return.
They had journeyed fiar, incurring alnlost every peril a11d disaster of which one can conceive. At last Lai Salle took sick.

This

delayed

them two months, a

dlby

exhausting

their

aminnunition and stre th111,forced thelu to return to the fort.
The colonists, of whonl only forty-five remained, murmured

loudly. La Salle had a heavy task to make them contented
with the dreary weather-beaten palisade and fort. Ile was
about to renew his effort to reach Canada, when he was
attacked with hernia. His constitution seemed badly shattered.
It was in January, 16S7, before the start could be made.

Joutel this time was to accompany his chief.

La Salle made a

farewell address, ill a11 usually kind, winliig a11d hopeful
manner. With leavy hearts, both of those going alnd those
relumiliuilg,_, the little band took up its slow inarch. followed by
str aiin., eyes,

uiltil

it di.appleared

company was full orf discord.
revenge on 1 a,Salle kor having

from

view

forever.

The

Liotal, the surgeon, had sworn
o one occasion sent his brother

on a trip, during lwhic}h he was killed by Indians. Dluhaut had
long hated La Salle, and hoth men alike despised Moranget,
La Salle's nephew. Several quarrels took place. One day
D)uhaut, Liotal, liens, a 1 I((Aner, leissier, I'Archev q tie, and
Nikla a d Saget, two inlian servants of La Salle, were out
1huI1ting bufhalo. lHaving killed some, they sent word to the
camp.

Moranget and

DeMarle were dispatched with horses,
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which had been bought of Indians, to bring in the meat. When
Moranglt arrived he abused the men violently because the
meat was not smoked properly, and qu(
1 arreled fiercely

with

Mloranget
Duhaut because he claimed the marrow bones.
ended )byseizing them.
The men who might in France have lived
Iti was too much.
and died respected citizens, embittered by dlisappointmenlt, arnd
crushed by disaster, were no longer mien. They were wil
beasts. That eveniiig Duhaut and Liotal took counsel w\illth
IIiens, Teissier, and l'Archeveque. A bloody plot was laid.
The supper over, the pipes smoked, each man rolled himself in
his blanket. Then the conspirators arose. Duhaut and Iliens
stood with guns cocked, to shoot any who miight resist. The
surgeon stole forward, and, with hurried blows f'ron a111 aLXe,
tihe
clove the skulls of' the sleeping Moranget, Nika, and Saget,
nephlewl. te frielld, and the servant of La;t Salle.
It was quickly done. Their victims lay «welterillg in pools
the night wind sighed through the lonely forest.
of blood.
The red delnoil of murder, which had entered the hearts of the
conspirators, pointed with bloody finger at La, Salle. six miles
away. Ilatrel alnd self-preservation alike demanded his death.
That evening Moranget had not returned, and La Salle
seeined to have a presentiment of evil. He questioned Joutel
closely as to whether Duhaut had any bad designs. Joutel
knew nothing except that he had complained about being found
ftult with so much. La Salle passed an uneasy night. In the
morning he borrowed the best gun in the party, and taking a
friar for a companion and an Indian for his guide, started in
search of the missing men. As he walked, he talked with the
good friar, only "of piety, grace, and predestination; enlarging
on the debt he owed God, who had saved him from so many
perils, during more than twenty years of travel in America."
"Suddely," says tlhe friar, "I saw him overwhelmed with a
profound sadness, for which himself could not account.
lie
was so moved I scarcely knew him." His approach was

While
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perceived by the murderers. Duhaut and the surgeon, crouched
the long grass, with guns cocked. L'Archeveque remained in
sight. La Salle called to him, asking where was 1Ioranget.
The man replied in a tone agitated but insolent, that he was
strolling around somewhere. La Salle rebuked him, and continued to advance. At that nmioment two shots were fired from
the grass, and the great La Salle, the hero of a thousand
exploits, dropped lead with a bullet in his brain.
The toiler had found rest at last. The toilworn body was
rudely thrown into the bushes, and became the food of vultures

ill

and of wolves.

Thus, at forty-three years of age, fell one of the greatest
expllorers of all tilme. That hie had grave faults is most true.
lle was often iimpractical. His movements seem sometimes the
result, of hast v amdl inconsiderate resolve. His fierce temper,
an11 gloomy, unsocia;l nature Ibrought on him the dislike of his
111(11. lie at tempted too much. Yet, it is clear that he far
surpassed his age in his foresight of the future of the 1Mississippi valley. HIls dream of the interior empire was to what
has really come to pass, as the first faint blush of dawn in
eastern skies is to the blazing radiance of noon. If his material
resources were too small for his vast undertaking, lhe possessed
a will like that of a god. The vast antd continuous stream
of energy, ,proceeding for twenty years from the brain of La
Salle, was sulperhuman. His sensibilities were weak or wholly
wanting.

I[is intellect and will place his name above that of
every other e explorer.
It is impossible to find anywhere an equal for La Salle's
ul dertakings and efforts, his sufferings and toils. Yet for it all

he received no reward save the bullet of an assassin. Like
many another hero, La, Salle was ignored and cast out by mankind. Unfortunate ill life, he was still unfortunate in death.
His countless thronei
ory.

of enemies each made a stab at his mem-

The only thing we, who enjoy the fruits of his terrific

toil, can do for La Salle, is to accord him the praise of history.
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We have said lie was one of history's loneliest characters. It
I1 liie his
is true. lie was and is a solitary of thie solitaries.
loliely

,

retiring, secretive nature forced him, as he hlillself' sIaid.
to) a)bal1dOll various eml)loylienits in which, without it,lie \\wiOul

have succeeded, and to choose a life more suited to its solitary
(listosition. We see him driven to the \wilderness by his owut
lie sllt ut ft'rui
solitariness. Still he was not enough alone,
his confidence even the handful of men with who1i he t ra vers'e(1
ills
was the
the silent and uninhabited forests of America.
lion
solitude of genius. " Buzzing insects fly in swarms; lihe
stalks alone." lie was separated from his nearest !'rielid by
fathomless abysses. Solitary in life, he is also solitary i11 history. Ile can not be classed with nor comnl)are(l to a11mot lher.
Hlis name is a star which belongs to no constellationr.
T'Ile
Chevalier (le La Salle is like no one but himself. His very
greatness makes it so.
After the murders, Joutel, and one or two companions, who
had been faithful to their leader, expected notlihing but death.
The conspirators would never allow the witnesses of their c(ri1me
to reach the settlements alive. But the way was straingely
cleared.
The murderers fell out :l
among themselves, alndl liens
and his friends deliberately shot and killed Duhaut and Liotal.
Thus these heralds of civilization instructed the sava ges im its
lessons. Joutel and his friends were allowed to depart on
condition of giving the murderers certificates of their innocence
of the crime. They made their way to Fort St. Louis. on the
Illinois, where the brave Tonty still held his own, and thence
to Canada and France. When Tonty had learnd
leariel
that La Salle
had landed on the shores of the gulf, he had gone to meet
hini.
But though he explored the coast for sixty miles from
the mouth, failed to find him. La Salle, at that muomnent, was
seeking the fatal river in the plains of Texas. The brave
lonty remained for some years at Fort St. Louis trading in
furs. The king finally ordlcred the post to be abandoned, alnd
his subsequent career is unknown.
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The colony on the gulf was left to its fate by Louis XIV.
In his gorgeous palaces at Versailles, he turned an ear of stone
to the account of Joutel concerning the unfortunates left behind.
One day a Spanish ship, guided by one of La Salle's deserters,
sought out the spot where the colony had been, intent on its
destruction. But the destroyers found the place as silent as
death. The weather-beaten palisade was out of repair. The
roof of the store-house had tumbled in. The disinounted cannon lay scattered around in the mire. The whole place had
fallen into decay. Looking a little farther, the fierce Spaniards
found a cluster of human skeletons, lying as if they had fallen
there in death. Around the bony finger of one was a little
ring. Its possessor had been a woman. Awed by the mystery
of the place, the strangers were about leaving, when two men,
apparently Indians, came up. They said the colony had been
attacked by small-pox. Many had died. The rest were murThe speakers were l'Archeveque and
dered by the Indians.
Grallet. They alone remained to tell the tale. They were
made prisoners of war, and sentenced to a life imprisonment inl
a Spanish dungeon. The last of La Salle's colonies had disappeared from the face of the earth I '

i
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TORTURE OF A PRISONER BY THE IROQUOIS.

I)]2A1]f OP BRADDOCK.
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CHAPTER III.
ROGERS'S

RANGERS.

_IONG the colotial 're(rits raised for the British army in the year 1755, after the aw i1l
defeat of Braddock, was Ca'ptain Robert Rogers,
who was at the head of a small (company of
rough fellows from New Hlamshire. lie was
over six feet high, physically the most powlle had been virtually
erful man in the army.
brought up . in a hunter's camp. From boy11ood( he hadl, with gun, blanket, and kettle, some ammunition,
111ld a little sack of parlched corn, ranged the untrodden forests
of New England and Canada in search of fiurs and game.
lie
had slept «with the savages in their wigwams, wrestled and
gambled with their warriors, ogled their squaws, shot the
raplids with them in their frail bark canoes, until the Indian
character and methods hid no secret from him. When the
recruits assembled at Albany, New York, General Johnson,
kll owing Rogers by reputation, employed him from time to
timie on

imiiilrtant scouts.

His

head-quarters

were

at. Fort

\Willia mn Hlenry, a new fort erected by the British at the
solt Ilell extreflity of Lake George.
Taki n four or five trusty men with him, he would proceed
up the lake to a convenient point, hide the canoe in the rushes,
and push his way through the forest, penetrating the sentry
fines to the very camp of the enemy. At Crown Point, one
of the French forts, his men, under cover of night, concealed
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themselves in the willows only three hundred yards from I lIe
fort.
When morning dawned, Roogers, holding some bushes inl
his hand, crawled nearer. While making his reconnoissance,
numbers of soldiers and Indians. came out of the fort andll
(llLnal;ed in ldrilling or shooting at marks so near that Rogers
could n,'ot rejoin his nien, nor could the latter retreat without

discovery.

As lie lay behind a small log, a Frelichmiin left

his companiolls and walked directly toward
ceahnet.

the slt

Rogers sprang at him with his gun, oflferinl

of colquarter.

The stranger, instead of submitting, whipped out a dirk, and
made : quick lunge at Rogers, but the latter shot him de;d.
'I'lThe report istantly gave the alarm. The Frenchmen ran: to
the slot wVIlere lay the bleeding course. but no sign wv:ls there
of the hauld which had done the deed.
I' lRoe:,r's a111d his
m1(n h:,1

sullenly evaporated,

themselves,

the mystery, u1IdCerstood only by
could not have been more perfect.

Soon after their safe return, with information of the enemy

,i'ained

on the above scout, Rogers took thirty men and
tw\v) small cannon in four bateaux, and, pushing down the lake,
discomverle the enemy in an open camp in the forest. Runners
bore the information to Fort Henry asking for re-enforcellietsl
The 1British moved
The delay caused them to be discovered.
forward to surprise the French, when they perceived a fleet of
hostile canoes con ing down the lake. No doubt a similar fore
was 0ndlvallcitg by lanud to catch the British between two fires.
lIo,eers :t on ce threw fifteen imen into camoes to decoy the
lie steerel us if 'umeanFielch withi rawnt'e of the two canyonon.
ing' t oesc:lpe'.

shore. to cut

The F+'rench ,1t onc'e blended di:aonally toward lthe
him off.

The stratagem succeeded.

Two caiinotn

Iots su
11k a:s nniam catnoes, and: the remainder fled, ldursucle
mnm
slCessfiully
u
by the entire force of British, who had swiftly
elu1,urki-kel for the chase.

Ili

1tow tr, Fort Ticoinderoga, ROge'rs and two
lll"ilnl ilOs were discovered oni the lake by thel enemy. I)Der:11,)i(her scout,

miiid not to retreat. the scouts quickly assumed the guise of'
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All day they coolly floated wVithbin ,"iisliot of tihe
French, drolIping hook aind lile ilntot it llalci(I lake, :andl at even-lfishermIen.

llon toward

on the adventurers pluslie

reconnaissance
cult
,o

Frenchl.

to the

ing actually sol1 their 'atcl

di li-

Ticojemgn, rendered

at

caplturigI

to fall.

began

Their

their destillnatlion.

by the inteulse cold,.

except as to

llit
e

Whenllll niiht

w\a:s

bailout

miiileted,

a I risoner. whlei a slow

No art

could

coieal

their

trail, if'they lingered till the snowlI\\ l c e sed.
So the return
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success

trip

Christ

illa

.tke

froiti

shore

to

shore.

tireless

woodslnell,

in

warm

the

was

hastily heuiin.
was e utinl(

George

lBut

IOe's

instea d of,'

quarters

at

the

ll
fz

a d

rlc
tiwii-in

1ei

his
idly

fort, eqluill Ied

themselves with sk: sites. :andl b'r:nived the wintry temllest in many aln expedition.
' lTheir

was unvarying.

'Lkinii

;a force

of f'rom tel

to

fifth

men, on skates, l{ogers would skim along the itcy floor of tilhe
lake surf ace to a point opli site TiconderoLga or Crown\\1 Point,
order his men to change their skates for snow-shoes. and

miove

swiftly to some ambush along the roads leading to the fort. Ilere
they would lie i11 the snow. exposed to th e hiitter (cld,soiln tiles
for two or three days, with no shelter 1lItt :1 few iw line(oiglhIs hastily thirowii together, and without a spark of fire. the smoke
of which would ilstianitly reveal themi to thlie neilholrin _ fort.
tlere they intercepted the sledges c:irrving fresh hel'f, vellisoll,

anid

corn

to the fort, captured

the

drivers, alnd approplri:ited(

the provision.

When they had caught several plrisoners, they
would glide into the Frelnch settlement, cut the th roats of the

cattle, set, fire to the barns full of g'rain
of the villagers,

the \\inter nia't.h

and

anld

to the houses

just as the red tlammes shot upward inllto

thm'ilno
in
their alrriv alare
whitened landscaple , the mysterious and deadly
disappear i thle forest as sudden l :is thev t
So valuable were the services of lOLger's

fair a1(1,ss

the

IiRan,ers would
lne. i

and his hardy
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woodsnen, that, in the spring of 1756, lie received a special
coimilissioii

froln the coli

mallll;enI'-i1liief to ra;ise; all illdependl-

ent, corps of experienced foresters,

himself,
greatest

of the

(1men
whom hei was to choose

most approved coliurage

und fidelity,

physical iiuremenit to exposure.

anud

of the

The corps was to

be known as ROGERS ' RANGI:ERs, the men receiving the pay of
regular soldiers, but carrying onl warfare

as

scouts in their

ownl brave fashion. This famous corps became tlhe right arm
of the British troops. Their official instructions were " to use
their best endeavors to distress the French and their allies, by
sacking, burning, and destroying their houses, barns, barracks,
canoes, hateaux, etc., and by killing their cattle of every kind ;
and at a lltiCes to endeavor to destroy their convoys of' provision, by ];1111and water, inl every part of the country."
Oil the way to Fort ilienry, with his new Rtangers, Rogers
made all elaborate scout around Crown Point. After killing
large numbers of cattle, the tongues of which were carefully
remiiovedl for the Rangers' use, they were discovered and closely

pursued by an overwhelhniulg force of French and Indians. In
this emergency, Rogers executed a masterly maneuver. Appointing a rendezvous at a distant point oi the lake shore, the Rangers suddenly separated, every Iman taking his own course.
Where there had beei five minutes before atstout body of men,
the enemy fou d no one. The Rangers had dispersed and left
only thin air. Fromi this point. oni, their history is atsuccession
of thrilling andl successful exploits, of which we may only take
an o('nlsional glimpse. Not a week passed without some darig,
scout or victory. The Rangers only had to go out in order to
catch a net full of birds, as they called their prisoners.

These

Rogers would examine separately and with great care, to see
if' their stories agreed, concerning the strength,
movements,
pIlans, supplies , and situation of the enemy. Keell anrd sagaciouis in these examinations, able at a glance to separate the truth
ftro, falsehood, and wonderfully skillful in reading character,
Rogers kept the British head-quarters more accurately posted
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thl:n were the French ,nd Indian
lFrom

tiie

to tie.

ldu,

inL

the war,

('ron their original
the -l;angers" were gradlilly ilncreseid
strength of sixty-two mien. to more thlia a thotsa id.
a length1v scout, the
(m
17.5;. \whVil
One night in iJuly.

Rangers prn'epared to attack a lFrenchli schooner, lilng. one wile
lJust thlen two) li'lhters, laden witlh profronm the lake shore.
vision and strongly guarded. cmine in siliht. and made for the
shore as if to encanip, it 1,ein,,g blit tten o'clock at Ilight. As
lthe forest,
they drew close to land, the lI,',ers tired froi
an d Rogers offered quarter to the en11111.
The lat ter, however,
put about, and made every e'ort to reach the opposite shore.

1Iangers had made prisoners
Before they reached it the terrible
.Largoes, conlII
i , Illoth
of the entire party, aid si k a d destroed
time the
thllis
wine and bralndV. At
sisti," of wheat, flour,

i g tlie Ind ians si xt v f'rhles for every Eni lish
Freitch were olflerii
iii C:anada for sixty crowns.
scali, and prisoners were sol
first-lieutenatnt was Jolhn Stark. afterwards major-genthe Revolution.l
eral of the Alleriacii amhiV ill
harassThe thll aind winter of 1 7)ti were busily employed inl
wogers's

iing the enemv ii
21st of Jatnuary

the

Lake George .

of
l
ei gIlbohood

17-57. Rogers lhadl a c

pamyi

O(l the

of eighty miien

They were
with him, equipped with skates and sowil-shoes.
near
ground,
elevated
oil
the
lake.
front
miles
eneamiped three
Tliconderoga, frointi which they conumamiled a view of the snowy
laolnscape for mauiN miles. Far off' on the glittering ice, they
saw a small object moving across the lake. The keen eye of
Rogers pronioniiced it to he a sled laden with provision. Lieutenait Stark set out with ten Winen to head it off, while Rogers
and the others moved swiftly to intercept lthe retreat.
Sooni after Stark hadl departed, Rogers detected ten other
sleds following the first. It was too late to warm Stark of
The latter struck out for the first sled, and the
other sleds, still at a distalice, discovering him, instantly put
tile fact.
about.

Pursuit was the only thing possible.

The sleds were
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made of a long board, turned up in t'front, and wih highly

at the side and end to holly the Ioad.
egg-shells, aIndl

drawn

ricks

They were as light as

each by two horses, rolgh shlod, and, urged

to the to of their speed by relentless drivers, sped o\er the ice
with the velocity of the wind. Quick as thought, Rogers's men
clapped on their skates and began the chase. The nearest sleds
were a half a mile away. It was a race between swift and
powerful horses and the swiftest skaters in the world. On flew
the foaming horses, their manes flying and eyeballs strained,
scattering showers of ice as their ponderous feet dug into the
glittering surface. Wildly the hoarse drivers shouted and plied
their rawhide lashes upon the reeking steeds. Behind thelu
came the shaggy and powerful Rangers, seemillg as they whirl ed
over the ringing ice like superhuman creaturnes. The lurssuers
hadl
the shorter path. The sleds must cross it.
\Vhoever
reached the intersection first would wiil the deadly race.
As the steel of the pursuers' skates flashed inlthe sunlight.,
it could be seen that they were gaining. Stark andt his mien
had overtaken the rear sled, but the other Rangers paused not
in their impetuous career. Still, it was evident, that some of
the sleds would escape. One after another of those farthest in
advance crossed the point where met the paths of pursuer a 11
pursued. All but two of the sleds had passed the line of sa.fety.
Suddenly Rogers, who was six yards ahead of the nearest Rlanger, was seen to unsling his gun. Without slackening his terriice speed, or removing his eye from the enemy fotr a moinmet,

just

as the second sled from the rear crossed his path hle threw
his gun to his shoulder and fired.
The nearest horse was seen to lunge forward and fall, thown
by his momentum, a hundred feet along the ice. His mate,
frightened and entangled, lost her footing. In a moment the
Rangers were upon their foes. The last sled fell an easy victim.
The race between man and brute had been won by man.
It was evident that the sleds which had escalpedl would carry
the news to the fort, and rouse instant pursuit. Rogers ordered
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take the seven plnisollers. and retl l11 at Olnce tol
the
campl fires they had left three hloIs before. So sllddlen hl beeln
their departure, that le Ile i liad i ot relnii ed tlhe priilllllg ill
their gunlls since the previous lday. Every thiing was made relay
his Illen

to

They had just crossed a
little valley, and were nearing the opposite ridge, when lte
for a figlt

, and

a retreat comnenced.

woods blazed with a deadly volley of bullets. Several Rangers
fell dead, Rogers himself beiiig wounded in the head. The
Rangers retreated to the opposite ridge, where, sleltere'd by
trees, they were enabled to fight, to advantage. Fro"
mi
two
o'clock till sunset the battle raged. Three times the Frencll
and Indians triedloo flank the Blritisll, but as m atny ties were
driven back. Rogers received a wound il his wrist, and Imiliv
of his brave
e, scr.lilg
en,
srte
the idea of a surrender. loay heilpless
and bleediL ill the Snow. At dark the iny withdrew.
Worn out with the excitillo eveits of the div. iiaiiv of their
number
l r hally wound ded, the exhll:
lsted
wl":ligers still felt it,
necessar v" to retreat, turther fro n

the enenv's neighboring

fort.

For six weary mi les they groped their way tlhr tngh the forest.
Once they caught sight of a caiip fire. ald ilde a wide detour
for fouref I'dians. At last. a (oilf(lt less camlnl was }pitchl ied
f r the

iglht.

In the morning

the wvoulded were unable to

proceed farther without assistance. Lie ultewint Stark offered
to go to the fort on snow-shoes, a distance of forty long miiles,
and procure sleighs for them.
In spite of the many difficulties and hardships of the way,
he traversed the entire forty miles by sundowlv, and dispatched
a relief party with sleighs for the wounded, so that th ey reached
the suffering men before lorniniug. Just as the sleighs arrived
the Rangers perceived a black object, at a great distance, crvawl-

ing over the ice. Supposing it to ble one of their stragglers, a
sleigh was sent to investigate. It proved to be Joshua Martin,
who had been shot through the hips. lie had been left for
de'ad on the field of battle, but managed to crawl back into the
woods and build the fire which his companions saw and avoided.
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lebly and(l with great pain, crawling through the snow. he ftollowed their track to the lake, and thell moved along the ice.
When relief reache(l hill he fainted away, but afterward recov(red and fought all through the war.
The French mIade several attempts to capture Fort Ihlenry,
b1ut as long as the RIangers were there these efforts filed.
IRogers, suffering greatly from his wounds, had gone to Allbanv
for surgical aid, soon after the events last recorded. While

there he was attacked with the small-pox, that scourge alike
of the wilderness and of the city.

So it happened that oil the

16th of March, 1757, Stark was acting comumaider of lthe
RIangers at Fort HIenry. Ont that evening, as he ladle lis
round of inspection, he noticed the mnen standillg ill little knots,
engaged in busy conversation, interrupted with
ammy laughs.
It was the eve of St. Patrick's day. These lonely fellows were
planning their celebration. Stark at once gave orders to the
sutler to issue no ruin to his nion without written permission

Iromit hiln. The mIen, not to be foiled, at once applied to him
for it, but Stark put them off, oil the ground that his hand was
lame and he could not write. The Rangers were not in the
best of humors, when they saw the Irish troops, who composed

the remainder of the garrison, freely filling their bumpers with
fiery draughts in honor of St. Patrick's wife, and making the
fort ring with their hilarious songs and carousals. That night
thlie French. knowing the lImbit of the Irishmen, to celebrate the
o(casioln, lmd e a terrific
tltack on thle fort.
But instead of
surlnmisin g a set of intoxicalted fellows, they were met at the
fii"st onslaught by the cool and illvilcible IRagers. These men
bravely fought the enelly hand to hand, repelling assault after
assault, until their druininken companions could come to their
senses. The Ramgers had saved the fort.
In May the a ,irers w ere ordered to IHalifax, to ,join in an
Their versatile talents were
expedition against_. L isihur.
emli 1loed dilming_, harvest, while the preparations for the expedition were going on, in making hay for the horses.

The expe-
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massacred outright. Others were led away to suffer the exquisite
agonies of the stake. Worse and more horrible still, aii Indian
tribe called the Cold Country Cannibals, who were present at
the siege, roasted their prisoners and ate th n. For this statenent there is unquestiolnable authorit y.
In spite of these terrible associations, the sturdy Rangers
entered the ruin, scraped away the heavy snow, and built fires
in the partial shelter of a corner which was yet standliig, and
passed the night " comfortably," as Rogers says. As they conltinued their scout, the Rangers met with fine success, and on
their return to Fort Edward, December 27th, they were enabled
of several
s ,,iff't
to present the commaldant with a fine Christall
prisoners, who gave full and (accurate informalltio)il of thle enemy.
During this winter a company of regular s blii 's were pli(cedl
For their benefit. he
in Iogers's hands to learn Ranger tactics.
drew uI)a written code, which was published with his

ineiioirs.

On the 10th of March, 1758, Rogers received orders to
march with one hundred and eighty Rangers to the neighborhood of Ticonderoga. IIe protested that the force was too
small, and asked to be allowed to take four hundred men, but
his requests were refused. The march was made along the
solid ice of the lake, the party lying concealed on shore during
the day and marching by night. Sinl(ce the ca(ptlure of i()rt

Henry,

the enemy had been ex(cee(lingly active, strong forces
of Indians s(couring the ()'ol tr'y i every (lirec('ti on.
The ihts were as dark as pitch, alld while fitftec Rangers

on skates acted as a advance guard, the mainl 1 o( marched as
closely together as possible, to avoidl separation. When within
eight miles of the lFrench arivy, ai ad valiCed gunardsnan skated
swiftly to the rear with word to halt. rThe men were instantly
ordered to sit dow\\on t1he ice. IRog'ers went forward. The
adv;('ance guard were called in,ald thollght they had seen a fire

on the east shore. The sleighs and baggage were hastily pulled
ashore, guards posted, and thlie iain body marched swiftly forward to attack te shllposed '(caiij.No light, was to he seen.
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The spot; is still
slid down to the lake with terrifictece.
Rogers's Leap.
By this ex ploit, these lmen,
1ioinlted out as
lseelrely
injured, escaped (lli\e, one of tlleir 1inube,
though
Iiakillg his way to Fort, Edward, aid seldingo out a relief party
with sleighs and( blankets.
But

others

were niot

so) fortunate.

Accol;pailliyinig tllhe

Rangers ha(d been two Britishll licers,s
aptains reed( a1nd Kelt,
who had gone out to study their mode of warfare. At. the
,oeginlning of the fight Rlogers had (advisedl them t o retire, bl)u
being unused to travel onisnow-shoes, ignorant of Ihe (con111r ,
and seeing their friends attacked 1y such a Ilmltit(llle of (yllin:
savages, ain tedl ill the mostigaudy colors,

theychoosee like

lbra(,

At the retreat, Itg'lers slhoutled to
their sn wthlie to fly with hini1, but ilitheir efforts to es('5e8
he(
ill
sh(oes caine oIl', and the poor fellows sinik br('as.t dee
By t lie strain igest good( fort utie the savages oversoft surface.
hei

to remain

and fight.

looked t hem in the fury of their lpurstuit after Io'ers. No(t till
veiitue to stir. Then with flutffl'inl
the moon arose dlid thlie"
hearts they stole through thie forest, knowing nothing of tl eir
coarse,

but hoping that it took them farther fron the Jl(lia

his.

When morning dawned, it found them still struggling on through.
the snow, along the shore of some body of water.
As the fear of savages departed, aiotlher d(readf'ul all)reh 'lThe dan ,,ers
sio) laid hold of the . Which way was the fort ?
of death frolll (xpotSue of stairvatioii stirred them iinthe filee.
Suddeil the sav a mali. Ili eaie towanls theii. lie prove I
claimed to know their wilireli, alliriiled that they were
fort.
abouts and the wv to thlie
on South Bay and not Lake (George. All day the1y followed
their guide, at first on the ice and then on foot, through the
i
to be a s(Ir'Vant

f
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wohl be reached. But at sunset their weary
but the same vast expanse of whiteness.
eyes beheld nothilln
lThe
fiourth day lie said it would be impossible )
thiil. but the

(lay

p

assed with the prophecy unfulfilled.

A.\gai

alndl again

Again anld agaii, with be1lunlbed filluli.
Every few paces
gers they tried to tic and patch them
they sank up) to the breast in the snow. Thie hardships were
intolerable. They scrambled ullp
miountal
s fil ll of dangerous
their snow-shoes broke.

chasms and hidden holes.

They

made detours to avoid impas-

sable forests of fallen timber, 1prostrated(l by s~,lle tornado.
At the outset their entire stock of food had been a link of
bologna sausage al1d a little gillger. This had lol." since been
exhausted, and for two days they hal li V(1 onll
somine frozen
berries and water. Their lights had b)eell passed \vilthout cover,
aid with the s('anitiest fires; for without a hatchet. by their
itmllost efforts, they could only wrench a few t wigs from the
frozen trees for fuel. Iurin, lthe fifth day they struggled
along a dreadful road in the moumtainIs, with only one snowshoe apiece.
Towards noon on the sixth day they came once

more

to the

ice. Al a siile glance /he unforunaec men percerilel itto be the
samoe S])ot /uIc they had left four days before. This terrible discovery paralyzed thelln with horror. Their only chance was to
throw themselves into the hands of the French at Fort Carillon.
All day and night the wind 1)lew hard, and a freezing rain
incrusted their clothes with ice. The remainder of the sad
story we give in Captain Creed's own words.
"We traveled a few miles, but the snow driving full in our
fltces, made every thing appear as dark as the fog upon the
})anks of Newfoundland. As the storm cleared up) we looked
in vain for the fort. Proceeding onward by land we came to a
large waterfall.

I attempted to ford the stream above it, and
had almost gained the oppl)osite shore where the water reached
my breast, when the rapidity of the stream hurried me off the
slippery rocks and plunged uce under water.

I lost my fusee,
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an(l narrowly escaped being carried over the fall. Mr. Kent
and the guide iared no better, but the hopes of reaching a fire
made us think lightly of the matter.
"As nlighlt approached we labored through the snow, being
now certain that the fort was near ; but our guide now conf'essed for the first time that he was at a loss. We plainly perceived that his brain was affected; he saw iindlians all around
him, and, though we have since learned that we had every thing
to fear from them, yet that was a danger we did not think of.
We even shouted to give notice where we were, but could
neither see 11or hear of any one to lead us right. If' we halted
we became pillars of ice. We thcref6re resolved to make a fire,
ol( dry cartridge on
though the danger was appllarent. We ha1d me
hand, but in trying to catch a fire with a little of it, by means
of' lmy pistol, ilMr. Ke(nt, held the cartridge so near as to have it
blow up in our ftces, almost blinding him and causing greaL
pain. This appeared to be the last stroke of fortune.
"We had now no hopes of fire and were not anxious for life,
but wished to carry the scene out in a manner becoming to soldiers. We made a path round a tree and there exercised all
night, though scarcely able to stand or to prevent each other
from sleeping. Our guide, notwithstanding repeated cautions,
strayed from us, sat down, and died immediately. On the
morning of the 20th we saw the fort, and approached it witll a
white fllag. Tie officers ran violently toward us, and we were
saved froii a d;n(mev we did l ot apprelh1end, for we were informed

t hat if the I n(lians, who were close after them, had seized us

first, it would not have been ill the power of the French to
0111heing hurriedly to the camp, a:md perhaps the
have prevented our
next day to MI ontreal, or killed for not being able to march."
The iriso1iners were afterwards exchanged by the French.

From this time on in the war the Rangers operated in larger
bodies and in more important movements. All the companies
Fr Edward. Rogers was raised to the rank
were concentrated at Fort
of major.

Their history during the years of 1758 and 1759 is

.
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drell slholuld
e killed or hurt. When you have pecrfornIed
This service, you will again join the arlmly, wherever it ntay ie.
SYours, etc.,

" ('aip at ('rown Point, Sept. 13, 1759.

" To MAJOR RoOIRs."

WhVi't a commission! Two hundred men ordered to make
'(journey of more than three hundred miles, through a country
,arreln of provisions, and occupied by the whole French and
Indlian army of fifteen thousand men; when at that distance
fromll support and their base of sul)plies, to attack and destroy
1,y stealth a powerful tribe of Indians, which had been a terror
thiroigh the whole war, and after all this to effect a retreat
by the sanlie tremendous journey, only through a hostile
c(.oulltr aroused b y a knowledge of their presence, and exerting
eve\'y effort to destroy them.
That night as the moon arose the little hand sallied from
the f ort, and, with firm tread and rigid c~munteiances, swiftlyv
lembarked in a fleet of canoes. Their progress dow\: the lake
Its waters were
was itself one of difficulty and danger.
]patrolled incessantly by hostile schooners, armed with cannon,
and other mischievous engines of war, for the discovery and
destruction of the English. By night only did the Rangers
advance.
On the fifth day a keg of gunpowder exploded in their
caIlp, injuring a;number of iiien, who, together with SO111(
sick, were forced to return to Crown Point, making a defection
of fortv-four meln, one fourth of the entire company. At the
end of teni days, Rogers, having successfully eluded the enemy,

landed at Missislqui Bay.

IIere he stored the boats and provi-

sio s cnou gih to take the Rangers back to Crown Point.

Two

tri'sty Indians were left in charge, with orders to remain until
their return, unless the enemy should discover the boats and
strike the trail of the Rangers. In this case the two guards
were to follow the Rangers at the top of their speed, bringing

the fatal news.
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Lieuteniatt 1I cMlullen was dispatched to Crow\vI Point. to

River.
inform

General Aherst tof the disaster, ad have himn send relief ol
provisions at the Aiiminoloosuck River. " that being the way we
should returns if we ever did ret urn at all."
These arranlgemlents were quickly made. IMcMullen, with a
small sack of food, started back (nil his lonely journey to Crown
Point; the others hurriedly prepared for the race with their
pursuers.
No sleep that night; the sunrise must find them
maily a mile on their way. Much of the tilie they advanced
in double quick time, the hardy Rangers being able to run for
hours in a sort of dog-trot. After the first night's march they
uniformly began their day's advance one hour before dawn, and
continued it without halt, their meals being eaten as they
marched, until one hour after dark.

Nine days they marched thro",gh a spruce bog, where the
ground was low and swampy, thie greater part being covered
with water a foot deep. Wiie the weary IRangers encamped
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at night, it was necessary to go into the darkened forest and
cut boughs from the trees and construct, a kind of hanunock to

protect themselves from the water. The day before their destination was reached, they came upon the St. Francis River,
with its swift current. Placing the tallest men UI) stream, and
joining hands in a single line, the entire company passed the
ford in safety. Their only loss was a few guns, which were
recovered by (living to the bottom of the river. Towards evening of the twenty-secoun( day from their departure from Crown
Point, when the scout, as usual, climbed a tall tree fo;,r reconnoissance, he saw at a. distancee of three miles the unconscious
village of the St. Francis Indians, over which hung the lightning-charged clouds of (doom.

The Rangers were ordered to refresh themselves, and prepare for action on the following morning. Every gunll was
carefully dried and freshly loaded ; ammunition bags were
replenished, alnd such readjustment of clothing made as was
possible. While the men rolled themselves in their blankets
for a sound sleep, Rogers and two trusty companions stole out
under the starry sky towards the fated settlement. As they
drew softly near, wild shouts of merriment issued from the
wigwams. Around enormous fires were dancing in frantic glee
It was a wedding
hilarious circles of warriors and maidens.
dance. These wild Indians had turned aside, for the mnioiiiet,
from thoughts of war and bloodshed to the lild genlltleness of
love. A noble brave had chosen to himself a dusky bride. The
chord of sentiment touched at the incident still trembled responsive in the savage breasts. Their festivities were bright, innocent, and happy, shining like a star in the midst of all the gloom
and blackness of their lives.
All unconscious of their danger, the dance went on, each
moment with madder, merrier glee. The squaws ran about,
serving to all who wished the rare bounties of the wedding
feast. The old men stood apart from the revelers. smoking
their pipes.

Ever and anon their stately dignity gave way to
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adjusted, andl guns examined. A frugal meal
their camp.

-was

eaten standig.

lrv three o'clock the T1Rangers were in 11otion fin' the village.
\W1if1i stelthvx stpo theyi : lv:I(o el t(1
o withill
(111:11telr ()W :1 milo'.
Al~tllwer l:halt wa:s made.
,ot her reom' 0 issa1 ce.

logers crawled
MIeanwhile the i el

forward to make
1,\

flat

oii their

flces. At five 'clock Rogers returned. The feast hal ended.
Thlie list reveler was wrapped in oblivion, and the entire settleiiie1 t was asleep.
The Raligers were dliseicun hered of all their
packs.

Weapons formed their only load.

in three colhuiins.

The iien were formed

They were to faldl on the settlement on three

sides at once.
The first faint flush of dawn reddening the east had only
obscured a few stars as the men moved rapidly forward through
the frosty air. When the settlement was reached each man1
knew his work.

The nearest wigiwams were entered. In a
IIllmneilt the thron;t of every sleeping warrior wa;s o'ut from ear
to, ear. The knife only was used as yet. No guns were fired.

Inl this way the deadly Iangers haedmassacred two-thirds of'
the warriors in the settlement before a single note of ala'mo.
Many children and squaws, who slept soundly, were left Iulldisturbed. Such was the case with the new bride, whom they
found locked in her huisbau d's arms. Poor slee e r; too sooi,
alas, too soon, would she awaken to find all joy, all light, all
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love, gone out from life.

If,percal;lnce, a child's wide wonder-

ing eyes opened as the glitterintg knlilfe swept across its father's
throat, it was the work of an istatll to gag its mouth and hand
it over as a prisoller.
At last, the groans of some dying brave, or the screams of
Small time was there for
an awakened s(llunw. gave the alarm.

Their only safety lay in
flight. Only one side lay opell; that was the ri.er. But as
the canoes of the frightened sa\;lva~,es pushed out into the current, the swift messengers of lead sped from the ,iun of the
destroyers and stilled every noble form ill
death. Five English
captives were founndand rescued. The scalps of more than six
hundred murdered white men hung t'froi
the wigwam poles.
These sights were not unnoticed by the Rangers. Snatching
brands from the smouldering embers of the wedding fires, the
wigwaims were ignite(l. Black volumes of smoke, pierced by
forked tongues of flame, rolled upward to the peaceful sky of
the morning., and drapedd its blue canopy with the mournful
color which all the world has chosen for the sign of sorrow.
By seven o'clock, with the exception of three wigwamns, pre served for their own shelter, the Rangers had utterly destroyed
the village and its inhabitants. Two hundred warriors had been
slain, while of' their own number but one had been killed and
two or three wounded. From their prisoners, who, excepting
two Indian boys and three girls, were shortly set at liberty,
Rogers learned that his pursuers had missed him; but that
their messengers had sent word of his approach ; that only four
miles down the river were a force of five hundred French and
Indians, waiting at a settlement which was supposed to be
Rogers's destination, instead of the St. IFrancis settlement.
While this examination took palace, the Rangers supplied themiselves with corn from the granaries of the village.
A council
of war determined that instant retreat by way of the Connecticut
River and Number Four must be begun.
The hardships of the retreat far exceeded those of the
the warriors to reach for weapons.
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advance.
The way led over barrel mnoulitaiins and tlirough
endless swamps. In one of these mlorasses, trusting an I (iiaii
squaw for guidance, they were led about three days, an1d Ibrogllht
back to their own tracks, to gain time for their pursuers. After
eight days' travel, provisions gave out, and the R:111gers divided
into small companies of eight or ten each, for I1rocuring subsistence from roots and berries.
One of these detachments, lingering behind the rest, was
surprised by the enemy, and seven of their men taken prisoner.
Two other detachments, similarly attacked, had nearly all their
number slain. Some of the men, being still in ftir condition,
preferred to make their way directly to Crowv I'i
oit. l'he
s at the imuth
bulk of the company, however, was to rendezv(on
of the Ammonooosuck River, a hundred mIiles :lbve Ntuinber
Four (now Charleston, New Itampl)shire), where lRogers conl-

fidently expected provisions and relief, in acc(o((rdane with thle
message sent to Crown Point by McMullen, after the news of
the destruction of their boats.
When at last the straggling companies of wretched men
reached the rendezvous, they found camp fires still burning, but
They fired their guns, and shouted fbr help), but
nIo succor.
oniily the mocking echoes of the forest answered themli. Not
till some time later did they learn that inlaccordance with
lIeMullen's message provisions had been sent to this spot in
charge of a Lieutenant Stevens. Arriving there an:l (notfiindiiig I ers, the fellow thought proper, after Waitin(I (olvtwo
days, to return, taking his provisions with himn. His delpairture
took place just two hours before the exhausted and(l tflnished
Ia11gers arrived. The signal guns fired by the latter were
hard by St evens, but only served to hasten his march, as he
believed them to be fired by Indians.
The disappointment was cruel. It was evident that the
men who, nerved by the hope of succor, had exhausted all their
little remaining strength to reach this point, could proceed no
farther. Relief must be had, or the whole party (lie in the
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wilderness. "In this emlerge 'y," says og'ers, " I resolved i o
make the best, of' ily wayI o Nliumber Fottr, lea:vingi thle relmaindler
of the party, now unable to pn'oceedl ally fartlhe, to obtain s chi
wretched subsistellce as the wilderness allorded, until I 'colI
relieve them,

which I promised to

do illtell

Ci:i

days.

Ogd(ell, myself, and a captive Indian boy, embarked uponi a r'ft
i1l
tlle
of dry pine trees. The current carried us do\\n the stream
middle of the river, where we kept our miserable vessel with
such paddles as could be split and heiwn with small hatchetlils.
" The second day we reached \Vhite River Falls, and very
narrowly escaped running over them.

The raft

Nvent

over, and

was lost, but our remaining strength enabled us to laid and
march by the falls. At the foot of them Captain Og(den and
the Ranger killed some red squirrels, and also a partridge. vlile
able to
1 lt
I attempted to construct a:nooher rf. Nt bei
the trees, I burnt themI

down, and burnt thein at proper

le nlgtlls.

T'llis was our third day's work after leaviilg our companionis.
C
,11ls. \lhic.l
" The next day we floated down to Nattoliellie
are about fif't3 yards in length. llere we landed, and Captuimn
Ogdei held the raft by a withe of hazel bushes, while I went
below the falls to swim in, board, and paddle it ashore; this
being our only hope fior life, as we had inot streigtli sufliciemt
to make a new raft should this be lost. I secede(
in securilg it, andl next lorni ,g wre floated down wvitllin a short distance of Number Four.
Ier'e we fluid several lienclltt ii,
,
tiiiber, who relieved and assisted us to the fort. A c' oe
was\ i mnediatly dispatched up the river with provisions, wilchl
reached the men at Coos in foir days after, \v!ich. aeeordi1 ,'to
in11 agreement, was the tenth after I left then i.
''Two das
ft''erw:nrds I \vient up the river with t\vwo other ctlinoes to relieve
other's of my lart'y who night be co liiig that way."
Relief p:irties were also sent out. ill
other directions to limit
ui
str,,agglers.
Slowly
the
haggard
men were gathered at tlie
1
fort at Numbner Four. It was t wo months before they had
recovered sntficiently to l i,,'oeed

to Crown iPoinlt.
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With this story of the unfortunate expedition against the
St. Francis Indians, a military exploit which, for boldness and
dexterity, is hardly equaled in the history of our country, our
recital of the story of Rogers's lRangers must close. They
continued their operations until the close of the war in 1760,
when they were directed to take formal possession of all the
French forts west of the Alleghanies, in accordance with their
surrender by France.
After performing this duty with al)l)roved success, Major
Rogers went to England, where he resided till the opening of
the Revolutionary War. lie then returned to Amnerica, and

visited the American camp, but was refused admission by General Washiingtoon, who suspected him as a British spy. IRogers
was, however, visited by Colonel Stark, and other old Iaigers,
lie seemed
who had since enliste(l ill thle cause of the colonies.
greatly chagrilned by WVashingtonl's treat ment, and soon after

joined Lord llowe, who commanded the British army. In a
short tiine, however, he returned to England, and never again
visited the land ill which he had won undying fane. It was
the opinion of General Stark, and other friends, that Washing-

ton misjudged Rogers, and that he would have proved a true
and valuable soldier in the American army had he not becin
mistrusted. lie was denounced as a Tory before he had declared
]his principles.
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CHAPTER IV.
THE AMBITION

-:7IIE

"q .

OF PONTIAC.

web of history is WOVenll 'froiI the coiuntless
Its pattern is con: threads of inlidlual lives.
trolled by the genius of great men.

-

Pontiac was the chief of
ftederacy of the Otto\vtas, the
Pottawwotamies, whicll ha1( its
in what is noNw the State of
Sthe

the miighty con()jil,\ivas. anal the
centeIr

,f

M lii alal .

lwver

But

genius of the mighty chief haid spread his

fame and influence, not merely through the confederacy, nor yet
iloine to the sirroundiing tribes, but over the greater part of the
Oil the east his naIe was respectfully mentioned among
the Indians of the Mohawk Valley as that of their greatest
foe. Far to the South, the wandering tribes of Florida and
Louisiana, had heard of the unapproachable prowess of Pontiac.
and looked up to him as the greatest of all the Algonquin
chiefs. His intellect was broad, powerful, and far-seeing. In
himli were combined the qualities of a great leader, a great warrior, and a great statesman.

His plans continually reached out

beyond the narrow limits o his tribe. His ambitions vaulted
ftr beyoiid the scope of those of common chieftains. His understanding rose to higher generalizations, broader comprehensions,
than those of any other Indian mind.
In 1760 he was fifty
years old, just at the meridian of all his splendid powers.
Great minds require great opportunities. The world is full
of wasted genius. "IIands that the rod of empire might have
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swayed," are to be found holding the plow-handle and the
plane. Cromwell without the Eienglish Revolution, Washington
without the Revolutionary war, Grant without the Civil war,
would have been indistinguishable from the common throng
of men.

Pontiac was great. HIe also had great opportunities. Let
us take a survey.
The English had conquered America. The French, the idols
of the Indian heart, to support whose cause the re:motest tribes
of the north and west had furnished quotas of warriors, traycling hundreds upon hundreds of miles to Iikc ; blow at, the
English, were huiliated , driven from ihe

,ontinenlt.

From the small and widely separated ifi,ris along the lakes
and in the interior the red men had, with sorrow and anger,
seen the flciur-dc-li. disapl)pear
l
and the cross of St. George take
its place. This took place, although the Indian power was
unbroken. Toward the intruders, victors over their friends,
patrons, and allies, the Indians maintained a stubborn resent-

ment and hostility.
,. We have already noticed the difference in the policies of
/the
French and English.
The abundant supplies of rifles,
blankets, gunpowder, -beads, pipes, and brandy, which had for
so many years been dispensed from, the forts with lavish hand,
were abruptly stopped. When the Indians visited .the forts,
instead of being treated with politic attention and politeness,
they were received gruffly, subjected to indignities, and not
infrequently helped out of the fort with the butt of a sentry's
musket or a vigorous kick from an officer.
In addition to these things the wilderness was overrun with
brutal English traders, who plundered, cheated and cursed the
warriors, dishonored their squaws, and indulged in every form
of profligacy. The best settlers tried to break this up, sometimes stopping a mnad revel by force of arms. Suhb a scene is
presented in the opposite picture.
Meanwhile France, still
smarting under her defeats, dispatched emissaries to almost
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from thle IaLkes to the gulf,
saying that l'rellch allies were alr ,ea(y1111onlcil' wav to drive
every council house and wigwam

out the

lEnglish, and iMcitill". the

y revenge upoll tlhe foes of
1)lood1
L,(sh(ed
,

lidillls to inflict swift and

Firanllte.

lost into fr'ellzy by those agencies,
r
still another

disturbing, influence appeared in a ,reat 1111ianl prophet, wvho
arose aln,,
the Delawares, 1)preacilil g t1e recovery of the
Indlian's hunting grounds fronl the white 1uau,

lalinliig to
Vast throng!s listened to
andl

have received a revelation from God.
his wild eloquence, his andlicl ce contaiin ,i Iearers who had
come from distant regioils to hear hilm. The whiite man was
driving the I nlians from their country, he said,

andl unless the

Indians obeyed the Great Spirit, and destroyed the white man,
then the latter would destroy them.
This was the state of affairs among(, the Indians in 176(1 nd
1762.

Everywhere was (liscolltelt, su1ll(e

hatred, and, exlosive

The shadowVs of the forest were not blacker tha inthe
ominous (ldarkness which pervad(led the Indian breast.
This
was not local but was far more nearly universal, spreading
from the lakes to the gulf, than any other Indian disturbance
before or since.
It is impossible to say how much of this state of affairs was
due to Pontiac's designing intrigue and instigation, and1 how
much of it arose spontaneously. We can not tell whether Polltiac made it, or whether it made Pontiac. Certain it is that
Pontiac maintained close relations with the great Shawanese
prophet. However this may be, we are certain of two things,
that it constituted Pontiac's opportunity, and that but for his
genius the whole mighty ferment would have evaporated in a
few sealt erin Indlian raids.
While these things moved the common Indian, the vision of
passion.

the great and wise Pontiac took a wiler scope. an

was inspired

by loftier notions than a mere resentment at the failure of the
presents iand
the summary treatment of idle ml In,'ers about the
forts. lie saw that as long as France and Elngland had (ben
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opposed to each other in America, the Indians had held the balance of power, and received the treatment which their importance merited. But now that England had no longer a rival, the
Indlians were spurned and crowded to the wall. This he saw
must result in the destruction of the race, unless France could
regain her foothold on the continent. This became his amblition. To this end he conceived and concerted the most wonderful conspiracy, taking into view the surroundings and circumstances, upon which the historian's toil has shed the light
-of day.
Toward the close of 1762, dark messengers from Pontiac,
bearing the war belt of wampulm, broad and long as the implortance of the occasion demanded, threaded their way through the
forest to the farthest shores of Lake Superior, and the (listallt
delta of the Mississippi. On the arrival of these ambassadors
among a tribe, the chief warriors would assemble in the council
house.
Then the orator, flinging down the red-stained tomahawk before his audience, would deliver, with energetic emphasis
and action, the message from his lord. The keynote was WAr!
On a certain day in May, after so many moons, the Indians
from lakes to gulf, were to take the war-path simultaneously,
destroy the English fort nearest them, and then throw thelnselves on the unprotected frontier.
The bugle call of such a might y leader as Pontiac roulsed

the remotest tribes. Everywhere they joined the conspiracy,
and sent lofty messages to Pontiac of the deeds they would pero
Inm.
The ordinary pursuits of life were given up. The warriors danced the war-dance for weeks at a time. Squaws were
set to sharpening knives, moulding bullets, and mixing war-paint.
Children caught the fever, and practiced incessantly with bows
and( arrows.

For the one time in their history, a thousand wild and restless tribes were animated by a single inspiration and purpose.
That which was incapable of union, united. Conjurors practiced
their arts. Magicians consulted their oracles. Prophets avowed
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revelations from the Most High. Warriors withdrew to caves
and fastnesses, where, with fasting and self-torture, they wrought
themselves into more fearful excitement and manllia. Young men
sought to raise their courage by eating raw flesh and drinking
hot blood. Tall chieftains, crowned with nodding plunies, harangued their followers nightly, striking every chord of revenge,
glory, avarice, pride, patriotism, and love, which trembled in the
savage breast.
As the orator approached his climax, he would leap into the
air, brandishing his hatchet as if' rushing upon an enemy, yelling the war-whoop, throwing himself' ilto a thousand postures,
his eyes aflame, his muscles straliled amnd knot teld, his face a
thunderstorm of passion, as if in the actalll struggle. At last,
with a triumphant shout, he brandishes aloft the scalpl of the
imaginary victim. His eloquence is irresistible. Ilis audience
is convulsed with passionate interest, and sways like trees tossed
in the tempest. At last, the whole assembly, fired with uncontrollable frenzy, rush together in the ring, leaping , stamlping , yelling, brandishing knives and hatchets in the firelight, hacking and
stabbing the air, until the lonely midnight forest is transformed
into a howling

andelllmonium

of devils,

from

whose

fearful

uproar the startled animals, miles away, flee frightened
remoter lairs.

The time for the bursting of the storm drew near.

into

Yet at

only one place on the frontier was there the least suspicion of
Indian disturbance. The garrisons of the exposed forts reposed

in fancied security.

The arch conspirator, Pontiac, had breathed

the breath of life into a vast conspiracy, whose ramifications

spread their network over a region of country of which the
north-western and south-eastern extremities were nearly two
thousand miles apart. Yet the traders, hunters, scouts, and

trappers who were right among the Indians, and were versed in
the signs of approaching trouble, suspected nothing wrong.
Colossal conspiracy! Stupendous deceit!
On the 27th of April, 1763, Pontiac met the chiefs of the
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far and near, in Iagrand war council, on the
river, Etorces, not far from Detroit. Parkpicture of the assembly, as band after band
before the appointed time. " llere were idle

warriors, simoki;g and laugliing iii groups, or beguiling the lazy

hours within gambling, witi feasting, or with doubtful stories of

their own exploits in war. Here were youthful gallants, bedizened with all the foppery of beads, feathers, and hawks' bills,
but held, as yet, in light esteemii, since they had slain no enemy,

and taken no scalp. 11 ere also were young damsels, radiant with
bears' oil, ruddy with vermilion, a(ndl versed in all the arts of
forest Cooquetry; shriveled hags, with liiimbs of wire, and voices
like those of the screech owvls; a id t',roops of nake(1 children,

with small, black, miischievois eyes,
, roa;,ing the outskirts of the
woodIs.

"On

the long expected morning, heralds passed from one
group of lodges to another, calling the warriors in loud voice to
attenll the
'great
council before Pontiac. In accordance with the
suniuonls they came issuing from their wigwams-the tall, naked

figures of the wild Ojibwas, with quivers slung at their backs,
and light war-ctulbs resting in the hollow of their arms; Ottawas, wrapped close in their gaudy blankets; Wyandots, fluttering in painted shirts, their heads adorned with feathers, and
their leins tarnished with bells. All were soon sealed in a
wide circle upon thue grass, row within row, a grave and silent
assembly. Eac11 s;age coul ltenance seemed carved in wood,
and none
i-mld have del ected the d1eep and fiery passions hiddei beneath that iinmmnovable exterior'.
"Then Pontiwa, rose. According," to tradition, not above mid(ile height. his muscular tilrm'e was cast ill a niould of remarkable svnimctv
land
vigor. His complexion was darker than is
usual with his ,aece, and his features, though by no means
regular. had a Ihold amid stern expression, while his habitual
bearing Was iimlperious and peremptory,
like that of a man
accustiiied to sweep away all opposition by the force of his
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lls ordinary attire was that of the primitive

savage, a scanty ciiicture girt about his loins, and his lonllI black

hair flowil i

loosely at his back ; but on occasions like this he
was wont to appearr as belitted his power and clularater. and lie
stood hef'ore the council, plumed and pailltedl
lithe f1'll cs1 lule
of war. Lookillg roundl upon his wild auditors, he i
speak, with fierce gesture and loud ilila(ssionled voice.
Parkinan's story of the council

to

reminds one of the council

of infernal peers in Pandenloliitlui, as described by Milton. ()iie
naturally expects Pontiac, this 31oloclh of the forest, to )egil,.
" My sentence is for open war," and lhe exlectatioi is hfulfilleI.
lie inveighed against the arrogance, rapacity. 11 d injustice of

the English, and contrasted them with the Frenclh, whot they
had driven from the soil. Ile recounted the nelel, the insullts,
the outrages, which hlie and his bhrves had suiered at their hands.
Ie pointed out how the Eiiglish. no longer havi g thie French
to contend with, had not only ceased to treat the lndlians withll
respect, but had stolen their hunting-grounds, and awaiite olly
a chance to destroy them. N\ext he showed theni ;an inlunCIse

belt of wampuni, saying that he had received it front tlhe French
king, whose armies and war-canioes were already on the way to
sail up the St. Lawrence, and retake the forts from the English.
The Indians and their French brothers would ;,again fight side
by side against the common foe, whose waving banners ha:l
long, long ago been trailed in the bloody mire of defeat on
the Monongahela.
The orator having lashed his audience into fury, quickly
soothed them with the story of a Delaware Indian, 1roblbly
the prophet before mentioned, who had had a dream, in which
it was revealed to him that, by,traveling in a certainn direction,
he would at length reach the abodle of the Greatt Spirit.
After many days of journeying, full of stra.;'ge incidents, he
saw before hiln a vast mountain of dazzling wlitteness, so precipitous that he was about 1o turn back in despair when a
beautiful woman, arrayed in whitee , appeared to him, and told
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him that, in order to proceed he must throw iaway his ,gun,
ammninunition, provision anId clothllilg, alld wash ill a streatl of
1e oleyed, ibt again
Ilowin g near )y.
crystalli11e purity,
the mountain, when the visiion realpp e:lred and

fi filed to clin)

climb with one hand and foot. So doing.', he
succeeded, tand at last clme to a city of splendid dwellings.
Hlesitating which to enter, alman, gorgeously attired, took him
by the hand, and led him into the largest one, where, astonished
by the unspeakable splendor which surrounded hit, the )(poor
Delaware found himself in the presence of the Great Spirit.
The Great Spirit bade himn to be seated, and addressed himu.
saying that he was the Maker of heaven and earth, that he
hadl made this country for the Indian, and not for the white
told hini he

1uust

" these

dressed inl red'', the
ldogs
Indians iuiitst lift the hatchet a2uailst them, amid desfmov them
t
rnm the face of thle earth. Many other things did the (
v
wva
his
fCound
Spirit, say to the l)elaware before the letter
la11;

that as for the Ellish,

Pontiac next told the wide-laid plans tor

back to his brothers.

the outbreak during the next moonm,

urged his

auditors to go to

before the vast conr 'ile a straw aIzeuI

war, and, finally, laid

for

tIhe capture of Detroit.
vwas hardy enou1igh to ventIre opposition

leader.

.Lent

si, lteC

Id

No one

A deep roar of applauIse . burst forth.

ie ended.

Chief

11fte'

chllf'
je

of
:tthe
his apjooi\at
I'leased h i,;hly tho-e,

rose.

to the proposal of their

a111l

with

i'lglt P1omtia's
in fir1ud states,

Sparkled in, all their eves.
The vo()(te."

ll1l11111 emlphaltvnslr(

The I
l
ad j(y

n

.

d1ts1ii

With full assent

" \Vith this (co lsioIl the asse1l!bly dissolved, and all the
evening g the wo

e l were !busily emnlloyed i, londig the cnoes,

n which were drawmi i1l) on the bank of the stream. Ihe encamllpmie11ts broke up at so early an hour, that when the sun rose. the
llclte d away, the secluded scene wa-s restored to its
t
\v'anll had
wonted silence and solitude, and nothing remained but the slen-
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der fallie-work

V

I'la(' 1'1Is'

of several

.AIN/ > /O

.-I .\'ES'.

htlIlndred c,'1ais, witlli

f'ralgllelts

of

broken utensils, pieces of cloth. lil s'llas of hide, scattered
over the trampled .rass. while thle slnl' leri l i'lerl
ln' . (1'
f llnll-

berless fires mingled their dark smoke \it IllL
the white mist whlichl
rose fironi

the little river."

in1763, the site of the city of Detroit.

\lci0'ianl. twaS (ocupied by a settlement of smile t went v-five bumilcred people.
I11
the center of the loi,' line of dwelling. wit Ih their little
elnens.
straggling alcmg the river slllre ftose v Pa guil es. stood w1lat
l
as
known as the Fort. It was, in filt. a 1ot ified part of tle town.
It consisted of a palisade tventv-five feet highi. within a bastion
at each corner, and bl ck-hllses Ovoer the ,,tes. \Vitlil this
palisade were crowded a ihulll(red small, wooden. st nraw-thatched
dwellings, crowded closely togetloer, along'

sides these incommodious dwelliniLs, there
a council-houise, and a well-liuilt

ra

Ii.r1nw

ileets.

Ble-

aaa\\:
little cli u ic.

,e ',fbi rn ks.

A wide

road«way separated the houses fromt

thle palisade.
The garrison of the fort cm sister of one hlllndred and
twenty Lglisii soldiers. tender Iajor (la dl\vyt. besides these,
were forty flur-traders. and the ordliniaiv (alni:oliain residents of
the fort. Several lijghl
t pieces: of
,' a; ill
firy leel l
t fi', the
bastions, and twO U llle(l
sll.oone 's.t he Ih / i i( 1tlie // /,0/21n.
stood motiolless il tle street
.
IlThe s ttlement out1,id e filie fort,
stretching out more than eig-it miles alolg
ilotlh
sides of tlhe
river, consisted of the dwelling's of Canatdials. :n d thIIree In
llia

villages.
It was the afternoon of the 5th of' Ma.
A C(aladiall
n
from the fort crossed the river to the () t a w\\ village, to bit V
some maple sugar and venison.
She not ie(ed smie W,1rriors in

a st range occupation.
They were filing" ofi their gut-harrels.
This left the entire weapon. stock and all, only a yard in
length. Such a weapon could easilV lve hid under a blanket.
That night the woman mention
)ed
it,to a. i ei 'hbor. "(),"
said he, " that explains it."
" xl 1aius w i t "i " T'l.e reasol)
why so many Indians have lately wanted to I)orrow ll'y files."
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He was a blacksmith. No more attention was paid to either
circumstance.
The next afternoon a plump and pretty Ojibwa maid came
to the fort. She was Gladwyn's mistress. But this time Catherine's eyes no longer sparkled with pleasure and excitement.
Her face was anxious, and her look furtive. She lingered long
at the gate till she could speak to Gladwyn alone.
The major at once saw that the girl knew something which
she feared, yet longed to tell. Ite caressed her, and sought to

SI1I

win her secret, but it wis not for a long while, and

come to the fort with sixty

, II

i

under sol-

chiefs, and demand a council.

Each

would be armed with a gun, cut short and hidden under his
blanket. When all were assembled in the council-house, at a given
signal from Pontiac, the chiefs would fire on the officers. then rush
out and mnassac(ro the garrison.
She went back tc, her people.
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If;l

ln:llglishmellneii hla beel imirdered oil Like St. Clair, and Pontia
had been re-enllfrced by the whole wa\vr strength of the Ojibwas.
The garrison passed the night in feverish anxiety.

Not till

the blush of dawnvi tinged the east enl sky did the fierce Indians, yelling with infernal power, come bounding naked to tlie
assault ; but when they came it was not the ()ttawas alone. hbit
1lhi \V:uindots, the Plottawalttamies and O(jibwas as well. I.r
six hours the cautious Indians, from behind trees, logs, and
cabins, showered their rifle-balls upon the fort with slight effect ;
and for the same time the garrison ineffectually returned tlhe
coiiipliment. When the disappointed savages withdrew.v, Gladwyli, believing the atfllir ended, dispatched La l ultte, a Iieuitr:ill
interpreter, accompanied by two old (C'audiatls, to opel lneg)itions. Numbers of the Canadian jillabitants took this opportullity of leaving the place.

Ponitiac received the three ambassadors politely, and heard
their offers of peace with apparent acquiescence. La Butte
hastened back to the fort, reporting that a few presents would
fix up the difficulty, but when ho returned to P1ontiac he founld
the negotiation had made no progress. After a consultation with
his chiefs, the treacherous Pontiac said that he desired Ma jor
Campbell, the veteran soldier, second ill connand at the fort, to
collie. When the word reached Camipbell, lie pJrepared at once
to go, ill spite of G-ladwyn's fear of treachery. The officer's
co1lpatioi was Lieutenant

_Mcl)ougal.

A (.l nt diai islet

and warned them that they were advancing

them,

into the lion's jaws,

but the brave officers refused to turn back.
As they entered the camp, a howling mob, armed with clubs
and rocks, surrounded them, but Pontiac (luelled the tumult,
and conducted them to the council-house, where they were surrounded b)y sinister faces. Campbell made his speech. There
was no reply. For an hour he waited in dead silence before
the steady gaze of his dark-browed enemies. Not a chief'
deigned to open his mouth.
At last Campbell rose to go.

Pontiac made an imperious
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this savage.
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those received. Ne ither secretary knew what thie ot lhr tIlansIt is to be remembered that Pontiac ntmitained Ilis
totedl.
atoniig, the Indians by the sheer force of his gellius.
tscellela
birlh, fortune, laws, institutios, the power of the
Accident,

(ev

_'overninent-all these things which make and help the leaders
illa civilized coulltry, wVere Wvantllg. ()One day a bottlee of

whisky was sent Pontiac as a present by our old fi'iend, Rogers,
His coulselIrs
of' Iogerss Raloiiers, who was in the fort.
urged him to let it alone, for fear of poison. As usual, lie
Tlhen he at once drank a large
listened respectfully to thlie.
cupful, saying the uila had no power to kill him.
Weeks rolled by witi no change ill the situation. I'taw'ares
of any trouble at I)etroit, the British co nlintin ler-il-cIllief aIt
New York, had, as usual illthe spring, sent a detachlltelnt ii l p
the lakes with food, a;tinullitioll, nd111re-etllforceieiits f1r tlhe
In order to hastel thiis flotilla the
forts along thle lakes.
th e river. ()i the
schooner (:ladqn wals (lispatc e dow\\
30th of May some faint specks appeared on the watery h orizon.
They grew larger and blacker.
The sentry in the bastion called
aloud to the oftieers, w\ho eagerly ran to look with spy-glasses.
They recognized the banner of St . George, under cover of wlhicl
advanced the expected fleet of canloes. Quick, joyous commands were given for a salute of' welcome.
When the sound of the booming cannon of thlie fort died
away, every ear was strained to catch the response. It c;nle,
ftint but unmistakable-a

war-whoop,

and

not a

salvo

iof

artillery. The fates of the watchers grew pale. The approaching flotilla was watched with breathless anxiety. When it was
well ill view, a number of dark and savage forms rose up in the
leading canoe. The truth was manifest. The flotilla was in
the hands of the Indians. In the foremost of the eighteen
canoes, there were four prisoners and only three Indians. In
each of the others there were more savages than white men.
These latter were forced to row.
Just as the leading canoe was opposite the small schooner,
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wllich lay at anchor before the frt, oie of the white men was
Cell to seize the first savage }1y the hair andl throw lilm overhoard. The Indian clutched his ad\-versarvy's clothes, and stabbing
himi again
(
and again, dragged lhim illto the river, and locked in

a. death embrace, the two floated dwn the stream. The two
remaining Indians jumped overboardl, while the prisoners pulled
desperaCtely toward the schooner, which they succeded in reaching, amid showers of bullets from the pursuinll2g canoes.

The poor fellows told the story of their misfolrt
. After
coasting for days, without seeing a sign of life, the soldiers had
landed for a night encampment, when they were surrlloundled by
savages, and, after a desperate fight, overpowered.
As was
afterwards discovered. only three, including the conimaniider,
Lieutenant Cuyler, escaped.
lhe

Indlians

besieging

Dletroit now hadl

two causes for
the whisky of which the calloes, anone

rejoicing. One was
other supplies, of course, brought large quantities for the garrisons. The other source of pleasure was the captives.
Every
Indian took his choice, either to become drunk w ith liquor or
intoxicated with the fiercer frenzy of massacre. It was a
puzzling alternative. Many chose the latter. After every
species of torture and butchery, the poor, mutilated corp'!ses
were thrown into the river, with klli\es stickilln inl their hearts.
Floating past the fort, they were seell by its defender's.
The
gloom of despair settled uiponl t1,1in.
\t a111y iiiln tle , lellderI

palisade miight be cut or turned tirl'o gil. andl theIl -Throngs of Indians, ha vin g jrcededllI to g'et bllindlv dr1liuk
on whisky, sought consolation f ,r Iheir sorrow at not being
participants in the m6s111re.
This they found
1
in bitinl off
each other's noses, a cheerful a d <amusing sport. But even
Then the organized a
this hilarious fun grew nmolotlo::us.
massacre of their own.

Leaving no captives to kill, they killed

each other.
One afternoon the famished and anxious garrison heard ti!,.
dismal death-cry. A line of naked warriors extend d across Ith,

'111; 1.111!17F0N OF 1n N TIAC.
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dain.

Each savage was painted black. and carried a pole.

At

the elld of the poles were small, flutteriiig lIillianits. An officer
n for a spy-glass. The pennnts were dlisc\overedl to be the

scalps of white men.

What had happened

o t ihe 'fort, earningg
the tidings. Fort Sandusky was ahout severity miles southll b1
y EIsinI. 'Pally.
Its garrison was conln anded
east of IDetroit.
had been a
there
16t1,.
AIay
of
evening
the
on
About dark.
knocking at the gates. It proved to he a few l ilnjs. It was
The Indiais were Well knowl to I aully.
a tinic of peace.
The dark visitors
the?
l
What was more natural than to admit
The pipe of eaCe
were seated in a circle in the coulcil-house.
Siulenly lthe g uiests
was beiing handed fromitmouth to mouth.
hiiltchered or overconflict
sprang up. and in a hand to hand
po\vcred the igarriso1.
As tile coniiua nder 'was hurried a way
in a canoe. he saw thle fort wrapped in flames. where he had,
That iigh t a Canadian crossed the riv,(

fifteen

iiiininutes before, conunanded in as he supposed ionotoouls

security.

Twenty-five miles south of the present town of' Erie. then

Prestlu 'Isle, stood a heavy block-house. known as Fort 1,e lHiwf.
iinmltanleouly with tite treachery at Sandlsky. a inult itullde of
howling savages surrounded the little ipost.
By means of blazing arrows the roof' was fired.

As the flames swelt through

the structure, the savages poured in a continuous storm of balls,
expecting each moment that the garrison must be

ldriveni

firom

the building.
The brave men, however, chopped a hole through] the hea y
logs in the rear of the building, and escaped , while the Iildi.._:
Were still covering the doors and windows with tleir gunis. The
refugees made their way to Fort Venango, to find only a heap

of red-hot coals. Of this post, not a single white manl survived
to tell the story of its fate. Overcome with suffering and starvation, most of the desolate )band 'fro' Le(, 1 ,if Iperished . ()inly
seven haggard and weary inen suceeded in rea clhin , lrt Pitt.
The lmagiitudle of the Polutiac conspiracy and the powers

IN!)n No,1 .Vc Es'.1

T.I GEJ> E~S

IsnDIA

1G 7

of combine tiVon wllic (

its c'reattr
1iosse-.se1 ae

the widely selarate(1

1,,l0its 'It whllich thle slnoldering tfaiilles of

ILili la hostility sinmIIultaleomisly

burst

de1l(on1011l ';ate

1y

throllgh the thin ernslt of

peIce.
Fort St. ooselih stoo(1 oil the river of that, namle near
the >,,ulthern shore of Lake Micligall.
here the priests of the
olonmll Catholic Church hiad. f(or man
temple of \\orshil,.

yars, maintalined a 1'lde

Ilere, in the solit ude oF, tihe wilderliess, lthe

toil-worn fathers labored, without

recminilptnse, to

,lant in the

savage heart the germ of Christian faith.
One May morning a crowd of In(,lns 1ushed
1 their

~-l'av into

the fort under various pretexts. At a, sudden signal. tiv r; n
to the gates, to mlahawked the sentinels, and threw th1(1,1 opien to
a host of savages

itlhout.

T'he lit te hainl

rally,

made a fluttering attempt to

bit in less thlll i\() liluites,

as an eye-wiitness says, eleven of theml
maning

three

lme

i
were corpses, a 11 the

e-

(Optives.

Everywhere the I(lianl attack was

treachery.

of fot "tee(i soldiers

madle by strat,
ttglin 11an1

Everywhere their devilish ingenluity was succ(essftll.

Fort Onlatanon, situated oil tle Wabash river, a short distance
below

present flourishing and aristocratic city of Lafayette,
The, Indians, however, did not
was calt uretd in this way.
They were merely uiale captives.
massacre the garrison.
About midway between Sandlusky, St. Joseph all ()
O; tinon,
the

that is, alhoit one h1u1lre(1

mils front
lnd
welt.y-fiv
it
e or 1it1ly
f

a

stood a(l((ln(thr Ole of these
lonely andl isolated wvillerne'ss posf s--F rl Ali;i i.
each of them, oi the M l

otilert,,
Ilolies, (one
D)etroit, this
s(lunaw.

girl

lce river,

to the firt.

cane to lure hier lovca' into

a

trap.

iiaid at
An

old

she saidl, was lying sick in a wigwmini, a short (listlance

from the fort. and she begged
could do any tlinIg for her.

the r'lequest.

As h(e

sergeant.

Ilolmnes to come and see if lhe

The

ulisslectiig," officer yielded to

entered the lodge where the sick st.an1i

siijpj)osed to lic. a (10(11 iles

A
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was the matter, and miet a similar fate.

The pa, ic-slricken ~g.-

rison, possessing no longer a leader, threw open the gates and

surrendered.
The news of these disasters poured in thick and fast upon
the horror-stricken garrisonl at Detroit. It seemlledI t lhm' that
the whole tfbric of Eilish supremacy in the \vil& less was
falling around them. In the great San I)oini go illsur;l'ct inl
of slaves, Toussaint L'Ouverture, their great leader, took a (clp
full of gllipowder. andl placed a few grains of rice on top.
Showing it to his officers, he said: " The hhi ck grains I)f' ,mwd,\vler

are the Iultitludes of negroes on the island. The fw vlite
(, a,, (,lr
grains of rice on top are the few white men wlI\\
masters." Shakinlg the cup, the rice was quickly ovewh\lihied
andl covered by the powder. " This," said he, " is thli n glro
rebellion." The illustration applies equally to the sit atiion of
the defenders of I)etroit at the time of which we write. l~ut
the worst news was yet to comiie.

Fort Presqu 'Isle, standing near the present site of Erie.
was costr'icte(l on the lake shore, at the month of a sn:11ll
brook.

At one angle of the fort was a heavy block-house.

Its

roof was of 1ark, and1 ea sily firedl, but on the coimb was al,
opening. with a small bulwark of plank, where the guard coi l,.
from behind this partial protection, pour water on tihe fl, es.
One lovely June morning, just as the rising sun shot his liori-

zontal rays far across the blue expanse of Erie, tipping each
wave with gold, hideous yells broke the silence of the lonely
spot. The soldiers, catching the alarm, ran to the block-house.
Two hundred Indians had surrounded the post, and froimu behind some neighboring ridges of land discharged their guns at

every opening visible in the walls of the block-house.

In a

short time fire arrows were showered on the roof. Again and
a;ain it burst, into flames. Again and again they were extinauished. The tireless savages rolled logs to the sunmmit of the
ridges, and from these loftier l a rricades were enabled to command every point in the parade ground.

Hour after hour the

INDIAN
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soldiers returned the shots of the sa\ages.
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About two o'clock

Ilie besiegers could be seen tllro)\willn" up vast heaps of earth and
stone behind their breastworks.
Whalt did it necan? A mine?
lor'Ce
to

'he garri soni had no time to sleculate onil
this problem. A
lpressing clanger was at han11(1. It was no longer possible

procure water from the well in the parade ground.

The

w\\ater barrels in the block-house \\ere aliioost empllll
ty. Yet
ali ost every moment the flame es curled ujpward f'roin the bark
ro(f. The only resource was to (di, a well in the block-house.

\VIhile a part of the men discharged their heated miuskets f'ml
tle port-holes, the rest, with a streiigtlh inspired by the emer,'eiicy, dug a hole in the ground. Before thhe well was finished
thlie last drop of \\ater was poured o tlie roof. It caught again.
A soldier said, " I will put it out." lie crawled out oni the roof.,
amiiid a storm of balls, and tore the blazing shingle froiii its
place.

Nig ht came, but it brought little respite for the worn men.
Some sleplt , while the others waItchled. All night long the flash
of' the eenemy's guns startled the da rkness. By morning the well
was finished. It, was fortunate! The savages had dug a mine
to the conlnanidal t's cabin, which stood in the
The building was fired.
So close dlid it stand to the blockhouse, that the walls of the latter scorched, blackened, then
burst into flames. Still the mn passed water up from the

Iparade-ground.

well,and choked ,1111
their wooden

redloubt.

bliled \witli the hot. sulphldurous air of'
fought vitl all the fury of the first

repulse.
a10
All day the storln ra e(lm.
lion.

i ightfhll

Ib
brought no interrup-

At mi liiglit there was a sudden lull in the Indian fire.

In

a moment a voice was heard from the ,brcst works, calling for a
surrender, sayin gl that thle speaker was an Englishman, who had

been taken captive in childhood, and had espoused the Indian
cause ; that the besiegers hal now completed a mine to the
block-house itself; making its destruction certain; that a surrens,a , the g arrison's lives, while further resistance
der '.\xm11
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iaw\ouldl result in cert ain ildeath. At dayvlre;ak, the )paleand hI
fiery
their
aftr
ga rd defenders of thie block-house looklii r.
ofilual. alnlost like blackened spectelrs, 1nrchedl oll auInd surrend(re,(l. 'I'he were made captive, but not massacred.
'lihe
-ssed
sut,

ic\\vs at Detroit of the fall of Pres ull Ile was only
iu tragic importance by that of the tall of Mi ichi lli-

iMackinac.
The pleasure seeker who spends a sumincir oil the lovely

its

Island of Mackinaw, with its white cliff>, its piuly woods,
Sower

ock," and " )evil's Kitchen," its old fort ;liind venlra-

all thie quiet scenes wvIlich
ble hotels, its meanderingl" drives, a;ndl
go to make up
1) the Mackinaw of to-day, is imnl ressed with a
The prevailing air (of de(. Vy, th e ,ldsense of its antiquity.
time b)uildiln s of. the Old Mission and Island IIouse hotels. the
quaint manners of the resident p
o pulation, the rotting sail bolts.
which lie at. alnadotned wharves, all tend to make this iilllressi(m.
The old fort looks as if
age.

it had been built in some remo

Every thing is antique, quiet, un-American.

(t

Our surlr

traveler is completely shut in from the roar and bustle of tihe
Mails come twice a week, or ratlier dliia year 1
usyv worlh.
two a o, when the writer spent a summer there.
'lThe only
event of the day is the arrival of some stcamner. (One feels as
ifthe clock had )been turned ack a hundred years.
Drinking' in the plure and bracing atmosphere, indulging,g in
such quiet sports as the place affords, he soon learns to love
the island. Sometimes he spends a day in fishi ,g. More oft el
he wanders with some friends through the woods.
Now he
joins his lady friends, and visiting the few little stores, imnslects
the stocks of Indian wvare. Birch bark canoes, from six inches
to three feet long, )il)es, bows and arrows, birch baskets, all
these he finds in immnense quantities.
Lower down on the island he will find the shanties of the
Indlians who

ile,

anlufc(l.ture these articles.

Stolid, copper-colored

loith straihtoun black
on
hair,
tve olii Lrly s oki
around on benches in the open air oil

pipes, lounge

1r
a sulniinir

,Ih
'o
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day. Now and then a grunt or a guttural ejaculation breaks
the silence. That is all. They look sullen and sad. Too
infinitely lazy to dlo any work, they seem simply to be waiting,
waiting the extinction of their race. Yet these are the descendanits of the fierce Ojibwas, whose principal village occupied the
Island of Mackinaw in the year 1763.
So the air of antiquity whicli hangs about Mackinaw is an
illusion. In 1763 no white man resided on the island. It was
the home of the terrible Oji!bwa chief. Fiftcn miles to the
south, across the beautiful straits, in which the blue waters of

Michigan meet and( mingle with the fresh tiles of IlurIon, near
the site of old Mackinaw, stood the fort of Miclhillinac'kinac. at
the time of which we write.
This post was in 1763 nearly a hundred years old, whllile tlie
Island of Mackinaw was yet only the seat, of an Indianll

town.

Parkman lcescrihes the post as it was on the eventful morniliii
of June 4, 1 763. The houses and barracks, containing thirty
families, and a garrison of thirty-five men, were arranged in a
square, inclosing a considerable area. Outside of this square
was a larger one, formed by the high palisades. " In the vacant
space inclosed by the houses, appeared the redl uniforms of
British soldiers, the gray coats of Canadians, and the gaudy
blankets of Indians, mingled in picturesque confusion.

WoMiiien

and children were moving about the doors; knots of' Canadian
voyagers reclined on the ground, smoking and conversing;
soldiers were lounging listlessly at the doors and windows of
the barracks, or strolling in undress about the area."
There was absolutely no suspicion of danger. Yet the garrison had had warnings plain enough to put the British on their
guard. Several Canadians had warned them that the Indih;ns
were plotting their destruction. The commander of the fort,
Hie
Captain Etherington, did not overlook these warnings.
threatened to send the next alarmist in chains to Detroit! On111y
the day before

the tragic fourth

of June an Indian n:inacI

Wawatam, who had taken a fancy to Alexander Ilenry, a trader,
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w\ho w\\as in the fort, came over a11d1

first advised. tll(ll

;11i

linally begged Helry, oin his knees,

uill

t.

In

to

leave thIe

r111gedl,

rt that

llailll

.11i that
f t. 'l

TIAc.

day

uui sual tlrolli

hleir sl ecial l'em ll l

s of l(' ial s I1;,l1

vals'fou'

et .

guns, hatcl

visited tlie
;111(1 kniVs.

V\ luale articles of je\veiry «vere also (.lledl fou. thle J1,1r, of I(heir
les
keei~g carefully marked(, a11(1lthenl the t roenlhel oul s eutolin
villd leave, saying, "
was deeply significant.

eVwill .11!

to-

:'euIIark
l i'ii

hilool'w."

wa\vs the real state
W1at
1

oft

aIlli rs'.

The news of Pontiac's at tack on 1)et roil, it lthe hed of1 the
the ()jihwis of i\lekOttawas and their neighbors. had iitla,ed
inlaw.

W ith the exception

of the t rilib s al'ou1 l

)ellnit.

lhe

s awl( ( jilhas.
Stateof Miehigni was oceiijoed by the ( t ta wai
Their territory was separl'atled ahiout euall} by ,a lie rlliii it
south fromn Mli(chillin ,ekinae.
The western. o)l"rOn)Itiv:. 1rib'
had their principal village, L'Ari re C(roche, (. 1i wlhial is Hiow
Little Traverse Bay.

At the head of this lo-Vely inlet

no\

in the
sl: ands the bustling town of Petosky, while a ocket
p
shor e of the bay forms a (quiet hlirihr which the wildest storm
scarcely ripples.

The s1 ot where 1(v stands the micros'eoic

set tlenent of Hlarbor Splrings was once oecllluied by the po1pulouis lodges of the Ottawas.
The original plan was for the 'warriorsof 1'A(rhre C(whe to
unite with the Ojihwas of Mackinaw inll the iatack on tlhe f ort.
But so jealous were the latter that they resolved on carrying
(,lt

the plot without telling their neighbors.
The scene outside the fort on the mlornig

of' .11ie

4. 17t2,

\was quite

litlerent from that we have desc'il)ed lit hinl the
l)alisade. The plain in front was covered by thron,'gs of India(ns
engaged in ball playing. The gates of the lpalisade were wide
o0ei.

Groups of soldiers stood in the shade of the palisade
looking at the sport. Most of them were without lheir alrnis.

Sober Indian chiefs stood as if intently watching the fortunes
of the game.
wise employed.

In fact. however, their'
Large

thoughts were far other-

unubers of' sfllnws also

nin led ii

the

IN .\11 I

'II''t

(A~K)IIC
1:1
"

1101) 1 ICLJ
f'17
,

17

l

tliiroig, (collectinlg clhieily lie:a tlie open gates. In spite of the
warm (lay they wve e \vra ppied to tlie throat in Ilaiikets. The

game

of ball or iUgga;ttawa y was between the Ojibwas and the

At either extremity of tlhe open ground
stood aipost, w\ichl colstit
l
ut ed tiho station of ol e of the parties.
Except that tile ball was smaller and that a bat much like those
ulsed in lawnl tenlllis served instead of' the kick, the guae \vwas
identical wvitlli
our1well kno\\wn foot-ball.
lneiglliborinlg

S;.s.

The ball was started from the middle of the ground, anld ihe
gamine was for each side to keep it from touching their own\l ost,
and drive it against that of their adversaries. The galine w\as
played oi tlis ml rillg with unprecedented fury and al anlIon.
Illlll'redls of naked lll(lials were u1'1ning, julllllpig, !bouulidilig
over each other, tIrlniillg hai(l-sprillgs, executing aerial soluersaults, strike ing with the bats, tripping each
way, any way, to get at the ball and

other up , every

'oil the adversary.

Now

they surged together in a knotted mass, struggling furiously for

the ball ; now the sphere rose high in air, with the players
botuidiig after it like hounds, with hilarious uproar.
Suddenly the ball rose high, and descending in a wide curve,
fell near the :aite. It was no chance stroke. The players
instantly bounded toward the ball, but just as they reached the
neighborhood of' t lhe gates tilhe shouts of sp ort changed suddenly
to the ominous war-whoop.
The squaws thrwll oplen their
Iblankets, and withlidriaxiig therefron guns, hatchets, and kliv'es,
the players inst ltlvy flung maxvay their bats, seized ilie w\ealpols,
a111(1 fell ul,
11
thle d(I 'eiiseless garrison and traders. Fl'ifteen of
wei'e butlchered outright.
the garrisoll
The story of Alexander Ileliry, the trader, is fill of interest.
At the tile ilhe war-whoop was raised, lie was in his room writilg letters.

Going instantly to my window I saw a crowd of Indiauns
within the fort, ft'uniolusly cutting down and scalping every
itnllthey fou nd.
EI1glisl
" I had inll the room illn vhich I was a fowling-piece, loaded
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1;4

itll

dreadful initerval I sw

seize 1 , alil

held it for a
ii this

the diiu1 beat to a:: ils.

to leari

few mniiiiies, \Vwlitill'

dllllately

I illl

'I'lii

i-shot.

s

several of !iy

coUnltiyiil1let

alil

fill,

more

, whol holdtiIan olle strltgli11ig betwe1oii the knees of a;ill lndiatl
iig" 1iini i1 this liali'ner, st'allped 1i111 while yet livilig.
"At leng1th, disai
(i5
ointed iin the liole of seeliig resistance
and sellsible, of course, that

miiade to the eneiii1

own

arin could avaIil a1iini1st four hundiired Indians, I

1unassisted

Aiid the slaughter

onily of seekiitg shelter.

thought

was raging,' I observed

llltaliV of thie

fort c,:liiily looking Ol ,

l

aiind

iliiijury;

Io e fll'ort of lly

f'roi

which

Canadiaili ilinhabitianits of tihe

itler oll)osinig thle I idiils, nor siufer-

this ciru'(iiistan'e

their houses.
the yard-door of mly owni

(:oneiived aI

I

U1101of

sect.iit y ill

finldin

B et weeni

house and that of M.

I.,ll,_,lad1e. 111y neXt eici gholillr, there was oilly a low fence. over
1 easily climbed.

wlicli

the

itilyIt

I

At

windowsit
i
\V ti

y
t

a

ltrallice

hie wou\\l

t

ti e

into so!ile

the

whole

ihe scene of' blood before theiii.

iressedl iiivself iii liiediitely to

1 :~

I found

Al.

Langlade, beggiLig that

plate of safety, until the heat of'

the a lliii should be over, ;ial act of' charity by which lie light
i'eservi'e moe

perhaps
uttered

iliv

f'l'oin

the general massacre; but while I

lpetit ion, M. ILanglade, who had looked for a moment

at mile, tliUitedl :a~;aill to the window, shruggillg his shoulders, alid

ilitiitatiln.

that he could do nothing for mle,-'( ue voud,11ier-vous

qe j'en j'erais ?'
" T 'his was a, moment for despair; but the next, a Pani
womann: a slave of MiI. Langlade's, beckoned to me to follow
her.

She bronugll t ieC

to cuter, aniid tellingiiie
,'o

(1 (

conical iimyself'.

to at door, which she opened, desiring ie
that iti

led to the garret, where I must

I joyfully obeyed her directions ; and
iic up to the garret-door, locked it after

she, lhavitig followed
mell, and with gl'reat presence of mind took away the key.

"This shelter obtained, if shelter I could hope to find it, I
IJsually written Pawnee. This tribe lived west of the Mississippi, and was
frequently at war with the northern nations. 'his woman was a captive of war.
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was naturally anxious to know \what might still be Irassiiig wit hout.

'lilrol1-

ai

apeirttre, wh

icli
h altoirded

1e

a

View

of itlie

area of Ilie fort, I belled, ii shapes the t'oulest andLIiost terrible, the ferocious triumphs of barbarian co nluerors.

" l'lle lead were scalped and mangled; the dying were writhing anid shrieking under the unsatiated knife and tominahaiwk;
and from the bodies of some, ripped open, their butchllers were
drinking the blood, scooped up in the hollow of joined hands,
and quaffed amid shouts of rage and victory. I was shaken nlot
only with horror, but with fear. The sufferings which I witnessed, I seemed on the point of experiencing. No long time
elapsed before, every one being destroyed who could be f'ound,

there was a general cry of 'All is finished !' At the saeiil
insttant I heard some of the Indians enter the house illwhich
I

was.

"The garret was separated from the room below only by a
laver of' single boards, at once the flooring of the oe and
ll the
ceiling of the other. I could therefore hear every thing that
passed; and the Indians no sooner came in than they inquired
whether or not any Englishmen were in the house. M. Langlade replied that 'he could not say; he did not know of any ;'
answers in which he did not exceed the truth; for the Pani
woman had not only hidden me by stealth, but kept my secret
and her own. M. Langlade was therefore, as I presume, as far
frot a wish to destroy me as he was careless about saving me,
wheu he added to these answers, that ' they might examine for
themselves, and would soon be satisfied as to the object of their
(lIuestion.'

Saying this, he brought them to the garret-door.

" The state of my mind will be imagined. Arrived at the
door, some delay was occasioned by the absence of the key,
:m1 a few moments were thus allowed me in which to look
around for a hiding-place. In one corner of the garret was a
heap of those vessels of birch-bark, used in maple-sugar making,
as I have recently described.
"'The door was unlocked and opening, and the Indians

1; t

1'11fF
7~

A'31

'1/OF 0

PONT/A1C.

: sn:iIll
ascending the stairs, bbefore I hl tnlllll't'lV c'relt inllt
Anl
opening which presented itself' at one cll of t he lheapl.
instant after, four Indlians enutetered tlLhe rio . ll anIi'nled with
toimahawks, and all besmeared with bloodl I1pll every part of

their bodies.
"'The die appeared to be cast. I coil scarcel y bre;:tlle; but
'sioneld alnoise
I thought that the throbbing g of mlyv heart
l
walked1 i ever dirccns
loud enough to betray ine. The l li
tion about the garret, ald one of theia upproiacIl ine so closely
that at a partimciilar imoi ent, lad lhe put Iorti his h :nd, ie initst
: a cil'rcllhave touched inme. Still I re'liainel niliscrvcnle
stance to which the dark color of m v clot l s. :lm Ithe \\watit of
light in a room which had no window. and in the (.ii ire ill
i
which I was, must have contributildcl. Il a w I. a after tail
several turns in the room, during which lhey toldAl . .Liunlale
how many they had killed, and how iany scalpls they had

not

to
taken, they returned down stairs, :ad I. witlh sensations
was lthe barrier bet\\ween
be expressed, heard the door, which

me and my fate, locked for the seco nd line.
There was a feather-bed oil lthe floor ; and on this, exhausted
as I was by the agitation of my nmil , I ihrew imvsell' down and
fell asleep. In this state I reniiled till lthe dusk of the evening, when I was awakened by a second opening of the door.
The person that now entered was M. Lagl;lade's wife, who
much surprised at finding me, but advised me not to ble uneasy,
observing that the Indians had killed most of the lInglisli, but
that she hoped I might myself escape. A shower of raii hav-

Nwas

in' begun to fall, she had come to stop a hole in the roof'. ()O
her going away, I begged her to send me a little after r to drink,

which she did.
"As night was now advancing, I continued to lie oi thelid,
ruminating on my condition, but unable to discover a resource

from which I could hope for' life. A flight to )etroit had ino
probable chance of success. The distance from AMiclihillimackinac was four hundred miles; I was without provisions; and the
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whole length of the road
r
13 through ndian counllllries. countries
of' an enemiiy in arms, where the first man whom I should meet
would kill me. 'To stay where I was, threatened nearly the
same issue. As before, fatigue of milid, and nlot tranquillity,
suspended my cares, and procured nme further sleep.
" The respite which sleep afforded ine during the night was
put an end to by the return of mornil,,. I was again on the
rack of apprehension.

At sunrise I heard the family stirring,
and presently after Indian voices, informing M. Langlade that
they had not found my hapless self among the dead, and that
they supposed me to be somewhere concealed. AM. Langlade

appeared, from what followed, to be by this time acquainted
with the place of my retreat, of which, no doubt, he had been
informed by his wife. The poor woman, as soon as the Indialns
mentioned mle, declared to her husalnd, illthe French tongue,
that lie should no longer keep me in his house, but deliver ine
lup to my pursuers; giving as a reason for this measure, that.
should the In11dians discover his instr'umentality inll
my 'oneei('alllfielt, they might reveilge it onil her ehildlrel, and that it.
was
betterr that I s,0uld (lie than they.
" M. Laglade resisted at first this sentence of his wife's, but
soo suffered her to prevail, iliformi,' tile l,,(lidias that he had
lbeell told [ was in his house, that I
1had
come there w'ithlout
his knowledge, and that he would put mle ii1to their hands.
Thiis was no sooner expressed than he b(eai Itoascelid the
stairs, the I ,diauis following upon his heels.
" I now resignied m self to the fate wih which I was menaed, and regarding every attcemplt at, colce alPe~ut as vain. I
arose from thle bed, and presented niisel full in view to
thle Ild(ians who were elteri g the ro, n. They were all il
a state of intoxication, and entirely na ked, exeept about the

v

middle.

" One of them, named Weumiway, whom I had previously
kmownu, and who was upward of six feet ill height, ha,;1 his
entire face and body entirely covered with charcoal and grease,
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voice

again

summoned
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his

Th~e savaie ortdered1 himi to st rip, anid thent'i ollowltt
Idul. rjhe
fellow
ow-eti Henry for' soim(; gtt~s. .11it l s lie
1
ta ru"ed1 a 1ia1ar'rous kiiift'. HIenry feared that. he was to be
1liii- 1 tla('e.
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trader regained the house from which he had been taken,
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and

the pursuit W\aS al)llndoned.

The next, ll rlingllo
1enry, \ithll tw\o other lprisonIers, wIas

placed in a canioe, to )be takeii by several Indials to the Isles
du Castor. \Vlien well out of the straits and into Lnke Michligan, a heavy fog and stormy weather caused them to hu; the

gloomy coast. When within tvwenlty miles of L'Arbre Crochlle,
a hinidred Indians suddenly jumped out of the woods into the
surf, dragged the canoe ashore, anld while making captives of
the guards, explained to the three Englishmen that their lives
h:ad been saved by the Ottawas, as the Ojibwas were going to
eat them. In a;short time the Ottawas embarked for thie fort,
a1ld Iletiry started back, arriving at, lichlillinmackinac, the
()lla\v s coolly took possession of the t'irt :l
111 proceeded to
)abuselthe Qjibw
ffor springing the trap without notifying their
brothers. Ilenry hoped to be freed, but the two tribes patched
up the quarrel, and he again found himself a prisoner of the
()jibwas.
The hItter removed the disappointed man to a neighbor
Itowt.
ere, by strange good fortune, the trader met his friend
Wavwatamn, who had given the unheeded warning. The Indian
possessed more than the ordinary nobility of the human heart.
lie at once asked the council to set his friend free, and his eloqluent appeal was emphasized at every pause by presents, which
literally impoverished

His request was granted,
an1i Ilry found himself established in an Indian family, on the
footing of a brother of Wawatam.
On the morning following his release, Ilenry, whose fears
were by no means quieted, was alarmed by a noise in the prison
lodt'e from which he had been removed. " Looking through the
openings of the lodge inwhich I was, I saw seven dead bodies of
the savage.

white men dragged forth. Upon my inquiry into the occasion,
I was informledi that a certain chief, called by the Canadians Le
Grand Sable, ihatd not longmibefore arrived from his win ter's
hunt; and that hlie, having been absent when the war began,
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ithe Indill.ns at Ilaro

Inlnifestlinb'

to

what they

had dolle, had

lrisol-lodge, and there with

giie into

his knife put the seven men

whioso bodies I had seen, to death.
"Shortly after, t\wo of the Indians took oiile of tlle ldead
bodies, which they chllose as eing the flttest, cut off il.e head,
and divided the whole inlto five parts, oile of which \was put into
each of five kettles, h11ung I\v er as iian v fires, kindle fior this
Soon) after t hiil"'s
pliUrlose, at the do( 1' 0' the tIrisoi-ld(ge.
Were so far Irepared, a message came to our lodge, with an ilivitation to Wawataiin to assist at the feast. An ilivitatioli to a

feast is given by hiin who is the master of it.

Small cllttilgs
of cedar wo'od1. of about fuir inches i len gtlh, supply the place
of cards; an1 thle hearer Iby wordl of
states tlie particulars.
"W\\awata
(Ilyed the s
o11111101us,
taking with hi1, as is
usual, to the pl .e of elltertaillnment, his dish aniid s)on011.
"After a absenciie of about half an hour, he returned, briiging in his dish a hn}inai hand, and a large piece of flesh.
lle
did not a ,pear to relish the repast, but tol( mine that it was then
and always had been the custom among all the Indian nations,
when returning from war, or oi o vercoming their enemies, to
make a wvar-feast fh'oin ainoiig the slain. This he said inspired
the warrior with courage in attack, and bred him to meet death
with fearlessness."
Soon after this agreeable information, Henry learned that
thle Indians were ,'oi l" to reioVe to the IshIand of lackina w,
which was ac. rdinlgly done. One day the Indians captured a
coul)le of calioes fro()MIoitreal, carrving a: (1iatity of' lilu(r.
The savages began to drink heavily. a pIroceeding full of da anger

11outlh

to every one Iear.

Wawatam iold IHenry that he was bound to
get drunk, anlld that it would niot he safe for the liniglishlll: to
remain where he was ldurini' the deba;uc'h. W\Vawatam therefore
condierted him to a cave inl the center of the island, where lhe
was to hide himself until the liquor was all gone.
llenlry broke some branches from the trees, and spreading
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down in a corner of the care for a bed, went to sleep.

During the night hlie felt some hard substance under him, and
groping for it, seized some kind of' a bone, andl threw it away.
Not till morning did he discover that "he was Iying on nothing
less than a heap of human bones and skulls, which covered all
the floor." lie remained in this cheerful apartment a. day or
two without food, until AMr. Wawatall, with swollen eyes and
thick utterance, staggered up to the cave, and told him the
drunk was over.

For more than a year IeIl'ry lived with his
protector,
Wawatam, hunting tthrough the gloomy forests of
i\lichigan, before he finally succeeded in making his way to
Montreal.
When Ilenry had met with his friend Wawalam, and been

adopted into his family, the other survi vors of the nimssacr('e
were still kept by the O ttawas at Fort \l ichillilnackinac. whence
t hey were removed to L'Arbre Croche. Captain Etherington
dlisp)atched a letter to Lieutenant Gorell, the commander of the
little post of Green Bay. The latter was requested to bring
all his force to the relief' of the prisoners. Gorell was on the
point of obeying and abandoning his post, when the neighboring

Indians intimated that his departure would be prevented.

The

threat might have been carried out had not a messenger fi'omi
the terrible Dakota nation, with its thirty thousand braves,
arrived with words of loyalty to the English, and denouncing

with threatening an(d slanght11er, every tribe which was uilfaithful to them. This sentiment must be attributed to no loftier
source than the ancient hostility of the Dakotas to the Ojibwas.
Gorell was now allowed to delpat

,

and making his way to the

Ottawa village, negotiated the release of the prisoners.
On July 18, 1763, they embarked in their canoes for Montreal, reaching there more than a year sooner than Henry.
With the full of Mlichillimackinac, and the abandonment of Green
Bay, the Detroit garrison found itself' left alone in the wilderness. 'l'here was not a Britishl soldier west of Fort Niagara,
except those behind the palisades of Detroit.
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We have wandered ftr fro m the st ory of the defenders of
The news of the disasters wllicll wVe hlve related
Detroit.
was received by the despairilng garrisolln with sad punctuality.
Meanwhile, though we have neglected to follow their lort iines or
mllisfortunes, events crowded each other ill this rem:1lka ble siege.
One night some friendly Calnadialls, f'ronitl tihe other side of
the river, reported at the fort that there \vere rullbors a;lling
the Indians that the schooner Gladmc/n

\;ws

('mlliln

up tIhe

i\ver.

This vessel had gone do\\ii to hastcil (Cuyler's ill-fatedI expedition. Leaving passed the flotilla, which was yet voy\;lilL,- Il'05sperously, she held oii her w;ay to Nia(,ara. She was still riding
at anchor in the sinooth river above the falls. a t te tine hlien
, reached
Cuyler and two coimlpa ioils, haggalrd and exhalustedl
the fort with the story of the disaster, and of themselves alone
being left to tell the tale.
A force of sixty men was at once laced on Ioard the
schooner, with such aUnmunition and slipplies as could he spared
fronm the fort. She had made her wa< u p the rver, and w\as
about to undertake the few

f'roin the fort.

(ldalIgerous

]iiiles which sep
ratedd her

The garrison fired two glls to let the crew
know that the fort still held out. This lone, they waited.
The schooner, ileanwhile, weighed anchor andl started ulip
the narrow channel between the shore uand Fightin, Islanld.
Just as she reached the narrowest part, the afternoon breeze
grew more and more gentle,. anld at last lied away, leaving the
white sails droop)ing idly in the air. Nothing is so absolutely
helpless as a sail-vessel without a favoring wind. It is hardly
l possible to understand how the commerce of the globe was cariied on entirely by means of them until within the present century. The anchor chain rattled off' rapidly from the capstan.
The great iron fluke disappeared in the water, and eiiergetically
grabbed the bottom of the river. The vessel was standing still,
within gunshot of an Indian ;lmush.
As the suni sank to rest ii lhis,ouch
of flte.
the gnards
on homrd the vessel were doubled.
Ilour after hour their
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yes sought to penetrate thel(larkness. At
oa18rs wls hea rd. Dark o1j cts ':I
le

straineiid

)1lall of

1ltillei

,

the
blnst,
ilov-

illg swiftly

(,Wll the river toward t ile vessel. Every 111 i was
silently ,sI11I(110e ()
oil (le:k. A blow of a hiain1ier on the llIst
was tIobe the siglial for tiring. The 1lng black canlloes approached
thelldark 1and1
silent: schooner. The Indians thought th e prize

At last the 111111110aer struckilthe Il
nst. The shalih r-

s leir.

l(e river's tide,

floate(1 (lwll

(fll ;er.

(lito

The 1illowilig (1 v

the. lslsago waIs a'in at Iem elte.tills
n ('llIlen,'1d l supplies of I llll. 1111111i i111
(11I o.lisl ll.ad
11n.
Iwitiae
,
was dlisaIoipilted.
ilver;1iyw here s cess
111had crovllled
lIe (isplirey Ixce lt thit part of it whiiel
e
te11e,1ilielleo
i iioiself. t le 'Orty (ly Slhis "Cll(811(1 I'ollutil
lhad
he111 11s
Ie(1st'(1es fllWe(cS to th1e (11111 oilllo
of the si-ehylth. hlow
h Muii
ie

tiliwith

lill ;

wi

it was
ewve(
o

i
s to

1((i

The lele;n(ll red ( ' llri
i
re (eived t l

su11(''cess.

l ei

i

iye

a,

Ills

ath elipt 1) force he neig

assistance

t ol

l. 11 O speech,
111
1 (ll u01111

ibori n

110

_ rt her
calle ll l hei
(11
them tihati e 11u hlit or te
le.

; that iftthey were loyal Fle-nilking of France0, tirl SOVe
men1 tIhey
1 111(nd their 1help ; 11hat if they wvcre trieIly 1to
the Enrlish, aind would not join i the war against theuim, thenl

All

1i1011

((l,

(In l'esiiio,

le

d ians pretenled to take up the
Thlii

If' aln

1

Somc (If the

Calla-

tchet and join in the siege.

accessiol required a clebration.

Pontiae olcrdered a feast-

all the numberless «wiagwais which
the besieging lilles. , a dog was slain, 'alldl he flesh eatel.
the
happened to disliike the (lish, it was so 11111(uc11
lidiaili

(of does.
ti111e0l

1v ('lcites.

In every

(ole of

hint. An enormous piece of the delieca(y was placed
By all the laws of Indian society and etiquet te.
before himi.
worse for
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he was not allowed to rise from
every bit of the meat.

the repast till he had eaten

Another incident revealed Pontiac's rage.

It is hard even

for a great leader to hide his real feelings f'romil his followers.
At first he had protected Major Campbell from Indian cruelty.
But his red retainers now read a new lesson inlhis ilmperious
eye. The captive was murdered in his prison.
The two schooners in the bay were regarded bly thie I ndians
The broadsides with \vhi'ch
with mingled rage and suplerstitiol.
their camps were bombarded, the white wings which they
spread, the mysterious control of their novellents by the sailors,
the knowledge that the schooners served to conllnect the otherwise isolated garrison with the rest of the world, inspired the
savages with apprehension and fury.
One night in July, the lookout onione of the schooners
It came
saw a glowing speck of flame far up the river.
The
nearer, growing brighter and brighter as it approached.
white beach along the river front, the dark pine trees in the

background, were lit up by the illumination, revealing dense
throngs of Indlians crowded along the water's edge. The palisades of the fort, and the spars and rigging of the vessels,
glowed like fire itself. Far across the harbor the waves were
reddened with the light. The anxious soldiers of the garrison
could be seen, watching with anxiety the singular apparition.
As the flaming object came nearer, it was discovered to be a
fire-raft. The inventive genius of Pontiac had caused a number
of canoes to be lashed together, and a vast quantity of combustibles to be piled on the structure. A torch was applied,
and the thing of destruction was pushed off into the current.
But fortune or providence protected the schooners. The
blazing monster, sending up vast volumes of roaring flames,
missed them by a hundred feet, and floated harmlessly down
the river, consuming nothing but itself. As the relieved soldiers
and sailors watched it receding into the night, the light grew

fainter and fainter, until, at last, with a mighty hiss, the demon
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of fire plunged into the watery depths, as if to drown its sorrow at the wretched failure.
This attempt was made again
and again, but the crews of the vessel arranged a barricade
of boats alnd chains, which foiled every effort.
Unknown to the garrison, Captain Dalzell was on his way to
Detroit with two barges, two hundred and eighty men, several
small cannon, and a fresh supply of provision and ammunition.
Under cover of night anld fog, they reached the fort in safety,
having been attacked only once, a conflict which,-however,
resulted in the loss of fifteen men. Boat after boat discharged
its loads on shore amlid the cheers of the soldiers and the
booming of cannon. Among the arrivals was Major Rogers, of
Rlogers's Rangers, witlltwenty of his old followers.
Captain Ialzell, on(,
the day of his arrival, much against
Glldwyn's a(lvice, insisted on attacking the Indians. These
ha1 1)e11 forced, by tlhe canlnonading from the schooners, to
remove their camnip to the rear of a great, marsh, several miles
front thell
fort.

A.t

w

o'clock oi the morning of July 31st, the gates of the

palisa~ls were lnois(lessly opened, and two hundred and fifty
mien marched dowyl the road along the river shore. Not a
sound was heard in the still night but the muffled footfalls of
the soldiery and the occasional rattle of an officer's sword. Close
to the river shore, keeping 1ace with the troops, two bateaux,
each carrying a swivel gun, were rowed with stealthy stroke.
The starlit sky was mioonless. But for the fresh lake breeze,
which sighed among the foliage of the overhanging forest, the
midsummer night would have been intolerably sultry. On the
right of the winding road lay the river, with its dark and
restless

tide; on the left, the houses and farms of Canadian

settlers.

A mile and a half from the fort the road wound over I,
narrow, wooden bridge which spanned a small stream, and then

crossed a succession of ridges lying parallel with the rivulet.
These ridges were crowned with low barricades. The spot had
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been Pontiac's old camp. On either side of the road were vast
piles of firewood, cut by the Canadians, and stumps of trees
from which the fuel had been cut. Here was a long line of
heavy picket fence, inclosing several orchards. There, on rising
ground, stood the house of a Canadian named Meloche. Over
it all hung the pall of darkness and mist from the river which
iimade the various objects indistinct.
The soldiers supposed their attack would be a complete surprise to Pontiac. Yet, in spite of this, the men shuddered a!
they filed down the descent which led across the narrow, wooden
bridge. The ravine looked lonely and suspicious. The spot
seemed fit for a massacre.

The advance guard had proceeded half-way across the bridge.
Suddenly there was a wild war-whoop in the darkness, and the
ridges, the intrenchments, the orchard fence, the black woodpiles, the half-chopped logs, whatever could afford a shelter to
a savage, burst into flame. IIalf the advanced guard fell at the
first fire. The unhurt men fled to the rear, and in a moment

the whole column wavered. Dalzel' dashed to the fi'ont. His
clear voice rang out above the infernal din. The men rallied,
and in a spasm of rage, charged across the bridge and up the
opposite slope. It was sad folly. Before one-third of the wa y
up the slope, every howling Indian had fled to another spot,
from which he could fire upon the English. The latter pushed
on with the courage of insanity. The charge which they maintained so stubbornly was a bloody mockery. The lines were
broken and entangled in a labyrinth of fences, outhouses,
trees, and woodpiles, from behind which the red foes kept up
a murderous fire.
To advance was madness. To halt was folly. To retreat
was a necessity. One company, under Captain Grant, hurried
back across the bridge, and taking possession of the road pre-

pared to cov'r the retreat. The two bateaux had been rowed
up the creek to the bridge, and the (lead and wounded were
hurriedly placed on board. A heavy fire was poured in upon

1.+
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All at ot(ce
the English during this last fltie of frie ship.
direction.
rIn a he
l'
a concentrated volley was receivee I
iin 1(hd,y of I lines
The men of Grant's colnlmy turie(ld to 1118
strongly posted on their left flank about the house of leloclhe
a ld the neighboring orchards.

To stop tlhe

(lea(lly cross-fire,

at the lpoint of ihe havo('rant's men charged up tl)e hill, andl.
ho (,'.IIItihe
orc;hards a 1 I
11t, drove the savages front tilhe
ili>1 slioldl
i
latter were two Canadians. They said tilhe
retreat at once to the fort, as large iinher s of l1lia is had
posted themselves on the road il tIhe rear.
retreated rabidly and
The mItlle
The situation was critical.
without serious opposition for a half mile. At this sl ot I ihe

road again ran through a region tlhicklv planted withI houses
dig cell: r for1a house.
and fences. here, also, was a newly Iv
A\s the
It wv n fall of Io lin:,ot.
This pit was near the roadl,.
center of the coliniit arrived

a ltls.ade. a heavy
nthe

loppsite

volley of balls was (lischargedl at t he so(hlieFs.
tihe B1en(
ilthe baei,
Already unllnervedl by the disaster :at
were well-nilgh punmic-stricken at this n ew sIr1rise. 'lI'hevy
started

down the road in wil1 conlfui'sin(,

plintg on each other, t hroIlnI g

a8 ay

lirea;kii;, rankls. iralo-

their

v

iVy8.
iV.

every way, to fly frohl the storm otlf ll(itlfs. i)nizell, with
to sto p .
somens
force
tn
drawn sword, houited at the men, a
ll,. was tvwiCl
Others he seized by the shoulders andi held,
was
«t(
wounded, but paused not till his paUnic-stricken c,(nuni
rallied.
It was almost daybreak. But a dense fo front the river.
illuminated by incessant flashes from the eieim's guns. nevertheless concealed the enemy. Finally it grew light enough to
discern the shadowy outline of a house. of which the Indians
had taken possession, and from the windows of which they
poured murderous volleys upon the little band of IElolishmen.
This house commanded the road alotig which the tien must
pass to reach the fort. Major Bogers, with his handful of
Rangers, burst in the door of the house with an ax. and, in a

TifF AMD1'IuX
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fre'ful hand-to-hand 'colict, killed every Indian inl the ho use
wIo dlid nlot f11y.Anot her (Ietachlnent charged a line of fences
behillinl
wllich the savages \\ere concealed. This, too, was in

the main su('cessf'ul.
In the 1ull that ensued after these two advantages, Dalzell
at once ordered the retreat to recommence. The column had
Iiot moved twenty feet when the Indians came running fronl
every

direction with wild yells, and fell upon their rear and

flunk. Dalzell was shot and killed. The loss of their leader
threatened the battered and unnerved command with total
destruction.
In the crisis Major Rogers and his Rangers took possession
of allother house which commanded the road. Some of' the
terrified regulars followed him, in frantic eagerness to gain
shelter from the tempest of dest ruction without. The building
was lre
and strong. The Canadian women and children of'
the neighborliood h:ad already fled to it for refuge. They were
crowded iil o the c'ellar.
As the Langers entered the building, its owner, an old ilali
nmu e'(d Calmpall,

resolutely

planted himself on the tra)p-door

leading ,to lthe cellar, and thrust back every soldier who souiuht

to lit't it.
sl-oted

No tiiiie was to be lost.

Rogers's stentorian voice

t) the meCt to barricade the window\\s.

In a

111011lt

I lte yells of t\wo hulldred Indians, surrounding, the house, Imiigled1
with the shrieks an1d 'ries of,the half-stifled women aid children,
ill lthe cellar. With skilled hiaids, the R:aingers piled the window,
'full of furs, bet1linig clothes, wla ever would serve to sheler
th e fromh the lulli s of,' the sava 'es, which now rattled against
lthe building like ithe rmar of' nah:ilstornm.
his men ,bolyrisked their lives to cover
While Ro(ers nd11
retreat of the others, ('1apt:ail (r:int hurried forward for
lthe
mother half mile, tind posted a sfquid of men in a strong: situa-

tion, front which base of operations he sent forward other det:uchll lltll s, as they came Ui,. to) oecuipy other points along tIhe
dlistalnce of each other, until by these
r,:Id Vithlin slllportin

lli
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tmllilete line of comnllluli ication with the fort.
tactic, Ie had alc
Each su al inlt urn, commending witll the farthest, then guardwere ill.
edly retreated to the fort, till :all
The galla nt 1Rogers aiid lis h111indful of' lalngers, who had by
their courage saved

he coiand

from

complete

destruction,

were yet defienling themselves in Camlpan's house against a vast
multitude of savages, who had concentrated their force upon
this isolated band of heroes. To relieve these brave fellows
from their imminent peril, Grant ordered the b)ateaux to ascend
the river to a point opposite the house. The swivel-guns were
brought to bear, and in a short time the assailants were driven
to the rear of the house. Rogers and his men seized the op01)portunity to rush out, just as the savages burst in at the rear
door. Utlier cover of the calnmolade, the Rangers made their
way to the fort.

At

eight o'clock

after six
in tihe mornling,,

the last man entered the sheltering palisalde.
hours of figlltilll,
The fight at Bloody IRun, as the creek was known from that
tiine, had cost the English a loss of fifty-iline men.
The news of the Indian victory spread far and wide through
the north, :nd1 b:ands of pai cited warriors arrived daily to re-enThe siege resumed its old imoiotoimy, ,which
force the besiegers.
was at last disturbed by a thrilling attack on the schooner
(d/adyyn. This vessel, the smaller of the two, n-was returning
from a trip to Niagara. She had on board ten sailors and six
Iroquois, who were supposed to support the cause of the English.
One morning these wily children of the forest asked to be put
ashore. I a moment of folly the request was complied with.
'l'lThat they repaired at once to Pontiac with reports of the
weaknesss of the crew, there caln be no doubt.
That night the schooner attempted the narrow river channel
below thlie fort, but was caught midway in a dead (cali.
Thle
itchy darkness concealed from the eyes of the anxious lookouts a fleet of canoes, with three hundred and fifty Indians,
which floated unobserved to within a few yards of the schooner.
One cannon-shot was fired, but before its echoes had ceased the
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savages swarmed over thie sides of the vessel by scores.

learfuiil
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A

ihn l

hand
to
conflict ensued.
Bllut resistance was useless. T'en or fifteen savages surrolll(cde
each sailor. Just as all was about over the n:ifte
shouted,
boys, fire flhe magazine, and blow her up!" A nmoent more and11(1
the vessel would have been a dismantled wreck.
But some Wyandots understood the words. With :awild cry
of ;larin the Indians leaped from the vessel into the water,
sw\vimning away at the top of their speed. The deck was
cleared instantaneously. The astonished crew found not an Indian on board, where a minute before they hiad been by scores.
The savaoges ventured no more near the vessel. The next inorinillg a stiff' breeze filled the languid sails, and the 1dincky little
,,cllholler Imade hler way safely to the fort.
\Ve ca:not follow thle detailed story of the siege further,
ut turn to view other fields which the ambition of Poitliae
loesolated with the horrors of war. Wheni the weak line of
frontier forts was overwhelmed, the news of the successive dis-

asters wa;s :;irried, not alone to the star\villg ,garrison of 1)etroit,
andilthe great chieftain who sat watching it like an Evil Genius,
saiiue tidings spread like wild-fire along the defenseless
bitt tilie
frontiers. tiid among the wild Indians of the west, who yet
h esitated to take up the hatchet. Venaiig"o, Sanduskvy, Le BI(t;
St. .Joseph, Mia mi, ()uatanon, Michillilntackinmac Presfu' Isle,
these were the fitted names which flashed over the frontiers,
carrying dread and terror to every cabin.
It isto Jbe remembered that the defenseless frontiers of Viri,iat aoil Pemnsylvani.a bore the recent scars of the fearful
desolacstion of the FIrench and Indian \Var, which ensued after
r:laddlock's defeat. Their sufferings were recent. The memory
of tlie mighty panic which desol'ated vast stretches of settled
outtry, a1itl of the awful fate of hundreds and thousands of

settlers,

who, with dogged courage, faced the savage hmordes,

was fresh and vivid.
The iaiiiiations of the terror-stricken pioneers dilated with
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horror as the black-winged ruiliors flew f'ronii c'llini to cabil.
and from settlement to settlement. Nor were these al rehensions untimely. The very worst came to lass. TIlhe Iost exaggerated fears were those which most nearly tlre't,ld tle t rut h.
The war-partios of savages, with reddened tonialmi:iwk and
flaming torch, followed swiftly after the tidinigs of the ftll of
the forts.
It was the French and Indian war over again. This statement must be received with some qualifications. It was mnore
extended. It was bloodier. Itwas more sudden. Itwas Iliore
fearful in its details. In these respects the war of Potiaa was
worse than that of the French and Indians. From the tall
sunny
Creeks, who dwelt among the palms and niangunolias of tell
south, to the wiry savages who shivered around frosty 1laliftx,
e lillg f rests, alnd the
the war-ery resoindc through the
tomahawk was uplifted by crlel hands.
The details of the fearful conflict may not be followed in
this place. Only a few of the most striking incidents r al be
mentioned. In three months more than two thlousalid taiilies
were driven from their homes in lPelinsylvallia aldl Virgiia to,
the settlements and cities of the east, alid more Ithan a ithousand persons were Inassa'red or taken rcltiv e. As in tihe
ily
former war, vast swees of settled country were absolute
abandoned by the flying inhabitantse.As before. thle ml itiludes
of unhappy refugees were crowded t(,get her in the tow\\s toi
which they had hurried, seeking shelter in barns, hovels. ,atd
temporary huts of bark, where they were confroulted by all tlhe
horrors of penury and famiine. As before, the Q(.ulker goV\ei'nto the bleedins, frontiers
ment sat with folded hands, extendingu
O,comfort but counsels io ioll-resistallce, and1 I, a id utl1pilts
Ialck
From every valley of the Alleglhalinis rose
maxims.
columns of smoke from burning cabins and blazing hav-sitlak .
The conmnander-inl-chief of the Hritish ariii was relctau1 ly
forced to believe ill a wide-spread

111dian

the meager resources at his cou inand, two

iusuire,.tion.

Fr ll

relief exledliti lls
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were organized for the two posts, which were thought to be in
illmninellt peril.
The story of the one designed for Detroit,
under the brave but incautious Dalzell, we have already traced.
The other expedition, under Henry Bouquet, consisting of five
hundred emaciated and feeble regulars from the West Indias,
was designed for Fort Pitt.
Day after day the weak, little band pressed on their errand
of succor. Now they passed the charred ruins of desolated settlements in some lovely valley; now they came to some lonely
little block-house, from which a swarm of beleaguering Indians
fled at their first approach ; now suffering from the heat of the
July sun, they toiled, panting up the long slopes of the Alleghanies; now from the crest of some range they looked out over
the landscape, with its purple mountain ranges, its shimmering
rivers, and its deep valleys, empowered in all the luxuriance of
lidsuinmmer foliage.
The fate of Braddock's army, of more than ten times the
strength of this little command of regulars, already wasted by
disease contracted in the burning atmosphere of the Indias, and
wholly unused to Indian warfare, hung constantly before the
eyes of the men. Every possible precaution against ambuscade
was taken. They were within twenty-five miles of Fort Pitt,
descending a hill through a dense forest, when a volley of shots
at the head of the column announced to every startled soldier
that they were attacked. A command to charge was given, and
company after company dashed down the hill. Before the
iml)etuous onset the Indians fled.
.Just at the moment of victory, a heavy fire in the flank and
rear announced that the enemy were by no means all in the
front, and that the provision wagons, carrying the precious
stores for Fort Pitt, as well as the supplies for the troops, had
been attacked. No time was to be lost. The men turned and
hurried back up the hill to the relief of the convoy. A circle
was formed about the wagons right on the hill-side. It was
none too soon, for the Indians at once flung themselves on this
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One thlillng. was true.
a boly and stalnd

O!"
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If'lthe ldialls could be collected into

lOlg enough

to tight it olt, Homqluet might
n

yet achieve a victory.

lie resolved on a.desperate stratagem.
Two rcutlhpallies. oiiiillg a part of the line hotly pressed. were
ordleredl
to ftll Iback (quickly, whiiil the totps oin either side
were to rapidly cover the gapl by a thill extension of their ow\\n
lines, as if to cover the retreat.
The maneuver was executed successfully. The savages, as
Bouquet had foreseen, imistot)k the movement for retreat. They
slprag forward at the gap from all directions, ani
throwing

tlhenmselves on the slendtler line, were on the point of breaking
into the very heart of the camp, vlwhen the aspect of allilirs
umderwent a sudden change. The two companies which hald
withlrawi nmade a quick tlank movement, hidilelt by the forest,
and just as the liditans were oi the point 1 \victory, dischargedi
a fiearflul volley ilito their tlank at point-bLink rage.
Th'le astonished savages turn ed at bay, a d ough t like tigers
to extricate tlihemselves f'romi the train ,. Before they could do
so, a1 brea k out of the circle which they had fought so long
to bir1ik into, tw\\o other companies were iecilpitated ulpon the
l ilia,s.
At this new onslaught they broke and fled, pursued
by tlie English and overwhelmingly routed. The exhausted
troops collected their wounded, ai,n,

by tlhe fillo\winhg e\'eig,

reached Fwrt Pitt.
This place had been in peril, but on the report of the defeat
of their warriors at Bushy RuI, near which the battle had been
fought, the besiegers fled. The defenders of the fort had taken
every ireeautioni possible. They had cleared the land around
it so that the savages might have no shelter. They had raised
the palisade, strengthened the barracks, and even cmostructed a
rudle fire-engine to be used in case the savages succeeded in

firing the buildings.
()On the other hand, the Indians had displayed equal ingenuit y.
Under cover of night, they had crawled up the open river
banks,under the ramparts, and by incredible industry had dug
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out ilinumlerab)le riifl-l)its with their kliives.

Each one of these

burrows hell one or two warriors, whose deadly aim was certaiii to bring dowil every exposed soldier. The peril of the
fort, thus closely invested, arose from famine. The arrival of
Boll(ujlet, however, happily averted it.

Bouquet's victory caused only a temporary lull in the desolation of the frontiers in its immediate neighborhood. The history of the time is full of fearful incidents. A party of twentyfour soldiers, in charge of a train of provision wagons, was
ambuscaded three miles below Niagara Falls, where the narrow
road ran close to the brink of the gloomy precipices and black
abysses of Devil's Hole. Such as were not killed on the spot
were thrown over the cliff, and were shattered beyond recognitioui fLr below upon the rocks. A relief party started out from
Fort Niagara on hearing the sound of rifles, but fell into an
ambuscade not less terrible than the first, leaving over fifty of
their number slain.
In the war on the Pennsylvania border one incident stands
out unmatched in its cruelty. In the center of a lonely forest
stood a small school-house. This building was attacked by
Indians just as the master was about to begin the daily round
of study with prayer. lie was killed with the open Bible in
his hand, and an agonized plea for the safety of his scholars on
his lips. At nightfall, when the little fellows who attended the
school failed to return home, anxious searchers made their way
to the school-house, where they found the lifeless remains of
the teacher, surrounded by the corpses of his nine scholars.
Before the winter closed in, another attempt was made to
relieve Detroit. Major Wilkins, with a force of six hundred
regulars, collected with painful effort from the colonies, started
ul ) the Niagara River. Before proceeding far they were attacked
by In(lians and driven back in confusion to Fort Schlosser.
A second time the ill-fated expedition set out, and succeeded
in reaching Lake Erie. The inland lake of azure, as deceitful
as a coquette, had been almost traversed. The broad mouth of
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the Detroit River was already in sight. The tired garrison were
just on the point of being relieve(1. But the sailors in the flotilla shook their heads with misgiving, and talked in low voices,
as they saw rising in the north-western sky the (lark battalions
of the Storm King. With inconceivable rapidity, the little line
of blue vapor which hung lazily on the horizon expanded and
dilated until the blue canopy was obscured with (lark and thunderous clouds. The ragged rain line advanced swiftly. A heavy
gale of wind arose. The helpless bateaux were rocked more
and more uneasily on the rising waves.
The surface of the lake grew black as ink, and was flecked
with angry white-caps. The bright day was succeeeld b tlhe
greenish darkness of the tempest. Every muscle was strained
by the crew of' each canoe to make the shore. It had been
four miles away when the first signs of the approaching storm
were detected. For fifteen miinutes they had been headed for
Yet it was still two miles and a half away.
lalIl.
The gale rose higher and higher. Now a rolling wave lifted
the prow of a canoe five feet in the air, now plunged it as far
below the surface of the lake, and broke athwart the )ow, deluging the rowers with spray and water. Red lightning shot
sky, a1d terrific peals of thunder
As the tempest grew
explloded like the trumps of doomii.
heavier and wrought the mobile lake into more perfect reflec'zigzag

across the angry

tion of its own fury and violence, the bateaux heaviest laden
began to fill and sink. Some of the crew would be taken on
board other boats; others, with white faces upturned, and piercing screams for help, sank out of sight forever in the raging

depths. Great drops of water began to fall. The oarsmen
pulled with swollen arteries and knotted sinews.
At last, as the flood-gates of the sky were opened, the flotilla
attempted to land. The frail vessels were caught in the arms
of giant breakers and flung again and again with remorseless
The men jiml)ped overboard, aind
Thbeach.
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not be doubted, Pontiac's fierce spirit wNis wr'oiught into unspeakable fury. For hours no man or womal dared go near himn, so

terrible was his rage. lie sat ra ving and cursillg, like an
" rchangel fallen." There are fiercer storms than those of wind
and wave. This was one. It was a tempest in a brain. At last
he rose, and with imperious gesture ordlere(d the frightened
squaws to take down the wigwals. That niglit the dark conspirator withdrew to the tribes along the Maunte River. The
siege of Detroit, however, though practically suspended during
the winter, was renewed the following splrilng , lut with less
pertinacity and zeal. The eye of the master was iio longer there
to oversee it.

Though Detroit still baffled the fierce tribes of tlhe nort h,
tie defenseless borders of Peiin1syl vanliiia a111iVirgi inl cocsed Inot
to le desolated with fire anid blood.
Farther anl farther to ihe
east the savages pushed their depredations.
Nearer and nearer
to Ilie quick of the nation did the assassin's knife ciu its wa y.
To these things the Quaker Assembly of' Philadelphia refused
to make any resistance. With placid obstinace and lhidistu'bed
coulntenances, they heard the horrible tales of border allssacro
and bloodshed, and then declared that resistance would be siiinf'ul! The poor frontier people flooded the assembly with
miemllorials, pleas, petitions, prayers, and supplications, imploring,
Ie,'ging, demanding protection.
To these things the good
Quakers turned an ear of stone.
So the frontiersmen, as is always the case where the governniellt fails to discharge its duty and enforce the law, took the
law and its execution into their own hands. Bands of maddened
adl desperate men organized for protection and revenge. As the
report of their telling blows against the savages reached Philadelphia, the Quakers raised a fearful claior of denunciation.
As the majority of the frontiersmen were Presbyterians, the gall
of sectarianism was added to the wormwood of political strife
over the issue of resistance or non-resistance-which ?
The bold borderers fought well, shouting their notes of defi-
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ancl(
to the citizens of the Qualker capital.

Among

thelln,

our

old friend James Smuith, whose fortunes in captivity we traced
in a formercli
chapter, was one

f'the mllost

rotoriolls a

ld

success-

Of course this irregular warfare, a sort of iunlicellsed lmurtderig, led to excesses.
On()e of these has become
historic. It illustrates the stormy time.
Near the broad and mirror-like Susqluehalln:a :an1d at no great
distance from the town of Lancaster. at a slot known as the
Manor of Conestoga, lived a small il lndof Illdialls. The settlement was old, and illformer years lhad been prosperous,
but at the tine of which w
rewrite
had dwinlel, till nothing
remained of it but a cluster of squalid hovels, inhabited hy
twenty wretched Indians, regarded in the neigh,_lborhood simply
as lazy, but harmless vagabonds. On the east bankn of the Susquehanna, and some (listalnce farther up, stood(1 the town of Paxton. It had been burnt by the Ind(ia ns in the French war. Of
this burning and the massacre which followed. thel inhabitants
carried in their hearts the memory. For the I ldialns they had
no mercy, but only black hate and an undying thirst for
revenge. For some time, as the horrors of Indian warfare again
swept along the frontiers, they had watched the toor vagabonds
of Conestoga with an eye of fierce suspicion. The verdict of
history is that one or two of the Conestoga Indians were guilty;
the rest innocent.
One night word was brought to Paxton that an Indian,
known to have committed depredations, had been tracked to
Conestoga. The Paxton blood was fired. Fifty men, athirst
for blood, mounted on horses, proceeded to the Indian settlement and surrounded it just before daybreak. As they drew
near to the hovels, an Indian overheard them and looked out.
One of the men thought or pretended that he recognized him.
" Curse him ! he is the one that killed my mother," he shouted,
and firing at the instant, the poor wretch fell (lead. With wild
shouts, the ruffians burst into the cabins, and shot, stabbed, and
butchered the inmates. As it happened, there were only six
ful leaders.
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Indians in the settlement, the rest, vagabonds that they were,
being scattered over the surrounding country. After firing the
cabins, the fierce Paxtonians rode rapidly away, freely scattering
the news.
In an hour or two the sheriff of Lancaster arrived on the
ground. Hle at once proceeded to collect the fourteen other
Indians who had escaped the massacre by being absent, and
lodged them in the Lancaster jail for safety. On receipt of the
news at Philadelphia, the government at once offered a reward
for the apprehension of the murderers. This measure inflamed
the Paxton men beyond all control. On December 27, 1763,
they started to Lancaster, against the protests of the coolerheaded people of the community, with the purpose, more or less
understood among them, of breaking into the jail and killing
the Indians who had escaped the first massacre.
About three o'clock in the afternoon the rioters, all heavily
armed, galloped into the little town and up to the jail, quickly
burst in the dloor, and made their way to the Indians. The
latter gathered billets of wood for self-defense. At sight of
resistance the rioters fired into the crowd. " In a moment
miore," says Parkman, " the yard was filled with the ruffians,
cursing and firing upon the cowering wretches, holding the
muuzzles of their pieces, in some instances, so near their victims'
heads that the brains were scattered by the explosion. The
work was soon finished. The bodies of men, women, and children, mangled with outrageous brutality, lay scattered about
the yard, aind the rioters were gone."
The whole country was thrown into an uproar by this event.
On the one hand, the government was offering rewards for the
apprehension of the murderers; on the other hand, the hardy
frontiersmen threatened to destroy a government which left
them to their fate, and branded them as murderers if they but
defended themselves. The sectarian quarrel, and political disputes concerning inadequate representation, and taxation without
protection, filled the country with agitation and clamor.
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that province forthwith. Beaten from pillar to post, the
unhappy Inlians again turned their faces to Philadelphia.
The return of the In(lians, together with the news of the
appr'oa ch of the Paxton men, agai,i convulsedl the city with ap1prehellsilon, discord, and fright.

A large element in the

city

Openly

declared that they would espouse the cause of the borderers if
it came to ann armed conflict. The rest of the inihaliita nts t0ook
active measures for defense. The Quakers said ino lmore about
non-resistance.

Barricades were thrown upl i11 the streets, ca1111on

were mounte(l, patrol guards posted, and a citizen soldiery
hastily organized.
At two o'clock one morning the wild ('lln go'r of the alarn
By previous arra igement,
bells sent a shudder to every heart.
every window was filled with cadilles. A vast multitude of
armed citizens surge(ld u) and down tle streets of the city.
The rioters,. lear iing the recepThe alarm proved gro)uldlless.
own.
tion prepared tfor them , advanced (no nearer than G(ermal'
H1ere they were visited in (cal)p by many citizenss .
A compi promise tre(lty was driw up. The Paxiton imen contented themselves with presenting elaborate meuloias to the
They wvithldrew to their
assembly, which were never acted on.
accomplished any thing further than to
homes without havi"
demonstrate the weakness of the provincial government, and the
folly of all doctrines of' non-resistance. As for the city, as soon
as the external danger was removed, the rival factions engaged
in a war of pamphlets and newspapers, which at the time was
one of the most serious, but now appears as one of the most
laughable, disputes in American history.
With this outline of the border wars of the time we must
be content. The year 1764 witnessed serious military efforts
commensurate with the undertaking to crush the Indian lower.
Bradstreet in August of this year effected the relief of I)etroit.
The weary garrison, after a siege of fifteen months, during which
they had been cut off f'roni com numc8ieition with th e rest of their
race, had been pent up in rigorous and wearisome confinement,
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had contended with a sleepless and powerful foe, had subsisted
on scanty and wretched food, and had worn their clothes threadbare, were at last relieved, and permitted to step outside the
worn and hard beaten inclosure of the palisade, and return to
a world from which they had been so long banished.
In the south, Bouquet, at the head of a strong army, pushed
westward from
Fort Pitt, compelled the Indian tribes everywhere to submit, make treaties of peace and surrender their
captives.
On a certain day the Indians from far and near brought their
captives, taken duriiiig many years of warfare, to an appointed
reldez vous for their surrender. Thither also repaired anxious
throngs of' settlers, whose relatives and friends had long been
missing.
The scene was tragical. The long lost were restored.
Friend recognized friend ; mothers clasped their children to
their eaii,'er breasts. There was great joy. There was also great
grief. Many persons failed to find the faces of the loved ones
sought.

Some of the captives had their hopes crushed, their

hearts broken by failing to meet a single familiar face.
As his gigantic conspiracy crumbled into ruins, Pontiac, furiouis as a lion at bay, unconquered, because in spirit unconquerable, placed himself in person among the Indians of what are
now the States of Indiana and Illinois, rousing them by his individual influence into a state of frenzy and warlike wrath. To
defeiind this region, over which still waved the flag of France,
into which 11o English foot had dared to penetrate, he resolved
to devote all of his great and desperate energies. French traders,
hostile to the advance of the English which would destroy their
occupation, practiced on his ignorance and favorite belief. By
means of forged letters, purporting to be written by the king
of France, they again inspired in him that belief which was the
coriner-stone of his conspiracy, namely, that France would lend
him her powerful aid and re-enforcement.
Bent on this idea, Pontiac presented himself to the French
commander at St. Louis, and demanded arms and ammunition.
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andI fidht :a/s our itlers (lilt before ius. All that we ask of1 you.
is this, thallt you give us blck the guns, the powder, the hatchlets.
the knives wlicli

we have worn out in fighting your battles.
As for Voul," hissed the orator, shaking his long forefinger at
andI

some E;,,lish

ofli.cers wlho were 1presenllt,-"as l'6r you,

burn with rage,.

our hearts

w\\hen we think of the ruin you have brought

1Oll US.

When the report of this embassy reached Pontiac, he saw
that all \vas lost. The foundation of all his ambitious scheimies
was

i t er til

Flrenchi

hial believed
aLnl

in a lie.

clombin,el

ce.

lIe had rested on a delusion.

11e

Ils solitary will, which had controlled

ilito c 'o-oer:ation a thousand restless tribes, had

breathed life iinto a cosliracy continental in its proportions, and1
had exploded a mine ra i'iflV-ilin

t forts, isolated by huIlndreds of

miles o 'f ttlnroket \wilderness. Could io longer uiphold the crunhling tfitb'ic.
11is stol'nny spirit had warred with destiny, and
hadl been c'oiilquered.
For

t 1w

proud Pontinea(

there remained but two alternatives,

dest ru'tion or submission.
chose the latter.

:n1Kl ,lisl
of peace.

1111d,

With a hell of hate in his heart, he

Ne, r the site of Lafayette, Indiana, he met
fiornmall v tendered the traditional calumet

oflicer and

Ie p(roceeded to I)etroit with his diminished retinue.
where lie and his blanketed chiefs

il the old conll(cil-l;1ll.

I1:ml1
attempted to l destrov tle garrison, the terms of' the peace
were arran;ged. The l llowi'g spring hlie visited Sir William
Jollllson, at his castle inl the Mohaw\vk valley, and finally concludled the peace,

renoulcinIg forever the

bold ambition by which

he expecltel to avert ,or retard th e ruin of his race.
From this time lhe dlisappears from the historic page, only
to realppe:iar ill the last scene ill the eventful drama of his life.
()f' his movements during the intervening years no record exists.

lie is known to have lplantedl his lodge, and to have hunted and
fished like a cominon warrior, through the region which now
t',1111ls

the great t

States of Indiana and Illinois.

In April. 176;9. lie appeared at St. Louis, and made a two
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days' visit on his old friend, St. Ange, who was still conmandant, though by that time his coimiiand was inl the interest of
Spain. On the second day, \\'ord canie that the Imdianms of an
Illinois town, across the river, were having a dance and carousal,
;nd Pontiac announced his intention of going over. lie driank
deeply, and, marching down the street into the forest, sang the
medicine song.
An English trader named Williamson, appIlrehensive of the
proximity of such a mighty chieftain and conspirator as Pontiac,
and especially suspicious on account of his visit to the French
at St. Louis, resolved to dispatch himl while he was in his power.
A drunken Illinois Indian was bribed with liquor to watch Plontiac as he left the place, and stealing after him through the
forest, to kill him. The assassin carried olut the plan, and buried
a tomahawk in the mighty brain in which all almbitions were
dead forever.
Parkman, the great chieftain's biographer, thus closes his
work: " The dead body was soon discovered, and startled cries
and wild howlings announced the event. The word was caught
up from mouth to mouth, and the place resounded with infernal
yells. The warriors snatched their weapons. The Illinois took
part with their guilty countryman, and the few followers of
Pontiac, driven from the village, fled to spread the tidings and
call the nations to revenge. Meanwhile, the murdered chief lay
in the spot where he had fallen, until St. Ange, mindful of
former friendship, sent to claim the body, and buried it with
warlike honors near his fort of St. Louis.
" Thus basely perished this champion of a ruined race. * But
could his shade have revisited the scene of murder, his savage
spirit would have exulted in the vengeance which overwhelmed
the abettors of the crime. Whole tribes were rooted out to expiate it. Chiefs and sachems whose veins had thrilled with his
eloquence, young warriors whose aspiring hearts had caught the
inspiration of his greatness, mustered to revenge his fate; and,
from the north and east, their united bands descended on the
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villages of the Illinois. Tradition hais but faintly preserved the
memory of the event;. and its only annalists, men who held the
intestine feuds of the savage tribes in no more account than
the quarrels of panthers or wildcats, have left but a meagre
record. Yet enough remains to tell us that over the grave of
Pontiac more blood was poured out in atonement than flowed
from the hecatombs of slaughtered heroes on the corpse of
Patroclus; and the remnant of the Illinois who survived the
carnage remained forever after sunk into utter insignificance.

" Neither mound nor tablet marked the burial-pllace of Pontiac. For a mausoleum, a city has risen above the forest hero;
and the race whom he hated with such burning rancor trample
with unceasing footsteps over his forgotten grave."

'1)
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CHAPTER V.
JOSEPH BRANT AND THE MOHAWKS.

IllE traveler along the New York Ceintral railroad
poillled )llt )toll(' 1, 11 ar t to\\ ll , '
Ilm . ha;
Ilcavv stic 1 ll1si() , hll' hidden
\lilserdalll,
lThe
)by a grove o lo(1.lst trees.
view
'oill

a

building is

Johnson Castle," a name which its

o\\ner gave it one hundreds and forty years ago.
Its walls are thick aind massive, its windows
small and deep-set. Though extremely odd in
its archit lecture. its size and durability still give it just raink :as
al filne residence.

A century and a half sit livhil

on its shold-

(ders,andl, barrin, aeeidents, it will survive t w\ or three times
tlh ut period. A few iiles away, in the e(l'de of Johnstown, the

(111ios

visitor «will find " Johllso<i

youilerl' than the

Hall."

It

is twenty v years

castle.

A visitor describes the place as follows: "Although both
house andll grounds have been greatly altere(l and modernized,
\\e (an even now judge well what they must have beenI originally. The hall is a two-storied double mansion, built of wood,
ill the mIiost substantial, coisc:ientious manner, with raised panels
on lithe outside in imitation of stone. It was, without (loubt. inl
its dl a thle most spn(ious and elegant e(lifice in tbe colony outside of New\\ York City. The hall is fully fifteen feet wide, and
the .eilinis over twelve feet high, surrounded with limssive
wooden (.cornices of carved work. The sides of the rooms are
elega nily \vainscoted with pine panels and heavy carved work.
A broad staircase, of easy ascent, leads from the lower to the
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Lt11er hall, ornamtnented with massive un,11':any h lnstr:ldes,
which still, at every foot, bear the marks of the linaliawk's
hackina g, said by traditional to have been n otched thllere biy Chief
r31t:ttt hinlself, whetL he fled the valley with Sir Jlohnl Johnson, ill
1776,
to protect the house from the torch of I ndians, who
wolull understand and respect these signs."
S()tf lhe gardetl
and nursery,
sitluated to the south of the
hall, ttand which ill the olden times were the delight of their owner.
aind the pride of the surrounding count ry, ]to vestige remains.
of the poplars , however, whicll lie planted, still stand,
green and vigoros. The hall was fotitnerly flanked by two
Sonim

stone block-houses, with sundry loop-holes for nusketry (llut
directly under the eaves.
iBut one of these-o- w coil\erted into
a servants' dwelling--yet stands, the other having been burned
down Iattny years ago. Of the stone wall whvliclh surrounded the
whole pl(e as a protection against attack, but little now remains.

"A
iii,,

subterrmean passage formerly led front the mtain build-

1o ilthe b1lck-lhouse on the left, and thence another communi-

aIted with the block-house on the ri ht flank. These passages.
ot v er, a:s well as the p) rt-l hol,, il the'relaiilt'in
block-house,
hve ibeen filled upll.
Although itlhe builiing never exp eric ied
Ssieg,

yet it, \vIs twice fortified; once,

as stated, by

: strong

1776."
stone ruiplrt in 1763, and a;gaiu i
The builder ,nd original lprolriCetor of these singular :Ind
roimattittic looking mlltsit s was Sir \\Williatn .Jolhnso,1. BaroInet.
ll caitte to this country \when a }o1tn i a , without title or'
forulne.
Engaging in traffic with the Indi;tts, .Johnson. by dint
of

gre:nt

annual abilities,

which

were

assisted

rather

thaut

uantities.
i lar,
"money
trel'lrded by a coarse ature, made
li 1712 lhe b oght, from thle Mohawk l(li.-ins a lIrre tract of
the richest land il the world. lying in the very heart of the

this he :ildded byv yearly puraitd, next to lhe
chases, until he bec': i e the wealthiest ntl,
"
lPenns, the largest l: ded proprietor ill Almerica. The c,:st cl"
was his residence throtovhout the year.untill lhe built the " hall,"
fhr-fhinie

Mohawk valley.

''To
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in 1763, whlch he occupied as a suImmer residence, using tilhe
older mansion only in winter.
Four 0or five years after he built the castle, the wife of Colonel
Johnsom, as he was then called, a plain, fair-haired German girl, of
humble lineage, died, leaving her husband one boy, John, and two
One day the widower attended a muster of
baby daughters.
the

county

iiilitia.

As all officer canme riding by oil a pr;ucing

steed, a lbright-eyed, red-checked Ildian girl of sixteen, a real
beauty, with her white teeth, long, flowing, black hair, and a
forln of rare synimetry

and grace, laughingly bantered him for

a ride. The officer told her she might jump on if she could.
Quick as flash the agile girl leaped oil the horse behind the
gallant rider, and clinging to himi,

her hair and ribbons blowing

;md round onil the flying steed
wildly in the breeze, rode rode
rud
before the applaudinig crowd. Oiie mIan took more than ordinary
interest ill the incident. It was the susceptible and lonely widower. That night Mollie Brant, for such was the Lname of the
dusky beauty, went home with the Ubronet to Johnson Castle,
becomill
thIenrlcefoth the mistress alike of it and its proprietor.
The two

(motherlessdaughters

were assigned apart mnt s

of their own, where they lived in complete seclusion under the

care of a devoted friend of their mother, an oticer's widow.
Their time was occupied with needle-work or study. Their
library consisted of the Bible and prayer-book, a lot of the
ponderous romances, which mark the beginning of the English
novel, and Rollin's " Ancient History." A game of chess, a
walk in the park or a drive up the valley, constituted their only
amusements. At tie age of sixteen they had never seen a lady
other than their governess. Occasionally some gentleman visitor found his way to Johnson IIall. This was a rare treat to
the lonely girls, to whom such a guest was always presented.
They married early, and their father built for them two elegant
stone residences a few miles froin the castle.
Far different from this conventual life of the two sisters
was that led below stairs by the baronet. From the first, Sir
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William, as we will call him, though the title was not conferred
by the king until the French and Indian War, acquired great
influence over the warriors of the fiLr-famned Six Nations. Ile
had located himself in the heart of the territory of the 1Iohawks, the most easterly of the Iroquois nations. Thoroughly
understanding the Indian character, he won their confidence
and attained an ascendancy in their councils which no other
white man ever approximated. The negotiations of the British
Government with the Iroquois were all carried on through him.
The castle was his store-house, where all the wonderful supplies
of guns, ammunition, and trinkets .were kept for trade. Around
the castle were clusters of cabins for the accommodation of
Indians who came to trade.
Sir William kept a bounteous table, open to every comer,
and dispensed his hospitality in lord-like style. The Ind;ans
would visit him day and night, sleeping in the halls, on the
steps, or in the cabins, as suited their fancy, and faring on
their host's sumptuous provision for days at a time. The natural genius of the man for controlling the restless red men,
and bending their rigid natures to his will, was powerfully
supplemented by his rather questionable alliance with Mollie
Brant. She was immensely popular, possessed a shrewd intelligence, and herself acquired great influence over her people.
The baronet, moreover, by this connection, for it was not
a marriage, won the hearts of the warriors. His castle, to
which they were always delighted to come, was looked up to
as the splendid establishment of one of their own people. As
they exchanged their valuable furs for the wares of the baronet,
the heavy profit which went into his pocket was, they felt, well
earned by the free and easy manner with which he treated
them. In winter, the baronet often humored them by arraying
himself in Indian disguise-war-paint, feathers, and tomahawk,
complete-and living with them for weeks at a time as one of
their own braves. His word once given them, whether a threat
or a promise, was kept inviolate.

,JOSEP'H BRANT AND TIlE MOIIA WKll.'K.

His vast landed estate was parcelel out among Dutch and
1lighland t,(nantry', who were as devoted to his interests as
the I1(lias Ithlemselves.
" Nature ha d well fited him," says a
writer. ""for the Iositiolt il which his pr opit ious stars ha cast.
11i,:lot.
I[is person was tall, crect, aind strong; his featutiles,
gave alnd manly. 1lis direct and upright dealiIngs, lis ('cOla,,
eloquence. and alddlrcss were sure passports to Itvor i11 Indi ian
eyes.

'' Ile 1a a siig(llar facility of ada a t ion.
Ill the 'alllp or
at the cOuncil-h)ourdln,
i spite of his diefecive e(111ation, hle ]ore
himself as bel
(le
his station ; )ut,at homo he was seen (1rilking flip and sliokilig toha(,co with the Dl)tch hoors, his neighbors, talking of im l

in the Indian villages

'or
the 1'i ce of' Iaver-skins ; a nd
would
~e feast on dog's flesh, ln ce with

1rovemieInts

the warriorss, and hlarangne his attentive auditors with all the
dignity of an Iroituois sachem. His temper was genial, he
encouraged rustic sports, and was respected and beloved alike
by whites andI Indians.

" is g ood qualities, however, were alloyed with defects.
lis mind was as coarse as it was vigorous; he was vain of his
rank and influence, without any scruples of delicacy as to proclaiming them. Eager and ambitious in pushing his own resistless way, he trampled ibeteath his iron heel whomsoever might
cross his pathwa-y.
Before proceeding to the story which forms the more immediate subject of this chapter, it may be well to speak more at
length than we have heretofore one
one of the
te far-fanied Iroquois,
among whom Sir William Johnson lived, and over whom lie
exerted such a commanding influence.
Francis Parkmnan gives
the following eloquent summary of their tragic history

"Foremost, in war, foremost in eloquence, foremost in their
savage arts of policy, stood the fierce people called by themselves the Ilodenosaunee, and by the French
the Iroquois, a
name wAhich has since been applied to thel entire tc-nily, of which
they formed the dominant member. They extended their con-
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quests and their depredations from Quebec to the Carolinas, ail

from

the westerii

prairies to the forests of Maiile.

On the

south, they forced tribute from the subjugated Delawares, and

iercedl the mollnttain fastnesses of the Chlerokes with incesO(It lthe
north, they uprooted the ancient settleliits
of the WynIlos. ()Onthe west, they externinaled the
'<it olys.
lEries

lnd the Aiildastes, and spir ead hliivoc and dismay anong

ilhe tlribes of the
England fledl

at the first leal of tHlie

" Nor was it
ferocious valor.

their

onset;

Illinois; and on tIie cast, the
the

iidiani

indians of New

]lohlwvk \var-cry.

irae alone who qiiailed before their

All Canada shook wvith thlie desolate ing f'ury of

nr

the people fled to the forts

stillie;ared( conquerl' ron

refuge;

lie blooul-

iamed
like wolves among
i
tile

settlemliteils, and the youthful colony tremble

on th
le

uliiillng
brink of

rlll.
"The il lirlois , in solie lileasure, owed t ei' triumphs to the
of their coulintry; for they dwelt within the present
of the State of New York, whence several great rivers

position
limits

and the inland oceans of the northern lakes opened realy thor-

oughifllres

to their roving

warriors

through all the adjacent

wilderness. But the true fountain of their success is to be
sought in their own inherent energies, wrought to the most effective action under a political fabric well suited to the Indian
life; in their inental and moral organization ; in their insatiable
ambition and restless ferocity.
"In their scheme of

g'overnmimenlt.

as in their' social custonis

and religious observances, the lroquois displayed. in full syimetry and ii atureI strength, the same chiaracteistics which in
other ti'ibes are founiid distorted, withered,

dec:iled(lto

the rooted

perhapss' faintly visible in anllimnpeirf'ect gelii. They consisted of five triibes or nations, the Moliawks, the Oucidas, thlie
O,

Onondagas. thlie (Ca;iyilas, iand the Senecas, t whomii a sixth, the
Tuscar'oras, was afterwards added.
" To each

owII.

of these

tribes belonged

an

organization

of

its

Each had several sachemls, who, with thle subordinate
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chiefs and principal men, regulated all its internal affairs; but
when foreign powers were to be treated with, or matters involving the whole confederacy required deliberation, all the sachems
of the several tribes convened in general assembly at the great
council-house in the valley of OInondaga. Here ambassadors
were received, alliances were adjusted, and all subjects of general interest discussed with exemplary harmony. The order of
debate was prescribed by time-honored customs; and, in the
fiercest heat of controversy, the assembly maintained its iron
self-control.
"But the main stay of Iroquois polity was the system of
totemship. It was this which gave the structure its elastic
strength; and but for this, a mere confederacy of jealous and
warlike tribes must soon have been rent asunder by shocks
from without or discord from within. At some early period, the
Ir toquois must have fiorled an individual nation, for the whole
eople, irrespective of their searation into tribes, consisted of
eight totemic clans; and the members of each clan, to what
nation soever they belonged, were mutually bound to one
another by those close ties of fraternity which mark this singular institution.
"Thus the five nations of the confederacy were laced
together by an eight-fold band; and to this hour their slender
remnants cling to one another with invincible tenacity. The
Iroquois had no laws, but they had ancient customs, which took
the place of laws. Each man, or rather each clan, was the
avenger of its own wrongs; but the manner of the retaliation
was fixed by established usage. The tribal sachems, and even
the great council at Onondaga, had no power to compel the execution of their decrees; yet they were looked up to with a
respect which the soldier's bayonet or the sheriff's staff would
never have commanded; and it is highly to the honor of the
Indian character that they could exact so great an author-y where
there was nothing to enforce it but the weight of moral power.
" The superiority of the intellect of the Ircquois was as
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dreamll'llis aid on
lilells; with invoking the war-god, and
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suilt ig'

triumillIph of tihei'

a!11d1, these strange rites concluded, they
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their stealtlhv progress, full of confidence, through the
devious pathwa vs of thie forest.
" For days and weeks. in anxious expectation, the villagers
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cry,
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dealingover the darkening forest, proclaims the
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return of the victorious warriors. The village is alive with
sudden commotion; and snatching sticks and stones, knives and
hatchets, men, women, and children, yelling like fields let loose,
swarm out of the narrow portal, to visit upon the miserable
captives a foretaste of the deadlier tormellnts in store for themn.
And now, the black arches of the forest glow with the fires of
death; and with brandished torch and firebrand the f'relnzied
multitude close around their victim. The pen shrinks to write,
the heart sickens to conceive, the fierceness of his a:golly; yet
still, amid the din of his tormentors, rises his clear voice of
scorn and defiance. The work is done; the bla kened tlrunk is
flung to the dogs, and, with clamorous shouts and hootings, the
murderers seek to drive away the spirit of their victim.
"The Iroquois reckoned these barbarities among their most
exquisite enjoyments; and yet they had other sources of pIlasure, which made up1) in frequency and in innocence all that they
lacked in intensity. Each passing g season had its feasts and
dances, often mingling religion with social pastimle. The oulng
had their frolics and merry-makings; and the old had their no
less frequent councils, where conversation and laughter alternated with grave deliberations for the public weal. There were
also stated periods, marked by the recurrence of mol('entons
ceremonies, in which the whole community took part-the mystic sacrifice of the dogs, the wild orgies of the dream-feast, and
the loathsome festival of the exhumation of the dead. Yet, ili
the intervals of war and hunting, these multiform occupations
would often fail; and, while the women were toiling in the
cornfields, the lazy warriors vainly sought relief from the scant v
resources of their own minds, and beguiled the hours with smnoking or sleeping, with gambling or gallantry.
"If we seek for a single trait pre-eminently characteristic
of the Iroquois, we shall find it in that boundless pride which
impelled them to style themselves, not inaptly as regards their
own race, 'the men surpassing all others.' ' Must 1,' exchaimcd
one of their great warriors, as he fell wounded among a crowd
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of Algoniiluins,-' must I, who have made the whole earth tremnble, now die by the hands of children?' Their power kept pace
with their pride. Their war-parties roamed over half America,

anid their name was a terror from the Atlantic to the Mississippi ; but, vwhen we ask the numerical strength of the dreaded
coi'ederacy, when we discover that, in the days of their greatest triumphs, their united cantons could not have mustered four
tlollsanld warriors, we stand amazed at the folly and dissension
which left so vast a region the prey of a handful of )old
marauders. Of' the cities aind villages now so thickly scattered
over the lost domain of the Iroquois, a single one might boast
a mnore numerous population than all the five united tribes."
Before leaving the history of the Iroquois, it is possible to
give thle account of their terrible destruction of the Eries, which
is said to have b)eell handed down by their traditions. This
nmi hty tribe, which, prior to their subjugation, far exceeded in
st relgt h any of her single tribe of Indians, lived at the lower

cend of the like which bears their name. Their chief town,
l'usuia\vy. o'lccupied the site of the modern city of Buffhlo.
JIe:lolls of the grea:t confederacy to the eastward of them, the
liries sent a challenge to the Senecas, their nearest neighrl'oudl
ho,rs. f'or' a gLame of ball between one hundred young men front

eicl tribe. The great council of the Five Nations deliberated
u11po the challenge, and decided to decline it.
The next year the " Lords of the Lake" renewed the challe :e. It was again declined. A repetition of it the third year
so inflamed the younger warriors of the Five Nations, that the
One hundred braves, the
challenge was reluctantly accepted.
very flower of the confederacy, armed with nothing but the
smiiall bat, used in ball-playing, and connmanded by a chief of
approved experience, marched away through the forest to the
city of the Eries. A vast pile of furs, bracelets, beads, silver,
and copper was to be the stake.
The eventful day arrived. The great Eries far excelled the
mIore timid young men from. the Five Nations in their self-con-
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Their losses were, in fact, conlsidenlble; but every breach wa\s
repaired by meIans of a practice which they, in conumon with
other tribes, constantly adhered to.
When their vengeance was glutted by the sacrifice of a silicient number of captives, they spared the lives of the remainder
and adopted them as members of their conifelderated tribes, selparating wives f'ronti husbands and children from parents, and
distributing then among different villages. in order that old ties
ll. This
and associations might be more coinpletely broken
policy, as Schoolcral't intortls us, was desiglnated among them
by a name which signifies " flesh cut into pieces and scattered
among the tribes."
With two explaations, we resume the thread of the story,
interrul)ted to relate the history and character of the Iroquois.
A southern tribe, the Tusecroras, h:tving been expelled froli
their former home, came north, u1poll the in\vitationt of their old
allies, the Five Nations, and were received into the confederacy,
which, from that time, became the " Six Naitions." Although
the Iroquois had been such as we have related, it is to be
remembered that they had been greatly weakened by successive
wars, and at the time of Sir \Villinain Johnison, though still lo\\v'erful, the " Six Nations " were very far from being what they
had once been.
From early times the Iroquois were allies of the English and
Through them the confederacy
Dutch colonists of the coast.
procured fire-arms and ammunition far earlier than other nations,
and by this means their power was infinitely increased. In
return they constituted themselves a sort of police for the colonies against other tribes of Indians. They had early come ill
conflict with the French, as we have seen in the story of La
Salle, and their prejudices were for the English. But the latter,
by long years of neglect and aggression, lost their advantage.
When the French and Indian war broke out, the Six Nations
were strongly disposed to join their red brethren in a:war which
was to drive the white man out of the country which he had
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wrongfully invaded. That they did not do so was solely owing
to the ascendancy and ilnfluece, the earnest eloquence, the tireless efforts, the superb diplomacy of Sir William JJohunso.
For
his sake they buried the hatchet. Such an important figure did
the British Government find him, that he was appointed Indian
commissioner for the North, a position which he held for twenty
years, rendering heroic and invaluable service to England. lie
was further made baronet, and received vast grants of land, as
a reward for his work during the war. When Pontiac, "the
archangel fallen," planned his gigantic conspiracy, the baronet
again needed all his influence and resources to hold the confederacy to its alliance with England. Indeed, the Senecas, farthest removed from his influence, did get away from him and
join the conspiracy.
From 1763 Sir William lived in ease, his immense possessions multiplying year by year. But a struggle was coming, in
which it would have been as difficult for him to choose his own
side as for his Indian allies themselves. The volcanic fires of
the AMEKuCAN REVOLUTION were, at the time of which we write,
shooting their forks of flame upward through the fissures in the
political and social crust. Which side should he take? Should
he, on the one hand, turn traitor to the government which he
had served so long, and from which he had received such abundant favors? Or should he, on the other hand, let loose the
thunderbolts of savage warfare which he held within his grasp,
upon the struggling colonists, his neighbors, friends, and countrymen, who were so clearly in the right? IHe never gave his
final decision.
Deeply disturbed at the approaching crisis, and perhaps
lacking the nerve which had belonged to the earlier years of
his strange life, the great baronet gave way to his anxieties, and
died suddenly in the summer of 1774. The belief was widespread at the time that his sudden death was the work of his
own hand.
The zeal of Sir William Johnson for the improvement of his
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Mollie Brant made use of her influence with the baronet to
further the interests of her brother Joseph. Hie was born about
1742. and became a lad of unusual precocity. Of course lie
became the recipient of Sir William's bounty. lie was sent to
the school at Lebanon. He was employed by the baronet ill the
discharge of his Imultitudinous duties as Indian commissioner.
lie acted as interllreter, he labored to ('arry out his master's
ntions
icerI'

his lpeonle, and

hle

vwas often' sent oil lo r

jolr evs to the wvild Indi:is of the west.
li this work he early
exhibitedl rare dilloniatic ability.
Nor was this all. 1lls plre.oiousness and talent were turned
to the assistance of the niissionaries.

The smart healthenl help ed

to,
aIel
re trainslatiomns of portions of the Bible, and of t he
l)rnver hook and ritual, into the Mohawk tongue. With a
rea:tdiness w\\hich is silslpicious, he joined the Episcopal Church.
So zealous was Joseph in the observanet
e of the foi
,ns of vworshllil,
and in partaking of the sacraments of the Church. that
enthusiastic friends pointed himi out as a model Christian.
As he took the rank which his lineage and his native abilities
alike insured him, these good missionaries predicted that he
would absolutely lift his people out of their savage state and
transformi)
them into solid citizens. No doubt they expected the
wild i\[ohawk warriors to lay aside their filthy blankets, and (loll
knee-breeches, silk stockings, knee-buckles, and powdered wigs,
all on account of Joseph. Ie lived much of the time with Sir
William, and was devotedly attached to him. His Indian name
was Thayendanegea, of which "Brant" was a translation.
At the time of the baronet's death, Brant was a powerful
Mohawk sachem. The title and much of the property of Sir
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These party dissensions extended io to
As elsewhere, there were Whigs and Tories. 'IThe majority of
the pleoplle were enthusiastic Whigs. They wished to better
their condition.

They were therefore Radicals.

The Johnsons, however, were Tories. Property and aristocThe wealthy few who are onl top are
racy are conservative.
confl'ortable. They are averse to change. They desire only
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If you touch them they
that things remain as they are.
scream. This is natural, but it is selfish. O() the other hand,
the many who are underinel:tll, \\anlt to take the risk and make
a change. They have nothing to lose and every thing to gain.
This also is natural, but selfish.
Sir John Johnson held a title of noblility under the British
crown. Guy Johnson held the lucrattive otlice of Indian conmmissioner under the same government. They had vast possessions. They lived in baronial splendor in magnificent stone
castles, from whose turrets the eye swept over an estate,
stretching many miiiles along tlie lovely valley, and supporting
These gentlemen, therefore, were
a vast tenant population.
strongly conservative. What cared they for a tax of a few
cents on tea ? Their dinner table w\ouldl not be thereby deprived
of the steaming tea-pot. What was it to tleiii if' troops were
quartered in Boston

It cost them nothing.

So they wanted

things to continue as they were.
As the times became more violent and explosive, the colonists instinctively felt, rather than foresaw, that war was inevitable. In case this should come to pass, the leading men also
rightly foresaw that the western tribes of Indians, always ready
to strike a blow at the white invaders, would seize the opportunity to assail the colonies on the west, while England would
levy war on the Canada frontier and along the coast. While
the attitude of the western Indian was thus certainly hostile and
dangerous, that of the Six Nations was more a matter of doubt.
From the earliest times, the Iroquois, with the single exception
of the Senecas, during the war of Pontiac, had been allies of
the colonies and therefore of England. To which would the
Indian allies incline if the colonies engaged in war with

England ?
Both parties to the contest saw that the alliance of the Six
Nations was a strategic point.

Th'lle powerful influence of the

Johnsons and of Brant might be confidently counted on by
England. The colonies relied mainly on the old friendship, and
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the influence of the patriotic missionaries. They hoped simply
that the Iroquois would remain neutral. The Oneidas early
took this position. In May, 1775, their chiefs wrote to the
governor of New York, "You are two brothers of one blood.
We are unwilling to join on either side in such a contest, for
we bear an equal affection to both Old and New England.
Should the great king of England apply to us for aid, we shall
deny him; if the colonies apply we shall refuse. The present
situation of you two brothers is new and strange to us. We
Indians can not find, nor recollect, in the traditions of our
ancestors, the like case or a similar instance."
Both British and Americains were busily engaged in feverish preparations for war. Sir John Johnson constructed heavy
fortifications around his castle. Guy Johnson, alarmed at the
popular threatening, raised a band of several hundred Mohawk
warriors, headed by Brint, and re-enforced by the leading chiefs
of the Senecas, Cayugas, and Onondagas. With this 'force he
fled to Osweo and then te Canada. 'eaving his splendid man.ion desolate and u occupied.
The colonies, on the other rand, issued a call for a grand
council at Albany, in August. The meeting was attended very
thinly, except by the Oneidas, and the Lower clan of the
Mohawks. However, the representatives of the colonial congress made speeches, urging the Six Nations to remain neutral.
A treaty to that affect was made, but it amounted to little.
On their return home, a. plague broke out among the
_ohawks.
Like all ignorant people, they regarded it as a visitation from the Great Spirit. They believed that he was
angry for their desertion of the cause of the king. Superstition is both blind and deaf. It has neither eyes to look at
facts, nor ears to listen to argument. It transforms a man into
a mummy. The Mohawks were superstitious. Many of them
at once joined Brant's forces. A few, however, of the Lower
clan still remained neutral. Probably they were n~t much
troubled with the plague.
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Although Thayendanegea had pledged himself' to lhe cause
of the kiiig, he still hesitated to take up the hatchet.
Tie
Americans opened the campaign in Canada with a brilliant victory. Our Ildlian friend had anl eye to lthe ima ii chance.
lie
sailed for England in the winter of 1775-6 to interview the

king, and, no doubt, with a view to forming an estimate of the
war strength of the English. The wily war-chief wanted to be
on the winning side.
On his arrival in London he was conducted to a rather
obscure inn, called " The Swan with the Two Necks." Statelier lodgings were soon provided for the great Indian kingg"
as the Englishmen called himt.
But Brant politely leclillne(l,
declaring that the kind treat tlmlnt of his host at "'1 r
Swan " had won his heart, so that lihe could not think of lemaing him.
i
the
In this Joseph showed his innocence. Ie mistook
hroal smile and hearty handshake, which forms such an imlpOrtailpart of the landlord's stock in trade, fior thie genuine article.
If hlie was taken in by the patronizing airs of the shrewd tavernkeeper, Brant showed no other sings of verdancy. IIe dressed
in European clothing. His courtly manners and clear-cut English caused the throng of titled men and jeweled women who
sought his company and pressed upon him the honors of the
cal)ital to lose sight of the fact that this lordly gentleman of foreign accent and distinguished air was, in fact, a red-fisted savage,
accustomed to lead his yelling band of braves to midnight massacres, a man whose flashing tomahawk eagerly brained the
fallen foe, and whose nervous fingers had often clutched the
bloody scalps of his victims.
When he appeared at court on visits of business or ceremony,
lie laid aside his European habit, and wore a gorgeous costume
of the fashion of his own people. Bands of silver encircled
his sinewy arms. Tall plumes adorned his head-dress, and
highly colored fabrics, hung with copper pendants, formed his
lnd
a scalping-knife dangled
clothing. A glittering tomahawk
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carelessly from his belt. On such occasions he attracted the
greatest attention.
Of' course, the magnificent entertainments andl presents which
were pressed upon the war-chief of the Six Nations. together
with the material splendor of England, the dazzling pageantry
of the court, and the soldiery, with their equipment of cannon,
small arms, ammunition, unifornis, and all the accoutrements of
war, made a profound impression on his mind. When he sailed
for America in April, he had pledged himself and his people to
the cause of Enlandl in her conflict with the colonies.
lie and his six hundred warriors in Canada at, onlce
joined the British army, and comnmelnced vigorous hostilities.
The great majority of the Iroquois still remained in their
ancient seats in the Mohawk valley, and seemed peaeca)ly
inclined to the colonists. The people of the frontier built
block-houses and organized parties of rangers for self-defense.
They kept scouts constantly on the watch for an Indian outbreak. The isolated settlers moved into towns. At Cherry
Valley, the most exposed point, the inhabitants, daily excited by
thle news of the battles of the RIevolution, were deeply anxious
the
nth rolled by,
about the Indians. But month after month
Iroquois still lingered idly in their wigwams.
In the spring of 1777 Brant reappeared in the Mohawk
valley. The influence of the great war-chief at once made
Carefully concealing his
itself felt in the remotest wigwam.
plans, he commenced collecting an enormous war-party at, the
'Indian town of Oghkwaga. There were further indications, as
the excited and patriotic Whig settlers thought, of a Tory uprising in connection with Brant's movement.
On June 15th,
General HIerkimer reached Cherry Valley with a force of three
hundred local militia. IIe was an old acquaintance of Brant,
and determined to have an interview with him. The meeting
was near Unadillo.
On the first day Brant threw off the mask, and declared
himself as a soldier of the king. By agreement, the conference
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was to be resumed in the morning. That night Herkimer laid
a dlark plot to massacre the chief and his few attendants when
they returned to his camp the following day. Brant, however,
was up to such tricks. At the appointed hour he appeared in
IIerkimer's camp with five hundred picked warriors, plumed and
painted for war. The raw recruits with Ilerkimer were completely in the power of the Indians. With a haughty gesture
Brant said, " You may go." The colonists took the hint, and
went-at the highest possible speed.
At Cherry Valley the people selected the strongest house for
a fort, surrounding it with embankments. Near this place the
road ran along the edge of a precipice. A hundred and fifty
feet below lay a gloomy glen, filled with a dense growth of
evergreens. In this lonely spot, Brant and a half-dozen braves
hid in ambush. Late one afternoon, a gallant young colonial
officer, "well-mounted, and clad in a suit of ash-colored velvet,"
spurred out of the settlement along the road by the glen on
some errand of war. A few moments after the gentleman had
left the village, the sharp crack of rifles was heard from the
direction of the glen, and shortly the young officer's horse came
galloping back, riderless, and the saddle crimsoned with blood.
A party of armed men at once started out to solve the
mystery. Not till the following day, however, did they find
the lifeless body of the gay lieutenant, gay no longer, but
rather pale, mangled, and bloody. Brant, however, withdrew
after this murder, without attacking Cherry Valley. IIe was
deceived as to the strength of the place by some false dispatches found by him on the person of a captive whom he
secured near the settlement. The man carried double dispatches, and, when captured, was smart enough to destroy the
genuine and surrender the bogus documents.
While the settlers were being daily horrified by these and
a hundred other, isolated (leeds of violence, information was
brought them by friendly Indians and scouts of an impending
danger of much greater magnitude. As Burgoyne descended
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Every time the men stopped

he would resume his sulpplications.
At last the iien reached the spot where lay the dog's fallen
master, Captain
regg, still breathing, but stilpefied from pain
and loss of blood. They bore him to the fort. «with the corpse
of his companion, followed by the faithful dog, who had seen his
afterwards recovered.
master's need. Gregg,,
On another day sixteen of the garrison were out cutting
turf, about three-quarters of a mile away. All at once they
discovered a party of thirty or forty Illdials co01ing toward
them at a rapid run. The men turned to fly. Only nine men
reached the fort. Of these, two were badly wounded; a third
was dying in the arms of his conipallnions.

This was not all. On the 3d of July. a little girl ran
screaming toward the fort, with a basket in her hand, and her
calico frock stained with blood. She and two others of her age
had been picking berries in the neighborhood.
The other children had been killed, while she herself was wounded, though
slightly.
While the garrison of Fort Schuyler were thus preparing, as
well as they could, for the coming storm, of which the indicacations were so clear, the friendly Oneidas looked on the
approach of Brant with as much uneasiness as the whites themselves. Their neutrality had incurred the wrath of the other
tribes, and they feared, not without reason, thmt the indiscriminate fury of the invaders might involve them in destruction.
They ceased not to urge the colonies to send prompt and powerful succor to Fort Schuyler.
Ticonderoga had fallen before
Burgoyne without the firing of a shot. " The chiefs" wrote the
Oneidas, with cutting directness, "desire the commanding officers
of Fort Schuyler not to make a Ticonderoga of it."
On the 2d of August, a re-enforcement of two hundred
men, with two bateaux of provision, reached Fort Schuyler.
The supplies were hurried into the fort as fast as possible, for
the enemy was expected at any moment.
All scouting and
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repairing parties had been called into the fort. The time for
further strengthenillng their defenses was gone. The siege was
about to begin. As the boats were just emptied of their cargoes,
and the last armifuls were being hurried into thlle
fort, the savages burst from the forest with loud yells. The captain of the
expedition, with drawn sword, hurried his mellen for1,ward. Too
brave to enter the fort before his men, he remained to the last,
and was unfortunately made prisoner.
The siege was begun.

Inside the fort, were seven hundred

and fifty men, with supplies and ammunition for six weeks, and
no longer. But the garrison was without a flag! In this
emergency stripes of white from officer's shirts, of blue from a
cloak captured from the enemy, and of red tfromn some ragged
sashes, were sewed together, and the patchwork run up on the
flag-staff. The besieging arlny n11111l)ered some seventeen hundred, composed of one thousand warliors uiider Thavenldanegea,
together with some Hessian lnd
C(Janadian troops. 'lTlhey at once
Ithrew up redoubts for their batteries and commenced active
hostilities.
Meanwhile, General Hlerkimer was marching to the relief of
the defenders of ]iort Schuyler, at the head of eight hundred
militia-men, from the anxious settlements farther down the valley. Thayelnanlgea was kept comistantly informed of Ilerkimer's
movements, lie repeated the stratagem which had resulted in
the destruction of Braddock's anry and brought Bouquet's
entire conunand so near to death.
A few miles below the fort, the Albany road, along which
Hlerkimer was advancing, crossed a low marsh by means of a
causeway. Just at this point the road was intersected by an
Here, with devilish
immense lateral ravine, -" depression.
sagacity, Th'ayendanegllCa ambushed his dark followers. They
were arranged in a circle, illwhich a narrow segment was left
open at the bridge, for the militia-nien to enter the trap. As
soon as the main body had crossed the bridge, a band of warto close the gap of the circle, completely inclosriors rushed inl
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the sava1es lured in the itiost callingg fire. Everywhere that the nen ttemnlpted. like wild heasts .t bay., to break
lthrulh the fatal lies wlhich'l encirele(1them. thev were beatiel
stuck in the mire.
ba1
.k with fearful slu'hter. The men
:i1111 the vast ho.-constrietor, which had wound its fearfil coils
.ahout Ilieml, begall to tighten. Yet manuy of the lmell fought
bravely.
Ob.servivg" that a sava e, waitinu till a colonist had disch:arged his gun from )ehliid some tree, would rush forward
and tomahawk him before he coult reload, they .laced two men
behind each tree, one reserving his fire. Finding themselves
every side
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pressed on all sides, the militia-men disposed themselves in a
circle.

It was a small wheel within a larger one.

,Just as the Indians charged on their foes with desperate
v:lor, to comiluer them at the poiiit of the murderous bayonet,
a feairftul tlhuller-sltorlm broke over the dark field of battle.
The trees of the forest writhed in the fury of the tempest.
Unearthly bolts of' lightning, followed by peal after peal of skysplittiing thunder, lent horror to the scene. In a moment a
mighty flood of waters burst forth from the surcharge clouds.

Th'le

conflict of men became puny in comparisoll with the con-

flict of the elements. ThIe noise of battle was but a stillness
coiltrasted with the awful roar of the storm. The awed comhatants desisted. The dark claus of TIhayendanegea withdrew

ill
sullen

r ge to tihe sheltering distance.
The teIipest, however,
:raualimlly subsided.

lmssiils of thie ireii.

Not so the fierce

Th'le Inlliansll
rene\ved the oiset, re-enforced

by a deltachment, of Johson's " Greens."

These were Amlerican

Stories. 1lti1,y of them were friends, or even relatives of the
iimiibers of tlie colonial militia. In the close hand to hand
fighting these foes recognized each other.

With the fiercest

rmae these enemies flew at each others' throats like tigers.
War is horrible. Civil war is awfil. These neighbors and
a elquai ntaices grappled each other, kicking, biting, stabbing, each

refusing to let go of his antagonist, until, at last, some fatal thrust
,lopeiedl the ruddy door through which the spirit took its flight.
As a i'use (Idll'r)'c, another detachment of Greens hurried forw\\rd to the front with hats disguised as Americans.

The men

were about to receive them as friends from the fort, when the

counterfeit was at the last moment discovered.
A militia-man ran forward to give his eager hand to an
ac(luaintance.
The hand vas grasped, but not in friendship.
The Tory sought to make his verdant friend a prisoner. In
the struggle, Captain Gardenier, of the colonial forces, sprang
forward and felled the would-be captor to the ground. Several
Greens set on him, the first falling (lead, the second severely
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wounded.
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His spur catching illthe clothes of olle, threw Gar-

A bayonet was ijust entering his breast,
with a terrific effort, dragged
when the brave man seized it,
denier to the ground.

and,

his opponent dowii, and used lhiii as a shield !'rom the blows of
two other assailants. ()ie of the luilitiia-men anw ran to his
relief. As his foes turned on the new enemiV. Gardellier sprang.
to his feet, and buried his sword ini te hotldy of tlie man whom
This was but olie of a thousand indihe had dragged dowi.
vidual combats.
The minilitia-men fought hand to hand with the Indians and
Greens.

" Let me recall, gentlelieli

to your recollection,

said

the eloquent Gou\ereur Morris at a later time, "that bloody
fiel( in which Ilerkimer fell. There was fouil the Indian and
the white man, born on the banks of the \Io i\\k. their left
hand clenched in each other's hair, the rilt grasping in a gripe
of death the knife plunged in each other's heart. Thus they
lay frowning."
At last Thayendanegea reluctantly called off his braves, of
whom so many were falling. The colonists could not be driven
from the field. They had determined to die in their tracks
rather than yield. Two hundred of the Americans had been
killed, and twice as many miiore wounded or taken prisoner.
Hardly a cabin in the valley was there from which sonie father
or son had not gone forth to ret urn no more. Many of the
unfortunate captives were tortured and put to death by the
Indians. The direct reason for the withdraw;il of the enemy
was a spirited sally by the garrison of Fort Schuyler. So well
conducted was the sortie that nearly the entire camp equipage
of St. Leger fell into their hands.
Thus ended one of the bloodiest battles of the Revolution.
Thayendanegea had commanded the enemy in pLerson. Heavy
as was the loss of the Americans, that of the enemy was still
heavier. Two or three days afterward a solitary scout chanced
to come upon the field of battle. " There I beheld the most
shocking sight I had ever witnessed. The Indians and white
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were mingled with one another just as they had been left
when death had first completed his work. Many bodies had
also been torn to pieces by wild beasts."
General HIerkimer did not long survive the battle. His
wounded limb was unskillfully amputated. The flow of blood
was not properly staunched. As the hemorrhage renewed again
anad again, the hero calmly called his friends about him. With
mind unclouded, and a body almost free from pain, lie read the
thirty-eighth Psahnlm aloud, while the red tide ebbed fast away.
"Make haste to help me, 0 Lord, my salvation." As the closing words of the psalm died away on his pallid lips, the light
of an unseen morning momentarily lit up his eye, and then it
closed in eternal sleep.
One day an Indian
Meanwhile the siege was resumed.
His clothes were riddled with shot.
entered St. Leger's camp.
lie was a half-crazy fellow, regarded by the Iroquois with considerable awe and superstition. With knowing looks and a few
significant words, he led them to believe that a vast army of
AmIericaims was on the wa to Fort Schuyler. He had, he said,
been informed in a dream. A panic seized the Indian camp.
Wigwams were hastily taken down and preparations made to
decamp. St. Leger persuaded, threatened, and expostulated.
In vain. The whole Indian army abandoned the siege, and fled
in precipitation before nightfall. For St. Leger no alternative
was left but retreat. As it turned out, the dreamer was a liar.
having been captured by the Americans and condemned to
death, he was offered his liberty if he could frighten the
Indians away from Fort Schuyler. His brother stood as hostImenI

age while the knave went on his errand, and, as we have seen,
achieved success.
During the winter of 1777-78 Brant kept his head-quarters
at Niagara, from which point he maintained constant communication with the western Indlians, inciting them to co-operate
with the Iroquois. As the spring advanced, he again returned
suddenly to his old haunts at Unadillo on the Susquehanna.
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This was suflicient, to cause itinnulerable patriotic hearts to pop
Brant, with a large force of w1arinto their owners' mouths.
riors, secure eno11ugh behind his fortifications, forthwith inspired

and directed incessant raids up and down the defenseless
valley.
Besides their Indian foes, the people were also torn by plitical animosities. In one locality the male settlers capable of
bearing a'rms were suninoied from far andl wide to meet the

king's conunissioners at the house of Captain Matinn, a wealthy
loyalist. At the appointed day a large assemblage met. Nunmbers of Indians came, impressed by the warlike preparations.
Each main was required to take the oath of allegiance to the
king, and wear a scarlet badge on the hat. Earnest loyalists
wore red caps.

Less zealous ones pinned on a small piece of

Others, who were at heart \VWhigs, through fear of
confiscation and arrest, contented themselves with a bit of red
Vyarl.
'T'vo mne refused absolutely to take the oath. Just as
red cloth.

they were :llbout to be arrested, a thick cloud of dust down the

btk!
tlled the approach of hot'selneli.
In1 a moment a
til\ of' Aillenicall caval-y, with idrawi swords flashing
inll
the sulli,_Kht, dlslhed up, and ordered the loyalist gathering
to disperse.
Captaill Mann made his escape. The orders were to take
hlim alive, if possible, but dead, if not. Late at night, a young
patriot, a neighbor lad, found him in a wheat-stack. lie suinroald

strong

mnonied Mann to surrender onl pain of instant death.
answered with entreaties to be spared.

The latter

The country boy hesi-

tated to shoot down the richest mlan in the locality. Ile wavered. It was midnight. A heavy rain was falling. Perhaps,
illthe pitchIy darkness, lie did not see Maln edging awvay.
lPerhaps lis heart softened, and at thlie crisis his nerve became
weak. The loyalist got away.

The whole couintiy turned out to hound himn down. In the
search a party ran across a stray Indian. lie wore a bit of'
scarlet cloth in his hat. Unstrung by excitement, the whites
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absolutely butchered the poor fellow. The badge may have
been that of a loyalist. More likely the bright color had
caught the barbarian's eye, and he wore it as an ornament.
After fifteen days' search, Mann was captured in the mountains.
He was thrown into a prison at Albany, and detained until the
war was over.
During the year 1778 the valley was filled with a thousand
Innumerable
frightful rumors. Many of these were true.
lonely farm-houses were plundered and burned, and their occupants massacred. Rage is often near-sighted. In their indiscriminate fury the Indians massacred a woman and six children.

She was the wife of a Tory.
But a greater enterprise was at hand.

The valley of Wy-

oming, in North-eastern Pennsylvania, is one of the loveliest
spots of earth. It is a second Eden. It has been the burden
of the poet's song and of the historian's admiration. Yet from
the earliest time this paradise ha(d been the scene of the bloodiest contentions. Indian tribes had warred over it, until both
of the contending parties were extinct. A civil war had
broken out there between rival settlers fromn Connecticut and
Pennsylvania, and again drenched its soil with blood. But in
the year 1778, the sounds of violence had long since died away
in this sequestered vale, and the crimson foot-prints of war had
been effaced. From many a rude cabin chimney the blue smoke
curled peacefully upward toward the sky. Around many a
fireside sat happy families.
Towards this lovely spot the English commanders at Niagara turned their cruel eyes. A large force of whites and Indians
pushed across the country on their mission of destruction. Two
or three days before the 1st of July wild reports of their
approach were carried down the valley by galloping horsemen.
These reports were followed by others even more dreadful.
Nine men at work in a field had been murdered. Two forts
near the upper end of the valley had been captured and burnt.
Colonel Zebulon Butler at once toiled day and night to collect
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a force of settlers to resist the enemy. The country was
already drained of its men to fill the ragged, but heroic, ranks
of the American army. Still, fronl far and near, they came,
with their fire-locks and nununition, until about three hundred
men assembled in Fort Forty.
The name of this fort is a history in itself. At one time,
in the earlier border wars, it had been defended by forty men
against fearful odds. Hence its name. The enemy took possession of Fort Wintermoot, farther up the valley. The impatient
and undisciplined militia-men, roused by the unusual occasion to
a fever of martial excitement, demanded that they advance to
attack the foe. Of course, the attempt at a surprise failed. The
whites, under Colonel John Butler, fought the settlers fi'om the
front. In this engagement the mlitia gained a slight advantage.
They were pressillg forward to pursue it.
Suddenly a terrific yell from hundreds of savage throats, just
in their rear, thrilled every patriot with horror. The Indians,
under their leader, for a long time supposed to have been Brant
himself, had passed around to the rear of the Americans. The
latter fought with boldness. But it was useless. They were
being crushed between the two forces. Besides this, some one
blundered. The drunner beat a retreat when the order was
an advance. They broke and ran-ran for life. The Indians
leaped after them, flinging down their rifles, and using only the
tomahawk. They pursued every straggling runner. Only sixty
out of the noble three hundred escaped unhurt. Some of
these did so by swimming the river, others by fleeing to the
mountains.
This was not a battle. History calls it a MASSACRE. An
eye-witness, an Englishman, slightly changes these figures. He
says there were three hundred and forty Americans, and that
forty only escaped. The other statement was frightful enough.
But for this latter unquestionable testimony, the former report
woul( have been regarded as an exaggeration.
As the news of the defeat was carried down the valley by
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These were the earliest reports of the Wyoming tragedy.
Later and more critical authorities deny them. It is creditable
to human nature to (lisbelieve them. Whether the particular
incidents recorded took place or not is of no importance. All
agree that a Reign of Terror was inaugurated in the peaceful
valley. At the best, history is only approximately true.
]Froude, Gibbon, Macaulay, Banicroft, have alike drawn on their
imagination fir details. Tle >utline of history only is correct.
The "historical imagination" is Nwhat makes history readlable.
It furnishes one a picture of the past.
Whether the particular details are true is iiiimnaterial. The
scene , ais a whole, mnay be true, nevertheless. Who doubts that
one of I)ickens's novels presents us with a better view of Ellglish
life and manners than ally history can do? Yet the whole book
Tile truth or falsity of history is not
is a tissue of fictio.
to be determined merely by the pictorial and graphic details,
which give life and aniimation to the scene. The real test is,
whether the general outline, the perspective, tlie toie, proportion, and coloring is true to the original. Any thing else is
impossible. No two witnesses will ever agree as to the exact
details of a street brawl. Yet a hundred will substantiate each
other as to the general and obvious facts.
One of the disputes over the Wyoming tragedy was, the
leadership of the Indians. Early reports charged it to B1rat.
T'le poet Campbell, acting on this authority, gave himn aii imm)nortility of shame in his " certrude of Wyoming." In his later
ars, however, Brant's son went to England and charged the
Yv
ioet with traducing his father. Indeed, the p1 roofs strongly
i licate that Brant was not present at the invasion of Wyoming.

If Brant was not at Wyoming, there were enough raids,
burnings, ambushes, fights, and massacres which did take
place during this summer under his leadership. One incident
must suffice. German Flatts was the very flower of the Mohawk
A settlement of some sixty-five houses, was distrilbuted
equally on either side of the river. On one side stood the masvalley.

i
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sive stone residence of the Ilerkimer family, used as a fort.
One evening, half an hour before sunset, a scout brought word
that Brant and several hundred warriors was on his way to
this settlement. There had been four in the scout's party. The
other three were killed. As the great and solemn sunset flung
its dying splendors across the evening sky, there was alarm and
terror in every household, for ten miles along the valley. The
poor pieoplle piled their most valuable furniture into canoes, and
hurriedly made their way to Fort Hierkimer, and Fort Dayton,
on the opposite side of the river. All night the fugitives continued to arrive. Their houses and flocks had been abandlIoned.
A heavy rainstorm occurred after midniglt, Adding to the misery of the unhappy people, who were dragging their things up
the river bank to the forts.
neighboring ravine, little susBrant, arrived, and halted in a:.
pecting that his approach was kniown1.
Anxious eyes kept
watch from the fort. At the first flush of dawn, the Indians
coul le seen swarming through the settf lemenlt.
The black
smoke and flames froin the incendiary torch rolled up1at lea rly
thie sa me moment froil every house in the place. The Indlians
waite(l, in the morning air, with drawn tomahawks, impatient
for the roasting inmates to rush forth. But they were disappointed. Not a scalp graced their victory. The unhappy settlers were forced to see every house and barn, one hundred and
twenty in number, with the contents, and five mills burnt, and
nearly a thousand head of live stock driven away.
Linked by a common fate with the melancholy Wyoming,
is Cherry Valley. On the 10th of November, 1778, Brant and
Walter N. Butler appeared suddenly before the place. No
alarm had reached the settlement. For this there was a reason.
All the scouts had been taken prisoners.
The settlers were
sleeping quietly in their houses. Even the officers of the fort
were staying at the houses of the neighbors.
Just before daybreak the savages, a name which belongs
equally to the Tory rangers and to Brant's Indians, clashed into
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the settlement. The house of Mr. Wells was first surrounded.
The family was awakened by the bursting in of the door. Mr.
Wells, his mother, his wife, three sols, aind a daughter, were
butchered in their beds. His sister Jane, a lovely girl, managed to get out of the house. She sought refuge in a woodpile, but was killed in the act of reaching it. The guards in the
house were either killed or taken. Ilere too, was Captain Alden,
commandant of the fort. IIe fled down the hill, pursued by an
Indian. Refusing to stop, the savage hurled his tomahawk, with
fatal accuracy. This was but a specimen of the horrid scenes.
Every house in the settlement was burnt. Thirty-two
inhabitants, largely women and children, were slain, besides
sixteen soliers. In addition to this, some forty persons were
taken prisoners. Most of the women and children were set
free, but the rest were taken to Niagara.
For the atrocities at Cherry Valley, Brant's biographer
claims, with much plausibility, that ihe was not responsible,
that Walter N. Butler had entire comtmunand of the expedition.
Indeed, there are many athllicitic iiistinces where Brant interposed to save women and children from outrage. In this
regard he differed from nearly all of the great Indian chiefs.
lie was always sensitive to ally charge of cruelty.
There were other raids by Brant during this season. But
they hardly deserve mention. Not more than twelve or fifteen
firesides were desolated by each attack. What place can such
small massacres find in history ? One with fifty victims will do,
but five hundred is better.
The whites managed to extract some sport out of affairs
themselves. About this time the Onondagas were suspected by
the Americans of infidelity. An expedition, under Colonel Van
Schaick, fell upon their principal village, the capital of the confederacy, destroying it and numbers of the inhabitants. The
imniemorial counlcil-fire was extinguished. The faithful Oneildas tremble( ill their ilioccasins at the fearful vengeance
wreaked upon their neighbors. ''lhey at once sent an embassy
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to ask what it meant. " Was it done by mistake or design,"
they asked. " If our brethren, the Americans, meal to destroy
us also, we will not fly-we will wait here and receive our
death." " They were cut off by design. I was order ed to do
it-it is done," was the reply. For the injury the ()iionduagas took
ample revenge. Three hundred of their warriors fell upon the settlement of Schoharie, and destroyed it.
inlliAnother of Brant's exploits was the destlruutioll of
sink. In the massacre large liumnbcrs of wliltes sllll'ered death.
One man, Major Wood, was about to be killed wl\\cli. eith er by
accident or design, he made a Masonlic signal, though lihe did
not belong to the order. Brant was an enthusiasticc' lreenmason,
and at once rescued him. When the Inldlia leader f;)ull1 out
the deception, he boiled over with rage, ('ursilg the man te'ribly, but yet sparing his life.
In the summer of 1779, the colonies resolved on a united
effort to crush the power of the Six Nations by an invasion of
their country. The army for that pIUrplose was strong and well
equipped. Brant, on the other hand, rallied all his forces for
the defense of his country. The battle took place on the site
of the present city of Elmira, New York. It raged all day.
So many
The Americans gradually forced the enemy back.
Indians were killed, that " the sides of the rocks next the river
appeared as though blood had been ploured oil 11he(il by palilf'uls."
All was lost. The Indian warriors fled, taking' wolnel and
children with them, and leaving their smiling country, with its
populous and regularly laid out villages, its vast acreage of
waving grain, its numerous orchards, in which the ruddy fruit
was already peeping from among the clustering leaves, open to
the destroyers' advance. Town after town was laid in ashes.
Of Kanadaseagea, the capital of the Senecas, not one wigwam
was left standing. Genesee, the principal western town, containing all the winter stores of the confedleracy, was completely
obliterated. The fields of grain w\ere bruinit.
The very gardens
were uprooted, and the harmless apple trees hewn down.
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Yet the wrath of the invaders wreaked itself alone upon
these inanimate objects.

The Indians fled at their approach,

leaving their villages silent and deserted. Fires were still
burning in the wigwains. Iron pots, with their nioonday meal,
were still simmllerillg away over the coals. The rude cradle was
still warmn from the labe which had lain there. But no hulmran
being could be found. The hand which built the fire was
invisible. The cook who had prepared the pot of broth was
nowhere to be seen. The mother of the babe was out of sight.
All were gone. The women and children were sent to Niagara.
The warriors remained lurkillg in the forest, insane witl wrat111
at the destruction of their lovely counlltr, somuetilles venting
ulfcirtlunate s'tr,,'leis
their rage in nama eless to'tilles Upoi0
whom they captured, but otherwise offerig no resistance to thle

invaders.
The flight of the Iroquois on this occasion reminlds one of
the flight of the Russialls on Napoleon's inairch to Moscow.

But in one regard it is different.

Napoleon found himself in a

These invaders found themselves in a bloomA soldier took the trouble to measure an ear of

frozen wilderness.

inlg

garden.

corn which he plucked from the rustling stalk.
be twenty-two

inches long.

Ie found it to

Another soldier made

Itrough

collunt of the nnlier of apple trees in a sillgle o'ehl;id which
was oil the point of destruction. lie estiuatel that there were
fifteen hundred bearing trees.
1

Tlis

w

not ulnusdally

1a

rge.

they were '"iiinumnerable." This, probably, included hose of leach and1 leatr trees.
They were the product of the toil and care of countless generations of Iroquois. " A wigwam can be rebuilt in t wo or three
days,"the Indians sadly said; "but a tree takes many years to
grow again.
Their so'rr'ows became the source of dissension. There arose
a peace party. Am1,g the Senecas was a young orator named
lie had the gift of eloquence. lie becamnie the
Red Jacket.
leader of' the peace party. Ile spoke with thrilling earnestness
()Of the

mIeli
sa
m1111
b)er of orch:rds, thlle
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of the folly of a war which was driving them forever from the
lovely valley which they had iliherited f'roii their fathers; a
war, too, in whlich they fought, not for themselves, but for the
English. " What have the Englisll (done for us," lie exclaimed,
drawing his proud form to its fullest height, and pointing with
the zeal of despair toward the winding Mohawk, " that we should
become homeless and helpless wanderers for their sakes?" HIis
burning words sank dee 1) into the hearts of his ,passionate
hearers. It was secretly resolved by his party to send a
runner to the American army, and ask them to offer peace on
any terms.
Brant was the leader of the war party. All his tremendous
prejudices and masterful abilities were enlistedl ilnbehalf of
England. Ie hated the youmig mld eloqenilt Ied Jacket.
lie could not contend with
Moreover, Brant was no orator.
lie was rather a man of
his gifted rival inll mere words.
action, a Cromwell of great executive ability and possessing a
lie heard of the llot to niailke peace. lie kept
will of iron.
his ow\\l council. The runner left the camp. Two confidential
warriors were summnoled by Brlmt. Ill a few sternly words he
explained to them that the American flag of truce must never
reach the Indian camp. Its bearers must be murdered on the
way, yet with such secrecy that their fate should not be
known. The expectant peace party, waiting for the message in
vain, were to believe that the Americans had scornfully refused
The plot was carried out. The
to hear their prayer for peace.
man of words was vanquished. The man of deeds triumphed.
The flag of truce never arrived.

General Sullivan had now destroyed the home of the proud
Iroquois, and driven their families abroad to strange and inhospitable regions. More than forty populous towns had been literally
blotted out from the muap of the country. The landscape was no
longer variegated with fields of golden grain, with burdened
orchards, staggering beneath their tinted fruitage, with verdant
pastures, dotted over with sleek and peaceful herds, nor with
19
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waving forests of ancient trees. whose emerald foliage formed
such a rich contrast with the sunny sky and the winding river.
As far as the eye could stretch, the prospect presented a single ominous color. That coior was black. It was a landscape
of charcoal! The American general was happy.
Instead of pressing on to Niagara, and destroying the military head-quarters of the north-west, he turned about. Oiily
one ambition remained unfulfilled. lie had no captives. Casting
about in his mind, he remembered a few families of the Lower
clan of the Mohawks, who, as will be recollected, had refused
to follow Brant. They had remained peacefully at home in their
wigwams and fields. They were neutral. They expected no
his eye brightdanger. As General Sullivan thought of themli
ened. Ile would add the missing plune to his hihat. lie would
hohawks prisoners. Illappy thought ! Brilliant
take these
idea! It was carried into execution. The peaceful tillers of
the soil were rudely torni from their homes. It is hardly necessary to add that they were soon released, by order of Sullivan's
superiors. The general himself soon found it conviienient to
resign on account of ill-health.
The winter of 1779-80, was one of unprecedented rigor.
The shivering Iroquois, at Niagara', suffered severely. Bit the
fire of' hate burnt in the hei:rt of' lBra't as hot as ever. Long
had he been meditatiing a terrible revenge upon the Oneidlas,
who had refused to follow his leadership, lut had persisted in
neutrality. Upon them he laid the blame of all his disasters.
That winter hlie led his warriors across frozen rivers, and through
snowy forests, to the home of the nllsuspecting Oneidas. Of
what followed we have no detailed history. The Oneidas had
no historian. Their suflerimigs have p passed, like the sufferers
themselves, into the unremembered

past.

It

is only known

that Brant fell upon them without mercy, that their villages
and wigwams, their storehouses, and castles, were suddenly
destroyed, that vast numbers of them were slain, and that the
survivors fled to the white men for protection.
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The poor refugees, stricken for a fault which was not their
own, \vere allotted rude and comfortless quarters near Schenect;dy, where

they were supported by the government till the
close of the war. Their misf'ortunes did not end with their dis-

lersion.

Driven from their hoiuies, reduced to want,

depend-

ence, anld abject poverty, they lapsed front their regular and

industrious habits.

They became intemlerate and idle. OfItle
l'roudt : 1d loyal Oneidas, a few lazy drunkards came in time to
be the only representatives.
In pursuing Brant's larger enterprises we omit wild fields of
incidlelnt

a(d individual adventure.

One brave mlan, Solomon

\Voodwortlh, lived all alone, in a block-house, eight miles from
Johnstown. lie was repeatedly attacked in his lonely stronghold,
and:l
man lged lnot only to repulse such small bands as caine that
way. butt on one occasion, ;atleast, pursued the Indilans, amld
killed several. Another dramatic incident was the burning of'

l1lli s's ]nills. They were located at the wild waterfall, where
the foamiig lo hawk pliuniges through a rocky gorge into the
lower valley. Sincethlie burning of the mills at Fort Ilerkimer, these were resorted to by the settlers from miles around,
with their bags of grain carried on horseback.
The mill was
garrisoned by twelve

men.

1The Indians

attacked it at dead

of nigiht. The hllilding was ill tlainies before its defenders
knew their ,ldin u'.A brief :and hopeless resistance was made,
and then

every ina
sought safety y by light.
were yluickly (captiu'ed.

Six or seven

Two of thle men plunged into the race above the mill, leav-

ing only theliir faces above water, and hoping to escape disv,\(,ery
ill the dairklness.

Before long,. however, the re(l tongues

,f'fl:uie \were thrust out throur'h the windows.
The glare
became brighter and brighter. C lowin,, seans appeared between
the lobs, throth which shone the fierce fires within the doomed
building g. The roar .-r-ew louder and louder. The yells of the
ihriekin" savages miningled with the crackling of the flames.
Snatch.ling brands ill their hands, they ran up and down the

2.,
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shore, eagerly watching for lurking whites.
tree fell in with an infernal crash.

Millions

At, last, the roof
of sparks flitted

The surroundupward, followed by dense voullllles of smoke.
ings grew darker for a moment. But suddenly the pall lifted.
Mighty billows of seething fire burst upwards into the heavens,
In a mIomnellt the race became
as if furious at their confinement.
as light as day. The poor fellows were discovered, and put
to death.
Two others, Cox and Skinner, had sought a more dangerous
and yet a safer hiding place. They were under the great water
wheel, nearly choked with the dashing spray. The great embers
from the conflagration above them dropped down, but were
knocked off by the revolving water wheel. The savages sought
for them in vain. When at last the mlill \was a smoking ruin,
the Indians rode away with hideous yells. Thellm the po)01 fellows came out. They were severely burnt where coals had
fallen on them. But they were safe.
From the beginning of 1 780 the sufferings of the settlers
of the lower Mohawk Valley steadily increased. It will he
remembered that at the time of Sir John Johnson's hasty flight
to Canada, lie had secretly buried his papers and treasure. His
estates were confiscated, and his splendid mansion passed into
the possession of another. One morning, a year or so previous
to the time of which we are writing, the onvler was disturbed
to find a hole dug in his garden walk, the marks of many footprints, and a number of papers scattered through the gardeli.
A small band of Johnson's followers had recovered his chest of

papers.
In the spring of '80, Sir John, incredible as it seems, made
his way with five hundred men from lMontreal to Johlisto\wn,
without his approach being discovered. His avowed object was
the recovery of his treasure, which was still buried in the cellar.
This expedition was one of the most impudent as well as brutal
occurrences of the war. Entering Johnstown at dead of night,
the ruffians proceeded to murder large numbers of' the old

t~rch

The

to their hoes.

1'8a0(0s c('osllsllllllated, and111
the

this

1

.ocsil
.1(1Jacl

ers,

froilll

Frede1rick
1'd

vwhise a(lveltures

of

s of

llo'e

Sir

,John, and al4lly

treasure was recovered,the out-

Stralgers
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coolly lade their retreat
the terrified people.
Ol

S;lnllollon

were taken prison-

lereal'fter.

August larvecstcers illthe fields around Johnsnot\
iiced
dark '(colu111S of smoke t'roin the direction of

O) hIile 2d of

town

C najolrie.

A

c(
(nlii

y

"It,once collected

vv is

to

march

to

the relief of the settlers, w\ho w\re utldoublte dly aItackCled by
lindlians.
lThe place had, for d(lefelse, a blck-house, called
F0ort lai1i, biit oh this wccilsio n lfe fort was without a garrison.
loPr s ile timiic the a1ll11e had lbeell filled with ruimorl's to the

eiect t ht lBr

t inlte lled to attackk a convoy of boats, carryiL solppl s to
( Fil seli11 vler.
To prevent this the militia from

the low el
the river.

p;11

of the valley

As s,(11 as this

were withdrawn and dispatched 111)
,was done, the wily Brant led his

swvift
marches to CAmljolharie, which, ill common
with the rest, hadl let hel" garrisol go up lie
hI river. The scenes
warriorsiy

of slaul(iter and
lil detruction which took, place oI this raid of
B~ra i's were a;liho(st. a dulicate, though, perhilaps, covering a
s11llle r territory , of t hose wv icllhla(1d marked (eineral Suilliva's
gr:t t nil asioln (Of. the ll lliai (o11111
nit-rv dll'ilg the previous year.
In

()1e

regard it wa s

surprise and l11c1(
il no

mch

wolse.

'The
settlers were takell by

e fu1r light.

were killed, andi1 ininnsely

more

Great numbers of

them

taken prisoner.

still lri'nt'is applletite for veigea<
ce was unabated.
A-:1i
lhe raised a force for a third iulvasioli of the Mohawk
V alley within a vea1r.
It was inot enough to have elualed the
Bliut

vwork of Sullivan.

Sir .Joh iJohns1
mneie

were

white.

It

lust

e

srlassed.
su

uniitedl their savages.

To this elnl he aind

To be sure, Johnson's

11istorly's verdict is that they were more sav-

ainl
n
brutal and cruel il their warfare than the wild children of the forest by w\liose side they fought. The suiiner
had11
b1roiglht a rich harvest to the glad settlers. When the

age

I \b.1 N/i 71., ;C1)12\ X!)

I1

ldl'(E. .

sea so11 of thle sere and:ll yellow leaf app ro:(lled it foud
ries alnst

burstillg with their o-oldell treasures,

anl!

;i:.r116

ban1is

thle sweetest hay and oats.

stiufl'd to thle rafters with
Onl the
i
lornllllg of October 16, I 780 the occupants of the
little muld f(' rt at
~idd leburg', far do\wlI thle
lMohawlk Valley,
and the settlers o f the lovely region looked out at sunrise oii a
startllillg sillt. In every (direction Il'arls, hay-siacks, granaries,
an:d
1ma

houses were o1l fire. lThe lpro(duct of the sunlller'

toil was mlounting
the skies in chariots of flale. Every were
the people fled, albandoluinihg all their effects, iin the madness of
fear.
Their alarl was jIsti l hlle.
lraut's alny of fifteen
hundred warriors aind Torbies waps ul1.
then without a single
note of warning. At first, the enemy entl limited their little
oannon, and prepared to besiege the fort. But the little lind

plucky 1 n.
lFinding' that tlie sie'e would delay then, Brant, a true

redoubt held

m ws-

ter of 'Ouerrilla w rI are, ga-e upl the notion of taking the tort,
and sVept on 1dowl lthe valley with his terrible band of destroyers. I
their course the whole valley was laid in ruins. 1llouses
and barns were burned, the horses and cattle killed or takell,
an111 those of the inhabitants who were not safely within the
walls of their little fortifications were either killed or taken
captive.

The very churches were fired.
But the torch of war was not applied to the property of

Tories. Wherever lived a loyalist to England, the horde of
destroyers stayed its ruthless hands. They passed by, leaving
the property untouched. Then one of the strange sides of human
nature displayed itself. The settlers, furious at their own wrongs,
an(1 aflailne with passion at the sight of their disloyal neighbors'
ilntninitV from harm, issued from the forts, and, with their own
lh:inds, comilpleted the desolation of the valley, destroying every
bit of Tory property.
As the invading arny hurried on, transforming, with its
breath of flame, thle verda ut valley into a mighty cinder, many
a cabin became the scene of a tragedy, more thrilling than those
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performed behind the flashing footlights of any theater. The
humble pioneers and their 'linginlg thilies were enrolled in the
terrible dI/-mar/is ipeLsoJI(e.

Jolin V raomiian was on a scout some miles from his home.
An Ifdian jumped out of a bush. Vrai wam killed him. A
second Indian bounded forward, his lo lg ain
1d sinewy fingers
reaclhi]iin to clutch the white man's throat, but a lightning blow
with the clubbed musket stretched the savage senseless on the
sod. At that moment a swarm of savages started up in the
forest. Vraoman fled. By great skill and marvelous endurance
he eluded his pursuers. After hours of strenuous exertion, he
neared his cabin. His heart leaped for joy at the thought that
his wife and children were saved from the lonely, unprotected,
and poverty-stricken life of the widow and the tfidherless. Nearing the spot, he caught a smell of burning. 11is tired steps
were qluickenled with anxiety. Too late! The cabin was a
hell of glowing coals, the wife and children captives. IIe suffered butl a few days of angluish. Brlant sent back the captives,
with a note on birch bark, giving them sweet liberty.
A firmer was unloading a wagon of corn at his grannry.
Hearing a shriek from the house, he looked about to find a
swarm of Indians and Tories surroundi ng it on all sides. "The
enemy, my boys!" shouted the fthller, but, as he leaped down
from the wagon, a. rifle ball pierced lhis itrliiotic breast. The
shriek cane from his wife, who was tomna hawked. Her five-year
old boy ran screaming to his fallen another, his childish heart
bursting with the frantic agony of sorrow. lie knelt down in the
crimson 1)ool about the form he loved so \well. In a moment a
tomahawk ended his grief alnd life together.
An aged man in the fort at
at Middleburg owned a mill two
miles away. lis son had passed the night there alone. At
the first discovery of the Indians, the white-haired father, knowing they would speedily attack the mill, started, regardless of
earnest remonstrances on account, of the danger of the attempt,

to warn his son of his peril.

lie hoped to reach the mill befbre
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Anl illncidleit of the invasion is worth relating. The Senecas
Iis father
alf l-In dian named Corn Planter.
were ledt byv
Wvals

:

\vhii te

tradter, who

his trips, been

had, manny years before, 011 one of

eminiored of a pretty Seneca

maiden.

Corn

Planter became one of the living evidences of his affection.
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DuIr)ing the Intlian wars of the west, his prejudices were all
against the United States, though he never actually took the
field. lie translated a number of dev\otional books into English,
and sought to induce his people to give up the uncertainties and
dlemoralizations of the chase and substitute agriculture. His own
opinion,

as expressed at a dinner party given hiln

by the dis-

tillguished Aaron Burr, was that the civilization of the Indians
must take place through their intermarriage and mingling of
blood with the whites. His correspondence, of which much is
yet extant, reveals a rugged and powerful intellect, on1 which
his associations with white men had exerted a marked influence. He encouraged missionaries to coine alllong his l)eople,
and renewed his Christian professions, which had, perhal S, beenll
or eclipsed while he was hnurling his waorriors like
suspended
(destroyillg lightnings U)pon the ldefi11seless inhabitants of' the

loliawk valley.

Hiis letters reveal a proud, sensitive spirit,

jea lolls of' its dignity, and which could not brook the slightest
imp utation of dishonor. Nothing esca ped the attention of his

eliniently diplomatic mind, whether it transpired in the cabinets
of ministers or around the council fires of the distant tribes of
western Indians. TIe erected for himself a fine mansion on the
western shore of Lake Ontario, where he lived in unprecedented
splendor. Here he held his barbaric court, " with a retinue of
thirty negro servants, and surrounded by gay soldiers, cavaliers
in powdered wigs and scarlet coats, and all the motley assemblage of that picturesque era.'
Two or three times Brant condescend(ed to visit the eastern
cities, receiving every attention from the great mIen of the day.
That "uneasy lies the head which wears a crown" was freshly

demonstratedd by his career. On one of his trips east, he was
followed by an assassin, a Dutchman, from the Mohawk valley,
whose entire family had been murdered by Brant's warriors.
The man shadowed him day and night, seeking a convenient
opportunity to kill him. Brant knew his danger, and took unusual precautios. O()e day tile assassin had w\ell-nigh ac(:c(cl-
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length 11(1 brei(lth of the Mohaw
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the head chie'ftmiv of the Six Nations.

W1141 tlie ol warrior
pll)lic
1ounicil,
bo(ldly

returned lie (,()ll'(oltl
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is enemies
(defied al denied(l their ca111nies
il cllar-'s, allnd de(iti)(Ide( 1
fii hearing before his peol)le.
'Forreasons which Ai lericallis
of the present generation will readily undilerst(ali, the military
fame and prestige of the g'eat Wlar chiief ovi'rllaie even ilte
burning invectives of Ile(l Jacket, andl rat triumnpheiled over all
opposition.
One uifortlinate aft llr m111(ade a, e'rril)l i1l)11ression oi1 his
minl, and he \waVs never really hiimseltf ,..i
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was in the habit of getting drunk. While on one of his sprees
he entered his fat her's room anlld commenced a storm of cursing
anil abuse.

The exact circumllstances are linkolmwn, but Brant,

in a sudden heat, stabbed his sonl, t'ro ii the effects of which he
died. The old ,nan1
never ceased to Iniient the deed, and it is
said would lie awake at night and cry by the hour.
O()i Novenlber 2-1, 1807, as the shrill \w inds of winter
began to whistle through the forest, and ithe first light; snow
the old chief looked out
spread a delicate mantle over tlle earth,
upon the whitened landscape for the last ti e. lie had been in
ill-health for quite awhile. That day a sudllen change for the
worse took place. After several hours of sltfl' ritg, Tl'havenhis f;tce to the wall, adll (lied.
odanegeai, Joseph Bralit,
Allonll 11is latest, words were those t) Ills a ifel 11pnelhe , in
I Ia e pity oin the
of his he;trt.
lie
whieh le litt tered
poor IlluliSn ; if' yoi
u calnl get uy inf111luene with the 'reat,
all thle good voul call."
t
het
do
to
elleavor
Il 1876, William Culle Bryant, the poet, whose lyre is
now attuned to celestial liarmionies, visited the ol house of
Brant. His description will form a pleasant conclusion to our
story.

iulliled

hinrihe1n

"To visit this quaint old mansion and find it untenanted for
the moment, as chanced to the writer one sunny day last ,June,
is like stepping ack ward from the nineteenth century into the
You enter a spi ious hall, andl
l:tst quarter of the ei ghlteenth.
tuniri ng to the right. find yourself in a large old-faishionled drawig-room, whose front w\iidows look out upon thlie blue expanse
of l'urlingtol lBy.

"On the opposite side of the room is a grate, surmounted by

an absurdly tall mantel, and flaked on each side by a curious,
arched recess. Life-size oil portraits of Brant, in his paint and
war-dress; of John Brant, the ideal of an Indian hero; of Sir

William Johnson and utembers of his fainily, in still' wigs and
scarlet coats, richly laced, stare (lo\vni lpon

"Upon the tmintel lies Brant's

(lgger.

you from the walls.

which drank the blood
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(of his ruflianly son Isaac; carelessly disposed 1lo

a table are

a jla)ir of richlly ornamented dueling pistols, thle gift of the I)uke
ot Northumberland ; there lies his tomahawk. yonder hangs the
Itueer conch-shell uce(al, which he wore. a nd in the corner is
flung his small sword. its ivory handle studldedl with gems, a tes']
. to lhis galtimonial from his sacred majesty., George the lThir
lant and faithful ally. So carelessly are tliese andil otl(her relics
strewn about the room as to lend encollragllemenllt to 111e fI;111('

that the old chief had hurriedly throw\\n them low\\ . expectill
momentarily to return and claiiii their. A r(1
('e;ii.v all 1,osplier.
pervades the apartment, disposiing the Imilnd to reverie an(1 rendering it hospitable to visions of the past.
"The writer, on the occasion nenltio ied, inst ,. i\.vely cast a
look toward the door, expecting to 1hear t li e
l 0eI Ioc'f
i ;l;sine(l
feet, to catch a glimpse of those swarthy fteat 1res. a d he alilsfixed by a glance of the basilisk eyes vli1ich a1re rel'rodiiucel ii
the portrait over the mantel. But the sTell \\;s broken Iv
hu i of approaching voices, antl a peil of (:il(hishi laughter. proceedidig from three bright little elves, (lesceinlats in the fol1irt
generation from Joseph Brant.
"I can readily y credit the '11mor rew(orted to m1e ill good ftith
by a neighboring farmer, that Brant house is haunted."
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TRAGEDIES AND ROMANCES.

CHAPTER VI.
THE CONFLICT

IN THE OHIO VALLEY.

I AT chlinges have been mirrored in the blue
_Oh
()io during tihe last hiuitlnred years!
The

I-

we rs of the
\\
claigiug t han
a :O
- of niic.
tl
ha tlhe L' 1
dll lllllnillairyv

river itself' have not been more
the laidscape. This is the true
WIho is there that (loes not sce
of Civilizvtion tfar sulsses the

of one Allddin? Not a single
l(.ce, but. wh) le cities have sprung into exist-

- -l--i

ence, as it wvere, illa single night. Instead of transforming
towns into lakes, and their inhabitants into blue, green, and yellow fish, by our magic, swaminps and reedy lakes are transformed
into cities, and in the place of innumerable suckers, cats, and
uinnowms, behold

generations

thronging

of' wide-eyed

populations

children

of men.

have

Unnumbered

wondered

at

the

elchaited horse, whiich, by the turning of a peg, in a single
(liay tralspl)ortedl the Prinice of Persia and his lady love to his
disti nt (hdoini)ons. But we have enchanted horses which travel

the rate of a mile a minute, able to carry, not merely two
The
persons, )bt whole populations. Yet we do not wonder.
ailtlhor of tihe -"Arabian Nights' Entertainments " thought his
-it

fancy hlad transcended the bounds of all that was possible. But
the creations of his imagination are tame and dull beside the
marvelous handiwork of the redil Genie, the Spirit of Civilization.
It is still possible to imagine the past.

We can conjure up

faint visions of the ni;jestic river rolling on in everlasting
solitude. The wihiding shores lie wrapped in the mantle of per-
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ennial forests. Not a sound is heard above the muffled roar
of the flood.
ll
(
It is e vellinll. At points w here the shore slopes grada
deer, mrw
lil(-ey(
to the water, stand shIadowy hllrds of
gr:'acefl
their
liftillg
dri king from the cooling current, now
nie('ks, alnd watcllhing with timid anxiety
shore,

'frol

O
the
which had cme

some spot aloig tlhe

slsuliciois

soud1

of rust li,

A uluskv
Lying hid in the thicket is a. 1 hatoi cainoe.
form steals cautiously through the underlbrush towa rd t I i el
leaves.

denizens of the forest. Ile ohtains a. view of the leovely si,t.
His eye flashes, his nostril quivers, but not with adI iiratiol of
the beautiful.
There is a whirring sound, as a light shaft \vhisitles tfhIrotud
the air. The startled deer leap toward lthe sllhadow of the fr'l'he arrow-heoad is ltriled in t h' I:art of :a
est. Too late.
:i 11dil spl rits
Thle cri'mti
noble buck. Iis leap was utito death.
llis
forth in hot jets upon the brown leaves of thlie wiillw(md.
lar-e and illtelliaelt eve is slowly covered with a till wlichl
shits out forever the view of his forest, home. His sletlder fortI,
stifeis.

The head is partially lifted, as if to lo0,,

repiroch'11ulness upon the enemy

nil l

whoia he had never hIirmn ed.

Then it sinks back upon the slpreadig antlers.
is

with

The ,agO i

cidled.

Ihe limit picture quickly fades.

Where stood the shindow v
outlines of thle forest, now stately buildings atnd the stoi y
elOXase of a great city's public landing, covered with vast 1pi1s
of itmerchandise, force themselves upon the vision. Almsg tlhe
shore stretches a mile of stately steamers. From soime j ist,
landed, streams of busy passengers pour forth over the w\vl;rfboat. Others are about to depart. Dozens of drays lthider
down the stony slope with freight for the out-goi g, vessels.
Gailgs of deck-hands are hurriedly carrying aboard the last of
the crn'go. The voice of the master is heard above the (liii,
incessantly

r.it

"gtlie

mthands

to (rea ter exertiotts, now ('Cir:-:ilg

them for cl msiness or albusing then for laziness,

itow

tllreat-
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the m with discharge and no pay, now promising various
rIevards for imore speed.

eiu

ilillter in

At last thle argo is loaded.

The last barrel is rolled aboard.
The last 'consignment of brooms and woodenl buckets is stowed
The smoke, which has been rising from the steamer's
c'llimilevys in thinl, idle currents, now rushes upward in black
\ollimles. The gangway is hauled aboard, the haw\\Nser cast off.
There is a hasty jingling of various signal bells. A heavy pufl '
fronI the engines, and the roaring swash of the paddle-wheels is
heard as the steamer slowly draws off from the dock.
If we turn from the din and confusion of the landing, we
hear above us the roar of the Queen City. Alles upon miles
f' )(wld(ered streets stretch on between tall rows of gloomily
1iIIings. The air is heavy with th e smiiell of groceries. and
treinilmus with the elanoor of metropolitan activity. The street
l m11ls are being lighted, and as we look up the long avenue
i lheir yellow flames on either side extend in a narrowing vista.
until. fIar up the hill, the walls of the street seem to come

Saw1v.

Ilow

came the change? Whence is the marvelous transformation ? Few of us think of it. The cities are here-it is
enough. What care we for the struggles of our fathers ? No
dlolt, they were gentlemen, loving quiet, and, following their
:tstes, they lef't the settled towns and cities of the e<ast to build
rude homes in the peaceful valley of the Ohio. Unmolested
by) any disturber, we think they quietly plowed the glebe,
harvested crops, reared their children, and were gathered to
their graves.
\Vh :it a mistake ! The peace we now enjoy is the offspring
of

vwar.

Our fathers were

not peaceful, timid mien.

They

were bold adventurers. They were scouts. They were Indian
fiuhiters. The Ohio valley was won from the savages only after
the longest, the bloodiest struggle on record. It was a war
which raged without perceptible intermission from the breaking
out of Lord Duimnore's war, in 1774, to the battle of Fallen

21i0

THI: ('OL.VIC'IT I.T

VOlO
I.1,IE .

7'111':

the pionleers of the lmagnificelnt

Vllev

1)lrir"g that, itlle
knew 1no l we. 'he

of the Revolution were
struggle with the savages there

t'oult

:lnd1(

Tilmbers, in 1794. a period

of twlly years.

battles

Woni.

bIt

in the

vwas no victory for he hra\,,
was achieved
colonists. The independence of the New lieI li'li
n
ioti on
by force of arms in spite of the greatest military
earth, but against the redskins of the O()io the arms of the
colonies prevailed not.

Peace was made with England. but with her Indian allies
no armistice took place.

Treaties were concIludled

with every

reel man

still shook

European government, but the outraged

Years rolled by. lExxpedition, f'ter
expedition was sent against the lntindias of thle west. only to
end in rout and massacre. Children grew to be ien utuil woutien,
aloft the gory tomahawk.

middle-aged mnen and women grew grr:,y in the conseless c onflict,

yet they fought with all the zeal of the iygLonle years.
The prize was worth the struggle, and the comlhtamtints knew
it.

The region of Ohio, Indiana. Illinois, K ent uckyv. and lTen-

nessee

is

the finest

part

of

the

Ameriam

1t 'llinent. The

Indians of the west for unumiibered generations knew it as the
best hunting-ground bet ween the oceans.
The white settlers
saw in it a seat of empire

for their

posterit y, unequaled

in

Europe or Amuerica. Midway between the extremes of tenhlierature, with mild winters and cool summers, with the richest soil,
moderate rain-fall, a rolling surface, and abl)udant forests,

it is

evident at this day that the pioneers did not overestimate the
prospect.. There is hardly any limit to the population which
the region is capable of sustaining. Delightful for residence, it
is also the natural home of trade, agriculture, and nmailufacture.
As a nursery of great men, the Ohio valley has long since,
distanced any other portion of the country. henry Clay. Ahiraham Lincoln. UTlysses S. Grant, Joseph E. McI)onald, J ohn Sherman, James A. Garfield, Rutherford B. Hayes. IIugh McCulloch,
Robert G. Ingersoll, Oliver 1). Morton, Stephen A. Douglas,
Thomas A. Hendricks, Allen G. Thurnian., Benjamin garrison,
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Matthew SimIpson()
E. S. Ames, Tom Corwin, Thomas Marshall,
George I). Prentice, Robert Dale Owen, Henry Ward Beecher,
William T. Sherman, Henry Bas;'omn, A. E. Burnsides, Stonewall
J,:cksoll-these are the mel whom the valley of the Ohio has
already furnished to the IRepublic. Where can be found a ny
other portion of the country, which, within less than :1 hundred
years after the first settlers found it a silent wilderness, has
given to the world such a constellation of statesmen, orators,
military conllnanders, and writers ?
The Ohio valley then was won by war, by twenty years of
conflict. Reserving for separate chapters the stories of the dif'firent expeditions and thme most, fiimous Indian fighters, in this
(clll
a r \\vwe
will collect the crumbs which fill from the table of
the feast.
T'l gro(,ter part of the romantic stories of Indian adventures
have been buriedd with the (larin, actors in oblivion. Besides,
the few ilces which happened to be preserved in manuscript or
pilrtil, there yet linger in certain old families shadowy traditions
of their ;ancestors' struggles and adventures. Gray-haired men
are yet to be found in warm chimney corners, who can repeat
iimany romantic stories told them by their mothers. But in another generation these dim traditions will be gone, as will be the
nmen who tell them. Even with a recountal of the feats of which
the stories have been preserved, many volumes could be filled.
Here we can only outline some representative (leeds and dangers.
TIHE ESCAPE OF McCONNEL.

l'eople will eat. Alexander McConnel, of Lexington, Kentucky, though no philosopher, had observed this. So it cane
to pass that he went hunting one spring morning in 1780, and
killed a fine deer. It was necessary to procure a horse to transp)ort the game. Five Indians happened to find the fallen buck,
understood the situation, and, from a neighboring thicket prepared a reception for the hunter.
Presently McConnel, careless of danger and chuckling over his good luck, appeared on

CU.\"1"'1

2-'

C7,

I.N'

%'111:' O//I()

llIe Illdills filedl, killed lthe horse. bltl11ot tihe
ridCer, and took the latter captive.
of the deep
His cpit orS tni5ned ad to be jolly fellows. ill site
eai' t ,'ofthe l sa V' e.
1)s l to lill:lit the h(
is
lSell,11
s
mIela chIol \v cll'll
''hey let McCoinlel have lhis u, and le chimedlin with the
t the
Alo
1' v shots.
iin by killi g gan e for ltheli with tf
his horse.

T

fourth eve1nin,_ the travelers
MtConuiel concluded the

euncA'liped oil the sh re of the ()hio.

uilt hadl

"'one

ir'enonl.

'
110 reS

oVe

lthe river. 11 '0cm11 plain ed that
1t were paliflful.
the cords with which they tied li1 a:t uigi
they tied lhil loosel,y, paled the ends
Being polite ,getleu ,ie.
Iolies. andi weitl to sleep.
of the bullhlo tug aroludl their owin
AlMConnel l:v Muiet till midnight.
tried
1. :
)possible,
his right hand as s mll as
I
Then he malde
hand
the
left
tried
!
11
to draw it al of the loop. Impossible
with the sa ne result. lie atte lipted to i)'e;.ih the kInot with his
imI llI. It could not ,e dole . Hlcretofoe he l ,a1 ,orne his
to escape before they crossed

lis veins 'grewswollen with 'rage.lie strl:ined and
'seless! 1 e thought of
pulled\wit 1 the eneryv of despal:ir.
f'rit i.

of' perpetitual cal)tivity, of a death by torture, of
his hol,
sui.ide.
As he lay almost bursting with fury, somethiuig on the
his eve. lie studied
ground, !litterilg in the firelight,

caught

it attentively.

At last he made it out.

he reach it? Ie
('0111ould1

It was a kiife.

1low

could not move his hands two inches
without waking his sleeping guards. It haunearly two vyrds
from his feet. lie comnumenced to slowly move hlis body toward
the foot of his rude pallet, under the ('over of hull lo skill. As
this singular iovemuient ('continued, he graIdually drew his hands
upward, leaving themi in the same relative lpositlion. Now they
above his head; now stretched at full
were over his fihce, o110w
length toward lthe head of the bed. His head was covered with
the buffalo robe. It could no longer be lifted. Unable to see
the knife he sought it with his foot. lie felt everywhere for

it.

tle could

~

1.V)~A\N

I

not litil it.

in the ,roiulul.

:1N.1 )

(; /11')

71

The

iiichles this side of it.

mark :1liadle

ElIeve

-

d

1)

'greattoe he made a mark

WVitl ii s

he drew hiiiselli upI.

'1Te1

'Thle kIif'e vwas there.

s.

Ro~flr

i'ilehes

lie raised

his

head.

)y his toe was eleven
between liberty and a

death by torture!

MlcConnel

thought.

In :a little whliile le

side to side.

his head tfro

inlienced moving

At each movement lie seized the

a eled it a little.
1(
edge of the bufliflo skin in his teeth :and
d 1' tle sa\va!.e ()I tlhe
Presently the skill \vas part ially 1 1llel
lHe turned over iin his sleep io warm his
lie got cold.
right.
This threw hlim much nearer \lColinel.

cold side.

gave considerable

also

1)1ay to

But it

Inrisoner's hands.

he

extended his Iiands above his head.

A;a iII

Again the foot

soiight

for the j1ireioius kl ife.
iI
It was reached ,.gras ed firinly between the ioes, and draw
ii ,a ilnoui t IcC olnel had it il his hiatnd :,Ind serupw:ard.
lie ro.se. Instead of fleein.., he deliberately
ered his bonds.

sat dow\\i by the lire. Stiraiige condulict for a fi,_itive ! Too
well lhe kn w that to fly) without, killing his captors mIeat certrail lihe would leave NwoullI be
lThe
d rec ptlre.
tai purlsuil
as plaili

to their eves as a plow farrow.

cutti ag the

ilroats of one or two.

Hie

Illilght succeed il

But file dea thlittle

must

rouse the rest.

At lastle

took all 1ut t wo of the guns of the savages and

hid them in the Iforiest.

loads.

()f the two heenrcefully exaiii

''lley :,lppe:ird satisfy

ed the

victory, for lie noiselessly laid tlhe

and

:iied each at a saalge. The flickering light of the c11111) ire revealed his calm but determined ace.
The'1gil lns were fired almost simultaneously, killa ig lI nig!
Iiarels :rss5 a:lo,.

le stavages outright. At the report the other three
in: 1w\o of th
cCoinnel rushed itstatntly to the spot
s i,,ag to their feet.
As his ene ies bounded towards
where lie had hid thie gulns.
The ball passed through the body of the
liii. he fired a:ail.
foremost

Inldian

l wo inded the one behind him.

The fifth
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amlt last savage instllltli

IN

fled.

'THE 01110

'AILLEY.I:

the wounded
l
lnelclubbed

I\co(

safety.
e ill
\way llii
d his gunll. aIdl miide hills
brave. shoulllerei
The suv'ixing i tidian paused not till lie reached his people.
Among' them was a white captive. Mrs. Dunlap. Afterward
she escall e(. a111d to ld lcColnel of this Indlidl's , c'(ouiilt of the
related that he and his compl1a:iomcl. had
h11
altilir to his people.
capttlred a fine young hunter at Lexington, and had brought him
as llr as the ( )lhio that, while there euimanlped, a large party of
white men hald ti1llen upon them inII the night,ian killed all his
tlhe defenseless prisoner, who lay
coimlpa Iilis.I together wit
boundl 1111nd1 11nd fot, utble either to escape or resist.
A RIAC.\('E FOR LIFE.

One July evening in 1781, as the tired harvesters of what
is Hardin County. Kentucky, were trudging to their cabins. a

war party of Inilians burst into the settlement with wild yells,
murdered no less than twelve persons,
as they cni'e.

The

stricken pioneers

anid

withdrew as swiftly

started in pursuit.

IIn

their party vas lPeter Keinedy, a young Indian fighter, known
as the swiftest runn111er in lKent

ick y.

to
This talent c:iulsed lilll

be looked oi as a very brilliant fellow.

the settlers ran into ail timbuscide.
anxious \vmnen

ii the fury of pursuit

Better had it been for the

nd children, left behind in the cabins, if the

brave ones had never gone from them. The savages fired from
ambush, killing every white except Kennedy. lie jumped
behind a tree. As an Indian ran at him with uplifted tomnahawk, the runner fired, killed the savage, and ran. Nine rifles
were d(ischaroed. A ball iII his leg disabled him. It also cost
hilt two years' captivity in the wigwams along the Wabash River
in Indiana.

The tihte camne at last when his wound healed and his captors were ofl' their guard. lie made his way to the Ohio River,
built a:raft, and crossed it. Iie felt pretty safe. A fitt deer
was shot by him, and, building a fire, he proceeded to roast a
delicious haunch of venison.

The savory roast was just done,
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and the hungry main was putting the first, rare morsel to his
lips, when a title was fired I'ronti
the tliic(ket, aid Kennedy felt a

sharp sting on his leg. lurt, built
not disabled, he seized his gun
and started at the top of his speed or thlie Itountailis. Thirty
miles away was Gooden's Station.

That point he imust make.

The Indians started ill hot pursuit. Now Kennlledy suimmoned to his aid all the skill and eniduraiice which liai won his

faine as a runner. Up-hill, down-hill, tlirough utnierbrush, over
fallen logs, across stony ground, and in the iilidst of luagmires,
he sped like an arrow. lie gained onihis pursuers. At the
end of five miles he was out of gun-shot. But, still they f1olowed. At the end of ten miles the perspiration streamed from
his brow. His face and neck were swolleii till the blood seemed
ready to burst forth.

Still he ran on without the least abatemiueit of speed.
Fifteeii miles were accomplislhl.
1ie found
himself at the sutunit of a ridge of hills, near Ih,,lliig Fort.
lIe plaused fer a unomient.
The pursuers were
lo itger in
sight. lie leaked against a tree tor a whole miniiut e.
This

lno

seemtied to refresh him in i melisely.

With redoubled speed he bounded down the rugged hillside,
lea liing from rock to rock, itmotiinttiari!y plait tig his flyi ng feet
ont spots which seemed to furnish iio foot hold. A vast plain

was before him. lie was a miile froti the ri le befor lie iheard
the yells of his pursuers. lie looked over his shoulder. They
ha:d paused oil the siuninit. At the iol
ntiet 1Kentmedly saw the
Indiais they caught sight of him. FVar a a v on the lill-top lie
saw their gestures of rage outline ed tag:iist the sky. Suddenly
they leaped down the slople as lie had done.
Kenlnedy redoubled his exertions. Mile after mile was
accop lished. Hour tter hour hle iniiit ained his terrific speed.
At times he couil see his pursuers (rossiig thlle
open country
two miles behind him. Once, losing sight of tliheti, lie thought
the pursuit was abandoned. lie threw\ himself on the ground.
His limbs trembled violently. His chest heaved up and down
in convulsive

respiration.

Iii a

inutcit

inire

stupor

would

Tll k' (u'UNII"
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have seized him. Just then the wind bore to his ears a faint
yell. The'ly were still after him, only much nearer. He had
niot beell ahile for al11 hour to hear their voices.
Once more he started. The speed ,was no longer so great.
His ,,:te was sttumiblinig and irregut1ar. Twice he fell hetadloinl
over triflill" obstacles.
Butt he was nearing his g0,al. 'Tvwent'Kennedy agaill lost sight alIld sound
live iiiles were completed.
of his pursuers. Tvw-einty-s x miles-they were hopelessly in
the rear. Twenty-seven iiles-the flaming disk of the afternoon sun sank behind the tree-tops.

Twenity-eight miniles-Ken-

neVdy felt he had won the race. Thirty tiles-and he sank
exhautsted, but victorious, on the floor of the fort,
lie gasped
out

:i11

explatationl.

A party was olrgaiiized.

Almost within

g'unislhot of the fort lay the savages. When discovered, they
tried to runl.
Buttt their stremlgth was exha used.
They had
runltheir race onlly to mileet death ait the enid.
It wats several we-eks before Kenlnledy recovered f'ronm
the eile'ts of hIis feoarful exertions.
Ilis race is without par:illel
in frmit er chirolicles.
A FC IGT

N A FOG.

Bryn's Station w as ,aflort. It was on the bank of the
Elkhorn Creek, betwveent Lexington and Maysville, Kentucky.
lIci g exposed and liable to t'reqluelt attack, it was strongly
buitlt,
forty cabins, in parallel rows, connected by
hiettvy palisades. From this shelter no mant dared to venture
alone. The g"larrison of fifty mell required food. But thle httunt-

(ontaining'

inl parties never went out with less than t'wellt V

It was in M.lay

,

lle1'1.

1 781, that such a party sallied forth, under

unlm:t11td
of Williamin Bryan't.
The inen lpicked their way
catiutiotsly through the overhamlginLbranches of their
forest. No
(o

etnemmy w:as seen.

A ravine, which

had been the site of many

a bloody ambusceade, was passed ill peace.

What renasoin was

there for further caution ? Why not divide the party, sweep a
large tract of country, and gather a heavy supply of gale
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while

they had the opportunity ? Ten men, under James
Hogan, took the north bank of the creek and Bryant the south
bank. They were to meet and join camps at nigh t-full. 11ogan's

men were proceeding on their way, when they were startled
a loud cry of " Stop !" in

gooIo

English.

by

In their rear a party

of Indians was to be seen in rapid advance.
The whites at once turned loose a pack-horse, put srii's to
After a run of several

lniles

they reined ill,
an(1 1hl

a

hri1ied

consultation.

That their flight had been premature was evident.
party was unknown.
Bryant's
men might be in great peril. To cross the creek, and lie in
ambush till the Indians caine aloig, learn their
mI1111b)ers. then
The strength of the attacking

either fight, join Bryant, or fly to the fort iilcase of c vcrwIn'lmiling force, seemed the best wayv to remedy lthe mistake.
It

was three hours before the crumnching of twigs a(lross the (reek
announced the footsteps of the enemlly.
It,was already night. The starlight revealed an Ilhian
starting to cross the stream. Hogan fired.
Thel'lre was a yell,
and a mighty splash of waters. The bullet had llade its home
in his heart. At once all became still. After an ours wa\\iting, the hunters mounted and made their way to the fort.
Bryant and his little company were still out. Long l)efore daylight, Hogan and his men, ashamed at their flight aul anxious
about Bryant, started once more down the creek to joi n hint.
The morning was very foggy. O1)jects were invisible at a distance of ten feet.
While they were thus on their w\ay, Bryanit iiet with a,sad
disaster. IIe had gone into camp the night before at the
:ppointed time, but Hogan came not. The men prelaredl and
ate their supper. They sat around the camnip fire, speculating
anxiously on his absence. Usually, these hunting parties were
,jolly crowds. The evenings in camp were filled with rough fun
and jokes. But on this evening the men were in no humorn
for
levity. The horses were picketed more closely than usual.
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The men grouped themselves in a narrower circle. They talked
in anxious whispers. A dozen times Bryant left the circle and
went out into the forest to listen for Ilogan's app-roach. As
It was far
many times he returned with his anxiety unallayed.
in the night before the men rolled themselves in their bultillo
robes for sleep.
The night passed uneasily.
and were preparing breakfast.

In the morning the men rose,.
Just then the ftiillt tinkle of a

bell was heard through the fog. Every one listened. In a ft(w
it.
moments it was heard again. This timiie Bryan recog(Iizel
It was the bell of Ilogan's pack-horse. Believing llogan to
have missed the camp and to be wandering in the fog, Bryant
and Grant mounted their horses and rode to the spot

vlwhere the

bell was still giving irregular tinkles. Just as they had about
reached it, a dozen Indians started up in the fog and fired.
Both men were wounded, Bryant mortally. The bell was the
bell from IIogan's pack-horse, which the Indians had capt ured.
But instead of being on the horse's neck, the bell was held ,y
a savage, alnd shaken slightly from time to tile. Both miien
retained their seats and managed to make their way to the
fort, where Bryant shortly expired.
The Indians at once charged on the camp, killed some, and
dispersed the rest. They proceeded to occupy the camp, and
lounged about the fire, smoking their tobacco. At this moment
Hogan's party rode upon them, unseen in the fog. The surprise
was equal. Each side sought shelter, and a sharp battle was
fought, lasting half an hour, at the end of which time the
Indians fled, leaving several dead behind them.
The canip
trappings of Bryant's party were found by Hogan in the camp.
His suspicions were at once aroused concerning the fate of their
owners. After a vain search for them, he and his men sadly
returned to the fort, to find their worst apprehensions realized.
Bryant, the leader of the fort, the man for whom it was named,
the hero of a hundred fights, was lying cold in death amid the
corpses of the men who fell in the same attack.
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A SETTLER'S SELF-D)EFENSE.

Not in Kentucky alone, but throughout the length of the
Ohio valley, raged the conflict with the red nan. David Morga1 occupied a cabin on the Monongahela River, several miles
from the.nearest neighbor. lie was seventy years of age, but
still braved the dangers of his situation.
One morning two of his younger children went to plow a
field a mlile away from the cabin. Morgan became uneasy from
sonne cause, and taking his trusty rifle, determined to go to
them. Iie found the boys all right. Taking a seat, on the top
rail of the worm fence, he was giving some directions about the
work, when he suddenly became aware of the ft(:t that he and
his children were inot alone. IIn the edge of the forest he perceived two Indians gliding stealthily and rapidly upon the boys.
Morgan called to the latter to fly to the house. For himself, he
determined to' cover their retreat. The children, having two
hundred yards the start, and being fleet runners, were soon out
of reach.
The old man also ran with considerable activity for a short
distance, but as his strength failed, his pursuers gained on him.
Iie turned at bay, to contend with the two powerful and wellarmed savages. The woods were thin. Morgan planted himself behind the only large tree in the locality. His pursuers
instantly sought cover behind some saplings , but old Morgan,
seeing a little of the personal of the nearest savage exposed, fired
Thie other Indian at once
with unerring skill and killed himi.
rushed on Morgan, whose gun was of course emnLpty. The latter ran, but in a moment his pursuer, less than twenty steps
behind him, fired. By great fortune, the ball missed its mark.
Morgan again turned at bay, clubbing his musket, while the
Indian raised his tomahawk. Both blows took effect, the gun
stock being broken on the Indian's skull, and the tomahawk,
shattered by striking the gun-barrel, having cut off' two of
Morgan's fingers. The savage reached for his knife, but the
old man grappled with him, hurling him to the ground.
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An awfull struggle took place, but the youth ad superior

urn Morgaii. The savage
strength of the Iidlian availed to to
planted his knee on his opponent's breast, and again reached
for his knife. Again his luck turned. lie had latel v stolen a
woman's an'pro.
It was tied around his \\waist, co\erinlg the
knife handle, so he could not readily get at it. Old MorgaL,
managed to get one of the
however, was game to the last. lie
savage's fingers between his teeth. This inianeuv\er caused the
Indian to howl with rage, and struggle furiously to get loose,
but Morgan's jaws were locked on that finger with the grip of
a steel vise.
Seizing his little advantage, Morgan reached for the Inlian's
knife himself. Both grasped it at the same instant, Morgan
getting a small grip on the handle, the savage a better one on
the blade. At this juncture. Morgan gave the finger a terrific
bite, and with swift dexterity twitched the knife out of his
adversary's hand. Quick as thought he plunged it into the
Indian's side, then into his stomach, blade, handle, and all. 'hIe
latter fell over on his side.
Old Morgan rose, greatly exhausted by the exertion and
excitement of the struggle, and feebly made his way home. A
party of neighbors was raised within an hour or two, who found
that the old man's antagonist had crawled some little distance
to a clump of bushes. When discovered, he held out his hand,
and feebly uttered "Brothers! " The whites, however, failed to
acknowledge this claim of relationship. Ie was killed, scalped,
and skinned, the hide being tanned by the settlers for bullet-pouches.
AN AMERICAN MEG MERRILES.

The genius of Walter Scott has immortalized the character
of old Meg Merriles throughout the world. Her character was
drawn from life, the original being a certain Jean Gordon, a
famous gypsy of the Scottish border.
Great novelists must
have appropriate subject-matter on which to hase their stories.
The border lore and legendry from which Scott drew his treas-
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ure, is popularly supposed to be unparalleled. Nowhere is the
error of this notion, to which we have called attention in our
preface, better shlowii than illthe fact that in the conflict of the
Ohio valley, there aroe
arose a woman, ifsuch she might be called,
more remarkable in career, more strange and wild in character,
than Jean Gordon ever was. " Mad Ann Bailey," as she was
known among the settlers, though of vastly different origin and
surroundings, bears a general resemblance to the immortal Meg
Merriles of "Guy Mannering."
The strange creature of whom we write was born in Liverpool, England, about 1750. Her maiden name was IIennis; her
husband being Richard Trotter. Along with other adventurous
spirits of the time, she and her husband emigrated to America,
and, as if by instinct, sought the perils and excitement of border life. Trotter was an Illdian fighter. lIe became a volunteer in D)ulllnore's waIr, and was killed in the bloody battle of
Point Pieassit.
FromI that da;y his widow lead that strange
h spread(l her namIe ftr and wide through the borcareer whici
der settleiients, and which will perpetuate it so long as the
stories of the border struggles are read among men.
Thel(ceforth she followed but one pursuit-that of fighting

the Indians. She unsexed herself, wore men's clothes, and
instead of household tasks, she took upon herself the toilsome
life of a scout. She became a dead-shot with a rifle. She
learned to throw the tomahawk with all the accuracy and
strength of an Indian warrior. As a hunter, she had no superior on the border. Wherever prizes were offered in contests in
rifle shooting, tomahawk throwing, or other athletic sports, far
or near along the border, this strange and solitary woman
always appeared at the last moment as a contestant, and carried
off the prize. She rode a powerful black horse, called "Liver)oo1," after her birthplace. It was the only living creature she
loved. Her horse and rifle were her constant companions.
She spent her time as other scouts, roaming the forests in
search of game, or stealthily watching in ambush for some wan-
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dering Indian. Amid storms of rain and sleet, beset by the
rigors of' winter, followed by wild beasts, or pursued by
Indians,
her immense frame of iron strength knew no fatigue, her restless rancor no slumber. As she bestrode her horse, her male
attire, her weather-beaten features, her black, wiry hair, cut
short in men's fashion, her cold, gray eyes and grating voice,
her rifle easily thrown over her shoulder, revealed the AMAZON.
No service in behalf of the settlers was too arduous, no mode
of injury to the savages too cruel or bloody for her fierce zeal.
The story of one incident has come down to us.
She
was making her head-quarters at Charleston Fort, in West Virginia, when the fort was besiegecd by an overwhelming force of
Indians. Unable to subdue it by force, the besiegers undertook
to reduce it by famine. The 'bravepioneers defended it resolutely ut il their hearts were chilled to find the supply of
amnnllluition nearly exhausted. The nearest point from which
supplies could be had was more than a hundred miles away.
The w y laty through dense forests, bottomless morasses, vast
ranges of mountains, terrible precipices, and rushing rivers.
Worse thal all this, the whole country was overrun with warparties of savages. Great as was the peril of the fort, great as
was the peril of the journey, this bold woman alone would
undertake the task of procuring supplies. Avoiding all trails,
roads, and regular passes, she took her way directly across the
mountains of West Virginia for more than a hundred miles.
Reaching her destination in safety, she procured lead and
gunpowder, loaded it on a pack-horse, and commenced the fearful return journey. Followed by raving packs of wolves, at
every step beset by hissing serpents which still infest the mountains of Virginia, discovered and pursued by Indians, hardly
daring to sleep a moment, she recrossed the mountains by a
different route, swam her two beasts across foaming mountain
torrents, and, after exposure to every conceivable peril, and
escape from all, delivered her precious load to the beleaguered
garrison. This service became famous throughout the border.
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On her return she again took her place among the reso'1lt,
defenders of the fort, doing guard duty, or sharing in the f1 ' )
of every attack.
At some period in her career, this strange, unsexed creature.
with her disordered intellect, was actually wooed a(ld won )) a
man named Bailey, but this marriage made no chiinge ill lier life,
except that, instead of being known as " Mad Anim," she \\,as
thereafter " Mad Ann Bailey."
ler numerous services to tli e
settlers caused her to be as much loved by the whites as shll was
feared and hated by the Indians. IIt the lattr ipart of hier life,
when times had become more settled, she used

at tinies to

visit the families she had known and served in her e'irlier
years. From such visits she never failed to return laden down
with presents.
TIHE GREAT FIGtHT OF POE AND BIG FOOT.

"No man ever took more satisfaction in hunting deer, bear,
wolves, and buffIillo than I have, but the greatest enjoy yieint I
ever took was in hunting Indians." The speaker was an old
man, of gigantic frame and shrunken muscles, lie sat by in
open fire-place, with its great andirons and blazing back-logs.
Around him sat a group of younger people, his fianily and
friends. A hush was upon the little circle. The old man was
still quivering with excitement, as if he had gone through some
violent exertion far beyond his strength. He had sat silent for
a few moments, as if recovering his breath, and then uttered the
sentence given above.
The old man was Andrew Poe, a man whose name was
known in every cabin in the Ohio valley during the twenty
years' conflict. His excitement and apparent exhaustion had a.
cause. He had just been relating to the company for the hundredth time the thrilling story of his fight with Big Foot. As
he set himself afloat in the current of the story, he illustrated
it by action. lie went through all the fury and effort of a
death-struggle with an imaginary adversary. Not a detail of
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the fight had been omitted. With flashing eye, tense and
knotted muscles, almost choked with frothing rage, he had
re-enIi:cted the scene with all the spirit of the original conflict,
for the benefit of the little group.
We have entered the room too late to hear the old man tell
it himself, too late to see him reproduce the conflict in all its
vividness. All we can do is to learn the story from others who
heard old Poe relate it.
In 1781, there stood on Harmon's Creek, twelve miles back
from the Ohio River, in what is Washington County, Pennsylvania, a small settlement of white people.
Among the settlers were two brothers, Andrew Poe, then
thirty-nine years of age, and his brother Adam, six years
younger. The elder was a manl
of large build and splendid
l usc ,lilr development.
lie and his brother were both Indian
fillers, and were looked oii as the chief defenders of the settlelient. Andrew, especially, by reason of his great strength,
his lnatchless agility, and(l rare courage, was the pride of the
valley. In the spring of the year of which we write, the settleiiient, ill coininon with the rest of the valley, had suliered
he lvily fronm Indian attacks. On one occasion, while the Poes
tlland their clearest neighbor, Kennedy, were off on a scout, a
part y of Indians had burst into Kennedy's house, and murdered
his young wife and child.
A short time afterw\\ards, probably in Julne, a band of seven
bloody Wyandots stole into the settlement att midnight, broke
into a lonely cabin, in which lived William Jackson, all alone.
Ile was an ohl man, sixty years of age. Having made
Jackson a captive, they attempted to enter llnother house, but
aroused the inmates, who gave the alarm. The seven Indians
made off with their prisoner. The men of the settlement were
quickly collected. Jackson was discovered to be missing.
Arrangements were made for pursuit. In the morning, as
soon as it was light enough to see the trail of the rmnarnuders,
which was tolerably distinct in the high dewy grass, the settlers
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set out to save their friend. Twelve of them rode at full speed
toward the river. At the top of' a steep descent to the river.
down which the trail led, the horses were hitched, and the men
pressed forward on foot. At the foot of the hill the trail turned
down the river. It led across a shallow rivulet that entered the
Ohio. The waters of the stream were muddied. They had
been recently disturbed. Andrew Poe called the attention of
the men to it, as a suggestion that the game was near. lie had
been convinced by the indications of the trail that the Indians
were led by a person no less distinguishedd than the renowned
"Big Foot," chief of the Wyandots, so called from the size of
his feet, which, however, were not out of proportion to his
immense stature and Herculean proportions.
Poe was not unwilling to measure his strength with such a
famous adversary, should opportunity occur. For sone reason,
after crossing the rivulet, while the others followed the trail
leading away from the river bank, Poe turned to his right. and
kept on alone through some heavy willows along the shore.
Suddenly he discovered, about twelve feet below him on the
slope toward the water, two
lindins, crouching behind a small
bluff or elevation in the river bank. They had guns cocked
and were looking intently towards a spot from which they had
heard a noise. One Indian was of enormous size, and Poe at
once conjectured that he was no other than Big Foot-. The
other, though smaller, was fully the equal of Poe, who was
himself the boast of the settlements.
To take in the situation at a glance, to level his gun at the
breast of Big Foot, and draw the trigger was the work of an
instant. But the much vaunted weapons of the pioneers were
clumsy/ affairs to those of to-day. The gun missed fire. The
Indians yelled. Poe hastily drew back into the bushes. Just
then the rest of the party had overtaken the other five Indians
a hundred yards down the river. The shots momentarily
attracted the attention of Poe's adversaries. He a second time
attempted to fire.
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A second tile, as if reluctant for its task, the gun missed
fire. Poe fluing it down, boldly jumped over the bluff, throwing one <arm around Big Foot's neck, and the other around his
companion, throwing both to the ground by his weight and
mioimentum. Big Foot fell on his back, with Poe on top of him,
on his left side, his left arm around the Indian's neck. The
smaller Indian fell to the right of the other two, but with
his head caught in the vise-like grip of. Poe's right upper arm
and side. From this embarrassing situation the smaller savage
struggled to withdraw his head, but in vain.
Poe felt that in order to save his life he must kill one of his
olponenlts, before either disengaged himself from him. If one
of them should get free while he still held down the other, he
saw little hope. To kill Big Foot, however, he must get at his
knife. This was in its scabbard, pressed tightly between his
left side and Big Foot's body. Nor could he use more than his
fore right arm in his effort to disengage it. He pulled and
tugged frenziedly to get the knife out, but Big Foot's hand was
also on it. While Poe and his larger antagonist tugged at the
kitife. the other lunged and twisted to free himself. At last
1Poe gave a furious wrench to the knife, and Big Foot suddenly
lettilnl go, the weapon came out suddenly. Poe's arm pulling
at thle knife, :and unexpectedly released, jerked back, releasing
the smaller Indian from its grip, the knife at the same time
slillpping from LPoe's fingers, and flying into the river.
Almost at the same moment Big Foot threw his long arm
about Poe, and hugged with all his strength. The latter strugThe smaller Indian overlooking, or, pergled to free himself.
h:a)ps, for fear of shooting Big Foot, afraid to use a cocked gun
lying just t Poe's head, ran to a canoe, tenl feet away, seized
a, tomahawk, and running back, gave a terrific hack at Ploe's
head. The latter, however, though still a prisoner in the iron
embrace of Big Foot, managed, just as the Indian delivered the
stroke, to give his wrist a terrific kick with his right foot, diverting the blow, and flinging the tomahawk into the river.
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At this Big Foot bellowed furiously at, his
own tongue.

'collla:lllioll ill

his

The latter procured tlie other tollmlahaw k, lllnd. care-

This time Poe
fully avoiding Poe's heels, again struck at him.u
threw up his right arm, received the blow in his wrist, onlle Ioe
and the cords of three fingers being cut, and ilhe hanimd lpract ically disabled. Giving his arm a jerk, the toillahawk, which
was caught in the sinews, was snatched from the lndinn's hulm.
and Poe in turn threw it into the river.
At this moment Big Foot's embrace relaxed. Poe tore hi1-1
self loose, snatching up the cocked gun with his left hand as he
rose, and in a moment shot the smaller Iudian through the hbody.
Just as the bullet left the barrel, Big Foot. who :ld risen oidv
less quickly than Poe, seized him by the neck amid leg. amnd
pitched him toward the river as if he were a chi,. Poe, ho-,\\
ever, could not be excelled for activity. Though too Ilte to
prevent this, he threw his left hand back, caught the In i;ani's
buckskin breech clout firmly, and, as he fell, dragged 13ig Foot
with him over the bank into the river.
The water was deep). Each Iman struggled with uneartliy
fury to drown the other. The water was lashed into ua11ry
,ed
foam by their conflict. First one (andtheir the other obtai
the advantage.
At last, Poe got his filgers on the Indian's
scalp-lock, and held him under, as he supposed, till he was
strangled. But the Indian had deceived him by keeping quiet.
As Poe let go the scalp-lock to get his knife anid end the
contest, the latter seized Poe, and in turn put him under.
But Poe was still full of resources; though half strangled, he
nmmtnaged to struggle toward deeper water. The current seized
them, carried both beyond their depth, and the Indian, as Awell
as Poe, was obliged to let go his hold and swim for life. There
was yet one loaded gun on shore. To get that weapon each
adversary put forth every exertion. Poor Poe, however, hav'ing only one hand to swim with, saw Big Foot beating him in
the raoe. lie therefore turned again to mid-stream, iuteiding to
dive. Big Foot gained the shore, picked up the loaded gun, but
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in cocking it broke the hammer.
the empty rifle, anll
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Throwing it down he snatched

ran to the canoe folr a:.llllli ioll.

At this inomnent Adaim Poe came ruilllillg dowl the shore, to
find out what was the matter. Andrew shouted to him to
"shoot

the big

Indian on shore."

Adam's gun was empty.

Just as Big Foot was loading his gun, Adam began the sale

act with his. Each felt that his life depended on completing
the charge first. Big Foot would inevitably have been ready to
fire first, had not another mishap befallen him. In withdrawing
his ramrod too hastily, it slipped front his hand. The time it
took to pick it up gave Adam Poe the advantage. Just as Big
Foot raised his gun, Poe fired, and killed him.
The fight was ended, but not its mishaps. Another white
man following Adam Poe (down the bank, seeing that the latter
had shot an Indian on shore, and perceiving Andrew PIoe, with
bloody face, swimming rapidly from the shore, mistook him for
an Indian, fired and shot himi in the shoulder. Adaml; PoIe,
alarmed for his brother, started to swim to his help, but the latter shouted to him to let him alone, and "scalp the Indian."
A(ldat,
however, refused, thinking more of his brother's safety
than of the trophy. Big Foot, mortally wounded, exerted his
failing strength to roll himself into the river and keep his triunlphllant antagonist from winning the glory of taking Big Foot's
scalp. As the two brothers started to the shore, the swift current of the Ohio swept the body of Big Foot, scalp andl all,
out of sight.
It may be easily understood how the story of this fight
spread throughout the border settlements, and made Andrew
Poe the most fiunous man in his part of the country.
FIVE KENTUCKY BOYS AND THEIR PLUCK.

It is easy to see what sort of men the pioneers were. But
what about the children? Nothing is 'more interesting than the
influence of border life upon boys. There is something in it
which summons forth all the latent heroism of the youtht'ul
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heart. We yet see this trait in the boys of our Middle and
Western States. Books of adventure, of pioneering, of IndiaL
fights, of explorations, form their chosen literature. No matter
how quiet and attentive they may be in school, one may be certain that stuffed away in some corner of their desk is a dogeared book of adventure, a book in which scouts perform imlpossible exploits, in which one man whips a dozen red Indians,
and rescues a pretty girl whom they have made a captive; in
which abound hair-breadth escapes, and bold adventures of boys
of their own age, who either by chance or by choice live inI
that mysterious and wonderful region known as THE BORDER.
Many of these books no doubt are vicious. We pause not
to moralize. We simply call attention to the fact that this
appetite for adventure is in a boy, in such strength, that no
vigilance of parents, nor instruction of teachers can prevent him
from gratifying it. He will have and will read books of adv\enture-the best, the worst. "The Last of the Mohicans," and
"Long Haired Jack, the Mountain Avenger," alike. If there is
a public library in the community, it is the books of this sort
which are seized and read with appalling voracity. If not, then
each boy furtively lends his treasure to every other boy, until
the worn volume has gone the rounds, whereupon, if no other
be at hand, the same book is read over again. Whence comes
this appetite? Is it not an inheritance from our fathers who
fought the wars of the real border, and which is only overwhelmed and destroyed by contact with the practical side
of life ?
Let it be remembered that America has been colonized and
populated by the boldest spirits of every clime, men and women
who spurned the quiet comfort of their homes in the "old country," and chose rather the excitement and dangers of the wilderness. Then we may understand how natural it is for the
American boy to love books of adventure. Then we may see
whence comes that restless longing, which, unsatisfied with the
quiet life of home, and the rigid discipline of school--in short,
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finding no scope or outlet in real life-seeks vent and gratification in imaginary adventures and exploits.
The children of the pioneers were offspring worthy of their
sires. It,
was about 1785 that a group of five Kentucky boys
afforded a splendlid illustration of this. Colonel Pope was a
leading citizen in a settlement near Louisville, Kentucky. Feeling keenly the total absence, of educational facilities for his two
sons on the frontier, he employed a tutor for them. He generously invited several of the neighbor's lads to share the privileges of instruction.
Among them were two sons of Colonel
Linn, a famous scout, who had been killed by Indians. To
then Colonel Pope sustained the relation of guardian.
The little school had no session on Saturdays. On these
days the boys were accn'ustomed to have their fun. One Saturdlay in February five of these schoollol-h

\os went out for a hunit:.

In the party were the two Lins, Williamn Wells, Brashear, and
a fifth whose name is not plreserve(d. They were little fellows,
ranging from tell to fourteen years old. Yet they were marksmen who might well put to blush many of the best shots of the
present day. They made a trip of several miles from home, to
a region of ponds and swamps, in which abounded ducks, geese,
and swans. They had a rare day, and, delaying until too late
to return home, they decided to encamp for the night on the
spot. As to the proper method of building a hut and spreading houghs for their beds, they were thoroughly posted. During the night a light snow covered the ground.
Rising early, they prepared their breakfast, and made ready
to return home, when suddenly a party of Indians burst into
Two of the boys
their little camp with unearthly yells.
attempted to run. Of these, the elder Linn being fat and
clumsy, and encumbered with some game he had hung over his
shoulder, stumbled and fell. For this the Indians called him
" Fat Bear." Brashear, however, was fleet of foot, and came
near escaping. He, however, like all the rest, was captured,
but his agility won him the name of " Buck Elk."
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Leaving secured their hoy captives, the Indians demandedl to
know where they came from. " From Louisville," said Brashear. " You lie," was the gentle respollnse of the leading Inldian.
But the boys stuck to the falsehood, anld by Iheir sagacity and
firmness prevented the savages from advanicinig l1poln the defeliseless settlement in which they lived.
When they found themselves prisoners the boys took it
coolly enough. Their captors at once started on the journey to
their distant wigwams. They crossed the Ohio Rliver aInd
moved northward through what is the Stalte of Indiana.
Every
day took the five plucky little fellows farther from home. and
decreased their clhalces for rescue. Yet they kept quiet. ate
heartily of the game and other food provided by the Indlians,
and above all remained cheerful. Their journey did not end
till they reached an Indian village on the Little Calumet River.
near the present town of Valparaiso, in north-western In(liana.
On entering the village they were compelled to run the
gauntlet. This, however, they knew exactly how to do, having
heard about it all their lives, and having prepared themselves in
mind for the ordeal. Two rows of Indiai boys, some smaller,
many larger than themselves, were drawn up. The young
Indians had their hands full of clubs, tomahawks, dirt, salt,
and stones.
At the word, away dashed the five spirited little Kentuckians at the top of their speed. They were met with showers
of filth, missiles, and blows, but by rapid running and skillful
dodging, they were in a fair way to get through all right. Just
as the younger Linn, who was in front, was three-quarters down
the ranks of howling redskins, an Indian boy, much larger than
himself, hit him a stunning blow with his fist. Linn was a hotblooded and fiery-temlpered fellow at best. Resenting the insult
with all the fury of his impetuous nature, he knocked the ruffian
down by a left-handed stroke. At this clever feat, the assembled crowd of warriors gave vent to a huge uproar of laughter,
but the squaws sympathized with their own blood.
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Young Linn quickly planted himself with his back to the
council-house, and with clenched fists uplifted, and his eyes
blazing with rage through his heavy, tangled hair, which iiil ihe
inldee had fallen over his forehead, awaited the onslaught which
he knew was sure to come. A large and brawny young Indiall,
with a sinister countenance, ran at himn. Linn received hiiii
with the same left-handed stroke which had been so effective
before, and knocking him down, sprang on him with the ferocity
of a panther, kicking, biting, pinching, and pounding till, in a
moment, his formidable foe was completely demoralized.
The ring of warriors shouted and danIced with delight at
this sport, which was so much better than any gauntlet running.
But the whole crowd of juvenile Indians, seeing their champions
vanquished, now became pugnacious, and rushed upon him to
demolish him. At this, the other four Kentuckians cane to
their friend's rescue, and fought the howling mass of Indian
youth with the fury of tigers turned at bay. They fought
against great odds, but being far superior to their enemies in
athletic and pugilistic skill, they overthrew them one by one,
until the rest were glad to run off.
The warriors here intervened, and proudly carried the boys
into the council-house, to be adopted into the tribe as Indians.
Four of the boys were adopted into the fimnilies of the leading
warriors of the village. Poor Wells, however, fell to the lot
of an Indian living in a remote village. With sad hearts the
boys parted from him as he went from them, and they never
saw him again. For many years he lived with the Indians,
marrying a sister of Little Turtle, one of their celebrated chiefs,
and fighting with his tribe against the whites. He afterwards
rejoined the whites, and became a noted scout under General
Wayne.
The other boys, becoming gradually accustomed to the loss
of their friend, rapidly adapted themselves toward their new
mode of life. They soon excelled in all Indian sports, and
seemed so well satisfied with the pleasures of savage life, fish-
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ing and hunting, wrestling, racing, riding Indian ponies, and
romping with the maidens, that their captors no longer entertained any suspicion of their disloyalty, and they were allowed
to roam about as they pleased. The boys, however, were playing a deep game, and were only biding their time to escape.
The chance came at last. In the autumn after their capture
the warriors went off on their annual hunt, roaming far and
wide over the country in quest of game, leaving the village
inhabited only by old men, squaws, and children. One day the
four boys arranged to go fishing some miles from the village.
An old Indian and his wife alone accompanied them.
The boys felt this to be their opportunity for escape. But
a serious problem had first to be solved. Did they dare to
leave the old Indian and his squaw alive ? The struggle in
their minds was painful. The old people were kind to them in
their way. To kill them seeiiied terrible. Yet to leave them
alive meant speedy discovery of their flight, pursuit, and probably recapture, as the long journey to their homes lay through
a wilderness of which they were ignorant, while their pursuers
were thoroughly familiar with it. These boys, it must be
remembered, had been brought up to regard the Indians as
their most abhorred enemies. Frontier life was a constant warfare with them. The father of two of them had been killed by
savages only four years before. These things decided them.
At dead of night the boys rose stealthily, armed themselves
with tomahawks, and two of them placed themselves at the head
of each sleeping Indian. At a signal from Brashear, they all
struck at the skulls of the sleepers, killing them instantly.
Hastily collecting the little stock of provisions in the camp, the
boys set out in the darkness for home. Happy thought! With
the skill of a band of Indian warriors themselves, they pursued
their flight, traveling by night, guiding their course by the
north star, lying by, hid in bushes and deep grass by day.
They subsisted on nuts, wild berries, roots, and occasionally a
squirrel or rabbit. which they succeeded in killing with a stone.
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Their journey lay through a vast wilderness of gloolly
swamps, lonely forests, solitary rivers, and silent pniries, wluich
is now thickly populated with the citizens of Indiana. 'liheir
journey must have taken them over the site of the plresefnt
splendid city of Indianapolis, the capital of the State, a city
of fine public buildings, of wide, well-paved and brilliantly
lighted streets and avenues, lined with tall business blocks, a
city with miles of elegant residences, with nulnwrms churches,
handsome theaters, large manufiLcturing estab)lishlieints, lno(ldern

school-houses, and more railways than any other strictly interior
city on the globe. The site of all this was, at the tiiie of
the boys' journey, a bottomless marsh. Besides this, our young
heroes' path led them through the sites of innumlueralle flourishing county towns, such as Logansport, Franklin. Coluubus,
Yet, in all their
Seymour, New Albany, and Jeffersonville.
journey, they saw not a white man's clearing, nor a single cabin,
nor a settlement.
After a three weeks' journey, they reached the shores of the
Ohio, opposite Louisville. Here they tried by shouts andl gestures to induce their friends to come over for then. But the
Indians had been very troublesome that summer, and moreover,
the young pioneers were dressed and disguised until they looked
for all the world like four young Indians. So the good people
of Louisville remained on their own side.
Nothing disheartened the boys went up the river some distance, and, with no tool but a small knife, constructed a raft.
Their haste to finish it was so great, and the thing was so rickcty, that it would only bear the weight of three. The elder
Linn, being a splendid swimmer, swam by its side while the
others paddled.
In this way they reached the Kentucky
shore. Just as they landed, their pursuers appeared on the
opposite shore, mad with rage at their escape. Linn was nearly
exhausted by his long swim in the chilly waters. But they
soon found Colonel Pope, who had been driven from his settlement by Indians, and was living in Louisville. lie gave them
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a hearty welcome, supplllied their wants, and listened to their
thrilling story w\it the joy of a loving thather. The only cloud
in the sky was the al)seilce of poor Wells, whose fate remained
unknown to his companions.
WHO WVAS HE?

It was one mioning in 1780, that the inmates of a cabin in
what is B3ourbon County, Kentucky, were startled by strange
yells from the outside. The door was slightly opened, and,
while no person was in sight, the yells were discovered to procoed from a dense clump of underbrush. The bushes were violenitly shaken, and in a ionielt there stepped into view a man.
HIls features were European, but his complexion, costume, and
s p eech were Indian. Ile continued to jabber in a loud voice,
rolling his eyes :uand gesticulatilng in a frightful mallner. In
a sort ii1te 1ll the people in the little settlement had formed
in a circle arom11ud him.

From his .jargon, the settlers, who knew a little of the
Indian lallguage, made out that, when a little child, he had
been captured by the Indians and had been reared by them;
thai of his homiie or parents he remembered nothing; that he had

gone out on a hunt with his Indian father and brothers, and
had accidentally come within sight of the white men's cabins.
The view had acted like a magician's wand. In an instant all
the

.associations and attachments

of the long years of life in the

lie was seized with an overwhelming desire to rejoin the people of his birth. and now he
begged them to receive him. His Indian father would miss him,
but he wanted to rejoin the white people, and, if possible, learn
wigwam had been swept away.

something of his own birth and parentage.
The settlers conversed in a low tone among themselves, and,
fearful lest he should be a. decoy, asked him many questions.
Among other things he said that he and his companions had
ascended the Lickin,,"g River in a canoe, and burying it, had
struck into thle woods. The cautious pioneers, therefore, as a
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test of the truth of his story, proposed that he conduct them
to the spot where the canoe lay concealed.
As soon as he understood the request, the stranger protested
most vehemently against it. He said, that while he (lesiredl to
leave his Indian father and brother, yet they had raised( him
and been very kind to him for many years; that they were the
only friends he could remember having ever had, and he would
not on any account betray them. The suspicion of the group
of listeners deepened at this answer. They demanded that lhe
lead them to the canoe at once, or they would treat him as a
prisoner. With the strongest reluctance he set out to guide the
company of twenty mounted men to the buried canoe.
Perhaps, with the hope of giving his Indian friends time to
escape, the wild stranger nervously explained that he would
first lead the white men to a spot where he and his father and
brother had encamped, and where he said they would find a
kettle hidden in a hollow log. As they approached the spot
from a distance they discovered two Indians in the camp, an
old man and a boy, sitting by the fire, roasting some venison.
At the sight the stranger burst into tears, and falling on his
knees, begged and implored the white men in the mt st vehement
and frenzied manner, to spare his Indian father and brother.
Moved by his entreaties, the pioneers formed a circle to surround the two Indians, with the notion, real or pretended, of
taking them captive. The old man, however, fought with such
desperation that they killed him, while the boy, with incredible
agility, escaped into the forest. Seeing the old Indian fall, the
stranger leaped from his horse, and running, threw his arms
around the neck of the dying savage, begging his forgiveness
for having unwittingly betrayed him to death. The aged Indian
evidently recognized him, giving him a pressure of the hand,
but he was too far gone to speak.
The settlers at once called loudly to the stranger to lead
them at a gallop to the buried canoe. He wrung his hands in
bitter agony, begging them to see that he had already given
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proof of his honesty at the cost of his father's death, and
beseeching that they might spare his younger brother. The
only response was a peremptory demand to lead them to the
canoe without delay. They rightly surmised that the young
Ind(lian would hasten thither. Overwhelmed with grief, the
stranger again mounted his horse. In two hours they reached
the spot. No footprints were visible. The young Indian had
not arrived.
The men at once hid themselves in the bushes to wait. In
ten minutes the young savage came running to the spot, and
commenced hastily to dig up the canoe. In a moment he fell,
pierced by a dozen balls. With a mournful cry the strange
white man hid his face in his hands. They took him back to
the settlement, but he mourned all the day long, saying over
alnd over to himself in the Indian tongue, "I betrayed my best
friends. I killed mny father. I killed my brother. Oh, me!"
One morning the strange and unhaltppy man was missing.
Ile aLpears only for this single act in the drama of history.
That act, is tragedy. Whether he sought out the white settleIiients of the east, or returned to the smoky wigwam which he
had deprived of both its support and its hope, or whether, maddened with grief, Judas like, he went out into the solitary wilderness, and there, alone with his God, expiated his crime with
the act of' self-destruction, will never be known.
THE FIRST CHICKAMAUGA.

Horse-stealing is in the frontier code the worst of all crimes.
This is because it is the one against which there is the least
protection. In the spring of 1784, a small Kentucky settlement
suffered this depredation from Indians. The pursuing party
failed to overtake the thieves. Three of the pursuers, all hotblooded fellows, named McClure, Davis, and Caffree, determined
to push on south to some Indlian village, make reprisals of other
horses, and thus balance the account.
One day, traveling along a trail, the three white men fell in
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three Indians. It was ill the vicinity of the Tennessee
village called
River, probably south of it, and near atin In
(Clichcaaugo, or Chicamnaugo. It seems ot inllprob;(ble that this
\va jicar the field of' lthe great battle of Chickamiauga, ill the civil
\vwa. to which the name was given fronm the creek near which it
was fought. The two parties were equal ill numbers. After
a moment's thought each seemed to come to the same coicluthey made signs of friendship, and
sion. Instead of fighting,
wil h

agreed to travel together.

The three white mel

walked in sin-

gle file on one side of the path ; the three Indians walked in
single file on the opposite side of the path.
For a while this interesting procession held its way along
the forest trail without incident or delay. It was observed at the
end of a quarter of an hour that the Illdians were marching very
close together. Moreover they were, \vitholt turning their
heads, whispering to one another. The white mneln saw danger.
Each selected his man. Caffree, the most powerful of the party,
leaped upon one Indian. Davis, at the same instant, fired at
the second Indian, but missed him. McClure, with better success, killed his man.
Leaving Caffree still wrestling with his foe, his two companions jumped behind trees. The other Indian fired at Caffree,
inflicting a mortal wound, and was in turn shot by the coolheaded McClure, who had reloaded his weapon. Cafl'ree, poor
fellow, struggling now not only with the Indian, but with
the arch-enemy Death himself, called for help.
Davis ran
towards him, but when half-way to him, the Indian threw off

Caffree's weakening grasp, seized his gun, and took aim at
Davis. The latter dropped his gun, still unloaded, and ran off
into the forest.
McClure, the coolest man of the trio, having already killed
two Indians, shouldered Davis's gun, and ran after him. Strange
as it may seem, in the short instat. of picking up the gun, he
lost sight of both pursuer and pursued. On he ran into the
thick shadows of the southern forest, but not .a trace could he
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discover of their flight. Ile stoel d to listen. Not a sign was
l,asll of the little creek of Cihicacl
audible, bttt the stelly
inaugo, or the twittecrill'u oI the birds, lie rai on a little flrth er,
calc, but the Ilnockiltg echo, which
i\\
and called aloud. No ;swci
hal the last,
rang in thousanld-voiced responses, each aiinte r tI
lie shouted with all is
from every direction in the forest.
power.

It

only seemed to wake a thousand tiellds, \\hlo took

up his words and hurled thell
Davis is unknown to this day.

back and forth.

The fate of

McClure, left alone illthe Indian country, resolved to nmake
No more fine notions in
his way home at once, ii' possible.

g oil' a w hol)e herd of Indian ponies from1 their
him about rmlllum
masters. Still carrying I) vis's rifle as well as his own, our
le 1had only
brave young friend set, his litce to the north.
t
:thpushed forward 'fo a mile o r t vwo,whi he discovered a pllr
ing himt, at Itdian wan'ior, ot a horse with a bell around its
neck, and a boy walking by his side. A re:idy wit isvaluable
anywhere. McClure dropped one of his rifles, lest it excite
suspicion, and boldly ad\-anced, making signs of peace. The
fellow returned them, disllmonted, seated himself on ,lfallen
tree, and producing a pipe, drew a few puff's, then h nded it,
following true l1mdi:,an etilnuette, to McClure.
Just then amiotler tinkle was heard in the forest, followed
by quite a troop of gayly ntlired Indian horsemen. MCCIlure's
companion now informed himn that the Indians intended to tie
as a prisoner. To illustrate
him on a horse, anmd carry him oilff
the thing, Mr. Indianl, in the excess of his politeness, bestrode
the fallen tree, amtl locked his feet beneath. As the dusky
gentleman twined' his les about the log, the white man raised
his rifle, and shot him dead. rlThe Indian boy jumped on the
horse and rode aw'ay. M cC(lure ran in the opposite direction.
A lot of small Indian dogs took after him, harmless in themselves, but succeeding in tripping him up. Ile fell several times
with terrific force, but scrambled to his feet and ran on, until
an unlucky fall filled his eyes with (lust.
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Blinded and exhausted, he lay still, expecting each moment
No toe
to be seized by savage hands. Several minutes pa ssed.
The silence
more formidable than the snapping dogs appeared.
of the woods was unbroken by a single foot-fiall. His path
homeward was open. Still anxious, but inspired with hope, he
regained his feet, and again conmmenced the journey which
brought him safely to his Kentucky cabin.
A WIDOW'S CABIN.

The ,homely name of "Widow Scraggs" has survived the
death of its obscure bearer only by reason of her fate. Hler
home was an isolated cabin in Bourbon County, Kentucky.
The structure contained two rooms, separated by a porch
or passage-way, which was covered by the same roof' as the
rooms. In summer months on this porch was spread the frugal
meal of the widow's family. In winter, but little use was made
of it except for piles of firewood. One room was occupied by
the old lady, two grown sons, a widowed daughter and her
infant child. The other room was used by two unmarried
daughters, one twenty years old, the other just blooming with
all the blushing beauty of sweet sixteen, a girl living with the
family, and the children.
It was twelve o'clock, on the night of April 11, 1787.
In one room the elder daughter was still spinning flax at the
old-fashioned spinning-wheel; in the other, one of the young
men still busied himself with the humble task of cobbling his
shoes by the flickering firelight. The remainder of the family
were asleep. From time to time, the young cobbler raised his
head, and, with awl arrested in mid-air, seemed to listen with
anxiety to some sounds in the forest, which now and then disturbed the silence of the cabin.
These noises, to the ordinary listener, were no reason for the
apparent apprehensions of the young man. They were but the
hooting of owls and the restless neighing of a couple of horses in
the barnyard, The young spinner in the other room seemed not
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to notice them. Probably the noise of the spinning-wheel or
the preoccupation of her mind explained this. The shoes were
almost mended, when a footfall was heard from the porch, followed by a knock on the door. "Who keeps house?" the
person knocking inquired in good English. The young man,
supposing it to be some belated settler, rose to unbar the door.
At that moment his mother, roused by the unusual disturbance,
screamed, " Keep the door shut ! They are Indians !"
The other young man, till then asleep, sprang from his bed,
and the two prepared for defense. The Indians, of whose character there could now be no doubt, set up terrific yells, and
attempted to batter down the heavy door. A shot from a porthole in the cabin caused them to fall back quickly, only to discover the door to the other room, in which were the three
defenseless girls. This door was out of range of the rifles of
the young men. The fence supplied the savages with heavy
rails. Using these as battering rams against the door, the
savages filled the air with wild yells and discordant clamor,
mingled with the heavy thuds of the rams, and the sharp sound
of splitting wood and breaking hinges as the door began to
give way.
At last the frail defense fell inward, and the savages leaped
with exultant cries toward the frightened girls. The eldest,
pale and desperate, braced herself against the door, but a savage
hand and arm, thrust through a breach, buried a knife in her
back. The second girl was captured without a struggle. The
youngest one, in the uproar, slipped under a bed and out of
the door. Instead of escaping, however, the little girl ran to
the door of the other room, screaming that her sisters were
murdered. The young men were about to attempt her rescue,
when the mother firmly interposed, declaring that she must be
left to her fate, as to open the door would be the death of all.
At that moment a piercing scream announced that she lived no
longer.
But a new horror was at hand.

The room filled with smoke,
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the crackling of flames was heard. The dreadful truth was
plain. The cabin had been fired. The inmates were forced to
flight. Their plans were quickly made. The door was flung
open. The widow, supported by her eldest son, ran in one
direction; the daughter, with her child and the younger son, ran
in another direction. The mounting flames lighted up the yard
with the brightness of day. The widow was shot as she reached
the fence; her son, by strange fortune, escaped. The other
party also reached the fence, but were attacked in the act of
crossing, by several Indians.
The younger brother, careless of his own safety, and seeking only that his sister and her child might have time for escape,
fought with all the fury of despair and the sublime courage
which is inspired by a consciousness of self-sacrifice. 1ie had
placed one foot on the fence. A spring, and he would have
been over. Instead, he withdrew his foot. Ile resolved to
remain on the side where he was. The foremost Indiall he shot
dead. Then, with clubbed musket, he beat back his swarming
foes, till his sister and her child were well out of the way.
But the unequal contest ended. Wounded unto death, he
fell into the fence corner, where the ground was stained with
the ebbing life tide. Four members of the family had been
killed on the spot and one, the second daughter, taken prisoner.
The fugitives carried the dark tidings to their neighbors. There
were hurried preparations, eager inquiries, and dreadful maledictions among the settlers. By morning, a company of thirty
men was raised for pursuit. They tracked the foe easily through
the light snow. The latter, finding themselves hard pressed,
tomahawked the young girl, taken captive. While the main
band fled, two of their number posted themselves on a woody
ridge, where, by terrific yells and incessant darting among the
trees, they deluded the whites into thinking that a large force
of Indians occupied the hill. Such is heroism-to (lie for
others. The two dusky braves suffered death to aid their
friends' escape.
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A TYPICAL HEROINE.

John Merril was a white settler in Nelson County, Kentucky.
One night, about the time of the last incident, he and his wife
had retired to bed. The glow of coals from the fire-place alone
illuminated the rude apartment, and the loud tick of .an oldfashioned clock measured off the flight of time, while the sleepers dreamed of other days. Suddenly the dogs without the
cabin set up a furious barking. Mr. Merril, but half awake,
rose to see what was the matter. As he opened the door, he
was shot dead, receiving seven bullets in his body. His wife
,prang forward, and closed and barred the door, which the
Indians at once began to chop down with their tomahawks. A
breach was soon effected. But Mrs. Merril was of great strength
and invincible courage. Her hard life on the frontier had done
much to prepare her for this crisis. As the Indians sought to
enter the breach, the daring woman, with fearful exertion, successively killed or disabled four of the enemy.
Foiled in this, the savages climbed on the roof and commenced
to descend the chimney. Again the courage and address of the
solitary woman confronted them. Snatching up a feather-bed,
she flung it on the fire. In a moment the volumes of flame
and stifling smoke overcame two of the Indians, who fell helplessly down into the fire.
Seizing an ax; the now widowed
woman quickly dispatched them, and then, with a quick side
stroke, inflicted a fearful gash upon the head of the last savage, who was again attempting an entrance by the breach. This
fellow escaped. The story of the immense strength and valor
of the "long knife squaw" agitated many a barbarous audience
in the wigwams of his tribe.
THE SUFFERINGS OF MASSY HARBISON.

Two hundred yards from Reed's block-house, which was
itself about twenty-five miles from Pittsburgh, stood,,in the year
1792, the rude cabin of an Indian fighter, named Harbison. At
sunrise, one morning, while Harbison was absent on a scout,
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the horn sounded at the block-house. Not thinking the bugle
blast a danger signal, Mrs. Harbison fell aLsleep again. Dreaming of trouble, she awoke, to find a huge savage dragging her
from the bed by her foot, and the house swearing with Indians.
After ransacking the house, they forced her to come along with
them. She carried in her arms her infant child, and led by the
hand her little boy of five years.
TIlhere was yet a third child, three years old. For the little
fellow the mother had no hand. To relieve her of this embarrassment, an Indian took him by the feet, whirled him through
the air, and brained him against the cabin wall. To relate these
details is sickening. The mother fainted at the awful sight.
For this the murderers had a cure. It deserves the attention
of medical men. In her story the mother describes it. " The
savages gave me a blow across my head and face, and brought
me to sight and recollection again."
With this delicate attention the procession marched on. In
a fiew minutes the path led down a steep hill. The little fiveyear-old boy fell. It hurt him. He was but a child. With
uplifted voice and face filled with liquid grief, he sought consolation from the mother's heart, which had never failed. As she
put forth her hand in gentle caresses, such as only a mother
can give, her arm was seized and she was jerked back. Instead
of the soft maternal touch, all Ind(iati's hand seized the little fellow. His crying was stol)ped forever. The toy which quieted
him was a tomahawk. Hier babe alone was left to the mother.
All day she. marched with her captors. At night, they
spread a blanket on the ground, and, tying her hand and foot,
said " Go sleep." Two Indians lay down on each side of the
poor woman.. The next day the mIarch was continued. This
day she had food. It was a piece of dried venison, "about the
bulk of an egg." One of the Indians went away for a few
In his absence another savage busied himself with
hours.
making a small hoop. At first the captive watched him with
languid curiosity. Then, full of wretchedness, she turned her
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head to look upward into the waving foliage of the forest, and
the vast illimitable sky-dome. When her eyes fell on the savage again, he had something in his hand. A flash of horrorstruck recognition flickered in the woman's eyes. It was the
scalp of her boy. The savage was stretching it on the hoop.
The second night was passed like the first. Towards morning one Indian rose and left the camp. The wakeful mother
managed to slip loose from her bonds. With a step, noiseless as
a spirit, she fled with her babe in arms on and on, pausing not to
look behind, breathless, frantic, "over rocks, precipices, thorns,
and briers, with bare feet and legs," as she says pathetically.
She was a pioneer woman, the wife of a scout. At two
o'clock in the afternoon she could no longer keep up her flight.
She waited. At night, when the north star appeared, she
marked out the course for the next day. Long before sunrise
she was on her way, resting not. It rained all (day. She had
no food for herself or child. Yet she bravely pushed on. At
dark she made a bed of leaves in the forest. The child was
hungry. The little creature wept aloud. "Fearful of the consequences," writes the mother, "I put him to my breast, and he
became quiet. I then listened, and distinctly heard footsteps.
The ground over which I had traveled was soft, and my footprints had been followed.
" Greatly alarmed, I looked about for a place of safety, and
providentially discovered a large tree which had fallen, into the
top of which I crept. The Earnes greatly assisted me, and
prevented detection. The savage who followed me had heard
the cry of the child, and came to the very spot where it had
cried, and there he halted, put down his gun, and was at this
time so near that I heard the wiping-stick strike against his gun
distinctly. My getting in under the tree and sheltering myself
from the rain, and pressing my boy to my bosom, got him warm,
and, most providentially, he fell asleep, and lay very still during that time of extreme danger. All was still and quiet; the
savage was listening to hear the cry again. My own heart wa
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the only thing I feared, and that beat so loud that I was apprehensive it would betray me.
"After the savage had stood and listened with nearly the
stillness of death for two hours, the sound of a bell and a cry
like that of a night-owl, signals which were given to him by
his companions, induced him to answer, and after he had given
a most horrid yell, he started off to join them. After his retreat,
I concluded it unsafe to remain there till morning.
"But by this time nature was so nearly exhausted that I
found some difficulty in moving; yet, compelled by necessity,
I threw my coat about my child and placed the end between
my teeth, and with one arm and my teeth I carried him, and
with the other groped my way between the trees and traveled
on, as I supposed, a mile or two, and there sat down at the
root of a tree till morning. The night was cold and wet, and
thus terminated the fourth day and night's difficulties, trials,
and dangers !"
After two days more of incredible suffering, the unfortunate
woman made her way to a settlement. So changed was she by
the six days of hardship, that her nearest neighbor failed to
recognize her. " Two of the females, Sarah Carter and Mary
Ann Crozier, took out the thorns from my feet and legs, which
Mr. Felix Negley stood by and counted, to the number of
one hundred and fifty, though they were not all extracted at
that time, for the next evening there were many more taken
out. The flesh was mangled dreadfully, and the skin and flesh
were hanging in pieces on my feet and legs. The wounds were
not healed for a considerable time. Some of the thorns went
through my feet and came out at the top."
Thus the pioneers of the Ohio valley endured for the sake
of the hope which was set before them. Forty years they wandered in the wilderness that their children might enter into and
possess the land of promise. What honor is due them by the
thoughtless thousands who eat the filuit of their toil! Yet the"
shores of the Ohio contain no monument to their memory
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MOREDOCK'S REVENGE.

Nature is full of compensations, of balances. Light and
darkness; heat and cold; love and hate; positive and negative;
more and less-these are but a few instances of a law running
through the universe. Indian massacres made Indian fighters.
In the shadow of the murderer skulks the avenger. There was
a woman named Moredock, who lived about 1793, at Vincennes,
Indiana, the oldest and, historically, the richest town in the
State. She had had several husbands, all of whom had fallen
victims of Indian hostility. She had lived for twenty years on
the extreme frontier. Husbands, children, neighbors, all these
she had seen slain by the red destroyers. Yet with calm heart,
stony face, and tearless eye, she faced the danger. She did
more. She resolved to move farther west, that her boys might
have a chance to grow up with the country.
The party of twenty-five or thirty voyagers, of which she
and her family were members, journeyed easily down the Ohio
and up the Mississippi. One noon they went ashore at what
is Grand Tower, to tow the boats around a high cliff, by which
the foaming river rushed with furious current. It was their
last landing before reaching their destination. Every one was
cheered at the happy prospect. At that moment a dark and
dreadful band of warriors burst upon the little company. The
surprise was too great, the force too overwhelming for the emigrants to rally. Only one man escaped. John Moredock, the
widow's son, more lucky than the others, hid in a fissure in
the rock. When the murderers left, glutted with the feast of
blood, he climbed down and found the corpses of his family
and friends. He buried them. Looking out over the majestic
river, he lifted his hand heavenward, and with dark and rigid
countenance, hissed out between clenched teeth, "Before God,
I will have revenge."
That night the lonely youth started for the Kaskaskia settlements. By daylight he reached them. He'told his story. Bold
frontiersmen, hardy scouts, appalled by the extent of the horror,
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inspired by the suppressed fury of Moredock, vowed to help him
track the murderers. The flower of the frontier joined the expedition. They set out. It was days before they came within
reach of the fleeing murderers.
At last they were discovered. Their camp was on the
banks of the Missouri River. But Moredock refused to allow
an attack. Why? Did his heart fail him? No. Were hlie and
his companions, after all their tremendous pursuit, going to let
the Indians escape? Yes, and no. Moredock's determination
Their camp was so
was to kill every Indian in the party.
pitched that some might escape. He contained himself. Almost
bursting with hatred, he was as calm and cool as a marble
For several
statue. He said to his men, "We will wait."
Their
days the avengers shadowed the band of warriors.
patience was inexhaustible; their pertinacity tireless.
At last they were rewarded. At last, the'Indians, unconscious of danger, stepped into a trap. They encamped on a
little island in the middle of the Mississippi. Moredock said,
"We have them." At midnight the white men landed on the
island. They were as noiseless as specters. The canoes of the
Indians were floating at the water's edge. These were cut
adrift. This made escape for the Indians impossible. Moredock stepped to the canoes from which he and his men had disembarked. With a face of cast-iron, he cut them adrift also.
What did this mean? It meant that escape for the white men was
also impossible. "We will fight to the death!" said Moredock.
The struggle which followed on the island was terrible.
The Indians, surprised, ran to their canoes. They were gone.
With a howl of despair, the red sons of the forest turned
to fight to the death. Out of thirty, twenty-seven were slain.
Was not Moredock's revenge complete?
No!
Three had
escaped, by swimming. His appetite for vengeance was unappeased. He dismissed his friends with thanks. They returned
to their settlements. For himself, he struck out into the wilderness. For two years he followed the three Indians like
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shadows. Across mountains, down rivers, over prairies he pursued them, day and night. One by one they fell before the
avenger.
At the end of two years he returned to Kaskaskia with their
scalps. His revenge was complete. He settled down. lie was
known as a quiet, peaceable man, strongly domestic in his
tastes. This was his true character. Such men, once roused.
make the deadliest of all foes. Moredock lived to be not only
a respected, but a leading, citizen. IHe was chosen to hold
offices of honor and profit. With it all, he spoke but seldom of
the past. Many of the people among whom he lived an(l moved
little suspected him of being a blood avenger. Yet it was the
case.

Such is our ignorance of our neighbors!
THE \VIZ.\RI)'S PUNISHMENT.

Early in this centuy, a strange lIldian appeared in a white

settlement, near what is nlow the capital of Ohio. Hie seemed
to be continually a prchensi ye of some danger, but otherwise
acted as any Indian of the better sort. Gradually the white
men won his confidence. IIe explained why he was always so
watchful to see that no pursuer was after him. He was a Wyandot. His tribe had taken up a notion that he was guilty of witchcraft. His life was in peril. Hie fled to the wilderness. For
a long time he had eluded them. But his tribe ceased not to
pursue him with undying malignity. He was growing old.
He needed a more settled habitation as he advanced in years.
He had thrown himself upon the mercy of the white man, his
father's foe.

One June morning he was sitting in a chair in his cabin.
Suddenly a band of Wyandots entered the room. They had
tracked him to his retreat. Hie made no effort to escape. With
calm disdain and unruffled courage, he submitted quietly to be
bound and carried away. The settlers asked his captors what
it meant. With dark and bigoted looks they replied that he
was a bad Indian, that he had caused horses, dogs, and even the
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people of his tribe to fall sick. For this crime he must die.
The settlers labored to convince them that their captive had no
power to achieve such wonders. To this the savages obstinately shook their heads. The white men exhausted their
powers of argument and persuasion. The victim could only be
saved by force of arms. This was out of the question. The
band of savages greatly outnumbered the population of the
settlement.
Finding that he must die, the suspected wizard asked that
he might be arrayed in his finest clothes and ornaments. Gorgeously decked out in his gay trappings of silver, gold, and
scarlet cloth, he took his place in a ring, and asked that
a paper, which he handed them, be read aloud, and then
fastened to a tree. It was done. The document was only a
recommendation from a prominent settler. With much emotion
he bade farewell to his white friends, and then obediently took
up his march to a lonely wood, chanting the while the Indian
death-song. Arriving at his destination, he was made to kneel
before a shallow grave. His relentless executioners formed a
circle about him. There was a pause. Then a young warrior
stepped briskly forward. His uplifted tomahawk glittered for
a moment in the light of the afternoon sun, then sank to the
heft in the skull of the victim.
Herein Indian haters may find a text. The barbarism, the
cruelty, the blood-thirstiness, the ignorance, the superstition of
the savage! Softly, friend, if you please. Yonder, on the
stormy New England coast, sits an old town, with its single
street and its queer old houses, which look as if they were
haunted. In the town museum you may see the wooden pegs
which witnesses swore had been suddenly and mysteriously
thrust into the flesh of tender babes, without any visible
agency, except it was through the black art of the culprit at
the bar. Near by is Witches' Hill, where innocent. women and
men were executed, under sentences rendered on just such testimony. Not ignorant savages were the witnesses, the jury,
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the judge, the approving crowd; but intelligent, educated,
New England Puritans, from whom is said to flow the best
blood in America. When we remember the Reign of Superstition in Salem, when we open to the black pages of the witchcraft persecutions, let us withhold our obloquy from the
wretched Indian.
Why do we look with such intense aversion, such anger, such
disgust upon these crimes, which were committed in the name
of justice ? It is because it is a part of this age to abhor superstition. We know that the poison flower sheds a fatal perfume.
We see that nothing so enervates the intellect, corrupts character, and demoralizes society as this denial of the laws of cause
and effect, this belief in a lie, which we call superstition. We
hate it. But the place for us to attack superstition is right
here and now, and not in the past. There are historical reasons
for the witchcraft persecutions of New England. There are
reasons, too obvious to be named, for the rank superstition of
the Indians. Those reasons do not exist for us. Let us tear
from our hearts every cherished bit of superstition. Let us not
merely not believe in witches. Let us also trample under our
feet every vague belief in table-tipping spirits, in luck, in good
and bad omens, in fortune-telling, in the infallibility of the
But it is not out work to abuse
past. This is our work.
the Indians or the Salemites, or any other people under heaven
because they believe or believed in superstitions at which we
smile with scorn.
Let us pause. This chapter and others, both before and
after it, deals with the massacres, the bloodshed, the midnight
surprises, the deadly combats, the decoys, the ambushes of the
Indian wars in the Ohio valley. These terrible records cover a
period of twenty years, from 1774 to 1794. During all that
time the frontier was a line of battle.
The history of the time is a history of murders, of cruelties,
of tortures. It recites the slaughter of children, the tomahawking of women, the burning alive of men. It recites captivities,
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starvations, and wanderings. It tells of ruined homes, of desolated lives, of suffering hearts. The midnight sky is forever red
with the glare of blazing cabins; the forest is forever filled with
blood avengers; yelling Indians are forever battering down the
doors of lonely dwellings. Little bands of devoted pioneers are
constantly being shut up to starve in block-houses. Strong men,
brave women, and tender girls are alike ever running the gauntlet of the encircling foes, to secure food, ammunition, and relief.
Lion-hearted men, maddened by the outrages, the murders, the
cruelties of the foe, are giving up their farms, their settlements,
to roam the forests with the dark occupation of the Indian scout.
This is but another name for Indian killer.
Young men, snatched away when children from the arms of
agonized mothers, and reared in the squalid wigwams of the
savage, remembering not the loving parents who bore them, but
knowing only their filthy and ignorant captors, are ever returning, when they reach years of maturity, to the habitation of
the white man. They feel themselves strangely moved. Faint
memories of their real parents are pictured on their minds.
They forever search, without success, to find that early home,
and carry with them through life a dull sorrow in the heart.
All this, and much more, enters into the story of the time.
Seated in our comfortable homes, we read this history. The
Indian hater says, "I told you so." Their baseness, their brutality, their wickedness made and makes it just that the red
men should be destroyed from the fiace of the earth.
Let us take a wider view. Let us turn from the silent forests, the majestic rivers, the unpopulated landscapes of the wilderness during the years of this war, to the sunny cities of
France, with their cathedrals and palaces, with their gay nobility, their thronging populations, their courts, their literature,
their civilization. View them as they were during these same
years which the wild Indians of the west marked out upon the
historic calendar with the emblems of death and destruction.
Need we to be reminded that these very years were the years
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of the French Revolution; that at the very time when a few
half starved Indians were attacking some cabin in the beautiful
valley, infuriated thousands were thronging through the streets
of Paris, crying "Bread or Blood ?"
The past rises before us. The red panorama of the Revolution, with its sacked cities, its burning chateaux, its wild orgies
of massacre, its streams of blood, its guillotine blades rising and
falling with the regularity of heart beats, severing the heads of
the bravest, the tenderest, the noblest, the loveliest, the truest
sons and daughters of France, all these move in lurid procession
before our startled eyes. Mirabeau, Danton, Robespierre, rise
before us now terrible phantoms, but once, more terrible realities. Charlotte Corday, the peasant girl, leaving her rural home,
seeking admittance to Marat's chamber, thrusting the dagger into
his guilty heart, and then calmly waiting for her own execution,
which came so soon; the awful tan-yard, where the skins of the
guillotine's victims were transformed into a "fine soft leather,
which made excellent breeches;" the Hall of the Jacobins; the
procession of black tumbrils winding daily through the streets
of Paris, bearing poets, nobles, statesmen, even the silly king
and the sorrowful queen, to the place of public execution; these
are but a few of the flame-lit scenes of the Reign of Terror.
Yet all this was civilization, progress, political birth-throes,
the regeneration of the French, the richest, the gayest, the most
brilliant, the most highly civilized people of Europe.
How
much worse was the '92' of the Ohio valley than the '93 of
France? Upon the surface, the savages of the Revolution were
blacker,'bloodier, than the red men of America. The Philosophy
of History steps in, and laying her hand alike upon the raging
madmen of France and the untutored savages of America, says
to us, JUDGE NOT

I

KILLING AN INDIAN SCOUT IN 0OHIO VALLEYV.
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CHAPTER VIT.
THE COURAGE OF KENTON.

SAITHFUL, rugged, and bold, the character of
Simon Kenton is rarely equaled among the
pioneers of the Ohio valley. lie was by birth
a Virginian, born in 1755, the lollg-remenbered
year of Braddock's defeat. lie was reared an
ignorant farm boy. The doors of a schoolhouse were never opened to him, a:nd labor
early marked himn for her child. Beneath the
rough youth's exterior throbbed a warm and affectionate heart.
In the neighborhood of Kenton's home lived a young lady,
whose spirited manners, personal charms, and coqueltish arts
had fascinated many a less susceptible young man than Kenton.
The maiden of the frontier, like others of her sex in gentler
situations, is full of stratagems. This belle of the border pretended to be interested in Kenton, who was but sixteen years
old, and in another young fellow named Leitchman, some years
Kenton's senior. All her ingenuity was exerted to bring about a
conflict between these two suitors. She succeeded. Kenton sent
a challenge to his rival. He repaired to the appointed spot alone,
and was surprised to find Leitchman accompanied by a number
of his friends, who at once assailed him with a volley of insults.
Kenton, buning with jealousy and wrath, stripped himself of
all but his pants and prepared to fight.: The combat had proceeded but a few moments when Kenton's superior skill became
manifest. Seeing their friend about to be punished severely,
Leitchman's companions jumped upon Kenton and
pounded,
beat, and kicked him until he was nearly dead.
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Kenton recovered from'his injuries, but not from the insult.
In the following spring he went over to Leitchinan's house, and
announced that he was ready to fight it out. In the combat
which followed, Leitchman, more wary than before, succeeded
in throwing Kenton to the ground, andl at once sprang on him
with malignant fury. Kenton lay still, enduring this severe
punishment till his eye caught sight of a bush growing near by.
lie at once conceived a terrible revenge. Hle managed to lure
his rival, who had remarkably long hair, to the spot where the
bush grew. Watching his opportunity, he made a sudden and
violent effort, sprang to his feet, pushed his foe into the bush,
and quickly wrapped his long hair around its thick, tangled
branches. Leitchiian gave an unearthly roar of pain.
In that moment the long-suppressed rage burst forth from
Kenton's heart. Ile took revenge terrible and complete for all
his injuries, and leaving Leitclmlnan for dead, he cast a last
glance at his gasping foe, and then fled. Fled, he knew not
whither, but any place to escape the pursuers with which his
imagination peopled the woods through which he sped.

Day

and night passed, and he paused not.
In time he reached a region where the settlers were talking
about the wonderful country of Kantuckee. In their stories it
was an earthly paradise, an Eden in the wilderness. He fell in
with two explorers, Yager and Strader. Yager had been a captive among the Indians, and claimed to have visited this El Dorado of the west. Fired by his glowing descriptions, his two
companions resolved to join him in his search for this wonderful
region, where fruits blushed unseen on the branches of trees
which the hand of man had never planted; where fields of golden grain sprang spontaneously from the fertile soil and ripened
untended beneath the summer sun; where the forests were
stocked with supplies of rare and noble game, exhaustless and
unequaled.
A boat was built, provisions gathered, and the trio of excited
adventurers commenced their journey down the Ohio. Days
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went by, but the Land of Proinise did not appear. For weary
weeks they journeyed, but Yager, whose mnenory of the beauty
and luxuriance of the region was so vivid, was unable to locate
it. Worn out with searching for a country which was a myth,
they turned their attention to hunting and trapping on the great.
This profitable occupation they followed for two
Kanawha.
years, exchanging their furs with the traders at Fort Pitt for
such things as they needed.
One evening in March, 1773, they were lying around their
camp-fire in the forest, when a dozen shots were fired at them
from the darkness. Strader was shot (lead. Kenton and Yager
took to flight, leaving behind them guns, ammunition, and
all the accumulation of the two years' work. For five days
they wandered through the woods, tortured with hunger and
benumbed with cold. At sunset on the last day, to their great
joy, they fell in with a party of traders.
Kenton soon obtained another rifle, and again began his forest life. He took part in Dunmore's war in 1774, acting as a
scout. In the summer of 1775 he determined to join a party
of explorers and again make search for the country which Yager
had described. By careful exploration of the country for miles
on either side of the Ohio, they at length reached a region
which indeed afforded some basis for Yager's tales. In the
neighborhood of what is now Maysville, Kentucky, the soil
was found to be of wonderful fertility, far exceeding any thing
in the Ohio valley, a reputation which it bears to this day.
Here too, the eyes of the hunters brightened at the sight of
vast herds of buffalo. Elk of rare size, were found in great
numbers. The explorers were beside themselves. On the site
of what is now Washington, Mason County, Kentucky, they
cleared an acre of ground, and planted it with Indian corn.
Here, in comfortable cabins, they made their home. Such fortune in hunting as they had surpassed their wildest dreams.
One day Kenton, while roaming along the banks of the Licking River, heard moans from the direction of some bushes.
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Curious and alarmed, the trapper made his way with caution to
the sl)ot. lie was astonished to find two white men lying on
the ground, almost destitute of clothing and emaciated by starvation. The hunter hurriedly prepared t hem some food, aln
then started to conduct them to his cabin. The journey proved
too much for the exhausted men, and a camp had to be pitched
in the woods.
The unfortunate strangers related their story. Some time
previous they had been descending the Ohio, when their boat
capsized. All their supplies were lost. They saved their lives
by swimming. But the hardships of the wilderness, finding
them without food, cover, or arms, "o'ercame theiii quite."
They had given up all hope when found by Kenton. The hunter informed them of his station, and invited them to join him
and his companions there. One of the men accepted the invitation, but the other declared his intention to abandon the forest life forever.
Leaving Hendricks in the camp at the Blue Licks, without
a gun, but well supplied with provisions, Kenton and his two
companions, who had been with him on the hunt, courteously
accompanied Fitzpatrick, who was eager to commence his homeward journey, as far as the "Point," by which name the site
of Maysville was known. Bidding him farewell, they retraced
their steps to the camp to rejoin Hendricks. To their great
concern it was found deserted. The tent was thrown down and
its contents scattered about. A number of bullets were found
lodged in the neighboring trees. At a little distance was a
ravine. A cloud of thick, white smoke, as if from a newly
kindled fire, hovered over it.
That Hendricks had been captured by Indians was plain.
That they themselves were in danger was no less so, and a
hasty retreat was at once begun. They were halted at a distance of a few miles by some stinging rebukes from Kenton,
who declared that common humanity demanded that an effort
be made to save Hendricks. Caution compelled them to wait
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till nightfall. Under Kenton's lead they then made their way
The fire was still dimly glowing.
No
back to tle caill.
Indials were iCear.
As the men proceeded to reconnoiter the locality, one of
themI kicked a round object lying on the ground. It rolled
nearer the fire. lie stooped to pick it up. lie saw what tilt,
The poor fellow hiad
object t was. It was Hendricks's skull!
been roasted and eaten. Sadly enough Kenton and his coiirades made their way to the cabin at Washington. Not for
several months did they behold the face of a human being.
One lazy September day, Kenton was startled to discover at
man at some distance. The stranger came nearer. His complexion was white. lIe informed Kenton that there were other
white men in Kentucky besides himself and his companions.
Daniel Boone had already founded a settlement in the interior.
Tired of solitude, Kenton and his companions broke up the settlement at Washington, and repaired to Boonsborough.
In 1778 Kenton met with a remarkable adventure. He was
with an expedition led by Daniel Boone/against an Indian town
on Paint Creek. While scouting some distance ahead of the
main force, he was startled by a loud laugh. To conceal himself in a thicket was the work of a moment. Two large Indians
mounted on one small pony rode along the path, laughing and
joking in high glee. Kenton fired at short range, killing not
only the first Indian, through whose body the ball passed, but
wounding the second.
The scout sprang forward to scalp the wounded Indian,
when a noise from a thicket attracted his attention. He turned
to find two guns aimed at him by a couple of stalwart savages.
Kenton jumped to one side just in time to miss the deadly
balls. Without delay he sought the best shelter the place
afforded. Before his gun was reloaded a dozen Indians were
on a dead run toward him. The result would in all probability
have been fatal to Kenton, had not Boone's party, alarmed by
the sight of the riderless pony, which had galloped toward
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them when relieved of its riders, hurried to the rescue. Several Indians fell dead at the first fire.
/ Knowing that his approach was now discovered at the
Indian town, Boone resolved on instant retreat. Not so with
Kenton. HIe and a friend named Montgomery left the party,
and proceeded alone to a neighborhood of the village. All day
they lay in ambush in a corn-field, hoping that some Indian
would come out to gather roasting ears. Disappointed in this
expectation, they entered the town after night, captured four
good horses, made a rapid night ride to the Ohio, which they
swain in safety, and on the second day reached Logan's Fort
with their booty.
No sooner was the restless Kenton through with this adventure than he set out on a scout with Montgomery and a young
man named Clark to an Indian town on the Little Mauniee
River, against which an expedition was contemplated by the
whites. Under cover of night a thorough investigation of the
place and the number of its warriors was made. Having accomplished this, the scouts might have returned in safety. But the
temptation to steal some horses was too strong to be resisted.
In their greed they determined to take every horse in the village. Unfortunately they had attempted too much, and were
discovered. The scouts saw their peril and rode for their lives,
but were unwilling to abandon a single horse. Two rode in front
and led the horses, while the third plied his whip from behind.
They were checked in their furious career by a swaminp, in
an attempt to avoid which they occupied the whole night. On
the morning of the second day they had reached the Ohio. The
wind was high, the river rough, the crossing dangerous. Kenton resolved to swim the horses across, while his companions
hurriedly framed a raft on which to transport their guns and
baggage. Again and again Kenton forced the horses into the
water, but as often the animals, frightened by the boisterous
waves, turned about, and swam back to shore.
No time was to be lost. The Indians were in hot pursuit.
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Instead of abandoning the horses, which col

not be niiade to

cross the river, the trio still clung to their 1,llunder and started
down the banks of the Ohio. When the setting sun flung his
red radiance over the stormy river, tipping the waves with crilnson splendor, the horse-thieves still found theisel'es unable to
cross.
Totally infatuated, the three men encaI
ped for the

night. At dawn they awoke, rejoiced to find the river as placid
as the blue morning sky which archedl above them. But horses
have memories, and the captive equines, mindful (,Ioft heir former
experience, stubbornly refused to enter the water. Blows ain(
curses were unavailing. For the white men but one course
remained. Each mounted a horse, determined to ride to a point
opposite Louisville, where they could obtain transportation.
It was too late.

Scarcely had they ridden a hundred yards

when the furious pursuers were heard in their rear. The fortunes of' the scouts were widely different.
Clark esca;ipel.
Montgoimery was killed.

'Kenton

was taken prisoner.

Amngll

the stolen horses was a wild colt, a vicious and powerful animal. Kenton was placed astride this animal, his hands tied
behind him, and his feet bound together under the horse's
belly. The animal was then turned loose without rein or bridle.
A terrible cut from a whip caused it to dash furiously into the
forest. On, on it went, its defenseless rider being scratched,
bruised, and torn by the overhanging limbs of the trees.
Though blinded by the blood which flowed down his lacerated face, Kenton escaped without fatal injury. Ile was taken
to the famous Indian town of Old Chillicothe. For amusement
his guards beat his naked back and shoulders with hickory
switches. Of all the borderers of the time no one was better
known, more greatly feared, and so bitterly hated as Simon

Kenton.
At his appearance the inhabitants of the t'wn ' were beside
themselves with rage. Their fury found no words adequate to
give it utterance. Foaming at the mouth, they gave it vent' in
inarticulate and blo,)-crdling howls and

l'urses.

A st!:ke was
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To this the captive was tied, with his

hands extended above him ndl(1
fstened to the top of the stake.
lHe was painted black.
Instead of the 'torture fires being
applied at once, the savages, choked with speechless rage,
danced and howled around him until midnight, pelting him with
stones, lacerating him with switches, and searing his body with
red-hot irons.
The rare pleasure of the occasion was prolonged by his grim
captors. In the morning he was ordered to run the gauntlet.
At the beat of a drum he started dlown the line of warriors,
armed with clubs, hoe handles, tonmahawks, and butcher knives.
Again and again he was felled to the ground by his ferocious
assailants. When the race was over, and he lay bloody and(
unconscious in the corner of a cabin, a council was held in the
village. The assembled warriors were unanimous in their opinion that such fun had not been enjoyed for many a year. They
generously resolved to share the sport with the other villages.
Kenton was accordingly dragged about from town to town.
Once the poor man attempted an escape. The pursuit was
instant and keen.
Kenton put forth all his powers. At every step he remembered that he was flying from the stake and the red-hot irons.
But he was retaken and carried back-back to beatings and
bruising, back to searing irons and the cruel gauntlet, back to
the dreadful stake and the torturing flames.
He was taken to Wapputomnica, where his execution was to
end his sufferings. He arrived there just as Simon Girty, the
notorious renegade, returned from an unsuccessful expedition.
When the angry monster saw Kenton, he ,saluted him by knocking him down with his brutal fist. Too weak to rise, Kenton
called to Girty for protection. For once in his life a prayer for
mercy was not unheard by Girty. He paused. He scanned
the emaciated stranger closely. He asked his name. As the
word " Kenton " was feebly murmured, Girty, with a start of
surprise, seized the fallen man in his arms and lifted him to a
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couch. The savages looked on in wonder. Such a thing had
never been known before. Bloodier than the bloodiest, crueler
than the cruelest, had ever been Simon Girty, a savage born
amid civilization, an Indian who was the child of white parents.
The white chief sent forth a summons for a council. The
dark audience assembled. On the rows of faces ranged round
the room, rigid as if carved in ebony, not a trace of curiosity
could be seen. But beneath every blanket beat a heart filled
with fierce and cynical wonder. For some moments there was
silence in the council hall.
Then Girty arose. lie strode forward to the center of the
room. He recounted the story of his own life; of how he had
renounced the cause of the white man, and become an Indian of
Indians; of his enormous services to the Wyandots, and of the
rows of white men's scalps which decorated his cabin. He asked
if he had ever been accused of mercy to the race from which
he sprang. Yet, for this single time, ho had a favor to ask.
That favor was the life of a friend. That friend was Simon
Kenton, the wretched captive lying there on that blanket.
Many years before, said the orator, in rugged and convulsive
eloquence, he and that captive had been brothers. They had
slept under the same blanket. They had hunted through the
same forests. They had dwelt in the same wigwam. For his
own sake he asked that the life of the captive be spared.
Girtyis influence was great. But the Wyandots regarded
Kenton as their arch-enemy. The debate raged long and loud.
At length the vote was taken. The captive was saved. Girty
took Kenton to his own wigwam. For three weeks he remained
there, recovering from his injuries.
At the end of twenty-one days
new war party returned.
Many of their number had been slain. The families of the dead
demanded vengeance. A cry rang through the village for the
life of Kenton. A council was called. Speaker after speaker
arose, and with vehement gesture and heavy emphasis, argued
that Kenton must be put to death. Girty again put forth all
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his powers to save his friend. But he was overwhelmed.

The

sentence of death was passed.
Ke(iton was bound and marched away to another village.

An old Indian was sitting by the roadside. As lihe
caught sight
of Kenton a S)pasm of' passionate hate conIvulsed his sullen features.
Ile sprang
forward, tand with a blow from his tomahawk cut open Kenton's shoulder, breaking the bone, and almost

severing the arm from the body.

In this condition he was

driven on to Sandusky, arriving there in the evening.

Arrange-

ments were at once made to burn him alive on the following morning.
By strange coincidence a British Indian agent was in the
town. Learning of Kenton's arrival, lie at once dea;lllded the
ealptive , in order that the conunndant at T)etroit ligllt obtain
my. The Indians consented to
from him information of the enli
give

him up only on condition that he be returned to theiii.

That condition was never kept.

lie remained at Detroit, under

mild restraint, firom October, 1777, to June, 1778.

In the lat-

ter moith he resolved upon an escape, taking into his confidence
t\wo young Kentuckians, captives like himself. By great adroitness Kenton managed to get possession of three guns and some
After a journey of thirty days through a wilderammunition.
ness infested by Indian war parties, the three refugees arrived
at Louisville.
" Thus," says a writer, " terminated one of the most remarkable series of adventure in the whole realm of western history.

Kenton was eight times exposed to the gauntlet, and three

times tied to the stake for execution. For three weeks he
vibrated between life and death. Yet, amid the changes of
fickle fortune, he remained perfectly passive. No wisdom, foresight, or exertion could have saved him. Fortune, and fortune
alone, fought his battle from first to last."
For many years, Kenton continued to be one of the most
formidable Indian fighters of the valley. Through the details
of his eventful career we may not "!lohw him. One incident is
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worth mentioning. While at Detroit, an English officer observing his fondness for smoking, and the difficulty of lighting his
1pipe, presented him with a fine burning glass or lens, by which
the tobacco could easily be kindled from the rays of the sun.
Two or three years afterward Kenton was again taken lwris1cer.
inunediate exe.
HIe was bound hand and foot, preparatory to
cution. As his last request to his captors, he asked the privilege of smoking his pipe. lie placed the long, wooden steml in
his mouth. The chief handed hin the customary flint, steel, and
tinder for lighting the tobacco.
With a gesture of indifference, Kenton refused the ilnllements, to the great astonishment of the savage. Extending
his hand toward the midday sun, cleverly grasping the burning.
glass, he adroitly focused the rays in the pipe bowl and was
quickly puffing clouds of smoke from his lips. The Indians
were dumfounded. Not having noticed the glass, they suppossed he had lighted his pipe by letting the sunlight pass
through the circle formed by his thumb and forefinger. Awestricken and amazed, they grouped together at a little distance,
with mutterings and grunts of wonder.
In a little while, Kenton refilled his pipe, and repeatedl the
trick, accompanying it with three or four cries, mysterious an;d
startling to the Indians. No one understood 'better than Kelnton the superstition of their minds. Seizing his advantage, he
made a sweeping gesture, clasping his hands above his head,
and transferring the glass to his. left hand. In a moment he
had kindled some dry leaves at his side into a flame.
Struggling to his feet, tied though they were, and giving a
terrific leap, such as Kenton alone could make, he brought himself to the pile of fagots which had been gathered for his torture. In a moment a flame blazed up around the stake as if
the victim were already fastened to it. Kenton then beckoned
to the chief to unbind his ankles.. The mystified Indian durst
not disobey such a man. While fumbling at the thongs, Kenton
raised his burning-glass, and ina moment raised a, blister on the
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red man's wrist. He jerked his hand away with a howl of
pain only to feel a spot of fire on his head. This was too much.
The chief and his companions hurriedly got behind the nearest
trees. Kenton then unbound his own ankles. Waving his :nrins
towards the sun, he withdrew the stopple from a powder-horn,
dropped' by the Indians, focused the sunbeams upon the powd(1er
within, and shook his fist at his foes. In an instant the powderhorn exploded with a flash and roar. Not only had the powder-horn disappeared. The Indians left at the same instant.
Kenton was free.
The later career of Kenton is a strange illustration of the
reverses in the fortunes of men. When the Indian wars were
over, the brave and generous Kenton found himself without an
occupation. The lands which he had bought were lost to him
through technical flaws in the title. He had braved the tomIahawk, the gauntlet, and the stake in vain. The people who
now came in to occupy and possess the fair region, to redeem
which from the savages he had devoted the best years of his
life, found no use for the old scout. His very body was take
for debt. He was imprisoned for a year on the very spot where
he had built the first cabin, planted the first corn, and fought
the savages in a hundred fierce encounters.
Beggared by losses and law-suits, he moved to Ohio about
the beginning of this century. He was elected brigadier-general
of the State militia, and was a soldier of the war of 1812. In
1810 he joined the Methodist Episcopal Church, and ever after
lived a consistent Christian life. After the war of 1812 he
returned to his lonely cabin in the woods, near Urbana. Ohio.
In 1820 he moved to Mad River, in sight of the old Indian town
of Wappatomica, where he had once been tied to the stake.
Even here he was pursued by judgments and executions from
the courts of Kentucky. He still had some large tracts of
mountain lands in Kentucky which were forfeited for taxes. lle
tried boring for salt on them, but failed. His last resource was
an appeal to the Kentucky Legislature to release the forfeiture.
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" o," says McClung, " in 1824, when about seventy years
old, he mounted his sorry old horse, and, in his tattered garnients, commenced his weary pilgrimage. The second night he
stopped at the house of James Galloway, of Xenia, Ohio, an
ol(1 friend and pioneer.
"Kenton at last reached Frankfort, now become a thrifty
and flourishing city. Here lie was utterly unknown. All his
old friends had departed. His dilapidated appearance and the
sorry condition of his horse and its wretched equipments only
provoked mirth. The grizzled old pioneer was like Rip Van
Winkle appearing after his long sleep. He wandered up and
down the streets, 'the observed of all observers.' The very
At length, the scarred old warrior was
boys followed him.
recognized by General Fletcher, an old companion-in-arms. Ile
grasped him by the hand, led him to a tailor-shop, bought him a
suit of clothes and hat, and, after he was dressed, took him to
the State capitol.
"IIere he was placed in the speaker's chair, and introduced
to a crowded assembly of judges, citizens, and legislators, as
the second pioneer of Kentucky. The simple-minded veteran
used to say afterwards that 'it was the very proudest day of
his life,' and ten years subsequently, his friend Hinde asserted,
he was wearing the self-same hat and clothes. His lands were
at once released, and shortly after, by the warm exertion of
some of his friends, a pension from Congress of two hundred
and fifty dollars was obtained, securing his old age from absolute want.
"Without any further marked notice, Kenton lived in his
humble cabin until 1836, when, at the venerable old age of
eighty-one, he breathed his last, surrounded by his family and
neighbors, and supported by the consolations of the Gospel.
He died in sight of the very spot where 'the savages, nearly
sixty years previous, proposed to torture him to death.
"General Kenton was of fair complexion, six feet one inch
in height. He stood and walked very erect, and, in the,prime
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of life, weighed about a hundred and ninety pounds. lie never
was inclined to be corpulent, although of sullicient fullness to
form a graceful person. Hie had a soft, tremulous voice, very
pleasing to the hearer; auburn hair and laughing gray eyes,
kvhich appeared to fascinate the beholder. lie was a pleasant,
good-humored, and obliging companion. When excited, or provoked to anger, which was seldom the case, the fiery glance of
his eye would almost curdle the blood of those with whom he
came in contact. His wrath, when aroused, was a tornado. In
his dealings he was perfectly honest. His confidence in man
and his credulity were such, that the same man might cheat him
twenty times-and, if he professed friendship, might still continue to cheat him."
Such was the man after whom was named the county of
Kenton, Kentucky.
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CHAPTER VIII.
BRADY, THE BACKWOODSMAN.

APTAIN SAMUEL BRADY, the hero of this
narrative, was born in 1758, in the town of
Shippensburg, Pennsylvania. John Brady, his
father, had before him been a brave and a(venturous man. On the eleventh (lay of April,
1779, this gentleman, being in command of an
exposed post, set out for Fort Augusta, to procure supplies of provisions. He had loaded his
wagon heavily, and with several guards started early in the
afternoon to return.
At a certain point the road forked. Those in charge of the
wagon went one way, while, Brady and a companion named
Smith, who were on horseback, took the shorter cut. The spot
was lonely. As the two men rode slowly along, Brady related
to his companion an incident in his life which had made a deep
impression on his mind.
The story he told was as follows: In 1776, information
had been received at Fort Augusta, of the approach of Indians.
Runners were at once dispatched to the neighboring settlements.
In the afternoon Brady remembered that they had forgotten to
send word to a trading post, occupied by a Dutchman named
Derr. He threw himself into his saddle to carry the message.
Arriving at his destination, Brady found the yard full of
Indians, stretched out on the ground, brutally drunk, while Derr
sat calmly by, smoking his pipe, as if nothing unusual had
occurred. Brady rebuked him sternly. The Dutchman replied
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that the Indians had come and informed him that they W .1
kill him unless he gave them liquor. Acting on the hint, he
had politely rolled out a barrel of rum for his guests' entertainment. As he spoke, a drunken Indian, with a long scar on

his left cheek, staggered toward the half-emptied barrel to take
another drink. Brady, however, interfered, and upset the barrel,
spilling its contents. The Indian broke out into curses, and,
with bitter emphasis, told Brady that the day would yet come
when he would regret that act.

CAPTAIN BRADY AND HIS CHICKASAW 8 OUT.
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Ever since that time, sail the C:atlain to his companion, the

memory of that threat had haunted him. Knowing the Indian
character, lie believed that if' that savage should ever chance to
meet him, the threat would be fulfilled by :an at tenill on his
life. By this time the riders had reachllced a place of exceeding
wildness. At that moment three rifles were fired in quick succession. Brady dropped lifeless on the road. Smith hounded
away. Momentarily glancing back, he saw an Indian standing
over his dead friend flourishing a bloody scalp. lie also saw
that the savage had a long and prominent scar on the left side
of his face.
Such was the fate of the father of Captain Saunel Brady.
Only the year before, his younger brother, James, lad also been
killed by Indians. The young man, with three or four cmllpanions, had stood their guns against a tree. An Indian suddenly
fired, at which the others fledl.

hBrady, however, seized a gun,

and shot the savage, only to find himself left to contend alone
against a host of enemies. Two other guns he also fired at his
foes with fatal effect, but while reaching for the fourth gun was
knocked senseless. lie was tomahawked, scalped, and left for
dead. Coming to conciousness, the plucky fellow managed to
crawl to a settler's cabin. lie lived three or four days, and
then died from his wounds.
In conformity to the wild customs of the frontier, the elder
brother took a solemn oath that the. remnainde" of his life should
be devoted to wreaking a dreadful vengeance on the race whose
members had thus twice desolated the family circle.
In 1SO780 Bray was dispatched from Fort Pitt to the (listant
towns of the Sandusky on a scout. lIe chose for his companions a few men and four Chickasaw Indians. The season was
wet. The streams were swollen beyond their banks. Owing to
T he chart of the
several mishaps, their provisions ran low.
country which Brady carried proved to be defective and misleading. In time, however, they reached the neighborhood of
the Indian towns.
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While stealing through the woods, the sound of human
voices broke upon them. Leaving his comrades behind hint,
Sitting beside
Brady slipped forward to make observations.
the embers of a camp-fire he found two squaws. Ile turned
back unnoticed, leaving them unharmed. Coming back to his
companions, he detected by their sullen looks and gruff answers
that something had happened. The young scout sat down
unconcernedly to clean his rifle. For some time nothing was
'said. He then called on the men to hand him their ammunition pouches, in order to make an equal distribution of the powder on hand. Instead of obeying the command, the meil t:latly
refused. They informed Brady that the faithless Chickasaws
had deserted, taking with them all the provisions, and that
instead of continuing the scout, they had resolved on flight..
To this startling announcement Brady replied by handing
the speaker his powder-horn, and asked him to see how much
powder it contained. There was not a grain left.
lRaising his
gull to his shoulder, Bradlv announced that he had one load yet
in the weapon and thal he would use to maintain his authority.
The menl, awed into admiration for their young leader, yielded.
Matters having been thus settled, Brady hid all of his company
bult one man in a ravine. lHe and his companion then started
to the village, wading the river to an island opposite the town,
where they lay during the night.
In the morning a dense fog covered the landscape. At noon
it lifted. The astonished spies discovered a vast concourse of
Indians, evidently just returned from an expedition against the
frontiers, bringing with them a number of fine horses. The
crowd was wild with hilarity over some races, by which they
were testing the animals and celebrating the occasion. That
night Brady, having accomplished the object of his journey,
rejoined his men and commenced the return trip. Entirely destitute of provisions they nevertheless subsisted for a time on
strawberries. Only one rifle-charge was left in the party.
The loaded gun was given to Brady. Discovering a deer-
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track, the scout followed it, and, coming within sight of the
animal, attempted to fire. To his intense disappointment the
Brady picked the
gun failed to go off, and the deer fled.
renewed pursuit
in
starting
and
was
weapon,
of
the
touch-hole
of the game, when he discovered a party of Indians. They
were led by a large and powerful savage on horseback, carrying
in his arms a white child. The child's mother rode behind him
on the horse. Ten warriors followed the leader.
Brady was a kind-hearted man. Moreover, he was young,
and, therefore, gallant. From his concealment his quick eye
perceived that the woman had been brutally mistreated. One
of her arms was broken. IHcr face was a mass of bruises. Br<,dy
forgot himself. He raised his gun, and aiming carefully for fear
of injury to the mother or her child, fired, the unerring bullet
plunging into the heart of the savage. The Indians were paralyzed by fright and confusion.
Seizing his opportunity, Brady rushed forth, caught the child
in one arm, the woman in the other, and disappeared in the
brush amid a shower of balls. He was infinitely disgusted to
find that his cowardly men had fled, allowing tyo prisoners to
escape. Nevertheless he made his way with his two helpless
companions to Fort McIntosh, and from there to Pittsburgh,
where he received the congratulations of General Broadhead.
Brady's next service was a scout, with a man named Phouts,
in the direction of the Susquehanna. Their start was made two
hours before day. At evening they halted by a small creek and
built a fire. While out hunting they discovered a deer-lick,
and, as a consequence, brought into camp some excellent venison. The following day, a blue smoke, floating above the top
of a distant forest, indicated an Indian camp. They approached
cautiously and discovered, to their surprise, one old Indian sitting by the fire mending his moccasins. Phouts prel)ared to
fire, but Brady prevented him from doing so, and the two men
left unobserved.
A few hours later they came upon a well-defined Indian trail.
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,rady noted the signs, and became convinced that a strong party
of Indians had passed there the previous day. He at once detei
mined to take the old savage captive, and return forthwith to
Pittsburgh. Early in the morning they returned to the Indian's
camp, and found the savage lying on his back by the fire.
Brady crept forward toward the Indian, and when within a few
feet, gave a whoop and jumped on the prostrate savage. A brief
struggle ended in the old fellow being strongly tied.
On being assured that he would be taken to Pittsburgh
unharmed, the captive politely pulled aside some bushes, and
pointed out a most excellent canoe. The trio embarked, floating
down the creek to the spot where they had encamped the previous night, and landed. Here they encamped until morning.
Brady rose early and went up the creek to where they had
left some venison hanging on a tree, which they wanted for
breakfast.
Meanwhile, an interesting little occurrence took place in
Brady's absence. The wily Indian complained to Phouts, who
was a dull Dutchman, that his cords hurt him, and begged his
guard to loosen them for a few moments.
The Dutchman,
charmed by the docile behavior and extreme humility of the
prisoner, took off the cords entirely.
The old man sat meekly on the ground without a suspicious
movement. At a moment when Phouts stooped to fix the fire,
the Indian gave a lightning spring toward the Dutchman's gun,
which was leaning against a tree, seized it, and fired at pointblank range. In the hurry his aim was bad, and the ball only
took off a part of the Dutchman's bullet-pouch. Phouts rushed
on the savage, and, with one blow from, his tomahawk, clove
asunder his skull. Brady, alarmed by the report, hurried back,
slieved to find that nothing worse had happened. Their return
to Pittsburgh was made without further incident.
Brady's genius for scouting was soon recognized, and he
was constantly employed on the most perilous missions. On one
occasion his bravery almost brought about a fatal result. He
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was taken captive by a band of Indians, near Beaver River.
He and four companions had come upon an Indian camp. A
fire was burning, and near by lay some tempting deer meat.
Their hunger overcame their prudence, and the men, roasting the
venison, were soon in the midst of a hearty meal.
It is said that one of the men stopped eating, and suggested
that the meat might be poisoned. At that instant there was a
report from a dozen rifles. Brady's four companions dropped
dead. The Indians, recognizing him, had saved his life only to
reserve him for the pleasure of torture. He was taken to their
village, given the usual reception of blows and beatings, and was
forced to run the gauntlet. The traditional stake, with a pile of
fagots, was prepared. Previous to commencing the torture,
he was stripped and a circle of Indians formed around him for
a fantastic dance.
The torture fires were already blazing. He felt that his end
was at hand, but still, with cool head and fearless eye, he calculated the chances of escape. When the dance was at its
height, a squaw, carrying in her arms a young child, strode up
to Brady and hit him a terrible blow with a war-club. She
was about to repeat the outrage when Brady, gathering all his
strength, sprang upon her, tore the child from her arms, and
threw it clear over the circle of dancers into the flames beyond.
The Indians, struck with horror, rushed, as by one thought, to
rescue the child. This Brady had foreseen. - In the midst of
the confusion he (lashed through the crowd, overturning every
one in his way, and disappearing in a neighboring ravine.
Another story related of Brady places him in company with
sixteen companions. The party was encamped for a night.
Towards morning a gun was heard, and the scouts quickly
withdrew to an elevated bluff. Beneath them they discovered
six Indians standing around a fire. Brady ordered his men to
lie down while he kept watch. At day-break he placed them
side by side, with himself at the end of the line. At an opportune moment Brady touched, with his elbow, the man on his
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left, who in turn communicated it to his neighbor, and so on
down the line. When the nudge reached the last man, he fired,
followed by all the others.
Every Indian in the camp was
killed, with perhaps, a single exception.
Brady and two companions, passing along the northern shore
of the Ohio, once reached the neighborhood of a cabin occupied
by a man named Gray. Suddenly Brady detected the presence of Indians. In the moment of concealing himself Brady
saw Gray approaching carelessly on horseback. As the hunter
passed him Brady sprang out, dragged him off his horse,
and whispered, "I am Sam Brady. For heaven's sake, keep
quiet."
That this summary treatment saved Gray's life there can be
no doubt. The four men approached the site of the cabin and
discovered it to be a heap of embers. Of Gray's wife and children there was no trace. Gray, frantic with grief, begged his
companions to join him in pursuit of the abductors. To Brady
such an appeal was never made in vain. In two hours they
came upon the Indians, who were there in force. There, bound
hand and foot, sat Gray's wife and children.
The number of the savages so much exceeded that of Brady's
party that a night attack was the only hope for the rescue of
the captives. At an auspicious moment the four avengers stole
noiselessly into the camp and distributed themselves among the
sleepers. At a given signal from Brady each man tomahawked
the nearest Indians.
The survivors, leaping to their feet,
bounded into the forest, leaving their captives in the hands of
the white men.
Probably the most famous of Brady's exploits is that known
as "Brady's Leap." He had been pursued by Indians for some
distance from Sandusky, and, at last, seemed to be hedged in
in all directions. It was a principle with the scout to never
surrender. Taking in the situation with a quick glance, he
bounded off toward a creek, at a point where it rushed through
a rocky gorge. From bank to bank was more than twenty-five
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feet. On his way, Brady hurled two savages to the ground.
The whole swarm were following him with wild yells, believing
that when he reached the brink of the chasm, he must be forced
to

pause

and

be-

come their captive.
Rushing forward
with the greatest
impetuosity, Brady
collected all his
energies, and as
his foot touched
the verge of the
precipice, he gave
a terrific leap,
catching the bushes
on the steep, rocky
cliff of the opposite
bank, and quickly
scrambling to his
feet.
The Indians were
dumfounded. It
was not long, however, till they made
their way around,
and were again in
pursuit of Brady.
For his part, he had
received a bullet in

'his leg as he jumped
the chasm, and found himself unable to maintain his terrific
speed. He made his way to a body of water, which still bears
the name of "Brady's Lake." He unhesitatingly plunged in,
diving to a spot covered by pond lilies. Here he found that
he could keep his face under water by breathing through the
BRADY'S

LEAP.
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hollow stem of a weed. The Indians followed his bloody track
to the edge of the lake, and concluded that he had committed
suicide. When their pursuit was abandoned Brady came out of
the water and made his way home.
In 1786 Captain Brady married a Miss Drucilla Swearingen.
Her father, a prominent soldier of the Revolution, objected to
the match, but the beautiful young lady, enamored with the
prowess and prestige of her lover, married him. The fond and
lovely wife suffered greatly in mind during the absences of her
brave husband on lengthy scouts. He was always a little lame
from the wound received at the time of his famous leap. He
also became quite deaf in his old age. This he attributed to
his having remained so long under the water of the lake. His
last years were spent at West Liberty, West Virginia, where
he died.
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CHAPTER IX.
THE DAYS OF DANIEL BOONE.

BOOK of American pioneers would be incomplete
without a sketch of Daniel Boone, the pioneer
of Kentucky. It is not because he had such
thrilling adventures, for the experiences of
many of the borderers far surpassed those of
Boone in wild heroism and wonderful feats. It
is the character of Boone which impressed itself
upon the minds of his contemporaries, and gives
him such a prominent place in the history of the Ohio valley.
His grandfather came to this country from England. No fur ther reason need be sought for this move on the part of the
old gentleman than the fact that he had nineteen children. 'He
possessed peculiar qualifications for the population of a new
country.
Our hero was born in Berks County, Pennsylvania. but his
family removed at an early day to North Carolina. His education consisted in a short term at a school, opened by a wandering Irishman. The building was a square log structure, with a
fire-place occupying one side of the room, and holding a log ten
feet long.' One day young Boone found himself at a spot where
his schoolmaster had been observed to frequently stop. Under
some vines he discovered, to his surprise, a bottle of whisky.
That night Master Boone took some comrades into his confidence, and poured into the bottle a quantity of tartar-emetic.
Having set up the job, the boys' waited on the following
morning for the dnouement. During recess the boys, with
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many a poke in one another's ribs, observed the unsuspecting
pedagogue going to the spot where the bottle was hidden. lie
reappeared in a few moments with his face red as fire. The
school was called together more quickly than usual, and the
urchins trembled on their puncheon seats. The first two scholars made wretched failures of their lessons, and received terrific
thrashings. Boone's turn came next. The Irishman's face was as
white as paper. Boone's head was buzzing with curiosity about
the whisky bottle, and he too failed. The master began to
whip his pupil when the medicine began to take fearful effect.
Boone revenged himself for his beating by throwing the wretched
man down, at which signal the whole school joined in a shout
and ran off.
We have one other brief glimpse of Boone's boyhood. One
evening he failed to return from a hunt. His father and neighbors set out to search for the missing lad, who was but fourteen
years old. At the end of two days the father found the lad living
in a temporary hovel of sods and branches. Numerous skins of
wild animals decorated the place. A piece of venison was roasting at the fire. Here the boy was enjoying himself all alone.
When he arrived at manhood, Boone married Rebecca Bryaln.
The first explorers brought back glowing reports of Kentucky,
and in 1769, Boone, fascinated by these stories, with five companions, started to view this inland paradise themselves. They
built a cabin on Red River, to protect themselves from a
tremendous rain, which fell steadily for two weeks. Here they
remained almost stationary for six months. The vast droves of
buffalo and shadowy herds of deer supplied the men with profitable employment and exciting pleasure.
On the 22d of December, 1769, Boone and Stuart resolved
to explore the interior of the country. In all the six months
of their residence in the lovely region, neither the figure or even
a foot-print of a savage had been seen. After a few (lays' journey, the men discovered a lofty mountain, which they climbed,
in order to obtain a view of the country. Standing on its top,
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their dark figures outlined against the sky, and visible for many
miles, the hunters' eyes were gladdened with a view of the fairest,landscape in the world. Sloping hills, alternated with lovely
valleys; leafless forests, with wide extended plains. Far to
the north rolled the peaceful Ohio, beyond which lay expanses
of a country destined to be the seat of empire, the home of busy
millions.
Coming down from the mountain, little suspecting any danger, the two hunters were startled by a terrific yell just to their
right. At the same instant the bushes parted, and dark forms
emerging quickly, surrounded them, and they were taken
prisoners.

The captives were as yet ignorant of Indian customs. They
knew not one word of the language. As the howling captors
bound them and marched them off to the forest, Boone did not
know but that it might be to his death. He had, however, the
cold and self-possessed temper which has in all times characterized men of action and leadership, a disposition which knows
no special joy nor disheartening depression. There was nothing
to be done except to obey his savage guards.
Manners are an art. It has been said that there is a mode
of conduct possible which will blind the shrewdest insight and
foil the most expert observer. The popular notion of the art of
manners assumes that it belongs solely to the refined, the elegant; that its home is in society, and its disciples the votaries
of fashion. Yet the languid belle and the prancing dandy are
by no means the only nor the real experts in manners. The
shaggy backwoodsman, dressed in the skin of wild animals,
speaking in a peculiar dialect of frontier phraseology, and passing his life in restless warfare with a hideous and blood-thirsty
foe, practices the so-called parlor art with infinitely more zeal
and success than the empty-headed throngs of fashionable society.
Boone, on this occasion, revealed his superior skill in this
regarrd.
Though his heart was full of apprehension, his
He acted
demeanor indicated the most fearless indifference.
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a part. He had a care for the tone of his voice, the poise of
his head, the length of his step, the expression of his eye.
He succeeded in what he was about. The Indians insensibly
gave way to the influence of his manners. Reading in his eye
no fear, and in his air no discontent, their vigilance insensibly
relaxed. They and their captive could not exchange one single
word. It was all pantomine, or manners.
On the seventh night after the capture, the Indians went
to sleep. For three days Boone had been unbound. At night
the bonds had heretofore been replaced. But what need was
there to tie a man who was willing to stay with them anyhow.
Boone and his companion escaped. They did not kill any
of their guards, nor did they attempt it. It was not a physical achievement, but a mental one. They made their way back
to their cabin. The door was open. The rude furniture was
broken in pieces. 'There was no fire in the fire-place. The stock
of skins, the fruit of six months' toil, was gone. There was no
clue to their companions. The whole thing was a mystery, and
continued to be so. To the day of his death, Boone never
knew whether the other men had stolen the stock and made off
with it, or whether they had been killed by Indians, and the
cabin plundered by the murderers.
There are some rare joys in the life in the wilderness. Such
was the accidental meeting in the wilderness of Boone with his
brother, who, with a companion, had also come up to Kentucky.
There are many sorrows in a life in the wilderness. Such was
that which befell Boone when, a few days later, he and Stuart
were pursued by Indlians, and Stuart was killed and scalped.
Only a week afterward, a still more distressing calamity happened. The companion of Boone's brother happened to remain
away from the camp one night on a hunt. Finding, in a day or
two, that he did not return, the two brothers began a search.
In time they came upon the remains of the unfortunate man.
While asleep by his fire, he was surrounded and attacked by a
troop of famished wolves. The stock of his gun was shattered
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from the desperate use he had made of it in trying to beat back
the animals. At last, his strength failing, the throng of brutes
had borne him to the. ground, and quickly stripped the flesh
from his bones, which the Boones found scattered about. But
for the gun, the remains would have been beyond identification.
Boone and his brother thus left alone soon found their ammunition supply running low. The brother returned to Carolinal
to procure a new stock of powder and 'ball, leaving Boone in
complete solitude. " I was," he says, "left by myself, without
bread, salt, or sugar, without the company of my fellow-creatures, or even a horse or dog." On the 27th of July, 1770, his
brother returned. Hle brought with him two good horses, with
heavy packs of the much-needed supplies. Not till March, '71,
did they think of returning. During all this time they maintained ceaseless vigilance, never making a permanent camp.
During his brother's absence, Boone had frequently slept in a
canebrake, without fire, and heard the yell of the Indians
around him.
At the date last named Daniel rejoined his family after an
absence of three years, during which he had tasted neither
bread nor salt. He came home fired with the fever for removing to the new country. He sold out his property, loaded some
horses and milch cows with the necessary baggage, and, amid
prophecies of their destruction, started back to the wilderness
with his wife and children.
His clear statements of the advantages of 'the region induced
five other families and forty well armed men to accompany him.
The party felt great confidence in its strength. Pride goeth
before destruction. The party of immigrants were attacked by
Indians near Cumberland Mountain, and six of their number
killed, among whom, to the infinite sorrow of the great pioneer,
was Boone's eldest son. This reception so startled the party
that they beat a hasty retreat to the settlements on Clinch
River, forty miles to their rear, where they remained for several years..
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In 1774 and 1775 Daniel Boone was engaged in the border
conflicts of the time. Only one incident of his part in these
struggles has been preserved.
HIe was taken prisoner one
night by the Indians. He had just extinguished his camp-fire,
wrapped himself in his blanket, and lain down to sleep, being,
as was his custom, on a lone hunt, when he suddenly felt himself seized in the darkness by a number of hands.
Resistance was useless. He was bound with strips of buffalo hide, and carried to the Indian camp. The squaws immediately began to search their prisoner for valuables, and they
soon drew forth a flask of strong whisky. Boone looked on
with secret joy as he saw the bottle passed around from mouth
to mouth. HIe earnestly wished that the bottle was ten times
its size, and that every drop might stretch a brave dead-drunk
on the ground. lHe felt, to his sorrow, that there was not
enough liquor to intoxicate the company.
At that moment a gun was heard in the distance. The
braves jumped up, held a short talk with the squaws, pointing
frequently to Boone, and then seizing their guns, hurried away,
in the darkness to see what the firing of the gun meant. The
squaws sat down cross-legged around the fire, and took frequent
drinks from the bottle until, one by one, they sprawled out on
the ground, and went sound asleep.
It was the time for action. With the frontiersman's ingenuity and pluck, Boone rolled over and over toward the fire,
held his feet and then his hands in the blaze, in spite of the
torture, until his bonds were burnt asunder. He sprang to hic
feet, and, though severely burned, snatched up his rifle for
escape. He says, that at that moment he was on the point of
tomahawking the drunken squaws, but on second thought
reflected that to kill such defenseless wretches would be murder, and he desisted. Devoting his tomahawk to less bloody
work, he walked to an ash sapling, and chopped out three large
chips to mark the spot. He concealed himself in a canebrake,
and, in a day or two, made his way home.
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Many years afterward a gentleman laid out and purchased
a tract of several thousand acres, and, by chance, took as one
of the corners of his survey "an' ash marked by three distinct
notches of the tomahawk." Another series of years rolled by.
the ash had grown until the bark had completely covered the
marks. The land became involved in litigation. It was impossible to find the boundary tree.
Daniel Boone, who at that time was living in Missouri, was
sent for to identify the spot. IIe had almost forgotten the inci(lent we have related, but, after talking the matter over, remembered it. He returned to Kentucky, and, in company with several witnesses, went to the locality where he had been a prisoner twenty years before. Waiting until the moon rose, so as
to reproduce, as far as possible, his surroundings on the night
of his capture, Boone started through the woods, eying each
tree attentively, and at last stopped before a large ash, averring
positively that it was the tree.
His companions examined the trunk closely. Not a mark
was to be seen in the bark. The men were skeptical, but Boone
took an ax and cut off a strip of the bark. Still nothing was
to be seen. HIe then scral ed and cut with his butcher-knife,
until he did come to a place where the tree had been scarred
a long time before. The astonished men then went to work,
scraped the whole trunk carefully until three hacks, as plain as
three notches ever were, could be seen. On the strength of
this remarkable testimony the gentleman who had sent for
Boone won his lawsuit.
In the spring cf 1775 Boone and some companions were
employed to guard a company of surveyors through Kentucky.
The party had two battles with the Indians, losing eleven of
their number. These attacks suggested the necessity of building a small fort, lest, the Indians should little by little destroy
the whole party. For two weeks the men worked with unremitting toil in the construction of a block-house on the Kentucky River, to which the name of Boonesborough was eventu-
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ally given. Beside the block-house several cabins were built,
and the whole surrounded by a palisade.
When the work was done it looked so strong, so secure; it
was such a snug retreat from all the dangers of the forest, that
Boone resolved to bring his- family there., lie returned to the
settlement on the Clinch River, and at once started with Mrs.
Boonle and her daughters for the new fort in Kentucky. The
women of Boone's family were the first white women who ever
looked upon the Kentucky River. A few months prior to the
founding of Boonesborough James Harrod had erected a blockhouse at Harrodsburg. These two places soon became famous
as the only refuge from the savages south of the Ohio.
Boone's family had a lonely life. Yet the excitement in
which they lived, growing out of constant danger from wild
animals and Indians, took the place of companionship. Three
more families soon came to make their home in the fort. After
a few months' residence, the women of the place were accustomed to venture outside of the palisade' for short distances.
One July day, Jemima Boone, with two girls named Calloway, growing weary of the cramped quarters of the palisade,
took a canoe, and crossed the Kentucky River tq a point where
the overhanging trees formed a dense and pleasant shade. The
cool retreat afforded an agreeable relief from the heat of a July
day. These pioneer girls had few pleasures, and the little
diversion was all .the more enjoyed.
While floating lazily in the water, sometimes splashing with
their paddles, five Indians hid themselves near by. The girls
were unconscious of any impending danger, until they discovered that their boat, propelled by an unseen force, was moving
into a leafy nook out of sight of the fort. Looking for the
cause, they discovered in front of them the head of an Indian.
He was swimming with all his might with the tying rope of the
boat in his teeth. The girls screamed at the top of their voices.
Thev were heard at the fort. The men were scattered through
the forest, busy with their usual occupations.
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Before any thing could be done to rescue the girls, the
Indlialns had seized them and started off through the forest at
the top of their speed. It was nearly two hours before word
of the horrible mishap could be sent to the men of the fort
and a party, of sufficient strength made up to attempt a rescue.
Those hours seemed ages. The women at the fort wrung their
hands in agony, while the one man who happened to be there
hurried off to find help. When Boone at last got started with
eight companions, the Indians were several miles in advance.
Darkness came on, but the pursuers caught no glimpse of
the chase. All through the night the white men, with a skill
which we of the present day can neither explain nor understand,
followed the trail of the savages. Some time during the following night the ruffians were discovered. They were attacked
and driven off before they had time to kill their fair prisoners.
Two of the Indians were killed, while Boone's party was uninjured. The poor girls were overjoyed at their rescue, and the
glad welcome which they received at the fort on their return
may well be imagined.
The wandering band of Indians who had captured the three
girls was a precursor of a host of warriors who were on their
way to destroy the white settlements.
Two hundred braves
surrounded Boonesborough, and for two days attempted to capture the place. They retreated only to renew the attempt a few
days later. Now and then some defender of the fort was killed,
so that the garrison was depleted to fifteen men. The Indians
fought with great boldness. Under cover of night, they stole
up to the gates of the fort, and attempted to hew them down
with their tomahawks. The arrival of a hundred men, under
Colonel Bowman, coming to the relief of Boonesborough, Iiarrodsburg, and Logan's Fort, suddenly put an end to the siege.
The wants of the little community could not be supplied
without some exposure and risk. The dangers of hunting were
great. Behind each tree or log might lurk a savage. A still
greater danger was the procurement of salt. In January, 1778,
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Boone took thirty men to the Blue Lick, to make salt for all
the different stations in Kentucky.
It is related that one lday he had wandered some distance
from his party, and was suddenly confronted by two stalwart
Indians. Boone threw himself behind a tree, and cautiously
exposed a small portion of his body, to attract their aim. An
Indian fired, and Boone dropped as if killed. To make the
second savage throw away his shot, Boone repeated the trick,
and while the two Indians were hurriedly attempting to reload,
rushed out and deliberately shot the foremost savage. He then
advanced upon the other Indian.
The white man relied on his knife, the Indian on his tomahawk. Boone planted his foot on the corpse of the dead savage, and awaited the attack with resolute eye and compressed
lips. His antagonist advanced, and with the well-known, quick,
circular movement, was about to bury his hatchet in the white
man's brain. At the instant, when the Indian's arm was lifted,
Boone, quick as lightning, plunged his knife into his exposed
side. There was a spurt of hot blood which crimsoned the
hand upon the knife handle, a convulsive, despairing groan.
The hatchet descended, but slipped from the nerveless grasp
and stuck in the ground. The Indian threw his hands to his
side in vain attempt to stop the crimson tide, bestowed one look
of unutterable malignity and hopelessness upon the man who
still stood confronting him with the bloody hand and knife yet
held aloft, then fell to rise no more.
On the 7th of February Boone, while out hunting, discovered a war party of a hundred Indians approaching him. He
took to flight, but being then a man beyond the prime of life,
and somewhat stiff from exposure, he was unable to contend
with the swift braves who pursued him. He was captured and
taken back to the lick, where he found his whole party of
twenty-seven men prisoners like himself.
At this point we note a significant fact. The Indians
neither tortured their prisoners nor offered to put them to death.
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The conflict with the white mnln was a recent thing with the
tribes so far west. Boone and his comlanlioiis were taken to
the Indian town of Chillicothe. As usual, Boone's mild and
patient character made its impression ulpon the sav ages. While
his courage excited the admiration of the fiercest brave, his
gentleness touched the heart of the humblest squaw. His
knowledge of human nature also helped him. Sometimes he
was invited to engage in shooting matches with the Indians.
On such occasions he usually took care to plant his bullets a
little wider from the mark than the Indians, lest he should excite
their animosity by beating them.
In the spring Boone was taken to Detroit. Here Governor
Hamilton himself offered £100 for his ransom, but so strong
was the affection of the Indians for their prisoner that they
refused to consider it. Several English gentlemen, touched
with symnipathy for the misfortunes of the old pioneer, made
pressing offers of money and other articles; but old Boone,
with sturdy independence, refused to receive benefits which he

could never return.

In this incident we discover the character

of Boone's reputation.

It was in the midst of the Revolution-

ary War. Yet the Englishmen recognized Boone as a noncombatant. The Indians themselves knew that he was not an
Indian fighter. He was simply and truly a pioneer.
Boone was taken back to Chillicothe, only to be terrified by
the preparation of a great war-party for ai attack on Boonesborough. His anxiety on account of his wife and children
became intolerable.

He resolved, at every risk, to attempt an

escape so as to warn them of the impending danger. Early
one morning he started from Chillicothe, directing his course
toward Boonesborough. He traversed the one hundred and
sixty miles in four days', during which time he ate but one meal
and slept none.
Just at sunset he came in sight of the fort. The gates
were open. Some women were leisurely milking the cows on a
pleasant stretch of turf some distance from them. A little
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further off a man was chopping «wood. The whole place looked to
the returned captive like a bit of Acadia. Every thing wore an air
of peace and quiet, as if danger were the farthest thing from the
minds of the little company of pioneers. Boone, hoarse, haggard, disfigured by Indian paint and costume, his eyes glaring
wildly from their sunken sockets, shouted to the people to come
into the fort. At the apparition waving its arms in the twilight, the people made haste to follow its advice, fleeing wildly
to the gates as if it were a wild man.
A moment later old Boone was recognized. A shout of
welcome went up. Receiving the greetings of his friends, he
told them in a few short words of their danger, ordered every
person outside the gates to be called in, and preparation to be
made for an Indian attack. This done, he looked anxiously
A hard disappointment awaited him.
around for his family.
Wife and daughters, giving him up for dead, had returned to
North Carolina, taking all his property with them. Swallowing
his chagrin, Boone, after a rest, went to work with a will to repair
and strengthen the fort. Traces of lurking Indians could be
seen in the surrounding woods, spies, no doubt, upon the fort.
Their reports must have been bad, as the Indian invasion was
not forthcoming.
In the previous September, Simon Kenton had abandoned
his cabin at Washington, Kentucky, and seeing a white man
who told him that a settlement had already been made in the
interior at a place called Boonesborough, had repaired to this
place. lie was overjoyed to find a substantial fort, and was
greeted by Boone himself.
KentolL was a valuable accession to the place. It was on
the failure of the Indian invasion to materialize that Boone
resolved on his expedition against the Indian village at Paint
Creek. We have elsewhere mentioned the fact of Boone's
retreat, on finding that. his advance was discovered, and hl:ve
rehlted the adveltuires of Kenton, who resolved to go on with
his friend Montgomery.
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Boone's reason for retreat was the conviction that the whole
Indian force were now on their way to Boonesborough, andl that
the condition of the fort and of' his own iiarty was extremely
critical. Ile hurried back, and fell in with the trail of a great
Indian war-party headed directly towards Boonesborough. Making a wide detour to avoid the savages, and traveling iight and
day, he arid his men reached the fort on the evening of the
seventh day, in advance of the Indians.
On the following morning, five hundred warriors appeared
before the fort. They were commanded by British officers.
The ensuing siege was, in fact, an obscure chapter in the Revolutionary War. A demand for surrender was made, accompanied
by the significant and cruel hint that, if hostilities ensued, the
handful of British officers would hardly be able to restrain the
Indians from massacring the members of the garrison should
they be taken prisoners. Boone asked two days to consider.
The request, strange to say, was granted.
The intervening time was busily employed in strengthening
the fort. Every man resolved to die in its defense rather than
surrender. When Boone informed the British commander of his
decision, the latter said that he meant no harm to the settlers,
and that if nine of the principal men would come out of the
fort and treat with him, he and his Indians would at once go
away. For some unexplained reason, Boone assented to this
proposal, and, with eight picked men, emerged from the fort,
and was soon surrounded by throngs of hideous braves. Some
sort of "a treaty" was pretended to be patched up.
Boone and his friends prepared to return, when the British
commander said that it was an invariable custom of the Indians
at the close of a treaty for two warriors to take hold of either
hand of each white man. The Indians at once proceeded to act
on the hint. The white mnen, who were not surprised by the
movement, flung off their assailants, and started for the fort.
The men at the latter place, who were looking on with deep
anxiety, instantly fired upon the Indians, under cover of which
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the nine men reached the fort and barred the gates.
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Only one

of their number had been wounded in this scrimmage.
A siege of nine days followed. Every attack by the Indians
resulted in the loss of many of their braves, while the whites
suffered but little. The fort stood sixty yards from the river
bank. The enemy, foiled in their other efforts, commenced to
dig a mine from the river bank into the fort. One morning
Boone's quick eye detected the discoloration of the river from
the fresh earth thrown into it, and instantly divined the state
of affairs. A deep trench was cut by the garrison under the
palisade and then in front of the fort so as to intersect the
approaching mine. This stratagem forced the Indians to abandon their attempt. At last, foiled in every effort, the savages
withdrew. This was the last siege Boonesborough ever sustained. It occurred in the summer of 1778.
In the fall of this year, Boone, who was piqued at the facility with which his family had given him up for lost, returned
to North Carolina. Hie was detained here by family troubles
until 1780, when he again returned to Boonesborough with his
wife and daughters.
Shortly after his return, Boone and his brother went to Blue
Licks, where he had been taken captive, and were surprised by
Indians. The brother was killed and scalped. Boone fled,
urged on by a relentless pursuit. The Indians had with them
a remarkable dog, which tracked Boone incessantly, and prevented his concealing himself. The situation was critical. Every
twist and turn he made was detected by his pursuers, who
were guided by the dog. At last Boone calmly paused, and
waited till the animal should come in sight. It was a hazardous thing to stop with the Indians so near. In a moment the
dog came bounding toward him, with a great red tongue lolling
from his mouth, and uttering loud and mournful bays. At that
moment Boone fired, and killed the brute. Then, under cover
of the forest and a approaching night, he made his 'escape.
Somewhere about this time in Boone's career, he, with a few
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companions, was surprised in the woods by a large party of'
Indians. The whites were eating their breakfast, and the saya:ges satt down near by without hostile demonstrations, and pretl ded to prepare their own meal, acting as if they were completely ignorant of the presence of Boone. The latter cautioned
his m eti in an undertone to be prepared for a fight at any
moment. Boone then walked toward the Indian chief unarmed.
intently gnawing the meat from a bone. The savage, who
was also eating, licked his greasy fingers, and rose to greeot
Boone. The latter asked to see a knife, with which the Indiani
was cutting his meat. Boone took the long knife, and with a
dexterous juggle, affected to swallow it, concealing it at the
same time in his sleeve.
The Indians looked on with wide-eyed astonishment, while
Boone struck his stomach, pronouncing the knife very good. In
a few moments he went through another contortion, and tapparently vomited forth the knife, which he wiped on his sleeve and
returned to the Indian. The latter took it cautiously between
his thumb and forefinger, and flung it into the bushes, as if the'
thing were contaminating. The whole party of savages then
instantly broke and ran, regarding Boone, no doubt, as the
devil himself.
Kentucky was filling up rapidly with settlers. Numerous
other stations besides Boonesborough and Ilarrodsburg afforded
refuge from savages. For a year or tw'o the country was free
firomi Indian hostilities. The settlers, busy with their farms,
began to hope that the wars with the savages were over. In
1782, however, the tempest of destruction broke forth again.
Numerous isolated outrages were committed by Indians.
In the spring, twenty-five savages sneaked up to Estill's
station, entered a cabin somewhat apart from the rest, and after
outraging a woman and her two daughters, brutally murdered
them. A few minmients later some women of the settlement discovered the tragedy which had been enacted. The men of the
place were nearly all absent, searching for this very band of
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Indians. Word was with difficulty conveyed to Captain Estill,
who commanded the squad of pioneers. On receiving the information, instant pursuit was resolved on. Five men, anxious
about their families, returned to the station. Ten more were
soon left behind on account of their jaded horses.
The party, reduced to twenty-five men, pushed on, and overtook the Indians, whose number was exactly the same. The
battle, which is memorable in the annals of pioneer warfare, took
place at a small stream, on the opposite banks of which the combatants were posted. For an hour the loss on both sides was
equal. The Indians fought with the pertinacity and coolness of
the whites themselves. It seemed, as the battle continued, that
nothing remained except to fight until all the men on each side
Estill resolved on a stratagem. Six men were
were killed.
ordered to attempt a flank movement. They were, however,
utterly destroyed in the effort. The Indians now pressed their
foes hard. Estill, himself, became engaged in a terrible handto-hand struggle with the Wyandot chief. Each man made furious exertions to overpower his adversary. The friends of each
dared not fire for fear of wounding the wrong man.
At last, a mishap of the most serious character occurred.
Estill had in the year before broken his arm. In this combat,
the bones, imperfectly knitted, came apart. As the arm gave
way, Estill gave a cry of despair, and the next instant the
Indian sunk a knife into his heart. The triumph of the savatge was short. Just as he shook the gory scalp in air, a rifle
bill laid him in the lowly dust beside his fallen foe. The whites
tied, bearing wild reports of the numbers of the Indians to the
agitated settlements. Panic and defeat seemed about to overwhelm the pioneers. Band after band met the fate of Estill's
company.
In August came the famous attack of Simon Girty, on Bryant's station, on the southern bank of the Elkhorn, between
Maysville and Lexington, Kentucky. The garrison of the place
was about to march to the relief of Hoy's station. Just as the
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gates were thrown open, a volley of rifle-balls rattled against
the sides of the fort. No weakening of the garrison was to be
thought of; instead, preparations for a siege had to be made
at once. Their greatest peril in case of a siege arose from a
scarcity of water. The spring on which they depend(led was
soeic distance away from the fort. In a neighboring wood,
signs of an ambush could be detected.
A council was held in the fort, and it was suggested that
all the women get buckets, and go down to the spring after
water, as if no ambush was suspected. The Indians, believing themselves undiscovered, would hardly attack a party of
squaws, when by waiting longer, some of the fighting part of
the garrison might be ambuscaded at the spring. This plan
This was the
was adopted.
Only one thing was wanting.
women's consent. Sharp words were indulged in. They (lid
not see why the men could not go after the water. At last,
some of the stronger and more sensible women took a practical
view of the situation, and seizing their buckets, started boldly
to the spring. The others followed with fear and trembling.
On they went, defenseless and frightened, to within a short
distance of the deadly ambush, where five hundred Indians
lay concealed.
The buckets were filled with assumed deliberation, and the
trembling procession of females started back to the fort. As
they crossed the wide, open space their steps quickened, until
every woman was in a dead run for the gates. Though pale
with fear, they reached the fort without having been molested.
As had been surmised, the Indians withheld their attack in the
belief that some of the men of the fort could be caught at the
spring before long.
Meanwhile an Indian decoy party had appeared on the opposite side of the fort. Thirteen men went out and attacked them,
a maneuver which at once brought the whole Indian force upon
the opposite side of the fort, which they believed to be unprotected.' Heavy volleys of rifle-shots poured into them at point-
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blank range, destroyed their delusion, and the Indians fled io
the woods. A regular battle was now begun.
At two o'clock a diversion occurred. Two messengers had
carried the news of the attack to Lexington, near which a company, on its way to Hoy's station, was met, and its course changed
to Bryant's station. At two o'clock in the afternoon this reenforcement reached the vicinity of the fort. The Indians, discovering their approach, attempted to cut them off. The horsemen spurred on through clouds of dust, and made their way iiito
the fort. Those on foot were not so fortunate. Finding theiiiselves about to be destroyed, they took to a corn-field and
attempted to escape. Some succeeded, but several were cut
down in their flight.' In the evening Girty called on the place
to surrender. A. man named Reynolds replied from the fort
with taunts and insults, which put Girty in a terrible rage.
In the morning the men looked out through the palisades
toward the spot where the Indians had encamped the night
before, and were astonished to find the place entirely deserted.
The enemy was in full retreat. Re-enforcements also began to
pour into the fort, among them a strong company under Daniel
Boone, from Boonesborough. Each little party which arrived
had a leader, and among the multitude of counselors arose a
discussion, which ended in a unanimous resolve not to wait for
General Logan, who with a strong force was marching to Bryant's, but to commence pursuit of the Indians at once.
On the afternoon of the 18th of August, 1782, began the
fatal march. The trail of the Indians was very plain. Here
and there the enemy had chopped bits out of the trees. These
signs made Boone and a few others cautious, as they indicated
no anxiety to conceal retreat, but rather the reverse. At the
Lower Blue Licks the whites, on the following day, came in
The pursuers were gathered on the
sight of the enemy.
southern bank of the Licking River. On the opposite side a
small group of savages could be seen standing on the top of a
ridge. They coolly stared at the whites, and then disappeared.
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A hurried consulation was held as to what should be done.
The men were now a long way from any point of support.
The country was wild and lonely, well adapted for ambuscades.
The enemy was largely superior in strength to the whites.
Boone advised a return or, at least, a halt, until Logan's force
could come up with them. The discussion continued, when suddenly Hugh McGary, whose fierce and impetuous temper chafed
at delay or deliberation when Indians were so near, gave a. loud
yell for "all who are not cowards" to follow him. At the same
instant he spurred his horse into the stream.
The example was contagious. Calm deliberation was at an
end, and the whole company crowded pell-mell after him.
Through the river and up the opposite ridge they rushed in
confused tumult. They hurried along the trail about a mile,
burning with the reckless zeal which the rash McGary had
inspired. Suddenly a party of Indians confronted them and
fired. The place was inauspicious for the whites. They were
on open ground, while the foe occupied a ravine, filled with a
dense growth of trees and bushes. This ravine flanked the
ridge from which the whites fought.
A severe battle at once began. The lagging settlers hurried
to the front to the support of their companions. As soon as
the Indians saw the whites well bunched together, a strong
party of several hundred warriors started to throw themselves
in their rear and cut off retreat. The movement was easy and
on the point of success. The whites, seeing their peril, broke
and ran back toward the river. The scene was awful. The
battle of Blue Licks was really a slaughter. The Indians fell
upon the fugitives, outnumbering them ten to one, and tomahawking them not singly, but by dozens.
At the moment of the retreat, Boone, who was in the front
of the fight, and had already seen his son and many neighbors
killed, found himself and a few friends surrounded by savages,
and retreat hopelessly cut off. Thoroughly acquainted with the
ground, he spurred forward boldly into the ravine which the
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Indians had occupied, finding it, as he expected, almost deserted.
By a roundabout course he reached the Licking, crossed it at a
remote point, and reached the settlements in safety.
At the ford the Indians plunged into the water, falling upon
and scalping their unhappy victims, and then letting the corpses
float away, leaving behind a crimson trail in the blue water.
There was no selfishness among the whites. Those who were
able boldly helped their companions. Young Reynolds, who
had given Girty the insult from the .walls of the fort, was
mounted on a fine horse. Half-way to the ford he overtook
Captain Patterson, a man infirm from former wounds, and in
his flight on foot in good way to be killed. With kingly generosity Reynolds sprang to the ground, placed his protesting
friend in the saddle, and continued his own flight on foot. He
saved his friend, but was taken prisoner.
He was at first guarded by three Indians, but the excitement of the pursuit was so fascinating that two of the savages
turned their prisoner over to the third one, and eagerly ran on
to take part in the fray. Reynolds marched quietly on, under
the eye of his captor, who carried a tomahawk and loaded rifle.
But when the Indian stooped down for a moment to tie his
moccasin, Reynolds leaped on him, stunning him with terrific
blows from his fists, and instantly disappeared in a thicket,
making his way home in safety.
The survivors of the battle of Blue Licks spread terror
among the sorrowing settlements. Sixty of the picked men of
Kentucky had been slain, and a number taken captives. It was
a time when every man was worth much to the new community. On the second day after the slaughter General Logan, with
four hundred and fifty men, visited the fatal spot, and interred
the swollen and disfigured bodies of the dead. Blue Licks was
the most unlucky spot Boone ever knew. Here he had been
taken captive, and kept so for many months. Here, too, his
brother had been killed before his eyes, while he himself barely
escaped with his life. And here, at last, his son Israel, together
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with sixty of his neighbors and friends, had fillen in the battle
we have just described.
lie subsequently took part in a:ii

expedition against the Indian towns of Ohio, but without results.
Here Boone's adventures close. We have no record lhat lihe
ever figured in any subsequent fight with the Indians. lie
remained for some years a quiet farmer. As the years rolled
on and his old friends, one by one, passed away, he became
lonely, and, to some extent, unhappy. The country in which
he had been a pioneer grew and developed into a splendid State
of fertile farms and thrifty towns. Political questions succeeded
the old agitations of the border wars.
But in all this Boone took no part. lIe wandered aroundin the present, but not of it. In 1792 he dictated a brief and
rather dry sketch of his life to some young man who could
write. The young scribe palmed off some cheap rhetoric on
the old man, who, no doubt, regarded it as thrilling eloquence.
lie was never so happy as when some one would take the book.
in which his name appeared "in print," and read it to him. lie
never wearied of it. Innumerable times the dull book was read
over to him, and he never failed to listen with intense interest,
rubbing his hands and exclaiming, "All that's true-every word
of it-not a lie in it!" He never spoke of himself unless questioned, but this published account of his life was the Delilah of
his imagination.
The last years of Boone were strikingly like those of Simon
Kenton, George Rogers Clark, and many others of the earliest
settlers. The brave and heroic race of pioneers seemed to have
no capacity for adapting themselves to the new and changed
conditions of life which surrounded them. Their rigid and
unyielding disposition, which refused to yield to circumstances,
but viewed the advancing tide of civilization with sullen and
morose regrets, has in it something of the very nature of the
red men, in fighting whom they passed their lives.
Boone became embarrassed and involved in lawsuits, lost all
his property, and, at last, heartsoreind unhappy, took his way
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to Missouri.
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Here, in the wilderness, he once more found conmparative peace. He hunted and trapped, selling his furs at St.
Louis, till he had laid up a considerable sum.
One day he reappeared at Boonesborough. Hie spent no
time in reminiscence or pleasure, but with an expression on his
face which indicated that he had some important task to perform, which would never let him rest until it was accomplished,
sought out all his creditors, took their word for the amount
which was owing to them, and paid them all off in full. This
done, the honest old man shouldered his gun, and trudged
back to Missouri. His face wore a brighter look than for some
time. Ile took long hunting and trapping expeditions to the
north-west, to the sources of the Missouri River. On one occiasion he was on the Osage River, and was taken dangerously ill.
His only companion was a negro lad. One pleasant day he
mi:anliged to crawl out of his cabin, and marked out the spot
where he wished the boy to bury him. He did not (tie, however, but lived to meet with further reverses.
The title whichh he had acquired through the Spanish government to certain Missouri lands was declared invalid, and at
the age of seventy-six the venerable pioneer again found himself without one acre in all the boundless domain which he had
explored. lie, however, maintained his sweetness of temper,
and in 1812, petitioned the Legislature of Kentucky to use its
influence with Congress for the confirmation of his Spanish title
to ten thousand acres of land. The request was granted, but
Congress hesitated, and, after long delay, confirmed in him the
title to one thousand acres of land, unmarketable at two cents
an acre. Before this tardy and insufficient act of justice was
done, his faithful wife, who had followed him through so many
years of adventure, passed away. From that time he lived
with his son, passing his (lays in meditative rambles through
the forests. At the advanced age of eighty-two years he went
on hunting expedition of more than two hundred miles.
In 1819 a distinguished artist visited Boone at his dwelling
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near the Missouri, for the purpose of taking his portrait, and
found him in a " small, rude cabin, indisposed, and reclining op
his bed. A slice from the loin of a buck, twisted about the
ramrod of his rifle, within reach of hiiin as he lay, was roa:sti lg
before the fire. Several other cabins, arranged in the form of
a parallelogram, were occupied by the descendants of the
pioneer. Here he lived in the midst of his posterity. IHis
withered energies and locks of snow indicated that the sources
of existence were nearly exhausted."
He died September 26, 1820, at the home of his son-in-law,
in Flanders, Calloway County, Missouri, being then eighty-seven
years old.
Daniel Boone is the most honored of all the pioneers of the
Ohio valley. This is as it should be. The gentleness and
humanity which pervaded his life stand out in marked contrast
with the fierceness and brutality which characterized so many
of the borderers. Ile was a true pioneer.
Governor Morehead, in a memorial address oil the life and
services of Daniel Boone, has said : "I is life is a forcible
example of the powerful influence a single absorbing passion
exerted over the destiny of an individual. Possessing no other
acquirements than a very common education, he was enabled,
nevertheless, to maintain through a long and useful career, a
conspicuous rank among the most distinguished of his contemporaries. Hie united, in an eminent degree, the qualities of
shrewdness, caution, courage, and uncommon muscular strength.
lie was seldom taken by surprise, he never shrank from danger,
nor cowered beneath the pressure of exposure and fatigue. His
manners were simple and unobtrusive-exempt from the rudeness characteristic of the backwoodsman. -Inhis person there
was nothing remarkably striking. He was five feet ten inches
in height, and of robust and powerful proportions. His countenance was mild and contemplative. Hiis ordinary habits were
those of a hunter. He died as he lived, in a cabin, and perhaps
his trusty rifle was the most valuable of all his chattels."
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CHAPTER X,
THE CRUELTIES OF GIRTY.

OR the traitor there has been erected in every
age and country a pillar of' historic infamy.
By whatever name he is known, apostate, renegade, turncoat, or Tory, mankind have for him
His
one universal expression of contempt.
the
historic
characters,
is
buried
name, of all
deepest in the mire. He becomes a by-word,
a hissing, a reproach among the nations of the
earth. For him no curse is bitter enough, no oblivion black
enough. He lives in the midst of the fiercest passions which
IHe is a hater and the hated. The
darken the human heart.
rage which he excites among the followers of the cause which
he has deserted is only equaled by the disgust and secret
loathing which he inspires among the partisans of the cause
which he has joined.
Of all enmities, that of the apostate is most bitter. Of all
hatreds, that of the renegade is most bloody. Within him rage
storms of wrath, without him storm tempests of calumny.
When the occasion for his shame has passed, and he is no longer
useful to the ranks of which he became the dishonored recruit,
he is sent without the camp. He is spurned as a viper. He is
shunned as a leper. He is despised as a devil.
Another man fights and falls in the cause of wrong, yet to
him mankind accords the laurels of heroism. Upon his tomb
the historian inscribes the legend, "He was mistaken, but he
was great." From that time on his error is forgotten. His
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name is inscribed among those of the heroes and the martyrs.
The philosopher moralizes upon his career. He points out the
fact that the dead was in the grasp of immutable laws; that he
was not his own master; that ancestry, birth, place, temperament, surroundings, fortune, accident, and circumstances are the
powers which have controlled hiii, in whose Titanic grasp he
was but a puppet. This is the charity of history. This is the
kindness of philosophy. This is the imperial task to which
the human mind of after ages devotes herself, the task of preserving and immortalizing Truth, Heroism, and Honor, whereever found.
Not so with the renegade.
He is the abhorrence of all
future generations. Ie may have fallen fighting iii the ranks
of the brave and true. No matter. Above his grave rises the
black shaft of shame. lie may have made fearful sacrifices.
lie may have deserted one cause and joined another from an
honest intellectual conviction. It is nothing. For him men
have but epithets of shame, sneers of derision. He is disowned
and dishonored. For him there is no charity. His virtues pass
into oblivion. His solitary crime of apostasy becomes overshadowing and colossal. Philosophy refuses to inquire into the
origin and reasons of his infamy. He, too, mnay have been a
puppet, moved by invisible wires from remote agencies. Yet
for his sin there is no atonement, no mercy-seat. His name is
inscribed with those of Benedict Arnold and Brutus, of Julian
and Judas Iscariot.
Concerning such characters the real truth is never known.
The whirlwinds of abuse which overwhelm their lives throw
dust in the eyes of the historian. He sees only a vast mass
of slanders, invectives, reproaches, and vilifications.
There
seems to have been no good in the man. Passion, it may be,
has exaggerated his vices. Enmity may have lied about his
virtues. But the exact truth can never be obtained. He may
have been worse than he seems; he may have been better than
he seems. Concerning these things it is impossible to judge.
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To the ranks of traitors of which we have been speaking
belongs Simon Girty, the Renegade, or the White Savage. It is
not impossible that he has been slandered. We canr not tell.
The story of his life is certainly a black one.
Among all the Tories of' the Revolution Simon Girty was
He was born in north-western Pennsylthe most notorious.
vania. His father was an Irishman. "The old man was beastly
intemperate. A jug of whisky was the extent of his ambition.
Grog was his song, and grog would he have. His sottishness
turned his wife's affection. Ready for seduction, she yielded
her heart to a neighboring rustic, who, to remove all obstacles
to their wishes, knocked old Girty on the head, and bore off the
trophy of his prowess."
The murdered man had been an Indian trader. He left
four boys, Thomas, Simon, George, and James. During the Old
French war the three younger boys were taken captive by the
Indians. Inheriting the nature of savages, their surroundings
only developed them. Each was adopted into an Indian tribe.
Each became a. blood-thirsty ruffian, and during long careers of
violence inflicted every cruelty upon the persons and families
of the white settlers.
Of the three brothers Simon became the most notorious, as
he was the most wicked. At the close of Pontiac's war, Girty
was delivered to Bouquet as a hostage for the good behavior of
the Senecas, of which tribe he was a member. The savage propensities of the young ruffian were so strong that he escaped
from his civilized companions, and sought again the wild and
wicked life of the wigwams. Strangely enough his appetite for
barbarism was at this time forced to remain unsatisfied. The
Senecas, being bound by the condition in the treaty of peace,
deliberately took Mr. Girty by force, and dragged him back to
Pittsburgh.
Of course, when Dunmore's war broke out in 1774, Girty's
natural taste for scenes of violence led him to take an active
part. Here he met Simon Kenton, for whose life he afterwards
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interceded with the Wyandots. Here, too, he met Colonel Crawford, at whose hospitable cabin on the Youghiogheny he was a
frequent guest. In attempting to account for his subsequent
treachery and desertion, the border writers mention several
incidents, which tradition reports as having transpired about
this time.
One story goes that he aspired to the hand of one of Colonel
Crawford's daughters. The refusal, with which his advances
were met, poisoned his malignant heart with a sleepless longing for revenge. This account is supposed to furnish some
reason for Girty's awful inhumanity to Colonel Crawford some
years later.
Another story runs to the effect that Girty and another
scout, having rendered some two or three months' service in the
militia, without receiving their pay, repaired to the headquarters of General Lewis, and insolently demanded that the
arrears of salary be made up. The military discipline of the
time seems to have been a little singular, for General Lewis not
only received the application with a storm of curses, but proceeded to exercise himself in bloodying the heads of the two
scouts with several severe blows from his ,cane. Strangely
enough this style of reception and military etiquette displeased
the untutored scouts. Girty picked himself up, and shaking his
fist at the general, with a fearful oath, threateningly: said, " Sir,
for this your quarters shall swim in blood."
On the 22d of February, 1775, a day which, at that time,
was not yet celebrated as the birthday ,of the Father of his
country, Girty became a commissioned officer in the militia at
Pittsburgh. In accordance with English laws, he took the
necessary oaths of allegiance to the king and his abhorrence
of papacy.
Here, again, the ingenious border writers find a reason for
Girty's faithlessness. They say he aspired to a captaincy, but
was only made an orderly-sergeant. This affront his sensitive
soul could by no means endure. He remained, however, in the
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service at Fort Pitt until the early part of 1778. That his real
sympathies, if such his inclinations might be called, were with
the Indians, among whom he had been raised, and not with the
struggling cause of the colonial patriots, is natural, and easy to
believe.
A savage seeks the society of savages, just as surely as a
gentleman seeks that of gentlemen. Accordingly we find Girty,
together with a pair of precious scoundrels, McKee and Elliott,
and twelve followers, one day making up their packs and deserting from Fort Pitt. The news spread far and wide over the
agitated frontiers. Wherever the ruffians went, they spread lies
about the defeat of the American forces, the triumph of the
British, and the intention of the colonists to avenge their defeat
by the murder of every Indian in the Ohio valley. The settlers
trembled for the safety of their families. The mischief which
the white scoundrels might work among credulous and excitable
savages was incalculable. Their evil designs were looked upon
as a matter of certainty.
Nor did the fears of the settlers exaggerate the real dangers of the situation. The Indians were made to believe that
George Washington was killed, and that the members of Congress were hung in the very chambers where they had been
accustomed to deliberate. As poor Heckewelder said, speaking
of the renegade's visit to Gnadenhutten: "It was enough to
break the hearts of the missionaries."
Girty started for Detroit. On the way he was captured by
the Wyandots. Some Senecas demanded that he be delivered
up to them, on the ground that he was an adopted member
of their tribe, and had taken arms against them. In fact,
Girty's national allegiance was a little mixed. Was he a traitor
to the Senecas, or to the Americans, or to both, or to neither ?
For this enigma, the Wyandot chief had a solution. "He is our
prisoner." Such logic won the day. By shrewd explanations
that he was now devoted to their cause Girty procured himself
to be set at liberty, and proceeded to 'Detroit. Here the com-
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mandant, Hamilton, gave him a hearty reception. He was at
once employed by the British upon a salary to incite the Indians
to warfare upon the unprotected settlers of the border.
Girty was now in his element. To the instinctive ferocity
of his own nature, he added the relentless zeal of the renegade.
Hlis name became a household word of terror all along the
border, from Pittsburgh to Louisville. About it hung every
association of cruelty and fiendishness. Dressed and painted
like an Indian, he seemed, as he really was, the very incarnation of fierceness and brutality. Inheriting from his Irish ancestry a capacity for rude eloquence, with which the children of
the Emerald Isle are often gifted, his terrible voice rose high
and coinnianding above all the hideous clamor and savage din
of every Indian council-house. Convulsed with fury, a human
volcano in eruption, he awed the savages themselves by the
resistless torrents of his rage, and excited their admiration and
caamlation by his infinite thirst for blood and infernal schemes
of vengeance.
The picture of the man, as it is preserved for us in the
tales of the borders, represents him as a monstrosity in human
fenrm. We can fairly hear him yet, as he stalked through the
village, or galloped through the forest, filling the air with an
awful din and roar of oaths and curses. He it was who inspired
and directed the many attacks on the settlers of the Ohio valley. It was the diabolical brain of Girty which tormented the
Christian Indians of the Moravian settlements, drove them from
spot to spot, and placed them in that ambiguous position which
the pioneers mistook for treachery or hostility, and which
resulted in the slaughter of more than ninety of their number.
One, among many instances of his cruelty toward them,
must be related. Shortly after the massacre at Gnadenhatten,
Heckewelder, Zeisberger, and two other missionaries were
ordered by Girty to meet him on the lower Sandusky. Here
they were hospitably received by some traders. The traders
told them that Girty had commanded them to proceed to
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Detroit forthwith. But exhausted by their toilsome journey
on foot, the missionaries availed themselves of the kind invitation of the traders to remain at this point for a week or two.
Here, for the first time, they learned of the awful tragedy
on the Muskingum. Their minds were greatly uneasy, not only
by reason of the fearful news, but also from an apprehension
that Girty might return from a terrible expedition against the
frontiers and find his orders disobeyed with regard to their
being taken to Detroit.
The two missionaries were quartered in different houses,
separated by some distance. Between them lay the restless
and filthy town of the Wyandots. For the missionaries to p:ass
through the village and visit one another was an undertaking
of considerable danger. Nevertheless, it was attempted a time
or two. One day, when the Indian village seemed all quiet,
Heckewelder ventured to cross it to the house where his friends
were lodged. He reached the place in safety.
While engaged in conversation, the missionaries were horrifled and startled by two scalp-yells from different directions. Two
war-parties were just returning. HIeckewelder at once started
from the house, which stood on a lofty ridge of ground, to make
his way back to his quarters. The elevated ground prevented
the people of the village from hearing the scalp-yell of the warparty approaching from the rear of the house in which Heckewelder was talking. The savages all ran in the opposite direction to meet the other party. Heckewelder followed in their
rear, and passed the deserted village in safety.
,But the missionaries' troubles were not ended. Girty returned, and behaved like a madman on learning that they were
there. "He flew at the Frenchman," says Heckewelder, "who
.was in the room adjoining ours, most furiously, striking him,
and threatening to split his head in two, for disobeying the
orders he had given him. He swore the most horrid oaths
respecting us, and continued in that way until after midnight.
His oaths were all to the purport that he would never leave the
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house until he split our heads in two with his tomahawk, and
made our brains stick to the walls of the rooms in which we
were ! I omit the names he called us by and the words he
made use of while swearing, as also the place he would go to if
he did not fulfill all which he had sworn he would do to us.
He had somewhere procured liquor, and would, as we were told
by those who were near him, at every drink renew his oaths,
which he repeated until he fell asleep.
" Never before did any of us hear the like oaths, or know any
one to rave like him. He appeared like a host of evil spirits.
He would sometimes come up to the bolted door between us and
him, threatening to chop it in pieces to get at us. No Indian
we ever saw drunk would have been a match for him. How
we should escape the clutches of this white beast in human
form no one could foresee."
The poor missionaries passed a miserable night, within the
sound of the fearful ravings of the monster. When morning
dawned they were fortunately enabled to leave the place in a
boat which was going to Detroit.
The wicked and devilish part which Gitty played in the execution of Colonel Crawford is given in another chapter, as is
also the incident of a different character, in which he attempted
to save Kenton's life. Toward the close of the Revolutionary
War a thread of romance is twisted like a skein of gold through
the dark web of Girty's career.
In March 1779-a family-of emigrants named Malott embarked
on the Monongahela in two flat-bottomed boats for a voyage to
Kentucky.- Mrs. Malott and her five children, with Captain
Reynolds, were in the rear boat. Mrs. Reynolds, several children, and a Mrs. Hardin were in the forward boat. Some forty
miles below Wheeling the little fleet, in which there were also
some canoes, was attacked by Indians.
Several of the voyagers were killed, and no less than nineteen of them taken prisoner to the squalid villages of the Delawares and the Wyandots. Among these was Catharine Malott,
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then fifteen years old. Some three years afterward, when Mrs.
Malott had obtained her liberty at Detroit, she seems to have
ie found Catharine, a
employed Girty to trace her children.
very pretty girl, adopted into an Indian famiLlily. The people
being very proud of her, refused to give her up. Girty's influence, and a well-timed promise, which was never intended to be
kept, that she should be returned after visiting her mother in
Detroit, secured her release.
Once at Detroit, Girty married her. During the next seven
years Girty, softened somewhat by his new relations, remained
comparatively quiet, leading the life of an Indian trader. For
awhile he was tolerably quiet. In time, however, he became a
hard drinker, and was separated from his family.
When the Indians of the west, after some years of comparative quiet, following the close of the Revolutionary War, comnbined in one last and furious effort to drive the white man from
the territory of their fathers, an attempt which was met by the
memorable and unfortunate expedition of General Harmar in
1 790, by the no less tragic campaign of St. Clair in 1791, and
finally, by the triumphant and overwhelming blow inflicted by
General Wayne in 1794, Simon Girty again became prominent
among the savages. At every council his voice was lifted in
the support of bitter, relentless, and continued war. Ile was
present, animating the Indian forces by his reckless courage, at
each important battle of these campaigns. One incident early
in 1791 has been preserved.
A party of hunters from Cincinnati were startled by the
discharge of fire-arms from the neighborhood of Dunlap's Station. This was a settlement on the Great Miami River, eight
miles from Hamilton. Here the settlers had erected several
block-houses, connected by a stockade, fronting southward on
the river at a point where the water is deep. The hunters beat
a hasty retreat for Cincinnati, seventeen miles away. No one
doubted that the station had been attacked by Indians.
Before daylight seventy men left Cincinnati for the relief
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of the station. On arriving at the fort, they learned that the
Indians had withdrawn. One man had been killed by a shot
fired through a crack between the logs. Not far from the fort
they found the body of Abner Hunt. It was mangled, the
brains beaten out, and two war-clubs laid across the breast.
Hunt had been out with three companions named Wallace,
Sloan, and Cunningham, exploring the country. Cunningham
was killed on the spot by an ambuscade of Indians; Hunt was
captured only to be subsequently put to death. Wallace took
to flight. Two fleet Indians pursued. In his flight Wallace
had the misfortune to be tripped and thrown by the loosening
of his leggins. IIe pluckily tied them up, and escaped in spite
of the mishap. Sloan and Wallace carried the news of the
Indians' approach to the fort.
Before sunrise on the 10th of January, the women of the
fort, while milking the cows, raised an alarm cry that the
Indians were upon them. Before the fight was begun, Simon
Girty strode forward toward the fort, driving Abner Hunt before
him by means of a rope, with which the prisoner was bound.
VWithin speaking distance of the fort was a large stump. This
Girty compl)elled Hunt to mount and to urge the surrender of
the fort in the most earnest manner. Lieutenant Kingsbury, in
command at the station, replied that he would not surrender if
he were surrounded by five hundred devils and persuaded to do
so by Demosthenes himself. An Indian shot at him, and struck
off the white plume from his hat. Girty, to revenge himself
for this disappointment, drove poor Hunt back to a spot on the
plain, which, though out of range of the guls, was in full view
of the garrison. Here he proceeded to torture the unhappy
wretch, and finally put him to death.
This scene over, the Indians began a desperate attack. They
fired from behind stumps, trees, and logs. A pile of brush near
the stockade was soon in flames. The Indians then rushed forward with fire-brands to burn the block-houses, but they were
driven back by a whirlwind of bullets. All day long the attack
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was continued. Night brought no relief. The entire lumbcr in
the fort was about thirty men, and as many woineci aind children. Girty conducted the attack with great boldness and ingenuity. But the stubborn resistance of the defenders of'the
station successfully met him at every point. Both men and
women teased the savages by momentarily exposing themselves
above the pickets and inviting a, shot.
That night, at ten o'clock, John S. Wallace attempted to
leave the fort, in order to make his way to Cincinnlati atnd procure relief. So vigilant were the besiegers, that he was unable
to pass through their lines. For three hours he continued his
attempts. Driven back each time, he next turned his attention to the river. The night was very dark. There were no
indications of the presence of savages on the opposite bank.
About three o'clock in the morning, Mr. Wallace and a soldier named William Wiseman got into a canoe, and silently
paddled across the river. They then made their wa.y on foot
through the river bottoms for a couple of miles. An attempt
to cross the river on the floating ice proved unsuccessful.

At

the spot where New Baltimore stands, they at last did get
across, and early in the day met the relief party from Cincinnati, of which we have already spoken.
Another battle in which Girty was known to be engaged
was that which resulted in St. Clair's defeat, twenty-three miles
north of Gr:eenville, Ohio. During the rout of the American
army, Girty captured a white woman. A Wyandot squaw at
once demanded that the female captive be given tc her, in
accordance with the Indian custom. Girty refused, and became
furious. The decline of. his influence, a thing which has been
experienced by every renegade, is shown by the fact that the
warriors came up and forced Girty to give up the captive.
After this we hear of Girty establishing a trading-house on
the site of the present town of St. Mary's, Mercer County, Ohio.
Girty was also present at the famous battle of Fallen Timbers,
in 1794, after which he moved to Malden, Canada. He was
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perpetually haunted by the fear of falling into the hands of the
Americans. In 1796, when Detroit was upon the point of a
final surrender by the British, he happened to be in the city.
Some boat loads of American troops were coming in sight.
Girty would not wait for the ferry-boat, but excitedly plunged
his horse into the Detroit River, and made for the Canada
shore, pouring out volleys of curses upon the Americans all
the way.
In 1813 a Mr. Workman, of Ohio, stopped at a hotel kept
by a Frenchman, in Malden. Sitting in the bar-room in a corner by the glowing fire-place was a blind and gray-headed old
man. lie was about five f et, ten inches in height, broad across
the chest, and of powerful and muscular build. lie was then
nearly seventy years old. The old mtan was none other than
the notorious Simon Girty. lie had been blind for four years,
and was afflicted with rheumiatisml ;ind other intolerable diseases,
lie lingered on through
a perfect, sot, a complete human wreck.
two more years of misery, and, at last, died without a friend
and without a hope.
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CHAPTER XI.
THE DOOM OF CRAWFORD.

MONG the many unfortunate military enterprises
undertaken on the western border during the
Revolutionary War, none is more notable thaii
that against Sandusky, under Colonel Willilam
Crawford. Cornwallis had surrendered. The
war with England was at an end. The patriotic minds of the colonies, inspired by the magnificent destiny dawning upon their country,
were already busy with the great problems of self-governinent.
On the western frontiers, however, the murderous forays of
the Indians raged with unprecedented violence. The settlers
continued to be roused at midnight in their lonely cabins by

the blood-curdling war-cry.

Children continued to be snatched

away into captivity by dark hands thrust out from behind
clumps of bushes and fallen logs. The corpses of the near and

dear still continued to be found in lonely ravines or open fields.
The center of the Indian power was at Sandusky. In 1782
a permission for the organization of a great volunteer expedition
against the Indians of the west was about all the government
lould do. This, however, was enough. Far and wide through

the settlements along the Monongahela, the Youghiogheny, and
the Ohio went the thrilling word that the expedition was to
start on the 20th of May.
The popular heart, inspired by the successes of the Revolution, was now fired with enthusiasm and zeal for an attack on
the deadly enemies of the west. In many an isolated cabin
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there was a lively stir of preparation. With troubled forebodings many a mother heard the resolutions of brave sons to join
the march to the front. Maidens, parting from their lovers, sat
in the shadow of their first sorrow. Children, whose tongues
had scarcely learned to lisp the dreaded syllable of war, sobbed
in solitude at the absence of the stalwart forms they loved.
The scene at Mingo Bottom, the rendezvous for the expedition, was truly American. For ten days beforehand the borderers came riding in, equipped in homely fashion for the campaign.
The pioneer soldier was a curiosity. His buckskin hunting-shirt
was belted at the waist. Through the belt was thrust the cruel
tomahawk, the glittering scalping-knife, and the string of his
ammunition-pouch. His hat of felt or fur was not infrequently
decorated with tossing plumes, or the tails of animals. Over
his shoulder he carried his rifle. Perhaps in his bosom was
thrust some memento, a handkerchief or a scarf from some
admiring maiden.
When at last the grim and motley assemblage was complete,
its first task was to elect officers. William Crawford received
two hundred and thirty-five out of the four hundred and sixtyfive votes cast, and was declared colonel in command of the
expedition. Ie had had considerable military experience, and
was fitted by nature to be a soldier and a leader. He was
ambitious, cool, and brave. Familiar with border warfare, the
expedition in hand was adapted to the highest qualities of his
genius. Yet he accepted the command with reluctance. Before
his tender farewell to his family, the prudent father made
his will.
His associate officers were the very flower of the border.
Among them was David Williamson, second in command ; John
McClelland, field major; Dr. John Knight, surgeon; John
Slover, Jonathan Zane, of whom we have heard before, guides
of the expedition; and an officer of the regular army, who gave
his name as John Rose, who volunteered for the purpose of acting as aid-de-camp to the commanding officer.
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Concerning this latter gentleman more will be said hereafter.
For the present it is sufficient to say that, early in the Revolution, he had applied to the American army for a commission.
Though fine looking, of elegant manners, and, as was supected,
of noble birth, speaking the French language, and highly gifted,

his request was refused. IIe had studied medicine, he said, and
sympathizing with the colonists, had left the Old World, against
the protest of his friends, to join his fortunes with theirs. Upon
the details of his history and life, the young stranger preserved
the most profound silence. Ile had, at last, received a conmmission as surgeon; but, after two or three years of service, discovering a jealousy on the part of some young Americani officers,
he had resigned. In spite of the mystery that surrounded him,
he was a great favorite. It was not long before the wild borderers, assembled at Mingo Bottom, absolutely idolized the
young officer, who volunteered from lack of other service.
On the 25th of May the expedition set out for Sandusky,
one hundred and fifty miles away. Though not an Indian had
been seen, the greatest precautions were. taken against ambuscades and surprises. Their route led them through the desolate and fire-blasted settlements of the Moravians on the
Muskingum.
David Williamson, the officer second in command of the
expedition, was familiar with this spot. He it was who had
commanded the gang of murderers, by whose bloody hands the
inncocent Moravian Indians had been put to death. Yet, when
he found himself once more near the scene of this appalling
massacre, there is no record, no evidence that his heart was
moved with one sensation of regret, with a single throb of pity.
Such is the brutalizing influence of war upon the warrior.
The march was designed to be hasty. The plan was to
surprise the savages. Day after day they advanced, without
finding the print of a single moccasin or hearing the crack of a
single hostile rifle. It was not the advance of an army with
banners, to the music of the fife and drum. It was the insidious
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swift and silent, of a mighty serpent, winding
stealthily through the sunless forests toward the unsuspecting
towns of the Inidians. Now and then an incidents
happened
which attracted the attention of the men. Some of the volunteers lost their horses, and were compelled to return to the
settlements. This the borderers regarded as a bad sign.
"Perhaps the rest of us will not go back at all !" said one of
the men.
On another day, a fox got into the lines. The men at once
surrounded it on all sides, but in spite of their utmost efforts to
capture it, the animal escaped. In every considerable company
of' men there will be some who are positively and blindly
superstitious. In addition to these there will be a larger number of credulous and talkative persons who, when informed
that a certain ihilng is an omen or sign, at once take it up as a
matter of fact. So it came to be whispered through the camp
that the escape of the fox was a bad omen. " If the whole
army," said they, "is unable to kill a fox, under such circumstances, what success can be expected against Indians ?"
The army at last emerged from the forests, which they had
traversed, into the rolling prairies of Ohio. " To most of the
volunteers," says the historian of this expedition, " the sight
of the plains was a novel one. The high, coarse grass, the
islands of timber, the gradually undulating surface, were all
objects of surprise. Birds of strange plumage flew over them,
prairie hens rose before them, sailing away and slowly dropping
into the grass on either hand. Sand-hill cranes blew their shrill
pipes, startled by the sudden apparition. Prairie owls, on cumbrous wings, fluttered away in the distance, and the noisy bittern was heard along the streamlets. Wild geese were frightened from their nests, and, occasionally, in widening circles far
above them, soared the imperial eagle."
At length the destination of the expedition, into which the
entire western border had concentrated its energy and valor,
was almost reached. On the morning of the 4th of June the
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men were awake and ready for the march before the brightness
of the sunrise had illuminated the landscape. Throughout the
whole camp there was a bustle of unusual excitement. Through
their long march scarcely an Indian had been seen. The men
felt themselves to be approaching a crisis. Their nerves were
strung at the highest tension. Guns were examined, and fresh
charges put in. Packs were readjusted, and saddle girths carefully tightened. The army were encamped near the site of the
present village of Wyandot in the county of that name in the
State of Ohio.
The march was begun just as the flaming disk of day
appeared above the horizon. The direction taken was nearly
north-west. Six miles' travel brought them to the mouth of
the Little Sandusky. The spot was a familiar one to Slover.
Hie had been taken captive by the Miami Indians when only
eight years of age, spending the next six years of his life with
that tribe.
Three Indian trails led from the spot of which we are now
speaking. One south-east, through the Plains, to Owl Creek,
now the Vernon River, leading thence to Walhomding. This
was the route taken by the Moravian missionaries and their
converts at the time of their exile from the settlements on the
Muskingum to the barren plains of Sandusky. A second trail
led to the south, up the east side of the Little Sandusky. The
third ran to the south-west, toward the Shawanese town upon
Mad River. Besides these, there was also a fourth trace, leading north along the east side of the river, through the woods.
This latter was the one which Crawford took. The army
moved cautiously, for Slover assured Crawford that the Wyandot town was near at hand. Following the turn of the river,
the army marched rapidly in a westerly direction. There was
an opening in the woods, towards which the men pressed on
eagerly. Just before them lay the Wyandot town, the goal of
the expedition.
Yet, though a hostile army was now within full view of
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the place, there was no sign of life in the village. The shrill
war-cry, the creams of the squaws, the barking of' the clogs,
were all wanting. Were the inhabitants of thlie place asleep, or
was the village enchanted ? As the invaders drew nearer, they
found, to their surprise, that the Wyandot town was without
an inhabitant. All was a solitude. The empty huts were silent
and deserted. Grass was growing in the doorways. The ashes
of the camp-fires seemed to have been beaten by many a rain
since the hot coals had glowed in their midst.
The army was astonished. Some mistake had been made.
Where, then, was Sandusky, the principal town of the Wyan(lots, to attack which the volunteers had traveled one hundred
aiid sixty iMiles? A halt was called. It was oine o'clock in theli
alfternooi, the officers of the army were ]lhstily called t oget he
for a council of' war, to consider the strange aspect of allil's.
Leaving the officers of the volunteer aliliy ill alxio lls (ollsultlatioln, let us briefly sketch tlie state of afl tirs among tlile
Ind ians.
The reverses experienced lby them early in the year,
together with the Gnadenhlutten massacre, had roused the
Indlians to the highest activity and watchfulness. Every white
settlement on the frontier was placed under the surveillance of
invisible spies. When the cabins of the pioneers began to be
pervaded by an unusual stir in prep;lration for the expedition
against Sandusky, fleet runiners, unlbeknown to the white men,
bore the startling news to the villages of their tribes.
When the assemblage of' volunteers took place at Mingo
Bottom, every movement was observed by subtle scouts, and
the tidings reported to their chiefs. That a great expedition
was forming was evident. Its (lestilation, however, was
unknown. In every forest through which the a:rmiy had passed
lurked unseen savages, watching their course. Meanwhile, iunners were dispatched to every village, bearing the news that the
Indians must concentrate all their forces to successfully resist
this invasion. Messengers were also dispat ched1 to I)nt roil,
begging the British commandant to send instant ;ll Ipmow.rfil
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aid to his Indian allies.

The old Wyandot town had been

deserted some time before this. Its people had removed to a
point on the river eight miles below the old town. Its location
was five miles below the present town of Upper Sandusky, just
where the Kilbourne road crosses the river.
That the destination of Crawford and his men was to be the
Sandusky towns seemed clear to the Indians. In this they
were confirmed by Crawford's encanpllent on the night of the
3d of June. Eighteen miles down the river from that canip
was the chief Wyandot town, where the warriors were prepared
to march at any instant.

Eleven miles in another direction

stood the village of Captain Pili, the war chief of the DI)elawares. IIere, too, the savages stood all night long pluned and
ready for battle.
On the morning of the 4th of June the Delaware war-chief
moved forward with his two hundred braves to ani appointed
rendezvous with the Wyandot braves. From the village of the
latter the squaws and children were carefully removed and concealed in a deep ravine. The traders in the town hastily packed
their goods and started for Detroit.
Besides the Wyandots, whose numbers exceeded those of
the Delawares, the combined forces of which already surpassed
the volunteer army, there was also moving to the Indian ren-

dezvous, two other re-enforcements.

From the Shawanese town,

forty miles away, were coming two hundred braves of that tribe.

They were not expected to arrive until the next lday.
the north was coming powerful succor of a different sort.

From
The

commandant of Detroit had dispatched to the scene of action
Butler's Mounted Rangers, with three pieces of artillery.
It was impossible for this re-enforcement to reach the rendezvous before the 5th of June. Far in advance of the Rangers,
however, mounted on the swiftest horse in the company, rode
Matthew Elliott at the top of his speed. He it was who was
to have command of all the allied forces. Hle reached his command about noon of the fourth.

Second in command to him was
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his fellow-ruffian and Tory, Simon Girty. Such were the preparations made for the destruction of Crawford's army.
The council of war, held on the site of the deserted Wyandot town, resulted in an advance in search of the real Sandusky,
which Slover rightly believed to be eight miles farther down the
river. The army had proceeded some three or four miles when
some of the men expressed an earnest desire to return home,
for the reason that there remained only five days' provisions.
Crawford again called a halt. His officers were at once summoned for another council. Jonathan Zane urged an immediate
retreat. He was of the opinion that the Indians would in the
end bring an overwhelming force against them. The failure to
discover any Indians as yet convinced him that they were concentrated at some point not far away for a determined resistance. In this view Crawford coincided. It was, however, at
last, resolved to continue the advance during the afternoon, and,
in case of continued failure to meet the enemy, that a retreat
should be commenced during the night.
In front of the army rode a party of scouts. The country
was rolling prairie, flecked with island-groves of thickly growing
trees. At one of these green oases the scouts reined in their
panting horses. One mile to the east of them lay the Sandusky
River, its winding course marked out upon the landscape by a
fringe of forest trees. Midway between the grove and the river
ran the trail leading to the Wyandot town. South-west of the
grove, not very far off, was a cranberry marsh, impassable to horsemen. This swamp the scouts had passed without discovering it.
After a few moments' pause, this advance guard put spurs to their
horses, and galloped on over the prairie. Having left the grove
about a mile to the rear, the scouts suddenly discovered a large
body of Indians running directly toward them-they were in
sight of the Indian rendezvous. One of their number, riding
their fleetest horse, at once galloped back to inform Crawford
of the enemy's whereabouts. The rest retired slowly as the
savages advanced.
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Just as the Americans had finished their council of war the
breathless scout dashed ill, bearing the news of the discovery
of the Indians. In a moment the lagging army took fire with
enthusiasm, and started forward at the top of their speed. They
found that the Indians had already reached the island grove
and taken possession of it. Crawford's military eye at once
discerned this to be a strategic point. By a rapid charge the
Indians were driven, and the Americans, in turn, took possession of the cover.
The firing began at four o'clock in the afternoon. The
Indians, led by Elliott and Girty, were concealed by the thick,
high grass of the open prairie. They would creep forward,
unseen, close to the trees, and fire upon the Americans from
their concealment. Some of the borderers climbed the trees,
anld from their bushy tops took deadly aim at the heads of the
eneny moving about in the grass. Great execution was done
in this way. One man said afterward, "I do not know how
manly lldians I killed, but I never saw the same head again
above the grass after I shot at it." The battle raged with
fury. Every tree and log in the grove blazed with the incessant flashes of the American rifles. Not a foe was visible on
either side. Yet every point in the surrounding prairie gave
forth continuous explosions, and, over all floated a bank of
white smoke.
The afternoon was exceedingly sultry. Not a breath of air
was stirring. The river was a mile away. No spring or stream
of water was to be found in the grove. The soldiers were
attacked by the intolerable torment of thirst. In this emergency one of the men, John Sherrard, distinguished himself.
In the excitement of the conflict he had rendered his gull useless by ramming a ball into the barrel without leaving p1 ut in a
charge of powder. IIe said '"I will not be idle." lie went ill
search of water. Iie found a pllce where a tree hal1 been torn
up by the roots. In the cavity left in the ground had collected
a pool of stagnant water. Pushing aside the green scum, he
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filled his canteen and hat, and ran to carry the water to his
thirsty comrades.

During the afternoon he IUiAle twenty trips

of this kind.
For a while the issue of the battle \was doubtful.
sunset the fire of the savages \veakenled.

Toward

Their caution about

They had evidently suffered. At dark
exposure increased.
they had withdrawn beyond the range of the American rifles.
The Americans, being left in possessionl of the fiel(, were the
victors. To guard against a night surprise, each party resorted
to the same device.

They built a line of huge camp-fires, and

then fell back from them

for some distance.

lB

this mneas any

approaching foe would be revealed. The loss of thle A mierician
The battle-field
arimy was five killed and ninetccn wounded.
was three miiiles north, and half a. mile east of the spot now
occupied b)y the court-house inlll'lr S;tnldusky.
:orming of the 5th of June, occaAt sunrise on tile beautiful

sional shots at long range began to be exchanged between the
contending forces. As the day advaI11ced the enemy's firing contied to be slack and irregular. As to the cause of this fecbletine
ness the Americans were fatally mistaken. They regardd it :as
an indication of depression occasioned biy the defeat of the previous day. In fact, however, the WVyandots and l)elawaces
were abundantly satisfied with simply being able to hold the
Aniericans in check until the arrival of the band of' braves from
the Shawanese village, and of the redoubtable Butler's Rangers.
Every hour brought these re-enforcenients, of which the Americans were totally ignorant, nearer to the field of battle.
Crawford would gladly have attacked the foe early in the day,
but the volunteers seemed in a poor condition for the undertaking. Many of the men were sick from the fatigues of the march.
Others were suffering front the combined effects of the heat and
of the poisonous water which they had been compelled to drink.
Besides these there were nineteen wounded. Fifteen or twenty
more were required to nurse the sick. These subtractions from
the little army so weakened its strength for the time being that
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it was thought best to withhold the attack until nightfall. The
morning was spent in comparative repose. The volunteers were
c0
,lfitlent of an easy victory. The men lay in the shade, already
chatting gayly of the success of the expedition. Some even
talked of the welconie they would receive on their return. A
change, however, was to come over the spirit of the idlers in the
grove.
An hour or two after noon a sentinel stationed in a copse
north-east of the grove discovered a small speck at a great distance in the prairie.

it grew larger.

As his eager eye watched the apparition

A few moments later he perceived it to be a

body of mounted men.

Pausing yet a moment, it became plain

that these troops were white men. The sentinel stood no longer,
but dashed toward his commander with information of the discovery. The grove at once became the scene of animation and
excitement. The loungers sprang from their mossy couches and
buckled on their fierce equipment for battle. Horses were saddled, the wounded were carried to the rear. While the volunteers were thus making their active preparations for a battle,
the officers were grouped in a hurried council of war. The notion of an attack was at once abandoned, in the presence of the
civilized foe. A defensive policy was all that remained. It was
no longer a question of the destruction of the Indian towns; it
was a question of the destruction of the army.
While deliberating upon the critical situation, another scout
came running in with the news of the approach of other re-enforcements to the enemy. The officers looked with anxious gaze
in the direction indicated; there they beheld, in fill career over
the open prairie, the painted warriors of the Shawanese, with
fluttering plumes and fantastic decorations, coming to the help
of their brethren.
Let us take a survey of the situation. Crawford and his
men were still encamped in the small grove. To the north of
them, in the direction of their town, were encamped the Wyandots, supported hiy the newly arrived Butler's Rangers. To the
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south of the grove, and a little to the west of the trail along
which the army had come, were posted the Delawares. This
position they had assumed during the battle of the previous day.
Posted as they were, in the rear of Crawford, they endangered
his retreat. The Shawanese, as if by previous arrangement,
encaIII)ped to the south-east of the grove. The trail along which
the army must pass in case of retreat was thus made to run between the two camps of the Shawanese and the Delawares-a
maneuver of great skill.
As the council of war continued, small squads of Indians
were discovered pouring in from all quarters as re-enforcements.
But one course was open to the Americans. That was retreat.
Orders were given for a retrograde movement, to commence at
nine o'clock that night. The dead were buried. For the seven
dangerously wounded,
litters were made. The army was to
march in four divisions, keeping the wounded in the center.
As soon as it was dark the sentinels were called in, and the
body formed for the march, with Crawford at the head.
At the moment of starting, the enemy, having discovered
the intentions of the Americans, opened a hot fire. Some of
the men became alarmed.
The arrangements for a regular
retreat were, in the excitement and panic of the moment, forgotten. The men in the foremost ranks started to run, and, the
example being contagious, the whole army was soon in full
flight. The seven men in the litters were left behind. Of
these, five were helped upon comrades' horses. Two unfortunate men were left to the insatiate vengeance of the savages.
The first division, under Major McClelland, was soon engaged
with the Delawarcs and Shawanese. McClelland fell from his
horse, dangerously wounded, at the first fire. Calling to John
Orr, who was on foot, the wounded captain bade the man
take his horse, and make his escape, which he did. In the
darkness and confusion McClelland was believed by the few
who saw him fall, either to have been killed outright, or
to have been trampled to death under the hoofs of the
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oncoming horses. In fact, he was reserved for a more dreadfiul fite.
The enemy, on their part, fearful lest Crawford's movements
formed some kind of maneuver, and not a flight, hesitated in
their pursuit. Meanwhile, the rear divisions, seeing McClellanl's party furiously attacked by the Delawares, bore off' to the
south-west to avoid the Indians, leaving their struggling conmpanions to their left. At an earlier point in the narrative iIention has been made of a vast cranberry swamp, lying west of
the trail followed by the army in its advance. Into this swamp,
owing to the darkness, some of the Americans unfortuimtely
blundered. Many of the men were compelled to leave their
horses hopelessly mired in the bog. To add to their danger,
sltflerthe Americans were attacked in the rear by the enemyi,
ing considerable loss. The remainder skirted the morass on
the west, clear around, to a point nearly opposite that of their
entrance to the swamp.
A little before daylight they again found themselves on the
trail, having, in their march, described a half circle around the
swamp, of which the center was the present town of Upll 'er
Sandusky. The men of McClelland's division had fought their
way along the diameter of the circle, and, in a badly demoralized condition, reunited with their friends at the deserted Wyandot village. At this point a halt was made. Straggling
parties came up with the others, until nearly three hundred of
the volunters were once more together.
An investigation was made, to find who were missing. To
the great sorrow of the entire army, Colonel Crawford wias
nowhere to be found. Nothing was known of him. Whether
killed, captured, or escaped was a matter of conjecture. Dr.
John Knight and John Slover, together with the brave McClelland, were also missing. The conmlmand of the army now
devolved upon Williamson, who, seconded by the brilliant Inilitary genius of Rose, made the most powerful exertions to rally
the broken army for a regular retreat.
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Even in the midst of such tragic scene as these occur incidents calculated to provoke a smile. One of the volunteers
discovered a brass kettle, left in a deserted Indian sugar-camp.
In spite of his peril, the prize was too great for his prudence.
lie dismounted from his horse, seized a huge bowlder, and
pounded the utensil flat for transportation. Through all the
exciting scenes of the retreat, this article kept its place on
Vance's saddle.
John Sherrard, the man who had carried water to his comrades during the battle, had, in the confusion of the flight from
the grove, become separated from his companions. In company
with Daniel Harbaugh, he followed the track of the army as
best he could. Riding through the forest soon after sunrise on
the Gth, IIarbaugh, less agile than his companion, was shot by
an Indian. Sherrard, sickened at the death of his companion,
nevertheless removed the saddle and bridle from the dead man's
horse and substituted them for his own, which were inferior.
lie had proceeded but a short distance, when he recklessly
resolved to return for a pack of provisions which he had left
tied to his own saddle. Securing this, he resumed his journey,
and overtook the retreating army.
At two o'clock in the afternoon of the 6th of June, the
retreating army, by that time somewhat rallied from the demoralization of the night, were attacked from the rear by a large
force of the enemy. The volunteers succeeded in beating off the
foe, an achievement in which they were aided by a terrible
thunder-storm which broke over the combatants. When the
rain ceased the foe renewed the attack, and at night the two
armies slept within sight of each other. In the morning shots
were again exchanged near the spot where the village of Crestline now stands. Thenceforth the retreat of the broken and
dispirited army was continued without interruption.
It is not to be supposed that the volunteers all reached home
at once. For days they continued to straggle back. Some of
the men became completely bewildered. Nicholas Dawson had
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become separated from his companions, and was endeavoring to
make his way home when he was discovered by two other volunteers. Dawson at that time was traveling in exactly the wroug'/
direction, going back toward Sandusky. The men attempted to
convince him of his error, but he pertinaciously insisted that he
was right. At last the men told him that he would certainly
be captured by the savages and tortured to death if he proceeded in his present course, and that as it would be better for
him to die from a painless and sudden gun-shot wound than
from the merciless barbarities of the savages, they would kill
him out of friendship. This argument proved successful. Dawson turned about reluctantly, and, with the others, reached home
in safety.
Philip Smith and' a young man named Rankin had also
become separated from the army, owing to the loss of their
horses. They had their guns, but were afraid to use them to
procure game for fear of attracting the attention of the Indians.
By chance they came across an Indian pony, which Smith undertook to dispatch with his tomahawk. The animal, however,
proved to be an expert dodger. Rankin at last blindfolded it,
and thus enabled Smith to deal a fatal blow. On the flesh of
the pony they subsisted for some time.
On the third night of their retreat two volunteers on horses
fell in with them. While proceeding along the banks of a stream
they were ambuscaded by four savages. Smith was in the act
of stooping to get a drink from the river. The two men on
horseback were shot dead. Smith seized a gun and ran up the
bank after his companion, Rankin, who had also taken to flight.
The latter mistook Smith for a enemy, and three times attempted
to shoot him. He succeeded, however, in dodging, until he came
near enough to be recognized. Escaping from these Indians,
the wanderers came upon a camp, evidently just deserted. A
white man, freshly scalped, lay on the ground. As they looked
at him, he took his hand and rubbed his bloody head. lie had
been scalped while alive, but, of course, death was near. Over
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the camp fire hung a pot of boiling hominy. This the famished
wanderers feared to eat lest it should be poisoned. They, at
last, reached home naked, footsore, and famished. To acquaintances they were unrecognizable. The loved ones of their famnilies, however, knew the wanderers at once.
Many were the cabins of the frontier in which were weeping of women and wailing of children for the brave ones which
returned not.
Sherrard made his home with the widowed
mother of James Paull, who had also accompanied the expedition. Concerning her boy nothing could be learned. At the
moment of retreat from the grove, Sherrard noticed that the
young man was sound asleep. He gave the sleeper a shake,
and shouted, "Up, James ! let 's be off. They 're all starting,
and we'll be left." He had seen the young man spring to his
feet, but at that moment lost sight of him in the darkness, a:nd
of his\fate could tell nothing.
The poor widow bore her
mighty sorrow alone, and never ceased to look for the return
of her boy.
Sherrard had another distressing scene to go through with.
As soon as he had obtained a little rest, he started to return
the pack-saddle of Daniel Harbaugh, which he had taken from
his dead companion's horse, to his widow. The story of her
husband's death was heart-breaking to the sorrowing woman.
She, however, knew that he was dead. Though stricken with
grief she was not doomed to be haunted forever after by a fearful uncertainty.
Among those who could learn nothing definite concerning
their loved relatives, was Hannah Crawford, wife of the colonel
in command of the expedition. For a long time she suffered
from hope deferred until the heart grew sick indeed. When at
last she heard the awful truth, which will be hereafter related
in these pages, she was of all the sorrowing ones of the stricken
frontier the most to be commiserated.
As has been stated, to the genius and exertions of John
Rose, aid-de-camp to Colonel Crawford, more than to any thing
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else was due the ftlct that so many of the expedition escaped
destruction. Without detailing his further splendid services to
the colonies, we here give his own explanation of the mystery
Just before leaving Amnerica, he wrote
which surrounded hiimi.
to his friend, General Irvine, his true history. Ills name, he
said, was not John Rose, but Gusltavus II. (le Rosenthal, of Layvonia, Russia, a baron of the eml)ire.
lie had had a duel,
brought on by a blow inflicted by his enemy upon an aged
uncle. In the encounter, which took place in an apartment in
the royal palace at St. Petersburg, he had killed his antagonist.
He at once fled to America to draw his sword in behalf of the
colonies. At the close of the Revolution he received from the
emperor a pardon, as a result of which he returned to his
native land.
It yet remains for us to detail the remarkable adventures, or
perchance the tragic doom, of those men who, either at the
moment of retreat from the grove, or subsequently in the confusion and entanglement in the cranberry marsh, became at once
separated from their companions and found themselves alone in
the midst of an enemy's country, separated from the nearest
white settlement by a wilderness one hundred and sixty miles
in width, infested by swarms of hostile Indians, who were
certain to scour the woods in every direction in search of stragglers from the retreating and broken army.
Among those who had the misfortune to lose their horses in
the mire of the cranberry marsh were John Slover, the guide,
and James Paull. These, with five others, being pursued by
savages, fled in a northerly direction. After pursuing this
course all night they turned, for some unaccountable reason,
toward the south-west. About ten o'clock in the forenoon they
halted to eat. Each man had a scrap of pork. From this they
proposed to make a sumptuous breakfast.
Hardly had the poor fellows seated themselves on the
ground when a file of Indian warriors was discovered coming
along a neighboring trail which the volunteers had not observed.
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The latter ran off, leaving their baggage and provisions, but
were not discovered. 'Their loss of provisions, scanty though
the supply was, was a most serious mishap. At last they
resolved to return and secure them, which was accomplished
successfully. At twelve o'clock they perceived another party
of Indians approaching, but by skulking in the grass and bushes
of the prairie, they again escaped discovery.
The progress of the party was slow, one of the men having
burnt his foot, and the other being attacked with rheumatism,
contracted from exposure to the rain storm which has been previously mentioned. When at last they struck woodland, they
turned due east in their line of march. On the 7th of June,
the man with the rheumatism was left behind in a swamp.
"Waiting for him some time," says Slover, in his narrative, "I
saw him coming within one hundred yards, as I sat on the body
of an old tree mending my moccasins; but taking my eye from
him I saw him no more. IHe had not observed our tracks, but
had gone a different way. We whistled on our chargers, and
afterwards halloed for him, but in vain." This man afterwards
reached his home in safety. The terrible adventures which he
escaped by thus missing his way will be hereafter related.
The man with the burned foot was James Paull. On the
afternoon of the 5th, in making their hurried preparations for
retreat, he, with many others, was engaged in baking bread. In
this task some of the men, for want of a better baking-pan,
made use of a spade which had been picked up in the desoWhen the last loaf had
lated settlement of the Moravians.
been turned out, the hot spade was thrown down, and Paull
had stepped on it with his bare foot, burning himself badly.
Passing through what is now Wayne county, about nine
o'clock on the 8th of June, the party was ambuscaded by a
band of Shawanese. With tireless pertinacity, these red detectives of the wilderness had all the while been on the trail of
the fugitives. Two of the white men were shot dead. Pull,
notwithstanding his burnt foot, ran for his life, and escaped.
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Slover and the other two MenCwere taken captives. By a
remarkable coincidence, one of the captors had been in the party
which had captured Slover in the mountains of Virginia when
but a boy. The Indian, however, had nothing but curses for
his old acquaintance. Sick at heart, the three prisoners started
for the Shawanese towns, on Mad River, in what is now Logan
county, Ohio.
On the third (lay after their capture they came in sight of
a small Indian village. Slover had hoped that his old captor
might treat him with some clemency. On his entrance to the
village this hope was dashed in pieces. The inhabitants of the
place, crazy with joy over the great victory at Sandusky, were
delighted to find that the fun was not yet over. They at once
began the enjoyment of abusing the captives. The three white
men were beaten with clubs, chastised with lashes, and buffeted by the vile mob from one side of the village to the other.
This treatment was not the most ominous circumstance.
The rabble seized one of Slover's companions, the oldest man
in the party, and stripped him naked. Two of them at once
began the task of painting the unfortunate man black. As the
artists progressed with their work a dense throng of hideous
squaws and screaming children surrounded them, watching
every stroke of the brush with intense interest. The captive,
alarmed at the proceeding, began to surmise that it was an indication that he was to be burnt. He broke down in tears, and
called to Slover, asking him what it meant.
With devilish
temper, the Indians warned Slover not to tell the man any thing.
The three men were next told that they were to run the
gauntlet to the council-house, which was about a thousand feet
away. Foremost in the dreadful race ran the man who had
been painted black. Upon him were concentrated the chief
efforts of the savages. Many fired powder into his flesh as he
passed them. Stunned, bruised, and bleeding from the assaults
of his enemies, the poor man was unable to reach the goal as
soon as Slover and his companion. When he did so, his body
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had been gafshed in a dozen places with tomahawks. Here and
there large holes had been burnt in the flesh. A gun wad,

SLOVER'S COMPANION

RUNNING THE GAUNTLET.

fired into his neck, had inflicted a painful wound, from which
the blood streamed in large quantities.
Shattered as he was, through exertions nerved by despair
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itself, he reached the council-house. Exultant with hope, he
stretched out his hand to lay hold of the door. But for him
there was no rest, no mercy. While his hand was still extended
in the belief that he had secured temporary safety, a dozen
slimy hands jerked him back from the door, whose refuge
mocked him. Again and again, he fought to tear himself loose
from their grasp. But a few steps would he run, till again he
was seized and hurled back.
Though growing weaker at every moment, and frantic with
despair, the instinct of self-preservation still remained to him,
and he sought to wrest from his tormentors a club or tomahawk. Perceiving his purpose, the savages would hold out to
him their weapons, and then, as his eager fingers were about to
clutch the object, would snatch it away with hideous laughter, and deal the wretch another blow. Sometimes they would
allow him to run from them a considerable distance, only to
make his recapture the occasion for a pretended punishment
and renewed beatings.
There is a limit to human endurance. There is a point,
beyond which the will, electric, exalted, sublime, can no longer
sustain one. That point was reached. The captive fell to the
ground. As the showers of blows were rained upon him, he
no longer fought back with the ferocity of a tiger and the courage of a madman. He only feebly tried to screen his face and
head with his lacerated arms. At last even this frail defense
gave way. The blows of the club and the tomahawk fell upon
the body of the prostrate man, and met with neither resistance
nor retaliation. Now and then a sob, a gasp, a quiver was to
be heard escaping from his lips. Finally, even these last, faint
flutterings of life disappeared. The spirit had departed, leaving the shapeless mass, which had been its splendid home, to
be tossed by cruel hands to hungry dogs.
That evening Slover, with an anguish in his heart which no
pen can describe, looked on not only this scene, but also on
three other black and mangled bodies. As they lay in all their
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mutilation, the scout could recognize in one the remains of
William Harrison, the son-in-law of Colonel Crawford. Removing his eye to the second corpse, he saw in it young William
Crawford, the youthful nephew of the commander. The third
corpse was that of Major John McClelland. These three
brave men had furnished a gorge of infernal revelry for the
beastly savages. The heads and limbs were impaled on lofty
poles in the center of the town. The trunks became food
for dogs.
Harrison was one of the most noted men in the Ohio valley.
He was a lawyer of polished education and lofty intellect. lie
had rendered distinguished services to the colonies.
The surviving companion of Slover was shortly sent away
to another town. Of his fate we have no account. There is no
reason to suppose that it was different from that of the brave
men which we have described. That night a great council was
held in the village. Slover was placed in the center of the room,
and there subjected to every question which the Indian intellect
could invent.
The council lasted fifteen days. In it were represented a
dozen different tribes. Here in this assembly all the pride, all
the exultation, all the savage joy to which the destruction of
Crawford's army had given rise found expression. No rhetoric
was bombastic enough for the vanity of the orators; no congratulations were complimentary enough for the pride of the
warriors.
In the midst of the council was received a message from the
commandant at Detroit. Of this communication the key-note
was clear to the dullest ear. It bade the Indians to take no
more prisoners. The exhortation was received with a mighty
uproar of applause. The council resolved to follow the advice.
Henceforth they were to take no more prisoners, but kill outright
every unfortunate who fell into their hands. This was not all.
In the enthusiasm of the moment they determined that if any
tribe not represented at the council took any captives, the oth6,s
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would go upon the war-path, take away the captives, and put
them to death.
During these days Slover suffered more from the villainous
white men in the village, who were continually instigating the
savage mind to cruelty, than from the Indians themselves. Simon
Girty was there. This abominable liar almost drove the inhabitants of the place insane by telling them that he had asked
Slover how he liked to live there, and that he had answered
that he intended at the first opportunity to take a scalp and
escape.
Another white man came to him and told him that his home
had been in Virginia; that he had three brothers there, and
wanted to get away. Slover was too ol.d a scout to say any
thing to the treacherous villain. This prudence, however, (lid
not save him. The fellow went off and reported in the village
that Slover had consented to go with him.
There was another white man in the place. He lived two
miles from the town, in a house built of squared logs, with a
shingle roof. lie dressed in a gorgeous uniform of gold-laced
clothes. He spoke but little in the council. When he did it
had a marked effect. Ie did not question Slover, but during
all the time he seemed to be oblivious of the latter's presence
in the town. He never spoke to him. This man was in the
employ of the British Government. He was the counterpart of
Girty and Elliott. His name was Alexander McKee.
On the morning after the close of the council Slover was
sitting before the door of the cabin where he had been kept.
A file of forty Indian warriors suddenly came up and surrounded
the cabin. Their captain was a white man. It was George
Girty, a brother of Simon. These Indians took Slover, and put
a rope around his neck. They stripped him naked. His arms
were bound behind him, and he was painted black from head to
foot. During this operation Girty stood before him, hurling at
him a storm of curses. Slover was then taken to a town five
ailes away. Being, a stranger, the inhabitants of the place had
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prepared a reception for him. The emblem of their hospitality
was the war club ; their method of expressing it was falling upon
Slover, and beating him half to death.
Two miles away was another town. It was not far from the
site of what is now West Liberty, Logan County, Ohio. Only
one-half of the council house had a roof. Slover noticed this.
In the center of that part of the structure which had no covering was a huge post, sixteen feet in height. About four feet
from the post were three large piles of firewood. Slover was
taken to the post. One rope was passed around his neck, another
about his waist, and a third about his feet. These were tightly
bound to the post. This done, a large savage, carrying a torch,
stuck it into the dry wood, which quickly leaped into flame.
At this moment a wind began to roar through the forest,
swaying the trees in a frightful manner. The dust in the
streets of the village was caught up and whirled along in
mighty clouds. Terrific thunder-peals seemed to split asunder
the sky-dome. The crowd around the stake withdrew their
fascinated gaze from the dreadful drama being there enacted,
and looked with apprehension at the darkening landscape and
the ragged storm-line which was rapidly approaching. Huge
drops of rain began to fall. With screams and pushings the
crowd scrambled for the sheltered part of the council-house.
Here and there an old squaw or an aged warrior stood stolidly
where they were, as if to express their contempt for the others,
while the floods of water which now descended drenched them
to the skin.
The fire was quickly extinguished. The rain lasted about
twenty minutes. When it was over, and the sun reappeared in
an azure sky from which the clouds were rapidly clearing, the
Indians stood still for some minutes, awe-stricken and silent.
At last the spell was broken. The crowd before so still
became noisy and turbulent. A dispute arose. Some wanted
to proceed with the torture, the prevailing part insisted on saving the prisoner until the next morning. Slover was untied.
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Even though the respite was short, his spirits rose. Making
him sit down the Indians began a war dance around him.
At eleven o'clock at night Half Moon asked Slover if he
Three Indians were
was sleepy, The captive answered "Yes."
appointed for his guard. Taking him to a block-house, they
tied his arms around the wrists and above the elbows so tightly
that the cord cut deep into the flesh. To his neck was fastened a rope, the other end of which was tied to a beam in
the house. It was long enough to permit him to lie down on
a couch, which consisted of a board.
Slover, overcome with anxiety at the fate prepared for him,
waited nervously hour after hour for his guards to go to sleep.
But they too, though from different motives, were full of excited
interest concerning the festivities of the morrow. Not till an
hour before daybreak did they weary in their animated conversation.
At that hour two of them lay down and went to
sleep. The third copper-colored gentleman came over and questioned Slover as to how he would like "eating fire." The prisoner was giving up his last earthly hope for a chance to escape,
when to his great joy the third Indian rolled over and began
to snore.
The scout instantly set to work. Turning on his right side
he managed little by little, with infinite effort and skill, to slip
the cords from his left arm. At that moment his heart sank
within him. One of the warriors rose and stirred the fire.
Slover expected to have his bonds examined, and thought all
was over. But the sleepy savage lay down and again became
unconscious.
There was no time to be lost. It was within a few minutes
of daybreak. The people of the village were likely to rise early
in preparation for the sports of the day. Some old squaws might
already be stirring in the lodges. Slover made frantic efforts
to loosen the rope from his neck. He tried to gnaw it, but
might as well have bitten a bar of iron as to chew the cursed
buffalo hide. He tugged at it till his fingers bled. But all
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in vain. At last, just at daybreak, he discovered, to his joy,
that it was a slip-knot. He pulled the noose apart, slipped it
over his head, lightly stepped over the sleeping warriors, and
left the cabin.
He sped through the town, passing a squaw and five children who were asleep under a tree, and jumped into a cornfield.
Here he untied his right arm, which had swollen till it had
turned black, Collecting his thoughts, he remembered to have
seen some horses on his way to the cornfield. He started back,
snatched up an old quilt hanging on a fence, quickly caught one
of the horses by the mane, threw the rope, with which he had
himself been tied, around the horse's neck for a halter, sprang
astride the animal and galloped away.
His course lay to the north-east. On he dashed, without a
pause or a backward look. His horse was strong and swift.
lie had only the quilt for a saddle, and the rope halter for a
bridle. He was entirely naked. As his horse plunged through
the forest, the branches of the trees lacerated his bare body
until he was covered with blood from head to foot. Yet of this
he was unconscious. He felt not the strokes and bruises. He
noticed not the torn flesh, nor the flowing blood. He only knew
that he was flying, flying from fiends and flames to liberty and
life; flying from torture and the stake to home and friends.
Fifty miles away lay the blue Scioto. For his horse he had no
mercy, but mindful of the keen and swift pursuers, who were
already swarming after him, devising in their hellish hearts new
and fearful vengeance, he urged the animal on, hour after hour,
at its topmost speed.
At eleven o'clock in the morning he reached the Scioto. At
three o'clock in the afternoon he had left the river twenty-five
miles behind him. At this point his horse failed. All its splendid powers had been expended in the noble race. Seventy-five
miles had been accomplished in eleven hours. It could go no
further. Slover instantly sprang from the animal, and started
ahead running on foot.
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The sun set in the west, but still he ran. Stars came out
in the blue canopy of night. It was the hour of repose for all
mankind. Yet for the fugitive there was neither rest nor relief.
Once he relaxed into a walk. At that moment he heard hallooing behind him. It may have been the phantom of his fevered
imagination, the offspring of a brain heated with surges of boiling blood. No matter. The fugitive sprang forward as if every
tree in the forest was a savage, and every wandering star-beam
the glint of a rifle.
Not until daybreak did Slover resume a walk. In his hand
he carried a crooked stick. Was it a weapon, a means of defense
against his pursuers ? No, and yes. No, because it was as
worthless as a shadow as a physical weapon. Yes, because by
it he carefully replaced the weeds bent by his feet, in order to
hide his trail. Once he sat down.
That moment exhausted nature entered a protest. He vomited. Feeling somewhat better, he again proceeded. The high
excitement of the previous day was no longer present to sustain him. He became painfully conscious of his wounds. Poisoned nettles irritated his flesh. Thorns and briers stuck in his
legs. Swarms of flies hovered about the festering sores. Millions of mosquitoes feasted on him, lingering, hurrying, or pausing with their victim. Sleep was impossible. His only defense
was the piece of quilt, and a handful of bushes which he carried.
On the third day about three o'clock he found some raspberries. This was the first food he had eaten since the morning before his escape. He was not hungry, but extremely weak.
Yet he had strength enough to swim the Muskingum at a point
where it was two hundred yards wide. On the fourth day he
found two small crawfish, and ate them. The next night he
came within five miles of Wheeling. During the whole time he
had not slept one moment. When opposite Wheeling he saw a
man on the other side of the river, and called to him. The
stranger, however, was not disposed to venture over at the bidding of such a wild and suspicious looking character as Slover.
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At length, by earnest persuasion, and by naming various
persons in the expedition, known to the stranger, the latter
came to Slover's help. The trials of the fugitive were over.
In a few days he was able to make his way home. Such were
the powers of endurance and recuperation of the iron frames of
the pioneers.
Such were Slover's adventures. What had become of James
Paull? He, as will be remembered, had made his escape into
the woods at the moment of Slover's capture. He was pursued
by two Indians. Lamed by his burnt foot, every step gave him
intolerable pain. In spite of this he outran his pursuers, seeing
which they fired at him. Coming to a steep bank of a creek,
he fearlessly leaped over, gun in hand. At this moment the
savages lost sight of him, and either abandoned the chase or
passed another way. In the descent of the precipice Paull had
torn his burnt foot in a horrible manner. To enable him to proceed at all he was forced to tear a strip from his ragged pantaloons, and bind it around the injured member.
Paull was an experienced woodsman. To hide his trail he
walked on fallen logs, traveled in circles, and, climbing trees,
would crawl out to the extremity of their branches, and let himself drop. At night he slept in a hollow log. In the morning
the unhappy man found his foot swollen to the size of a
water bucket. He had no provisions, and was afraid to fire
his gun. Nevertheless, he gathered enough wild berries to sustain life.
The second night he crawled into a crevice in a rock, making himself a bed of leaves. The next morning he saw a deer.
At that moment the pangs of hunger overcame his prudence.
He shof the animal. But he had no knife; he had to cut open
the skin with his gun-flint, and tear off the flesh with his fingers.
This he ate raw, as a fire was not to be thought of. Continuing
his journey, he crossed the Muskingum, and came upon an abandoned Indian camp. Some empty kegs were lying around. In
one of them he ventured to kindle a little fire and cook some veni-
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son. When he lay down to sleep the smoke protected him fi'om
the gnats and mosquitoes.
In two days he reached the Ohio River at a point above
Wheeling. Building himself a rude raft, bound together with
withes of bark, he crossed the Ohio, and for the first time felt
himself out of danger. In the river bottom he found a number
of horses. He at once set to work, with an ingenuity of which
only the most skillful pioneer is capable, to manufacture a rude
halter out of the bark of trees.
This done, he attempted to capture a horse-a much more
difficult task. The animals were both smart and wild. They
would graze quietly, apparently without noticing his approach,
until his hand had almost grasped the mane .of one of their
number. At that moment, with a wild snort and a lofty kick,
they would turn and gallop out of his reach.
After great trouble Paull succeeded in capturing an old mare,
the worst in the lot. On this animal he continued his journey,
finally reaching a fort near Short creek. Here the inhabitants,
alarmed by the news of the destruction of Crawford's army,
had collected, in anxious expectation of an Indian invasion.
Here too, he found some of the volunteers who, like himself, had
escaped from the clutches of the savages. Resting for a day,
he procured a horse that was a horse, and proceeded to a settlement where he had some relatives.
For some time he was detained here by his foot, of which
the terrible inflammation threatened him with the loss of the
member. In time, however, he made his way back to the humble home of his widowed mother, who, ignorant of her boy's
fate, had nevertheless continued to watch for his return.
In after years Paull became a prominent man in Virginia.
He took an active part in the Indian campaigns toward the close
of the century. His descendants are numerous and of high
standing. Personally he was a man of splendid physique,
formed like a king, and bearing the head of a philosopher. He
was generous to a fault, and possessed a heart of unflinching
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courage. lie (lied on the ninth (lay of July, 1841, at his home
in Fayette County, Virginia, aged nearly eighty-one years.
Of all the men il tle army the returned volunteers could
tell the least of the fate of Colonel Crawford and Doctor Knight.
The explanation of this is to be found in the account which follows. It will be remembered that as the army was formed in
line of march in the deep darkness of the grove near Sandusky,
at nine o'clock of the evening of June the 5th, waiting for the
word of command to commence their perilous retreat, a furious
assault was made by the enemy. This precipitated matters.
The volunteers, without waiting for command, broke ranks and
galloped away in the greatest confusion.
At the moment of flight Colonel Crawford missed his son,
John Crawford, his son-in-law, William Harrison, and his
nephew, William Crawford. Alarmed at their absence, he commenced to search for them in the darkness, and shouted aloud
their names. IIe ran hither and thither among the trees in
frantic endeavor to find the missing men. At this moment Doctor Knight came up, and declared that the young men must be
ahead of them, as the grove was then nearly deserted. Crawford answered that he was positive they were not in front, and
begged Knight not to leave him. The doctor promised him he
would not, and joined in the anxious search.
By this time the grove was rapidly filling up with the
enemy. Knight and Crawford were now joined by an old
man and a lad, both on horseback. The four endeavored to
make their escape, in their course overtaking the volunteers
who were entangled in the cranberry marsh. They traveled
fifteen or twenty yards apart, guiding themselves by the north
star. The old man frequently lagged behind, and never failed
when he did so to call out for the others to wait. While crossing a stream the old man made his usual halloo from the rear.
He was about to be reprimanded for the act, when an Indian
yell was heard not far from him. After that the old man was
not heard to call again, and no more was seen of him.
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At sunrise, Crawford and his companions, whose progress
had been slow and circuitous, found themselves only eight miles

from the battle-field. The horses of Crawford and the youltig
man already jaded, now gave out, and had to be abl:ndoned. At
two o'clock in the afternoon the travelers,fell in with Captain
Biggs, who had carried Lieutenant Ashley from the field of
action dangerously wounded.
On the next morning, journeying through what is now Crawford county, they found a deer which was freshly killed. The
meat was joyously cut up, and bound in packs for transportation. A mile farther on they were startled by the smoke of a
camp-fire. Leaving the wounded man with the lad, the others
No one was found near it.
cautiously approached the fire.
While roasting their venison one of the volunteers came up.
He was the man who had killed the deer. Hearing the others
approach, he mistook them for Indians, and ran off. From that
time he also was a member of the little company with Crawford.
In their journey, somewhat against the judgment of Knight
and Biggs, they followed the trail of the army. Crawford and
the doctor, who had loaned his horse to Ashley, pr'oeeded on
foot about two hundred yards in advance of the others. Biggs
and the wounded officer were placed in the center on horses, and
the two young men followed on foot. While advancing along
the south bank of the Sandusky, at a point just east of the present town of Leesville, three Indians started up within twenty
steps from Knight and Crawford. Knight sprang behind a tree
and was about to fire. Crawford shouted to him not to do so.
While hesitating, one of the Indians, a Delaware, who had
often seen Knight, ran up and took him by the hand, calling
Biggs fired on seeing the Indians, but missed
him "doctor."
his aim. "They then told us to call these people," says Knight,
"and make them come there, else they would go and kill
them; " which the colonel did, but the four got off, and escaped
for that time.
Crawford and Knight were at once led captive to the camp
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of the Delawares. This was on Friday afternoon. On Sunday
evening, five Indians came into camp. They carried in their
hands two small and bloody objects. It was dusk. This made
it difficult to discern what they were. Crawford stooped and
looked closely. Turning, deathly sick, to Dr. Knight, he said,
" They are the scalps of Captain Biggs and Lieutenant Ashley."
Besides Crawford and Knight, there were other prisoners in
the camp. Altogether there were eleven. The Indians soon
discovered, to their joy, that Crawford was the commander of
the American army-the " Big Captain." This information was
immediately carried to Captain Pipe.
The startling and important news at once became the occcasion for a grave council of the chiefs of the Delaware nation.
All other captives might be easily disposed of by the braves in
any village. Not so with the American "chief."
For him
there must be devised no common fate. Captain Pipe presided
over the assembly which discussed the grave question. There
was complete unanimity of opinion. From the great and terririble chief, who, in years gone by had been the greatest rival
of the noble White Eyes, who, on the latter's death, became the
most prominent man of all the Delawares, and who, by his solitary prestige and influence, had won his people from a policy
of neutrality, and made them of all the Indian allies of the
British the bitterest and the bloodiest, down to the youngest
brave, who, by the taking of some scalp in the recent battles,
had earned a warrior's privilege of admission to the council-hall-every voice pronounced in favor of DEATH BY FIRE.
The Delawares, however, were subject to the sway of the
Wyandots. Among the latter the burning of prisoners was no
longer practiced; nor did the Delawares dare to inflict the death
penalty in that manner upon so great a captive, without first
obtaining- permission from the Half King of the Wyandots.
How could his consent be obtained ? This was the question
which agitated the council. At last the oldest and wisest chiefs
devised a stratagem. A runner, bearing a belt of wampum, was
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despatched to the Half King of the Wyandots, with the following message: " Uncle ! We, your nephews, salute you in a spirit
of kindness, love, and respect. Uncle ! We have a project in
view which we ardently wish to accomplish, and can accomplish, if our uncle will not overrule us ! By returning the
wampum, we will have your pledged word!"
The Half King was puzzled. HIe questioned the messenger,
but the latter, carefully trained, professed ignorance. At last
the Half King, supposing the project to be some secret foray
against the white settlements, returned the wampum to the
bearer, with the word, "Say to my nephews, they have my
pledge." Crawford's (loom was fixed.
On Monday morning, the 10th of June, the prisoners were
informed that they must go to Sandusky. Crawford, learning
that Simon Girty who, as will be remembered, was an old
friend, was at Sandusky, urged strongly to be taken to that
place at once. While the other prisoners halted for the night
at the deserted Wyandot town, Crawford, under two guards,
was taken to Sandusky, arriving there in the night. He
demanded 'to be at once taken to Girty's lodge. Here, sitting
in the dim light of a smoldering camp-fire, he made his appeal,
long and earnest, to the renegade, to save him. lie offered
Girty one thousand dollars to save his life.
The ruffian moodily stirred the ashes, and said nothing. At
last, being urged by Crawford for an answer, he turned, and
with a look which, to any other than a despairing man would
have told that he was lying, promised, in a cold, indifferent tone,
to do what was asked. He also told the colonel that William
Harrison and young William Crawford had been captured by
the Shawanese, but pardoned. The falsity of this statement we
already know from what Slover had witnessed.
Knight and his nine companions, on the morning of the
11th, were met by Captain Pipe at the old Wyandot town. The
latter, with his own hands, proceeded to paint the faces of all the
prisoners black. While thus engaged, he told Knight in very
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good English, that he was to be taken to the Shawanese towns
to see his friends. The ominous import of these smooth words
was at once read by Knight. During the morning Colonel
Crawford was also brought to this place. Pipe, who had not
seen him the night before, with whom he was well acquainted,
received him with pretended kindness, joked about his making a
good Indian, but nevertheless painted him black.
The whole party now started toward the Wyandot town.
Crawford and Knight were kept somewhat in the rear. Presently a savage shouted back some unintelligible words. 'Their
guards hurried them forward. They now understood what the
maneuver meant. Lying by the roadside were the corpses, pale
and gory, of four of their companions. They had been scalped
and toinahawked.
The suspicion of Knight was confirmed as to their real destination, when, instead of proceeding to the Wyandot village,
their guards struck into another trail leading to the north-west.
Corning to a small creek, Crawford and Knight were removed
to a little distance, while the others were seated around the foot
of the tree. At the place where they halted they had found a
number of squaws and Indian boys. In a moment Crawford and
Knight were horrified to see, these fall upon the five prisoners
and tomahawk them all. A squaw cut off the head of one man
and kicked it around in great glee as a football.
Saddened at this awful scene, and wrapped in the blackest
gloom concerning their own fate, the two prisoners, now left
alone, resumed their march. On their way they met Simon
Girty, but he had no word of kindness. Waiting until Knight
came up, the latter went toward him reaching out his hand, but
the ruffian bade him be gone, calling him a "damned rascal."
Three quarters of a mile from the village of Tymochtee another
halt was made. The reason of this and the awful occurrences
which transpired will appear when we return to the story of
the unfortunate Crawford. For the present we proceed to relate
the incidents which afterwards befell Knight, "who for over two
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hours before leaving the place drank to the dregs, it may be
premised, a cup of inexpressible horror."
After nightfall Knight w.as taken on to Tymochtee, where
he lay bound all night. The next morning he was placed ill
charge of alln
Indian named Tutelu, who at once started with
him for the Shawanese towns, forty miles away. The prisoner
was on foot. Behind him strode his savage guard, wielding an
enormous lash, with which he urged the prisoner forward.
Knight, pretending to think that he was to become an Indian,
asked Tutelu if they were not to live together as brothers,
in one house, when they reached the town. The Indian,
human as he was, was touched by the flattery, and answered
"Yes."
At night the captive was bound and laid down to
rest, but the vigilant guard closed not his eyes. At daybreak
he untied his captive.
Tutelu rose and began to replenish the fire. A swarm of
mosquitoes was bothering them, and Knight asked the savage if
he should make a smoke behind him. He answered "Yes."
The doctor stooped and picked up the end of a small stick
which had been burnt till it was but eighteen inches long. For
the purpose which he contemplated it was altogether too small.
Yet it was the best to be had. He then took up another little
stick, taking a coal between them, and went behind the Indian.
Instantly dropping the coal, he struck the savage on the head
with all his force, so that he fell forward with both his hands
in the fire. The Indian scrambled to his feet, badly burned,
and ran off, howling in the most fearful manner. Knight followed at the top of his speed to shoot him, but in drawing back
the hammer of the Indian's gun, he broke the mainspring, and
was forced to abandon the chase.
Tutelu never stopped running, it is presumed, till he reached
the Shawanese towns. He arrived there, finding Slover, who
was then still a captive. The Indian had a wound four inches
long in his head. He also had another thing in his head. It
was a story. With pompous manner and swelling words he
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related that his prisoner, the doctor, was a big, strong, tall man,
that, being promised by Knight that he would not go away, he
had untied him.
According to Tutelu, while he was kindling the fire, the doctor had snatched up the gun behind him and struck him; Tutelu
had made a slash at Knight with his knife, cutting off' his
fingers and inflicting two stabs. As soon as his relation was
over, Slover stepped into the group and told the Delawares that
Tutelu had lied, that he knew the doctor, and he was a weak,
little man. The Indians laughed heartily, and told Tutelu that
they believed his whole story was false.
After abandoning his chase, Knight returned to the fire.
HIe equipped himself for a journey home with the blanket, moccasins, gun, and ammunition of the Indian. HIe was not far
from the spot now occupied by Kenton, Hardin county, Ohio.
In his journey the only food he could find was green gooseberries. These, however, he was unable to eat on account of a
wound in his jaw, which had been inflicted by an Indian out
of pure malice. IIe tried every way possible to fix his gun, but
failing, finally threw it away. His medical knowledge proved of
some value to him. After his jaw got better, and he began to
eat gooseberries, mandrakes, raw black birds, and terrapin, these
delicacies gave him dyspepsia. Unlike most of the borderers,
he was a delicate man, unused to hardships. To cure the
trouble spoken of, he would gather and eat a little wild ginger.
On the morning of the 4th of July he reached Fort Pitt.
Sadly let us turn back to the scene where Crawford was
halted on the afternoon of the 11th of June, three-quarters of
a mile from Tymochtee. When he arrived he found a large
fire burning. As it was a hot summer day his suspicions were
at once aroused. A hundred Indians were lying about on the
ground. The picture, if transferred to canvas, would be one of
utter inactivity and laziness.
As the approaching party suddenly appeared in sight, an
electric shock would not have more quickly and completely
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transformed the scene of idleness to one of intense activity and
animation. A dozen warriors ran forward and seized Crawford.
They tore his clothes from him with eager hands. lie was
made to sit down on the ground. Surrounded by a howling
mob, he at once became the object of showers of dirt, stones,
and sticks. While some were engaged in this sport, others
quickly fixed in the ground a large stake, some fifteen feet
long, which had been previously prepared.
Others still ran
quickly to and fro, piling up around the stake great heaps of
light, dry hickory wood, which had also been split and prepared
for the occasion. The wood was arranged loosely, with large
apertures, through which the draft might more quickly carry
the sputtering blaze.
Crawford had taken in the entire scene at a glance. He
called to Girty, who was in the crowd, and asked if he was to
be burnt. The brute, who had not made the least exertion to
save his old friend, yelled back, " of course." The wretched
man was seized and his hands bound behind him. A rope was
fastened to the stake, and the other end passed around his body.
It was long enough to permit him to walk around the stake
several times.
It was four o'clock. The afternoon sun was already casting
somber shades through the forest. Over head patches of the
azure sky, as calm and peaceful as eternity, could be seen by
the doomed man. From the top of a lofty tree a little bird
caroled forth its woodland song, happy, innocent, and free. But
in the dark assemblage beneath the trees every malignant countenance was lit up by the wild insanity, the everlasting unrest,
of sin, of wickedness, of hell.
Willing hands-applied a torch to the heaps of wood. The
crackling flames leaped quickly through the open spaces. As
the wood began to kindle, Captain Pipe arose, and addressed the
crowd briefly, but earnestly, in his own dark language, making
all the while the most terrible gestures at the heroic man, who
stood calmly at the stake confronting his doom. As the speaker
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finished, an unearthly yell burst from the hoarse throats of his
auditors. Heedless of the small flames which were already
shooting upward through the wood, they leaped within the circle, and fell upon the unfortunate Crawford.
A hundred yards away stood Doctor Knight, an unwilling
spectator, filled with an anguish which it is impossible to conceive. The throng about Crawford was so dense for the time
being that his friend could not tell what was being done. He
could only see uplifted hands rising and falling above the heads
of the crowd, and hear its angry roar. In a moment the throng
fell back. Knight could then see that they had cut off Crawford's ears, and beaten him black and blue.
Though compelled by the circle of flames which now leaped
up and walled in the unfortunate man, to remain at a little distance, the tormentors were by no means through. Warriors
shot burning blasts of powder into his quivering flesh. Indian
boys snatched blazing hickory poles, and held them against his
body. As, wild with pain, he ran around and around the stake,

to avoid one party of tormentors, he was confronted at every
point by others, with burning fagots and redhot irons. The
squaws threw quantities of burning coals against him, which,

falling on the ground at his feet, left him a path of fire
to tread.
In the extremity of his agony, a scream from the maddened
man rang out through the forest, " Girty! Girty! shoot me
through the heart! Quick !! For God's sake, do not refuse
me !" And it is on record that to this appeal the monster made
answer with a laugh. Crawford turned then in his supplications from man to God. Leaning against the stake, enduring
all the torments which malice could invent, with manly fortitude
and heroic calmness, in low, earnest tones he poured out his
supplications to the Almighty.
Ilow long the awful scene continued, we do not know. Dr.
Knight says two hours. But this is, probably, much too long.
That the time should have seemed to him almost endless, is
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not surprising. At last nature seemed to be able to endure no
more. Crawford fainted, and fell on his stomach. An old hag,
with the countenance of a devil, threw a quantity of coals
and ashes on the back of the prostrate man. With a deep
groan, he again arose, probably in a delirium, and began to walk
slowly, around the stake. IHe was as black as coal from head
to foot, save where the burnt flesh had broken off, from which
spots ran reddened rivulets.
The end came at last. Tradition says that the spirit of the
dying man took its flight just as the western sun threw its
setting beams across the landscape.
Such was THE DooM oF CRAWFORD. Far and wide through
the settlements of the white man spread a melancholy gloom
as the story passed from lip to lip. HIeart-rending was the
anguish in a lonely cabin upon the banks of the Youghiogheny,
where the widow wept without hope.
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CHAPTER XII.
THE ROMANCE OF RED EAGLE.

R to the south, within sound of the restless
roar of the Gulf of Mexico, in a country of
remarkable fertility, threaded by numberless
creeks and rivers, the white man found a great
Indian confederacy.
This moist region was
called, for want of a better name, the Creek
Country. In the process of time, the Indians
who inhabited it caine to be called the Creeks.
This nation, thus so unceremoniously christened by the whites,
was, in fact, composed of many tribes of Indians. Long before
La Salle had paddled his weary way down the Mississippi, the
Muscogees, whose original home, according to their traditions,
had bee& in the country of Mexico, had, after long wanderings
as far north as the Ohio, finally settled in the region which we
know by the names of Alabama and Mississippi. The Muscogees were warriors. They at once began a series of conquests,
and, like Rome, adopted the policy of incorporating the conquered tribes with themselves.
When the first bold explorers threaded their way through
the tropical forests and the network of. lagoons to the towns of
this confederacy, they found a people who, in the darkness of
their native barbarism, were in a crude way working out for
themselves the problem of civilization. They had fixed rules
governing marriage and divorce. They lived in houses. They
wore clothes. Each town had a separate local government. It
They had fixed
had public buildings and pleasure houses.
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maxims and methods of government. They had, moreover, a
system of social caste. There were certain families who constituted a hereditary nobility. Of these, the family of the Wind
ranked first. To it belonged the right of chieftaincy. It was,
so to speak, the royal family. Inferior to the family of the
Wind was the family of the Bear; and next in rank was that
of the Deer. These three castes managed to absorb all the positions of rank and profit.
At the time of the war of which we are about to write, they
had, in addition to their unaided achievements, derived great
benefit from intercourse with the white men. Many of th iem
had intermarried. The upper classes had learned to re:,ad and
write. Many half-breed children had been sent to northern
schools for education. The system of a community of property,
which is the very core of barbarism, was giving way to the system of individual property.
They owned in their own right,
horses, houses, looms, farms, and farming implements. They had
learned, not merely to trade, but even to manufacture cloth and
other articles. All this, too, they had achieved in spite of
their fertile soil and the genial climate. History shows that
nature prodigal of her gifts, enervates, while a sterile country
and vigorous climate stimulate and sharpen the. intellect and
energies of men.

The Creeks were treated by the United States Government
with justice and fairness. There was no reasonable cause for
complaint on either side.
About 1780 there was born in the Creek nation a child destinied to le known among his own people as Red Eagle. To
the whites lie was known as William Weatherford. His mother
was a princess; that is,she belonged to the family of the Wind.
Ile was the nephew of Alexander McGillivray, a man of mixed
blood, whose genius, shrewdness, and abilities won for him the
leading place in the Creek nation. He styled himself Emperor
Alexander. One author speaks of him "as a man of towering
intellect and vast information, who ruled the Creek country for
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a quarter of a century."
Another writer says: " lie was a
man of the highest intellectual abilities, and of wonderful talents for intrigue and diplomacy. A more wily Talleyrand never
trodl the red war-paths of the frontiers, or (uaffed the deceptive black drink at sham councils."
When Charles Weatherford, a shrewd and wily Scotch
trader, iimarried the sister of the Emperor Alexander McGillivray, lie attained at once a rank and influence among the Creeks
which few men of the purest Muscogee blood possessed. The
Scotchmian, while serving the nation, managed to accumulate
limiost boundless wealth. He lived like a king in his splendlid
mansion on the banks of the Alabama. Here he had every
luxury which money could procure. Troops of negro slaves
ministered to himself and to his guests. His table abounded in
the rarest tropical fruits, choice game from distant forests, and
sparkling liquors, cobweby with age.
From the spacious verandas which surrounded his palatial
home, one looked out over a tropical landscape of surj;assing
loveliness. The grounds immediately surrounding the house were
filled with noble forest trees, from whose branches hung graceful festoons of southern vines and mosses. Magnolia blossoms
showered their fragrance upon the summer air. Wild orangetrees, bearing the emblems of every season of the year, werc
scattered here and there. Roses and honeysuckles, in wild a;nd
negligent profusion, wound their clinging arms in fond ellrnice
about the nearest object of support. Near the house We.;therford kept the finest race-track in America. To indlge his
favorite sport, he imported blooded stock from the most fitmous
stables of Europe:
Amid these surroundings was born Red Eagle. The son of
the wealthiest man in the nation, and by inheritance a chief
of the ruling family, he had the best of tutors, and no pains
nor expense were spared in his education.
He grew up a
spoiled child of fortune. He cared nothing for books. His
tastes were the offspring of the wild ancestry of his Indian
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mother. He was fond of every athletic sport. IHe was-a splendid swimmer, a tireless walker, and an unequaled hunter with the
bow and the rifle. He was a natural master. From no meeting
for athletic sports among the Creek towns was Red Eagle ever
absent. No young man in all the nation could approach him in
a foot-race. In games of ball, a sport conducted with such violence that broken limbs and even death were not infrequent,
he was the acknowledged king.
While but a child, he displayed the rarest graces of horsemanship. No colt was too unruly, no stallion too high-mettled
for this adventurous youth to mount and dash in mad career
across the country. Such was his perfection as a rider that he
seemed almost a part of the animal he rode. An old In(lian
woman, who knew the young chief inl his boyhood, telling of
his daring, his skill, his grace as a horseman, said : "The squaws
would quit hoeing corn and smile and gaze upon him as he rode
by the corn-patch."
These things made Red Eagle the idol of his people. In
the wars with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, even before he
reached manhood, he displayed the most tireless activity and
reckless courage. His name was greeted with enthusiasm as
that of the coming chief in every house in the nation. Besides
this, he possessed great personal beauty. His figure was symmetrical and imposing, and his countenance that of a born king.
He possessed intellectual ability of the highest order. His
mind, ignoring trifles, grappled with the most important subjects
which agitated his country.
To all these gifts was added that of eloquence. Red Eagle
was the greatest orator that ever lived among the Creeks. It
was his ambition from boyhood to become distinguished in council. Lazy and indifferent about his general education, he gave
the most persistent attention to the study of declamation and
oratory. As he reached maturity, his eloquent voice soon
reigned without a rival in the council-hall. His imagination
was rich, bold, and vivid; his manner impressive in the highest
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degree. When unimportant questions were being discussed,
Red Eagle looked on with indifference. His lips were sealed.
But when great themes agitated the council, Red Eagle, with

TECUMSEH ENTERING THE COUNCIL.

his unapproachable power of statement, his wealth of imagery,
his burning zeal, took the lead in the debate, and bore down all
opposition. His very vices endeared him to the popular heart.
Reared in wealth and idleness, the young chief was, it is said,
given to many excesses.
Such was the man, longing for some great popular cause in
which to employ his wealth of talents and influence, whom Tecuniseh found when, in 1811, he had arrived, from the far north,
in the Creek country, accompanied by thirty warriors. The
great chief who dwelt by the waters of the Miami had journeyed all the way to the mighty confederacy of the south for
two purposes. As an agent of the British, he was to incite
the southern tribes to join in the approaching war with the
Americans. For himself, he came to form a great offensive and
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defensive alliance of all the Indians of America against the
white man.
On the day when, with great pomp, he entered the councilhall of the Creeks, he called on the red men to abandon the
plows and. looms and arms of the whites, to burn the garments
they had been induced to wear, to trample under foot and forget
the lessons and customs which they had been taught by their
white foes. IIe told them that the white men, by teaching
them to till the ground, were seeking to weaken and degrade
their martial spirit, so that the conquest of their country might
be more easy. Then, with impressive gesture and accent, he
warned them that, as the whites already held the negroes in
bondage, their purpose was, as soon they became strong enough,
to reduce the Indians to slavery.
A prophet accompanied Tecumseh, whose business it was to
practice upon the superstition of the people. He told them
that the Great Spirit commanded the red man to make war
upon the white man. To prove that this message was from the
Great Spirit, the prophet promised them a miracle. Whoever
fought in the war should come out of it unharmed, while the
Americans would be destroyed in impassable morasses with
which the Great Spirit would surround them. Besides these
methods, Tecumseh employed another. He went among the
people, and electioneered with the warriors in person.
In this way a large part, perhaps a majority, of the Creeks
became ready and impatient for a war with the whites. A
strong and influential minority, however, refused to yield to
Tecumseh's arguments. Among these was Big Warrior. Although Tecumseh was his honored guest, he obstinately refused
to forsake his allegiance. It is said that Tecumseh at last grew
so angry with Big Warrior, that he threatened, when he reached
Detroit, to stamp his foot on the ground and shake down all the
houses in Tookabatcha, and that a few months afterwards an
earthquake made the Creeks believe that this threat had been
carried out. The wealthier Creeks, who were, of course, a
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minority, having accumulated property, which is the greatest of
all conservative forces in society, were strongly opposed to the
war. They saw in it nothing to gain, and every thing to lose.
Among his converts, Tecumseh readily discovered that of
all men in the nation Red Eagle was the man for his purpose.
His great talents seemed to be lying idle, waiting for some
employment worthy of their owner. He was wealthy, and had
nothing to gain by commerce with the whites. He was born
to fortune, and consequently held his possessions in light
esteem. Of wild and undisciplined passions, and full of a lofty
patriotism and love of state affairs, he had nursed in his heart
for many years a bitter jealousy and overmastering hostility
towards the whites. He hated the restraint of law and civilization. He loved the license and wild liberty of savage life.
As his tastes led him to the sports of the forest, he looked
with concern on the encroachments of the white men. Moreover, he seemed to fear that an attempt would be made to
reduce his people to slavery like that of the negroes.
So, after listening to the wily Tecumseh, Red Eagle, who
saw in his plans a gratification for his own fierce love for war
and a new field for fame, threw himself heart and soul into
the enterprise of the northern chieftain. Re-enforced by Red
Eagle, Tecumseh found new methods of working upon the
Creeks. He directed his prophet to " inspire" some Creeks
with prophetic powers.
A shrewd and unscrupulous half-breed named Francis, was
shut up alone in a cabin for ten days, during which time the
prophet howled and danced around the building in the most
fantastic manner. When the ten days were accomplished, he
brought Francis forth, telling the people that he was now
blind, but would soon receive his sight back so improved
that he could see what was to happen in the future. Francis allowed himself to be led around, pretending to stumble
ever obstacles like a blind man. Suddenly he affirmed that
he had received -his sight, with the improved quality of
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prophecy. Ile, with others inspired in a similar manner, worked
night and day, practicing all sorts of conjurations in behalf of
the war-party. Public feeling among the Creeks was roused
to the highest pitch of excitement. The strife of factions
became very bitter. The two parties indulged in crimination
and recrimination. The Creeks were ready for civil war.
A spark soon fell in the tinder box. Some Creeks, returning with Tecumseh to Canada, assaulted a settlement and murdered seven families. Under the treaty between the Creeks
and the United States, the murderers were required to be punished. The chiefs of the peace party at once organized )anllds
of warriors for this purpose. The murderers were pursued to
their retreats among the most distant tribes, hounded down
by the relentless avengers, shot, stabbed, or tomahawked in
open fight or by secret stealth wherever found, until the last
criminal paid for his fault with the penalty of death.
This vengeance widened the schism in the Creek nation.
The war party retaliated by committing a number of outrage
upon the white men. Big Warrior was aroused. Hie asked for
a council with the chiefs of the war party. The request was
haughtily refused. Next he sent word to them, saying, that if
the miracles which they talked about should also be wrought
before the chiefs of the peace party, then the latter would
also believe. To this the war Creeks responded by murdering a
party of emigrants, by sacking a plantation, and by destroying
the property of some of the peaceful Creeks themselves.
About this time a friendly half-breed named McNac was
attacked in his home and had his cattle stolen. He saved himself for awhile by hiding in the swamp, but was unluckily captured by High Head Jim. McNac lied. He said he belonged
to the war-party. He found out that a plot was laid to kill
Big Warrior, Captain Isaacs, Mad Dragon's son, and all the
chiefs of the peace party. This done, High Head Jim said
war was at once to be waged upon the whites. McNac escaped
and warned the intended victims. Meanwhile marauding parties
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of increasing size roamed over the country, plundering planta.
tions of whites and peace Indians alike. The settlers resolved
on self-defense. An army of two hundred volunteers went out
to whip a marauding party of the Creeks. The battle fought
is known as the battle of Burnt Corn. The white men were
ingloriously whipped.
At this point in the war Red Eagle wavered, lie discovered that he had failed to carry with him the entire Creek
nation.
Among the minority who sternly opposed him were
many of his friends and relatives.
lHe had met them face to
face in the bloody battle of Burnt Corn. Ilis ambition had led
him to seek a war with the whites. In fact, it had involved
him in a civil war.
There was yet another motive. He was rich, young, handsome, and a widower. He had a sweetheart, Lucy Cornells, a
young girl of mixed blood, the rarest beauty of the Creek
nation. Upon her Red Eagle had lavished all the wealth of
his passionate affections. In his nature there was much of
romance and sentiment. In debate he was the sternest of the
stern. In love he was the tenderest of the tender. He now
found that among the Creeks against whom he was about
to wage cruel and bloody civil war was the family of his
sweetheart.
On the discovery by McNac of the plot for the assassination, the peace Indians and half-breeds were struck with consternation. Among throngs of others, Lucy Cornells's father fled
with his family to take refuge in Fort Mims. Against this very
fort Red Eagle was already plotting a campaign. What were
all the affairs of state, the triumphs in debate, the glory of the
battle-field to Red Eagle, who was as chivalrous as he was
brave, if thereby he must lose the affection of the girl he
loved ?- More than this, how could he imperil her life, which
was dearer to him than his own, by a siege and probably massacre, where she had sought refuge from his own arms.
These things perplexed Red Eagle.
He kept his own
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counsel, and resolved to seek the advice of his relatives, who
belonged to the peace party. Ile secretly made his way to
their homes. lie told them that he was in love. A man in
love has no reason, no judgment. lie is like a diver at the
bottom of the ocean. All around him is strange, mysterious.
and unreal. All his past life is forgotten. All his plans and
hopes for the future are driven from his mind. lie even forgets
his own identity. Those who are most nearly and dearly related
to him seem to him but phantoms. With them he has no real,
tangible connection. All thought, all memory, all consciousness
are absorbed and concentrated into a single notion, one overmastering feeling. It is the fact that he is countless fathoms deep
beneath the surface where others float. If any emergency
befills, if for any reason he needs help, all he can do is to
make the signal of distress to friends above himn.
This was
what Red Eagle did. From the depths of the ocean he pulled
the signal rope.
His friends, like all friends, were ready with advice. They
told him to go back, to remove as secretly as possible his falmily, his negroes, and as much of his live stock as he could, to
their plantations, which were in the district of the peace party;
that he should follow them there, and remain quietly at home
until the troubles of the nation were over. Red Eagle accepted

this advice. HIe was like one who is mesmerized. All that is
necessary to make the subject do any particular thing is simply
to crook the finger. No matter how ridiculous it may be he will
not refuse to obey. He went back to his home.
But it was now too late for him to retreat. His infidelity
had been suspected. In his absence his children and negroes
had been seized, and were held as hostages for his fidelity.
Hie was told that if he deserted the cause of the war-party, his
children should at once be put to death.
Red Eagle was now overwhelmed by the very storm which he
had stirred. He had evoked the Genii from their prison, and the
spirits would riot down at his bidding.

For him there remained
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but one thing. It was to lead his men to battle. So there was
preparation for war. The Creek braves painted themselves in
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Mims and his neighbors had constructed
the fortification, and to that place the people of the surrounding
country-men, women, and children, white, black, red, and
yellow-fled for safety.
General Claiborne, with a small force of volunteers and regulars, was the military commander of the whites. To Fort
Minis he dispatched Major Beasley, with one hundred and
seventy-five men. These, with the militia already there, gave
the post a garrison of two hundred and forty-five men. Beasley was ordered to construct a second stockade around the
first, and two additional block-houses, an order which was but
partially carried out.
Altogether there were about five hundred and fifty people
in the fort whose lives were committed to the care of Major
Beasley. Ile, however, neglected the proper precautions. Ie
forgot the great responsibility resting on his shoulders. His
raw troops, instead of being disciplined by daily drills and
military routine, passed their time in playing cards arid drinking. The new line of picketing was left unfinished, as were
also the new block-houses. He was even deaf to the plainest
warnings of danger. A negro, who had been captured by Red
Eagle, escaped, and making his way to Fort Mims with infinite
peril, told the commandant that an overwhellning force of
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Tndians were on their way to attack it. Beasley sent out some
scouts, but they, as they discovered no Indians in the immediate
neighborhood of the fort, returned and told the negro he was a
liar. On another day, two negroes, who had been out guarding
some cattle, came running to the fort in the greatest terror.
They declared that they had seen a large body of Indians. A
party of horsemen at once sallied forth to the spot where the
negroes averred they had seen the savages. They found the
forest silent, and apparently unoccupied. Red Eagle's men had
disappeared like phantoms. So the brave horsemen rode back
to the fort and denounced the negroes as liars. One of them
was at once tied to a whipping-post and flogged, for giving a
false alarm. The other was saved for awhile by the interference of his master. It is a historical fact that when the
attack, which we are about to describe, was made upon the
fort, this negro was standing tied, waiting for his whipping.
When the negro who had been whipped went forth to attend
to his cattle, he again saw the Indians, but fearing to return
to the fort and give the alarm, lest he should be whipped, he ran
away. Such was the work of the commander's folly.
Red Eagle was a soldier-a strategist. Of him, Andrew
Jackson afterwards said: ",This man is fit to command great
armies." The negroes had told the truth. The Indians were
hovering near the fort. They had been there ,for several days,
watching their opportunity. Of all this the defenders of the
fort were sweetly oblivious. The gates stood open day and
night. The wind had blown a heap of sand against the bottom
of the gates. This fact, trifling to a careless observer, was
really important. The gates could not be closed until the
accumulating sand should be shoveled away. This would take
time. The gates could not be closed in a hurry. Red Eagle
observed the pile of sand, although the commander of the fort
did not. The Indian strategist said : "We will wait until the
sand is heaped a little higher." T'he wind was busy while the
soldiers slept. The sand heap grew.
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On the morning when the runaway negro had a second time
seen Indians Red Eagle lay within a few hundred yards of the
fort at the head of a thousand warriors. He was like a wild animal watching for its prey, only waiting the proper moment to
spring forth. The morning hours passed as usual at the fort.
No guards were posted. The men occupied themselves with
idle games and disorderly fun. All seemed opportune. Why
did not the tiger spring forth from the forest? The dinner-bell
rang in the fort. There was a confused uproar of men, women,
and children crowding their way with noisy fun toward the
tables of the barracks. There was time for all to be quietly
seated at the meal.
At that moment Red Eagle rose and gave the signal for
advance. A line of Indians started forward with the speed of
the wind, yet as silent as cats, toward the open gates. They
were within ninety feet of them before any one in the fort discovered the enemy. A few men who happened to be near the
gates started to close them. They gave the heavy, wooden
portals a sudden pull, but they remained fixed in their place.
The sand heaps blown up by the sportive wind were to cost
hundreds of lives. In their fright and despair the men tugged
furiously and frantically at the gates. They tried to kick the
sand away. It was no use. They could not budge the gates.
The Indians rushed in with resistless momentum, hurling the
little group of white men back from their pathway with the
force of an express train.
The alarm-cry was now heard in every quarter of the fort.
Women. screamed. Men upset the dinner tables in their frantic
haste. Every one seized the nearest weapon, gun, tomahawk, or
club, and rushed forth to expel the foe. Luckily there was a
second line of picketing, partly completed, back of the gate,
which prevented the Indians from making their way at once
into the body of the fort. The garrison, in wild confusion,
at once commenced a hand-to-hand conflict. Among the first to
fall, mortally wounded, was Major Beasley, the careless com-
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mandant. He refused to be carried to the interior of the fort,
preferring to remain where he was, to animate and direct his
troops, and by courage to atone for his negligence. He remained
in command of his troops until death overtook him.
The battle was terrible. The men fought like demons. Upon
their success in driving the Indians from the fort depended, as
they knew, not only their own lives, but those of the women
and children who had been placed in their care. It was a fight
in which the antagonists sought to club, chop, and hack each
other to death. They siezed one another's throat with a viselike gripe, of which the invincible tenacity relaxed only with
death itself. For two hours the conflict raged with stubborn
violence. The very women of the fort, horrified by the fate
which seemed to await them, armed themselves with such
weapons as they could procure, and with wild screams and
nervous fury, mingled in the bloody fray.
In spite of the utmost endeavors of the white men; in
spite of the barricade of corpses behind which they fought; in
spite of the ,wounds and flowing blood, the savages gained
ground. Outnumbering the garrison three to one, they beat
back their foes, overpowering them at point after point. As
the Indians advanced into the interior of the fort they fired the
buildings. The whites, driven back farther and farther, were
forced for their last refuge to a small inclosure called the bastion. Above the din of the conflict arose in every quarter the
warning cry of " To the bastion !" In a moment the inclosure
was packed so full of people that no one could move, much less
fight. The wails of women mingled with the roar of the flames
and the hoarse shouts of the blackened soldiery grew feebler
and feebler.
At this point, Red Eagle rose to the height of heroism. He
called upon his warriors to desist. Dismounting from his splendid horse, he placed himself in front of the howling murderers,
and sought by imperious commands and earnest appeals to stop
the carnage. But for the second time in his life he found that
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he had let loose a storm which he could not control. As he
now labored to save the lives of the remaining whites, his followers, with fierce suspicion, told him that not long before he
had attempted to desert from the cause, and if he made further
efforts in behalf of their enemies that he himself was the first
man who should be put to death. Foiled in his best intentions,
Red Eagle mounted and rode away from the scene of the massacre to calm the raging torrent of his thoughts in solitude.
The persons remaining in the fort were put to death, making
more than five hundred.people who perished in the massacre.
About twenty of the occupants of the fort succeeded in chopping a hole through the outer picketing. Their adventures were
various. Dr. Thomas G. Holmes wandered five days in swamps
and cane-brakes. At last he fired his gun for help. Some white
men who were near were so frightened that they themselves
took to the swamp and remained for two days. Holmes was
finally saved. Lieutenant Chamblies was twice wounded in his
flight, but succeeded in concealing himself in a pile of logs.
Toward night the lieutenant was horrified to discover a band
of Indians surrounding the log-pile and setting fire to it. He
remained in his position till he was terribly burned, but was
rejoiced to see the Indians leave just as he was forced to crawl
from his hiding-place.

Zachariah McGirth had left Fort Mims on the morning of
the massacre, leaving behind him his wife and children. Having gone but a few miles he heard the roar of battle at the fort,
and started back, filled with anxiety concerning his family.
Late at night he made his way into the fort, and began kn
agonizing search among the bodies of the slain for the corpses
of his wife and children. By the help of a torch and the glow
from the embers of the block-houses, he sought everywhere,
turning over and examining the bloody and mangled remains.
After several hours spent in the sickening task, he was
forced to conclude that his family were among those who had
been consumed in the/ buildings. As a matter of fact, a young
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Indian, recognizing in McGirth's wife a former friend, had rescued her and her children.
He told his fellow-warriors that
he wished to make them slaves. McGirth, ignorant of all this,
caring no longer for life, became the most reckless scout and
Indian fighter in the American army. Several months afterward his family were restored to him; it was as if they had
arisen from the dead.
Two days after the massacre of Fort Mims, the prophet
Francis, at the head of a band of warriors, assaulted a house
and killed twelve persons. A Mrs. Merrill, in the house with
an infant in her arms, had been scalped and left for dead.
Hours afterward she revived, and attempted to crawl to Fort
Sinquefield, two miles away, which she succeeded in doing. At
the time, her husband was serving as a volunteer in the army.
He heard of the butchery, receiving information of his wife's
supposed death. Before the wife had recovered sufficiently to
communicate with her husband, he too, was reported as killed
in battle. In fact, he was sent by mistake with the wounded
volunteers from Tennessee to that State.
Years passed by. Mrs. Merrill married again. Late one
evening, an emigrant family on their way to Texas asked for
a night's lodging at her house. Scarcely had the guests been
comfortably seated, when the husband of the emigrant family
and the hostess recognized each other. Each had married, supposing the other dead. In this complication what was to be
done? They talked far into the night. Both were happy in
their present relations. They at last resolved, not, perhaps,
without a shade of regret, to forget the past and live for the
future as they were.
Misfortunes come not as single spies, but in battalions. The
dead at Fort Mims were brought to Fort Sinquefield for burial.
The people in the fort, unarmed and absorbed in their sorrow,
went outside the stockade to a little valley fifty yards away to
bury the bodies of their friends. At this moment, Francis, who
was shadowing the place, attempted to ,throw his party of war-
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riors between the white people and the gates. The men sue,
ceeded in reaching the fort, but the women and children were
unfortunately cut off.
Their condition seemed hopeless. A thrill of horror shot
through the hearts of the men at the fort. But life is full of
strange coincidences. A young man named Isaac IIaden, a hunter, who kept a large pack of hounds trained to chase and seize
any living object upon which their master might set them,
appeared at this critical moment returning from a hunt. His

THE DOG CHARGE.

quick eye caught the situation. With a cry to his hounds he
dashed forward on his horse against the host of Indians. The
watchers at the fort and the helpless women without paused in
breathless anxiety to witness the strange maneuver.
In a
moment every one of the sixty ferocious hounds had his fangs
fastened in the throat of a savage. The Indians were overwhelmed by the strange assault. In the few precious moments
the imperiled ones were rescued. Young Haden had his noble
horse shot from under him, and had five bullet-holes through
his clothes. A Mrs. Phillips was the only one who lost her life.
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The news of the massacre of Fort Mims spread like wildfire through the south. The entire white population on the
Creek frontiers was in danger of instant destruction. To obtain
help from the government at Washington, was impossible. It
would take a month to send the news, and another one for
the soldiers to reach the field of action. In this crisis the
warm-hearted southern States impulsively called for volunteers to save their
friends and neighbors.
General Andrew
Jackson, lying sick
and enfeebled on his
bed of pain, a nnounced that he
would start to the

front as soon as he
could be helped into
a saddle.
He was
yet a sick man, pale
and emaciated, when,
under the inspiration

-

'

.

ANDREW
of his lofty will, he
started to meet the army of volunteers which had been raised
for him. Arrived there, he found one thousand raw troops,
completely without provision for the expedition into the Indian
country. Nevertheless, with or without food, he determined to
march. In a single day the army constructed a supply post,
called Fort Deposit, on Thompson's creek. During the march
southward the men seem to have subsisted almost entirely upon
the zeal and enthusiasm of Jackson's eloquent addresses, which
were issued to the men several times a day.
During the night of the 2d of November Jackson prepared
to assault the Indian town of Tallushatchee. The two wings
JACkSON.
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of the army encircled the town on either side. At sunrise two
companies were thrown forward into the circle. This at once
brought on the battle. It raged with great fury. That victory
belonged to the Americans was very soon evident. But the
Indians refused to fly or accept quarter. Again and again,
parties of braves, and even single warriors were urged to throw
down their arms and submit. But with a heroism which rivaled
that of Leonidas and his three hundred Spartans, every offer
of mercy was rejected. Every warrior fought the overwhelming hosts which surrounded him as long as he could stated or
sit. Even in the agonies of death the Creek braves would shoot
malignant and unforgiving glances at their conquering foe, and
feebly attempt to hurl a tomahawk at the nearest white man.
They forced the Americans to turn the battle into a butchery.
Every brave in the village was killed, the total falling ilot
short of two hundred. History presents no more complete
destruction of any fighting force.
Still no provisions reached the army. With unflinching
boldness Jackson continued his march to the south. Ile built
another post, Fort Strother, for the reception of provisions. It
was literally an empty mockery. There were no provisions.
Here word reached Jackson that some friendly Indians were
besieged at Talladega. The ingenuity of the messenger who
brought the news, in effecting his escape from the beleaguered
town, has not been equaled among all the marvelous exploits
heretofore recited in these pages. He was a boy. lie had covered himself with the skin of a large hog, and had wandered
about on all fours, as if hunting for roots. At times, when he
came near to hostile Indians, he would lie down comfortably
in a mud puddle. In this way he had escaped detection.
Once more Jackson marched his army into the presence of
an enemy, without supplies.' The battle of Talladega was similar in plan to its predecessor, and about as successful. Two
hundred and ninety-nine Indian warriors were counted dead

.upon

the ground.
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More extensive operations were absolutely impossible until
food could be procured by Jackson for his starving men. While
his army lay idle at Fort Strother, Red Eagle's superb genius
for war was active in other parts of the field. There was danger of famine among the white settlers, unless the crops could
be gathered from the fields. To do this it was necessary, temporarily at least, to rid the country of hostile prowlers. In this
way came about the celebrated "Canoe Fight." A force of seventy-two men, under Captain Sam Dale, undertook to irid a particular section of the country of Indians. Dale was marching
his command along the south-east bank of the Alabama River,
when, dissatisfied at finding no traces of Indians, he determined
to cross the river. The job was by no means a small one. Only
two little canoes were to be had. The river was a quarter of
a mile wide.
At last, however, only twelve men, together with Dale,
remained on the east bank of the river. While waiting their
turn for transportation, the little company was startled by a
volley of bullets from a large force of Indians. Dale's men
concealed themselves in the dense undergrowth of the river
bank, and behind trees. The situation was dangerous. Should
the savages suspect, from the infrequency of the fire, the smallness of their numbers, they would quickly rush down and overpower them.
Escape to the other side was the one thing to be desired.
For this purpose, however, they had only one canoe, the other
being across the river. This boat would hold but six men, and
the movement would involve a separation of the company. The
Indians on shore, seeing the canoe crossing the river, would at
once suspect the smallness of the force opposed to them, and
would quickly overpower those who were left behind.
Dale signaled to his men on the other side for assistance.
Eight of them started to cross the river, but discovering the
immense strength of the Indian force, hastily put back to shore.
A new danger now assailed the little band. A large canoe,
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containing eleven warriors, was discovered putting out from the
bank and making its way (down to a point opposite Dale's position. In a few moments they attempted to land.
Dale's party, attacked from front and rear, fought in both
directions. Two of the warriors in the canoe attempted to swim
ashore. One was shot through the top of the head. The other
reached the shore and was met by Austill. At the moment of
the encounter Austill slipped and fell into the water. The savage cast one keen glance at the little force, and then made his
escape. Dale at once saw that it was but a matter of a few
minutes before the whole Indian force, informed of the weakness of his company, would be upon them.
In this emergency Dale announced a desperate resolutiop.
He called for volunteers to man the little canoe which they had,
and attack the Indian canoe party. For this perilous attempt
three men, James Smith, Jeremiah Austill, and a large negro
named Casar, offered their services. With them Dale sprang
into the canoe. The negro acted as steersman, while the white
men plied the paddles. When half-way toward the hostile canoe
with its nine occupants, Dale's imen found to their dismay that
their powder was wet and their gups useless.
By strange fortune the Indians in the canoe had exhausted
their ammunition. There remained nothing but a hand to hand
fight between four men on the one hand and nine on the other.
The negro threw the little canoe alongside of the larger, and
held it firmly there. The Indians sprang to their feet, prepared
with knives and clubs to resist the assault. At the moment of
contact Dale leaped into the larger canoe. While Austill and
Smith beat the -Indians with clubbed guns, Dale, with inconceivable quickness, gave the one nearest him a powerful shove,
throwing him backwards against his neighbor, he in turn falling
upon the third Indian, and so on, until every savage in the boat
had lost his balance, and all were floundering together in the
bottom. Dale seized the advantage, clubbing out the brains of
savage after savage, and throwing their corpses into the river.
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The last Indian was an old friend of Dale. The latter
hesitated, and was about to lower his weapon, when the
savage attempted to grapple with him. Dale was too quick.
Stepping back,
with a single
blow he killed
his antagonist.
In less than
two minutes

from the time
the boats came
alongside

of

each other
every one of
the nine Indians was a
corpse, floating
down with the
current toward
the vast and
lonely gulf. Of
the white men,
Austill alone
was wounded.
With swift
strokes of the
paddles the
two canoes
were brought =_____...
___-_-_
RED EAGLE'S LEAP.
back to the
shore, the remaining men taken on board, and an escape made
to the opposite side of the river amid a heavy fire from the
Indians.
On the 23d of December, 1813, Red Eagle, with a large
force of Indians, awaited at Holy Ground an assault from Gen-
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eral Claiborne. The spot was admirably chosen for defense.
It was a high bluff, surrounded on the land side by marshes
and ravines, on the eastern side of' the Alabama River, just
below what is now Powell's Ferry, in Lowndes county, Alabama. To the natural strength of the place was added that of
heavy log fortifications.
The assault by the Americans was a comparative failure,
as the Indians escaped by hundreds. Red Eagle, the last to
leave the place, was almost on the point of being captured.
Mounted on a gray horse of magnificent speed and endurance,
he galloped rapidly toward a point where the bluff was but
fifteen feet high.
Over this perpendicular precipice wildly
dashed the gallant rider and his noble steed. They both disappeared beneath the waves of the river, but in a few moments
Red Eagle was seen, far out in the current of the river, to emerge
from the depths, still on his horse which bravely bore him to
the opposite shore.
During the time of the incidents which we have been relating, General Jackson had a series of troubles with his army,
which developed the incomparable metal of the man, and have
been admired and laughed at by several generations of men.
While detained at Fort Strother, a mutinous spirit developed
itself among the men, who, on account of the lack of provisions,
threatened to disband.
One morning Jackson was informed
that the militia regiment intended to march home in a body.
Jackson at once placed himself at the head of the volunteers
and confronted the militia, telling them that they could march
home only by cutting their way through his lines. This was
more than the militia-men had counted on. They yielded.
But the volunteers were scarcely less discontented than the
militia. That night they themselves resolved to go home. In
the morning Jackson reversed the plan of the previous day. He
placed the militia in front of the volunteers, and told them that
their way home lay through the ranks. The joke was so rich
that, for the time being, the trouble blew over.
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Great was the distress from want of food. A soldier passed
General Jackson an:d saw that he was eating something. lie
mutinously demanded that he should have a share of it. " Willingly," replied Jackson, and thrusting his hand into his pocket,
offered the Iman some acorns. For some days they had been his
only food.
At last, however, Jackson was left without any supporters.
The entire army resolved that, if provisions did not come within
two days, they would go home. They, however, promised that
if the provision train was met they would return. On the
appointed day the men marched away. Jackson went after
them, and begged for volunteers to remain with him. To this
appeal one hundred and nine men responded.
Twelve miles from the fort the army met the provision train.
The men were furnished ample supplies of food. But with
mouths and stomachs full of meat they determined, in spite of
their promise, to-return home. Jackson's rage was terrible. His
left arm was still in a sling. IIe was more emaciated than when
he had left his sick-bed. Snatching a musket from a man, he
planted himself in front of the column of mutineers and broke
forth into a wild storm of vituperation. Ile told them that they
could march home only over his (lead body, and that the man
who first advanced' toward him should be shot dead. Raising
his gun to his shoulder, he waited. The troops who would have
fought an army were conquered by the will of a single man.
The lnutineers returned to their camp.
But the troops shortly devised another expedient. Through
a pretended flaw in their contract of enlistment, they claimed
that their term had expired. On the afternoon of December
9th, they commenced strapping up their knapsacks. Jackson
at once called on all good soldiers to assist him. The militia
were drawn up behind a line of cannon confronting the mutineers. The artillery-men held lighted matches in their hands.
Jackson then addressed his rebellious soldiery, and demanded
from them an explicit answer, whether they would remain
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peaceably with the army, then, and there. He took out his
watch to count the seconds which still remained for the men to
answer. If they refused, at a signal the cannon and musketry
of the militia-line would leap into flame, and hurl leaden storms
of death and destruction into the ranks of the mutineers. The
latter made their choice. They decided to remain. A fourth
time Jackson had won a battle against his own troops.
At last Jackson received four thousand fresh recruits from
Tennessee. Red Eagle and his army were concentrated in a
sort of peninsula, called the Horseshoe, formed by a bend of the
Tallapoosa River. The bend inclosed a hundred acres of ground,
and at its narrowest part was about three hundred yards wide.
Across this narrow place Red Eagle had constructed a strong
fortification, which was designed to resist even artillery-fire.
Within the inclosure the houses were further protected by
embankments of earth. At the bank of the river floated one
hundred canoes, as a possible means of retreat. The perfection
of these preparations have caused certain writers to imagine
that some white engineer had planned them. In fact, they
were the conceptions of Red Eagle's brain.
On the 27th of March, 1814, Jackson found himself in front
of this remarkable redoubt with two thousand soldiers. General Coffee, with seven hundred cavalry and a force of friendly
Indians, were thrown across the river to occupy the opposite
side of the bend in the rear of the fortification, and cut off
retreat. By ten o'clock Coffee occupied this position. Jackson commenced a heavy attack with artillery and musketry
upon the front of the breastworks, making but little impression. Coffee, without especial direction from his commander,
resolved to throw a part of his men across the river in canoes,
and by attacking the Indians in the rear, effect a diversion in
favor of Jackson.
After an hour or so of ineffectual fighting, Jackson resolved
to storm the works. The men were formed in solid column.
This column was a projectile which was expected to force a
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breach where the cannon had failed. At the given word the
"long line of men started forward to ihurl tlieiiiselves against
the fortification. In spite of the heavy fire from the enemy,
which imiowed down their ranks, the Tellnesseeains hurried forward, reached the
breastworks, thrust
their ri fles into
o
': c
---the port-holes, and
/
//
V'
fired at the yelling
NEW YOUKA/

savages within, or
swarmed up and
over the barricade.

'

On the top of the

(

breastworks

K\rA,,

there

,

"

was many a fierce
PLAN OF THIE TATTLE OF THE ITORSFSHOE.
h a n d-to-h a n d encouter-the whites fighting to force their way into the fort,
the savages struggling to hurl them back.
In a short time the number of Indians upon the parapet was
seen to grow fewer and fewer. Every time an Indian fell his

place was taken by two white men.

Presently Jackson's troops

began to leap down into the inclosure. The works were taken.
But the defenders of the place were not conquered. To do that
there was only one way. That way was BUTCHERY. It was a
repetition of Tallushatchee. No savage would surrender. Again
and again Jackson offered quarter, but the brave Creeks only
riddled the messengers with bullets. At last, Red Eagle's men,
beaten at every point, fled to the fleet of canoes to escape by
water. Some did escape, but the majority fell beneath the
unerring fire from Coffee's command. One old Indian, terribly
wounded, jumped into the river, caught hold of a root in the
bottom to keep himself down, and by breathing through the
long joint of a cane, one end of which was in his mouth and
the other above the water, remained hidden until nightfall, when
he rose from his watery bed and made his way into the forest.
36
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In the snoring sixteen warriors were found concealed iil,
brush heap. 'I'lThey ere surrounded by two hundred meii, and
called upon to surrender. They llot only refused, but made
insulting and defiant gestures. Of'them,l
it Imight be said, that
they were killed, but not conquered.
Five hundred and fifty-seven dead warriors were found in
the fort. Besides this uncounted numbers had been killed in
the river. The power of the Creek nation was crushed.
It was but a little while till the Creek leaders sent their
messengers to Jackson, humbly begging for I)eace. To these
overtures there was one reply : " Bring ed Eagle here, bound
hand and foot; then we will talk of peacee"
It was Jackson's
purpose to hang the Indian commander as a p unishment for the
massacre of Fort Mims.
Sad-faced messengers bore the dreadful news to Red Eagle.
Peace there could be only on condition of the sacrifice of his
life. His friiends urged him to leave the country. To all such
suggestions Red Eagle made no reply, but simply flashed one
look of indignation from his proud and scornful eye. Many
hours he sat alone in his wigwam, lost in thought. Sometimes
he would walk to the door and look out upon the landscape with
a sigh. Then he would return and resume his reverie. He counseled with no one. What was passing in his mind his brokenspirited followers did not suspect. He neither slept nor ate.
At last Red Eagle seemed to have come to some conclusion.
Long before dawn one morning, without vouchsafing a single
explanation, he mounted his splendid gray horse, and rode away
through the forest in solitude and silence. An observer might
have seen his lips tightly compressed. From his eye shone a
strange light. He alone knew his destination.
He took his course toward the camp of Andrew Jackson.
When within a few miles of the camp, a noble deer bounded
across his path. Quick as thought Red Eagle fired, bringing
down the game. He then reloaded his rifle. That load was
for the heart of Big Warrior, in case he should offer any insult
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to Red Eagle in the American camp. Laying the deer behind
him on his horse, he role oil. lie ca:Ie within sight of an
American sentinel, and ('allly illnuired for General Jackson's
head-quarters,
lie rode up to the door of the tent pointed o1ut
to hin . Andrew Jackson cane forward, and in a spasiln of rage
demanded of him how he dared to approach him when such a
penalty hung over him. To this Red Eagle replied:
" General Jackson, I am afraid of no man. I am a Creek
I come to beg mercy for
warrior. For myself I ask no favor.
the women and children of imy people, who are now starving in
the woods without an ear of corn.

You may kill me if'you

wish. I aml done fighting. Of my warriors but a few live.
The rest have been killed. If I could fight you longer I would,
but save the women and chiildre l. They have never harnmed
you. As for me, do with ine as vyo please."
These words were deliveredd \\itlh a pathos and eloquence
which can not be described. A crowd had gathered around to
witness the strange scene. As once before in history, here was
a man found willing to die for his people. And as on that other
occasion, from which over the centuries there comes floating to
our ears tihe cries of the mob, "Crucify him, crucify him," so
here the crowd broke out into loud cries of "Kill him, kill him."
The hero recognizes the hero. There is an affinity between
high-born souls. Andrew Jackson rebuked the crowd. He
invited his distinguished prisoner into his quarters. After a
conversation, Jackson repeated the terms of pece which had

been offered, and then said, "You are at liberty to leave if
you wish. No opposition shall be made. But if I capture
you hereafter, you will be hung." To this Red Eagle replied
with burning words. He said that he accepted the terms of
peace. That no matter what fate awaited himself, his people
would at least be made happier by it.
The war was ended, but Red Eagle was not hung. Andrew
Jackson, instead of offering him punishment afforded him protection. His life was saved from the conspiracies of the friendly
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Indians in Jackson's camp by the very guards with which his
Inl time lie was left free to return
captor had surrounded himi.
to his old home and plantation. But there he found himself
surrounded by hosts of implacable enemies, who sought his life.
lie went to Fort Claiborne, and placed himself under the protection of the commanding officer. But here, too, were men in
whose breasts rankled the poisoned stings of civil war. lie was
obliged to leave the fort at night and in secret. He made his
way to Jackson's camp, and in time was taken by the American
general to his home in Tennessee, where he remained as a guest
for nearly a year.
As time rolled on the hostilites of war died away. Red
Eagle returned to his plantation. Again he accumulated property, again he was waited on by troops of slaves, and dispensed
magnificent hospitality to his friends. His spirit was unbroken
by misfortune, and his commanding genius again asserted itself .
in the councils of the Creeks. Hie died at his home on the 9th
of March, 1824. Through the intermarriage of his children
with the whites Red Eagle's descendants show few traces of
their Indian blood. The dark eye, the erect form, and perhaps
a slight tinge in the cheek are all that remain as badges of
their noble lineage.
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CHAPTER XIII.
THE

TRUE STORY OF THE PROPHET.

1805, Penagashega, or "The Change of
Feathers," the prophet of the Shawanese tribo
was gathered to his fathers. As soon as the
news of the great prophet's death reached a
certain Shawanese Indian by the name of Laulewasickaw, the latter rolled his eyes piously
towards heaven and fell on his face. How long
he remained in this position we know not, but
when he arose his actions were singular in the extreme.
lIe
shunned his former companions, bearing an important and
mysterious air, the very personification of solemnity. lie
proceeded to engage in long and severe fasts. HIe resorted
to hollow trees and desolate caverns, and there kept up protracted vigils.
At last, tired of this sort of thing or having continued it
long enough to suit his purposes, he returned to his village,
and with mock humility and a dramatic display of great piety,
announced that the spirit of prophecy had entered into him,
and that he would no longer be known as Penagashega, but as
Tenshacutawan. This startling announcement certainly so overwhelms the reader with astonishment and admiration, that we
at once hurry to satisfy the curiosity thus aroused by an explanation of the causes and meaning of this move on the part
of our friend, whom we will henceforth know simply as " The
Prophet."
According to his own story, the Prophet was descended from
N
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a great Creek warrior, his grandfather. On a certain occasion,
this esteemed ancestor, then a young and handsome man, had
left the villages of his tribe, and gone with the leading men
to the city of Charleston to hold a council with the English
governor.
At some of the interviews which took place, the governor's
daughter, a young lady of great beauty and spirit, contrived to
be present. She had conceived a violent admiration for the
Indian character, and had determined to bestow herself upon some
lord of the forest. She took occasion one evening to inform her
father of this wish, and begged him to select for her a suitable
husband from the noble array of chiefs then in Charleston.
Ridicule, argument, entreaties, and tears were of no avail to
shake the resolute girl in her purpose.
On the following morning, the governor, pale from loss of
sleep, inquired of the Indians which of their number was the
most expert hunter. Of course the entire company pointed out
the modest young warrior who was destined to become the
grandfather of the Prophet, and to hand down to his descendant that characteristic modesty which was so conspicuously
absent from the latter. After further interviews with his
daughter, the governor announced to the council of Creeks that
his daughter was disposed to marry one of their number. Significantly pointing toward the illustrious individual of whom
we have spoken, he announced that his own consent was
already given.
The chiefs were naturally incredulous. Their doubts, however, were dispelled by the earnestness of the governor and the
evident anxiety of the young lady. Satisfied on this point, the
Creeks at once began to labor with the young chief. Their
arguments, re-enforced by his native gallantry, soon won the
day, and the young warrior announced his satisfaction with the
arrangement, and proceeded to give the young lady a hearty
embrace, to which she seemed perfectly agreeable. lie was
immediately conducted to another apartment, where he was
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disrobed of the Indian costume by a traii of black servants
and clad in a new suit. The marriage ceremony was at once
performed.
The Creeks returned to their homes, but the young warrior
remained in Charleston with his wife. In time there were born
to him two daughters and a son. At the birth of the latter,
the old governor caused a round of thirty guns to be fired. At
the age of eight years, the boy's father died, and he was taken
charge of by the governor. The Creeks frequently visited him,
and he in turn from time to time was )erlmlitted to make long
stays among the people of his father. Gradually, he adopted
their dress, customs, and language. There came a time when
he refused to return to the whites, and ever afterward lived

among the Indians. "This," says the Prophet, " was my father."
However truly our friend the Prophet foretold the future, it
is certain that he lied about the past. His father and mother
were, in all probability, of the purest Shawanese blood. This
tribe was the most restless of all the American Indians. Tradition says that they are the descendants of the famous Eries.
At different times we find them living on the Susquehanna
River; at the Suwanee River in Florida, giving their name to

it; on the Cumberland, in Kentucky; in the Wyoming valley,
in Pennsylvania, and on the Wabash in Indiana. The Prophet's family removed from Florida to the north side of the Ohio
River about the middle of the eighteenth century.
The Prophet was the youngest of six sons. Hie passed his
boyhood like any other young Indian, in the wigwams and
hunting-grounds of his people. lie was more distinguished for
intrigue and craft than for skill as a hunter or bravery as a
warrior. He was a great braggart, telling no end of yarns of
his great achievements. Possessing a shrewd insight into character, and never missing an opportunity to impress upon his
people his vast importance and ability, he, in spite of his laziness and natural cowardice, managed to maintain a fairly creditable position in his tribe. But for his older brother, or as some
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will have it his twin, known everywhere as T ECUMSEH, or The
Shooting Star, he would probably have remained in obscurity.
Tecumseh was born about 1768, after his parents had remloved to Ohio. His father's death occurring when he was but
six years old, he was placed under the charge of his eldest
brother, Cheeseekau. The latter was a brave man, of noble
character.

His chief occupa-

tion and care was the proper
training of the young Tecumseh, who was early recognized

,

as the hope of the family. It
was Cheeseekau who taught
\ the fatherless boy to hunt, who
led hiiii to battle, who instructed him in all the athletic exercises, and who, by
constant and

TECUMSEH.

zealous

labor,

imbued his mind with a love
for truth, a ready

generosity,
a manly courage in battle, and a dignified fortitude in suffering.
It was Cheeseekau who taught him, while but a boy, to use

the bow and arrow with a skill which far exceeded that possessed by any other Indian boy of the tribe. It was this same
elder brother who drilled him in the art of eloquence, and who
wrought into his mind the idea which afterwards became the
inspiration of the great chieftain-the idea of the salvation of
his people from the white man.
There were other children of this interesting family. Of
these we have time to mention only Tecumseh's sister, Tecumapease. She was sensible, kind-hearted, and intelligent. Between
her and her brother there existed the warmest affection. She
was always his favorite. The first fruits of the chase belonged
to Tecumapease. The choicest presents of the white man to
Tecumseh became trophies for his sister.
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Educated by the care of his elder brother, and cherished by
the affection of a noble sister, Tecumseh grew to manhood. His
ruling passion, even in his earlier years, is said to have been
war. Among his companions he was easily the leader. Mimic
combats and sham battles were his favorite sports. While his
brother, the Prophet, remained at home engaged in idle and disreputable intrigues, Tecumseh followed the hunters in their
chase and the war-parties on their way to battle.
As may be imagined, the Indian warfare which raged during
all his earlier years made a profound impression on his mind.
'In childhood he sat around the camp-fires, and with earnest look
and fascinated attention heard the stories of the Indian conflicts
of the Revolutionary War. The battle of Point Pleasant, the
murder of Cornstalk, the siege of Wheeling, the innumerable
combats which took place around the block-houses of Kentucky,
and along the course of the Ohio, the genius of Brant, the massacre of the MIoravian Indians, the terrible defeat of Crawfordthese were the things which formed the subjects of excited discussions around the camp-fires, where were faithfully reported,
with vivid description and animated gesture, the details of every
combat. These were the things upon which the youthful imagination of Tecumseh was nourished. In his lonely chase he revolved in his mind the things which
he had heard. With clenched fist and determined countenance,
he brooded over the wrongs of the white man to his people.
There came to him, too, stories of the great Pontiac and his
wonderful conspiracy-the plan a ruin, and its creator an outcast before Tecumseh had drawn the breath of life.
The years passed by, and the terrible warfare with the white
man raged without abatement. In this, a.s a matter of course,
Tecumseh took a part. He is said to have fled in fright during
the first battle at which he was present. The same story is
related of Frederick the Great. Certain it is that Tecumseh
never again was guilty of any such weakness. At another time
he participated in an attack on a boat descending the Ohio River.
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After the battle a captive was burned to death. Tecumsch
had never seen any thing of the kind before. lie broke forth
into a storm of denunciation at the fiendish practice. From
that time forth no prisoners were burned by any war party of
which Tecumseh was a member.
-When le was nineteen years of age Tecumseh and Cheeseekau took a long journey to the south. This the elder brother
believed would tend to enlarge the understanding of his pupil.
and enrich his expanding mind with general ideas. Their travels reached as far as the Creek country. There they found the
Cherokees engaged in a war with the whites.. -The two brothers from the hunting grounds of the north at
once enlisted in the struggle. In an attack on a certain fort
Cheeseekau led the charge. Just before the attack he told his
followers that in the conflict he would be shot in the forehead
and killed. The thing turned out as he had prophesied. lie
fell, pierced by a bullet midway between the eyes. As he sank,
mortally wounded, upon the battle-field, he exclaimed with his
expiring breath, "Happy am I to thus fall in battle, and not
die in a wigwam like an old squaw." The Indians, panicstricken at the fall of their leader, as well as at the fulfillment
of the prophecy, fled in all directions.
Tecumseh seems to have suddenly become a man. The
death of his brother threw him at once on his own resources.
The band of warriors who had followed Cheeseekau all the way
from the north, chose Tecumseh as their leader. To show himself worthy of this honor Tecumseh took ten men and went to
the nearest white settlement, attacked and, killed all the men,
and took the women and children prisoners. He remained two
years in the south, learning many languages, and becoming
acquainted with many chiefs. During most of this time he was
engaged in the warfare with the white many -No expedition or
foray was thought complete without Tecumseh. His military
genius won him great renown. One night Tecumseh, with a
dozen Warriors, was encamped on the Alabama River. All of
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the men had lain down for the night except Tecumseh, who
was dressing some meat by the fire. At that moment the camp
was attacked by thirty white men. With a shrill cry Tecumseh
roused every warrior to his feet. Their leader at their head,
the Indians rushed furiously toward a certain point in the circle formed by their foes. Two white men were killed outright,
and the others, giving way before the impetuous charge, suffered
Tecumseh and his band to break through, and make their way
to their boats.
- \ At the end of two years the young Tecumseh, now renowned
for his martial feats, returned to his own people. lie arrived
in time to take part in the defeat of General St. Clair. In the
war during 1794, when General Wayne led his triumphant expedition into the heart of the Indian country, Tecumseh became
quite prominent for a young chief. lie joined in an Indian
attack on Fort Recovery. Ninety riflemen and fifty dragoons,
having just escorted a supply train to the fort, were returning
to the main army. Upon these the Indians precipitated themselves with great fury. Numbers of the white men were killed,
and the rest fled toward the fort, and many succeeded in reaching it. The Indians then attacked the fort, but after two days
withdrew without having effected their object.

Tecumseh was also present at the battle of Fallen Timbers,
a name which it took from the fact that the battle-field was
covered with fallen forest trees, wrecked by some tornado.
All the world knows that in this battle Mad Anthony Wayne
crushed the Indian powers of the Ohio valley. One incident
shows that Tecumseh was still young. In the excitement of
the fray he rammed a bullet into his gun without first inserting
a charge of powder, thus losing the use of the weapon. Driven
to the rear by the advancing enemy, he obtained a fowling-piece,
which he used with considerable effect. As the Indians began
to fly he exerted all his influence and every effort to rally them,
and twice succeeded in making a stand with a handful of Shawanese. At last he, with the others, was compelled to retreat.
'
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Tecumseh did not attend the peace council at Greenville.
lie remained at home in his wigwam, sullen and angry. In the
following year he gathered about hini a band of followers, calling himself its chief. This new tribe was 'migratory, like all
the Shawanese. One crop of corn was raised on the shores of
the great Miami, another was raised near the \Vhitewater River.
In 1798, the Delawares, residing on White River, in Indiana,
invited Tecumseh and his tribe to come and dwell with them.
This invitation was accepted, and for several years Tecumnsch
kept his head-quarters at that place.
Numberless incidents are related of Tecumseh about this
time.
He was a great hunter, partly as a matter of sport,
and partly because it enabled him to give the highly prized
venison to the sick and poor of his tribe. One day a crowd of
young Shawanese wagered him that each of them could kill
as many deer in a three days' hunt as he. Tecumsch quietly
accepted the challenge, and the hunters made their preparations
that evening for a start before daylight. The three days ran
by, and the crowd of boasters once more assembled around the
camp-fire of their village. The largest number of deer-skins
brought in by any one brave was twelve. Tecumseh brought
with him thirty.
In 1803, Captain Herrod, who lived sixteen miles north-west
of Chillicothe, while felling a tree in the forest, was shot by an
unknown foe. Herrod was greatly beloved, and the whole
valley of the Scioto was thrown into a panic. Bands of white
men, suspecting the murder to have been the work of an Indian,
organized for revenge. Wawillaway, an old Shawanese chief,
and a great friend of the whites, was returning from one of the
settlements where he had been trading his skins. At a spot in
the forest, near the cabin of a hunter named Wolf, Wawillaway,
a brave and intelligent Indian, and much respected by the
whites, was confronted by Wolf and his hired man. The Indian
shook hands with the men cordially, and was greeted in the
same manner. The trio smoked the peace pipe, and violence on
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either side seemed not to be thought of. After a while Wolf
proposed that they trade guns. \Vhile examining the IndiaL's
t
weapon, the white man secretly remIoved the priingil ani 11he
h:inided it back, saying he would not trade. Wolf's manner
then changed, and he asked Wawillaway if the Indians ha
begun war. " No, no," said the chief, " the Indians and white
men are now all brothers." The conversation then turned on
the murder of Herrod, of which Wawillaway had not heard.
Wolf charged that it was the work of the Indians. The chief
replied that he might have been killed by some white enely.
Ile then shook hands, and turned to go, when Wolf fired from
behind, inflicting a mortal wound. The brave Sha viianese turned
upon his assailants, killed one, and wounded the other. Exhausted by his efforts, and mortally wounded, he fell dead.
This occurrence operated to inflame the whole country, and
a frontier war seemed imminent. A company of prominent
citizens, in the hope of quieting matters, rode to Greenville,
Ohio, in the Indian country, where they found Tecumseh with
a large body of Indians. A council was held, and the whites
candidly related all the circumstances connected with the murder of Wawillaway. After some hesitation, the Indians accepted
the explanation, and declared their intention of abiding by the
treaty of Greenville. This, however, was not enough. Tecumseh agreed to go to Chillicothe and exert his influence in behalf
of peace. In the council held at that place Tecumseh fulfilled
his promise in a speech of great power and eloquence, which
effectually quieted the disturbance.
One incident connected with the murder of Wawillaway
deserves mention. His two sons vowed vengeance upon Wolf.
The latter fled to Kentucky, and employed an agent to negotiate with his enemies. After much debate and delay, the two
Indians, agreed, for the consideration of a horse and a new
saddle, bridle, and gun apiece, to bury the hatchet. On an
appointed day, the settlers from far and near came together to
witness the fulfillment of this contract. In the midst of a
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hollow square stood Wolf, with his horses and their trappings.
'iOposite himi stood the t\wo young Indians. The latter lifted
their hands toward heaven, calling on the Great Spirit to avenge
the wrong which they had suffered, and at the same time to witness the sincerity of their forgiveness of their father's murderer.
They took Wolf by the hand, and the three sat down together
to smoke the calunet of peace. The two parties to this singular
contract were good friends ever afterward.
It is to another class of events, however, that we must look
to get glillmpses of the inotives and ideas of Telniseh's interior
life at this time. The early tendency of his mind to dwell upon
the wrongs of the white man against his race expressed itself in

a long study of the problem as to how the ruin of the red man
and his imllpending extinction might be averted. Tecumseh did
not, talk niucnth.
lie kept himself in the background.
While
the records of these years abound with the names of Blue
J:cket, T he Owl, and Turkey Foot, that of Tecumseh is not
mentioned. There is evidence to show that his mind w'as
actively employed on the great subject which we have mentioned.
Things were constantly occurring to give him food for
thought. The Indian wars were over, but the outrages and
wrongs continued. In 1801 William Henry Harrison was
appointed governor of that portion of the North-west Territory
known as Indiana. At the very first talk which the new governor had with his Indian constituency, the latter had no less
than six murders by white men to complain of, the murderers
having gone "u nwhipt of justice." One of the cases bore heavily upon the minds of the Indians. Two warriors, a squaw, and
some children had been hunting on Blue River, when their
camp was discovered by three white men, who approached as
friends, and were hospitably entertained. At an opportune
moment the villainous visitors had murdered the whole party
of Indians, made off with their property, and 'boasted of their
feat in the white settlements without fear of punishment.
The able and interesting communications of Governor Harri-
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son are full of details as to the irritation between the whites
and the Indians. Besides these open outrages, the poor Indians
suffered in many ways. Six thousand gallons of whisky were
the Indians upon the Wabash, who scarcely
sold each year to to
numbered six hundred warriors. " Every horror is produced,"
says Governor Harrison, "among these unhappy people by their
intercourse with the whites. This is so certain that I can at
once tell, upon looking at an Indian whom I chance to meet,
whether he belongs to a neighboring or more distant tribe. The
latter is generally well clothed, healthy, and vigorous, the former half naked, filthy, and enfeebled by intoxication; and many
of them without arms, excepting a knife, which they carry for
the most villainous purposes."
Among the many murders committed was one at a tavern,
where a white man and an Indian, who were drinking together,
got into a quarrel. Another white man took the Indian away
to a distant house to keep him till he sobered off. The man
with whom he had quarreled procured a cudgel, proceeded to
the house, forced open the door of the room where the Indian
lay, and beat him to death with a club.
The murderer was
arrested, tried, made no attempt at defense, and yet the jury
of white men, although the facts of the murder were proved
without contradiction or question, brought in a verdict in five
minutes of "not guilty," simply on the ground that the victim
was an Indian.
It is not to be forgotten that agents of the British Government continually circulated among the Indians, promising
help from England in case they would make war upon the
whites. This was also an important factor in the problem
which was being worked out by Tecumseh.
From childhood
he had been taught to regard the great Pontiac as the foremost of all the Indian leaders of the past, and he did not fail
to see that as Pontiac's scheme hinged upon the assistance of
France, so his own plans might be confidently formed with
regard to help from England.
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The assumption of prophetic powers by Tecumseh's brother,
the Prophet, in 1805, was inl some way intimately connected
with Tecumseh's plans. The chief, assisted by the smaller cunning of his brother, and thoroughly understanding the Indian
character, saw that' for the purpose of laying hold of the hearts
and minds of the Indians; of uniting scattered and broken tribes
in the execution of a single great enterprise; of the revival of
the spirit of his people, among whom the effects of Wayne's
victory in the battle of Fallen l'imbers were still painfully manifest, and of the rallying of a wide and enthusiastic following,
the Indians could be approached in no way so successfully
as through their superstitions. Sple:akinlg strictly, Tecunseh's
brother was an Indian MIohinned.
So the Prophet changed his name.

lie preached that he

was the Anointed of the Great Spirit to reform the manners of
the red men. All the innovations in dress and habits which
they had learned from the white men must be abandoned. Calling together a large assembly in northern Ohio of Indians from
many tribes, he, in the presence of this company, made an official announcement of his doctrines. lie denounced witchcraft
and drunkenness. Ife said that he had been carried up into
the clouds, and had been shown the dwelling-place of the devil.
Here he had seen the multitudes of those who had died drunkards in their eternal home. From the mouth of every one of
them proceeded flames of fire.
When he wals questioned as to whether he was not a drunkard himself, he admitted the truth, but said that the fright from
his vision prevented him from drinking any more. HIe attacked
the practice of Indian women marrying white men, and also
the growing tendency toward individual property. He proclaimed celestial -rewards for all who would become his followers, and boldly laid claim to the "power of foretelling future
events, curing sickness, preventing death on the battle-field, and
working all sorts of miracles.
The Prophet was a first-rate orator, though wanting in the
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courage and truthfulness of his brother. - President Jefferson
wrote of him as follows:
"The Wabash Prophet is more rogue than fool, if to be a
rogue is not the greatest of all follies. He rose to notice while
I. was in the administration, and became of course a proper
subject for me. The inquiry was made with diligence. Hlis
declared object was the reformation of his red brethren and
their return to their pristine manners of living. lie pretended
to be in constant communication with the Great Spirit; that he
was instructed by him to make known to the Indians that they
were created by him, distinct from the whites, of different
natures, for different purposes, and placed under different circumstances adapted to their nature and destinies; that they
must return from all the ways of the whites to the hImbits ad
opinions of their forefathers; they must not cat the flesh of
hogs, of bullocks, of sheep, etc., the deer and the buffalo having
been created for their food. They must not bake bread of
wheat, but of Indian corn; they. must not wear linen nor
woolen, but must dress like their fathers, in the skins and furs
of animals; they must not drink ardent spirits, and I do not
remember whether he extended his inhibitions to the gun and
gunpowder in favor of the bow and arrow.
"I concluded from all this that he was a visionary, enveloped in their antiquities, and vainly endeavoring to lead b.ack
his brethren to the fancied beatitudes of their golden age. I
thought there was little danger of his making many proselytes
from the habits and comforts they had learned from the whites
to the hardships and privations of savagism, and no great harml
if he did. But his followers increased until the British thought
him worth corrupting, and found him 'corruptible. I suppose
his views were then changed, but his proceedings in consequence
of them were after I left the administration, and are therefore
unknown to me; nor have I ever been informed what were I he
particular acts on his part which produced an actual conmencement of hostilities on ours. I have no doubt, however, that the
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subsequent are but a chapter apart, like that of Henry and
Lord Liverpool in the book of the kings of England."
At first the following of the Prophet was small, but superstition is always ready to take up with new leaders. The bolder
the imposition, the more followers it finds. As the stories of the
Prophet passed from mouth to mouth, the wonders ascribed to himi
grew with lightning rapidity. As the tales were borne to the far
off shores of Lake Superior, miracles of the most prodigious proportions were related. Still such reports were not confined to distant tribes. The people in the very next wigwam to the Prophet's
would affirm with dogged obstinacy, bold faces, and invincible
positiveness the details of wonders which the Prophet had
wrought, and which they themselves had witnessed. Perhaps
an explanation for this may be found in the fact that, hearing
others relate stories of the Prophet's miracles, which their credulous minds believed, they, in turn, not wishing to be behind the
rest, thought it necessary to bear testimony to wonders themselves. In fact, the nearer they were to the Prophet, and the
closer their relations with him, the keener would be their pique
if they had had no stories to tell. So each of the Prophet's
followers strove to surpass the rest in the tales which he could
tell of supernatural occurrences.
All this sort of thing, it will be observed, has for its foundation a belief that miracles did occur; in short, in their possibility and reality as a general thing, the only question being as
to the particular details. If such a belief in the possibility of
the miracles, and in the fact that they really were occurring,
had been absent from the Prophet's followers, it is evident that
the above explanation would be incorrect. Some other reason
would have to be found to account for the existence of the testimony to his miracles. Perhaps it would not be necessary to
go farther in such a case than to say that the stories were lies.
In the present instance, however, there can be no doubt that
the followers of the Prophet believed him to be an actual
miracle worker, the only question in their minds, if there
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was any at all, being as to what particular miracles he had
wrought.
It is the invariable course of history for Superstition to go
hand in hand with her sisters, Intolerance and Persecution.
Such was the case with the Prophet. lIe instituted a persecution against witchcraft. An old woman was denounced as a
witch by him, and she was called upon repeatedly to give up
her charm and medicine-bag. She was put to the stake and
burned. In her fearful agony, hoping for relief, she screamed
out that her grandson had her charm. This accusation, instead
of saving her, resulted in the young Indian, who was out hunting, being forthwith pursued and arrested. He confessed that
he had borrowed the charm, and by means of it had flown
through the air over Kentucky to the banks of the Mississippi,
and back again, before bed-time. IIe insisted, however, that
he had returned the charm to his grandmother, and was finally
released.
On the following day an old chief named Teteboxti was
accused of being a wizard. Knowing that his doom was fixed,
the old man arrayed himself in his finest clothes, and confronted
the grim circle of inquisitors in the council-house. The trial
was speedy. The sentence was passed. The old chief calmly
assisted in the construction of his own funeral pile. Touched
by his white hairs, the council became merciful. They voted
to tomahawk him and burn his body afterwards. This was
done. Many others met the same fate.
When Governor Harrison heard of the witchcraft delusion
rand the far-reaching influence of the Prophet, he was justly
alarmed. No one knew better than he the sway of superstition
among ignorant minds. He knew that, although the Indians
had been quiet for ten years, and could be rpused by the call
of no ordinary leader, nevertheless deceived by a mask of
religion, they might once more plunge the frontiers into bloody
war. He wrote them a most earnest letter, urging them to
drive out the Prophet, and boldly asserting that the latter was
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a fraud. He told the Indians that the pretender could work
no miracles. "Ask of him to cause the sun to stand still, the
moon to alter its course, the rivers to cease to flow, or the dead
to rise from their graves."
The Prophet took the governor at his word. Hie announced
that on a certain day he would cause darkness to cover the sun.
By some means he had learned that a total eclipse of the sun
would occur on a certain day. The reports of the prophecy
spread to a thousand villages.
On the appointed day a vast assemblage of Indians from
far and near gathered to witness the miracle. They were
arranged in a great circle. Painted Ottawas, wild Ojibwas,
fierce Dacotahs, ugly Kickapoos, and curious Illinois, as well as
numbers from nearer tribes, were there. Over the multitude
hung a deathlike silence. The rattling tongues of the squaws
were hushed, and the cheeks of the boldest warriors were
blanched with unnatural pallor.
An hour before noon the Prophet, dressed with dazzling
magnificence, came out of his wigwam, and strode with slow
and stately steps toward the center of the circle. A slight
A few
buzz of apprehension went through the assembly.
Indian youths ran from one point to another, carrying messages
and perfecting details. At last all was ready. The Prophet
rose. Extending his right arm and turning his face toward the
heavens; he pronounced an unintelligible incantation. As he
proceeded a disc of darkness was observed to be slowly appearing upon the: edge of the sun. The eyes of the vast assemblage
were turned from the Prophet toward the phenomenon. As the
moments progressed the dark spot enlarged. There was a perceptible diminution of light.
An hour went by. The Prophet still continued his diablarie.
The landscape, before so sunny, took on somber hues of brown.
The air was close and still. It grew darker and darker. The
multitude was thrilled with awe. They clung closely to one
another. Not a few believed that the end of the world was at
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hand. The deep shadows, the darkened air, the increasing
obscurity, which at sunset would have attracted no attention,
occurring in the middle of the day, with the sun iii high heaven,
The Prophet alone remained
seemed portentous and awful.
calm and unmoved. At the moment of total eclipse, he cried
out in a loud voice, " Behold ! did I not prophesy truly?"
The reports of this miracle gave a wonderful impulse to the
cause of the Prophet. Tecumseh now appeared on the scene.
He took care to lend the aid of his powerful name and influence to the Prophet by an ostentatious reverence. The latter
returned the compliment by pointing out Tecumseh as the
leader chosen by the Great Spirit to save the red man. Thus
these two brothers acted well their parts. With Tecumseh to
do the heavy tragedy, and the Prophet to shift the scenes and
The
throw on the red lights, the drama proceeded well.
Indians were fired with fanaticism and military enthusiasm.

The whites were alarmed. The ever-increasing throng of
savages about Tecumseh and his brother seemed ready to break
out into violence. At a council in Ohio, Tecumseh made a
three hours' speech. He reviewed all the treaties with the white
men, and undertook to prove their nullity. Every appeal which
could rouse the passions of his followers and stir their hearts
with bitterness and hostility was made. The orator hurled a
bold defiance against the. enemies of his people. The Indians
who were present, excited by his fiery eloquence, were unable
to keep their seats.
While Tecumseh's influence was rising at home, the fame of
In a village of the Ojibthe Prophet was spreading abroad.
was, on Lake Superior, was an unfortunate captive named John
Tanner. He afterwards escaped, and related that one day a
strange Indian arrived in the village. For days he preserved
the most mysterious silence. Then he told them that he was
a messenger from the great Shawanese Prophet. On a certain
day the Indians assembled in their council-house. In the miidst
of the room stood an object in form and size something like a
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prostrate man. Over it was thrown a blanket. The stranger
carried four strings of beads, said to be made from the flesh of
the Prophet. Each Indian in the assembly took hold of these
beads, and by this act adopted the new religion. They also,
though with reluctance, gave up their mnedicine-bags.
The more fanatical of the Indians went to dwell with the
Prophet. In this movement we see a new proof that the laws
of society, whether civilized or barbarous, are the same. This
great religious uprising among the Indians, and the war which
followed it, were parallel to such religious wars as those of
Mohammed and of many another leader. Religion, the very
genius of which is peace, has more often than any thing else
been the cloak of the great soldier.
The Indians, followers of Tecumseh and the Prophet, who
had taken up their residence on the banks of the Wabash, at
a village called "The Prophet's Town," soon began to mingle
warlike exercises with their religious devotions. The great
plan to which Tecumseh had devoted all his genius and energies was nothing less than a mighty confederation of the Indian
tribes of the continent, who were to unite and drive the white
men beyond the Alleghanies.
As the great scheme had taken shape in his mind its form
became less and less that of a mere temporary alliance, such as
the immortal Pontiac had sought; and more and more that of a
' great and permanent confederation, an empire of red men, if
which Tecumseh should be the leader and emperor." For
four years he traveled incessantly in the propagation of his
enterprise.
Now he visited the farthest extremities of Lake
Superior. At another time he traversed the unknown regions
beyond the Mississippi. Again he labored with the Creeks,
securing Red Eagle as his most illustrious convert.
The United States Government was alarmed.
It was
reported in the spring of 1810 that Tecumseh controlled
more than sixteen hundred w arriors. It was evident that the
exposed settlements in Indiana were in danger. Shortly, faith-
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ful scouts reported that Tecumseh's following numbered three
thousand warriors.
Many messages, threatening on the part'of Governor Harrison, deceitful or defiant on the part of Tecumseh, passed back
and forth. There were frequent councils. The Indian chief,
with forty braves, visited Vincennes to have a talk with Governor Harrison. After much singular dancing and conjuring,
Tecumseh began the council. He demanded that the "Seventeen Fires," as he called the United States, give up the lands
which they claimed by virtue of treaties with separate tribes.
IIe boldly announced that he intended to go to war unless this
was done. To these demands Governor Harrison replied with
definite refusals. Tecumseh became so angry, that the peace
talk came near ending in a free fight. An adjournment to the
following day operated to quiet matters somewhat.
This council was held on the 12th of August, 1810. It
broke up, leaving the Indians irritated and defiant and the white
people of Vincennes alarmed and apprehensive. As the year
progressed, evidences of Indian hostility became more frequent.
Horses were stolen. Here and there murders were committed.
The Indians, in the spring of 1811, captured a boat filled with
salt. It had been sent up the Wabash for distribution among all
the tribes. In the previous year the Prophet had refused to
take any salt, sending an insulting message to Governor Harrison. This year he was wiser. He took all the salt, including
not only his own, but that which belonged to a dozen other
tribes. At a council held afterward, Tecumseh hissed out to
General Harrison that he was hard to please, and that he was
angry at one time because the Indians took no salt and another
year because they did take it.
The good people at Vincennes lived in the shadow of a constant fear. They knew that Tecumseh might, at any time,
launch his fleet of light canoes at the Prophet's town and, gliding down on the swift current of the Wabash, suddenly and
silently attack Vincennes before a single word of warning could
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reach and rouse their victims. Meanwhile reports continued to
come in of Tecumseh's intrigues among distant tribes.
The last council with Tecumseh was held at Vincennes on
the 27th of July, 1811. The chieftain, accompanied by a retinue of one hundred and seventy-five well-armed Indians, took
his position on one side of an arbor prepared for the council,
while Governor Harrison, with seventy soldiers, occupied a
position opposite. Tecumseh's speech when called upon to surrender a number of Indians, who had murdered some whites,
was artful and ingenious. He preached a regular sermon to the
white men, on the duty of the forgiveness of injuries. He also
begged that nothing be done with the Indians during his absence,
which was about to transpire, on a journey to the South. He
assured Harrison that his only object was to prevail on all the
tribes to unite in the bonds of peace.
We now know how different was his real mission. Every
effort was made by frequent changes of garb, and skillful
maneuverings to impress Tecumseh with the military strength of
Vincennes. A Pottawatomie, called the Deaf Chief, was present at the council, but unable to hear the proceedings. In the
evening he -was informed as to what had taken place, and going
up to General Harrison, told him that he would have confronted
Tecumseh with proofs of his hostility had he understood the
latter's pretensions of friendliness.
This incident was related to Tecumseh, who quietly informed
his brother that the Deaf Chief must be put oyt of the way.
The latter heard of the threat. He calmly repaired to his tent,
arrayed himself in the full costume of the warrior, sprang into
his canoe, and paddled his solitary way to Tecumseh's camp.
Arriving in the presence of the great chief, the Indian reproached
him ,bitterly for the threat of assassination, and dared him to
an open combat. To every taunt and insult Tecumseh returned
majestic indifference. With a war-whoop of defiance, the Indian
again betook himself to his canoe. A little later a sharp crack
from a rifle was heard from the bushes along the shore. The
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boatman might have been seen to fall heavily backwards, and
the canoe without a helmsman bearing the corpse of its owner
drifted on into the night.
In August, the governor again sent a demand for the surrender of some murderers, to which the Indians replied with
the usual insulting refusal. Under strict orders to preserve
peace if possible, Governor Harrison resolved to confront the
Indians with a strong military force before Tecumseh should
return. In order to stop the outrages of which reports were
brought in every day, and in compliance with loud demands
from the citizens of Vincennes and other settlements, the governor resolved to erect a fort on the Wabash, and break up
the large and dangerous assemblage of hostile Indians at the
Prophet's town.
On the 26th of September, 1811, Governor Harrison marched
out of Vincennes at the head of nine hundred troops. Six
days afterward the army encamped on the eastern bank of the
Wabash, at a point two miles above the present bustling city of
Terre Haute.
Here the men
were employed
in the construction of a log fort,
named

by

the

soldiers Fort
Harrison.
Evidence accumulated to
show that the
host of Indians
at the Prophet's
town, instead of

FORT HARRISON.

submitting on the approach of the army, were preparing to risk
a battle. This was expressly contrary to Tecumseh's orders.
It seems probable that the Prophet, jealous of his brother's sud-
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den fame, was all the more anxious for a battle in the latter's
absence. His town, which was the objective point of the invaders, was the center and capital of the new religious fianaticisin.
Here the Great Spirit was supposed to dwell. Hecre were performed the strange and mysterious rites with which the new
worship was carried on. Hideous dances, midnight orgies, selfinflicted tortures, and the dark ceremonies of Indian magic occupied the frenzied savages.
To the thousands of converts, who had everywhere adopted
the religion of the Prophet, this sacred town was as Jerusalem
Its fortifications
to the Jews, and Mecca to the Mohammedans.
were believed to be impregnable, and here a thousand braves,
the flower of a hundred warlike tribes, worked into a frantic
frenzy, alike by the fervor of fanaticism, the promptings of
patriotism, the fever of hatred, and the undying love of warfare, prepared to give battle to the invading army.
Leaving a small garrison at Fort Harrison, the troops
advanced along the south-east bank of the Wabash. After
passing Big Raccoon Creek it was determined to cross the
Wabash, in order to avoid the woody shores on the south-east
side. This was effected at a point near the site of the present
town of Montezuma, Parke county, Indiana.
On the 6th of November the army came in sight of the
Prophet's town.
Small bodies of Indians, armed and painted
for battle, could be seen scurrying hither and thither across the
country. As the army continued to advance every effort was
made to communicate with these savages, and assure them of
the peaceful intentions of the whites. While this fact is well
authenticated, it must be confessed that an army of a thousand
men approaching within a mile of their principal town, and
which had already constructed and garrisoned two forts, was
not calculated to cause the savages to regard the invaders'
intentions as purely peaceful. In fact the thing now wears the
appearance of a huge joke. However, toward evening three
chiefs advanced, representing that the Prophet on his part, also,
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contemplated nothing but peace, and that his heart was overflowing with love for his white brethren.
Thlus the Indian
answeredd one joke with another, lie also asked that the white
men refrain from hostilities until the following day, when a peace
talk could be had.

The army encamped for the night about three quarters of a
mile from the Prophet's town, on the now finmous Tippecanoe
Battle Ground, seven miles north-east of the present city of
Lafayette.
The place was a beautiful spot of timber-land,
about ten feet higher than the marshy prairie in front, which
stretched away toward the Prophet's town, and perhaps twice
that height above the prairie in the rear. Here the army
encamped.
Meanwhile the Indians were by no means idle. All night
long the chief's sat in council. A dozen different plans for the
attack were proposed. At one time it was decided to meet the
whites in council on the next lday, agree to their proposals, and
withdraw, leaving behind two Winnebagoes, who were to rush
for\vard anid assassinate the governor. This was to be the signal
for battle. Later in the night, which was dark and rainy, the
plan was changed. The Prophet, mixing some mysterious hellbroth, pretended to read in it the fitct that one-half of Harrison's army was dead, and the other half crazy. Encouraged
by this assurance the whole body of warriors, at four o'clock in
the mornlig, began to creep across the miry prairie toward the
American camp.
Early though it was, General Harrison had risen, and was
pulling on his boots before a cfamlp-fire. The drummer was just
being roused to wake the men. Suddenly a shot was heard,
followed by a wild yell from multitudes of savage throats. The
men, who had slept in rank with their clothes on and arms in
hand, sprang to their feet. A number of Indians made their
way into the heart of the camp before they could be arrested.
The place was dark except as it was illuminated by the glow
of the smoldering camp-fires. The men hurried to put these
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out as quickly as possible, to prevent the enemy from having
so good a mark. They soon rallied firoii the surprise, and began
to fight with great courage.
In the confusion of the moment the large white horse of
Governor Harrison could not be found, and the American comnmaidder was forced to mount a borrowed plug of a different
color. This circumstance no doubt saved his life. One of his
aids, who also rode a white horse, fell, pierced by a dozen balls,
in the very beginning of the attack. There can be no doubt
that he was mistaken for his chief.
Harrison took a most active part in the battle, riding from
point to point, rallying and encouraging his men. Not so with
the Prophet. Selecting for himself an elevated position, he
chanted a wild war-song. Though invisible in the darkness,
his shrill and piercing voice could be distinctly heard above
the din of the battle in every part of the field. Here, like an
evil genius, he presided over the destinies of the battle until
his braves, wounded and dying, were being driven back fromln
the point of attack.
The American troops which were encamped around the edge
of the spot of woodland, succeeded in keeping the Indians out
of the camp until it. became sufficiently light for a general
charge, which resulted in the complete rout of the Indians.
During the battle many instances of heroism occuri'ed.
Captain Warrick was shot through the body. His wound was
dressed, and though it was evident he could live but a few
hours, his great physical strength was unexhausted. lie insisted
on going back to head his company. This was but one of many
such occurrences.
When the Indians fled, the whites found thirty-seven of
their own number killed, and a hundred and fifty-one wounded.
Twenty-five of the latter afterwards died from their wounds.
During the day the shattered army was employed in strengthening their position. Their only food was broiled horseflesh.
On the following day they advanced to the Prophet's town.
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No defiant war-whoop greeted them. The place was desolate
and deserted. It had been abandoned in a panic. The Indianis,
more civilized than the wild tribes of the plains which we know
to-day, had left behind all their household furniture, many' firearms, great quantities of corn, numbers of hogs and chickens.
The only human being in the village was an old chief, with a
broken leg. He had been left behind by his people, and was
unable to escape. The whites ministered to his wants and left
him. Taking the provisions for their own use, the entire village
was destroyed. The Prophet's influence was forever broken.
Tecumseh was already on his way home. His trip had been
successful. Red Eagle and the Creeks were preparing for war.
The Cherokees, the Osages, the Seminoles, were all ready to
take up the hatchet. The great confederacy seemed almost an
accomplished fact. Confident and happy, Tecumseh hurried
back to the Prophet's town. He was ignorant of what had
happened. As he and his party approached they gave the
salute-yell. Instead of a wild chorus of replies from the direction of the village, all was wrapped in utter silence.
Anxious and alarmed, he hurried forward. He caught sight
of the spot where the village had been. Not a cabin was to be
seen. He rubbed his eyes and looked again, to see if it was
not a dream, a nightmare. Not so. The village had disappeared. Only heaps of ashes marked its site. All its fortifications, all the stores of food and ammunition, and the collection
of arms, the fruit of years of weary toil, were gone. Tecumseh saw at once what had happened. He was overwhelmed
with sorrow. Just at the moment of apparent triumph he
found the very foundation of the fabric dissolved in thin air.
Guided by some stragglers Tecumseh hurried to the camp,
twenty miles away, where the disgraced Prophet awaited with
fear and trembling his brother's return. Great and terrible was
Tecumseh's rage. He seized the unfortunate impostor by the
hair, and threatened to kill him. The battle had been fought
in direct opposition to his orders.
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All had been staked, and all was lost. The Prophet's influence was utterly gone. He was the object of contempt and
abuse. The very boys yelled at him as he sneaked through a
village. Yet, because he was Tecumseh's brother, he was saved
from further punishment. Tecumseh wrote to General Harrison
that he desired to go to Washington. The request was granted,
but he was required to go alone. This wounded the spirit of
the disappointed man. The would-be emperor refused to go
without a retinue. Filled with unutterable fury, he joined the
English army in Canada. When invited to take part in a
peace-council, he said: " No! I have taken sides with the king,
and I will suffer my bones to bleach on this shore before I will
recross that stream to take part in any council of neutrality."
Tecumseh took an active part in the war, and before long
found himself at the head of, seven hundred warriors. Nearly
all the leading chiefs followed his lead and went over to the
British side. Fort Dearborn, then a lonely post on the spot
where Chicago, the "Wonder of the West," now handles the
commerce of a continent, was evacuated by its occupants. The
departing garrison and the families of the fort were assaulted
by savages, and nearly all killed. Tecumseh also devised two
sieges to be conducted by Indians.
Fort Wayne was a wooden fortification, garrisoned by seventy men. Early in September word reached General Harrison, at Cincinnati, that this post was besieged and in great
peril. Five men, headed by Logan, an Indian chief of wide
fame, undertook to communicate with the garrison. At the
moment of their arrival the besiegers were gathered on two
sides of the fort, in an attempt to take the place by stratagem.
The messengers reached the very walls of the place without
opposition, and came suddenly upon four Indian chiefs, with
a flag of truce, who were attempting to lure the officers of
the fort into a peace-talk outside the fortification, where they
might be assassinated. The alarmed chiefs made off, while the
five scouts entered the fort.
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The situation was found to be full of distress. As soon as
a letter (oul(d be writteu tilhe
bold mienll sallied forth, and dashed
through the lines of the astoished besieers, to carry the news
to, General l:arrison. The defenders of Fort Waynle deposed
their cominmaider, and elected Lieutellnt Curtis as his successor.
Troops failing to arrive, the Indians (lemanled the surrender of
the place, and this being refused, made a heavy attack. They
had two cannon, which burst at the first fire, bei ng lade of
wood and hooped with iron, by some scalawag English traders.
The garrison fought well. The Indians were repulsed with
heavy loss. General Harrison at last arrived in the vicinity,
and faiiling to ambush him, the Indians withdrew.

Captain Zachary Taylor, afterwards President of the United
States, was the conunandant of Fort Harrison. His force numbered about thirty-five effective men. On the 3d of September
a lot of Indians with their women and children appeared before
the fort, and begged for admission, under 1)retense of holding a
council. Failing in this, they continued to linger around, and
at midnight the garrison was aroused by an alarm of fire. One
of the block-houses at the corner of the fortification, containing
the provisions of the garrison, was in flames. Several barrels
of whisky took fire, and the whole structure was so quickly
ablaze that no efforts to extinguish the flames could avail. A
strong force of Indians poured volleys of balls into the fort, and
were evidently preparing to force an entrance through the gap
left by the destruction of the block-house.
The men prevented the spread of the flames as well as they
could, while their captain, sick with bilious fever, tore down a
log structure, and braving the bullets of the savages, constructed
a hasty barricade opposite the gap. Behind this the men fought
bravely, repulsing every assault. So inevitable did the destruction of the garrison seem, that two men attempted to escape
through the gap left by the fire. One was killed; the other
concealed himself, and was re-admitted to the fort in the morning. The loss of their provisions threatened the handful of
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i lel with starvation. A wagon-train from Vincennes coming to
fheir relief was attacked, and nearly the whole escort killed.
In time a stronger force made its way to the little outpost.
The Indians, to revenge themselves for their disappointinet,

attacked a settlement at Pigeon Roost, on a branch of White
River, in Clarke county, Indiana, and

men, women, and children.

massacred

twenty-one

,

In the progress of the war, 'a Shawanese chief named Logan
proved to be a most valuable scout for the Americans. He was,
however, suspected of treachery. Deeply hurt, he, with Captain Johnny and Bright Horn, his inseparable comn panions,
started out to prove his fidelity. They were surprised by some
hostile Indians, and captured. Logan pretended to be deserting to the British, and succeeded in retaining his arms. One
of the guards, noticing something in Captain Johnny's mouth,
looked inquiringly toward him. The latter coolly said, " Me
chaw hea ltobac." The tobacco was a bullet. While some of
their captors were searching the woods for black haws, Logan
and his companions attacked the remainder. Five Indians were
killed. Logan received at mortal wound. lie made his w.ay
back to the American camp. IIe lingered two days in the
greatest agony. The men, understanding that he had fallen to
vindicate his honor, bestowed every attention possible. The
faithful chief passed away with a smile of triumph on his face,
satisfied that he had answered his accusers, though at the cost
of his life. His mother was Tecumapease, the only sister of
Tecumseh.
Among the many tragic occurrences of the Indian warfare
in 1812, none was more fearful than the battle and massacre of
Raisin. Frenchtown was on the river Raisin, only eighteen
miles from Malden, Canada, where the British had their entire
force. A cry for help came from the place, and in the dead of
winter six hundred men marched from the Maumee to this place.
A sharp battle resulted in the evacuation of Frenchtown by
the Bitish. Two hundred and fifty more Americans were then
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sent forward to re-enforce the first army. Oil the morning of
January 22, 1810, two thousand British and Indians attacked
the Americans. A bloody battle resulted in the surrender of
the entire American force. The English commander left the
wounded in the place, taking the rest to Malden. On the following morning two hundred Indians, painted black and red,
entered the place, and barbarously massacred the helpless
wounded. Many were burnt alive in the buildings inl which
they lay. Nearly three hundred perished in the battle and the
massacre together. The whole town was filled with corpses.
Tecumseh was in the Wabash region at the time, raising
re-enforcements.
In April Tecumseh appeared before Fort Meigs, on the Mlaumee River, where General Harrison had his head-quarters. The
English erected three batteries. To match this, IIHarrison constructed an earth embankment, twelve feet high, in which the
caLnnon-balls buried themselves harmlessly.
General Clay at
Lst approached to the relief of the fort with eight hundred
amen. A battle ensued in the attempt to throw themselves into
the fort. The activity of Tecumseh's warriors defeated the
effort, less than two hundred out of the whole number reaching
the fort. The English commander allowed his Indian allies to
tomahawk such of the prisoners as they pleased, more than
twenty being brutally murdered.
Tecumseh had been in
another part of the battle-field. Discovering what was going
on, he rode at full speed to the spot, dismounted, and with
drawn tomahawk beat his men off from the prisoners, and
cursed the English commander for his crime. The latter said
he could not control the Indians, but Tecumseh answered,
"Begone! You are unfit to command; go and put on the dress
of a squaw."
Tecumseh was an unruly ally. He despised Proctor, the
English commander with whom he operated. One day, provisions being scarce, salt beef was given the English soldiers, while
the Indians received only horse-flesh. Angered at the outrage,
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Tecumseh strode to Proctor's tent and demanded an explanation.
Seeing the English general about to treat the complaint with
indifference, Tecumseh significantly struck the hilt of the commander's sword, touching at the same time the handle of his
tomahawk, and said, "You are Proctor-I am Tecumseh." This
hint at a mode of settling the difficulty, brought Proctor to
terms at once.
Tecumseh's last grudge against Proctor was the retreat of
the English from Malden after Commodore Perry's victory on
Lake Erie. Tecumseh urged a battle with every argument and
taunt. " We must compare our father's conduct to a fat dog
that carries its tail on its.back, but when affrighted, it drops it
between its legs and runs off." Tecumseh, disgusted at the
retreat, would have deserted the English cause but for the
fact that he had induced other tribes to join it. Proctor pretended from time to time that he would halt and give battle.
When the retreat commenced, Tecumseh said, "We are now
going to follow the British, and I am sure that we shall never
return." At last, on the 5th of October, Proctor was forced to
halt and oppose the pursuing Americans in the battle of the
Thames. Just before the engagement, Tecumseh said to the
group of chiefs about him; "Brother warriors, we are now
about to enter into an engagement, from which I shall never
come out--my body will remain on the field of battle." Unbuckling his sword and handing it to a chief he said, "When
my son becomes a noted warrior, and able to wield a sword
give this to him."
As the battle advanced, the victory of the Americans became
apparent. The Indians fought well, until they suddenly missed
the loud, commanding battle-cry of Tecumseh. There was a
pause, a shudder, and then all incontinently fled. The great
chieftain had fallen, pierced by a pistol ball. The discussion as
to who killed Tecumseh became a singularly heated one in subsequent political campaigns, the chief recommendation for office
in that day being skill as an Indian fighter. The preponder-
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ance of evidence seems to indicate that Colonel Richard M.
Johnson was the slayer of the fiminous chief'.
Tecuimseh never allowed his portrait to be painted. He is
described as a perfect Apollo in form, his fice oval, his nose
straight and handsome, and his mouth regular and beautiful.
His eyes singularly enough, were "hazel, clear, and pleasant in
conversation, but like balls of fire when excited by anger or
mthusiasm." IIis bearing was that of a noble and lofty spirit,
He
a true " King of the Woods," as the English called himl.
was temperate in his habits, loving truth and honor better than
life. HIs mind was of a high order. lie possessed a genius
which must 'have made him eminent, in any age or country.
Like Powhatan, Pontiac, arid Brant, his illustrious predecessors,
he had failed; yet like them he was great in defeat. He was
the first great chieftain who prohibited the massacre of prisoners. He died at forty-four, in the very prime of life.
The Prophet survived his brother twenty-two years. He,
with the remnant of his tribe, removed to the In(lian Territory,
where, shorn of his lower :tiand influence, he still continued in a
small way to exercise his "supernatural" gifts for the delusion
and mystification of a few ignorant dupes. He had only one
eye, and possessed a countenance of which every line revealed
craft and deceptiveness.
In 1823, Isaac Harvey, a Quaker
missionary at Wapakoneta, one day visited a sick Indian, a
consumptive. Entering the cabin, he found the sick man lying
face downwards, his bared back cut in several places, and faint
from loss of blood. Standing over him was the Prophet, with
a bloody knife in his hands. He explained that the sick man
was bewitched, and that the gashes in his back were to let out
the demon. The good Quaker put the fraud out of the room,
and dressed the sick man's wounds. Nor did his work stop
here. At great personal risk he continued to fight the belief
in witchcraft, and to oppose the Prophet's delusions, until the
lunacy was banished entirely from the Shawanese tribe. The
impostor himself alone continued the pretense of belief in it.
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CHAPTER XIV.
THE SORROWS OF THE SEMINOLES.

M I a negro, a slave? My skin is dark, but
not black. I am an Indian-a Seminole. The
white man shall not make me black. I will
make .the white man red with blood, and then
blacken him in the sun and rain, where the
wolf shall smell of his bones, and the buzzard
shall live upon his flesh."

Where, when, and

by whom was expression given to this dark
sentiment? The speaker was Osceola, a young Seminole warrior.jThe scene, a trader's cabin, at a settlement in Florida.
Osceola had sought to buy a keg of powder. He had been
refused on the ground that the United States forbade the sale
of ammunition or fire-arms to the Seminoles. The time of
this affront was the early part of the year 1835. Who was
Osceola, what his race, and what the occasion for this collision
between its members and the white man?
About the middle of the last century a great chief arose
among the Creeks, named Secoffee. Hle had ambition, genius,
eloquence, the gift of leadership, and the spirit of rebellion.
He revolted from the confederacy of the Creeks, and drawing
after him a third part of the tribe, took his way to the heart
of Florida. The Creeks attempted, by terrible wars, to conquer
the rebels, and force them to return to their old allegiance.
Failing in this, they sought revenge by branding the runaways with the name of " The Seminoles," a name originally
a badge of disgrace, signifying simply " The Runaways." The
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insult failed, as well as the armies of the Crceks, to accomplish
its purpose. Long since has the humiliating meaning bec forgotten among men, who remember only the sad but beautiful name, Seminole.
Fugitives themselves, the Seminoles always afforded refuge
and safety to the negroes of Georgia, who likewise fled from
the bondage of their masters. This practice brought on a small
war between the Georgians and the Seminoles, which eventually
resulted in the purchase of Florida from Spain. The United
States thus found itself with a red elephant on its hands. The
whites along the frontier hated their Indian neighbors. They
longed to get their greedy hands upon their prol)erty.
Adventurers, speculators, and pioneers kept up an incessant
din, demanding that the Indians of Florida be confined to certain limits, and that the rest of the country be thrown open to
settlers. The whites wanted the country, so they said. This
was sufficient reason in the opinion of the government and of
the age to rob the Indians of their lands. Inasmuch as at the
present day vast expanses of Florida remain a wilderness,
untrodden by the foot of man, undeveloped and unexplored,
the folly, the falsehood, and the wickedness of the clamor for
the spoliation of the Seminoles is apparent to every candid
mind. Nevertheless, the government, by intrigue and stratagem, on the 18th of September, 1824, took the step which was
ultimately to desolate the peninsula to which mankind have given
the name "The Land of Flowers." A considerable portion of
the Seminole chiefs were induced to sign a treaty by which they
bound themselves to withdraw with their people to a certain designated reservation. This treaty was to afford a pretext in case
of its violation for the destruction of the Seminoles.
It brought nothing but trouble. The Indians, unsettled and
driven from the old homes, failed to quiet down in any new
ones. Angry and furious, they roamed the peninsula at will,
from end to end. Of course, this brought on collisions and
outrages. Moreover, the old question of the negroes among
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the Seminoles gave increasing difficulty. The whites claimed
that the Indians robbed their cornfields, burned their houses,
and killed their cattle. The southerners were passionate. No
one knew at what moment an Indian war might break out.
So in 1 33 the government induced a party of chiefs to
visit another unexplored wilderness, now comprising the State
of Arkansas, with a view to the removal of the entire Seminole
nation to that place. By some manipulation the United States
succeeded in inducing a number of the chiefs to sign what is
known as the treaty of "Payne's Landing," whereby they
agreed to make the removal to Arkansas, provided an investigating band should make a favorable report concerning the
country. The latter, under the seductive arts of the Indinn
agents, signed(l a treaty whereby they admitted that the country
was satisfactory, and binding the Seminoles absolutely to the
removal.

When these chiefs returned from Arkansas, and told their
people what had been done, a universal dissatisfaction arose.
The authority of the commissioners w'as denied. Indeed, more
than half of them deliberately swore they had never signed
the treaty, and that their names had been forged. There was
widespread agitation. In every wigwam was heard the sound
of dispute; in every council-house the roar of argument. The
negro slaves belonging to the Seminoles banded together and
boldly refused to follow their masters into exile, to a country where subsistence was only to be obtained by hard labor.
As if by common impulse the Seminoles began to accumulate
The government retaliated by forammunition and weapons.
bidding the sale of these articles to Indians or negroes. In
response to a refusal to sell even powder, Osceola, a young
warrior, not even a chief, uttered the terrible threat which
stands at the opening of this chapter.
As the months went by, this high-spirited brave became one
of the leaders of the war-party of the Seminoles. The old chiefs
of the nation were timid and conservative.

They inclined to
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compliance with the demands of the United States. With the
ringing voice of command, Osceola swore that the first Indian
who commenced the sale or disposal of his property, preparatory to removal, should be put to death. It was not long' before
this threat was carried out. Charley Mathlar, an old chief,
had driven his cattle to one of the army posts, and there, in
conformity with the treaty, received from the government agent
the money for them. HIe was returning home from this trip,
carrying in his hands a handkerchief, in which was tied up tlie
gold and silver thus obtained.
Osceola, mindful of his threat, posted himself with a blnd
of braves in the forest beside the path, along which the old
chief must come. As the latter approached, his enemies fired.
Covering his face with his hands, he fell prostrate, receiving
the blows from the braves without a word. With imperious tone
Osceola said that the gold and silver was made of the red man's
blood. Forbidding his followers to touch the accursed thing, he
took it with his own hands and threw it in every direction.
Osceola was not satisfied. Tie determined to obtain revenge
for the murder of Charley Mathlar, to which, as he said, the
white man had driven him. With sixty followers he concealed
himself in a dense forest, in the neighborhood of Fort King.
General Thompson and Lieutenant Smith were taking an afternoon walk. As they approached the ambush they were fired
upon and killed.
The fierce appetite for war and blood, which sometimes
sleeps, but never is utterly eradicated from the savage heart,
had during the long years of comparative peace and of agricultural pursuits slumbered inactive in the breasts of the Seminoles. As the deed of blood was accomplished, this old apl)eiite
was roused, like some sleeping animal, to rage and fury in the
bosoms of the Indians. With fierce, exultant cries they leaped
forth from their concealment, scalped the fallen men, in whose
bodies were no less than thirty-seven balls, and to satisfy the
craving appetites of all, as well as to prove to their companions
/
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their participation in the nnurder, cut the scalps into sixty small
pieces, and distributed them to every member of' the party.
Near by was the sutler's store, from which provisions were
suiipplied to the fort. It was just the hour for the evening meal.
Thr'i'ough the windows, open for the fresh sea breeze, which durini, certain hours in tile day makes Florida delightful beyond
a<iy cliniite in the worl, the savages discovered four gentlemen
a kId one boy seated at the table. They fired through the open
(lors anld windows, killing every inmate of the house. The
scalps of the slain were cut up and distributed as before. WVithi
greedy hands the store was rifled. Then the torch was applied
,
and the hand rode away, leaving the buildings in flames.
ltorrible as was this occurrence, which stands as fthe openii), (of the Florida war, a war of which the histories are few
nld thlie events but little known\,
which is passel over lighiltly
)bevery historian of our count ry, who is more carel'ul for its
faiie thanii for the truth, it inusf be reinenibered(l that the Seminioles were frantic with agitaiiol and insane with grief', both at
the sorrows they had suffered and at the exile which confronted
them. They had been driven front the villages which they anlld
their fathers had inhabited for three quarters of a century;
they had been quarreled with and hated by their neighbors,
who for forty years had sought only their destruction or exile,
and1 the robbery of their lands. Ilouseless and homeless, they
h'ad roamed restlessly through the peninsula, angry with themselvres and embittered by hatred for their enemies.
Their
braves had been arrested and Iplaced in irons;. their hunting
parties had been robbed an(l murdered.
The territorial legislature, in a petition to congress, had
accused them of the violation of a treaty, into which their
chiefs had been entrapped. and to which the nation at large
li(. never agreed. Guilty of much, they had, nevertheless,
been charged. with murders which they did not conmmit, and
slandered for outrages of
they were innocent.
Their
exile was demanded on the strength of a treaty alleged to

Nwhich
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have been made with the exploring party sent to Arkansas,
which the chiefs themselves repudiated as a forgery. Their
iuot trusted leaders had been corrupted with money, and their
hereditary chiefs had been bribed with presents. The suffering
Seminoles, unlike the Indians of other portions of the country,
could not retreat from the aggressions of the white men farther
into the wilderness. Nature had hemmed them in by sea and
gulf. For them there were but two alternatives, exile or war.
The Indians were by no means idle. One hundred troops
were marching from Fort Brooke to the help of Fort King,
where the above outrages were committed. They were discovered passing through an immense swamp. The Indians, two
hundred in number, commanded by Jumper and Alligator,
posted themselves on the west side of the road. Every warrior was protected or concealed amid the broad leaves of the
high palmettos. On the other side of the road was a deep
pond. Just as the troops arrived at this point, where they
were, so to speak, between the devil and the deep water, the
ambushed Indians fired. Alligator says, "The soldiers shouted
and whooped, and the officers shook their swords and swore."V
They seem to have done no more effective fighting. A cannon was loaded and fired a time or two, but the balls hissed
harmlessly through the air, and fell with dull thuds far back in
the swamp. Almost every white man was killed on the spot.
Six got away, and endeavored to build a log barricade or pen,
behind which they would be safe. The negroes, who formed
powerful and ferocious allies of the Seminoles, attacked the rude
rampart. When they clambered over the logs, only three men
were found alive in the pen. Two of these were killed outright.
The third snatched a rifle from the hands of his enemies, and
with a terrific blow brained his opponent. He swiftly leaped
over the logs, and started down the road at full speed. Two
Indians 6n horseback gave chase, and, firing from a distance,
killed him. vEvery man but two inl the command was killed.
The Indians lost only three warriors.
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The whole Seminole country seemed to burst into flames a
once. Sixteen plantations in East Florida, upon each of which
were employed over a hundred negroes, together with sugar
mills, cotton gins, storehouses, and fine residences, were completely destroyed during the month of January, 1836." The
wealthiest people fled through the swamps for their lives, destitute of the common necessaries of life. None could tell at what
moment or in what manner they would be assailed, and subjected
to the most cruel and brutal death.
" In some instances the
lives of mothers were spared, that they might see their children
cut in pieces, and their limbs used as weapons to assail the
living."
A Frenchman, traveling in Florida in 1851, heard the story
of the destruction of one of these planter's homes, from his
guide, and published it in Paris. Though no date was given, the
affair doubtless occurred early in the war. The guide had been
a member of a company of volunteers, who were encamped on
the shores of the St. John's River. One day a negro was
observed swimming the river. He directed his course to the
camp. As he touched the shore he ran toward the soldiers, all
dripping with the water, explaining in agitated tones that the
Indians were attacking the house of Mr. Montgomery, his master,
and begging for help.
A party of men hastily prepared to accompany the slave to
the threatened mansion, which was some little distance above,
on the opposite side of the St. John's. The place was found to
be well defended, and in no immediate danger, as the Indians
had been gone for some hours. Montgomery, however, expressed
great fears for the safety of his neighbor, Motte, who lived some
miles farther up the river. Leaving a guard at Montgomery's,
the men started on to Motte's.
When within a short distance of the house, which was spacious and elegant, the soldiers discovered smoke and flames
beginning to issue from the windows. No Indians were in s
Hurrying forward, the men entered the burning building. .-''
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owner seemed to be absent, yet he could not have been gone
long.

The rooms, with their elegant furniture, whicll

one

after

another were being reached by the flames, gave evidence of
recent occupation.
Pushing on into the parlor, the soldiers discovered the scene
of a11 awful tragedy. Four mutilated corpses, yet warm with
life, were lying on the floor. One was that of an old man, Mr.
Motte himself. lie was on the floor, partially leaning against
the wall. He had been scalped, and the blood still trickled
down his pallid features, and reddened all his snow-white beard.
Right by him lay the mangled form of his youngest daughter. A
few feet off were the two other beautiful daughters lying, scalped
and lifeless. There had been a struggle ; the old1man still
grasped his gun, and the oldest daughter still held in her jeweled hand a large pistol.
The apartlmellt, with its handsome
fittings, was already full of fire. The floor and walls were in
a blaze ; the garments of the dead were burning.
Swift hands snatched the corpses from the flames, and bore
them out for interment. Just as they were about to leave the
doomed house, which was now filled with a frightfill roar from
the flames, the soldiers heard a shriek. The next moment, an
old lady, scalped and bloody, but yet living, the mother of the
girls, sprung toward them. She was tenderly transported to a
place of safety, and survived for a year or so.
In the yard the men found the body of the colored gardener. One man stopped to water his horse. IIe heard a low
cry from the marsh. Advancing cautiously, he found a poor
mulatto girl, half-dead with fright. She had been lying in the
swamp for hours.
From her the story of the tragedy was
learned. She had gone to get some water for the house, when
Indians were discovered climbing the garden wall. The family
were at the time out in the garden gathering flowers. They
had time to reach the house and barricade the doors. The
colored gardener sought to join them, but was killed on the
way. The mulatto girl being too. far away to reach the house,
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here she endured agony, but it was not
the agony of death. She saw the Indians sU'rolilUln the house.
She heard their demand for surrender, and tlle refusal of file
inmates. She saw the doors battered down, heard the shots,
the shrieks, the moans. Then there had been a silence. ]For
an hour or two the Indians remained in the house, ransacking it. At last they came forth with their plundtler, fired the
house, and disappeared in the hammock. For many years the
ruined mansion bore the name of the HIouse of Blood.
Two months after the massacre of Major Dade's command,
General Gaines, who with a considerable force from New
Orleans had reached the scene of hostilities, cane upon the
spot where the awful tragedy had been enacted. Here was a
cart amid a lot of broken and scattered boxes. 'i'he two oxen
were lying dead, their yokes still on them. A little further on
were the offensive remains of some horses. Next the men
came upon a little triangular breastwork of logs. A soldier
counted the corpses, by that time alminost skeletons, lying within
the triangle. There were thirty of them. They were lying in
a: regular row, parallel to each other, behind the barricade, their
heads next to the logs over which they had fired, and their
bodies stretched out on the ground. They had been shot dead
in their ranks, and lay in death as they had fought in life.
A little farther on, other bodies were found lying along the
road. Behind every tree, log, or even bush, to which the men
had resorted for cover, was one or more corpses. At one spot,
two hundred yards down the road, lay a cluster of bodies in
regular ranks, like the others. This had been the advance
guard. The soldiers were overwhelmed with horror. If such
was the beginning, what would be the end of the war?
Their apprehensions were indeed justified. The very first
movement in the war was a terrible blunder. General Gaines,
finding no supplies at Fort King, resolved to withdraw to Fort
Brooke, on Tampa Bay. On the way, while crossing a river,
an immense force of warriors attacked him. A rude breastwork
fled to the marsh.
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of logs was hastily thrown up, aid a. runner disl)atched to Fort
L)rale, ordering General Clinch to iurry forward with all his
troops and supplies, and take the Indians, numbering more than
fifteen hundred braves, in the rear, while Gaines attacked theiii
in the front.
While the army, pinched with hunger and annoyed by the
Indians, remained quiet in their fortified camp awaiting Clinch,
an old negro named Caesar came up to the lines, aind shouted
" that the Indians were tired of fighting, and wished to come in
:.nd shake hands." In pursuance of arrangements made with this
ambassador, a large number of warriors without their arms,
assembled under a flag of truce about five hundred yards from
the camp. Midway between the hostile armies three chiefs i'net
a like number of American officers, and arranged a temporary
cessation of hostilities. The Indians were to withdraw to the
south side of the Withlacoochie, and remain there until a permanent peace was concluded. At that moment, General Clinch,
from Fort Drane came in sight, and supposing the assemblage of'
Indians to be a hostile one, instantly charged upon them, inflicting great slaughter. So the conference broke up, and the
Indins, freshly enraged, fled to their towns, swearing new
oaths of vengeance.
On the twenty-second (lay of February Major-General Scott
arrived in Florida, aissuming cmniuaiid of the American forces.

From the first all his efforts met with embarrassment anld failure. His troops almost starved before rations could be had.
In attempting a forward movement, large numbers of his provision wagons and horses were swept away in fording a river.
Such provision as was rescued was exposed to a tremendous
rain of many days, and ruined. The stormy weather delayed
the movement of troops, and the exposure caused large numbers
of the men, unused to the climate, to be attacked with malignant fevers. The cannon mired in bottomless bogs. Generals
Gaines and Clinch refused to co-operate with Scott, and a bitter
quarrel broke out between the commanders.
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Assiled by these overwhelming difliculties, the army was
coImpelled to straggle back to Fort Drane to escape starvation.
T hey arrived there famished and fever-stricken, only to find'
that General Gaines, who had not been expected ill that part
of the country, had deliberately appropriated nineteen thousand
rations to his own use. Nevertheless General Scott, misled by
dishonest scouts, utterly ignorant of the geography of a cou'intry which consisted of dense and impassable jungles, into which
the light of day never penetrated, and of endless swamps, interspersed with bottomless bayous and salt lagoons, managed to
send out numerous detachments in all directions to search for
the enemy, whose whereabouts was utterly unknown.
The
Indians, thoroughly familiar with the country, led these detachments on wild and fatiguing chases only to disappear from view
entirely, and fall upon the worn soldiery as they attempted to
make their way back to their commander.
Meanwhile the
heated season coming oil, together with scanty water from poisonoiis pools, mna(le the condition of the men still more intolerable. In short, the canlp)aig,,n was an utter and ruinous failure.
Abott tihe first of June, General Call assumed command of
the a:mlny. lie, however, though having several engagements
with the enemy, met with no better success than his predecessor. IIis principal undertaking was to send a strong detachment against the enemy, which were supposed to be posted in
large, numbers in the great Wahoo swamp.
After a journey of incomparable difficulty, the men wading
much of the time up to their armpits in mire and water, the
enemy was met in great strength. In endeavoring to dislodge
them from a vast morass, the men themselves became entangled
in its deceitful depths.
The loss was heavy, although the
engagement was accounted a victory. At night, however, it
was deemed impossible to' remain or to risk another engagement. The horses were (lying for want of food. The ammunition was exhausted. The supplies, too, were gone. They had
been lost in the difficulties of the advance. There remained
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nothing to be done except. a disastrous allnd painful retreat. Oil
the 27th of November, 1836, Celeral Call was succeeded by
General Jessup. The latter pushed the campaign with vigor.
As the summer approached the Indians themselves, who had
been accustomed to subsist on agricultural productions, were
compelled to sue for peace. They again agreed to withdraw to
Arkansas, and hostilities, for the time being, ceased.
By agreement large numbers of the Seminoles assembled in
a camp near Fort Brooke, preparatory to an embarkatiozl on
government vessels for transportation to Arkansas. The old
chief Micanopy had been largely instrumental in this consent
d with hundreds
Ie wais eic:alipel
to the exile of his people.
bid
a
last ta:rewell to
ready
to
Brooke,
of his followers at Fort
a
seekc a new lone, in thle ba remn wilthle country lie loved, g(ld
derness west of the lIisssisippi. (Oii thle nigllt of the 4th of
June two dark foriiis

lmadle their way tlro-ughll

tlhe sleeping

Indian camp toward the wig wain of old Alica )opy. They were
Osceola, and Coacooche, the young and ferocious chiefs of the
war-party. With noiseless tread they entered the rude apartmiet., unsheathed their glittering knives and roused the old
chief firom his slumbers. With whispered words they told him
that he was a traitor to his pe )lle, that :as they had sworn to
kill the first Indian who should Iprelipare to remove from Florida, and hadL fulfilled their oath by the slaughter of Charley
Mathlar, so now they had sworn to t ake the life of Micanopy
as that of a traitor, unless 'he at one consented to arouse the
sleeping camp and lead the people before the break of d: y in a
be beyond the rea ch of
flight to the south, where they woul'l
the American :army, and thus algaiii foil the schemes of tlhe enemies of the Seminoles to drive them into cruel exile.
The old man heard the whispered threats of the dark conspirators. IIe was timid and irresolute. lie doubted himself
whether he was not, as they hissed through their teeth in the
darkness, a traitor to his people. Ile still hesitated. Osceola
uplifted his right, hand, ';:-oI which the bright blade glistened
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in the starlight, to plunge the dagger into the chieftain's heart.
Agitated beyond measure, the old man gave his consent to their
demand. Dark messengers passed swiftly and noiselessly from
tent to tent, rousing the occupants, and conveying the order
of their chief to prepare for instant flight. Not a question was
asked. In a quarter of an hour, every one of the seven hundred Indians was proceeding through the forest without so much
noise as would come from the breaking of a twig or the rustle
of a dried palmetto leaf.
At sunrise, General Jessup, proud and pleased at the apparent termination of the war, rose to give orders for the embarkation of the exiles. In a half an hour he repaired to the spot
where the Indian camp had been pitched. "To his dismay and
astonishment, he found only a few bare poles from the wigwams.
The whole Indian assemblage had fled, and were many miles
away, beyond the reach of successful pursuit.
On that day
General Jessup, the third commander-in-chief of the Florida
army, tendered his resignation..VHe continued in actual command, however, until the 15th of May, 1838.
To General Hernandez the commander-in-chief intrusted the
military operations of a campaign in East Florida, along the
Atlantic coast.
On the 9th of September, 1837, Hernandez
succeeded in capturing King Philip, a noted Seminole chief of
intelligence and influence, and the father of Coacoochee. The
chieftain, finding himself in the toils of his enemies, sent word
to his distinguished son, earnestly requesting him to come and
confer with his father. Coacoochee was brave. Moreover, he
had a special mission to perform for Osceola. Placing a large
white plume in his hat, he boldly visited the camp of Ilernandez, accompanied by Blue Snake, another chief.
On being shown into the presence of the American general,
Coacoochee presented him with a handsome peace pipe, from the
great Osceola, accompanied by a request for a conference. To
this proposition Hernandez acceded, and Coacoochee departed
with a message to Osceola, to the effect that he might have a
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council with the American general. On the appointed day, Coacoochee returned to General Hernandez with information that
Osceola, with a hundred warriors, was on his way to St. Augustine, for the appointed peace talk. Hernandez, with a design in
his mind which, whether inspired by his commander or originated
by himself, bears the ear-marks of a deep and damnable treachery, eager to get the game in his trap, hurried forward to meet
Osceola. Seven miles southwest of St. Augustine, he met the
distinguished Indian chieftain, and entered into a conference.
He at once commenced to question Osceola closely as to the /
purposes and plans of the Indians. While the conversation was
progressing, the council was quickly and quietly surrounded by
an overwhelming force of American soldiers. With quick intuition, Osceola read the sinister purposes of his enemy. As the
questions were put to him he looked nervously about him at
the surrounding military, gave a few vague and uneasy replies,
and then lapsed into silence. Overcome by uncontrollable emotion, he turned to Coa-Hajo, and said, "I feel choked; you must
speak for me."
Seeing that his purposes were discovered, Hernandez gave a
signal, and in a moment Osceola and his little band of braves
were made prisoners without a struggle. The date of this
infamy was October 22, 1837.
Osceola and his companions
were at once placed in irons and thrown into the dungeon of
the castle of St. Marco, at St. Augustine.
Notwithstanding the treachery by which he had been
betrayed, Osceola communicated with Hernandez, and proposed
to send a message to his people and their chiefs, recommending
them to come in and consent to an exile to Arkansas. This
proposition was agreed to. The messengers were sent. A
council was held, and the scheme promised well. It however
met with a sudden interruption.
Coacoochee and his friend
Talmus Hadjo were immured in another of the dark and mysterious dungeons in the castle of St. Marco, at St. Augustine,
the most ancient military work in the United States.
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While Osceola in one part of the old structure was planning
for a submission by his people to exile, Coacoochee and his

OSCEOLA.

friend weary with studying the arms of Spain, which were
carved on the walls of their prison cell, and growing more
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languid and sickly day by day from the confinement, resolved
to escape, or die in the effort. They occupied an apartment
about eighteen feet square, with walls of stone, and a lofty
ceiling. The only window through which they received light
and air, and consequently the only chance for escape, was a
small embrasure eighteen feet from the floor. From this aperture to the bottom of the ditch on the outside, was more than
fifty fet. The two prisoners examined the hole attentively,
and saw that it was exceedingly small, but believed that themight possibly squeeze through it.
All their preparations had to be carried on in complete
silence, as a sentinel stood constantly at the door of the cell.
With deft fingers the prisoners tore into strips a few forage

bags which formed their bed, and wove them into a rude rope.
The first thing was to reach the embrasure. Again and again
Coacoochee stood on the shoulders of his companion and strained
himself to the utmost to reach the sill. All in vain; the window remained two feet above his fingers.
At last the prisoners managed to secrete a knife.

Standing

oi the shoulders of his companion, Coacoochee gradually worked
it into a crevice in the rock as high up as lie could reach. When
the blade and half of the short, heavy handle had been inserted
the other part of the handle remained a stout and serviceable
peg, by means of which the athletic Indian raised himself to
the embrasure. IIe found it small, but believed that if he and
!his companion could get rid of their flesh they might get
through. They at once feigned sickness, and procured through
their guards some roots, of which they knew the effect. For
three weeks the prisoners abstained almost entirely from food,
taking large quantities of the medicinal root, and at the end of
the time were little more than skin and bone.
On a certain night,- when there would be no moon, they
resolved to attempt their escape. During the evening the
keeper came in frequently, annoying the prisoners so much
that they almost resolved to seize and gag him. They more
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prudently pretended to be asleep, and at last the keeper came
no more. Taking one end of the rope in his hand, Coacoochee
once more climbed up to the embrasure. Here he made fast
the rope, letting one end hang down inside for his friend, who
was to follow, and dangling the other end down toward the
ditch. With great difficulty the Indian forced his body through
the aperture. Great strips of skin were torn from him. But
with a capacity for the endurance of physical suffering which
only an Indian could have, he resolutely persisted. Ile lay
hold of the rope on the outside with his hands, and descended
head foremost till he had dragged his feet through the embrasure, and at last leaped to the ground.
Though terribly wounded he was unconscious of the pain,
and turned all his thoughts to the arrival of his comrade. At
length he heard the struggle of his companion far above him.
There was a low gasp of despair. The man had forced his head
and shoulders into the hole and was caught fast, being unable
to move either backward or forward. Coacoochee called to him
in the lowest possible tone to keep calm and rest for a moment,
then to force out all his breath and at the same instant endeavor
to move an inch or so. For a few moments Coacoochee could
hear his friend following this advice, when suddenly he was
alarmed to find him tumbling head foremost down the whole
distance. Extricating himself with a sudden jerk, the rope
had broken.
As he lay on the ground a confused and bloody mass, Coacoochee thought him dead. Nevertheless, in spite of the danger
of discovery, he dragged his companion to a pool of water,
which revived him. The poor fellow was so lame that he could
not walk a step. It was almost dawn. .In a short time their
escape would be discovered. Although himself weak from emaciation and wounds, Coacoochee placed his friend on his back,
and started to the nearest woods. Before long he caught sight
of a mule, which he captured.
The two Indians mounted.
Forcing the animal to its highest speed, and guiding it solely
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by seizing its ears, Coacoochee and his friend hurried across
the country with which they were so familiar. After five days
they arrived among their people.
Coacoochee's emaciation and wounds spoke eloquently of
what he had endured. Nevertheless he rested not until he had
told them the story of the treachery by which he and Osceola
had been betrayed, and of their confinement in loathsome cells.
Alarmed and suspicious, the other chiefs at once abandoned all
idea of further conference or communication with the Amnericanis.
Poor Osceola, the master-spirit of the war, who had risen
from the ranks of the humblest warriors b)y dlint of his lofty
genius, had at least twice confronted not oily the Amnericans,
but all of the leading chiefs of his own people, and, overcoming
the latter, had resisted the (lemandls of the enemies of the
Semilnolcs for their exile from Floridal; who had hurled the
unitcdl nation against the Americans for two years, foiling all
their efforts and defeating all their armies, languished and pined

in his lonely cell at St. Augustine. The high independence of
feeling, which had never before known restraint, became enfeebled, and sunk as the chances of escape passed away. His
proud spirit was broken by defeat and imprisonment. For
greater security he was removed from St. Augustine to Fort
Moultrie, Charleston Harbor. This removal plunged him into
a melancholy which never left him. Hope was gone, and the
conviction that he was forever banished from his native land
weighed and wore upon his spirits until nature became exhausted. He declined to see visitors, and, refusing all sustenance, sat alone in his dark dungeon brooding, brooding over the
mighty sorrows of his people and the overwhelming disasters
which had befallen him.
One morning, when his keeper came to the cell, he called to
Osceola, but the young chieftain did not reply. He called again,
louder and more sharply, but no answer came save the mocking
echo from the stone walls of the dungeon. Suspicious and
alarmed, the.man procured help and opened the door of the dun-
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geon. Groping around by the light of a tallow candle to the
spot where lay a heap of mouldy straw, which formed the bed
of the prisoner, there they found him cold and unresponsive in
death. /At the age of thirty-three years the young, the brilliant, the great Osceola, a brave and generous enemy, a proud
and manly man, the noblest offspring of his suffering people,
died thus of a broken heart.
In December, 1837, Colonel Zachary Taylor, at the head of
a thousand men advanced one hundred
and fifty miles into
the enemy's country, through an unexplored wilderness of jungles and
"

ZACHARY

' "part
TAYLOR.

bayous, crossing a
dozen streams
over

every

day,

which

there were

no bridges, and
without
traveling
guides in the face
of a numerous and
powerful foe.
Toward the latter
of the month
they came up with

a large body of warriors, commanded by Alligator. The Indians
were encamped on the hard sandy beach on the north side of
Between the whites and the
the great Lake Okeechobee.
Indians lay a morass three quarters of a mile wide, covered
with a thick growth of saw-grass five feet high and three feet
deep in mud and water. The swamp extended on either side
as far as the eye could reach. It was totally impassable for
horses, and nearly so for men.
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The soldiers dismounted, and relieving themselves of all
unnecessary weight, prepared to cross the morass and give battle to the enemy. In spots where the mire was deep enough for
a man to sink out of sight in its treacherous depths, the Indians
had cut down the grass, so as to lure the troops into the fatal
trap. Notwithstanding these difficulties, the Americans gave
battle, and after several hours of hard fighting came out victorious. At nightfall it was necessary to commence the inevitable
retreat, which no victory, however complete, could prevent; for
in this remarkable war the impossibility of transporting provisions for more than a few days through the aqueous wilderness
embarrassed and crippled the American army from first to last.
In order to retrace their steps through the swamp in the (darkness, and transport one hundred and twelve wounded men, rude
litters were constructed, and a small foot-waly built across the
swamp. Colonel Taylor brought back his command without
further loss, and on the 15th of May, 1838, succeeded General
Jessupi as colnlander-in-chief.
We may not trace the irr gular, laborious, and indecisive
warfare of the ensuing year. V In May, 1839, the Indians again
agreed to a cessation of hostilities, and to confine themselves to
a designated part of the peninsula. /Many of the 'settlers, supposing the war was at an end, returned to their homes.
The throngs of unemployed and starving people, who had
fled to the crowded villages for safety, again ventured on their
plantations. Their hopes, however, were soon scattered to the
winds. In July the Indians, irrepressible and invincible, again
began their outrages. Colonel Harney, with twenty-six dragoons and three traders, had proceeded to Charlotte's Harbor,
to establish a trading post in pursuance of the agreement with
the Indians. They were encamped, with a large supply of Indian goods, in a pine barren on the Coloosahatchee river. At
dawn on the 22d of July,' they were attacked by a band of warriors commanded by Bow Legs. The men were overpowered in
their beds, and, embarrassed by their mosquito-bars, were unable
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to make any effectual resistance. Twenty-four were killed, and
two captured. Colonel Harney and two complanions escaped,
and, after living for days on crabs and oysters, made their way
home.
And so the war was renewed. As before, the Indians were
driven from swamp to swamp, from jungle to jungle, and from
bayous to lagoons, leading the exhausted, famished, and feverstricken troops hither and yon in fruitless chases over a region
of country embracing more than 45,000 square miles.
The territorial legislature saw, as every one saw, that the
Indians, hemmed in by the sea and unable to fly, would fight
until the last brave was exterminated. This war would cost
the lives of four or five white men to every Indian that was
killed. So the legislature resolved upon an expedient. They
sent to Havana, and purchased at an enormous expense the
most famous kennel of blood-hounds in the world. With these
ailimials, which had been trained to the pursuit of fugitive slaves,
it was purposed to hunt out the Indians, and by this means
track, overpower, and kill. Five experienced Spaniards accompanied the troop of blood-hounds. They were attached to each
column of troops, attended by their keepers. The animals were
fed liberally upon bloody meat, to supply which young calves
accompanied each detachment, and then, being put upon the
Indian trail, started forward in the horrible and fiendish pursuit.
Such were the means adopted in the nineteenth century to drive
a people from the land which was their own.
The Spanish Indians inhabiting the southern extremity of
the peninsula, finding themselves encroached upon more and
more by their brethren from the north, who, amid hardships
which it is impossible to imagine, much more to describe, were
gradually being beaten back by the whites, now began to take
a hand in the war. They pillaged certain unfortunate vessels
which were wrecked upon their coast, and murdered the seamen.
They even attacked the little settlements on the islands along
the western coast. Indian Key was a small island about twenty
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miles from the main-land.
Here, among others,, lived Doctor
Perrine. a scientific iman of high literary attainments, who, inspired by an enthusiasm for scientific research, had, with his
family, made this spot his home, in order to carry forward an
investigation of the botanical species of Florida.
On the 7th of August, 1840, about two o'clock in the morning, the Perrines, in common with the other people of the island,
were awakened from their sleep by Indian yells, and a number
of shots fired. At that moment the glass in their windows was
crushed by missiles from without. Mrs. Perrine and her three
children hurried down stairs to a room from which a trap-door
led to the cellar. The cellar was used for bathing, the tide filling it twice a day. Doctor Perrine saw his family safely down
into this place, and then returned to the piazza to find out what
was the matter. Mrs. Perrine and her daughters passed through
the water and crawled into a small place about three feet high
a11d ten feet long, constructed of plank and rocks, through
which the tide had access to the cellar. No sooner were they
secreted in this hole than they heard the doctor talking with
the Indians in Spanish, and telling them that he was a physician. At this the Indians ran off with a shout, joining the
others in the work of pillaging, firing other houses on the island,
and massacring the inhabitants. Doctor Perrine then shut
the trap-door, and placed a heavy chest over it, determined if
possible, to conceal the retreat of his family and brave the
worst himself.
At daylight the Indians returned. They commenced battering in the doors and windows. The doctor fled to the cupola,
which was entered by a heavy trap-door. The Indians swarmed
through the rooms in search of the occupants.
They turned
over beds, broke open closets, and tried every door without success. At last they concentrated their efforts on the heavy door
leading to the cupola. For a time it resisted their efforts.
At last it gave way beneath their terrific assaults, and with
wild yells the Indians rushed up into the cupola and mas-
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sacred the unfortunate mlan who hnlad retreated to that spot.
All this the ftmily heard front their conceahment, illthe cellar.
At last the savages were heard to descelld the steps and
cvinllnelnce smnashing the crockery, glass, and doors of the house,
. Trunks and
ltakiiig savage joy ill the miiere act of destru'ctionl
chests of clothing were dragged out o' the house and loaded
ilIto boats.

Two Indians came around the house to the place

where the plank covered the spot in which Mrs. Perrine and
her children were concealed. One of them lifted a board and
looked in, but fortunately the family were crouched at the farther end of the hole, and escaped discovery in the darkness.
In a little w lile the unhappy people detected a smell of
smoke. It grew stronger and stronger. They could hear the
roar of the flames in the dwelling above. In a half an hour the
rafters gave way, and the whole flaming structure fell with a
terrific crash into the cellar. The smoke became intolerable.
The planks above then took fire. To avoid sufIbcation they
plastered their heads with mud, and threw the water constantly
over their faces as well as upon the planks, inl
a vain attempt to
extinguish the flames.
From the spot where the family were concealed, by chance
there led a turtle-crawl. Henry Perrine, a lad, in spite of his
mother's entreaties, began to scream with the agonies of sufl'cation. Discovering the turtle-crawl through an opening between
the posts, he proceeded to push the posts aside, and declaring
that he would rather be killed by the savages than burnt to
death, attempted to get out. The aperture, however, Was too
small. With his fingers and nails he tore away the mud into
which the pahnetto post was sunk, and by the most strenuous
efforts pulled it out of its socket. The boy instantly passed
into the turtle-crawl and out into the open air.
Mrs. Perrine and her two daughters, fearful to follow
the boy, yet unable to remain where they were, (lug away
another post and passed under a wharf which was constructed
at the spot. On this structure three cords of wood were burn-
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The floor over their heads was almost consumed, and the

coals dropped through upon them as they passed. As they
reached the shore the whole structure fell in. Had they been
a moment later they would have been buried in a grave of fire.
Mrs. Perrine at once caught sight of a, launch, and beckoning
to her son, who was crouching near by, they waded out to it. and
sprlrang aboard. The launch was grounded. The boy and the
largest girl at once jumped into the water up to their necks, and
managed slowly to push the launch off the shoal. With a paddle amld two poles they proceeded about a mile, when they were
picked up by a schooner, to which a number of the inhabitants
of the place had already fled for refuge.
The launch in which
they hald mIade their escape was one whvlichl thel Indialis had
becl loading with plunder. In a tfeCw d(lys the un111happy f:Lllily
were transported to ,St. Augustine.
The Seminoles were certainly the most tantalizing of all the
American Indians. The entire territory of Florida was divided
up along their chiefs, each of whom operated in his own resimective section. Sometimes the blow was one of open violence,
sometimes of secret stealth, and not infrequently it was an
exasperating prank. Of course the whole country was tired of
the war. The officers bit eagerly at every hint at submission
by the Indians.
In November, 18-40, after infinite pains, IIalleck-Tustenuggee
anld Tiger Tail were induced to come to Fort King. They remained three or four days. They pretended the utmost humility,
ad111(
from their words one would have thought the whole Indian
force was about to surrender. They ate very heartily of the
provisions of the fort, and several times a (lay would request
the commander to make some one of their band, who appeared
to have straggled into the fort by accident, a present of food.
These stragglers would at once disappear with the supplies; no
doubt carrying them to a hidden camp, where many a chuckle
was indulged in at the expense of the Americans.
The officers of the fort innocently believed that peace was
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at hand. One morning they found that their artful guests had
fled. The whole thing was a trick to secure a few days of high
living!

The next move of these scamps was more tragic.

Fif-

teen soldiers were escorting Mrs. Montgomnery from Micanopy
to a point eight miles distant, when they were attacked by Indians. Mrs. Montgomery was killed by a ball in her breast.
The handful of men fought hand to hand, but were overpowered
and slain. Considerable plunder fell into the hands of the
greedy savages. Strange as it may seem, Cosa-Tustenuggee was
frightened at this atrocity, for "conscience doth make cowards
of us all." He came in soon after and surrendered to the whites,
consenting to exile.
All attempts to track these marauding parties seemed futile.
The trail was lost in the nearest marsh, and the clue could not
be regained. The Indians made their homes in the center of
immense hummocks or jungles. Here, unseen and unsuspected,
their squaws cultivated considerable patches of land, and to
these retreats they fled for concealment after some outrage.
Ialleck-Tustenuggee's operations, as we have seen, filled the
country north, west, and south of St. Augustine with perpetual
alarm. In March, 1841, he appeared in the neighborhood of
Fort Brooks, on the Oklawaha River. A soldier came out for
a hunt, and was shot. The Indians danced and yelled over his
body, hoping to tease the garrison into coming out of the fort
for an attack. The garrison, believing that a long expected
provision train was being attacked, sallied forth, resolving to die
in battle rather than of starvation. The valor of the men
availed to beat off the Indians with heavy loss, a circumstance
which gave their chief food for thought.
Waxeha.djo was a chief, whose face was as ugly as his name,
who carried on his bloody warfare near Tampla , on the West
Florida coast. One day word was brought to Fort Brooke, at
Tampa., of the murder of a mail carrier on the road to Fort
Cross. A party of mounted soldiers at once started in pursuit
of the murderers. The pursuers came upon them early in the
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morning. The chief and two Indians were sitting by a campfire, having just breakfasted on the provisions in the poor mail
man's pouch. In the midst of the coals on which the meal had
been cooked they had placed the gory head of the murdered
victim, where the soldiers were horrified to see it. The two
common Indians succeeded in escaping. The chief took refuge
in a pool. The white men discovered his hiding place by some
bubbles coming up through the water. Several rifles were fired,
and a soldier wading in found him grasping the grass in the
bottom, in the last agonies of death. His body was nailed to
a tree, " as a warning to his companions." HIad an Indian done
as much to the body of a white enemy, it would have been
spoken of as "horrid brutality."
All ordinary methods of scouting failing, the Americans organized " canoe bands," which threaded the inland waters of
Florida to their innermost recesses to track out the Indians.
This plan, which is another illustration of the fact that genius
for warfare is really a genius for adaptation to the peculiar circumstances of the war, was, in a measure, successful. The
ordinary movement of troops was entirely inadequate to deal
with the problem. "Marches of weeks and months, through
deep sand and muddy water, burdened with a knapsack and
musket, exposed to a vertical sun and drenching rains, brought
the troops no nearer the enemy, who, with his rifle and a few
companions, watched their weary progress from day to day,
intercepting detachments at every point, with a fleetness, unexampled, eluding and misleading by their intimate knowledge of
the country. Hardly could the troops reach their destination,
before the section of the country which they had just left would
be alarmed by the inroads of the Indians."
In January, 1841, four hundred men set out from Tampa
toward the Kissimmee River. On the way the men built Fort
Carroll, and encamped later at Fort Gardner. The whole country was found to be overflowed. Finding it impossible to proceed with their plan, it was resolved to attempt an interview
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with the great Coacoochee, or Wild Cat, who was believed to
inhabit an islands in Lake Tohopekaliga. Micco, an aged Indian,
friendly to the Americans, undertook to hunt up the chief, and
try to arrange for a council. As a special reason for believing
that this might be secured, the whites had in their camp
the daughter of Coacoochee, who had been captured in a skirmish. The chief himself had been committing a new outrage,
having killed and robbed a party of strolling actors near St.
Augustine, and was concealed with unusual care.
Micco at last returned, saying that Coacoochee was hid in a
cypress swamp, four days' journey from the camp, but that he
had consented to come in and have a talk. On the appointed
day he was seen approaching the camp, accompanied by seven
trusty warriors. A curious sight presented itself. From the
plunder of the theatrical party the Indians had rigged themselves out in all the gaudy finery of the stage. Coacoochee
was dressed in the toga of imperial purple, which cloaked the
noble form of Julius Cvesar. Another wore the hideous costume of Richard III. Horatio in modest garb walked swiftly
by the side of Falstaff. Scarlet vests and glittering spangles
were distributed freely among the singular company.
At the sound of her father's voice Coacoochee's daughter
sprang past the guard at the door of her tent, and ran to his
open arms. With the instinct of a savage she gave him at once
a handful of broken cartridges and bullets, which she had picked
up around the camp. The young chief won the cnfidence of
the whites by his noble and open bearing and eloquent tongue.
" The white man comes; he grows pale and sick here, while his
red brother thrives in the land the Great Spirit has given him.
Why may we not live here in peace? The white men are as
thick as the leaves in the hummock. They come upon us thicker
every day. They may shoot us; they may drive our children
night and day; they may chain our hands and feet, but the red
man's heart will be always free." met he ended by promising
to assemble his people at Tampa, and take them into exile.
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For
Coacoochee was perhaps sincere in his professions.
many Iollnths he claimed to be working to induce his tribe to
emigrate. But the patience of the whites was exhausted. On
the 21st of May, 1842, he came to F'ort lPierce, as he hadl been
accustomed to do to request supplies of whisky and food. lis
arrest, previously decided upon, was put into execution. lie
was at first taken to New Orleans, but was returned in chains
to Tamlpa Bay.
Meanwhile the war proceeded somewhat more favorably for
the Americans, but with the usual number of romantic incidents.
In June an expedition of forty trained scouts set out to surprise
the camp of Ialleck-l'ustenuggee.

The men, after a fatiguing

journey, arrived at the edge of a swamp, six miles wide, oil
the opposite side of which the Indians were supposed to be
elcamnlpled. It was the hour of midnight. The horses were
hastily picketed, and every useless burden left on the margin
of the morass. To the dense shades of the cypress swamp was
added the darkness of a moonless night. Guided by stalwart
negroes, unable to see their hands before them, marching through
the water four feet deep, the force of two hundred men started
across the swamp.

At daybreak a halt was called. Just forty-six men were
present. The rest were struggling through the swamps, or had
ceased all struggles forever. The men crawled stealthily toward
the cluster . .,idian huts, which was in sight. A gun was fired
when close , the lodges to rouse the occupants, but the breathless watchers were chagrinedto discover not a sign of life. The
dull rumble of the explosion died away among the cypress-trees,
but no war-whoop met the ears of the white men, and no savages attempted to escape. Not a human being occupied the

huts.

The men could only express their chagrin and disappoint-

ment, after all their fruitless toil, by setting fire to the sheds.
The weary march back, through the shades of death, was all
that remained for them.
Another band of scouts scoured the Wahoo swamp. Four
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large corn-fields with growing crops were found hidden in the
recesses of the vast morass. While destroying these, early one
morning, an Indian was discovered approaching in a canoe.
Perceiving the white men, he instantly put about and using
his paddle with wonderful effect, made every effort to escape.
Finding himself unable to avoid his pursuers, he sprang from
his canoe and disappeared in the swamp. Several shots were
fired at him, and he was believed to have fallen. The soldiers
jumped from their boats into four feet of water, and searched
the swamp in all directions. His canoe floated idly on the stagnant water, and the spot where the Indian had jumped was
marked by the break in the heavy green scum, but the savage
himself was nowhere to be seen. Months afterward this man
was captured. He said that the soldiers on this occasion had
passed right by him while he lay concealed in the water, covering his face with a leaf of a pond lily.
Coacoochee reached Tampa Bay early in July, 1841. On
the morning of the 4th he and his warriors, loaded with chains,
were brought up on the deck of the transport, which was
anchored in the harbor, for a council with Colonel Worth, who
had become commander-in-chief of the Florida army. The council was a dramatic occasion. The spirit of the Indians was
utterly broken by their misfortunes. Colonel Worth spoke
firmly but kindly to his great captive, giving him to understand
that the war must end, and that unless Coacooch,. induced his
tribe to emigrate within a certain time to Arkansas. that he and
his warriors should be hung. At the close of his speech there
was a long silence.
At last a clanking of chains announced that Coacoochee was
struggling to his feet to reply. In eloquent words he reviewed
his life and the misfortunes of his people, and at last came to
the practical question of the moment. 6' You say I must end
the war! Look at these irons! Can I go to my warriors?
Coacoochee chained? No; do not ask me to see them. I never
wish to tread upon my land unless I am free. If I can go to
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them unchained, they will follow me in; but I fear they will not
obey me when I talk to them in irons. They will say my
heart is weak; that I am afraid. Could I go free they will
surrender and emigrate."
Of course this was impossible. Once more Colonel Worth
assured him that unless his people would come in by an appointed day, the setting sun would witness his execution. The
vessel lay two miles from the shore. The prisoners were surrounded day and night by strong guards. Escape was implossible. So Coacoochee accepted the terms.
Five trusty messengers were released to carry his talk to
his people. To them he said: "If your hearts are bad, let me
see them now; take them in your hands and let ime know that
they are false; but do not, like dogs, bite ine as soon as you
turn your backs. Say to my band that my feet are chained,
yet I send them my word as true from the heart as if I were
with them. The great white chief says when my band comes
in, I shall again walk free. He has given you forty days to do
this business in. Take these sticks; here are thirty-nine, one
for each day; this, much larger than the rest, with blood upon
it, is the fortieth. When the others are thrown away, and this
only remains, say to my people that with the setting sun Coacoochee hangs like a dog, with none but white men to hear his
last words."
The voice of the speaker had sunk almost to a whisper. The
awed bystanders heard some broken words, by which he sent a
remembrance to his wife and child. With this the scene ended.
The chains were taken from the five messengers, and they
stepped over the side of the vessel into a row-boat. The chief,
whose fate they held in their hands, stood immovable, following
them with his eyes as far as they could be seen. During the
days that followed the lines of anxiety in his face deepened
perceptibly. He would sit all day with his eyes turned landward, looking eagerly for the appearance of his people. When
the sun set each day far across the lonely gulf, without the
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arrival of any Indians, he sighed heavily, and sank into deeper
melancholy.
Coacoochee's people were loyal to him. In time they began
to gather on the low shores of Tampa Bay. The chief's spirits
revived. At last the full number of his band were present.
When the news was announced the whole bearing of the man
changed. From the humble and gloomy captive, he altered
suddenly into the proud and haughty chief. " Take off my
irons," he cried, "that I may once more meet my warriors like
a man." This, though hazardous, was done, that the promise
of Colonel Worth might be fulfilled. Coacoochee dressed himself in his grandest attire. His breast glittered with silver
ornaments. A red sash was bound around his waist. Three
ostrich plumes ornamented his crimson turban. Impatiently
springing into the boat, he started for the shore. As his foot
touched the soil, he drew his manly form to its utmost height,
waved his arms, and uttered a terrific whoop.
Though Coacoochee's tribe had thus submitted, the work was
but begun. His wide influence was yet to be exerted over
other bands and chiefs.
Eighty miles south of Tampa Bay,
the Americans had pitched a camp on Pease Creek, for the
purpose of having a basis for an invasion of the Big Cypress
Swamp and the Everglades.
To this camp Sole-Micco, a
friendly Indian, one day came for refuge. Four months previous he had gone to carry a friendly talk to IHospetarke. Just
before his arrival among the latter's band, a council had been
held which had decreed that the bearer of any message from
the whites should be put to death.
Sole-Micco was suspected, but swore that he was hunting
for his mother, who was believed to reside soniewhere in Big
Swamp. The prophet of the tribe announced that he would find
out whether the story was true. He built ten fires in a circle,
divided his time between praying and dancing, got out his supplies of roots, snake skins, and young alligators, examined the
palm of the, Indian, and at last announced that the latter had
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lied. Had not Sole-Micco had some relatives in the band who
prepared to fight in his behalf, he would have been killed.
When Sole-Micco reported to Coacoochee the hostility of
this band and the vicious influence of the prophet, the chief
IIe
feared lest he might render other bands unmanageable.
at once sent his younger brother to the band with a peace-talk.
Hospetarke agreed to come into the camp on Pease Creek and
hold a council. For a week the old rascal kept sending word
to the camp each day that he was coming, but was very old,
very sick, and very tired, and required whisky, food, and
tobacco to give him strength to make the journey. His statements must have been true, as he could only travel two or
three miles a day without sending in for more supplies. While
he was advancing at a snail's pace, Coacoochee was also on his
way to Pease Creek. The latter arriving, was suffered to go
alone to the old Indian's camp and bring him in.
It was evident that the old chief was simply playing a game,
and that he must be met with a counter-stratagem. A council
was appointed to be held in the cabin of the vessel which had
brought Colonel Worth and Coacoochee down the coast. The
Indians assembled in the apartment at the appointed hour, and
were secretly surrounded by soldiers. At a given signal the
doors were closed and every Indian was made a prisoner. Wild
and fierce was the storm of abuse which raged when the Indians
discovered the treachery. At this moment Coacoochee, in order
that he might not be believed to have a share in the conspiracy, came into the cabin with a whisky bottle in his hand, pretending to be drunk. He railed at the white men for betraying
his friends, while he was enjoying his bottle, and succeeded in
diverting all suspicion from himself. The warriors selected a
few messengers to bring in their women and children, and the
whole band was then taken to Tampa Bay in chains.
The assemblage of Indians at Tampa Bay became restless.
Coacoochee had exhausted his ingenuity in the way of ballplays, dances and games, to content the Indians and occupy
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their minds while the plans for securing the submission of others
were being executed. The assemlblage was becoming impatient
and explosive. Numbers of troops guarded the caml ) at every
point. At night a space of two miles' square was lit up by
lines of beacon fires, so that the movements of every person
in the camp were distinctly visible. Coacoochee was anxious to
bring the long delay to a close. The eleventh day of October
was set as the day for sailing.
As soon as the announcement was made, the camp became
the scene of strange activities. Young and old, little and big,
set to work pounding corn for the journey. The fabulous stories
A dozen times
which had so long been current were revived.
a day Coacoochee, who had been to New Orleans and back, was
called upon to reassure his people that when at sea, beyond the
sight of land, they were not to be cast overboard.
The departure from their native land into exile was a sorrowful experience. Yet the interests and feelings of the multitude, packed into the little vessel, were widely different. First
there were the Seminoles, of whom we have heard much. Then
there were the negroes. These latter were isolated by a barbarism, a savagery peculiar to themselves. They were mostly
runaways, or captives taken by the Indians from their masters
in Georgia and Alabama. They had their own sorrows, which it
does not fall within the scope of this book to detail. If the
records of the time are to be believed, they were far more
blood-thirsty, more fiercely brutal, more utterly inhuman, than
the Indians themselves. They gloried in the war because peace
meant to them simply slavery, while war meant wild and hideous license. "Ten resolute negroes," it is said, " with a knowledge of the country, were sufficient to desolate the frontier from
one end to the other."
Besides these two unhappy peoples there were also a small
number of Mickasukie Indians. These were the original occupants of Florida.
They regarded with equal bitterness and
hatred the negroes, the Seminoles, and the whites. To them
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they were all alike, invaders and enemies.
IHalleck Tustenuggee was their chief. In camp they had obstinately refused
rations, when issued with those of the Seminoles or negroes.
Even when packed on board the filthy vessel they refused to
share the society of the unhappy wretches about them, but
shut themselves off in one corner of the ship in the solitude
of sorrow.
Thus, loaded with people of such. different varieties of
wretchedness, the vessel moved slowly down the bay. In the
dense throng now and then a convulsive sob escaped from the
negroes or the squaws, but in general the crowd preserved a
profound silence. Hour after hour they watched the receding
shores with fixed and melancholy gaze until twilight hid them
from their view. In the morning no land was in sight. With
the departure of Coacoochee the most dangerous and the most
noble of all the Indian chiefs was removed from Florida.
The war in Florida continued to rage for a year or two
longer. Little by little the genius of Golonel Worth availed to
detach separate bands of Indians from the rest, obtain their submission, and transport them to Arkansas. The American troops
who had become rather scouts than soldiers, threaded their way
to the darkest and most inaccessible spots' in Florida, hunted the
Indians from their hiding places, captured the warriors, and
humiliated their chiefs. Of all the Indians in the territory at
the beginning of the war only one hundred and twenty, capable
of bearing arms, remained at its close. The policy of the United
States in this war has always been regarded as a blot on her
fame. Such a policy has never been pursued toward any other
tribe of Indians. The Sorrows of the Seminoles did not end
with their exile to Arkansas. It is safe to say that they will
not do so until the last unhappy descendant of the tribe which
produced Osceola and Coacoochee shall have passed to the happy
hunting grounds.
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CHAPTER XV.
BLACK HAWK'S HUMILIATION.

IE Sac Indians have a curious account of creation. According to their story, the gods in
the beginning created the earth and every species of bird, beast, and fish. They next created a man. But this creature, as may easily
be believed, was shortly discovered to be both
cruel and foolish. To improve him the gods
put into him the heart of the best beast they
had created. This, however, failed to improve its perverse
So the Almighty took a piece of himself, of which he
owner.
made a heart for the man, who at once became wise and gentle.
The earth, meanwhile, brought forth fruits in abundance. Besides man it was inhabited by innumerable giants and gods.
It seems, according to this tale, that another tribe of gods,
who had their home under the seas, had a fuss with, the gods
of the earth. The former pooled their issues with the giants
for the purpose of destroying their common enemy. A council
was held, at which, after much debate, it was decided that the
allies were still too weak to attack Wesukkah, the chief god of
the earth. So they conceived a stratagem. A great feast was
to be prepared on the earth, to which Wesukkah should be
invited. At an opportune moment his enemies wduld then fall
upon him and put him to death. But Wesukkah was wide
awake. No sooner had the council decided on this plan than
Wesukkah's younger brother appeared in the midst of the
assembly. He was at once inquired of, "'Where is thy brother
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Wesukkah?" to which he replied, "I know not; am I my
brother's keeper?" The conspirators, seeing their plan was discovered, instantly slew the young god.
Wesukkah was deeply grieved at the fate of his brother.
The gods who dwell above the clouds, hearing his noisy lamentations, came down and offered to help him destroy his enemies.
Frightened at their danger, the gods from under the sea had run
oft;, leaving their friends, the giants, alone upon earth. The
battle-field between Wesukkah and the giants was a flame of
fire. The giants fought bravely, but were utterly destroyed,
not one of their number being left alive.
The gods under the sea, frightened at the fate of their allies,
instantly besought their friends for help. The call was not unheeded.
Through the influence of the deities of the thunder
and the wind, the god of the cold, with his dreadful armies of
frost, snow, hail and ice, came from the north, and smote the
whole earth. Every river, lake, and sea was converted into solid
ice. For many days enormous hailstones, the size of a man's
head, smote the inhabitants of the earth. When the storm
ceased, all of them, both men, beasts, and gods, save a few
choice ones of each kind, which Wesukkah had covered with
the hollow of his hand, were found to have perished.
In the process of time, the gods of the sea ventured to peep
out from their hiding-place, and seeing Wesukkah almost entirely
alone upon the earth, thought that now their enemy might indeed
be conquered. Every attempt failed, and the gods of the
sea,
finding themselves unable to secure the earth for their own
habitation, gnashed their teeth, and resolved to destroy it altogether.
They besought the god of thunder for aid, and he,
calling together all 'his clouds, commanded them to pour water
upon the earth. This order they obeyed, and the flood continued until the whole surface of the earth, including the highest
mountains, was covered with water.
Wesukkah, however, saw the deluge coming, and took some
air to make himself a boat. Into this he went, taking with him
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a few of every sort of living creature, including man.
boat floated safely on the top of the flood.
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The air

After a good while,

WVesiikkah commanded a fish to go down into the waters, and

bring up some earth from the bottom. After great difficulty,
the fish returned with a mouthful of dirt, out of which Wesukkah, spreading it forth on the surface of the water, formed this
earth. Tired with their long confinement, he and the creatures
that were with hint in his air boat came forth and inhabited it.
Though the Sacs have such a specific account of creation,
they have neglected to preserve their subsequent history with
any thing like detail. All we know is, that they and the Foxes
once inhabited the shores of the St. Lawrence. Being attacked
by the Iroquois, they fled to the western shores of Lake Michigan, and thence to the valley of the Mississippi. Elsewhere we
have related the story of the assassination of the great Pontiac
in an Illinois village. This murder was the cause of one of the
most terrible Indian wars known to history. The Sacs and
Foxes from the north, together with a large number of Pontiacean tribes, invaded the fertile plains of the Illinois, overran
the country, destroyed the villages, and almost utterly annihilated the great Illinois confederacy, of which the Kaskaskias, the
Peorias, the Miamis, and the Meas were but individual tribes.
IIaving subjugated and massacred the inhabitants of the fair
region to which the name of the ruined confederacy is still given,
the Sacs and Foxes determined to remain in the delightful
country. Their principal village was constructed on the east
side of Rock River, near its junction with the Mississippi. Of
this region a traveler said, more than a century ago, "It is
healthy and amazingly fruitful. The grape, the plum, the gooseberry, and various other native fruits abound. The wild honeysuckle gives its perfume to the air, and a thousand indigenous
flowers mingle their diversified hues with the verdure of the plain."
As usual, the difficulties of the United States with these
tribes grew out of a treaty. It was made in 1804, and in it it
was agreed by the Indians to give up about all their territory east
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of the Mississippi, for a small annuity. The origin of this treaty
was claimed by the Indians to be as follows: In 1804 some of
the Sacs went down to St. Louis to try to secure the release
of one of their friends, who was under arrest for murder. The
party was absent a long time. When they returned they were
dressed in fine clothes, and each man possessed a silver medal.
They related to their tribe that after having requested the
Americans to release their friend, the governor told them that
he wanted some land. Papers were drawn up and eagerly
signed by the Indians, thinking that the safety of their friend
was secured. They were supplied with a great deal of whisky,
and( were so drunk during their stay that they could only
remember that their friend, instead of being restored to them,
was called out before them and shot dead by a file of soldiers.
This is the account which the great chieftain of the Sacs afterward gave of the treaty.
When the war of 1812 broke out, Black Hawk, a rising
young warrior of the tribe, yielding to the solicitations of
Tecumseh and the omnipresent Simon Girty, resolved to join
the British army, taking with him five hundred braves. Black
Hawk soon wearied of the war and returned home. On his
way he visited an old man, the father of a boy which Black
Hawk had adopted. The old Indian, lying at the point of
death, feebly related the following story:
After Black Hawk's departure to the war, he, with a few
others, repaired to a white settlement on Salt River, to pass the
winter. He and his boy had pitched their wigwam near a small
fort, of which the, occupants seemed friendly. One evening the
young hunter did not return to the lodge. In the morning the
old man and his squaw, with hearts full of apprehension, started
on a search for the wanderer. They followed his tracks through
the snow till a deer trail was reached. Pursuing this for some
distance, they found a dressed deer which he had killed, hanging to a tree. At this point also, were the tracks of white men.
The snow was greatly disturbed, as if the spot had been the
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scene of a struggle. In one place they discovered a stain of
blood on the white surftce. The tracks of the men turned
toward the fort. Not far distant the boy was found lying
dead-shot, stabbed, and scalped. Black Hawk had been much
attached to this boy, and was deeply angered at the outrage.
Rqjoining his warriors, he told them the story, :nd the whole
body resolved to return to the war.
When Tecumseh fell dead in the battle of the Thames, Black
Iawk was fighting by his side.
We have seen how Brant
had fought under the great Pontiac years before he himself
came into fame. It is not extravagant to say that the lind
and career of Brant were powerfully influenced by the 'lcharacter and fame of the mighty leader whom he thus supported.
Tecumseh himself, though born after Pontiac had been buried
in his forest grave, was, even more than Brant, a pupil of the
great conspirator. The far-reaching influence of Pontiac, which
did not die with its author, may therefore be traced in Black
Hawk. It may be said that Black Hawk was but, an echo of
Tecumseh, and thus indirectly of Pontiac himself. "The evil
that men do lives after them."
Few incidents are related of Black Hawk from the time of
the close of the war of 1812 to the year 1832, when he became
famous. About 1820 a young Sac killed an Indian of the Iowa
tribe. In imitation of the whites, these tribes had arranged
to surrender the murderer, to be dealt with by the friends of
the murdered man. A party of Sacs, with Black Hawk at their
head, prepared for the diplomatic journey to the Iowas, which
the occasion demanded. At the moment of departure they discovered that the young man who had committed the murder
was ill. He would nevertheless have accompanied them had
not his brother interfered. The latter, with high generosity,
insisted that his brother was too sick to travel, and that he
would go and die in his place.
After a journey of seven days the party arrived within
sight of the Iowa village. The young brave went calmly for.
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ward, singing his death-song, an+ seated himself in the midst
of the lodges. A deplutation of chiefs came out from the village, with whom Black Hawk heldl a short talk, explaining that
the young warrior, who had surrendered himself to them, had,
on account of his brother's sickness, taken his place, and had
come to die in his stead. The talk ended. The Iowas, with
impassive countenances, returned to the village. Black Hawk
and his companions took a last look at their doomed friend,
about whom a crowd, armed with sticks and stones, was already
gathering, and sadly turned their faces homeward.
That evening, while in camp, the rapid gallop of a horse
was heard. The dusky company seized their arms, with every
ear attent and every eye strained to pierce the darkness. The
horse came nearer and nearer. Suddenly the rider reined in
and leaped from his saddle, right into their midst. It was the
young brave who had been left behind. The Iowas had at first
threatened him. But when his generosity and self-sacrifice
became known there was a sudden revulsion of feeling among
these simple children of the forest. Nature taught them to
instinctively recognize and worship the hero. It is civilization
and life in cities, greed and selfishness, which blunt this fine
instinct, and teach men to ignore and sneer at heroism. The
lowas had not only released their prisoner, but sent him back
to his people with a present of two fine horses.
A year or two after this touching incident Black Hawk and
the band of warriors, who with admiring devotion followed the
footsteps of their leader everywhere, were encamped on the
Two Rivers on a hunting expedition. One (lday some white settlers met him in the forest, and accused him of having killed
some of their hogs. Black Hawk understood their language
but imperfectly. At last, gathering the! idea, he indignantly
denied the charge. The white ruffians forthwith jumped on
him, snatched away his gun and rendered it useless -by firing it
in the air, and proceeded to beat him most unmercifully with
sticks. They then returned the gun, kicked him, and told him
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to leave the neighborhood. From this outrage Black Hawk
The humiliation of his proud spirit was
never recovered.
insufferable.
In the summer of 1823 the United States urged upon the
Sacs and Foxes the necessity of a removal, in accordance with
the treaty of 1804, of which we have spoken, to the west bank
of the Mississippi. This caused a division in the tribe. Keokuk, the great peace chief of the Sacs, whose ascendancy and
influence was rapidly overshadowing that of Black IIawk,
favored the removal, and with a majority of the tribe withdrew
to the Iowa River. Black Hawk, of course, took the opposite
side to that of his rival, in which position he found not a few
supporters.
The site of their village at the mouth of Rock River was,
as has been said, one of the most delightful spots in the northwest. 'Besides its natural advantages and the beauty of the
scenery, the place was endeared to every heart by associations.
For unnumbered years the dead of every family had been buried
under the shadow of the stately forest trees. Every sorrow of
the past was a tie which bound their hearts to the place. Every
joy which they had experienced was associated in memory with
this home. To leave the one seemed to be giving up the other.
So Black Hawk entered a violent remonstrance against the proceedings of the whites, and refused to stir. He even went further. When a white man undertook to sell whisky to his people Black Hawk, with two or three companions, went to the
house and rolled out the barrels. Ile then broke in the heads,
and spilled the liquor on the ground.
The difficulties increased with time. Black Hawk and his
people, returning fi-om their winter hunt, found their lodges
occupied by white settlers, who claimed to have bought the
land. To this Black Hawk replied, that his reason taught him
that land could not be sold. In this remark of an ignorant
savage, who spoke purely from instinct, there is food for reflection.

If we open the works of the English philosopher, Mill,
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we find him, after an elaborate induction, arriving at the same
conclusion. The theory of our law says that the owner of land
is entitled to the possession of it, and any one who enters
thereon without his permission, does so without right, and is a
trespasser. If this be
true, he inquires,why
then might not a
small minority, say a
million men, of enormous wealth, buy up
every foot of land on
the globe, and as to
them every other
man, woman, and
child become trespassers, wrong-doers
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grasps that of the savage extended upward from the depths.
But Black Hawk had another argument. He said that even
if his land could be sold, it never had been. To these arguments, one or the other of which every fair man will say was
true, the United States had but a single reply. That reply
consisted of one word-" MOVE !" The squaws had planted their
corn, and it was beginning to grow. The white men deliberately plowed it up. Black Hawk told the settlers that they
must get off of his land. At this the governor of Illinois pronounced the territory to be in a state of "actual invasion."
Seven hundred troops started up the river to "remove the
Indians. dead or alive, to the west side of the Mississippi."
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A council was held at Fort Armstronlg.
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Black Hawk was
present. lie heard the demands of the white man. After
listening l):ttiently, he rose and made the usual reply, that his
lands could not be and never had been sold. At the close of
his speech, General Gaines inquired "Who is Black Hawk? Is
he a chief? By what right does he appear in council?" To
this insult, which meant that the United States refused to recognize any other chief among the Sacs than Keokuk, who was
present to witness the humiliation of his rival, no reply was
made. With quivering features, Black Hawk arose, gathered
his blanket around him, and stalked in silence from the council-hall. On the following morning he was agail in his seat.
When the council opened he arose, and with biting emphasis
said : "My father, you inquired yesterday ' Who is Black
Hawk? Why does he sit among the chiefs?' I will tell you
who I am. I am a Sac. My father was a Sac. I am a warrior. So was my father. Ask those young men who have followed me to battle, and they will tell you who Black Hawk is.
Provoke our people to war, and you will learn who Black
Hawk is."
Matters were at a dead lock concerning the removal of the
Indians. Seven hundred militia-men were on the ground. On
the 25th of June, being in the year 1831, sixteen hundred
mounted re-enforcements arrived. This was the key to the lock.
That night Black Hawk and his braves, with their women and
children, fled from the village which their fathers had built,
without the firing of a gun. In the morning they were seen on
the west bank of the Mississippi. Above them floated a white
flag. This occurrence was heralded through the country as "a
great victory over General Black Hawk."
New troubles awaited the exiles. It was too late in the
season for them to plant corn and beans a second time. This,
however, did not do away with the necessity for them. One
night some of the warriors, heartsick at the cries of the women
and children for food, crossed the river, as Black Hawk says,
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"to steal roasting-ears from their own fields." They were fired
upon by the whites, and foiled in their efforts. This was rubbing salt in fresh wounds.
The condition of the Indians was miserable. The Winnebagoes, occupying what is now the state of Wisconsin, seeing
the distresses of their friends, invited Black Hawk, in the Spring
of 1832, to bring his people to their country, and raise a crop
of beans and corn. The old chief, overwhelmed with trouble,
fearful lest his followers would desert to Keokuk, of whose
prosperity and fortune he was intensely jealous, fbund himself
looked to by his people to extricate them from their troubles.
He had never been a man of great resources, and, besides this,
was now overtaken by age and disappointment. Not knowing
what better to do, he accepted the invitation, placed his women
and children in canoes, and with his warriors armed and mounted,
started up the Mississippi.
Having, in the early part of April, reached a point opposite
their old home at the mouth of Rock River, they, perhaps
rashly, but certainly without any wicked or hostile intent, crossed
to the east side of the Mississippi, with the avowed purpose of
ascending Rock River to the villages of the Winnebagoes. They
had proceeded up Rock River but a short distance when General
Atkinson, the commandant at Fort Armstrong, sent a messenger
after Black Hawk, ordering him to return. The old chief refused to obey, explaining that he was going to visit the Winnebagoes on their invitation, and raise a crop of corn with them.
A second messenger brought a repetition of the order, with a
threat that unless they obeyed peaceably they would be pursued
and forced to return. At this point Black Hawk also found
that the Winnebagoes did not desire his presence in their country if it would involve them in hostilities with the United States.
He resolved, therefore, that if pursued he would return peaceably to the western side of the Mississippi. With true Indian
dilatoriness, he stopped to compliment some visiting' chiefs with
a dog feast. He was engaged in the preparation for this, when
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he was informed that a large army had approached within eight
miles of his camp.
Three young Indians were at once sent out with a flag of
truce, to ask for a council and arrange for a peaceable retreat.
These messengers were deliberately taken prisoners by the
whites. Finding that they did not return, Black Hawk sent
out five others to learn what was the matter. These were pursued by twenty horsemen, and two of them killed. At the time
of the army's approach, Black IIawk had with him only forty
warriors, whom he concealed in ambush. The rest were ten
miles away. When the troops approached, the Indians fired,
and the soldiers fled in a panic. In the reports of this defeat,
the Indian force was gravely asserted to have exceeded fifteen
hundred men. All the blankets, provisions, and camp equipage
of the Americans fell into Black Hawk's hands.
The old chief, elated by his victory, and encouraged by reenforcements, as well as enraged at the murder of the bearers of
his flags of truce, resolved to fight rather than retreat beyond
the Mississippi. A bloody border war followed. Farm houses
were attacked, horses stolen, and settlers murdered as usual.
In the early engagements of the war, the Indians had the advantage. When the whole force of the American army, exceeding twenty-five hundred men, became available for the conflict,
the tide began to turn. Black Hawk and his people commenced
a retreat toward the Wisconsin River. The army was in full pursuit. The members of Black Hawk's band were reduced to a diet
of roots and horseflesh. Many of them died of actual starvation,
and their corpses were found by their pursuers strewn along
the pathway of their flight. Reaching the Wisconsin River,
the women and children were embarked upon hastily constructed
rafts, for a descent toward the Mississippi. On the voyage
these helpless people were attacked by troops stationed on shore,
some killed, some drowned, and some captured. Of those who
escaped to the woods, the majority perished from starvation.
Meanwhile Black Hawk and the rest of his band struck out
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directly across the country toward the Mississippi. Many,
weakened by hunger, succumbed to the hardships of the way.
A part of the women and children were embarked in canoes as
soon as the river was reached. Some of these vessels upset in
the river, and their occupants sank beneath the waves. On the
1st of August, while the remainder of the Indians were waiting
for transportation, they were overtaken and attacked by the
troops. Black Hawk again sent forward a messenger with a
flag of truce, who was fired upon and killed. Not less than one
hundred and fifty Indians, nearly half the entire force, were
killed in the action. Black Hawk, with the remainder, jumped
into the river, attempting to swim to the opposite shore.
During the battle a young squaw with a child in her arms
was shot in the breast, and fell covering the child with her body.
When the soldiers came up, they heard the cries of the child,
and, running to the spot, removed it from beneath the corpse
of its mother. One arm of the infant was amputated, and the
child afterwards recovered. Among the women who sprang into
the river was a squaw with an infant wrapped in a blanket,
which she carried in her teeth. The mother seized the tail of
a horse which was swimming across, and in this way reached
the opposite shore in safety.
Though Black Hawk escaped alive from this battle, he di"
not long avoid the toils of his enemies. His followers deserted
him one by one, and he was at last betrayed and captured,
through the treachery of two Winnebagoes. He was at once
removed to Jefferson Barracks, below St. Louis, and there confined and forced to wear a ball and chain. The winter was
gloomy enough to the old chief.
Among those who had been captured with him was a young
warrior or chief named Naopope. An artist visited the Indians
in prison, and sought to paint the likeness of Naopope. "Paint
me as I am," thundered Cromwell, when an artist sought to hide
the hideous warts and blemishes, which disfigured the countenance of the Protector of England. "Make me so, and show
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me as I am to the great father," cried Naopope to his portrait
painter, seizing the ball and chain that were fastened to his
leg, and raising them on high. When the artist refused to do
this the Indian distorted his face with incessant grimaces, and
prevented his picture from being taken. Such was the unconquerable spirit of this poor manacled captive in the dungeon of
Jefferson Barracks.
In the following spring Black Hawk was taken to Washington City. When confronted by President Jackson, the old
Indian bluntly remarked, "I am a man and you are only
another." God and the savage are no respecters of persons.
When told that he would be liberated, Black IIHawk said:
"Brother, I have come on my own part and in behalf of my
companions to bid you farewell. Our great father has at length
been pleased to permit us to return to our hunting grounds.
We have buried the tomahawk, and the sound of the rifle will
hereafter only bring death to the deer and the buffalo. Brother,
you have treated the red men very kindly. Your squaws have
made them presents, and you have given them plenty to eat
and drink. The memory of your friendship will remain till the
Great Spirit says it is time for Black Hawyk to sing his deathsong. Brother, your houses are as numerous as the leaves upon
the trees, and your young warriors like the sands upon the shore
of the big lake that rolls before us. The red man has but few
houses and few warriors, but the red man has a heart that throbs
as warmly as the heart of his white brother. The Great Spirit
has given us our hunting grounds, and the skin of the deer which
we kill there is his favorite, for its color is white, and this is
the emblem of peace. This hunting-dress and these feathers of
the eagle are white. Accept them, my brother; I have given
one like this to the White Otter. Accept of it as a memorial of
Black Hawk. When he is far away this will serve to remind
you of him. May the Great Spirit bless you and your children. Farewell."
Black Hawk and his companions were taken to Baltimore,
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Philadelphia, New York, and all the eastern cities before their
return. Everywhere great multitudes thronged to see the great
"General Black Hawk." Extensive military displays were made
to impress the savages with the power of the United States.
The crowning feature of Black Hawk's humiliation was, however, yet to come. He was to be formally liberated, but was
also to be degraded and removed from his office of chief of the
Sacs, among whom henceforth his life-long enemy and rival,
Keokuk, was to be alone acknowledged as chief. The spot
where the ceremony was to be performed was Fort Armstrong,
on the site of the old Sac village. " This was the favorite
island of the Indians--in former years abundant in fruits and
flowers, and from time immemorial the fancied abode of a good
spirit, who watched over their village and protected their hunting grounds. No spot could have been selected calculated to
awaken so many painful associations in the mind of Black Hawk
as Rock Island. For half a century it had been the witness of
his power and influence; it was now to become the scene of his
disgrace and reluctant submission to a rival."
On arriving at Fort Armstrong, runners were sent out summoning the Indians from far and wide to attend the strange
ceremony. They came by scores and hundreds, both from the
Sacs and all the neighboring tribes, who remembered the fame
of Black Hawk, and were now curious to witness his infamy.
Chief of all the arrivals was that of the princely Keokuk. He
ascended the Mississippi reclining in two canoes, lashed side by
side, and covered with a canopy. Handsome decorations covered the vessels. Near the chief sat his three wives. Following him came a long line of canoes, filled with his people. Each
brave was painted in the most elaborate style, and equipped
with all the panoply of war. At high noon the great Keokuk,
with stately step and lofty bearing, disembarked amid the rattle
of scores of Indian drums, and the shouts and songs of his people. It was indeed a triumph.
The afternoon and evening were devoted to games and
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dances. From all the gay assembly Black Hawk alone remained
apart in solitude. He might have been seen, crouched in the
corner of his room in the fort, his face buried in his hands,
and his soul given over to grief and gloom.
On the following day the grand council was assembled.
Keokuk and a hundred gaudily attired warriors were given the
posts of honor.
Presently Black
Hawk and his
son, unattended,
entered the room
with an air of
tion, and timidly
took an obscure
seat. They had
protested strongly against this
unnecessary ceremoney of disgrace,
and came filled
with the deepest
mortification.
For a time profound silence
reigned. Then
Major Garland
,
oC
KEOKUK.
arose and made
a lengthy speech. He concluded by saying, that he wished it
distinctly understood by all persons, that hereafter their great
father, the President, would receive and acknowledge Keokuk
alone as the chief of the Sac and Fox nation; that Black Hawk
must listen and conform to his counsels, and that the band of
Black Hawk must be henceforth merged in that of Keokuk.
There was a moment of silence, in which the features of the
-

/-
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old chief were seen to twitch with uncontrollable emotion.
Then, springing to his feet, he exclaimed, in a voice trembling
with futile rage: " I am a man-an old man. I will not conform
to the counsels of any one. I will act for myself-no one shall
govern me. I am old-my hair is gray-I once gave counsels
to my young men. Am I now to conform to others? I shall
soon go to the Great Spirit, when I shall be at rest. What I
said to our great father at Washington, I say again-I will always listen to him. I am done." This speech was the cry of
defeat, the lament of the fallen chieftain.
Major Garland attempted to make explanations, to the effect
that he had only requested him to listen to the counsels of
Keokuk. To this he made no reply, but, drawing his blanket
around him, sat in moody silence. At last Keokuk rose, came
to him, and talked for awhile in a low tone. The words of the
wily Keokuk' were not without their effect. Before the council
ended Black Hawk rose and said that it was his wish, if his
speech had been put upon paper, that a line might be drawn
through it. He did not mean what he said. This was the
last drop of gall in the cup of bitterness.
During the remainder of his life Black Hawk, with a few
old braves, who, having followed him in prosperity, did not desert him in adversity, lived at a point on a small stream called
Devil Creek, isolated from his tribe. It was the attempt of the
fallen chief to hide his disgrace. He never ceased to recall his
happy life on Rock River. "I liked my towns, my cornfields,
and the home of my people," he would say to the white men
who visited him. " I fought for it. I did wrong, perhaps; but
that is past--let it be forgotten. The country which was mine
is now yours. Keep it as we did-it will produce you good
crops." He attributed all his misfortunes to Keokuk, and never
ceased to regret that he had been led into armed resistance to
the United States. He died in 1838, being about seventy-two
years old. His old age was given over to sorrowful melancholy.
Death was indeed to him a welcome guest.
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CHAPTER XVI.
THE HISTORY OF KIT CARSON.

HE genius for pioneering is born in a man, just
as the genius for debate or for war. It runs in
families, and is handed down from father to son.
It is that strange 'spirit of unrest which dissatis-

fies some men with their civilized surroundings,
and impels them toward the wilderness. There
they are happy, fighting the savage, shooting
the buffalo, and struggling with nature in her
fiercest aspect. When the tide of emigration sets in their direction, and society assumes a somewhat settled state, these bold
men give a pull at their throat bands as if suffocated, and resolutely set their faces toward the west, to seek out a location
where the spice of adventure and danger gives 'a wild variety
to life.
Such was the Carson family, of Kentucky, to whom was
born, on December 24, 1809, their son Christopher, or, as he is
widely known, " Kit." At this time Kentucky society began to
assume a state, wild and rough, we would think, but to the Carsons dull and monotonous. Affrays with Indians happened only
once in a year or two. In 1810, none of Mr. Carson's neighbors had been scalped since Kit was born. When he went out
for a hunt, he could no longer hope to be treed all night by a
bear. All this was a bore; and it bore on his mind so that,
when Kit was a year old, the family sold out their scraggy farm,
said good-bye to their nearest neighbors, five miles off, and with
hearts lighter than for several years, set out for what is now
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central Missouri. Here they found no end of exciting adventure. They and a few neighbors lived together in a rough log
fort, in order to be safe from the Indians. In laying out and
working their farms outside the log inclosure, it was necessary
for a part of them to act as guards, posted at the extremities of
the fields, to give instant warning of the approach of redskins,
and signal a retreat to the fort.
Amid such scenes were passed the boyhood days of Kit
Carson. When he reached the age of sixteen, his father, good
man, being determined that his son Kit should not lead such a
roving life as he himself had led, apprenticed Christopher to a
harness-maker. But the master could make no harness strong
enough to hitch the soaring spirit of Kit Carson to a trade.
The restless love of freedom and appetite for adventure which
belonged to the father, were intensified in the son, and in 1826
he broke away from the restraint, by joining a party whose
journey took them eight hundred miles across the plains, to
Santa F6, New Mexico.
Though young, and destitute of the necessary equipment,
not even owning a gun, nor being able, by the utmost exertions
as teamster and guide, to do more than earn the food he ate,
his purpose was made up to be a hunter and trapper. In April,
1829, he was selected as a member of a party of forty men,
under the leadership of Ewing Young, organized at Taos, New
Mexico, for the double purpose of chastising a tribe of Indians,
who had been on the war-path and driven a party of Young's
trappers out of the country, and also for pursuing the lucrative
occupation of trapping beaver. The real purpose of the expedition was carefully concealed from the Mexican authorities, and
after a brisk and secret advance, they came suddenly upon the
band of Navajoe braves, which had massacred their friends.
Preparations for the fight were quickly made on both sides.
Part of the whites advanced stealthily, to lie in ambush behind
some rock which lay a little to the side and .pearly midway
between the main combatants. Not seeing this movement, the
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Indians charged on the remainder of the party, and, as they
came in front of the ambush, were suddenly assailed by a murderous cross-fire. Fifteen braves fell heavily from their horses,
killed by the first fire; the remainder, pursued by the, trappers,
fled in all directions.
After this fight it was decided that the party should divide,
only eighteen of them continuing to the valley of the Sacramento in California. Of this detachment Carson was a member.
Learning from some friendly Indians that the country through
which their path lay, and which had never before been explored
by white men, was destitute, alike, of game and water, the meat
of three deer was prepared to take with them, and the skins
of the animals were converted into water tanks. A week was
passed with this meager supply of water for eighteen men and
a large number of horses. For food an old mare was killed on
the fifth (lay and dlevoured with great gusto. About the seventh day they reached the dry bed of one of those singular
rivers, which suddenly sink out of sight and reappear at the
distance of hundreds of miles after an underground course,
probably, through quicksand. The channel is usually defined
on the surface, and, though dry, delicious water is easily had
by scooping a hole of a few feet in the sand. After this their
path lay through a beautiful country, abounding in water and
forage, elk, deer, and antelope of the finest varieties. The men
were elated with what seemed a good omen of the success which
awaited them in their trapping.
When at last the Sacramento River was reached the men
a
of bei . The
began to keep a sharp lookout for " sjgn'
presence of them in great abundance caused a thrill of joy to
the trappers. The significance of this word "signs" is very
great as the trappers use it. The cunning beaver can seldom
be seen on the bank or in the river, for he has no great means
of defense when attacked, and relies on his exquisite sight and
hearing to warn him of danger in time for retreat. The marks
he leaves behind him, however, are to the expert eye as legible
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as the words on this page. The beaver's unequaled industry in
felling large trees, cutting twigs, peeling off the tender cuticle
of the willow bushes, digging away the banks, and carrying the
earth on his shovel-shaped tail to his dam, and the innumerable
The
footprints which he leaves, are a part of these "signs."
little twig, half denuded of its bark, floating down stream,
unnoticed by any but the keen-eyed trapper, reveals to him by
its freshness the proximity of the prize more than the great
dam, which to a greenhorn would seem a splendid indication of
its builder's presence, because the dam is probably an old and
abandoned one.
The beaver's dam, a wonderful structure, is built by him to
provide him with food in the winter when every thing above
the water is dry and sapless. "He chooses a place favorable
for obtaining food, and also where his labors will be assisted by
natural formations or accidents in the river's course. Having
carefully selected his location, he and his fellows set to work to
fell giant trees. While one party is cutting the hard wood on
one side of the tree with their sharp teeth, another works on
the opposite side, the incision on the side on which they want
the tree to fall being made, with the skill of the true forester,
much lower than the other, which is made to slant downward
to the first. By this sort of craft the largest trees are made
to fall into and across the stream. When it has fallen the
leaves and small branches are at once woven into a close network, adapted to catching floating dbris, and to receiving the
earth which they throw on by the tail load. Several trees are
felled in this way, till as many are down as is desired. Then
comes the mud-work, in which Mr. Beaver is an artist. A large
gang march to the bank, load each others' tails, and swim, with
their cargoes elevated above the water, to the dumping-spot,
where they at once mould it to its place."
Their houses they have previously built on the banks. They
consist of large and airy subterranean rooms, above the watermark. In these houses, trappers say, they live in pairs, and
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much resemble human beings in the arrangement and management of their household affairs, Madame Beaver having the
ruling voice in domestic and internal arrangements, while the
outside work of building dams and providing food is the more
especial business of Monsieur.
To this end he builds his
dam, the deep water preserving fresh and tender the leaves
and shrubs on which his family must subsist during the winter.
Some say he goes so far as to bundle up small branches of trees
and willows, which he stows away in the muddy bottom of the
river. Trapper yarns have it that beaver society is regularly
organized, there being chiefs, some of whom roll in wealth and
have troops of slaves ready to do instant service, such as bring
t fresh bundle of green twigs for dinner from the river bottom.
The signs having been discovered, the trappers selected a
comfortable location for their camp, and part of them started
out to set traps, while the remainder kept guard and did the
cooking. The trap is much like the ordinary steel trap used for
catching foxes or wolves, only somewhat smaller. It is baited
with a peculiar animal substance of strong scent, which draws
the beaver from his hiding-place, and so excites his appetite as
to induce him before long to reach in his paw, when in an
instant he is a prisoner. The traps, when visited, are emptied
and reset. The game is killed and skinned, the pelts dried
and cured in camp, and packed in bales for loading on the
The Sacramento region proved to be a splendid field
mules.
for operations, and great was the success.
While in camp here the party were applied to by the priest
of the mission of San Riifael for help in capturing some Indians
belonging to his mission, who had stolen some of his property
and deserted to a hostile Indian village, which refused to give
them up. Carson and a dozen companions, ready for any fun,
offered their services, and attacked the Indian village, killing
one-third of its population, capturing the deserters, and with
them the stolen property. For this they refused all compensation, but the priest secured them a good purchaser for their furs.
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One night, when unsuspicious of danger, the camp lost sixty
of their horses, which were driven off by a party of redskins.
Carson was ordered to pick a dozen companions, and with the
remaining thirteen horses give chase. After a break-neck ride
of a hundred miles toward the mountains, they suddenly came
upon the savages, who were sitting around their camp-fires
feasting on six of the horses, which they had killed for that
purpose.
Enraged beyond measure at the sight, the trappers
charged the camp with a yell, killing eight savages in the
twinkling of an eye, while the rest escaped.
When Carson
returned with all the horses except the six which had been
killed, he was voted a hero. Yet he was only twenty years
old, and this was his first expedition.
Here it was, too, that
he laid the foundation of his fame as a hunter, in which regard
he afterward acquired a reputation unequaled by any man in
the Rocky Mountains. His companions say he was exceedingly
modest, and of a refined and gentle nature, which contrasted
strangely with his wild profession. He was only five feet and
a half high, agile but rather slight in build, possessing a gray
eye and light brown hair. He talked little, and was remarkably
cautious in exposing himself, always sleeping where the glare
of the camp-fire did not fall on him, and carefully loading gun
and pistols before retiring.
In September the party, well laden with valuable furs, turned
their faces homeward. On their way, passing through a Mexican town, the men, in true trapper style, feeling the object of
the trip largely accomplished, succumbed to the seductive influences of the whisky on sale there, as well as to the winsome
familiarities of the Mexican maiden. Carson, however, carefully
avoided such indulgences, and exerted himself to get the party
out of town.
On the day after leaving the place, while the trappers' heads
were still heavy and aching from the debauch, Carson discovered a band of five hundred Indians approaching. The men were
at the moment in camp.
The Indians halted, made friendly
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sions, and in a few moments two of their number came into the
trappers' camp, eying things with great curiosity. Shortly a
few more braves sauntered in, and then still more, until enough
were present to overwhelm the little band of whites if a struggle
ensued. At this moment Mr. Young discovered that the Indians,
instead of being unarmed, had their weapons concealed inl their
garments.
It was evidently their intention to massacre the
entire party, and make off with the booty. Young whispered
his discovery with blanched lips to Carson.
The moment was critical. But in these trying moments Carson's genius never failed to equal the emergency. Quickly calling his men to his side, he ordered each man to cover a savage
with his gun. Taken completely by surprise, the intruders
began to retreat from the row of deadly rifles. " Leave the
camp !" said Carson, in a clear-cut tone. " If' you refuse, each
one of us will kill our man, even if we at last are killed ourselves." The effect was electric. Death, with blood-shot eyeballs, stared them out of countenance, and with a bound the
red murderers cleared the camp.
A week or two after this, the trappers ran across a band of
Indians which had annoyed them on their outbound trip. The
"lex talionis" of Moses and the Israelites is the only possible
law for the wanderers in any wilderness. Stealing quickly upon
the group of huts, the whites were upon their foes almost as
soon as discovered. A noble warrior sank to rise no more at
each crack of the trappers' rifles, and in a few moments the rout
became complete. A very nice herd of horses and mules, the
only thing of value in the village, was captured by this stroke.
That night the trappers settled down around their camp-fire
for a comfortable sleep, after the day's exertion.
Some mention was made about the probability of a return of the redskins,
and two of the most vigilant were appointed to keep watch,
one before midnight, the other after. Shortly after the change
of sentry at midnight, the man on watch became aware of a
dark body moving in the darkness over the prairie in the direc-
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tion of the camp. It was but the work of a moment to arouse
the meiel, who, with rifles grasped and pistols cocked, were instantly onl the alert.

Carson slil)pped out to reconnoitre, and

returning
reported
a large herd of horses driven by a few Indians,
who had probably stolen them. Without any over-nice honesty,
a volley of rifle-balls was directed toward the astonished Indians,
who fled in great precipitation, leaving their property, the second
capture of the day, to the trappers. On the following momilng
the best of the herd were selected for use; two of the fattest
animals were killed for food, and the remainder turned loose on
the prairie, to rejoice once more in the wild liberty of their sires.
In April, 1830, just a year after its departure, the expedi-

tion found itself once more among the group of huts which was
dignified by the name of Taos. The proceeds of the trip were
twenty-four thousand dollars, which soon found its way into the
pockets of the men, and then found its way out again, for the
trapper after his trip is like the sailor home from his voyage.

It was the chief care of each man to get on a profound, inglorious, and terrible drunk, which only ended with his money.
On this occasion Carson yielded somewhat to the demoralizing
atmosphere, but it was his first and last spree. Nature seemed
to have made him a gentleman in spite of his rough surroundings. Refinement is a quality of the mind. Wealth and luxury
only sharpen the outline of vulgarity. The frontier cabin of
the trapper, where a woman was seldom seen, and the softening
influence of children was unknown; over which the great and
jagged Rockies flung the chilly shadows of an early sunset,
and where the brutal savages, instead of turning toward the
light of civilization, rather drew the pioneer down into their own
gloom and brutality-this frontier cabin only served to throw
into bolder relief the character of the GENTLEMAN.
It was in the autumn of 1830 that Kit Carson enlisted
He was greatly sought
for his second trapping expedition.
after for this purpose by the organizers of trapping parties.
The party joined by Carson passed the winter in quarters on
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Salmon River, and began their real work with the season of
1831, along Snake River, on which are the famous Shoshonee
Falls, more than one third higher than Niagara.
Meeting
another party of trappers, Carson learned that Captain Gaunt,
an old mountaineer, with a small company, were ten days' journey to the south. Hle and four companions resolved, for a
change, to join Gaunt, and after a rapid journey were cordially
welcomed by him.
The time for going into winter quarters was at hand. This
was always looked forward to with interest, as it marked a great
change in the trapper's mode of life. No longer did he gallop
with free rein over the flower-embroidered prairie; no longer
select his spot for the evening camp-fire, and, while the game,
brought down by his own expert hand, was steaming over the
coals, and flinging its savory odor upon the breeze, busy himself with baiting and setting his traps at the water's edge; and
after a dash in the cooling current, feast upon the tempting
meal; then with his saddle for a pillow, his blanket for a bed,
and the star-fretted sky for a canopy, sink to sleep, as the dying
embers threw their fitful flashes more and more dimly into the
surrounding forest.
All this was changed. His home, when in winter quarters,
was a conical tent of dressed buffalo skins, supported on a framework of light poles, spread out in a circle at the bottom, and
crossed near the top, where they were held by being thrust through
the opening in the buffalo skins. These were sewed tightly into
the shape of a cone, except one straight seam, which was fastened by a lacing to within four or five feet of the ground. The
opening thus left was the door, over which a buffalo skin was
tightly stretched. The bottoni of the tent was securely fastened
to the ground by wooden pins. In the center of this tent, which
is about eighteen feet in diameter, and fifteen feet high, he had
his fire, the smoke from which, in theory, was to escape by the
opening above, but, in fact, filled the apartment.
In here the men passed their days and nights, except when
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they went out to attend to their horses. Early in the winter
the snow fell to the depth of six feet, and removed not till the
spring. Water for the shaggy Indian ponies had to be obtained
from the river through a hole chopped in the ice. These hardy
beasts had no shelter except such as was afforded by an overhanging rock, and some forest trees. To obtain food for them
was a serious task. It had to be done by cutting down cottonwood trees, and gathering the bark and branches for fodder.
But the ponies stood it as well as the men, who thought themselves comfortable and happy in their warm buffalo tent. Here
they slept and smoked, toll stories anl cooked meals, dressed
their skins, or ornamented their saddles.
Not a small part of their time did they spend over that
magic annihilator of time and surrounldill'S-a pack of cards!
The man who held the ace of trumps iiever filed to be regarded

as a marvelously lucky fellow, and the fellow with two bowers
and a queen, as little short of a hero ! We may smile at these
little details of the trapper's life, but it is more fitting that a tear
should fall, for these are the men, some of whom are known to
world-wide fame, as the hero of this chapter, but many of whom
are unknown to history, and will be nameless for evermore-these
are the men, " who," as reads our title-page, " by their valor and
war-craft, beat back the savages from the borders of civilization,
and gave the American forests to the plow and the sickle." All
honor, then, to the brave pioneer, the fruit of whose toils and
triumphs he beheld f:om afar off, while we alone have lived to
enter into the land of promise !
One cold January night, some Crow Indians succeeded in
stealing nine horses from the camp. A dozen men, with Carson,
of course, at their head, started in pursuit. At the end of forty
miles their horses, weak from insufficient food, made a halt
necessary, and they turned into a clump of woods.

Here they

unexpectedly found their enemies. Making fast their horses,
and examining their guns, Carson directed the men to make a
ddtour, so as to approach the savages from the direction in
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which they least expected danger-that in which they traveled.
To get close enough to reconnoiter, it was necessary to perform
a large part of this journey crawling through the deep snow on
hands and knees. In this wiy they were able to discover two
rude forts, in which a large force of Indians were performing
the war-dance. The nine horses were tied outside.
To insure success the trappers, in spite of the bitter cold,
lay concealed till the dance ended, and the last sleepy redskin
snored solemnly in the darkness. Carson then slipped forward,
cut the halters, and by means of snow-balls drove the horses
away without noise. Having secured them, a division of opinion
was found as to whether they should make an attack. Carson
and two others strongly urged it, as otherwise they would be
pursued, and probably have to fight anyhow under less favorable
circumstances. The advice of Carson was followed, and they
again neared the sleeping foe. A dog in the camp barked, and
the warriors, springing to their feet, became marks for the deadly
rifles of the pioneers. Those who survived the first fire hurriedly ran to the other fort. A desperate sortie was repulsed
with the loss of several more. At daybreak the pioneers withdrew, mounted their horses, and by night rejoined their comrades at quarters on the Arkansas River.
In the spring they cached their furs, and broke camp. Three
weeks later, while on the South Platte, Carson and one companion were sent by Captain Gaunt in pursuit of two men who
had deserted the party. Suspecting their design, Kit made for
the furs in cache at the old camp. Three hundred pounds, belonging equally to the entire party, were missing, and the
deserters, probably killed by the Indians, were never heard of
afterward. Failing to recover the furs, Carson and his companion felt that a return to Gaunt's party was unwise and impracticable. They therefore repaired the old log fortification which
had surrounded their buffalo tent the winter before, and, without
venturing out of it much, managed to keep well supplied with
game. Here the two men lived for a month, one of them always
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on guard, anxiously looking for relief, which came at last.
Gaunt had entirely given them up, fearing that they had attempted to return to him and had been killed by the Indians
of the region, who were on the war-path.
The journey to rejoin the main body of Gaunt's party proved
exceedingly dangerous, even for the band of twenty-one veteran
trappers. On several occasions a stampede occurred, by which
they lost a horse or two. The stampede is accomplished by the
Indians turning loose some wild horses, which are trained to
dash at full speed through the camp of the white men. All the
picketed horses, being greatly excited, attempt to follow, more or
less succeeding in breaking loose, and rushing with their wild
companions into an Indian lair, much as greenies fall a prey
to the seductive wiles of the confidence man.
One morning Carson took a trio of companions to cross a
range and look for beaver. Their outward path was by a precipitous way directly across the mountain. But in the afternoon
as they turned home a longer walk was found more practicable

for the descent. As they were leisurely riding back to the
camp there suddenly appeared in their path, directly in front
of them, four powerful and splendidly mounted Indians, decked
out in fantastic plumes and gayly colored paint, indicating unmistakably that they were on the war-path. The emergency
demanded an immediate decision as to the best course to pursue.
In all likelihood these warriors were only the advance guard of
a large war party ambushed behind the rocks. To advance was
dangerous, yet to retreat was to be pursued and almost cer-

tainly overtaken and killed. The three other men turned to
Carson, who without a word dug his spurs deep into the sides
of his mustang, and, closely followed by the others, dashed at
full speed upon the astonished braves. In a moment sixty

splendid warriors were discovered in ambush near the trail.
Thick and fast flew their bullets. Kit and his three friends,
throwing themselves as much as possible to the other side of
their horses, dashed on without returning a shot. They were
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running the gauntlet. In three minutes they would either be
safe or for ever silent.
At one point the copper-faced devils were within sixty feet
of them. But in their surprise at the boldness of the trappers,
their aim was unsteady, and in a few moments Carson had
reached the camp, alive and unhurt. Two of his companions
had received severe wounds, and on the following day, when
the march was resumed, it was necessary to take two poles, let
the ends rest on two trusty horses, and swing a buffalo robe in
the center as a litter for the wounded men.
When they reached Gaunt the hunt for beaver was found to
have been unsuccessful, and the ill luck continued. Tired of
going empty-handed, Kit Carson resolved to strike out and try
it alone. Two companions volunteered to join him, in spite of
the greatly increased danger of trapping with such a small
party. After several months of great success, attained by the
superior skill of Carson, they returned to Taos, and disposed
of their furs at advantageous prices.
The humdrum life in the mud huts of Taos was dull enough
to poor Kit, with his fierce love of adventure, and thrusting
away all notion of settling down after his two years of absence,
he soon arranged to join a trading party. They had been out
some weeks when they met another party of traders, commanded
by Mr. Robidaux. Right gladly did they grasp each other's
hands and interchange stories of their luck. The snow began
to fall soon after the meeting, and the men took the hint to go
into winter quarters.
For the purposes of companionship and
security the two parties arranged to encamp together.
Again Carson began that wonderful life in the buffalo lodge
of which we have spoken. Again, as the storm raged without,
the men lay around the fire in their warm but wind-shaken tent,
and with many a yarn and jest drowned out the dreary roar of
the tempest. On these occasions Carson was much less of a
talker than the other fellows. lIe joined heartily in the laugh,
but except when the talk took a practical turn, as to what
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would have been the safest way to deal with the redskins on
some occasion, or how a trapper who was lost, and without a
gun, might manage, he rarely spoke. It was rather his forte
to furnish the theme of conversation by some daring exploit
of his own.
Among Mr. Robidaux's company was a keen and shrewd
California Indian, who was valued for his skill rather than
esteemed for his trustworthiness.
One morning six of the
finest horses, worth two hundred dollars apiece, were missing,
and this fellow as well. Illy able to thus lose the entire profits
of his expedition, Robidaux asked Carson to attempt a reprisal.
Kit, though prudent when only his own interests were at stake,
shrank from no danger to help a friend. To help him on his
perilous mission Carson dltcrnmined to select a first class brave
from a village of friendly Utaihs near by. His choice was soon
made, and the Utah seeined proud of the honor. Both were
splendidly mounted, and quickly striking the trail of the flying
thief, they dashed on their errand of vengeance.
No man
could follow a trail or read its characteristics more rapidly than
Kit Carson, although still the youngest man of his party, being
yet only twenty-three years old-" the boy," as the old trappers
affectionately called him.
Hardly for a moment was the rein drawn for the first hundred miles, and Kit felt confident of overtaking the treacherous
rascal within two or three days. After a few hours' halt the
first night, they were preparing to start again, when Carson's
Indian companion affirmed that his horse had broken down and
he could go no farther. That the noble animal was sick was
evident, but Kit strongly suspected that it had been purposely
made so. Should he turn back? The savage he pursued was
an experienced and dangerous fighter, armed to the teeth, and no
doubt desperate. Thinking only of his friend, the heroic fellow
left his companion, and flew along the trail alone. Alone in
the wilderness! Around him stretched the illimitable plains,
bounded, to the eye, only by the gloomy Rockies, which from
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afar could be seen lying in eternal and majestic repose. Not a
sound broke the stillness of the morning but the rapid thud,
thu1d of his horse's hoofs as they rose and fell in the snowy
trail, with the regularity of a machine. Sometimes a thought
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Missouri clearing would force itself upward as his gallant steed

when he discovered the chase.

The pace of pursuer and pur-
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sued became terrific. A spectator seeing those two figures, and
wondering at the singular sight, would have seen the one behind
gradually gaining on the other. Seeing this, the Indian began
to make for some rocks behind which he could fire at his pursuer as he approached, and reload without exposure. The plan
was good. It had almost succeeded. But behind him was the
Hero of the Rockies. Without pausing an instant in his tremendous career, Carson unslung his rifle, and with the aim that
never missed, shot his enemy through the heart, just as he
turned behind the cover. At the same instant the other's gun
went off, but in a wild direction. When Carson returned to the
winter camp with the stolen horses he was greeted with a cheer.
Not alone in that camp was the exploit talked over on many an
evening; but borne in some mysterious manner through the
wilderness, the story of the deed was the favorite theme around(
a hundred camp fires.
Carson seemed to bear a charmed life. As on a previous
occasion, he had left the main party and with three picked companions had undertaken a separate expedition. One night the
little party had made their evening halt. They had been without meat for some days. Kit picked up his rifle and started
out to look around. About a mile from the camp he was elated
with the sight of some magnificent elk. Gaining the cover of
some low, scraggy pine trees, he succeeded, by great care, in
getting within gunshot of the prize. Without dwelling on his
aim, he sped a bullet after the largest and fattest buck in th,.
herd, and with one bound the noble creature fell dead with a
fearful wound through his heart and lungs.
Scarcely had the echoing ring of the shot died away, when
Carson heard a terrific roar coming directly from the woods
behind him. Turning instantly to discover its source, Carson
saw two immense grizzly bears bounding towards him, their
eyes blazing with anger, their white teeth glistening with rage
and hunger, their forearms hung with huge bony claws with
which to tear and mangle his flesh. Flinging down his empty
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rifle, for which he would have given worlds, if the little leaden
bullet in the heart of the elk had never left its barrel, he fairly
flew over the ground in his race for the nearest tree. It was a
goal for which life was the stake. He had just grasped a limb

CARSON ATTACKED BY GRIZZLIES.

and swung upward as the infuriated beasts brushed its trunk.
It would be but a moment, however, till they would'commence
to climb the tree, an art in which they would succeed quite as
well as Kit. Providentially a bear has a tender nose. With
his glittering hunting knife Carson hacked off a serviceable little
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club. When Messrs. Bruin began to ascend the trunk, in order
to secure the evening meal, into which their imaginations had
already transformed poor Kit, they received the compliment of
smart raps on their lovely noses. With a mingled roar of rage
and pain they quickly descended, only, as the agony wore off,
to renew their ambitious toil.
This drama of the gentlemen Bruin ascending, getting their
snouts tickled, and letting go in their dreadful anguish, held
the boards for several hours. They felt greatly injured. First,
Carson had beaten them in the race, and they were consciencesmitten over a life of previous indulgence in the pleasures of
the table, which had impaired their condition as racers. Then
he had beaten them at their own 1)et game of climbing trees,
and finally his undue familiarity with their noses was offensive. Again and again they tried to tear him out of the tree;
again and again he drew the claret with his club. At last, in
their disappointment and grief they sat down and had a regular
cry, after which they gloomily slunk off' into the forest, at a
little time after which our hero felt safe in descending from his
roost. It was well into the night when he reached his alarmed
companions. The story had to take the place of a supper.
Long before morning the body of the noble elk had become the
prey of the ignoble wolves.
In July Carson, for the first time, attended the summer rendezvous on Green River, at which all the traders and trappers
out in the mountains met for purposes of trade and barter. It
was a characteristic scene in the pioneer's life. Not a trader's
pack was opened until all the parties known to be in the mountains had arrived. The lodges were struck in convenient spots,
and around the roaring camp-fires the lonely trapper passed the
happiest part of the year. The rendezvous was a sort of a fair.
There were annually gathered together two or three hundred
white men, and not a few Indians. It was the time for the
exchange of yarns and experiences, for gambling and horse
racing, for quarrels and fights, as well as for barter.
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Among the crowd was a swaggering, bullying Frenchman,
named Shunan, who had whipped two men under his size in one
day, and boasted that he " could lick all the Americans in the
mountains." He had rather cowed the men, and as no one else
seemed disposed to stop his insults, Carson quietly determined

ENCOUNTER BETWEEN CARSON AND SHUNAN.

t9 make it his own affair. Stepping up to the bully, who was
twice his size, he said, in the presence of a crowd : " Shunan,
there are a dozen men here who can whip you. Keep your
mouth shut, or I will be under the necessity of killing you."
According
According to
to the
the trapper
trapper code,
code, both
both men
men went
went hurriedly
hurriedly to
to their
their
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lodges, a(nd, mouniiting thlleir horses, prepared to fight.
The
crowd embraced every one on the ground.
Shunan had his
rifle; Carson, in the hurry, hat(d picked up onlly a single-barreled
horse pistol. The two m1en rode rapidly toward each other,
until their horses' heads almost touched. Suddenly reining up,
Carson said, " Are you looking for nme ?"

" No," was the lying

answer of the man, as he lifted his rifle to shoot. But, before
he could fire, Carson had lodged a ball in Shunan's right forearm, disabling his antagonist and saving himself.
Such is the code of the frontier. Where men have no law
they become legislators themselves ; where they have no judge,
or jury, or executioner, they quickly fill all these ftunctiolls
themselves. Such is the demand of the inild for law and ,judgment, iand such are its resources when thrown upon itself.
These things are right. They are the beginnings of the mighty
struggle for law, a struggle which, in proportion to its success,
means the crushing out of barbarism, cruelty, violence, and
injustice, and the uplifting of civilization and order, humanity
and righteousness.
Two months after the breaking up of the rendezvous, Carson's party suffered the usual theft of their horses by Indians,
and as inevitably Kit and a dozen men started out in pursuit.
On overtaking them the redskins made signs of friendship, and
protested their innocent intentions. Each party laid down their
arms, and marched to a point midway between, for a conference.
The trappers stated promptly that "peace talk" must be preceded by the surrender of their horses. With much evasion,
the Indians' chief offered to return five of the poorest horses,
as all he could do. On hearing this, the trappers broke and
raiin for their guns. Kit and a man named Markhead, being in
the lead, on the return, selected the two advance Indians for
Carson was about to fire at his man, when he
adversaries.

suddenly saw Markhead examining the lock of his gun, while
his foe had a rifle leveled at him. True to his nature, Kit fired
at Markhead's adversary, killing him, thus saving Markhead,
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but at imminent risk to himself. His own adversary took advantage of his opportunity to fire, but inflicted only a dangerous
wound on Carson's shoulder. As their leader fell, several of
the trappers sprang forward to bear him bleeding from the field.
As darkness came on, the fighting ceased, and the men
gathered in their camp. The cold was intense, but no fire could
be lighted, as it would reveal their whereabouts to the savages.
Disheartened by the misfortune of Carson, whose life-blood
ebbed in crimson tide upon the spotless snow, they determined
to retreat, and for the first time in his life Carson returned to
his command without the horses of which he had gone in search.
The fall hunt, this year, was unsuccessful, and Carson's
party divided on Big Snake River, Kit's company of five men
starting to Fort Hall. The country through which they traveled
was barren, and their provisions were soon exhausted.
For
days they subsisted on a root which they found in small quantities. At last this disappeared. Then they bled their mules
and drank the blood. This weakened the animals till it could
be carried no further. The horrors of starvation confronted
them. When they went supperless to sleep, the famished men
in their dreams beheld the greatest abundance of game and
food, but could not quite partake of it. Now the sleeper would
behold a herd of elk; just as he had almost come within gunshot, the animals would mockingly bound away. Now, hungered
from a long hunt, he sat by the fire watching the steaming mess
in the camp kettle, when, just as it was ready for his watering
mouth, the kettle turned over, and its savory contents were lost.
Now he was putting to his mouth a rare bit of buffalo liver,
when the cry of "Indians" made him jump for his gun, and
snatched him away from the untasted morsel.
In their extremity, a band of impoverished but friendly
Indians were,met, who, without any hope of recompense, divided
their own too meager supplies with the famished whites, and
by this kind help from the poorest of the poor, Carson was enabled to conduct his party to the hospitable fort. Here the
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exhausted men recuperated rapidly, and in two weeks were
eager to ascertain the truth of the stories of wonderful buffalo
herds two hundred miles to the northeast, which were heard by
them in their enforced inactivity.
Every thing being in readiness, Carson and his men started
out from their haven of safety, and two (lays brought them in
sight of what the novice would at first view have thought a
distant forest, but from which, at a great distance, could be
heard a dull and thunderous roar. A nearer approach revealed
a bellowing multitude of buffalo, so great that no man could
number them. In every part of the vast herd were going on
deadly combats between rival beasts. Over the combatants rose
a dense cloud of dust, through which could be caught glimpses
of the bloody conflict. Without delaying to watch the wonderful sight, the trappers rapidly skirted the herds, and directed
their course toward a narrow valley or ravine, in which were to
be had timber for the poles on which to dry the meat, and water
for the horses. Long before day they were up, and a part of
them had commenced driving one of the detached herds toward
this valley. The stupid but timid buffalo headed for the fatal
trap at a full gallop.
Meanwhile the other men had carefully posted themselves
at the other outlets of the valley. In a little while the "surround" was complete. Then with a yell each man dashed in
and closed on the game. Desperately did the powerful creatures dash from side to side in frantic effort to escape. Some,
in fact, broke through the corral, but in spite of this the slaughMany of the buffalo, bewildered by the
ter was immense.
attacks on every side, almost stood still in the agony of their
terror, and waited for their executioner. In less than ten minutes fifty of them had fallen to rise no more, Poles were then
planted in the ground and strung with ropes of hide, on which
the strips of meat were hung for curing in the sun. When sufficiently dried it was packed in bales. When all their horses
were loaded, the slow march back to the fort was begun.
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Unknown to the trappers, their train had
constant escort
from their sworn enemies, the Blackfeet Indians. No attack was
made,however. At the fort the horses were placed in a fenced
inclosure for protection, and a sentry placed on watch. One
night the fellow on guard, perhaps a little the worse for liquor,
saw two men approach the bars, let them down, and deliberately
commence driving every horse out into the prairie. It never
occurred to Mr. Guard that the Indians would come except in
force, and his intelligent mind never doubted that the two men
were his comrades, who had orders to take the horses outside
for better pasturage. Thanking his lucky stars for the relief,
he said nothing to his industrious friends, but curled down ina
fence corner and went to sleep. In the morning it was found
that the Blackfeet had, without firing a gun or losing a brave,
run off every horse and mule belonging to the fort, and left the
enraged trappers without an animal on which to make pursuit.
It came near terminating even more seriously for poor Simmonds, the sentry. Several of the trappers in their rage threatened to kill him, and, by way of emphasis, put a few rifle shots
through his fur hat as it rested on his own precious head.
This little trick of their Blackfeet friends was not forgotten,
when, in the following spring, a strong body of the trappers
found themselves in proximity to the chief village of the nation.
Kit Carson and a friend or two, after a careful reconnoiter,
reported that there were signs of a hurried removal to be seen.
Every heart in the company beat high with the excitement of
approaching revenge, the darkest passion of human nature.
Forty-three picked men, under the command of Carson, were
detailed for the fight; the remaining fifty-five were to guard the
valuable stores of the party, and advance slowly as a reserve.
With a wild yell the trappers charged the village, killing a dozen
braves in an instant. But the Indians were the children of a
noble tribe, brave, strong, skillful, and well equipped. They
quickly rallied, and commenced a bloody struggle, which lasted
over three hours, an unusual time for Indian warfare. Every
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man was concealed behind trees, rocks, or whatever could afford
protection. Sometimes the same rock woull afford cover for an
Indian and a trapper. Neither could leave the place without
being killed. For an hour the two men would seek to kill each
other. At last, in a moment of negligence or unskillfulness, one
of them would bite the (lust.
The trappers retained the advantage gained at the outset
until the prolonged combat began to exhaust their ammunition.
The sagacious redskins at once divined the cause of the slackened fire, and charged on their foes. The hand to hand engagement is the one in which individual skill and heroism develops
its noblest examples. The trappers, by the use of their reddened knives and smoking pistols, again and again drove back
their assailants, but at last were driven to a stubborn retreat.
In executing this movement, the horse of a mountaineer named
Cotton, who was at the extreme right of the field of battle,
stumbled and fell, pinning his rider to the earth. Carson's keen
eye, which incessantly swept the entire field, perceived the accident at the same time that a half dozen dusky warriors bounded
forward to scalp the unfortunate man. Springing from his
horse, with a rallying cry to his now scattered men, Carson ran
toward his friend, and, taking aim as he ran, shot the foremost
savage down. The trappers now came running from all directions at their commander's call, and the remaining five braves
started for cover. Only two of them ever reached it. Cotton,
with a little help, extricated himself from the painful situation
in which his accident left him.
Seing that Cotton was all right, Carson turned to look for
his horse, and found that he had run away. It was no time or
place to remain on foot. The savages might overtake him at
any moment. Ready for any emergency, Kit mounted behind
one of his comrades, and in this position waited till his runaway
horse could be recaptured. When the reserve came up with its
precious supplies of ammunition, the trappers prepared to make
a final and crushing attack on the Indians. This last struggle
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resulted in the disastrous defeat of the tribe, and so broke its
power and spirit that for years the trappers and hunters pursued their occupation without molestation from the humbled
Blackfeet.
At the summer rendezvous Kit arranged to join a couple of
traders who had planned an expedition into the Navajoe country.
This tribe had attained a sort of red man's civilization, a thing
which is perfectly possible.
All civilizations are not alike.
The Chinese civilization is the oldest on the globe, yet among
the lower classes a rat is a great dainty at the dinner table;
from twelve to twenty persons of all ages and either sex sleep
huddled together in a single small room; a few cents constitute a
day's wages. India has her cities and commerce; her religions
older far than Christianity; her temples of marble, ivory, and
gold, the architecture of which is unequaled on the globe; but
in India are found fanatics who have held their right arms upward for twenty years, until the joints have become solid bone,
covered with shriveled parchment, and the extended members
can not be lowered. There is, too, a civilization in Russia, a
civilization of fashion, aristocracy, and wealth, of colleges, of
railroads, of libraries, and palaces.
In Russia it was that her
ruler employed the idle laborers in constructing, at untold cost,
a magnificent winter palace made entirely of ice, and destined
to melt away as the summer sun flung his radiance across its
crystal towers; and it was the czar of all the Russias who by
the stroke of his pen peacefully emancipated twenty million
serfs. Yet in this same country, where the body is free, the
mind is in chains. Torture and the executioner's ax paralyze
not merely the tongue but the intellect as well. Worse than
these penalties are those by which wise and good men, valuable
members of society, are sent to the terrible mines of Siberia.
There in the darkness, alike of day and night they spend the
remainder of their lives. College professors, scientists, and
editors, treated worse than the blackest felons, toil on in these
fearful abodes of torture, losing eyesight, hair, teeth, strength,
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intelligence, until at last they drop their fetters and leap into
the skeleton arms of Death. Yet Russia is civilized.
So we say that though an Indian civilization might possess
many elements strange and grotesque in our eyes, still it was a

THE RESCUE OF COTTON.

possibility. The Navajoes had something approaching it. They
were wealthy, and fond of their possessions. Their customs
were somewhat settled. They knew the art of weaving beautiful blankets, and manufacturing many other articles which commanded high prices. Carson and his fellow traders found a
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ready market among them for their merchandise, and returned
from their trip with large herds of splendid horses and mules,
loaded down with valuable blankets and furs.
For the next year or two Carson went ahead with his life
of hunting and trapping. His character is in marked contrast
with those of his companions.
Carson was a kind-hearted,
even-tempered, and intensely practical man. Though a sparing
talker, he was one of those geniuses who perform every thing
they undertake with skill, rapidity, and success. He had a remarkably smooth, well-balanced, and symmetrical nature, which
was rare for a trapper, who was generally a dare-devil, crackbrained fellow, utterly reckless, erratic, and without stability of
purpose. So far from making trapping and hunting his lifework, he had ordinarily followed a dozen different callingsnow making Sunday-school speeches iI the Eastern cities; now
selling patent medicine in the malarial districts of the Middle
States; now preaching to the Indians; and now a New Mexican
desperado and cut-throat.
This was just about the career of Williams, an old fellow
who was with Carson at this time.
He had translated the
Bible into two Indian dialects. His irregular genius showed
itself in an incident in a Mexican town. He was at the time a
trader or shopkeeper there. One day some of his customers
complained of his prices, and undertook to jew him down.
Williams flew into a terrible rage. He blasphemed and abused
them in the most horrible manner. Finally, springing on them
like a tiger, he kicked them all out of his little booth or lodge;
and, as if disgusted with the whole community, commenced
throwing his goods and merchandise, helter-skelter, into the
street, nor did he stop till his booth was entirely dismantled.
Then with horrid curses, and his eyes ablaze with insane fury,
he seized his rifle, and shaking the dust of the place from his
feet, he angrily took himself off to the mountains.
Another one of these eccentric characters, one who stood
high in the trapper profession, was a fellow named Mitchell.
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He had at one time acquired the notion of some wonderful gold
mines being hidden away in the mountains of northern Texas.
With the purpose of discovering them, he joined the Comanche
nation, became one of their braves, married a pretty Indian
squaw, and for some years was one of their leaders in battle,
and a terror to their foes. Becoming convinced that the gold
mines were myths, he made to his Comanche friends some plausible excuse for a temporary absence, and left them forever.
Some years after that period of Carson's life of which we
are now speaking, Mitchell made a trailing trip into Kansas. It
was the first time in many years that he had been in the States.
Kansas was just in the convulsion of political passion which
preceded the civil war. The free-soilers and pro-slavery imen
were carrying on a guerrilla warfare, each trying to drive the
other out of the state. F'arnm-houses were burned; men were fired
upon from thickets as they passed along the road; corpses were
found in the forest with knives sticking in their hearts. All
this seemed natural enough to Mitchell, with his frontier notions,
but his trip was a business one. In his lonely life in the nountains, Mitchell had remained ignorant of all political.issues.
With the instinctive caution of the frontiersman, as well as from
the natural reserve which he felt when among civilized (!) men,
he avoided all conversation on political questions. Patriotism
and suspicion at once spotted him as a dangerous man, and
caused him to be avoided or treated with indifference and marked
reserve. Once he was seen reading a newspaper with great interest. It was a fragment of an old New Orleans paper, bitterly
pro-slavery. He was observed to put it carefullly in his pocket.
That night a masked company of free-soilers told him to leave
town in six hours, or he would be killed. lie left. The article
he had been reading related to a new way of making hats, in
which silk was substituted for beaver fur, and prophesying that
the latter would be entirely supplanted !
On another occasion he went into a store to buy a lot of
powder and ball to take back with him. The storekeeper looked
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suspiciously at him, and asked him where he came from.
"None of yer business," said Mitchell. "What do you want
with ammunition?"
" To load my gun. What d' ye s'pose;
did you think I wanted ter make bread of it?"
This was
enough for the storekeeper. With a triumphant glance at the
bystanders he said, " I understand what you free-soilers want
with ammunition, you dogs; you want to kill us. We want all
we have ourselves." All this to the poor mountaineer, who
considered every white man his "brother," was insupportable.
Hastily finishing his business, he gave up a long contemplated
trip to the eastern cities, and started back to New Mexico. A
friend fell in with him on his return trip, and asked where he
had been.
"After being away for twenty years, I thought I would like
to see the whites once more. But what I saw in Kansas disgusted me so I could go no further. They do nothing but get
up *ar-parties against each other.
I would rather be in an
Indian country than in civilized Kansas."
We have already hinted at a fact which, though its origin
was thousands of miles away, in Europe, reached in its effect
the lonely mountains of New Mexico, and robbed Kit Carson
and his friends of their occupation. The increasing scarcity and
high prices of the beaver fur had induced the hat manufacturers
of Europe to look for a substitute. It was found in silk, which,
though not so durable, presented an equally beautiful appearance in the "plug" hat. Thus the market for beaver fur was
seriously affected. The prices fell with the demand, and the
lonely mountaineer, like Othello, found "his occupation gone."
This fact, sad enough for the poor trappers, is repeated at
every step in the progress of civilization. Human invention is
constantly destroying old trades and occupations. It makes a
reaping machine, and both the men who use and the men who
manufacture the "cradle" are thrown out of employment. It
builds a railroad, and all the innkeepers, who had their clean little
hostelries distributed along the roads, so that, after each day's
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journey, the tired traveler might find lodging and refreshment
for "man and beast," find their inns deserted and their business
gone. It invents a loom, by which, with one boy to fill the
shuttles, the work of twenty hand-weavers is done, and better
done. It constructs an automatic air brake for the express
train,
and the brakesmen are discharged; the engineer does their work,
and does it better. All this presents a great problem. In order
to live, men must have work. Every year an increasing multitude complain, and not without reason, that there is less labor
to do than formerly, and that their hands, though willing, can
find no task. Idle classes are dangerous. They are brought
into the world without asking their consent, and being here they
demand, and rightly, too, that they shall have an opportunity
to earn money and procure food. All this, we say, presents a
great and serious question. So it was, when their trade was
taken away, the trappers were grieved and angry. They felt
like striking back, but whom should they hit? Deep in their
sullen hearts they cursed the inventor of the silk hat. He was
a dog, a devil, a brute!
Kit to some extent shared these feelings, but he cheerfully
sought another occupation.
There was a trading-post called
Bent's Fort. Here he was offered the position of hunter to the
fort. It was the duty of the hunter to provide the daily supply
of game, summer and winter, for the table of the fort. If he
had bad luck in his hunting, the fellows at the fort were sure to be
cross. If his provision lacked variety, they were likely to speak
of it. Carson's great skill with his gun caused him to be sought
after for this position. He accepted it, and held it for eight
consecutive years. It is said that, during all these years, "not
a single word of disagreement passed between him and his employers." This fact is a monument to Kit's expertness as a
hunter.
If any thing in the world will bring on a fhss, it is an insufficient meal. Kit's boarders were unfailingly provided for.
IIe never returned empty handed. On these expeditions Kit
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was mounted on his magnificent horse, "Apache."
They knew
and loved each other. Neither horse nor rider had an equal, as
During these years Kit's
hunters, in the Rocky Mountains.
fame spread over the entire West. He was called the " Monarch

CARSON AND HIS FAVORITE HORSE, "APACHE."

of the Prairies, the " Nestor of New Mexico;" but the name he
was most pleased with was, the " Hero of the Rockies." Among
the lodges of the Arrapahoes, Cheyennes, and Comanches, Kit
was an honored guest on many occasions. One reason for his
remaining so quiet for eight years is found in his marriage with
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an Indian girl, of whom he was passionately fond. It was his
misfortune to lose his dusky bride by death, when they had only
been married two years. To an infant daughter, however, were
transferred the entire wealth of his affections. When of suitable age, he sent her to St. Louis, to receive every advantage
which education could bestow. During this time Carson guided
many emigrants across the Sierra Nevada Mountains, patiently
helping their toiling ox-teams along the rocky roads.
In 1842, Carson made a trip to the States. For the first
time in sixteen years, he looked upon the home of his childhood.
But Time had swept his unsparing hand over the place. The
old log cabin, in the door of which Kit's mother had stood sixteen years before, waving her hand to her boy as he rode proudly
away that sunny morning, was now a crumbling ruin. No light
gleamed from its cheerless window.
No loving arms were
clasped convulsively around the wanderer's neck.
The father and mother slept the sleep that knows no waking, beneath the foot of a lonely forest tree, and within hearing
of the ceaseless murmur of the Missouri River. Brothers and
sisters, too, were gone; some dead; some, impelled by the
same restless spirit which made its home in the heart of Carson,
were scattered abroad in the wildernesses of the West. None left!
Staggered at this desolation, Carson sat down in the shadows
of a double darkness-the darkness of the night without, and
of the night within. And as the night-bird, wandering from its
mate, uttered its lonely cry in the gloom of the forest, the
strong man, sensible of his utter loneliness, gave way to the
melancholy of the hour, and wept in the solitude as only men
can weep.
Shaking off these sad memories, Kit went to St. Louis,
where he spent ten days. It was his first visit to a great city.
The roar of the streets and bustle of excited throngs contrasted
strangely with his life in the mountains. But he was no
" greeny," ready to bite at the traps of the city sharpers. He
visited the places of interest, investigated the methods of doing
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business, and availed himself of his opportunities for acquiring
information.
But this trip had one momentous result. Carson became
acquainted with Lieutenant John C. Frenmont, who was just proFremont was
ceeding on his first journey of exploration.
greatly in need of an experienced pioneer to guide his party
through the mountains, as well as give them the benefit of his
experience as to means of subsistence and defense against
Indians. Opportunely meeting Carson, he employed him, and
thus Kit was introduced into a work which has made his
name a household word throughout the republic.
The object
of the expedition was to survey the South Pass, ir what we
know as Wyoming Territory, and obtain the altitude of the
highest peaks. Up to this time, America was profoundly
ignorant of the West.
The success of the expedition was complete. Carson had
proven invaluable, for his hunting and trapping career had made
him familiar with the entire West, from Mexico on the south
to British America on the north.
In the following year, Fremont made his second exploring expedition, on behalf of the
United States Government.
As before, he made Carson his
right-hand man. His object this time was to push his investigations westward from the Rockies to the Sierra Nevadas, there
connect his work with the Pacific coast surveys, which had
already been made, and thus lay a foundation for a survey and
map of the entire West.
This party had many thrilling adventures. After leaving
the Rockies, and traveling many days across the barred plains,
their provisions began to give out. The journey was longer,
and game scarcer, than they expected. Before them lay the
snowy Sierras; to attempt to cross them in the enfeebled condition of the party was perilous in the extreme. Behind, lay
the plains they had just traversed; to retrace their steps was to
starve long before they reached a point where supplies could be
had. So it was that the only record of Fremont's second expe,
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dition came near being the horrible hieroglyphics of bleaching
skeletons, which are so often left by explorers, the fearful meaning of which is so readily understood.
To attempt a crossing of the mountains was urged by Carson
as the only alternative. It was resolved upon. Snow-shoes for
the entire party were, indispensable to traversing the whitened
expanse, into the depths of which a man unshod would sink
out of sight forever. Kit swiftly instructed the men how to
make them, and then, with an advance party, pushed on to
explore the route, and see if it was practicable to break a path
for the animals. The distance was three leagues. Carson said
if they could make that, the green valley of the Sacramento,
with its splendid game and abounding forage, would open before
the weary wanderers. It was a labor of fifteen days to beat and
pack the snow with mallets for the passage of the mules. But
in this time, most of the animals had died. In the extremity
of the situation; the fatmished beasts ate each other's tails and
tore the leather from the pack saddles to devour it. At last,
Sutter's Fort was reached, with its hospitable welcome and its
abundant table. Carson cautioned the men to eat sparingly, but
they could not be restrained. Partly from the terrible strain
which they had endured, partly from too sudden indulgence,
two of the party lost their reason and became raving maniacs.
On the return trip, just at they were going to camp one
evening, a man and boy ran up. The strangers hastily related
that they belonged to a Mexican trading party. They, with
four others, had been left in charge of the horses, and in the
absence of the main party, these six, two of whom were women,
were attacked by Indians. The two speakers, Fuentes and the
boy, Pablo, had managed to get away. Anguish riven, the one
by the unknown fate of his wife, the other by that of his father
and mother, they implored the help of the explorers. Only two
men volunteered their assistance, Kit Carson and his fellow
mountaineer, Godey. The lips of sorrow never appealed in vain
to the brave but unselfish Carson.
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There were thirty Indians in the attacking party. Carson
and Godey, accompanied by Fuentes, determined to attempt a
rescue of the unfortunate captives. Quickly striking the trail
of the marauders, they commenced their pursuit. At the end
of twenty miles the horse Fuentes rode broke down.
To procure another was impossible.
Leaving the unfortunate man
behind, Carson and his companion dashed on their errand of
kindness. It was two men against thirty. But fear was a
stranger to the bold hearts. All day they rode. Night came
on. Still they rested not. Much of the time they led their
horses, and followed the trail in the darkness by feeling. The
tracks grew fresher. A few hours only separated them from
the chase. To be fresh for the fray they dismounted, and
wrapped in their blankets, wet with heavy dew, they tried to
sleep. But the cold, wet atmosphere rendered sleep impossible.
No fire could be lighted. At early dawn they perceived a neighboring ravine. There they thought safe to build a small fire
and warm themselves. The horses were again mounted.
The sun was still on his upward journey when they discovered their enemies, thirty in all, engaged in their usual feast of
horse-flesh. The stolen animals, which were yet alive, were
picketed at a short distance. The two mountaineers determined
to crawl in among the horses, and then be guided by events.
The strange figures of the crawling men frightened a colt, and
stirred up a commotion in the herd. The Indians, ever quick
to read the signal of, danger in the conduct of their animals,
sprang for their weapons. As the savages came in range the
trappers fired. Two braves bit the dust. The remainder, astonished at the conduct of Carson and Godey, suddenly seemed to
believe that the two were a decoy, supported by a large party,
which sought by stratagem to lure them into giving battle.
As Kit had foreseen, the Indians at once fled, leaving their
camp to the victors. Here the terrible scene presented itself
of the mangled bodies of the two men, pierced with a hundred
arrows. The women were found a little further off. Their
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bodies each had a sharpened stake driven through it into
the ground. With sad hearts at the comparative failure of their
errand, the trappers interred thie bodies, collected the horses,
and took themselves back to their more selfish companions.
The property was restored to the strangers; the sad story of
the victims told to the wifeless husband and the lonely boy.
Bowed downil with grief, yet overflowing with gratitude, they
offered all their horses as a gift to Carson aind Godey.
Iastily
wiping away a tear with his shaggy sleeve, Kit refused to accept
any thing, and instead, thrust a snall sum of money into the
boy's hand. Camp was broken. The ]lien mounted, and with a
farewell to the strangers, the party rode .away, leaving them
alone in the forest in the shadow of their mighty grief.
In the spring of 1845 Kit, Ieing out of emlployment-, resolved
to be a farmer, lie determined to settle down, fell trees, grub
stumps, plow the glebe, sow seed, and gather crops; to become
aclqulainted with corn husking, potato hoeing, and butter making;
to learn the mystery of weaning calves, killing hogs, and stringing dried 1)pumpkin. It was a strange calling, that of the patient
farmer, for the impetuous Kit to select. But as men approach
middle life they become more and more conservative. Carson
and a: mountaineer named Owens purchased an eligible tract of
land on which to make a farm. Kit furnished the money, and
laid in a stock of wooden plows, Mexican axes, farm carts, and
other utensils. With a company of hired hands he built temna1:iked

porary huts, and chopped away at the trees in fine style. True,
they were a little green at the business. The fences were rather
clumlIsy, the fields rather stumipy. The farm-house, which Kit
insisted on halvillg 1uilt, was very large and barny, while the
barn was small a;md badly located. Still things moved on fairly,
and Kit might some dlay have made a farmer. lie tried to persuade himself he was contented. But when Fremont sent him
word of a third expedition Carson just took twenty-four hours
to sell out the whole place for a third of what it had cost, get
out his rifle, saddle his horse, and start to join Fremont.
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The third expedition thus joined by Carson had many adventures. One night, through carelessness in keeping watch,
some treacherous Klamath Indians stole in the camp and cleft
the skulls of three of the sleepers before they were discovered.
In retaliation Carson, at the head of a war party, burned their
village and killed twenty braves. The war with Mexico, which
was declared at that time, served to complicate the fortunes of
the explorers. Carson was detailed to take dispatches to Washington City. On his way overland he met General Kearney,
who was under orders to proceed with his command to the scene
of hostilities in California. Kearney at once determined to forward the dispatches by another messenger, and have Carson
return with him as a guide.
Kit gave up his important trip to the capital with great
secret reluctance, but it was smothered in his own breast. He
saw how much he was needed. To serve others was always his
first impulse; to consider himself, his last. Without a murmur
he turned back to the wilderness. It was not long before Kearney's command came in conflict with the Mexican forces. His
men, being nearly all on foot, suffered severely. In the first
regular battle Carson and a squad. of twenty-five of the mounted
men headed a charge on the enemy. Just before reaching the
foe Kit's horse stumbled and fell, throwing its rider under the
feet of the advancing column, which dashed on right over him.
This accident, though fraught with great danger, in all probability saved his life. Every man in the front squad of twenty.
five was killed except Kit.
The Mexicans continued" to harass Kearney, at last manage
ing to surround him on a small hill, on which Kearney and his
command were virtually besieged. At the close of the day's
engagement, which found them in this perilous situation, a council of war was held. Three messengers had been previously dispatched to San Diego with a call for re-enforcements. Each of
them had been made captive by the Mexicans before reaching
their destination. To attempt to break through the besieging
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lines meant, in view of their own shattered condition and the
superior numbers of the enemy, certain destruction of the conmmand. To remain where they were for more than a short time
The situation was gloomy in the extreme.
was impossible.

After all had expressed their opinions and no plan had been
suggested, Carson rose and said " General, I will volunteer to
undertake to creep through the Mexican lines, push on to San
Diego, and bring you succor."
The effect of the simple words was electric. Lieutenant

Beale, a brave young naval officer, offered to join Carson.
Kearney gratefully accepted the generous offer. Making farewells, which not improbably might be their last, Carson and
Beale slipped out under cover of the darkness, determined to
render up their lives rather than abandon the attempt. Crawling stealthily on hands and knees, over rocks and through
thorny underbrush, stopping every few moments to listen, the
brave men slowly made their way into the hostile camp. In
spite of great care, their heavy shoes would sometimes strike
a rock, and it was found necessary to remove them and thrust
them into their belts.
The Mexican pickets were found to be arranged in three
rows, the sentinels in the second row being opposite the spaces
in the first, and the third opposite the spaces in the second.
Carson at once decided to take a diagonal course through the
lines. Even this path took them within a short distance of the
watchful sentinels. The gleam of the bayonet in the starlight
shot through the overhanging branches; yet, with Carson's marvelous skill, the fruit of a lifetime of Indian warfare, they reached
the third line of pickets. In five minutes they would have been
safe. Though neither spoke, each felt the increased confidence
of the other. But, hush! Kit, who was in the lead, with his
quick ear caught the sound of crunching twigs, and a heavy footfall approaching. Pushing Beale with his foot, as a signal to follow his example, Carson threw himself perfectly flat on the
ground, and awaited developments. The sounds grew louder.
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Presently, the dim figure of a sentinel on horseback revealed
itself to the piercing eye of the pioneer.
On came the Mexican. The two Americans lay right in his
path. Beale said afterwards : " I looked on myself as a corpse."
When within six feet of Carson, the Mexican dismounted
leisurely, drew out a cigarette and a bit of paper, which, by the
help of flint and steel, he proceeded to ignite. The blaze of the
paper distinctly revealed the two prostrate forms. In relating
the story, Carson, who never exaggerated, said : " I heard every
heart-beat of Beale, as we lay there, and they sounded to me
like the strokes of a maul." 'But the Mexican, when the paper
blazed, was intent on lighting his cigaretto. He did not raise
his eyes
The yellow flame lit up his sinister countenance. He
leisurely drew three or four puffs, then, with a quick motion,
flung the little torch on the ground, where it flickered for a
moment and went out. With a grunt of satisfaction, he re-adjusted his accouterments, mounted his horse, which, with finer
instinct than his master, was already snorting slightly at the
figures in the grass, and shortly disappeared among the trees.
Not till the Mexican was well out of the way, did Carson
stir. Then he commenced his onward progress. Feeling that
danger was now behind and not before them, they hurried forward. The Mexican camp was left far to the rear, and the disfigured heroes rose and warmly clasped each other's hands in the
moment of thankfulness for their escape. To put on their shoes
was their first thought. But, misery of miseries, these had not
been thought of in the perilous journey of two miles on hands
and knees, and both pairs were missing. To push on barefooted
was the only alternative. Carson had no guide but the stars,
no map but his knowledge of the country. Yet, to avoid all
beaten trails, along which the enemy swarmed, and to select a
circuitous route to San Diego, over rocks and through thickets,
was easy work. The loss of their shoes was a terrible misfortune.
The country was covered with a thick growth of the prickly
pear,.which, at every step, lacerated their leeding feet with
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poison-tipped needles. All night and all the next day, without
food or rest, sustained only by mental excitement and the thought
of the little body of suffering troops which was folded in the
fiLtal coils of the Mexican serpent, they proceeded. Another
night closed in around them ; yet they seemed insensible to
fatigue and pain. Toward midnight, the outlines of San Diego
were marked upon the horizon. Hurrying on, the poor fellows
made their way at once to the bed-room of Commodore Stockton,
and told him the situation of their comrades. Their condition
was pitiable-clothing inrags, feet bleeding terribly and swollen
to twice their natural size, mind and body exhausted to the last
extremity. Their noble mission accomplished, poor Beale fainted
away, only to wake a gibbering maniac. It was two years
before reason fully re-asserted her sway. Carson, however,
would neither eat nor sleep until the relief column was on its
way. Then he, too, hardened, though he was, by exposure and
frontier life, broke down, and for a month was prostrated by his
fearful exertion. Kearney and his command were saved.
Carson subsequently made two trips to Washington City,
bearing dispatches to the government. At this time, he was
appointed Indian agent for New Mexico, as a reward for his
services in the war. Not being identified with any political
party, he lacked the backing, which, far more than merit or
service to his country, was required to obtain an office. The
United States Senate refused to confirm the appointment of the
honest and heroic pioneer.
For the second time in his life Kit resolved to settle down
as a farmer. This time he bought a place at Rayado. The
location was beautiful; the valley rich in soil and teeming with
noble game. Kit's second wife, whom he had married some
years before, was a highly connected Mexican lady. He was
attached to his children beyond any thing else on earth. Hie
built himself a comfortable mansion; his farm was managed by
experienced hands. In spite of all the terrible experiences, which
lay like packs of wolves in the thicket of his memory, Carson was
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a happy man. The claims upon his skill as an Indian fighter
and his kindness to every suffering heart continued to reach
him in his happy valley. Thence he was frequently called to
guide United States troops, or attempt a rescue of some unfortunate captive. Perhaps he felt a more tender regret at leaving
home than formerly; perhaps the effect which his death might
have on the happiness of his little family circle sometimes occurred to him, but he was as quick to respond as ever.
The Apaches at this time almost rendered life a burden in
Northern Mexico. They are small in stature, but a marvel of
symmetry in proportion, perfect in health, unequaled in athletic
skill and performance. The Apache's limbs are straight, his
muscles hard as iron, and his frame as elastic as rubber.
Treachery glistens in his coal-black eye, and the instinct of the
murderer is hidden in his heart. On one occasion word was
brought of the killing of a Mr. White, and the capture of his
wife and child. A detachment of troops undertook the rescue.
Carson was riding some distance in advance when he sighted
the redskins and their weeping captive on the opposite bank of
a stream. Carson yelled for the men to advance at double
quick, for he saw no time was to be lost. But for some reason
the officer in command was jealous of Kit, and coolly halted
his men. During that short halt Carson saw the tomahawk
sink into the skull of Mrs. White and her little girl.
Carson's adventurous disposition, instead of courting physical danger, began to manifest itself in bold speculations, in
which he had great success. Nor was it remarkable. The
same disposition of genius, placed in different surroundings, will
manifest itself in a way externally different, but really the
same. It is said that Jay Gould, with his vast organizing
power, would equal Napoleon if placed in Napoleon's situation.
Kit's fame was a great burden to him. When in San Francisco, he was lionized, passed free to theaters, on railroads, invited
to countless entertainments. This was embarrassing to the quiet
mountaineer. Once at Fort Laramie a fellow, who was but a
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specimen from a large class, came in, eagerly seeking to have
the great Kit Carson pointed out to him. The bystanders
directed him to Kit. For a moment the stranger looked at
the small, mild-eyed, soft-mannered man before him in dumb
astonishment. lie had looked for a large, fierce desperado to
correspond with the great feats of Kit he had heard of. In a
moment astonishment gave way to a knowing look, as he said,
"See here, feller, what's this yer givin' me ? Yer not Kit Carson. Mind, I'm no greenhorn. Ilowsumever, I'll let yer off
this wunst, ef yer 'll pint out the genooine Kit."
Carson, with a face as grave as a parson, and an air of mock
timidity, pointed to an enormous trader, with a tremendous
mustache, dressed in a hunting shirt, buckskin leggins, and an
enormous slouch hat. This personage satisfied the stranger's
notion.

Offering a " chaw of terbac " to Kit, who quietly de-

clined it, he watched the big trader for an hour with the greatest interest, and then took himself off, well satisfied that he
had seen the "genooine Kit." Hle, like the majority of people,
looked to a large man for great deeds, one of the greatest delusions in the world, and one which is utterly refuted by history.
The popular reverence for large men and expansive stomachs, is shown by the United States Senate,,of which it is said
only a half dozen men fall below six feet, one inch, in height,
and two hundred and twenty pounds in weight. The Chinese,
we once heard a lecturer say, believe that the brains are in the
abdomen, and estimate a man's ability by his waist band. When
they wish to call a man an idiot they say, "Your stomach is
no larger than my little finger," while their rarest compliment
is, " Your stomach is three miles around !" It is possible the
lecturer was only satirizing the popular worship of stomachs,
which prevails in American politics.
One evening, as Kit returned to his comfortable farm at
Rayado, leading his noble horse, which was laden with a blacktailed deer and some wild turkeys, a man informed him of a

p.ot for robbery and murder, to prevent which Carson's assist-
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ance was wanted. A ruffian named Fox had been engaged at
Taos in raising a band of desperadoes, who were ostensibly to
serve as an escort through the Indian country of two Englishmen, Brevoort and Weatherhead, who were supposed to carry
a large amount of money for investment in stock. The real
object of the villains was to murder the strangers and capture
the money. By some means a hint of the plot was dropped
and brought to Carson, who followed up the clue, satisfied himself of its truth, and became convinced that the crime was to
be consummated in a lonely cafon near Cimaron River. One
hour's preparation sufficed to place him at the head of thirty
finely mounted dragoons. Selecting a short route, known only
to himself, Carson required of his men the highest possible speed.
It was the only hope, and was successful. The chase was overtaken. Fox was arrested before he could strike a blow. The
The
astonished Englishmen were informed of their danger.
gang of desperadoes were ordered to leave camp. Messrs. Brevoort and Weatherhead afterward presented Kit with a superb
pair of silver-mounted revolvers as a token of their gratitude.
The following summer Kit went to St. Louis on a trading
trip. On his return he brought with him a large stock of goods.
One day, as the train wended its way over the green prairies,
a village of Cheyennes was discovered by the party. One of
their braves had been flogged for some misdemeanor by a party
of whites a few days before, and the tribe was ablaze with
wrath. Carson knew nothing of the grievance, but quickly
perceived that an attack was contemplated. Orders were given
for each man to be on the alert, and the village was left twenty
miles to the rear, when small parties of warriors of twos and
threes began to come in sight. These had on their war-paint
and feathers. As they approached Carson spoke to them in a
friendly way, and to show he was not afraid, went into camp,
and invited the Indians to come in and have a smoke.
No sooner had the pipe gone round than the Indians began
to talk vigorously among themselves. It must not be forgotten
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that several years before, while hunter at Bent's fort, Carson
had been a great friend of the Cheyennes. His appearance had
greatly changed, and he was not recognized. Every word of
the visitors was understood by him. Supposing they were not
understood, they were coolly perfecting a plot to massacre the
whites. Suddenly Kit stepped forward, told them his name,
how he had once been a friend, and had to his knowledge never
wronged their tribe. Now they rewarded him with a plan to
kill him. He closed by ordering them to leave the camp or
they would be shot. Nonplused at the turn affairs had taken,
with a threat of return, they hastily left.
The train moved on. Each man walked beside his mule, a
whip in one hand and a rifle in the other. Carson plainly told
the men they were in great peril, but inspired them with his
own courage. He scanned the horizon incessantly, but saw nothing more dangerous than a hungry wolf or a wandering antelope.
Evening came. The wagons were arranged in a circle, inside of
which the mules were tethered. Grass was cut and fed to them.
The men gathered some driftwood, and built their camp fire also
in the guarded ring. CarSon felt that the responsibility of saving his men rested with him. In the party was one of those
Mexican runners, a young man who, with a message in his
head, can run with little fatigue seventy miles in a day.
Calling the boy outside the wagons, when the supper was over,
Carson pointed out the direction of Rayado, and told him he
must leave many miles behind him by sunrise. , The lad bent
his dark intelligent face upon his master, and resolved to make
every exertion to fulfill his command. Obtaining a few rations
of provisions, which he bound about his waist, he received from
Kit full instructions as to the dangerous places in the journey.
He was to proceed with the utmost speed to Rayado, and start
out a relief party. Making his bow, he started swiftly on his
errand. Kit watched the agile figure, as it sped over the
prairie in the dim moonlight, until it was but a speck on the
horizon.
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The camp was not disturbed that night. The following
morning five Indians appeared. Carson called to them, told them
he had the night before dispatched a fleet messenger to Rayado,
and that if his party was massacred, his friends, the soldiers,
would surely inflict swift and terrible vengeance on the Cheyennes. The Indians said they would look for his moccasin
tracks and see if the story was true. Carson saw that this was
a turning point in his favor. An hour later the whole village of.
Cheyennes passed in sight, evidently making for safety as fast
as possible. They had found the moccasin tracks, and saw the
chase had been gone too long to be overtaken. The train proceeded without interruption, until they met a body of troops,
who had started at once on the arrival of the Mexican runner.
Under this strong escort the remainder of the trip was happily
completed.
In 1853, Kit was again appointed and this time confirmed as
Indian agent, a position he graced and honored as no other
living American would have done. His great knowledge of
Indian character was a splendid equipment. Sometimes around
their council fires he distributed the bounty of the government,
and instructed them in the primary lessons of civilization.
Sometimes it was at his own home that he received them as
friends, and earnestly advised them to let whisky alone. Again
at the head of a column of United States troops he filled the
faithless hearts of the Apaches with a fear of justice if not a
love of kindness. In one hand he offered the olive branch; in
the other, he held his loaded rifle.
Kit at last permanently quieted the Utahs and Apaches.
Thenceforward he devoted himself to the works of peace among
his Indian proleygs. The fierce passion for war was supplanted
in their breasts by a love of comfort and domestic life; the
tomahawk and the scalping knife grew rusty and forgotten, while
the sinewy hand which had wielded them learned to grasp the
plow and the sickle. Kit, too, felt that in the remainder of his
life war and adventure would have no place. lie was mistaken.
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The flames of the civil war were already filling the heavens
with the red light of dooni. Carson was destined to serve his
country as a soldier. A lover of the Union, he was made Colonel
The Indians, always
of the First New Mexico Volunteers.
ready to seize a pretext for making war on the government,
cast in their lot with the Confederacy. Far away on the plains
and in the mountains of New Mexico, where the roar of Gettysburg was silent, and the story of bloody Chickamauga was
unknown, there took place terrible struggles between combatants
who knew not the ideas for which they fought. The red man
fought to be fighting the whites. The brave New Mexican fought
the Indian much as he had fought him all his life. The shock
of the civil war hurled these ancient foes upon the frontier of
civilization against each other. But while the ideas were not
present with them as they were among the ranks on many a historic field of conflict, the battle was none the less bloody and
the suffering none the less severe.
The campaigns conducted by Carson were splendidly managed. On the sixth day of January, 1864, he started out with
a force of four hundred men, only twenty of whom were mounted,
upon the famous expedition which forever crushed the power
of the Navajoes. By maneuvering with a skill of which Carson
alone was capable in an Indian war, he succeeded in entrapping
the bulk of the Navajoe Nation in the Caion de Chelly, one of
the largest on the globe. It is forty miles long, with perpendicular walls of rock, fifteen hundred feet high. Carson quickly
divided his command, sending one detachment to enter at the
cast end, while he planted himself at the mouth. Far down in
the gloomy depths, the narrow bit of sky looking like a blue
ribbon above them, the column cautiously picked its way.
Scattering bands of Indians, who saw the doom of their companions, posted themselves along the rocks and crags to annoy
the troops, but their efforts were ineffectual. Sometimes a volley
was fired from below, at the pigmy warriors on the dizzy height,
but generally they reserved themselves for the larger game
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which was in the trap. On the second day, Carson attacked
the whole force of Indians as they attempted in vain to break
out of the deadly chasm. They were terribly punished, and
were at last forced to surrender.
By this splendid strategy, between five and ten thousand
Indians surrendered to Carson, the largest capture ever made in
Indian warfare; and this was achieved by four hundred soldiers,
with scarcely the loss of a man. The entire war presents no finer
piece of generalship. The majority of the captives were placed
on a reservation in Arkansas, but were subsequently permitted
to return to their old hunting-grounds, where they are living in
happiness and peace.
In the official report to the War Department, is the following:
"You have, doubtless, seen the last of the Navajoe war, a
war that has continued, with but few intermissions, for the last
one hundred and eighty years, and which during that time has
been marked by every shade of atrocity, brutality, and ferocity
which can be imagined. I beg to congratulate you on the prospect that this formidable band of robbers and murderers has
been at last made to succumb. To Colonel Kit Carson, in command of the expedition, whose courage and perseverance excited
all to great energy and inspired great resolution, the credit is
mainly due."
For his gallant services, "Colonel Kit Carson" was promoted to the rank of brigadier-general.
After the close of the war, Kit, as we will continue to call
him, found himself in failing health, the result of an accident
in 1860. He was descending a steep mountain, leading his
horse, when the animal slipped and fell on him, inflicting internal
injury. In spite of sickness, he labored unceasingly to promote
the welfare of the Indians. On the 27th of April, 1868, his
wife died suddenly, leaving seven children. This threw him
into the deepest dejection. In a few days, he found himself too
weak to ride horseback, his lifelong pleasure. Then he took
short walks around his yard. Then it was noticed that even

-
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Silent

and thoughtful, the hero would sit in his arn-chair all day long.
Sometimes, a smile would break over his face ; again, the look
would be one of intense concentration. Perhaps he was, in fancy,
living over his life as a trapper, as hunter to Bent's Fort, or as
guide for Fremont and rescuer of Kearney's conmnd.
One morning, Kit Carson was too weak to leave his bed.
The next, the 23d of May, 1868, he refused all nourishment.
Towards evening, a film coated the kindly eye, and the hand
responded more and more feebly to the will. It was evening.

The great sun had thrown its latest radiance upon the lowly
couch, and was sinking behind the lonely Rockies, over which
he had so often wandered. Suddenly he called out in a clear
voice, " Doctor, Compadre, adios !" It was the end.
One of Nature's noblemen had passed away.
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CHAPTER XVII.
HEROES OF THE LONE STAR STATE.
NELSON LEE, THE TEXAN RANGER.

URING the revolutionary struggles of the Lone
Star republic, Texas was a great magnet, to,
ward which were irresistibly attracted, from
every portion of the Union, men of physical
courage and restless appetite for adventure.
This race of men, collected from all parts of
the country, had much in common. By a prin,
ciple of natural selection, they were all kindred
spirits. War, adventure, scouting, Indian fighting were their
pleasures. What to other men was tragedy, was to them comedy. When taken prisoners by the Mexicans, they drew the
black beans, which doomed them to military execution within
ten minutes, with the same light, airy demeanor with which
they would have thrown dice for drinks or flirted with a Mexican maid. Strange, wild fellows they were, often of gigantic
stature, shaggy as lions, and not less brave. Such were the
men who, in the wars, between Texas and Mexico, and later,
between the United States and Mexico, formed those historic
bands of scouts known as "Texan Rangers."
Among the restless fellows who were drawn to Texas by the
very troubles which drove other people from the State was
Nelson Lee, a young man born and raised near Watertown,
New York. Ie had volunteered for the Black Hawk war,
but his company was scourged by small-pox while on their
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way to the front, and before the men recovered, poor old Black
Hawk had been captured and deposed from his chieftaincy.
Disappointed in this, young Lee took up a seafaring life. Tiring
of this, he, in 1839, resolved to abandon the sea, and cast his
fortunes among the fierce Texans. The state at that time, as
will be remembered, was an independent republic, but a bloody
border warfare raged incessantly with Mexico. Perhaps less
with the notion of reconquering Texas than with annoying
her people and gathering plunder, Mexican bandits were continually crossing the border and falling upon some remote and
unsuspecting settlement like destroying devils, and then retreating as rapidly as they advanced. Of course, the Texans retaliated in the bloodiest manner.
For the purpose of protecting the settlers from these raids,
as well as punishing the Mexicans, there came into existence
bands of scouts, or bushwhackers, employed by the Texas government at a dollar a day, and known as the "Texan Rangers."
Lee, finding no other employment so congenial or so profitable,
soon enlisted in one of these companies, under Captain Cameron.
The Ranger was usually dressed in buckskin, with a cap made
from the fur of a wild-cat. Three or four revolvers and as
many bowie knives were thrust through his belt, and a short
rifle was thrown across his arm. The most important part of
his equipment was a horse of great speed and endurance, on
which a journey of eighty miles could be readily made between
sunrise and sunset.
Lee's first taste of Ranger warfare was a fight with a band of
Comanche Indians, who worried the settlements quite as much
as the Mexicans. He was green at the business, but won the
respect of his companions by his boldness, even if he did little
execution. When, after a two hours' fight, the Indians took to
flight, they left behind a deep impression on the mind of the
young Ranger. A month or two afterward Lee and fifteen companions, under command of Ben McCullough, were sent out on
a scout. Falling in with the trail of seven hundred Comanches,
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the little party of spies remained a respectful distance and shadowed their movements. The Rlangers were com0lpelled to behold
from afar the sack and burning of the village of Lindville.
Meanwhile a call had been sent for re-enforccleniits, and the
scouts, who never let the enemy get out of their sight, were
joined by recruits, the fighting force numbering three hundred

THE RANGERS PURSUING THE COMANCHES.

men. The object of an attack was not merely to punish the
Indians, but to rescue seven white women, who had been taken
captive. These latter were rightly conjectured to be in the rear
of the camp with the old men. One detachment was to move
around to the rear and release the women if possible, while the
men fought from the front.
The first company arrived within view of their victims. The
Indians observed them a,t tl
same instant. In a moment the
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red devils could be seen running toward the foot of a tree where
sat the seven captive women. The Rangers heard despairing
shrieks and saw the waving of white arms in the air, in the
frenzy of supplication. Above the heads of the crowd could
be seen tomahawks rising and falling. Horrified at the sight,
the men rode at full speed into the Indian camp. The murderers had fled, leaving behind the corpses of five of their prisoners. In their hurry they failed to dispatch the two remaining women. These were rescued by the Rangers with tender
gallantry.
While this was taking place Lee, fighting with the other
detachment, received a bullet in his left arm, causing him to
drop his bridle rein. His spirited horse sprang forward, directly
in the midst of the Indians. Perceiving their comrade's danger,
the Rangers threw themselves upon the Indians, and in a hand
to hand conflict almost exterminated their foes. A little later
Lee joined a company of Rangers, under the famous Jack Hays,
at San Antonio.
In the intervals between scouting expeditions against the
Mexicans, the Rangers occupied themselves with hunting and
watching for Indian trails. One morning, while eating breakfast
in their camp, on a short point of land at the intersection of
Walker's Creek and the Guadaloupe River, the men discovered
two Indians on the top of a high hill, near where they were encamped. It was evident that the men were in a trap. Hays
called them together, and in a few ringing words explained the
peril, then ordered them to follow him.
He took his way
directly up the hill toward the Indians, who were still watching
the Rangers' movements with eager scrutiny. When half-way
up the ascent, the savages suddenly disappeared. The same
instant Hays wheeled his horse sharply to the right, and, followed by his men, swept around the side of the mountain at
the top of his speed.
The Indian camp, containing two hundred warriors, was
taken completely by surprise. They fought boldly, but at a
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disadvantage. At the first charge of the Rangers one of them,
known as Big Sam Taylor, received an arrow through his cheek
and neck. Failing to withdraw it he broke it off, and fought
through the entire engagement with the cruel shaft thrust
through his flesh. Later in the fight, when the dead Indians
were heaped thickly upon the ground, IIays discovered a
wounded chief, and resolved to take him captive. As the
white man approached, he perceived a quick movement on the
part of the Indian, and jumped aside. At the same instant an
arrow sped from the bow of a fallen red man, and, missing Hays,
buried itself in the throbbing heart of a Ranger named Mott.
Even when assailed by several of his enemies, the stern old
warrior, in spite of his broken leg, fought like a lion, beating
off his foes again and again, until a pistol ball ended his struggles. When the battle was over, the Rangers found three of
their men dead and four wounded.
Of the Indians ninety
corpses lay on the ground in the majesty of death.
On the way back to San Antonio after this fight, Lee dismounted with the rest one evening on the bank of a small
stream. As his feet struck the ground, he heard a loud rattle
in the grass, and instantly felt a fearful pain in his right leg.
He was bitten by a rattlesnake.
A Spaniard in the party
sprang forward, killed the monster snake, and quickly cutting
pieces of flesh from its wriggling body, applied them to the.
wound. Lee says he could feel them draw. The prompt treatment saved his life.
Arriving near San Antonio, the Rangers were enraged to
find the town in the possession of a band of Mexican guerrillas.
Entering the place at. night, the Rangers surrounded a house
where large numbers of the enemy were enjoying themselves in
a grand fandango. A horrible fight ensued, which freed the town
from the band of ruffians.
On one occasion, Lee left his magnificent horse, the Black
Prince, at the town of Seguin. After an absence of some days
he returned, to find that Indians had taken nearly every horse
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in the village, including the noble animal which he loved better
than his life. Lee and a party of friends, mounted on mules,
set out to make a reprisal. They traveled nearly all day, without success, when a black speck was discovered far away on the
prairie. It attracted attention, and every eye was strained to
watch the object. It grew larger. It came nearer. In time
it could be seen to move. A little later, it assumed the outline
of an animal. Two men declared that it was a horse. This
conjecture proved correct. The animal, without rein or rider,
was coming toward tlhem at the top of its speed. In a little
while the Black Prince, with mianie and tail tlyi ,g, eyes ablaze,
nostrils distende(l, his black coat covered with flecks of white
foam, dashed into the camII and, panting for breath, stopped by
his owner's side. IIe had broken from his captors and traveled
more than a hundred miles to rejoin his master.
One day Lee met 1lays ill San Antonio, and learned that
Christolphe IRulo, in boyhood a vicious vagabond, in manhood
a desperate villain, had begin in the town as a spy for the Mexicans. lie was suspected to have gone to the mission of San
Juan, nine miles down the river.

A band of twenty Rangers

galloped to the place. The great gates swung open, and Lee
and the rest entered. Rublo concealed himself behind the gates
and attempted to escape, but fell into a ditch and was captured.
IIe was taken to San Antonio, the people of which demanded
the execution of the ruflian.
Jack IIays, however, declared that Lee and his fellow
Rangers should conduct the prisoner to the town of Seguin,
which was entitled to deal with him as its citizens wished, oil
account of Rublo's outrages upon them. The dispute over this
question well-nigh involved the fiery Texans in a fight.
In the afternoon, Rublo and his fellow-villain, called the
Ranchero, were brought out, placed upon horses, and marched
from the town between files of shaggy Rangers. The arguments of the San Antonio people, that they would be in great
danger if the Rangers left them to take the two prisoners to
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Seguin, contained great truth. In this emergency the fertile
mind of Hays devised a stratagem.
After leaving San Antonio and following the road toward
Seguin till after nightfall, Lee and a companion named Escue, in
whose special charge the two prisoners were, gradually fell to
the rear of the Rangers, and then, under cover of darkness,
turned sharply to the right, abandoning all roads and trails, and,
with their two captives, struck out into the open plain. Meanwhile, the main body of Rangers wheeled about and marched
back to San Antonio. Lee and his companion wrapped themselves and their prisoners in dark buffalo skins to avoid observation by the Mexican horsemen who were scouring the country, and hurried across the plain through a blinding rain.
Sometime after midnight a halt was called. Lee took Rublo
from his pony, bound him hand and foot, and, with cocked
pistol in hand, sat down by his side. The desperado knew
that, unless he escaped, the outraged citizens of Seguin would,
on the next day, take his life. Lee says that, for his part, he
was perfectly well aware that, if Rublo should escape from
him, the same citizens of Seguin would take his own life for
permitting the escape. With this understanding, let us proceed.
Escue, who had charge of the Ranchero, selected a spot for
passing the night some rods distant from Lee. His prisoner
covered himself up with buffalo skins, and apparently fell into
a deep sleep. Escue tied the halter of his horse to his ankle,
believing this would keep him awake. In spite of this he went
to sleep. The cunning Ranchero slipped out of his bonds, carefully arranged his hat among the buffalo skins, so that to the
casual eye he was seen to be still lying there, took the halter
off of Escue's horse and tied it to the limb of a tree, mounted
and rode away.
In the morning Lee discovered a band of Mexicans approaching. The moment was critical. Escue's own horse was gone.
The one left by the Ranchero was a broken down animal, useless for escape. The pony on which Rublo was mounted was a
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good one. Lee instantly made up his mind. Ile drew his
revolver, shot his prisoner through the heart, yelled to Escue
to mount the pony from which the lifeless desperado had
fallen, and the two men began their flight, in which they were
successful.
Lee and Escue brought word to San Antonio of the approach
of the Mexicans. The Rangers fought a hard battle on the
banks of Salado Creek. This invasion of the Mexicans, under
General Woll, raised a popular clamor for a counter expedition
against Mexico.

In the fall of 1842 the government of Texas gave a reluctant consent for the expedition. Twelve or fifteen hundred
men, "renegades, refugees from justice, adventurers of all sorts,
ready for any enterprise that afforded a reasonable prospect of
excitement and plunder, dare-devils, afraid of nothing under the
sun," assembled at San Antonio. General Somerville, who was

placed in command, proved to be incompetent. He delayed
marching for two months. Great numbers of the recruits deserted. When, finally, the Rio Grande was reached, various
reasons induced Somerville to order a retreat of the expedition.
Three hundred men, of which Lee was one, refused to obey.
Somerville and the rest returned to their homes, but these bold
fellows determined to push on into the enemy's country.
On the 23d of December, 1842, about two o'clock in the
morning, the three hundred Rangers entered the town of Mier,
and commenced a street fight in the darkness with the Mexican
troops. Some of the Rangers, with crowbars and picks, were
busily engaged in breaking openings through the stone walls of
the buildings, and thus making their way toward the square,
where the Mexicans were posted. The fight lasted many hours.
In this battle Big Foot Wallace, whose adventures we detail
hereafter, had a narrow escape. In one of the charges he followed a party of retreating Mexicans too far. They suddenly
turned upon him, and in a flash surrounded him, rendering
escape apparently impossible. He made a lunge at an opening
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in the circle of enemies, threw one man down, and, receiving a
bayolnet-thrust through his left arm, succeeded in escaping.
At two o'clock in the afternoon there was a cessation of
hostilities. The Mexicans sent out a flag of truce. For reasons never fully understood a surrender was made by the Texans. Both Lee and Wallace agree that this was a mistake.
At the moment of the surrender, Lee, with ten companions,
occupied a house at some distance from the main body. Noticing that the firing had ceased, Lee slipped out into the street
to a point where he commanded a view of the Square, and discovered the Texans marching up and laying down their arms.
Hurrying back to his comrades, he explained the situation in a
few short words, announced his determination to die rather than
be taken to a Mexican prison, and suiting the act to the word,
leaped through a back window. He found himself in a large
garden, and discovering a clump of high weeds, he crawled into
their midst, remaining there till nightfall.
As soon as he felt safe in so doing, he left his hiding-place,
stealthily made his way out of the town, and in half an hour
found himself alone in the darkness on the banks of the rushing Rio Grande. Arranging his clothes in a bundle, and carrying his rifle, he plunged into the river. For a long time he
swam. It seemed impossible to reach the opposite shore. Just
as his strength was about to give way completely, Lee discovered the outline of the land.
Putting forth all remaining
strength, he managed to reach it only to find a perpendicular
bluff, affording him not the slightest point of support. After a
few faint and ineffectual struggles to clamber out of the water,
he fell back into the waves, and floated hopelessly and helplessly down the tide.
At last he came within reach of a tree, which had been
blown down and extended over the water. By means of this
he clambered on to the shore, only to find himself in the midst
of the prickly pear, of which the needle-like thorns lacerated
his bleeding feet and limbs at every step. Exercising all the
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time in order to resist the cold of a stiff norther, he passed a
miserable night.
In the morning, the unhappy man discovered a column of
smoke apparently rising from a camp fire about a mile away.
Ile at once made his way to the spot, crawling through the
grass, and discovered two Mexican herdsmen, one a youth, the
other a man of forty years.
Lee had pluck, and knew the Mexican character thoroughly.
The two herdsmen were eating their breakfast. Near by stood
their guns and ammunition. With an unloaded revolver in one

hand, and a bowie knife in the other, the Ranger sprang out of
the bushes and shouted for the Mexicans to surrender. The
terrified herdsmen at once fell on their knees with a prayer for
mercy.
IIaving compelled the youth to bind the man hand and foot,
and having secured their guns and ammunition, Lee calmly
proceeded to devour the breakfast which the herdsmen had prepared for themselves. Refreshed by the food, he proceeded to
talk the situation over with his friends, and told them, that if
they would guide him to a certain trail, he would set them free.
The bargain was struck. After a three days' journey, during
which time he did not suffer himself to sleep a moment, Lee
found himself in a region where he no longer needed a guide.
Hie took one of the Mexicans' guns, placed it at the foot of a
tree with a lot of ammunition, called their attention particularly
to the spot, and then ordered them to proceed as before.
When the party had marched five miles from the spot where
the gun had been left, Lee turned his prisoners loose, telling
them that the gun and ammunition were to enable them to kill
game on their way back. Lee made his way home without
trouble.
Lee took an active part in the war of the United States
with Mexico. His adventures during this war we will not here
relate. IIe subsequently engaged in the cattle business, and in
1855 joined with a company of men in an enterprise, the object
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of which was to purchase a large drove of mules and drive them
overland to the San Francisco market.
Among the articles which Lee purchased as an equipment
for this trip was an enormous silver watch. It contained an
alarm of remarkable noise and duration, which could be regulated to go off at any moment, and while ringing the alarm, the
watch would actually move across a table.
The company was made up and commenced its march, large
purchases of mules being made from time to time, and the easy
journeys day by day gradually carrying them far beyond the
boundaries of the settlements. On the evening of the 2d of
April they were encamped in a beautiful valley. The hunters
brought in some capital game, and a neighboring stream furnished lovely trout. After an abundant meal the men one by one
went to sleep. Lee' was on watch till midnight, when he was
relieved. At that hour there were no indications of danger.
The only sound which disturbed the profound silence of nature,
was the irregular tinkle of the horses' bells.
Lee had been asleep but a short time when he was roused
by a fearful shriek. He sprang to his feet, only to discover
that the camp was full of painted Indians, who were killing the
white men one after another. Lee had taken but a swift glance
at the scene of horror, lit up by the dull glow of the dying
camp-fire, when a lasso was thrown over his head, and he was
jerked violently to the ground. A moment later several Indians sprang upon him and bound him. Three others besides
Lee, named Thomas Martin, Stewart, and Aikens, escaped the
massacre, and were bound similarly to Lee.
In removing Lee's clothing, one of the Indians discovered the
silver watch which we have mentioned.
The savage was
delighted at the bright toy. While regarding it with the
greatest curiosity, the minute-hand reached half-past three. At
that instant the alarm went off. The savage was dumfounded
as the thing roared and rattled for two minutes. Frightened
beyond measure, he held the thing at arm's length, seemingly
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too much paralyzed by fear to let it drop, and looked away
from it with an expression of sickly horror on his face. The
other Indians quickly gathered about him. When the alarm
ceased they began an unintelligible jabber. The first Indian
pointed repeatedly to Lee, and finally the crowd of savages
came toward him, and offered him the watch, with various gestures indicating that they wanted to hear it go off again.
The Ranger saw his advantage. His hands were unbound.
He took the watch and, with many ceremonies and great solemnity, regulated it, so that in a few moments it went off again.
After this the Indians had a long consultation. From their
frequent gestures toward the sky, Lee divined that they
regarded it as something supernatural and himself as some sort
of a prophet.
When morning broke, the chief put the watch carefully
away, and the Indians gave their attention once more to the
white men's camp. The corpses of the poor fellows who had
been murdered in their sleep were horribly mutilated. Some
had arms and hands chopped off; some were disemboweled;
some had their tongues drawn out and sharp sticks thrust
through them. Toward the four men who were yet alive, the
Indians behaved frightfully, flourishing tomahawks about their
heads and pressing the blades of glittering knives against their
throats as if unable to resist the fierce passion for murder.
At last the four prisoners were blindfolded and bound on
the backs of mules. These animals were unbridled, and were
left to follow the bell-mare at their own sweet will. At times
the mules would knock their blindfolded riders against trees,
inflicting fearful wounds. Each accident of this sort made the
whole party of Indians yell with delight.
As evening approached, the hideous Comanches selected a
camping-ground. A supper was made from horse-flesh. When
the Indians had satisfied their own hunger, they tossed chunks
of frying meat at the prisoners. These fiery bits, on which
the fat was often ablaze, instead of being caught in their mouths,
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fell on the naked legs of the white men, burning them seve Aly.
The prisoners were put to bed in a peculiar fashion. They
were laid on their backs on the ground, their hands and feet
extended as widely as possible, and fastened stiffly with buffalo
thongs to four stakes conveniently driven in the ground. To
say that they were unable to move hand or foot is to speak
the literal truth. For several days they continued on their
journey, butted against trees by the rascally mules, burnt
with hot horse-flesh, and staked out at night in the fashion
indicated.
Lee kept his thoughts busy, reflecting how he might take
advantage of the incident of the watch. By the time he
reached the Indian village he had matured in his own mind
a unique system of theology, which he determined to teach
the Indians if possible. The sun, as the Indians already believed, was. God. The watch, in Lee's new theology, was the
brother of the sun, and on most intimate terms with him. The
revolution of the hands each day, Lee determined to make the
Indians believe had a mysterious and sympathetic connection,
with the movement of the sun. Finally, it remained to convince the savages that Lee himself was the Great Spirit of
the watch, and that if any thing happened either to him or to
it, it would also destroy the sun.
Lee was taken to the house of the chief. Ordinarily a prisoner was the chief object of attention in the village. But on
this occasion the watch was the favorite by heavy odds. A
council was called. The watch was brought forth. After long
and vociferous speeches the Indian sages pointed significantly to
Lee and to the watch, desiring him to make it sound the alarm.
Lee, pious fraud as he was, kneeled down, put up his hands
toward the sun, as if in the attitude of prayer, then worked
with the watch; pretending to persuade it to go, and finally rose
to his feet, shook his head solemnly, and pointed to the sun as
if to indicate that the celestial being prevented the watch from
going off.
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Later in the day Lee, who was rapidly rising in importance
in popular opinion, was taken by a strong guard to a spot outside of the village, where a large crowd had already assembled.
Here he found his friends Martin, Stewart, and Aikens, each
drawn up and tied to pairs of posts, planted three feet apart.
Some terrible ceremony was taking place. The Indians formed
in a circle about the wretched men and deliberately scalped
Stewart and Martin. Then they took sharp arrow-heads and
made gashes in the bodies of the two men. This "they contintinued until every inch of the bodies of the unhappy men was
haggled and hacked and scarified and covered with clotted blood."
The two men screamed out in their agony, begging that they
might be put to death. Lee and Aikens, sickened beyond measure, shut their eyes to keep out the horrid sight. The Indians
did not neglect to pull their hair and flourish knives and
hatchets about their heads as if to impress them that the fate
of Stewart and Martin would shortly be theirs.
After two hours of torture the ring of warriors stopped
dancing, formed closely about Stewart and Martin, and, at an
appointed signal, a score of tomahawks were buried in the brain
of each prisoner. When the scene of slaughter was ended, Lee
and Aikens were separated.
From this time on he longed only for death. One day his
bonds were removed. Hoping only to exasperate his captors
into killing him outright, he picked up a club and tried to kill
the nearest Indian. Instead of attaining the desired result, he
found the savages only laughed at him. Not a day passed that
the Indians did not beseech Lee to make the watch go off.
Through all these requests he maintained a sullen and obstinate refusal.
One day Aikens was unexpectedly brought into the tent
where Lee was kept, and the two men had a talk. Aikens,
who was thoroughly familiar with Indian character and customs,
told Lee that he himself was shortly to be put to death, but
that he believed that Lee might yet escape through the instru-
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mentality of the watch, if, instead of being sullen and stubborn,
he would comply with the Indians' wishes, and exert himself to
win their favor.
Lee took the advice. In time he was adopted into the tribe.
He had long since lost sight of Aikens, and indeed never learned
his fate. Little by little, Lee won their confidence, and acquired
more and more liberty. He was allowed no weapons, but was
permitted to walk about the village.
One day, Lee was suddenly ordered to mount a big mule,
and follow Big Wolf, the chief. A band of warriors accompanied
them. They traveled all day. At evening, Lee hastened to
cook Big Wolf's supper. He had, indeed, for a long time, been
his servant. During this whole period, the chief never took a
mouthful of food until after Lee had tasted it, a precaution
against poison.
At the close of the second day, they reached the village of
the great chief, Spotted Leopard. Lee took an instinctive dislike to this chief and his people. Among the latter, however,
was one who was his friend. She was Kianceta, the Weasel.
Of her Lee speaks with enthusiam. She was of slender and
beautiful figure, graceful and dignified. Her weird costume, with
its gay embroidery and bead work, was partly obscured by her
coal black hair, which fell in luxuriant profusion half-way to
the ground.
But Kianceta's spirit was even fairer than her form. "She
sympathized with the poor captive, when others laughed at him.
She sat down by his side and looked up sorrowfully into his
face, when the young savages of the village beat him with
stones and sticks. A hundred times she stood between him
and those who threatened harm; gave him corn when others
had it not; attended him when sick, casting red-hot stones
into a trough of water to make him a steam bath, and wrapping
him with thick buffalo skins, until his cold was broken up and
his health restored."
In spite. of the charms of Kianceta, Lee furtively watched
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his chances for escl,pe. A half mile from the village was a
dark, wooded ravine, which if' he could reach Lee believed
escape to be possible. After many nights passed in planning,
he resolved on the attempt. With the knife which he was at
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SPOTTED LEOPARD, THE COMANCHE CHIEF.

this time permitted to carry he cut up some strips of venison
to serve him as food in his flight, and concealed the bundle of
them in a log. One midnight, when the village was asleep, and
Spotted Leopa.rd snored loudly, on his royal couch, Lee slipped
quietly from the tent, made his way quietly to the log where
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his venison was hidden, secured the precious pack and started
to leave the village. He had reached the outer row of wigwams,
when he was startled by the growl of a big dog, which confronted him, showing his white teeth.
In a moment the bark was caught up and answered by another cur at the farther end of the village. Others still disturbed
the midnight air with fierce barks and lugubrious howls. On
they came, one after another, with growls and snarls, to the
spot where poor Lee stood, half dead with fright. It was but a
moment from the time when the first dog discovered him until
he found himself surrounded on all sides by barking curs.
Another danger also appeared. The village was roused by
the unusual disturbance among the dogs, and sleepy warriors
sould be heard, one after another, from their wigwams, cursing
the dogs, and telling them to lie down. Lee no longer thought
of flight, but only of avoiding discovery. He crawled back to
his tent and lay down, bitterly disappointed at his failure.
Still he did not give up. Days and weeks rolled by before
he matured another plan. Although he was ordered not to go
beyond the boundaries of the village, he disregarded the command, and ventured out from day to day, each time going a
little farther. At first he was often told to go back. Then his
disobedience was less and less noticed. Finally no one interfered with him at all.
One evening, just at dark, he started off in a slow, careless walk toward the ravine. He had gone a considerable distance when three warriors suddenly confronted him. He pretended to be cutting a stick from some bushes on which to
cook his master's meat. The trick was too thin. The suspicions of the Indians were aroused. They seized him roughly
by the arm and marched him 'back to the village.
They
reported the occurrence to Spotted Leopard. A long and earnest consultation was had, at the close of which the chief came
out, seized Lee, and jerked him forcibly into the wigwam.
After binding the runaway, hand and foot, the Indian rolled up
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his leggins and deliberately slashed a sharp knife across the
muscle on the front of his leg just below the knee. This surgical operation was designed to crippl)l)le Lee, so escape would
be impossible. The white man was kept tied for two weeks.
Every day Spotted Leopard would seize his leg and work it
back and forth, breaking open the wound anew. Eventually
the limb healed, but was permanently stiff.
From time to time, Lee accompanied Spotted Leopard and
his people on long hunts around the head-waters of the Guadaloupe. Once they had a fierce battle with the Apaches. Lee
prayed that the Comanches might be whipped, but in this he
was disappointed.
On another occasion, they were visited by
a friendly tribe, with a chief named Rolling Thunder. This
Indian was naturally reverent. lie was more fond of worshiping the sun on his knees than of dancing the war-dance.
Such a character is unusual among the Indians. Lee was called
out to give an exhibition with his watch, which he did, with
marked effect, the pious Rolling Thunder ascribing every thing

won(lerful to some supernatural power.
Another party of Indians, on another occasion, encamped
near them. In the afternoon Lee noticed an unusual stir among
Spotted Leopard's people, which ended in the whole party's
moving down toward the neighboring camp of the strangers.
Lee felt something unusual was going to happen. Breathless
with suspense, he listened. Presently a human voice rang out
through the air in one awful scream of agony. At intervals it
was repeated, growing feebler and feebler. An hour or two
later, some Indians came after Lee, and took him through the
strangers' camp. Scattered around he saw torn fragments of
the uniform of a United States soldier. A few steps farther
on, Lee saw the remains of the soldier. A stick had been
thrust under his heel cords, and he had been hung up head
downward, until at last, bleeding from many wounds, he gave
up the ghost. No doubt he had been captured near some
army post.
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One day Lee discovered three white women captives of
another band of the same tribe. It was months before he
could speak to them. At last, on the occasion of a great feast
and dance he was enabled to do so. They were English by
birth. A Mormon missionary had induced them to leave their
home, and, with a party of two hundred others, come to America. After a long voyage from England, they had landed at
Indianola, on Matagorda Bay. From that point, their way
lay overland to the Great Salt Lake. On the journey through
the mountains many of the teams gave out. The party became
separated. The Indians became troublesome, and finally captured large numbers, among whom were these three women.
Lee felt a burning interest in this story of the misfortunes of
these poor creatures, compared to which his own, inasmuch as
he was at best an adventurer, were trifling.
After their capture the men were massacred. Mrs. Haskin's infant child was seized by an Indian, a hole cut under
its chin, and then hung on the sharp limb of a tree, and left
until death should relieve it. The three women were the common drudges of the camp. The elder, the mother of the others,
becoming too feeble to work, was, soon after Lee met her, put
to death by torture.
The pious Rolling Thunder made visits of increasing frequency to Spotted Leopard, which resulted at last in a change
of masters for Lee. The chief use which Rolling Thunder
made of his new captive was to make him describe the wonders of the world and of civilization.
Before long he invited Lee to choose a wife. To this the
white man assented, and, after a careful inspection of the entire
tribe, chose a young and slender squaw, rather dirty but goodlooking, known as the Sleek Otter. The marriage resulted happily, and Lee received increased privileges.
During Lee's residence with this tribe two young warriors,
who had a fierce quarrel of long standing, which the council
had again and again attempted to settle, determined to fight
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the matter to the death. Both men were athletic and powerful.
They met in the center of a ring, and their left arms, as far up
as the elbow, were lashed together with buffalo hide so firmly
that there was no possibility of the men breaking away from
each other. In the right hand of each was placed a hunting
knife with a sharp blade nine inches long. The brothers of the
combatants stood at a little distance, similarly armed.
At a given signal the two men raised their bright blades in
air, then brought them down suddenly. In an instant they
were again uplifted, no longer bright, but crimsoned with blood.
For a minute the knives rose and fell incessantly, the men
struggling with fury. "At length a mortal thrust by one was
followed by a fierce blow from the other, gashing through the
side of the neck, from which the purple tide of life spouted up
in a wide, high arch, when both fell lifeless to the ground."
Had either survived, the brother of the other would have at
once put him to death.
Lee took many trips with Rolling Thunder, but on no occasion did the chief sleep alone with him in the tent. At last
they took a three days' journey together without a companion
toward a village, three days' journey to the north. While at
this place the chief got drunk, and on the way home was exceedingly thirsty. After a long search a little pool of water was
discovered. Hie ordered Lee to get him a drink in his hunting
horn. The latter being unable to do this without scooping up
considerable mud, the thirsty Indian sprang from his horse,
threw down his rifle, and lying flat on the ground, drank eagerly
from the pool. On the spur of the moment, as Lee's eye caught
sight of a hatchet hanging on the Indian's saddle, a fearful
thought burst upon him. In a moment the idea was put into
execution. Snatching the hatchet, he bent over, and deliberately buried it in the Indian's head.
It was the work of a moment to seize the dead chief's gun
and knife, mount his horse, and, leading the mule which he had
himself ridden, dash away across the country. It was a lonely
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journey through a lonely wilderness, across rocky ridges, and
along (ldark ravines. Late at night he paused for the first time.
His only resource in the way of food was to kill the mule.
Building a small fire he prepared himself a meal from the meat.
Though refreshed by eating, a new horror presented itself.
The blood and smell of the animal was scented by wild beasts,
which crashed through the forest with horrid cries throughout
the night.
At the end of fifty-six days' travel, Lee fell in with some
Mexican traders, and, more dead than alive, w:ls kindly cared
for. When he had sufficiently recovered he left Texas, having
had enough of life as a Ranger.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
HEROES OF THE LONE STAR STATE, CONTINUED.
DAVID CROCKETT.

HE man whose name stands at the head of this
chapter deserves a place in any sketch, however brief, of the heroes of the Lone Star State.
This is not on account of his life, but of his
death. Although nearly his entire career was
passed elsewhere, he did for Texas all that a
man could do-he gave his life for her. IIe
was the most original character produced upon
the American frontiers, as well as by all odds
the most famous one.
David Crockett was born in a wretched cabin in East Tennessee, in the year 1786. His father was one of the worst
specimens of frontier life. HIe kept a tavern, which consisted
of nothing more than a tumbling cabin, with one room and an
earthen floor. Its only accommodations consisted of a great jug
of vile whisky. The old man, furthermore, was mean. When
the boy was only twelve years old, the father hired him to a
Dutchman to go on foot with him for four hundred miles and
drive a herd of cattle. The trip was hard even for a man.
Many a night the wretched boy, weary, supperless, spattered
with mud, and drenched with rain, would lie on the ground
without shelter or covering. The journey terminated in Virginia, where the Dutchman lived.
As for the boy, it remained to make his way back home
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through the wilderness, four hundred miles in extent.

HIe ob-

tained permission to follow an emigrant's wagon, but quickly

tiring of their slow progress, struck out alone into the wilderness, and soon left the emigrants far behind. We neither know
how he obtained food, how he crossed the rivers, nor how he
defended himself from wild beasts. We only know that it was
winter when he started and spring when he reached his journey's end.
The home to which he returned was miserable enough. The
father was an intemperate old dog, and frequently would take a
stout hickory stick and chase David for a mile or two, threatening each moment to kill him. The boy had a marvelous knack
for avoiding his pursuer, and simply shouted and laughed at his
father's drunken failures. Crockett naturally drifted away from
such a home and engaged in many wild trips over the country
to the eastern cities, once even arranging to go to London. This
he failed to carry out.
He married an Irish girl in his neighborhood when quite
young, and, after the birth of two children, he packed his little
belongings on one shaky old horse, placed his wife and children
on its mate, and struck across the country to penetrate two hundred and fifty miles further into the western wilderness. This
was not his only move. Apparently from innate vagrancy, he
would, no sooner gather a crop than he would abandon his crumbling shanty, and remove to some other location.
When the Creek war -broke out in 1811, such a restless
woodsman as Crockett was eager to engage in the conflict. He
had many thrilling adventures during the war which we may
not here recount.- The sufferings of the army for want of food,
which were shared by Crockett, have been briefly related elsewhere. During the war his wife died, but, with ready adaptation to circumstances, he quickly married a widow whom he
met. A few months after his marriage, intent on another
change of location, he and three neighbors set out on an exploring tour in central Alabama.
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One morning when the explorers awoke, they discovered
that their horses were goule. Crockett at once set out on
foot, through forest, bog, and ravine, across creeks and over
hills, to follow them. It is almost impossible to believe, yet
true, that before nightfall he had traversed fifty miles. He
stopped that night at a settler's cabin, but awoke in the morning to find himself so lame from his great walk that he could
scarcely move. Though suffering greatly, he left the cabin
and hobbled along a few miles, hoping that exercise would
improve him.
While proceeding in this way, consumed with fever and
tottering with weakness, he fell, overcome by deathly sickness.
A happy fortune prevented him from being left here to die or
be devoured by wild beasts. Some Indians, coining through
the forest, saw the prostrate form of the poor, sick, white man,
and quickly attempted to minister to his wants. One of them
had a watermelon, from which he cut a slice for the refreshment of the sufferer. Then, taking him in their arms, they
carried him to the cabin of a white man, two- miles distant.
With true frontier kindness, the people of the place received
him, put him to bed, and prepared such herbs and other primitive medicines as their resources afforded.
The next day, as the delirium was beginning to settle down
in dense clouds upon the mind of the patient, two white men,
having been informed by the Indians that one of their countrymen was lying sick at the place, came to the cabin. They
proved to be acquaintances of Crockett. The latter was able to
recognize them, and in his delirium begged and besought them
to take him to his three companions whom he had left at the
camp. He was placed upon a sort of litter, and they carried
him all the way, fifty miles, to the spot where his companions
were waiting.
At the end of the journey his fever had risen to a fearful
height. It was evident that a long spell of sickness was before
him. All that could be done was to find the cabin of some
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kind pioneer woman, and there leave Crockett, unaided by medical skill, to- fight, single-handed, the battle of life and death.
He received the kindest attention. His pallet occupied the
corner on the earthen floor of the cabin. After weeks of suffering he began to recover. Although emaciated and tottering
with weakness, he employed a wagoner to carry him home.
He arrived there to find that his family had given him up
for dead.
In spite of this misadventure, Crockett, instead of settling
down, removed with his family to a spot called Shoal Creek, in
what is now Giles county, Tennessee. In a new country, cattle
stealing is regarded as the worst of crimes, and is punished
with instant death. This grows out of the fact that it is the
crime to which society in such a region is most liable, and
against which it has the least protection. Crockett, whose great
force of character always asserted itself in every situation,
became a self-appointed justice of the peace. Subsequently, he
was legally appointed to the position.
Before the appointment, whenever Crockett made up his
mind that a fellow ought to be punished, he had simply ordered
the young men who were his self-appointed constables to catch
the culprit. When he was brought before him there was a short,
sharp trial, lasting not more than three minutes, and then the
judge passed sentence, saying: " Take the thief, strip off his
shirt, tie him to a tree, and give him a good flogging. Then
burn down his cabin and drive him out of the country." From
this judgment no appeal would lie. When Crockett was legally
appointed justice, he was greatly troubled in mind to learn that
they required written warrants. In spite of this difficulty, he
got along pretty well, and as he says, " My judgments stuck
like wax."
David Crockett would probably never have been known to
fame had he not entered politics. He was a famous hunter,
and popular; on this account, some of the rough settlers suggested that he become a candidate for the legislature. He was
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ambitious, and took fire at the suggestion. In, June, 1821, he
began his campaign. lie says: " It was a brand-fire new business to me. It now became necessary that I should tell the
people something about the government and an eternal sight of
other things, that I know 'd nothing more about than I did
about Latin and law, and such things as that. I know'd so little
about it, that if any one had told me that General Jackson was
the government I should have believed it, for I had never read
even a newspaper in my life."
About this time there was a great squirrel hunt on Duck
River, which Crockett resolved to attend. The people were to
divide into two parties, and hunt for two days. Then they
were to assemble, count the scalps, and the party which had
killed the less number of squirrels was to pay for a big dinner
and country frolic. Owing to Crockett's marvelous skill, his
party killed the most squirrels.
As the dinner proceeded and whisky began to flow like
water, Crockett was called out to make a speech as a candidate,
to be followed by his opponent. Crockett was, he says, "As
ignorant of the business as an outlandish negro. I got up and
told the people I reckoned they knowed what I had come for,
but if not I could tell them. I had come for their votes, and if
they did n't watch mighty close I would get them too. But the
worst of all was that I could not tell them any thing about the
government. I choked up as bad as if my mouth had been
jamm'd and cramm'd chock full of dry mush." However, he
managed to tell a story or two, and then seeing the people in a
good humor took care to remark that he was "as dry as a powder horn, and that it was time for us all to wet our whistles a
little." lie then went off to a liquor stand, taking nearly the
whole crowd with him, and leaving his competitor to speak to
about six men.
Crockett was elected to the legislature, as a matter of course.
When he went to the State Capital he felt that the most important thing for him to do was to learn the meaning of the words
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judiciary.

Having learned these points by a
great deal of adroit questioning, he felt quite well equipped.
He became the fun maker of the legislature. While he liked
to raise a laugh at others, he would not stand a laugh at himself. One day a legislator referred to him as "the gentleman
from the cane." That evening Crockett invited the man pleas-

government and

antly to take a walk with him, and when they reacheda lonely
spot announced that he brought his companion there for the
purpose of whipping him within an inch of his life. The man
pleaded so hard, however, that Crockett let him off.
After the adjournment of the legislature, Crockett again
determined to move further west. Hie and a companion struck
out into a new region on the Obion River. IHere he killed deer
and elk almost without number. He built a cabin and planted
a crop of corn. During the summer he killed no less than ten
bears. In the fall he returned for his family and brought them
to his new quarters.
His physical endurance was wonderful. In the winter, about
Christmas, he was trying to cross a slough by getting on a log
and poling across. Somehow he fell into the water, which was
ten feet deep. The weather was extremely cold. Getting out
on the bank, which was covered with a deep snow, he removed
his clothes and hung them on a tree to dry. lie then attempted
to warm himself by running, but found his legs taken with the
cramp, so that he could not make a step six inches long. It
was late in the evening before he dragged himself back to his
cabin, a feat accomplished with infinite suffering. Yet he relates
that he wrapped himself in bear skin, and lying down upon the
floor with his feet to the fire, passed the night with comfort and
awoke in the morning without feeling any ill effects whatever
from his exposure.
During the continuation of the same storm which was raging
at the time of the above incident the meat gave out in the
cabin, and the men set out in the blinding sleet to hunt game.
Crockett, with three dogs, one of which was pretty old, started
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in a direction where he thought he might find a bear. Every
hour the storm grew more furious. The bushes, with which the
forest was filled, became so thick with ice that he could no
longer force his way through. lie had seated himself on a log
to rest, when he heard his dogs set up a terrible barking.
lie
followed them as best he could, but no game was in sight, and
he concluded the dogs were only making mischief. " Just at
that moment," says he, "looking on before my dogs, I saw the
biggest bear that ever was seen in America. At that distance
he looked like a big, black bull." He hurried forward to find
his dogs engaged in a life and death conflict with the bear.
It required three bullets to kill him.
The storm had not abated at all. Crockett hurried back
through the icy forest to his cabin, twelve miles away. lie
and the other two men, who had returned unsuccessful from
their hunt, taking four pack horses, set out at once, in spite of
fatigue and tempest, to secure the game, an enterprise in which
they succeeded. In this way the cabin was furnished with an
abundant supply of splendid meat.
It soon occurred to Crockett to again offer himself for the
legislature. On a certain day he appeared at a great political
gathering, and began his own peculiar method of electioneering.
Having mounted a stump, he began to banter his opponent, Dr.
Butler. lie took care to assure his audience that though he was
very poor, he proposed to furnish his supporters all the whisky
they could drink. "When I goes electioneering, I goes fixed for
the purpose. I've got a suit of deer leather clothes with two
big pockets. I puts a bottle of whisky in one, and a twist of
tobacco in t'other, and starts out. Then if I meets a friend,
why I pulls out my bottle and gives him a drink. He'll be
mighty apt, before he drinks, to throw away his tobacco. So,
when he is. done, I pulls my twist out of t'other pocket, and
gives him a chaw. I never likes to leave a man worse off than
I found him."
Dr. Butler, Crockett's opponent, lived in a frame house. In
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the front room. the middle of the floor was covered with a piece
of carpet. One day the doctor called to some men, passing, to
come in and take a drink. The whisky sat on a table in the
center of the room. The men came in and, of course, had
never seen a carpet before. They walked cautiously around
on the bare part of the floor without daring to put their feet
upon the carpet.
Soon afterward, they were heard inquiring of Crockett's
friends how he lived. On learning that he lived in a log cabin
of one room, without any glass for the window, and with earth
alone for the floor, they declared that he was the fellow for
them. "Why," said one of them, "when Butler called us into
his house to take a drink, he spread down one of his best bed
quilts for us to walk on. lie's too proud for us." Crockett was
elected to the legislature, and served two years.
The bear hunter soon found himself a famous man. Without
changing his mode of life, he announced himself as a candidate
for Congress, and though unable to read, and barely able to sign
his name, was elected by nearly three thousand majority. On
his way to Washington City, he reached Raleigh, North Carolina, on a cold, wet evening. Entering the tavern and elbowing
his way through the crowd toward the fire, some fellow gave
him a shove, and said with an oath, " Who are you ?" Crockett
roared out, "I am that same David Crockett, fresh from the
back woods, half horse, half alligator, a little touched with the
snapping turtle. I can wade the Mississippi, leap the Ohio, ride
upon a streak of lightning, and slip without a scratch down a
honey locust. I can whip my weight in wild cats, and if any
gentleman pleases for a ten-dollar bill he can throw in a panther.
I can hug a bear too close for comfort, and eat any man opposed
to General Jackson." They made room for Crockett around
the fire!
When the bear hunter got to Washington, he was invited
to dine with President Adams, at a state dinner. The newspapers of the time gave what purported to be Crockett's own
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" I went to dinner, and I walked all
around the long table looking for something that I liked. At
last I took my seat beside a fat goose, and I helped myself to
as much of it as I wanted. I had n't took three bites when I
saw a man away up the table talking French to a woman on
t' other side. He dodged his head and she dodged hers, and
then they got to drinking wine across the table. When I looked
back again, my plate was gone, goose and all. I seed a white
man walking off with it. I says, Hello mister, bring back my
plate. He fetched it back in a hurry, but when he set it down
before me, how do you think it was? Licked as clean as my
hand. If it was n't I wish I may be shot. Says he, What will
you have, sir? And says I, you may well say that after stealing my goose. I then filled my plate with bacon and greens,
and Whenever I looked up or down the table I held on to my
plate with my left hand.
" When we were all done eating, I saw a man coming along
carrying a great glass thing, with a glass handle below, something like a candlestick. It was stuck full of little glass cups
with something in them that looked good to est. Says I, Mister, bring that thing here-thinks I, let's taste 'em. I found they
were mighty sweet and good, so I took six of them."
Crockett found that his constituency were o much annoyed
by this story that he obtained certificates of his good behavior
at the table from three New York congressmen. This done,
he felt better. Crockett passed two terms in Congress. The
third time he stood for election he was beaten. But after two
years of retirement was elected for another term. During this
last term he made a tour of the eastern cities, attracting great
account of that dinner.

attention.
In Boston he made a speech full of force and rude eloquence,
surprising in the knowledge which it displayed, when one considers the man, explaining why he had become opposed to the
policy of President Jackson. The fifth time Crockett was a candidate for Congress, he made tremendous efforts. Hie appeared
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at the political meetings in his old costume as a bear hunter,
with his rifle on his shoulder, and accompanied by his three
famous bear dogs. He made funny speeches and gave away
whisky like water. But all in vain. His constituency could

COLONEL DAVID CROCKETT.

not forgive him for going back on Andrew Jackson. He was
beaten. He was terribly crushed by the defeat. Bear hunting
and pioneer life had lost their charm. To drown
his sorrow,
he determined to join the adventurers who were thronging to
the state of Texas.
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His head-quarters were at San Antonio. Early in the
month of February, 1836, Santa Anna, at the head of a large
Mexican army, appeared before the town. The defenders of
the place, seeing that they were being surrounded, withdrew to
the fortress of Alaino, just outside the town of San Antonio.
Crockett and a few followers constituted a most important part
of the garrison, which consisted of only one hundred and fifty
bold and desperate men. Over the battlements they unfurled an
immense flag of thirteen stripes, and with a large, white star of
five points surrounded by the letters of the word " TEXAS."
The Alamo, at that time, consisted of a chapel, seventy-five
feet long, sixty-two feet wide, and twenty-two and a half feet
high, surrounded by walls of solid masonry four feet thick.
The upper part of the walls were arranged for fourteen mounted
cannon. Besides this building were two long and narrow barracks of similar construction, the walls being of solid rock.
The singular structure was built by Roman Catholic missionaries from Spain, about the middle of the last century, and was
occupied by them for many years. Here, long years before,
the tireless priests had sought, by processions, chants, mystical
emblems, and beautiful ceremonies, to win the hearts of the
Indians, and induce them to adopt the true religion. These
efforts were not unsuccessful. The good fathers found the
savages fa.r more disposed to virtue and more susceptible to
religious impressions than the Spanish soldiers, their own countrymen, attached to the mission, who were gamblers and roustabouts of the worst sort.
For several days the enemy devoted themselves to ravaging
the surrounding country and picking off the defenders of the
fortress by their sharp-shooters. On the morning of the 6th of
March, just at dawn, the garrison, already weakened and shattered by a bombardment which had lasted for two days, were
roused by the single blast of a bugle in the enemy's camp. At
that moment, Santa Anna's entire army of three thousand men,
divided into three columns, a certain number of men in each of
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which carried axes and scaling ladders, moved forward at a
double-quick to storm the fortress simultaneously at different
points.
The cannon from the fortress rendered but little service. The gates were battered down and the enemy swarmed
over the walls. The outer wall was abandoned, and the garrison
took refuge in the heavy buildings already described. All this
passed within a few minutes after the bugle sounded.
" The early loss of the outer wall, so thinly manned, was
inevitable; and it was not until the garrison became more concentrated, that the main struggle began. They were more compact as to space, but not as to unity, for there was no communication between the buildings, nor often between rooms. There
was now no retreat from point to point; each group of defenders
had to fight and die in the den in which it was brought to bay.
The struggle was made up of a series of separate and desperate
combats, often hand to hand, between squads of the garrison
and bodies of the invaders.
From without, the Mexicans
concentrated the fire of all their cannon upon the openings in
the walls. Within was the roar of the musketry, the cries
and curses of the maddened men, the deadly stabs given and
received, the floors flowing with blood and encumbered with
heaps of corpses.
The contest was too unequal. Little by little the separate squads of Texans were butchered in the rooms in which
they had taken refuge. Only six men of the entire garrison
remained alive. Of these David Crockett was one. He stood
in the corner of the room like a lion at bay. Twenty Mexicans lay dead at his feet. His few comrades, too, had fallen,
and lay in death, their hands still clenching the hair and throats
of their enemies. As the Mexicans poured in upon him, the
brave man still fought, his eyes flashing fire, his shattered
rifle in his right hand, and in his left a gleaming bowie-knife
dripping with blood. His face was covered with blood from a
Sgash in his forehead.
He was seized, disarmed, and, with five other prisoners, also
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captured alive in different portions of the fortress, taken to
the spot where Santa Anna was standing. The Mexican commander cried out, "Kill them! kill them on the spot!"
Instantly a dozen swords were uplifted. Crockett, at that
moment, sprang like a tiger at the throat of Santa Anna, but,
before he could reach him, a fatal thrust pierced his heart, and
he fell without a word. There still remained, however, upon
his brow the frown of indignation, and his lip was curled with
a smile of defiance and scorn.

THE FIGHTING PARSON.

Andrew Jackson Potter was born in Chariton county, Missouri, April 3, 1830. His parents were from Kentucky, and
settled finally in what is now called Gentry county, where he
spent his childhood days. His father died in 1840. The boy
was nimble, fearless, self-reliant, and at an early age earned a
distinction as rider at horse races. "Andy's horse always won."
At the beginning of the Mexican war he entered the army,
but was rejected because he was under size. In a few days
he was employed as teamster in a wagon train of army supplies destined for Santa Fe. About the fifth night after leaving
Fort Leavenworth the caravan was attacked by the Indians.
One man was killed by a ball Which passed through Potter's
clothes.
A day or two afterward two Indians traveled with the teams
all afternoon. In the evening three others of friendly bearing
appeared. The next day, two or three small groups fell in with
the train. Suddenly a band of Cheyenne warriors with drawn
bows surrounded the train. The drivers, terror-stricken, huddled together behind the wagons. Potter stole toward a pony
grazing at the road-side intending to mount the animal and
fly when the killing commenced. The capture ended, however, by the savages loading themselves with merchandise from
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the wagons, and leaving the train to proceed without other
damage.
A month afterward a more serious attack was made on them.
While the teamsters were eating supper, the war whoop and a
shower of arrows signaled them to arms. The train-master had
drilled his men, fifty in number, armed with flint-locks, to form
for the defensive in two divisions, the first to deliver their fire
when ordered, and while they reloaded, the other company to
fire. By this method the savages were given a hot reception, and
in an hour or so, withdrew across the river, leaving a number
of ponies and pools of blood as evidence of their loss. At the
first volley fired Potter dropped, as his comrades thought dead.
But the old blunderbuss of a gun had merely kicked him over.
The sight and danger of savages soon lost their terror, and
hunting excursions were indulged in by the less cautious of the
company.
On one occasion Potter found himself alone. While leisurely
letting his mule graze he discovered a number of Indians stealing
along to cut him off from the teams. Quick as thought, leaping
from a prostrate position, he was on the mule and slashing his
spurs into its sides. He thrashed the frightened brute wildly
with his fists. In his insane haste to mount, he failed to catch
the reins, which had been lengthened to let the mule graze. It
happened that the animal was headed toward the wagons, and
the rider had nothing to do but to kick and pound, and the
mule nothing to do but run. And they were at it, each to the
last extent of strength. The rider had been trained to race,
and had always won. The mule was being trained at a fearful
rate. They sped through brush and rocks and logs. Every
leap seemed unto death. Potter, yet daring danger at every
step, swept on and on. Arrows grazed him every moment.
The savages, yelling, were at his very heels. They had been
leveling their lances for a mile, preparing to hurl them at him.
He was barely beyond their reach. A few yards to his right,
they were abreast of him! A moment more, dead or safe! A
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gully momentarily hindered those who were in the act of strikig him down. A turn in the trail, and he was in the camp.
Potter abandoned ox-driving in April, 1851, and took the
position of interpreter, gide, property man, and generalissimo
of a company of Mormons. His outfit was a musket, knife,

revolver, and mule.

The first night the Mexicans stole the

mule. The Mormons turned pale at the rage of their guide.
Mounted on a borrowed horse, he galloped away at early
dawn to recover his property. He made an exhaustive search
through the region before he found four greasers surrounding
the animal and trying to "rope it." Ile dashed into their
midst with his " leppeer-box " revolver and shot one dead. rThe
other three made at himi with their knives. For ten minutes
he was the busiest man alive, but kept their blades out of his
body, if not his clothes. Well-nigh dead with exhaustion from
the terrible struggle, he at length wounded two and the other
fled. His Mormon emlllloys saw the fight from a distance,
and greeted the victor with a triumphant reception.
As a Mormon escort, Potter was not happy, so he took a
number of men and made his way to the mines of Arizona,
where they gathered a quantity of precious metal. But game
was scarce, and the Apaches were harassing. With seven
picked men Potter made a journey of a thousand miles, to San
Antonio, Texas. He was now of age, with an iron constitution,
and a frame of the finest and most powerful build. His splendid muscles, compacted by a hardy frontier life, were perfect.
His courage was superb; yet under this cover of brawn and in
this gnarled and knotty creature, throbbed a heart of womanly
tenderness. Frank, peaceable, kind-hearted, generous, brave, he
was universally popular.
At a Methodist camp-meeting he became a Christian. It
was from midnight to noon with him in an instant. His Christianity was of the "Andrew Jaclkson" type, through and through,
and well adapted to the purposes of the locality. A religious
old gentleman had a tract of timber land which was being taken
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by a saw-mill man in spite of all the remonstrances, threats,
and persuasions that could be made. One day the injured
neighbor came out and related his grievance to Potter. The job
suited him. HIe was a peace-maker. The two called on the
trespassing bully. Potter stated the case in his quiet way, and
said, "Pay for what you have taken and stop." It was done.
This little incident is a hint at a marvelous faculty which he
possessed when aroused or enraged. Hie spoke in a low tone,
which gave each word the emphasis of a sledge-hammer. His
look, manner, and tone at such a time would instantly assuage
the fury of the fiercest ruffian. In Texas, they said, "Potter's
man always whips." The Church people, especially, gave him
a liberal share of the various burdens.
On a stormy evening he was called to see a pugnacious old
Dutchman who had come home drunk, beaten his wife horribly, and driven his family out in the storm. This was in Potter's line. He went, pleased that so much of his border exper.ance was available in religious work. The old Dutchwoman
was found sitting by a fodder stack in the rain, bruised and
crying. The cabin door was barred. With one kick, Potter
smashed it in. He dealt the old man a terrific blow, which
sent him headlong into the fire, then jerked him out, jumped
astride him, and commenced to pound and exhort the old sinner with amazing vigor. The response from the prostrate congregation was so faint and slow, that he was tempted to close
the exercises. With a minute's respite and a sup of water, the
congregation called for its gun. A quiet " No," from the parson satisfied the audience that prayer could not be answered.
Another intermission, a little more bathing and camphor, enabled the congregation to yell for its knife. A gesture with
the fist at the congregation stopped this. When Potter left
the house the Dutchman was subdued enough.
In 1861 Potter visited the'scenes of his childhood in Missouri. In the family where he visited was a man who abused
his wife most cruelly. Guiltily suspecting that Potter might
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interfere, he swore that he would knife the' parson if he came
in his way. This was a case after Potter's own heart. He
told the fellow that he must never repeat this work. The man
whipped out his knife, seized his gun, and was about to fire,
when Potter quietly approached, took the weapon out of his
hands, and pounded him in the stomach with the muzzle. The
ruffian stood pitiable and unresisting, saying, "You have my
arms, I can not fight." "Take your gun," said Potter, thrusting it at him, "and ask that woman's forgiveness, or you will
never need a gun or knife again." It was done.
When the war broke out, Potter enlisted in a cavalry regiment. He was a favorite among the soldiers. Long before his
commission was issued he was, by common consent, made chaplain. Among the cavalrymen was a six-foot Texan, of powerful build, overbearing, and quarrelsome. IIe was a desperate
character. No one cared to resist any bearable imposition from
him. He became the terror of the camp.
Texan justice is swift. The Fighting Parson resolved to
take the matter in hand. A crowd gathered around as he
walked toward the bully and shouted, "You are a liar. Now
resent it." The stalwart Texan rushed at his antagonist to
stamp him in the dust. A hundred soldiers who knew little
of the parson, drew their knives to protect him. He pushed
the ruffian in the breast, saying, "Coward, stop!" The Texan
was cowed into a wilted puppy.
A slanderous statement was made in a Brownsville paper
about Wood's regiment, while they were in camp at that place.
The chaplain sought out the editor who had thus defied the
troops. The sermon was short, but the congregation grew pale
and trembling as it proceeded. The announcement at the close,
that the exercises would be resumed in half an hour, when the
preacher and a squad of soldiers would pitch the press and audience into the Rio Grande, to be washed of their vileness,
completed the conversion of the congregation, and it started
through a back window pell-mell for a new field of usefulness.
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Colonel Debray's regiment, of which Potter was chaplain,
was ordered to Navasota, in 1864, to join in the campaign
against General Banks.
On reaching their destination, the
commissary refused to honor the colonel's order for supplies.
After two or three failures the parson went. "Who are you?"
growled the officer. "A white man," said a quiet, deep voice.
There was unburnt powder in the tone.
The commissary
glanced at his customer. "What do you want?" said the officer. " Corn," said Potter, " and we'll have it or arrest you."
"Do n't try that," said the commissary; "we will settle this
with six shooters." "I am ready," said Potter. The corn was
instantly furnished.
In 1872 the Fighting Parson was returned by the West
Texas Conference of the Methodist Church to the Uvalde Circuit, in a wild and mountainous region of the State. It was a
country where the settlers' cabins were crowded into little valleys, peculiarly open to Indian attack. The circuit rider was
concluding his first year of service when the Indians became
very troublesome. le was on his way back to his home in the
mountains, after having attended an appointment, at the time
of the incident about to be related. He traveled in an ambulance drawn by a pair of small mules.
The road led from Frio to Sabbinal cafion, through narrow
-defiles and along lonely mountain trails.
The preacher was
armed with his Winchester rifle, toward which he cast, from
time to time, a satisfied glance as the road became more wild
and lonely. Driving along the bottom of a deep ravine, he
saw far below four Indians hurrying toward him. His experienced eye at once taught him that the situation was full of
danger. He drove the ambulance into a sort of thicket, so
that when the fight took place the mules should not be frightened, and cautiously advanced toward the spot where he had
seen the Indians.
He discovered them crouching near the
road, expecting his coming. He instantly attempted to fire, but
the weapon, being rusty, did not go off.
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At the click of a trigger the Indians turned around, and
two of them fired, the bullets just missing Potter's right arm.
The latter again attempted to fire-this time with success, the
ball breaking the arm of one of the Indians. The other two
They at once seized their wounded
savages were unarmed.
companion and hurried away. The white man might have
killed them all, but his gun was rusty and he was afraid to fire.
Returning to the ambulance, he got in, and drove rapidly
across the country.
Reaching a dense thicket, he halted,
reloading it when, looking upward at
was
cleaned his gun, and
the top of a neighboring mountain, his quick eye detected two
Indians taking aim at him. He jumped aside just in time to
save himself, and returned the fire. The Indians, however,
dodged behind a rock, and were seen no more. Potter lost no
time in getting out of the region, and reached his little cabin
in the mountains in safety.
With this incident our incomplete sketch of the Fighting
Parson must terminate. He is, no doubt, the greatest living
representative of a class of men who have been found ever on
our frontiers; brave in beating back the savages; dauntless in
rebuking the border ruffians; zealous and successful in planting
the seeds of law and order, of civilization and religion, in the
wild soil of the pioneer heart. The greater part of this man's
career, his encounters with ruffians at revival meetings, his sermons in desperate neighborhoods, with a pair of huge revolvers
lying before him on his pulpit, his eloquent addresses, his pure
religious zeal, lie outside of the scope of this work. He is still
living in Boerne, Western Texas, ardently engaged in his sacred
calling. The days of fights are long since over. At the age
of fifty-three, he is enabled to devote all his energies to the
gospel of peace.

CHAPTER XIX.
THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE.

N ,THIS country, where the purchase and sale
of land-the real estate business-is such a
constant factor in commercial and industrial
activity, it is of invariable interest to note that
a century ago our pioneers in statecraft consummated the greatest real estate deal that was
ever known, area, natural wealth of the transferred land, and
effect on national affairs being considered. Imagination fails
in the effort to conceive how different might have been the
whole course of world history, international relations and
American progress if that huge trade had not been made
between Jefferson, the great Democrat, and Bonaparte, the
great Autocrat.
Today the tremendous territory thus characterized as the
Louisiana Purchase is divided into fourteen populous and
prosperous commonwealths, component parts of the Pioneer
Nation, dotted with cities, towns and happy homes, netted with
railways, fruitful in the production of what man finds most
useful and beneficial, and the republic has joined with the
world to celebrate the event, in befitting manner, as is related
in a succeeding chapter.
But there were men, even centuries ago, who with prophetic
vision saw dimly the possibilities of the future. Scorned as
dreamers though they were by their contemporaries, we should
honor them today for the part they played in discovering and
exploiting the wonderful land which we have inherited. There
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are pioneers of peace as well as pioneers of strife, who are not
to be forgotten.
Unless the narrative be confined to isolated and local events
of daring or of conflict, it is almost impossible to separate
rigidly by geographical lines the work of the pioneers of the
farther west. In New England, New York, the Ohio Valley
and the region of the Great Lakes this condition is less manifest.
Hardy woodsmen of wonderful endurance and courage moved
into the wilderness of forest and river, where amid savage foes
they performed deeds of prowess, related in earlier chapters of
this volume, compared to which the tales of knightly gallantry
in the Middle Ages are hardly more than nursery tales. But
hosts of the bravest of them lived and fought and suffered and
(lied in a comparatively circumscribed district. A few hundred miles through the trackless forest measured tremendous
difficulties and distance for them. But there was another
band of pioneers who struggled with the wilderness in its
larger aspect. Of some of these we have read in pages past,
La Salle, Tonty, Marquette and their fellows, and Fremont,
Carson and their comrades of a later day. Let us add to the
list such men as de Soto, Cabeza de Vaca, Coronado, and
Andres Docampo of the earlier pioneers, and Captain Robert
Gray, Lewis and Clarke, John Jacob Astor, Marcus Whitman,
and the Mormons of the later years, all worthy of inclusion
and all with careers of dramatic and thrilling interest.
These men builded on a large scale. Their journeys were
measured by thousands of miles instead of hundreds, their
absences in the unknown lands by years instead of months.
Incredible hardships they underwent, for the love of adventure, the saving of souls, the gaining of riches, three inspiring
motives that have been effective stimulants to pioneering in all
history. In looking at what these men did it is impossible to
localize them to a single chapter, for their wanderings were far
afield, north, northwest and southwest variously. So it is with
some degree of arbitrary choice that each is treated under the
account of the particular region where most of his conspicuous
work was done.
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Two thoughtful, earnest students of American history, A.
F. Bandelier and Charles F. Lummis, have labored for many
years to do justice to the name and work of some almost for.
gotten pioneers, and to them an acknowledgment is due from
every lover of truth, no less than from the present writer, who
has found in their pages matter almost inaccessible elsewhere.
Let us accept the picturesque phrase of Mr. Lummis, and note
Alvar Nufiez Cabeza de Vaca, "the first American traveler,"
and Andres Docampo, " the man who walked farther on this
continent than any other." And both of these demand attention here because parts of their marvellous journeys were made
in what long afterward became the Louisiana Purchase.
Cabeza de Vaca, "head of a cow" it means, was a Spaniard,
born about the time of the first voyage of Columbus to America. He was treasurer of the expedition under Narvaez which
left Spain in 1527 to colonize Florida. A year later they came
to disaster in Florida, and finally the remnants of the party
built boats on the coast west of Tampa, hoping to follow
around the shore of the Gulf, and ultimately reach the Spanish
settlements in Mexico. Misfortune pursued them, boats were
wrecked, men were drowned, arms, clothing and provisions
were lost. At last the fourteen survivors found themselves
spending a winter on an island on the coast somewhere west of
the mouth of the Mississippi River. In the spring plans for
escape were made, and eleven started, leaving three behind
who were too sick to travel. One of the three soon died, and
one wandering away was never heard of again. Vaca alone
lived to return and tell his tale. The other party was captured
and all slain but three who were enslaved. These three, ultimately escaping, at last met Vaca again in 1534, and these four
were the sole survivors of the 450 who had sailed from Spain
on the expedition of conquest.
For nearly six years Vaca had lived alone with the Indians,
who had been surprisingly kind to him at all times. He had
become a. trader between the tribes as well as a doctor, and
they highly prized his services. In his lonely trading expeditions he tramped over.4housands of miles of trackless wilder.
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ness in the lower Mississippi Valley. He was the first white
man who saw the buffalo, then roaming in countless thousands,
and he learned much of the beauty and richness of the great
country over which he was traveling. Finally the four wanderers met in what is now Texas, and by the use of their
assumed medical skill, pretended incantations, and the friendship of .the Indian tribes, they painfully tramped across the
plains and far into Mexico, where they came once more to
Spanish settlements. Vaca was therefore the first white man
to cross the continent, and this was nearly 100 years before the
Pilgrim Fathers landed from the Mayflower at Plymouth Rock.
Another of those brave old Spanish pioneers, of wholn we
know comparatively little, because of the fact that our interest
has been so largely directed to the development from the
British colonies of the northeastern coast, was Francisco Va.sqluez de Coronado. Lummis considers him " the greatest ex-

plorer that ever trod the northern continent, though his
explorations brought to himself only disaster and bitterness."
Like most of the other Spanish explorers who traversed
parts of what we know as the Louisiana Territory, Coronado
began his wonderful journey far to the southward in Mexico,
that richest of the Spanish colonies in North America. He
was a young man, and governor of one of the Mexican provinces when in 1539 a wandering missionary returning from a
journey to the Arizona and New Mexico of today, brought
rumors of seven rich cities where gold was plentiful, in the
land he had visited. At once Coronado was put in command
of a little army of 250 men to colonize these rich lands, and
they moved northeastward toward the unknown. The expedition traversed Arizona and New Mexico, visited the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado, fought with the Indians, and endured
many hardships.
In the spring of 1541, lured by the fable of Quivira-an
Indian city where all was pure gold-he sent all but thirty of
his men back to Mexico, and with this little remainder Coronado marched right on to the northeast across the plains. Texas
and the Indian Territory of today were traversed, the Arkansas
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river was crossed, and the march never ended till the party
had reached northeastern Kansas, truly a tremendous journey
from the little post far southwest on the Gulf of California
from which they had started. Then they marched all the way
back again, with little in the nature of immediate or tangible
results to show for the brave undertaking.
One of the companions of Coronado on this expedition to
the vicinity of Kansas City was a good priest named Fray
Padilla. He with the others suffered privations, want of food
and water, and the treachery of false guides. But when the
party had once more returned to the Spanish outpost in New
Mexico, Fray Padilla decided that he should be a missionary
among the plains Indians whom he had just visited. In order
to return to his chosen field of labor he took with him three
other Spaniards, headed by Andres Docampo, a soldier, and a
few Mexican boys. They marched a weary journey of more
than a thousand miles, across New Mexico, Colorado and
Kansas, following most of the way the route that was afterwards known as the Santa Fe Trail, and now is the Santa Fe
Railway.
At last in 1542, in eastern Kansas, they reached a place
where Coronado had erected a cross in a village of friendly
Indians, and there the mission was started. After a time the
pioneers moved on to another village that proved hostile.
Fray Padilla was killed by the Indians, who cast his body into
a pit and heaped it over with stones. And this martyrdom of
a Spanish explorer in the heart of the continent was but fifty
years after the first voyage of Columbus, and sixty-five years
before the planting of the first English colony on the Atlantic
coast at Jamestown.
After the death of their missionary leader, Docampo and his
companions were enslaved for ten months during which they
suffered many hardships and cruelties. Finally they escaped,
and then began the most wonderful walk on record. "For
more than eight years," says Mr. Lummis, "they wandered on
foot, unarmed and alone, up and down the inhospitable plains,
enduring incredible privations and dangers. At last, after
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those thousands of footsore miles, they walked into the Mexican
town of Tampico on the great Gulf. They were received as
those come back from the dead. We lack the details of that
grim and matchless walk, but it is historically established."
Another of the brave old Spanish pioneers was Juan de
Ovate, a wealthy and energetic young man whose home was at
Zacatecas, Mexico. He had aspirations to explore the great
country to the northward, and at his own expense he organized
a colonizing expedition with two hundred soldiers, women and
children, and herds of sheep and cattle. Ile took formal possession of New Mexico in 1598, two years later made a journey
far into what is now Nebraska, and in 1605 marched westward
to the Gulf of California and back to his New Mexican headquarters. It was in that year that he founded the city of Santa
Fe, present capital of New Mexico, and now the second oldest
settlement in the United States, antedated only by St. Augustine. All of this immense achievement in the exploration of
the heart of the continent had been accomplished by the
Spanish before the English had penetrated beyond the narrow
strip of low land along the Atlantic where their first landings
had been made.
A century after the Spanish Pioneers had made these
earliest expeditions into large parts of what later became the
Louisiana Territory, entering it either from the far southwest
or from the Gulf of Mexico, French explorers of similar energy,
courage and persistence carried on their wonderful labors in
the same field, entering it either from the northeast or, by way
of the Mississippi River, from the south. We have read in
earlier pages of Marquette, Tonty, La Salle, Joliet and their
companions; of their perils by sea and lake and river and
land; of their struggles with privation, cold, and hostile
Indians. We have read how La Salle set up his cross at the
mouth of the Mississippi River, with the metal plate bearing
the arms of France, while with volleys of musketry and shouts
of loyalty to their monarch, he and his men took formal possession of the entire vast territory watered by the great river
and its myriad tributaries. To this region of unknown extent,
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twice as large as France, Germany and Spain combined, he
gave the name of Louisiana, in honor of Louis XIV, then the
reigning sovereign of his native land. Then came the misfortunes of his later years-the voyage of La Salle from France to
seek the delta of the great river, the landing by error on the
Texas coast, the desertion of the shipmaster who returned to
France to abuse the ear of the king with false tales, and finally'
the assassination of the great discoverer.
But this was not the end of French pioneering in Louisiana.
Ten years after La Salle's death, an expedition was fitted out
in France to renew the effort to colonize the Mississippi Valley.
Sieur Lemoyne d'Iberville was placed in command, by the
king. He was one of the eleven sons of Baron Longueuil of
Canada, all brave men and conspicuous in the colonial wars
between the French and the English. In the party was a
priest who had been with La Salle in his ill-fated undertaking,
and he it was who noticed the outflow of the muddy current of
the Mississippi into the clear waters of the Gulf, and so saved
d'Iberville from making the mistake of his eminent predecessor.
They turned up the river, and soon found Indians who had
cloaks which La Salle had given them, and relics which the
priest had left in 1682, seventeen years before.
This d'Iberville, and his brother, Bienville, made successive
voyages to the new country, and were the real founders of the
French colonial settlement in lower Louisiana. One post was
established on Biloxi Island, then moved to Mobile Bay, and
finally shifted to a permanent place at the present site of the
city of Mobile, in 1701. One year before, a post had been
established on the Mississippi River some forty miles below the
present city of New Orleans, and this was the first settlement
made within the limits of the present state of Louisiana. For
a number of years, as the settlement of the lower Mississippi
Valley advanced, Bienville was an influential figure, being two
or three times governor when in favor with the Court at Paris,
and again superseded when some other favorite rose.
Now comes forward into prominence the figure of John
Law, that most fascinating character, whose name has entered
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history as the one who made " The Mississippi Bubble." Such
an important influence his work was, in the actual settlement of
the Louisiana Territory, that it must be recorded here among
the labors of the Pioneers, who underwent more personal hardships, but were no more active in the development of the great
region.
John Law was a Scotchman who had come to France early
in the century, still a young man, after a varied career in many
lands. He was a student of finance who looked to the future
and sought to do things on the largest scale. He found a
nation virtually bankrupt, ruled by the Duke of Orleans as
Regent during the minority of the king. Law organized a
great company for the development of the American territories,
and a bank to finance the scheme, the whole " system" under
the patronage of the Regent himself. Law virtually monopolized the commerce of Louisiana and the fur trade of Canada.
Colonists and troops were sent to Louisiana, New Orleans was
founded, the East India Company was absorbed by Law's
" system," and among all classes in France speculation ran riot.
It was a veritable oygy of unfounded prosperity for every one.
Of course in time, after development, the region thus
pledged for such tremendous issues of shares and securities
would be worth incalculably more than even Law's glowing
estimate. But his look into the future went too far. Inflation
was too rapid. Shares rose to heights of extravagance. Adventurers and fortune hunters, instead of industrious farmers,
were the colonists who flocked to the Mississippi Valley. In
a few years the beautiful bubble burst. Law himself became
a virtual fugitive, fortunes in France crumbled away, the bank
and the great company failed, the colonial movement toward
New Orleans was interrupted, the " system " was a wreck.
And yet, although it is the fashion to scorn John Law and
his " Mississippi Bubble," calm judgment today finds him one
of the great financiers of the world, a man in advance of his
time, and surrounded by a rapacious court that would not
countenance conservatism at any point when once the huge
His theories had their sound
scheme had been launched.
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element, his hopes were not all selfish, he did much for France
that merits praise. But more than all, he did much for Amer.
ica. His exploitation of Louisiana brought the new colony
to the notice of the world. Money was poured into the enter.
prise. Under his auspices multitudes of valuable settlers came
to establish homes along the great river, and wide explorations
increased the European knowledge of the region. Above New
Orleans beautiful farms and homes still exist, established by
one of Law's German colonial parties, and now occupied by
their descendants. John Law must not be forgotten when
American pioneers in the Mississippi Valley are to be considered.
In 1763, at the close of the great war between England and
France, the French ceded to England all of Louisiana lying
east of the Mississippi River, except the immediate vicinity of
New Orleans, and to Spain all lying west of the great river, as
well as New Orleans itself. It was at this time that the possessions of Spain in the new world reached their greatest
extent, the Mississippi becoming the eastern boundary of a
colony that reached westward to the Pacific Ocean, and southward countless miles to the southern extremity of South
America. Nearly forty years later, in 1801, in the readjustment of affairs in Europe, Spain gave back to France the part
of Louisiana that lay west of the new nation, the United
States of America.
These changes of title to the region which was the neighbor of the young republic, and the fact that the Spanish when
in control were not as friendly as were the French in their
turn, made much inconvenience for our own settlements in the
Mississippi Valley. By the Spanish authorities the use of the
New Orleans wharves for shipment was denied to the American settlers farther up the river.
These were the times when Europe was seldom at
peace,
and peace was little more than fresh preparation for war.
France and England were continually either in conflict or
anticipating conflict, and the colonial possessions in America
always had to be reckoned with in treaty-making as well as in
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hostilities. During the first years of the nineteenth century,
England anticipated the outbreak of another conflict and prepared for the occasion. Her greatest strength then, as now,
was in her navy, and it was plainly the English policy to drive
the French from the seas and to make war upon the French
colonies that lay far from home and virtually unprotected.
Napoleon understood clearly that he would be unable to
make successful defence against that sort of a campaign, with
the facilities he had at command. IIe forsaw that the English
army and navy would have an easy victory in the campaign
against New Orleans, which would probably initiate hostilities.
Upon the return of that force to Europe he would have to
meet a victorious army, with his own treasury almost empty.
The treaty of Amiens, under which there had been three years
of peace, was not abrogated until May 1803, but several months

before that time the conditions were clearly understood by
Napoleon and his counselors. The French Admiral in command in the West Indies indicated in his dispatches to Napoleon that the first blow of the English would be struck at
New Orleans, and this information was immediately placed at
the command of James Monroe, American Minister at the
French Court, and afterwards President of the United States.
Napoleon understood that the United States was quite as
deeply interested in the matter as was France, because the
closing of the lower Mississippi would stop all trade by way
of that important route, and would be a serious blow to American prosperity and development. At that time the French
government and the United States government were upon the
most friendly terms. Mr. Monroe was in frequent association
with Napoleon, and in recent years the publication of historical
letters found in the French archives, as well as in the United
States, has revealed the inside facts of this great transaction in
the most interesting manner. From these letters the facts of
the negotiations between the American minister and the French
ruler are taken.
"Unfortunately, Mr Monroe, at this time, did not understand the French language well enough to follow a speaker
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who talked as rapidly as did Bonaparte, and the intervention
of an interpreter was necessary. ' We are not able alone to
defend the colony of Louisiana,' the First Consul began.
'Your new regions of the southwest are nearly as deeply
interested in its remaining in friendly hands as we are in hold.
ing it. Our fleet is not equal to the needs of the French
nation. Can you not help us to defend the mouth of the
Mississippi River?'
"' We could not take such a step without a treaty, offensive
and defensive,' the American answered. ' Our Senate really
is the treaty-making power. It is against us. The President,
Mr. Jefferson, is my friend, as well as my superior officer.
Tell me, General, what you have in your mind.'
" Bonaparte walked the room, a small private consulting
cabinet adjoining the Salles des Ambassadeurs. He had his
hands clasped behind him, his head bent forward--his usual
position when in deep thought. ' I acquired the great territory
to which the Mississippi mouth is the entrance,' he finally
began, 'and I have the right to dispose of my own. France is
not able now to hold it. Rather than see it in England's
hands, I donate it to America. Why will your country not
buy it from France?'
There Bonaparte stopped.
Mr.
Monroe's face was like a flame. What a diplomatic feat it
would be for him ! What a triumph for the administration of Jefferson to add such a territory to the national
domain!
"No man living was a better judge of his fellows than
Bonaparte. He read the thoughts of the man before him as
though they were on a written scroll. He saw the emotions of
his soul. 'Well, what do you think of it?'
said General
Bonaparte.
"'The matter is so vast in its direct relations to my country
and what may result from it, that it dazes me,' the American
answered.
' But the idea is magnificent. It deserves to
emanate from a mind like yours.' The First Consul bowed
low. Monroe never flattered, and the look of truth was in his
eyes, its ring in his voice. 'I must send a special communica-
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tion at once touching the matter to President Jefferson. My
messenger must take the first safe passage to America.'
"' The Blonde, the fastest ship in our navy, leaves Brest
at once with orders for the West Indian fleet, I will detain her
thirty-six hours, until your dispatches are ready,' the First
Consul said. ' Your messenger shall go on our ship.'
"'HIow much shall I say the territory will cost us?'
The
great Corsican-who was just ending the audience, which had
been full two hours long-came up to the American minister.
After a moment he spoke again. ' Between nations who are
really friends there need be no chaffering. Could I defend
this territory, not all the gold in the world would buy it. But
I am giving to a friend what I am unable to keep. I need
100,000,000 francs in coin or its equivalent.
Whatever action
\we take inust 1be speedy. A)ove all, let there 1 e absolute

silence and secrecy,' and Bonapl)arte )owed(l our mliiister out.
The audience was ended. The protracted audience between
Napoleon and the Almerican minister was such as to arouse
gossip, but the secret was safe in the hands of the two ien,

both of whom were statesmen and diplomats who knew the
value of secrecy in such an emergency.
"The profoundly astonishing dispatch reached President

Jeffersonl prompltly. lie kept it a secret until he could sound
a majority of the Senators and be assured of the standing of
such a proposition.
" The main difficulty that was found would l:)e in raising

the 75,000,000 francs it was proposed to give. In those days,
with a depleted treasury, it was a large sum of money. The
United States had millions of unoccupied acres, but had few
millions in cash in its treasury. But our statesmen, to their
great honor, proved equal to the emergency. Through the
agency of Stephen Girard as financier in chief, the loan necessary was negotiated through the Dutch house of Hapes in
Amsterdam, and the money paid to France, and the United
States entered into possession of the vast estate."
Another eminent name figures in the negotiations between
the American President and the French Consul. Robert
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Livingstone served as one of the later negotiators between the
parties, and contributed his diplomatic skill to the great
undertaking. The sum of $15,000,000 finally paid, included
not only the actual purchase money, but a considerable body
of disputed claims resulting from the difficulties that had
occurred at New Orleans. When the negotiations were at an
end, Napoleon is said to have exclaimed, " I have given Eng.
land a rival!" Clearly that was one reason why he desired
to make the sale, and, indeed, the result was exactly what he
had foreseen. The extension of the authority of the United
States across the Mississippi caused the struggle for the Puget
Sound region a few years later, between this country and
England.
The final transfer of authority over Louisiana territory
was made in New Orleans on December 20, 1803, in the
French government building known as the Cabildo, still standing. It is this building which has been duplicated accurately,
to be erected at the grounds of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, and used as headquarters for the State of Louisiana at
the Fair.
Strangely enough, the people of the United States cared
very little about the purchase of Louisiana, or the extension
of the national boundaries across the Mississippi. However,
the westerners of the day-those who lived in the Ohio Valley
and the Mississippi Valley-were very glad to be freed from
the annoyances that had been thrust upon them by the foreign
authorities at New Orleans, and with the removal of this
restraint against trade, the prosperity of the region was given
a fresh impetus. So tempting became the opportunities for
wealth and power in the lower Mississippi Valley that Aaron
Burr, brilliant, ambitious and unscrupulous, succumbed to
the enticement and entered upon the plan for conquest of
that region which ultimately resulted in his downfall from
influence and from the respect of his countrymen.
From that day to this, the story of the immense territory
included in the Louisiana Purchase has been a record of continuous and uninterrupted growth and development. This
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has been manifested no less in the tremendous increase in
population, than in the extension of industry, the increase of
agricultural productivity, the discovery of mineral wealth, the
construction of railways, and the birth of great cities. Some
of this work has taken the form of true pioneering, but most
of it has escaped the rigors and perils such as characterized the
life of the pioneer of the earlier centuries. Civilization has
had steam at its command, steam by which the rivers have
become highways and by which railway trains have raced
over their thousands of miles of track which ramifies in intricate system through every part of the country.
But even within the memory of men who live today, there
have been pioneer feats of daring, and expeditions of toil and
hardship, as truly as those first penetrating the wilderness.
Some of these have been related in earlier chapters of the
presellt volume. The heroes of the Lone Star State, and Kit
Carson, are among those whose memory is kept by those who
knew them when they were doing their work.
The facts relating to the pioneer development of California
and the building of the Pacific Railroads which unite that
western region with the rest of the country, will be related in
the next chapter. But we may appropriately speak here of
the methods of communication which existed prior to the
building of the railways across the plains, the Rocky Mountains, and the intervening desert, to the Sierra Nevada
Mountains and the Western Ocean. Various great highways
were traversed by' the pioneers who moved westward, and
about them center a multitude of stories of romantic adventure
and daring deeds. The Santa Fe Trail to the southward, and
the Overland Trail to the northward, across those thousands of
mlliles of mountain and plain from the civilization of the Mississippi Valley, formed paths by which thousands of gold seekers
ad vanced toward their Golconda, with their supplies freighted
by slow ox trains, fighting hostile Indians day by day, suffering
and often dying in the struggle.
Over the same trails went the stage coaches with passengers,
and the pony express with mail, at a time when every driver
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and rider took his life in his hands, so threatening were the
red tribes on the way. The pony express was perhaps the
most picturesque of these pioneer institutions. Organized as
highly as a mail service of today, it provided for the transmission of letters by brave riders, with hardly an interruption
except .for the changing of the mail bags from one horse to
another, half way across the continent at full speed.
Indian troubles existed in the northern part of the Louis.
iana Territory, long since renamed, until comparatively recent
years. In 1873, troubles broke out with the Modoc Indians
in Dakota and Montana. A friendly conference with the
Indians resulted in the murder of the American commissioners,
including General Canby and a clergyman, and the punishment
for this treachery was very severe. Hostilities however, were
but little interrupted. In the spring of 1876, General Custer
was in command of an expedition against the Sioux, under the
famous chief, Sitting Bull, in Montana. Custer and his command of three hundred men attacked a superior force late in
June of that year at the Little Big Horn River, and met the
most disastrous defeat in the history of our Indian warfare.
The commanding general and his whole force, except one man,
met death in this battle, the one who escaped being a friendly
Indian of another tribe, who disguised himself as a Sioux and
thus made his flight.
This was the period during which the Black Hills attracted
a multitude of -gold-seekers into what is now South Dakota,
and the mines around Deadwood won their fame. It was the
temptation of gold that induced the white settlers to flock into
this region, which had been assigned to the Indian tribes as
their own, and the invasion was resented by the Sioux, who
made their futile stand against civilization here. The penalty
the Indians paid for their uprising was a stern one, even though
the victory over them was ultimately won at such bitter cost.
The names of Crook, Custer, Canby, Reno, and other
American commanders gained their greatest fame in the Indian
warfare of the north during these years. General Miles, too,
made some of his most noteworthy campaigns among these
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Indians, and then, turning to the southwest, multiplied his
successes in Arizona. The tribes of the southwest, including
the A paches, the Conmanches, and some others, were among the
most warlike of all with whom our army has ever had to deal,
and not until General Miles came into the field with his
untiring energy, his reckless bravery, and his absolute mastery
of the methods of desert campaigning, were those tribes finally
run to earth and compelled to a reluctant peace.
One of the most spectacular and pictulreslue of pioneer
movements ever known in the United States was that which
resulted when the Oklahoma Territory was finally opened to
settlers. This was a part of the reservation known as Indian
Territory, occupied by the Indians under treaty with the
United States. It is one of the most fruitful and prod active
districts included in the whole extent of the original Louisiana
Purchase, and for many years settlers hald 1een endeavoring to
have the territory opened to thle whites. As early as 1879,
Captain Payne organized an expedition to colonize Oklahoma,
but his invasion was interrupted by government troops, the
leader was arrested, and the colonists were scattered.
So
famous became the persistence of the energetic captain that he
became known as " Oklahoma Roomer Payne," but not until
the government obtained a release of the region from the
Indian tribes involved, was a final settlement permitted.
When the day arrived on which the country was thrown
open to settlers, the race into the attractive land was a picturesque one. Thousands of pioneers rushed in in a single day,
to secure the most favorable locations, and a dozen towns
sprung up within twenty-four hours. The territory that had
been a wilderness one day was a populous country the next,
and all records were broken in the rapidity of settlement of
Oklahoma. It is true that these pioneers did not have the
same hardships to undergo that the ones who fought their way
into the Ohio Valley a hundred years before faced, but this is
merely another variation of the picturesque form which the
pioneer settlement of our country has taken.
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CHAPTER XX.
THE GREAT NORTHWEST.

IONEEIRS, like colonists, move in diretions in.

(licated by

nature-the line of least resistance,
the scientist calls it-unless some special influence induces them to violate this universal law.

One recognized tendency is to move along lines
of latitude instead of lines of longitude-that is, to emigrate
east or west, instead of north or south. There are good
reasons for this. To change in this direction is to meet conditions which seen more natural to the colonist, a similarity of
climate, crops, trees and grasses, manners of life, to those he
has known. lie can fall into local conditions and habits, lie
can make his way in the world more easily than if he has
entered a strange climate with all that this means.
This is why it becomes much easier to induce emigration
from Europe to the United States and Canada than to the
South American countries which offer equally rich material
This is why Texas until recent years has been
Opportunities.
filled with settlers from the southeastern states of the Union,
and why the succession of states west of the AllegheniesO()hio, Iowa, Nebraska and the Far West have been pioneered
ald settled in turn by the same stock that made New England,
New York and Pennsylvania.
Here is the second recognized tendency--to advance along
the rivers. So it is that in some degree the mighty Mississippi,
with its multitude of ralnifying branches, has modified the
other influence, and has offered highways by which the earlier
643
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explorers and pioneers penetrated far northwest to the Rocky
Mountains and even beyond.
A third recognized tendency-perhaps better called an influence-is to follow wherever the enticement of opportunity
is held out, and if that opportunity be gold, then starts the
tide to flow, whether it be to California, to the Black Hills, to
Cripple Creek or the Klondike, a tide that begins with the
prospector-the adventurer--and expands into the colonistthe settler.
Finally among those influences to be named here is that of
desire for freedom, either of movement, of industry, of government or of worship; a ruling passion no less strong to-day,
though differently expressed, than when the Pilgrim Fathers
sailed westward.
The progress of settlement across the continent did not halt
for an instant at mountain barriers or desert sands, nor did it
divide suddenly where the geographical limitations of the
Louisiana Purchase and the Great Northwest were marked.
So it is that as we speak of Lewis and Clarke, of Astoria, of
Marcus Whitman, and of the Pacific Railways we must emulate them, and sweep across barriers as they did, to treat the
subjects in the broader aspect.
It is to Captain Robert Gray, in the first instance, that we
owe the fact that we have a Great Northwest on the Pacific
coast. Gray was a Yankee sea-captain, born in Tiverton,
Rhode Island, but sailing from Boston and Salem, Mass., on
the good ship " Columbia." He was the first navigator, and
this was the first vessel, to carry the American flag around the
globe, surely a worthy errand for a ship with such a name.
In 1791 Captain Gray rounded Cape .Horn and entered the
Pacific Ocean, sailing northward and coasting from country to
country. In May, 1792, he discovered a great river flowing
into the ocean, and entering the river far enough to become
assured that it was no inlet flow from the Pacific, but a huge
flood of fresh water coming out of the unknown land to the
eastward, he named it the Columbia River, and continued his
voyage of exploration, At this time no country had laid claim
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to the coast that is now known as Oregon and Washington,
and no one realized what an important bearing upon the future
of a nation this pioneer voyage of a New England sailor would
have.
More than ten years later, when the Louisiana Territory
had been acquired by the United States in the manner described
in the preceding chapter, the President sent out an expedition
to explore the new possessions of the young R e public. This
is known as the Lewis and Clarke exploration, named for the
brave young commanders who piloted it so successfully through
thousands of miles of unknown country, to a sure destination
and a safe return. One of these men, Lieutenant William
Clarke, was a brother of that brave soldier, Captain George
Rogers Clark of Virginia (in spite of the difference in spelling)
'who conquered the Illinois and Indiana territories from the
British during the Revolution, and whose exploits have been
related in earlier pages of this volume.
The instructions under which Lewis, Clarke, and their
party started, were to explore the waters of the Missouri River,
cross the mountain ranges, and descend to the Pacific Ocean.
They departed from St. Louis, May 14, 1804, and by July 19,
1805, they had pushed their boats up stream across or at the
side of the present states of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska,
South Dakota and North Dakota into Montana to what they
called "The Gates of the Rocky Mountains," where the river
makes its way through a tremendous cleft in the rocks. This
is near the point where Helena, the capital of Montana, is situated now. Not far away the Jefferson, the Gallatin and the
Madison Rivers unite to form the Missouri. The voyagers
ascended the Jefferson to its source, and then, leaving a considerable portion of the party to guard the boats, they crossed
the mountains, mounted on horses. which they had captured,
and found the headwaters of a stream flowing westward.
On this stream they launched canoes, October 7, 1805, and
began the long journey down stream on which the rapid current bore them. The river was the Lewis, a tributary of the
Columbia. In just one month, they traversed the successively
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the larger stream in which they found themselves, and on
November 7, 1805, they drifted to the north of the great river.
When the dense fog lifted they found themselves looking out
over the Pacific Ocean. The river that they had descended
was the Columbia.
On December 23, 1806, Lewis and Clarke reached St. Louis
on their return journey. Their expedition of more than 8,000
miles, covering nearly two years and a half, gave the people of
this country their first information concerning the immense
extent, vast wealth and natural wonders of the far Northwest
Furthermore, the journey had great significance in the claims
that were soon to arise as to the true ownership of the hitherto
unexplored regions they had traversed, and the coast which
had been their destination.
The work of Lewis and Clarke upon this memorable exploration was accomplished with rare courage and intelligence.
President Jefferson appreciated what they had achieved, and
as tangible reward a large land grant was made to each, while
one was appointed Governor of Louisiana, and the other,
General Commissioner of Indian Affairs. But even then the
journey was considered by many at the time to be a needless
and unjustifiable expense. The report of the explorers was
not printed and given to the public until nine years after the
completion of the expedition, and after the death of one of the
leaders. Even then it attracted little attention or applause.
Fortunate it was that the country had for president a broadminded, far-seeing man of such wisdom, discretion and statesmanship as Thomas Jefferson.
Five years after the successful conclusion of the Lewis and
Clarke expedition, the first American settlement on the Pacific
was established at the mouth of the Columbia River by John
Jacob Astor. At that time the great fur trading companies
of Canada, the Hudson's Bay Company and the Northwest
Company, had gained great power and great wealth in the
wilderness of British America. John Jacob Astor, a New
York merchant, entered the same field of activity on the
United States side of the international boundary, and first
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established his headquarters on the island of Mackinac at the
junction of Lake Huron and Lake Michigan. From this point
of vantage he pushed his trading posts farther westward across
the plains and the Rocky Mountains, finally establishing this
pioneer settlement which was named Astoria.
Indeed, he
planned the extension of his trading posts to the Hawaiian
Islands and China, but the outbreak of war between the United
States and Great Britain in 1812 put a stop to his undertakings,
and he went into other lines of business. It was he who laid
the foundation of the Astor fortune which is still held in the
same family, largely invested in real estate in New York City.
The Hudson's Bay Company, always jealous of intruders in
the domain of the fur trade, bitterly resented the action of
Astor in establishing this post on the Pacific, and at the first
sign of the outbreak of hostilities between the two nations
they used their superior power in the far Northwest to swoop
down upon the isolated post and make it their own. Thus it
was that Oregon became a bone of contention between the
two nations and was a point of controversey which required
many years for settlement.
We have seen already how Captain Robert Gray discovered
the mouth of the Columbia River in 1792 and thereby laid the
foundation for the claims of the United States ownership. It
is interesting to note that England and Spain both had vessels
on the same coast at the same time hunting for the same river,
and so near together that they met and hailed each other. The
second point in the American claim to Oregon was based on
the Louisiana Purchase, inasmuch as there had been a dispute
for many years as to whether the Louisiana territory extended
to the Rocky Mountains in the Northwest, or across the mountains to the Pacific Ocean. The third point in the American
claim was based on the explorations of Lewis and Clarke, and
fourth came the actual settlement at Astoria 1811. The fact
that this town was captured a little later by the British squadron on the Pacific, and the Hudson's Bay forces on land, did
not alter the original import of the settlement. In the treaty
of 1814, which terminated our war with England, Astoria
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with a1ll its rights was ordered to be restored to its American
OWners.

Other points which bore out the American claim might be
named, but is sufficient to say here that the American people
thought the territory belonged to the United States, while the
British government with equal force claimed it for the crown.
Year after year, the dispute went on with little progress
toward a final settlement, with controversies arising continually
between the pioneer settlers on one side or the other in the
territory in question.
During the first half of the century it was very hard to
induce Congress to take much interest in such remote regions.
In regard to the Far West even Daniel Webster, our greatest
orator, spoke as follows in the United States Senate, when
"explorations looking toward the building of a Pacific Railroad
were in progress:
"What do we want with the vast, worthless area, this
region of savages and wild beasts, of deserts, of shifting sands
and whirlwinds of dust, of cactus and prairie dogs? To what
use could we ever hope to put these great deserts, or these
endless mountain ranges, impenetrable, and covered to their
base with eternal snow ? What can we ever hope to do with
the Western coast, a coast of three thousand miles, rock-bound,
cheerless, and uninviting, and not a harbor on it? What use
have we for such a country? Mr. President, I will never vote
one cent from the public treasury to place the Pacific coast one
inch nearer to Boston than it is now."
But Webster was not the only one who took this attitude,
and many of the most influential statesmen distinctly argued
against any effort to extend American influence to the Pacific.
Senator Benton in 1825, said: "The ridge of the Rocky
Mountains may be named as a convenient, natural and everlasting boundary. Along this ridge the western limits of the
Republic should be drawn, and the statue of the fabled god
Terminus should be erected on its highest peak, never to be
thrown down."
Even as late as 1843, Senator McDiuffie, arguing as to the
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value of Oregon, which he was urging should be relinquished
1by the United States in its treaty with Great Britain, said:
" What is the character of this country? As I understand
it, there are seven hundred miles this side of the Rocky
Mountains that are uninhabitable, where rain never falls;
mountains wholly impassable, except through gaps and depressions, to be reached only by going hundreds of miles out of the
direct course. Well, now, what are you going to do in such a
case? How are you going to apply steam? Have you made
an estimate of the cost of a railroad to the mouth of the
Columbia? Why, the wealth of the Indies would be ilsufflicient.
Of what use would it be for agricultural purposes? I would
not, for that purpose, give a pinch of snuff for 'the whole
territory. I wish the Rocky Mountains were an impassible
barrier. If there was an embankment of even five feet to )be
removed I would not consent to expend five dollars to remove
it and enal)le our population to go there. I thank God for
his mercy in placing the Rocky Mountains there."
Another embodiment of the ruling opinion concerning what
is now our Pacific Northwest is found in the following quotation from the Louisville Journal,published in the .NaVtional
Intellilencer:
" Of all the countries upon the face of the earth, Oregon is
one of the least favored by heaven. It is the mere riddlings
of creation. It is almost as barren as Sahara, and quite as
unhealthy as the Campagna of Italy. Russia has her Siberia
and England has her Botany Bay, and if the United States
should ever need a country to which to banish her rogues and
scoundrels, the utility of such a region as Oregon would be
demonstrated. Until then, we are perfectly willing to leave
this magnificent country to the Indians, trappers and buffalo
hunters that roam over its sand banks."
Why is it that such a strange and foolish judgment existed
concerning a country which we know now to be one of the
most fruitful and valuable of all parts of the United States?
It could be charged chiefly to the clever work of the Hudson's
Bay Company, which wanted the country kept as a wilderness
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for the fur trade. The influx of settlers would be disastrous
to their business, and if Americans realized its value they
would strive more earnestly to bring it under American rule,
instead of yielding it to British authority which would save
it for the great Company. And how was it that the great
region was preserved for Americans instead of falling into the
hands of the British? The credit is due chiefly to one of our
greatest pioneers and most loyal of citizens, the Rev. Marcus
Whitman, whose name and fame are safe to be remembered as
long as the states of the Pacific Northwest preserve their
historical records.
To all intents and purposes, Oregon was treated as foreign
land by the authorities at Washington, and when travelers
wanted to journey in that direction they were given passports
by the Secretary of War, permitting them to pass through the
Indian country to the Columbia River. It was chiefly missionaries to the Indians who attempted this long journey, and to
the missionary spirit must be credited the early settlement of
the country and its final possession by the United States.
In 1832 four Flathead Indians from the Columbia River
region came to St. Louis on a surprising journey. They had
heard of the Bible, and had traveled all that distance to ask
for information about what they called the "White Man's
Book of Life," and to be taught from it. Such an errand
made a profound impression, and immediately the request was
responded to by the missionary boards. It was because of this
invitation that the Methodists sent a party of missionaries in
1834, and that the Congregationalists followed with their own
representatives a year later.
Dr. Marcus Whitman was one of the two who started to
Oregon in 1835 upon a trip of discovery to learn the real conditions. He went only as far as Wyoming, and then, having
enough information at his command, returned to New York to
obtain reinforcements. In February, 1836, he was married,
and immediately the young couple started on the toilsome
journey to the far Northwest. The young medical missionary
was then thirty-three years old. The party of which he was
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the head made its way down the Ohio and up the Mississippi
and Missouri Rivers, the voyage proving long and tedious, but
uneventful. Reaching Council Bluffs at last they soon joined

Ia convoy of fur traders on the

way to Oregon, and the journey
continued westward across the plains. Mrs. Whitman's diary

of this strange march into an unknown country is interesting
in the extreme, and well repays the reader who has opportunity
to observe it in its printed form.
In September, 1836, they reached the trading post at Fort
Walla Walla and found that they must go on to Vancouver to
consult with the Hudson's Bay Company officials who were in
authority over the entire region.

The chief factor at Vancouver

was a man of sympathy and feeling, who wanted to do what
he could for the Whitmans and their cause, even while protecting the interests of the Company. At his advice therefore
they located their mission three hundred miles back from the
coast in the Walla Walla country, at a place called Wai-i-latpuy, and there, just before Christmas, 1836, began the work
of civilization and Christianizing of the Indians. The Whitman mission was distinctly successful from the first, in spite of
the disaster that came to it at a later time.
Very soon after the Oregon mission was established, settlers
from the United States began to come into the country. In
1842, one party of one hundred and twenty men, women and
children passed westward through the mission settlement.
One of this party, General Amos Lovejoy, brought news to
Dr. Whitman concerning the treaty negotiations then under
way for a settlement of the boundary dispute between the
United States and England, and the fact was immediately
apparent that the United States was in danger of losing the
immensely valuable country now forming our Northwestern
states. Dr. Whitman, from his knowledge of local conditions
and the work being done by the Hudson's Bay officials, saw

that immediate action was necessary to save the region to the
United States. There must be American settlers and the
government must be made to realize the value of the country.
The only way to accomplish this was for some one to hurry
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across the continent to Washington. Winter was approaching,
and the hardships of the journey were appalling. No one but
Whitnlan saw the importance of the situation, and( lie rose to
the emergency. Whitman never stopped for obstacles. When
lie came with his wife to Oregon he traveled all the way in "a
wagon. The English, who were astonished at this resolute
attempt to open up a passage on wheels to the country they
coveted, told him that his wagon would be broken in splinters
in crossing the Rocky Mountains. Nevertheless the young
couple persisted, and finding a practicable pass through the
mountains finally conquered and reached their destination.
Like energy was necessary in the present instance. It was
necessary for Whitman to violate the rule requiring a sanction
from headquarters in Boston for leave of absence. IIe had to
leave almost secretly, for fear some of the Hudson's Bay officials
would discover his purpose, and there must be no delay in the
start or on the way. A conference of missionaries in the
vicinity was called to obtain authorization, and they gathered
as rapidly as possible at Dr. Whitman's post. A resolution
was passed giving leave of absence, and fixing the time for his
starting in five days, which all of the missionaries took advantage of to prepare letters to send home to their friends in the
east. That night at a dinner party in the Hudson's Bay
Company's post, the fact developed that a colony of one
hundred and forty Englishmen and Canadians were drawing
near, and the Englishmen openly exulted over the certainty
that Oregon would be theirs without a doubt.
As soon as Dr. Whitman could get away from the banquet
lie hurried home to ponder the news. It was clear that no five
days could be spared. Instead, within two days he bade good
bye to his family and on October 3, 1842, mounted his horse
and began the ever memorable journey. General Lovejoy,
who had brought the alarming news from the east, volunteered
to accompany Whitman, and in addition to their guide and
- three pack mules, they had with them several friendly Indians
for the first stage of the journey. Perhaps the exasperation of
the missionary band may be imagined when they sent in their
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letters and learned that the messenger had ,been gone several
days on his journey.
The hardships of this journey of thousands of miles, most
of the way on horseback, were tremendous. Whitman had to
face winter storms and winds, the terrors of starvation, the
perils of attacks from the Indians, and several times he nearly
perished from cold and hunger. In addition," until lie got out
of the disputed country, obstacles were placed in his way
whenever he came in contact with British officers. lie forded
dangerous rivers and crossed barren plains with a courage and
zeal never excelled in human effort. At last he reachelld St.
Louis, where he hastily sought information as to the status of
the boundary dispute. The Ashburton treaty, he learned, had
been signed in August, long before he left Oregon, and had
been confirmed by the Senate in November while he was
Bu t the
floundering in the snow among the mountains.
Oregon question was still open, and it was still possil,le that
he might reach Washington before Congress should adjourn.
Even from St. Louis the journey to Washington in mid-winter
in 1843 was a difficult undertaking, but it was little to Whitman after what he had already passed. On lie went, and at
last in five months from the time of his departure from Oregon
he reached the national capitol before it was too late.
Whitman came intG the city in his coarse ftlr garments.
buckskin breeches, buffalo overcoat and moccasins. Such a
figure naturally attracted much attention upon the streets anl
in the public offices in Washington. Ite was given prompt
audience by President Tyler and Secretary of State Daniel
Webster, and to them lie urged with native eloquence the
value of the Oregon territory and the importance of holding it
for the United States. Both of the polished easterners treated
this man from the Far West with every courtesy, and hlis
appeal was not lost upon them. Nevertheless, so fixed in the
mind of Webster had Ibecome the worthlessness of the region
in question, that for a time very little headway was mnadle. At
last the President, the Secretary of War and others becamIe
convinced that Whitman's attitude was sound, and a promise
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was made to the effect that Oregon would not be relinquished
until time had elapsed for Whitman's return with a band of
settlers. He visited with Senators and Representatives in
Congress and impressed his personality and the merit of his
plea on every one.
Whitman next went to Boston to report to the American
Board under which his missionary labors had been conducted.
Here he met cold treatment, for the New England office staff
little realized the importance of the undertaking their representative had assumed. From them he returned westward,
grieved that he had been rebuked for doing what he believed
his duty, but firm in the consciousness that he had made no
mistake. Then he began to gather his caravan for the Far
West. A large body of emigrants gathered near Kansas City,
and others encamped at Fort Leavenworth waiting for the
opening of summer to favor their journey. The summer of
1843 was a noteworthy one in the history of Oregon, for
during that season there moved westward across the plains and

mountains the pioneers whose presence in the Northwest fixed
the American rule for that region for all time. More than
one thousand men, women and children with their wagons,
cattle, horses and sheep followed Whitman's lead into Oregon
that year.
As a result of Whitman's mission to Washington, and this
movement, the national feeling was aroused. Speeches began
to be made, demanding that the boundary be moved far north
of the original claim, and that the Oregon territory should
become American.
The motto "Oregon, fifty-four-forty or
fight," became a campaign battle cry. It seemed for a time
that war was imminent with England over this question.
Nevertheless, both countries saw the wickedness of war for
such a stake, and compromise was made by which latitude
forty-nine became the boundary all the way to the Pacific, and
Oregon was yielded to the United States.
It is fair to say that history is not unanimous concerning
the share of Whitman in saving Oregon. There are those who
criticize because he left his mission station without authority,
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und others who claim his motives were personal profit rather
than national glory. But they have ibeen little heeded, and it
is seldom controverted now, that in truth by his foresight,
energy and patriotism Marcus Whitman saved Oregon to the
United States.
Marcus Whitman's famous ride was made in the winter of
1842-43. The following summer he took with him to Oregon
The treaty with England was
the large party of immigrants.
signed in 1846, and a little more than a year later came a
disaster to Oregon that is the blackest memory in the history
of the state. On the 29th of November, 1847, the mission
station of Dr. Whitman was attacked by the Indians. In the
cruel massacre fhat followed fourteen persons were murdered
and forty women and children fell captives into the hands of
the murderers. , The Indians who were guilty of the massacre
had been adherents of the mission or of the Catholic mission
near by, and those who were killed had spent the best years of
their lives in the service of the murderers, giving them every
confidence and friendship. Dr. and Mrs. Whitman happily were
killed instead of being taken prisoners. The Americans in
Oregon promptly organized a force and attacked the Indians,
who fled to the protection of a different tribe. The guilty
were not arrested until some two years after the crime, at
which time five of the leaders were tried and hanged at Oregon
City. In spite of this terrible blow to the mission it was
reorganized afterward, for comparatively few of the Indians in
the vicinity had been implicated in the massacre, and the work
of the Whitman mission and its successors has been considered
very effective in the Christianizing of the native tribes of the
Far Northwest.
Since that time, in Oregon, Washington and Idaho, the
states properly known as the Far Northwest, great commonwealths have been founded and great cities built, industrial
development and intellectual development have kept side by
side, and today we realize the region to be one of the most
fruitful and valuable in the whole of the United States.
Far to the south of the Oregon trail, but not less significant
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in its effect, we must note the wonderful pioneer movement of
the Mormons in Utah. These were a new religious community
founded by Joseph Smith of Palmyra, New York, and then
established in Illinois, where they built a city named Nauvoo.
The community was joined by Brigham Young of Vermont, a
man of keen judgment and high executive ability, who rose to
the leadership of the community after its founder had been
killed by a riotous mob. Because of the unfriendly feeling
existing toward the Mormons in the Mississippi Valley,
Brigham Young made up his mind to move further westward.
In 1847 he crossed the Mississippi, and not long after set out
with 2,000 followers for Salt Lake, Utah.
It was a journey of 1500 miles through the wilderness, but
Young led the caravan of men, women and children on the
tedious march across plain and mountain to the destination he
had chosen. The industry and thrift of the people under
Young's guidance soon gained them a foothold, and the introduction of irrigation made the soil productive nt the extreme.
As a result the community grew and prospered, the settlement
became a city, and Young was the head of a virtual kingdom,
isolated as he was from the rest of the country- When immigration began to make its way across the plains to the Pacific,
the Mormons frequently came into conflict with the gold-seekers.
Various disturbances arose, and the strange community became
subject to constant attack because of its alien laws, and its
unnatural practice of polygamy. The industrial value of the
work the Mormons had done was recognized everywhere, however, and in later years, with the enforcement of laws against
polygamy, the admission of Utah as a state, and the interchange of commerce and settlement with the rest of the country,
the Mormon community has been less conspicuous for its
peculiarities.
One of the most effective influences in stimulating the
pioneer spirit in the Far West was the discovery of gold
in California. This occurred in the spring of 1848 on a fork
.f the American River, about 100 miles northeast of San
Francisco. San Francisco was then a little village of some
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discovery came, every man who could, started for the mines.
The next spring the gold fever reached the eastern states, and

a tremendous rush of immigrants was made, across land and
sea. It was at this time that the railway was built across the
Isthmus of Panama, in order to connect the steamship lines
running to the Isthmus from New York and San Francisco.
Thousands of men went by this route, and other thousands of
men went across the Great Plains, the Rocky Mountains, the
Great American Desert and the Sierra Nevadas, lured by the
golden prize that was thought to be awaiting every one who
reached the western coast. San Francisco sprang into a city
almost in a year. Great fortunes were made and great industries were founded as a result of this same rush for gold. Men
found that the wealth of the country was greater in its grains
and fruits, its sheep and cattle than its wealth of mines, and
from that day to this California has been one of the richest
of AmeriAn commonwealths.
Ten years after the discovery of gold in California, came
the wonderful silver discoveries in western Nevada. These
attracted attention second only to the gold of California, and
many millions of dollars were sent out of those bonanza mines.
It was at this time that Nevada was settled sufficiently to make
it a state in the Union, but after the boom passed, the population began to fall off sadly, and today this is the most backward of all of our family of states.
The trans-continental railways are the latest manifestations
of the pioneer spirit of the Great West. The War of the
Rebellion showed Americans that it was necessary to have
better facilities for making connections between the East and
West of this great country, if its strength was to be preserved.
The people of the Far West also demanded better facilities for
communication, and their rising wealth and industrial importance made their voice potent in deciding the important move.
Stimulated by these conditions, various surveyswere made for
the trans-continental railways and finally the United States
Government, by means of bonds, land grants and other official
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assistance, promoted the construction of the first railway connecting East and West.
It was on the 10th of May, 1869, at Promontory Point,
Utah, that the last spike of the railway line was driven. The
last tie, of laurel wood with a plate of silver, was laid, and the
last spike, composed of iron, silver and gold, was driven, with
many onlookers. Telegraph wires were connected with the
spike, and as the blows of the hammer fell they telegraphed to
all parts of the continent the completion of the railway.
Nowadays we think but little of the tremendous significance
of the trans-continental railway, so entirely accustomed to it
have we become. In the days when it was built, however, it
was realized to be the most wonderful achievement of the kind
the world had ever seen, and interest in the event was universal. Now instead of one trans-continental railway reaching
the Pacific Coast we have no less than seven, and for large
parts of the distance this number could be multiplied many
times. As a result the pioneer West is no longer pioneer. Of
course it is different from the East. Its manners of life and
thought are Western, but its industries, its commerce, and its
spirit are national. The people of the Northwestern states
are now organizing a splendid celebration of the hundredth
anniversary of the Lewis and Clarke expedition, in the form of
an exposition of the resources, industries and life of the great
Northwest, to be held in Portland, Oregon, in the year 1905.
A prediction that this event would occur, made at the time of
the journey, would have been looked upon as a vision of the
veriest dreamer, and yet when we see what a century has
wrought in the change from pioneer exploration to a state of
advanced civilization, we wonder what another century may
bring to our country.
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more than 300 years a waterway connecting
the two great oceans has been the desire of the

inhabitants of the Western World. For two
score years time and money have been spent
at intervals in its construction. When it is
comI)leted it is to last for the ages. It is to
alter the geography of a continent an(l the trade routes of the
two hemispheres. The Panama railroad has been looked upon
as the precursor of a ship canal across the Isthmus, and when
the famous French engineer, De Lesseps, who had been so
successful in the construction of the Suez canal, actually began
work in Panama, the success of the enterprise seemed finally
assured.
The collapse of the De Lesseps Company caused a long
delay, and for a time it seemed p)roballe that the Panama
route would be abandoned entirely and the Nicaragua route
be chosen instead.
HIowever, early in November, 1903, a political move was
made on the international board which rendered it certain that
the great ditch was to be dug in Panama. The department
of Panama had been up to this time one of the states of the
Republic of Colombia. Our government had found it impossible to secure from that nation the ratification of a treaty
which empowered us to build and control the canal. In this
crisis, political leaders devised a plan which would allow the
great work to be inaugurated at an early day.
On November 3, a proclamation of independence from the
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rule of Colombia was issued 1,y the municipal council of the
City of Panama, which was immediately ratified in Colon and
throughout the Isthmus. A provisional government was at
once established, and this nation was prompt to recognize the
new republic.
Although the history of the Isthmus of Panama records
many remarkable events, yet nothing is more evident than that
from the day of its discovery the execrable sed d'ora, or the
"cursed thirst for gold," as the Spanish called it, has been the
disease which has affected all who have been connected with
the country's history.
While Spain, with her almost inexhaustible resources, was
sending her colonists to the Western World and gathering
rich harvests of gold, and building fortifications for her protection and permanence, the hardy Pfiritans were struggling
for a simple subsistence by cultivating the rugged soil upon
the northern coast. The one trusted for the future upon her
soldiers and her riches, while the other established the foundation of a great and permanent commonwealth by cultivating
the soil. The Spaniards neglected this, and after having
skimmed the mines of their surface gold left the country the
same' almost unbroken forest that they found it.
About the year 1510 Vasco Nunez de Balboa established
the town of Santa Maria on the Darien gulf. This man, whose
career was short but brilliant, had owned an estate in Hayti,
where, having become involved in some difficulty with the
government, he was sentenced to be executed; but he escaped
by secreting himself in a bread cask on board a vessel about
to sail on an expedition to "capture Carthagena, Veragua, and
other western countries." The vessel on which he was secreted
was commanded by one Euciso, and was subsequently wrecked
off St. Sebastian, after having visited Carthagena. By the
energy and perseverance of Balboa, it was finally got off, and
set sail under his charge for the coast, of which he took formal
possession in the name of the Spanish monarch and commenced
the town of Santa Maria.
In the meantime he had gained a perfect ascendency over
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Euciso, the original master of the ship. In the middle of Sep.
tenmber, '1513, he, in company with the afterwards celebrated
Francis Pizarro, started on an expedition inland, which resulted
in the discovery of the Pacific Ocean and the founding of the
important city of Panama. We are told that " Vasco Nunez
bade his men sit down, while he alone ascended and looked
down upon the vast Pacific, the first man of the old world, so

far as we know, who had done so. Falling on his knees, he
gave thanks to God for the favor shown to him in his being
the first man to discover and behold this sea."
Balboa possessed in a remarkable degree the faculty of
controlling the passions of men, and no commander ever had
more loyal followers. He was rewarded for his great discovery
by the title, without the offices, of Adelantado of the South
Sea, and Governor of Coyba, and of the then Indian settlement
of Panama. But shortly afterwards he was beheaded at the
caprice of his implacable old father-in-law, the new governor
of Darien, who had been sent out to rule the colony.
Panama, when discovered by Balboa, was an Indian village,
)hich gave place to the city the ruins of which are now known
as Old Panama, and which was destroyed by the buccaneers
under Morgan in 1670. During the prosperity of the old city,
Porto Bello was built on the Beautiful harbor, which its name
implies, about twenty-five miles east of Navy Bay, and was
made the northern terminus of a paved mule road from Panama, which to this day remains, at some points, in a state of
tolerable preservation, while at others all traces of it are swept
away.
The most remarkable statements have been made respecting
this place as a depot for the trade of the South American coast.
That it was made the shipping port for the products of ,the
South American mines is undoubtedly true; but that "bars of
silver and ingots of gold were piled in the streets without fear
or anxiety for their safety," we can hardly credit, although all
this is positively asserted.
There was something magnificently ludicrous in the notion
which the rulers of Spain conceived--of keeping the dicoveries
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of the immortal Genoese a close secret to themselves.

That

this idea was seriously entertained there can he no doubt. But
finding that this brilliant scheme of locking up the two
Americas as " treasure trove" for the especial use and enjoy-

ment of the finders could not succeed, the Spanish government,
in 1524, secured from Pope Alexander VI. a bull which
solemnly conferred the New Indies on the King of Spain and
his successors. This gift required of those monarchs all the
power they could command to enforce and maintain, and they
consequently soon found themselves in collision with thousands
of the hot and adventurous spirits of Europe. To check the
audacity of these trespassers upon his new dominions the
sovereign of Spain instituted a coast guard, whose duty it was
to capture and slay all intruders upon the shores of the Spanish
Main and West India islands.
To aid the otherwise altogether insufficient efforts of this
guard, the terror of mutilation and torture was added, and
Europe rang with stories, doubtless somewhat exaggerated, of
cruelties practiced by the Spaniards upon the luckless traders
who fell into their hands. These iniquities were returned to
the perpetrators with abundant interest. The American seas
speedily swarmed with buccaneers, freebooters, consisting of
English, Scotch, Welsh and Frenchmen, whose self-imposed
mission it was, whilst enriching themselves by trade and
plunder, to avenge upon the Spaniard whatever wrong or
cruelty he had inflicted upon their countrymen.
These
desperadoes soon became extremely 'formidable, and the
entire power of Spain, fiercely and lavishly exerted, proved
utterly insufficient to seriously check, much less to put them
down.

The history of that period in the Spanish Main is but one
series of aggressions on the Spanish possessions by numerous
bands of these buccaneers. Among them was one desperate
character named Henry Morgan, an Englishman. He was the
most reckless and bloodthirsty among the thousands whose
passion was blood, and whose trade was rolery. After
having desolated a number of the young Spanish towns on
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the main coast of the Caribbean sea, he decided to visit Panama,
then regarded as the richest city on the continent.
Morgan issued a proclamation, calling upon all the adventurers, English and French, who resided in Jamaica, Tortugas
and Santo Domingo, to assemble on a certain (lay, when he
woull inform them of an adventure that would enrich them
all, and allow them-if any wished-to return to England or

France, and spend the rest of their clays in opulence and peace.
The place chosen for the rendezvous was Port Gongon, on
the south of St. Domingo; and on and before the day, vessels
from all quarters, full of daring, )ol(1 men, were to b)e seen
entering the little harbor. Morgan, in his own twenty-four
gun frigate, the " Kite," arrived on the day. IIe unfolded
his plans to the assembled buccaneers, and asked for volunteers.
Tie was unanimously elected commander-in-chief on land, and
admiral on water. lie appointed a commander for each vessel,
and set sail with thirty-seven ships, and 2,200 men. Their
course was directed towards the island of St. Catherine, which
they took. Here they found three prisoners who had been
sent from Panama. Morgan commanded them to act as guides,
promising them freedom and money if faithful; instant death
if treacherous.
Captain Bradelet, a Frenchman, with four vessels was sent
to take possession of Fort San Lorenzo, at the mouth of the
Chagres river. The fort was taken after a desperate resistance;
out of 300 men who garrisoned it, only fourteen were left alive,
the rest having fallen in the hand-to-hand conflict.
Morgan gave orders to repair the fort, and left 500 men
for its defense, and 150 on board the vessels, to guard the
har()or and )prepare for any emergency. He loaded about
1,300 of his daring followers on a fleet of canoes, and taking
with him a few pieces of light artillery, he ascended the
Chagres river, amid the shouts of that part of the little army
he left behind. The voyage was perilous and tedious. They
had little or no provisions with them, and the flying Spaniards
had destroyed or driven away everything which could sustain
life. Besides, on their arrival at Cruces, they found that place
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had been fired by the retreating Spaniards, and there was no
possibility of securing food.
The fleet of canoes was sent back to Chagres, and the army
marched towards Panama. In a few hours they saw the
glittering spires of the city, but at the same time they perceived
a large ship and five smaller ones departing for the Island of
Taboga, and carrying with them part of the wealth they had
already counted as their own. On nearing the city, they found
a large force of armed Spaniards awaiting their arrival-nearly
quadruple their own number. Morgan addressed his men; he
pointed to the ships carrying away the treasure, but reminded
them of that of the churches, and the immense sums of gold
that had accumulated in the hands of the merchants; that the
whole Spanish army stood before them, and that now was the
time for them to achieve a splendid victory, or be totally
annihilated.
The Spanish force was a splendid-looking body of men,
dressed in silks and satins, and riding magnificent horses, but
when the rough, ferocious-looking buccaneers had grappled
with them "their houl had come." Of the Spanish cavalry
but fifty men escaped. The infantry, seeing the fate of the
cavalry, after a few volleys, did not wait for the charge, but
began to run in all directions, pursued with tiger-like ferocity
by the buccaneers, who killed hundreds of them as they ran.
An officer taken prisoner told Morgan that the city was
deserted, and most of the women, children, and treasure sent
to Taboga, and that the Governor had left to defend the place
3,000 infantry, 400 cavalry, and 600 Indians. This army was
defeated and cut to pieces by Morgan, with a loss of two men
killed and two wounded.
The city of Panama fell into his hands after a battle of two
hours. He sent, under the command of an English captain, in
a small vessel (which they took in the act of cutting her cable),
a party of twenty-five men to Taboga, to fire all the houses on the
island and to bring back the treasure that had been taken there.
The pursuing party returned the following day, bringing
with them three of the larger ships, laden with specie and
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,besides, about a hundred

mules loaded with the same cargoes, trying to push into the
interior of the island to secrete them. Morgan and his band
remained in Panama for three weeks, collecting all the valuables they could find. The prisoners were held to ransom

according to their wealth, which contributed much to the
general fund.
When the buccaneers left the ruins of Panama, they took
with them 175 mules laden with their spoils, and more than
600 prisoners, including women, children and slaves. The
misery of these wretched captives exceeds description. They
believed they were to be carried to Jamaica, Englanld, or sonle
other equally wild, distant, or savage country, to be sold for
slaves. Morgan heightened these fears, the more rea(lily to
extort the ransoms he demanded for the freedom of his unhappy prisoners.
When the spoils were divided, Morgan's share was sufficient
to, keep him in Jamaica the rest of his days in luxury.
So complete was the destruction of the beautiful city, that
when the nliserable fugitives returned to it they had no
courage to rebuild, assured that it would only serve again to
attract the avarice of the remorseless pirates. When tidings of
these events reached Spain, the king immediately sent orders
to have the city removed to a more defensible locality, and
rebuilt in such a manner as to defy future assaults, the expense
thereof to be defrayed by the crown. In accordance with the
king's edict a site was chosen on a rocky peninsula at the base
of a high volcanic mountain, called Aucon, four miles to the
westward of the old city. There, in 1671, the foundation of
the present city was laid. " Born from the blood and sinews
of the simple aborigines of that unfortunate country, this ' very
noble and very loyal city,' was fed and nourished by a system
of oppression and plunder." As the entrepot for the riches of
the northern and southern Pacific coasts, Panama, during the
next hundred years, grew to be a wealthy and beautiful city,
1)oasting of temples adorned with gold and silver and pictures
of great value.
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When the California gold fields began to attract thousands
,of emigrants, who had to make their way as best they could
through the swamps and forests of the Isthmus, the absolute
i:cessity of a railway connecting the two oceans was realized.
The first surveys were made in 1848, work was commenced on
the line in 1850, and it was opened and in working operation
from the Atlantic to the Pacific in January, 1855.
The entire credit for this great work belongs to American
energy and capital. After both French and English speculators had obtained more favorable grants of the same route, a
few Americans undertook the work, and spent almost the
whole of their private fortunes in completing it. No imposing
ceremony inaugurated the " breaking ground." Two American
citizens, leaping, axe in hand, from a native canoe, upon a
wild and desolate shore, their retinue consisting of a half a
dozen Indlians, who cleared the path with rude knives, struck
their axes into the nearest trees, and the stately cocoas crashed
upon the beach. Thus was announced the commencemont of
a railway, which, from the interests and difficulties involved,
might well be looked upon as one of the grandest and boldest
enterprises ever attempted.
The total length of the road is forty-seven and one-half
miles. The line is a single one, but there are four commodious
sidings. There is no difficulty in keeping the line in order at
a reasonable expense, but, on the contrary, it continues in
better condition than similar works in Northern latitudes,
where the climate appears to have a more injurious effect than
within the tropics.
The total expenditure of the Panama Railway Company
amounted to $7,407,553, or nearly $150,000 per mile. But
even when this enormous cost is considered, the investment
has been an unusually profitable one and the stock is held at a
very high figure.
Long years before the establishment of the Panama railway there had been numerous projects for a ship canal across
the Isthmus. To Saavedra, the kinsman and commander under
the famous Hernando Cortes, is ascribed the bold project of
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cutting a canal from sea to sea. And it was a favorite scheme
of the President of Colombia, the liberator Bolivar. Indeed,
from the time of Humboldt, men of many nations have sailed
along "the stormy shore of the gulf and penetrated its unhealthy streams, jotting down every landmark that might
serve to guide the future navigator, or surveyed the crested
Isthmus in search of a practical communication between the
great seas on its borders."
In 1878 the Colombian government granted a society
known as the Civil International Interoceanic Canal Society
the exclusive privilege of constructing a canal between the two
oceans through the Colombian territory; and at the same time
the ports and the canal were neutralized. In 1879 M. de
Lesseps took the matter up, and the first meeting of this company was held in 1881, and during that year work was actually
begun. After an expenditure of $156,000,000, and the completion of about two-fifths of the work, the project was abandoned by the de Lesseps company in 1889. Great scandals
involving the disgrace of many prominent men signalized the
bursting of the bubble. The company's affairs were placed in
the hands of a receiver, who maintained control until 1894,
when the concession and assets were turned over to a new
company which had been organized. This company began a
thorough study of the engineering and financial problems
through an international commission of engineers.
This commission estimated the cost of completing the canal
at $102,400,000. The concession for the Panama canal was
granted May 28, 1878, extended December 26, 1890, and
August 4, 1893. The time for the completion of the canal
was thereby fixed at October, 1904, but in December, 1898, the
Colombian government granted an additional extension of six
years. There can be no doubt that the new republic of
Panama will grant further extensions should it be found that
these are required.
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CHAPTER XXII.
THE LOUISIANA

'

PURCHASE

EXPOSITION.

T IS a leap of a century from the consummation
of the purchase of the Louisiana Territory from
France by the United States to the celebration
of that event by the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, metropolis of the region thus

acquired. But never before in the Christian Era has there
been a single century so marked by the material and intellectual
progress encompassed within its significant years.
On our own continent the nation has swept from ocean to
ocean, strengthening itself at home and extending its influence
abroad. Three foreign wars and one within our borders have
been fought and won. Possessions in the Tropics of both the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans have been added, so distant that a
century ago their names were hardly known to our forefathers.
Invention has changed the methods and habits of life. Railways and steamships,. telegraphs and ocean cables, printing
presses and agricultural implements, forces heretofore unknown
or unutilized, have united virtually to make the world anew.
Populous cities and rich commonwealths stand where maps a
century old mark but the utter wilderness. Fitting it is that
there should be rich commemoration by the nation and the
world of the significant event that made memorable the first
years of the nineteenth century, and advanced the republic so
far in its marvelous history.
Let us see what we have done to honor the event, the men
who participated in it, and the success their prophetic action
has wrought. To a rich city in the heart of the Mississippi
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Valley we have delegated the execution of the memorial, and
right nobly has St. Louis risen to the obligation, uphlleld by
the energy and liberality of her own people, the fourteen states

and territories which have been carved out of the Louisiana
Purchase, the other commonwealths of the United States, the
national government, and the sister powers of all the world.
It is a day in midsummer, 1904. Through the busy streets
of this typical American city of St Louis the visitor has male
his way, companioned by a host of our fellow citizens from far
and near, to the gates of the great tract set aside for the
splendid commemorative display.
Within the gates he looks upon a scene of bewildering
variety, beauty and splendor. The main group of Exposition
buildings in the northeastern part of the grounds, consists of
twelve great structures in symmetrical arrangement somewhat
in the form of a lady's fan, the avenues corresponding to the
ribs. Eight of these palaces are upon a level sixty feet below
the others, and as the visitor enters the broad central avenue
which bisects the group, he beholds a scene inspiring in its
grandeur.
Every building is truly majestic. The richness of architectural detail has never been equalled in exposition structures.
The landscape has the finish of a vast garden with every
feature pleasing to the eye. In the distance, more than half a
mile away, rises the beautiful Hall of Festivals, two hundred
feet high, the central jewel of the beautiful architectural coronet
which adorns the broad natural amphitheater which terminates
the vista. The sides of this coronet, stretching in graceful
curves seven hundred and fifty feet each way from the Festival
Hall, are fifty-two feet high. They resemble a colonnade,
except that square pylons alternate with pairs of columns,
forming fourteen sections or bays, in front of which, upon the
terrace, are fourteen great sculptured figures representing in
allegory the fourteen States and Territories which form the
huge area once the Louisiana Purchase. Two beautiful refreshment pavilions of circular form, one hundred and thirty feet
in diameter, are placed at the ends of the colonnades.
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Facing the wonderful avenue dolown which the visitor is
gazing, from the lawns in front of Festival Hall and the
refreshment pavilions, three great cascades, the largest artificial
creations of the kind ever made, pour down the slope. The
central one of these three gushes forth a veritable flood, spreading into a stream fifty feet wide. The first fall is twenty-five
feet, then a series of cascades for a distance of two hundred and
ninety feet, with a total fall of ninety-five feet. At the Grand

Basin the stream, divided into three parts, is one hundred and
fifty-two feet wide. The two great fountains, one on either
side, create cascades twenty feet wide at the top, and fifty feet
wide at the point where the stream flows into thle Gran"d Basin.
All three of these streams flow into the cascade 1)"asin
which form-s a part of the lagoon system. The lagoons extend
around and between the Education and Electri(city buildings,
and they afford an important means of transit, giving a rile of
Elsewhere water is used most generously for
landscape effects. In the courts- of thle buildingss are fountains
a mile or more.

and pols. Inl these fountains the streams are from one and a
half to three inches in diameter. They appear in the form of
pillar jets, fans, bouquets, etc., and require more than fifty

gallons of water each, per miinute. The profusion of such
flows has a welcome effect on the temperature when the summer days are hot.
The landscape effects are the first impression traced upon
the visitor's memory by the aid of sight. Every where the
scene is one of charm. The natural forest growth of the slopes
and uplands invites to shady paths and restful retreats. Upon
other slopes are terraced gardens, and the open spaces between
the mildlings are enriched with flowers and fountains, trees and
pllants. The slope between the great cascades is a formal
garden richly adorned w-ith flowers and shrubs, architectural
and sculptured devices. In every part of the landscape and
upon the buildings is new statuary b)y modern masters of this
majestic art. The immense areas of the tract assigned for the
Exposition have been treated with highllest skill to preserve the
natural beallty of the hills and forests, as well as to create new
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beauties in the more formal portions adjacent to the larger
buildings. The Exposition is therefore complete in all details,
artistic in every vista, and perfect in its loveliness. In the
general aspect it shows definite advancement and noteworthy
removal from influence of past expositions.
Let us now turn from generalities to particulars, and observe
some figures which do not lie, and comparisons which are not
odious, but edifying. This World's Fair at St. Louis occupies
1280 acres, or twice as much as the World's Columbian Exposition of 1893 at Chicago, and about as much as the total area of
that Fair added to the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo in
1901, and the Paris Exposition of 1900.
The Exposition caught the reflected glory of the SpanishAmerican War. Increased interest in this Republic as a consequence of that demonstration of our power, attracted the
attention of the world to the degree that foreign governments
needed no urging to gather at St. Louis. Fifty-three nations
have responded with displays costing six millions of dollars.
The flush of triumphal conquest made its influence felt in
the participation of home interests. Forty-three states have
appropriated eight millions of dollars. The coincidence
between the recent acquisition of the Philippines and an exposition commemorating the peaceful transfer to the United States
of the Louisiana Province, a territory ten times the area of the
original thirteen states, induced the federal government to contribute ten millions of dollars toward the tremendous celebration.

Patriotic impulses stirred the citizens of the Exposition
City to the generous subscription of ten millions more. Individual exhibitors of all countries have spent ten millions to
prepare and install their displays. Showmen have expended
five millions in building and equipping amusements. With
this enormous aggregate of forty-nine millions of dollars, the
greatest monument to enlightenment has arisen in three years.
Such an astounding drama of Man demanded a theater of
almost fabulous proportions. Nature was designing the enormous playhouse when the ancient hills arose from primordial
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slumber. Master architects recognized her l)re)parations in the
far-sweeping landscape of Forest Park. Two square miles of
woodland plateau and dipping valleys, land-locked lakes and
wide reaches of meadow furnished the mammoth stage and its
settings. A bowl-shaped almlphitheater indented the northern
apron of the wooded plateau, commanding nearly a mile of
level downs.
From the semi-circular crest of this natural
coliseum, the architectural commission beheld the future keynote
of the exposition. They dreamed of terraced gardens and
cascades on the slopes; of boulevards radiating from their
point of view, and of palaces ranging in a grand are of one
mile, with its concave facades marshalled around the (lecorative pivot.

Three times did the exposition outgrow the original limits
of six hundred and fifty acres before it encompassed twelve
hundred and eighty acres. Thirteen exhibit palaces of extraordinary amnllitude became a group of twenty-six buihlings
Almost incredible
before the gates were thrown open.
demands for space from the four ends of earth pushed the
exhibit limits out of the buildings into two hundred acres of
open-air displays. No government received as much space as
In the event that every application had been
it requested.
granted, the exposition would have been twice its size. The
result was a degree of selection far beyond any previous international show.
Overshadowing the greatest monuments of the ancients, the
palaces of this Forest City serve as types of the grandest
architecture of all the ages. Columns and entablature of
classical Greece, walls and obelisks of the Pharoahs, the
magnificence of the Renaissance, the graceful fancies of the
Moor, the frown of the Gothic and the vagaries of the mystic
Orient contrast with the best and the fairest of modern architecture.
Colossal sculpture has been used to heighten the heroic
Impressive works of the sculptor represent two
harmony.
hundred and fifty groups containing more than one thousand
figures, created at a cost of half a million of dollars. In
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keeping with the classic style and heroic proportions of the
architecture, the sculpture shadows the larger and grander
phases in the adventurous lives of those pioneers and explorers
who won the wilderness from its brute and )arl)arian inhab-.
itants, as well as those achievements of later civilization,
wrought by the genius of American intellect.
Allegorical interpretation of the spiritual influence of this
conquest on American character finds triumphant expression
about the cascades already described. Amid these striking
surroundings sculpture has reached the boldest flights of
imagination.
Along the balustrades and grand stairways
approaching the falling waters, statues are erected to the
explorers of the Louisiana domain, to the conquerors of its
savage life, and to the statesmen through whose wisdom and
diplomacy the title to the land was made clear to their descen.
dents.
The fame of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition may safely
rest on its transcendent glory-the Cascade Gardens, the
Homeric grandeur of which cannot be forgotten within this
generation. H. A. Mac Neil's grand Fountain of Liberty
forms the allegorical veil before the portal of the Hall of
Festivals. Liberty, dominating from a serene height the outstretched figures of Genius and Inspiratin, is flanked by male
figures, typifying physical strength, 1bestriding fabled sea-horses.
From this colossal group issues the waters of the main cascade.
Mounted on pedestals attending the successive leaps of the
joyous flood are heroic examples of the same sculptor's groups
symbolizing the birth and progress of liberty and civilization.
The designation of the east cascade as the Fountain of the
Pacific and the west cascade as the Fountain of the Atlantic
furnished an imaginative basis for the most fanciful treatment.
The east cascade is therefore dominated by the Spirit of the
Pacific, a group showing the airy figure of a graceful girl floating in space and attended by an albatross, the winged genius
of that calm waste. Sportive cupids surround the base of the
pedestal. In the Spirit of the Atlantic the figure of a youth
stands in the clouds, with upraised arm, controlling the
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tempestuous ocean. Vigor and power, with the grace of young
manhood stamps the composition.
At his feet soars the eagle,

king of birds, typifying the restless and turbulent nature of the
Atlantic. Both groups surmount globes from which gush the
waters of the cascades. Other ideas associated with the same
themes are presented in the series of groups extending down
the water leaps to the grand basin.
Babes and dolphins
gambol along the dancing waters, girls with sea gulls anli boys
worrying bear cubs all ride on the rushing flood as it tumbles
to the great pool.
Landscapes of Versailles, ohl
Italian gardens, Babylon
plleasure haunts in mid-sky never surpassed the perfection of
the Cascade-Gardens. Jeweled in its very heart, the golden
dome of the hall of Fiestivals gleams aloft in the timellow sunshine, a thing to uplift the soul. Snowy statuary, ever ascend.
ing in increasing masses from the p1)ool0 to the skyline, the
falling flood of the cascades, feathering into filmy lace and
musical with the cadences of silver bells all unite to weave a
spell of enchantment seldom felt in the cold commonplaces of
everyday life.
Yet Night has her victories. In this reign of electricity
.nothing has escaped the necromancy of the master ilhuminator.
Every fertile resource of his science has been exhausted to
achieve the highest art in the nocturnal treatment of the Cascade-Gardens. The moving waters and the flowers suggested
a new thought. How to make the water itself resemble liquid
How to cause the
fire was the inspiration of an instant.
flowers to become self-luminous jewels stirred the inventor to
his best efforts. Experiments with mercury vapor proved that
water might become to the eye a mass of opalescent wine.
The new illumination is born. The opal fire retains its hues
undimmed by zones of color thrown across the picture; the
flaming flood stretches with its single luster through bands of
brilliant cardinal, cerulean, and amethyst. Roses, geraniums,
violets, all reveal themselves in their day colors. Persons
sauntering along the Terrace of States, in front of the colonnade on the crest of the hill, may be bathed in royal purple,
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lower down along the descending balustrades perhaps they
are ensanguined in vivid red, while those hanging over
the ramparts of the grand pool may le mellowed in orange.
The Cascade-Gardens are an appeal to all the senses of
man.

The vast city of palaces lies in its glittering are at the foot
of the cascades. Nearly two-thirds of a mile of domes, spires
and obelisks form the skyline to the east of the Terrace of
States. Looking directly north from the Fountain of Liberty
the full perspective of the monument court is revealed for
twenty-five hundred feet to the immense peristyle closing the
picture. In traversing this distance, the gaze is carried down
the grand cascade, widening in its descent from eighty feet to
one hundred and forty feet, at its final leap into the pool; then
across 1500 feet of water in the lagoon to the shaft of the
Louisiana Purchase Monument at the intersection of the court
and the swinging boulevard; beyond are 1100 feet of the pink
graveled concourse. The stately facades of Electricity and
Varied Industries to the west and those of Education and
Manufactures to the east, flank the view.
Along the swinging boulevard to the east the eye encounters Liberal Arts and Mines and Metallurgy and to the west on
the same avenue Transportation and Machinery. These eight
palaces form the symmetrical composition of the main picture.
Fine Arts, the only exhibit building on the wooded plateau, is
veiled by the Hall of Festivals and the Colonnade of States.
Half a mile to the west of the cascades begins a secondary
picture including more than half of the entire Exposition.
Within this sphere of interest are placed on wooded knolls the
Palaces of Agriculture and Horticulture, the Palace of Fish,
Forestry and Game, the Philippine reservation of forty acres,
the Indian reservation and anthropological reservation of forty
acres, a stadium for

the Olympic

games, one

hundred acres for

outside forestry and agriculture, immense stock pens, and the
reservation for foreign government pavilions. This great
section is overlooked by the Administration building, a permanent structure in the Tudor Gothic style of architecture,
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being a part of the group of buildings leased by the Exposition
from the new Washington University.
One of the delightful recollections of the St. Louis contribution to the art of the world, will be its mural decoration.
The utter absence of the garish or gaudy and the use of
subdued tinting, adapted to the architecture of the buildings,
emphasizing their purposes and originality while offering
variety and beauty to the general picture leave an impression
of refinement and repose.
Soft grays, chromes, sky blues, Pompeiian reds and chocolate browns have been applied to recesses and doorways,
pavilions and interiors and along the exposed roof surfaces.
Towers have been touched with delicate hues which melt
most charmingly into the ambient atmosphere.
Color as
Nature lays it on is used in the treatment of Agriculture,
Horticulture and Fish, Forestry and Game. The blush which
she gives to the grape, the orange, the corn, the squash and the
pumpkin is reproduced in panels and portals. The waving
corn, the fruit and vegetables appearing on portions of these
buildings, in festoons and garlands, afford striking contrasts
with colors laid on plain surfaces.
Bronzes and old metals are the shades presented in the
main entrances to the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy, giving
a metallic effect to the whole. In the panels on either side of
the entrances are elaborate mural paintings, representing the
philosophy and poetry of the ideas connected with the building.
A great frieze, in lhas relief on the screen wall covering the
loggia, is done in a bronze tone. The background of the
sculptured figures is a rough golden colored glass, illuminated
at night to show the figures in silhouette. The rear wall back
of the columns forming the loggia is rich Pompeiian red.
The east and west entrances to the Palace of Varied Industries are distinguished by Renaissance scrolls, with heads in
circles, these heads suggesting the genius of invention and
kindred subjects. Verdigris and purple kindle the forest of
towers on the Palace of Machinery. Surfaces of its corner
pavilions are all in color, lending an impression of filigree
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work. The grand hemicycle entrance to Manufactures is a
glow of colors. The triple arch front to Transportation has
rich tones of reds and blues and greens. The severely classic
outlines of Education preclude the application of much color,
but Liberal Arts, with its gigantic triumphal arch entrances
and huge frieze around the building, is enriched with lavenders
and ashes of roses. The rolling roof is done in chocolate
brown.
Throughout the grounds a wealth of gilding sharpens the
landmarks. A rich golden note has been added to the figures
The
of the Pacific and Atlantic in the Cascade-Gardens.
Louisiana Purchase Monument has touches of gold treatment,
extending to the galaxy of thirty-five sculptured groups forming part of the ensemble about the base of the shaft which was
erected to commemorate the peaceful conquest of the Louisiana
Province and subsequent civilization. A great figure of Peace
crowns the pinnacle of the monument. Bridges and pylons and
other strongly marked effects in the landscape are heightened
by the use of the same tones. Arcades of parked maples along
one mile of lagoons and waterways splash vivid greens against
the prevailing ivory tints of the architecture. At conspicuous
points on the Grand Basin colossal statues of Jefferson and
Napoleon symbolize the act of transferring the Louisiana
Territory. The Apotheosis of Saint Louis, a kingly equestrian
statue of Louis IX., equestrian statues of De Soto and Joliet,
groups of the American cowboys and trappers, Indian war
dances and mounted braves, fill the air with the breath of old
world adventurers and the later frontier.
This historic interest pervades the Exposition. Foreign
governments and the states of the Union have caught the contagion of giving significance to their representative buildings,
and surrounding them with rare gardening in keeping with
the natural environment.
France reproduces the Grand
Trianon, once the haunt of Napoleon and Josephine, and gives
it a setting of Versailles landscape; Great Britain has built
the Orangery of Kensington Palace, in the atmosphere of an
old Elizabethan floral frame. Germany has erected the cele-
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brated castle of Charlottenberg on a high hill overlooking the
Cascade-Gardens, and embowered it with Berlin horticulture;
Japan has several of the most famous types of architecture
within bits of the Imperil gardens of the Mikado; Italy is
resplendent with the best period of Roman architecture, with
a fine type of garden enclosed with Doric columns and entablature; a fragile pagoda and a pool of gold fishes in masses of
Chinese lilies, peonies and roses lend a distinctly Oriental
aspect to the country seat of Prince Pu Lun, nephew of the
Emperor of China.
The tropical luxuries of Mexico and
Brazil, elbow those of Ceylon's bungalow, Siam's temple of Ben
Chama, and India's relic of its mystic princess.
Russia,
Sweden and Belgium place striking types of their architecture
in examples of their national gardening.
Each state treats the landscape about its historic luillings
from a different aspect. Louisiana has built the Cabildo, the
structure in New Orleans where the transfer of the Louisiana
Province was made in 1803; New Jersey shows the headquarters of Washington at Morristown; Connecticut entertains
in the old Sigourney mansion of colonial fame; Virginia comes
with Monticello, the home of Thomas Jefferson; Mississippi is
represented by Beauvoir, the retreat of Jefferson Davis; the
Hermitage, famous as the home of Andrew Jackson is reproduced by Tennessee and old Spanish missions are shown by
California and Arizona.
The Sunken Garden, stretching for 750 feet from the foot
of the United States Government Building down the swinging
boulevard, between Liberal Arts and Mines and Metallurgy,
and twenty acres of roses in the great horticultural gardens
along the sloping hillsides of the Palaces of Agriculture and
I Horticulture, enter into and complete the greatest cosmopolitan
garden scheme ever attempted.
Aerial navigation, that fascinating though yet unconquered
realm of transportation, has been bidden to St. Louis by a
princely prize of one hundred thousand dollars, offered for the
solution of this stupendous problem. It has engaged the
competition of Santos-Dumont, the Stanleys, and other inventors
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of airships. Wireless telegraphy, the new transmission of thought
on waves of atmosphere, is exemplified on the grounds by the
highest towers at the Exposition. Marconi and I)e Forrest operate these wonders and commercial messages are sent from the
Exposition to many western cities where receiving stations exist.
China for the first time withdrew the veil of centuries from
the mysteries of the celestial empire at the imperial command
of the Son of Heaven to the Viceroys of the realm. Endless
processions of marvelously carved life-size figures depict
hitherto hidden life of the old nation, from the cradle to the
grave. Her vast exhibit, the most complete national display
at the Exposition, reveals every phase of her religion, art,
philosophy, science and industries.
Who had yet heard of flowers telling the time of day to the
exactitude of the thousandth part of a second ? A floral clock
with a diameter of 100 feet accomplishes this feat with revolving hands done in natural flowers, changed with the seasons.
A monster locomotive of 200 tons drives its ponderous wheels
at a speed of sixty miles an hour in the Palace of Transportation, while a wonderful lighthouse flashes its rays throughout
the Palace of Liberal Arts. Two thousand living birds of
North America have their homes in a great open-air cage.
The largest organ ever constructed is housed in the Hall of
Festivals. Its ten thousand pipes speak from a frame as large
as a three-story brick block.
In the dominion of mechanics, engines of a hitherto unequalled power are shown in operation. No one before ever
saw a gas engine of 3,000 horse power, but Belgium furnishes
the marvel. New York has the honor of displaying the largest
steam turbine engine ever constructed.
It developes eight
thousand horse power. Pittsburg sends another of the same
variety, supplying five thousand horse power. These engines
are only another intimation that the age of machinery is passing
through an astonishing evolution. At the St. Louis Exposition
none of these tremendous powers remains silent. They furnish
an operative exhibit which becomes part of the forty thousand
horse power plant driving the forces of the great show.
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The mere magnitude of the greatest palace in the Exposition
is one of its wonders. Agriculture stretches for one thousand
seven hundred feet along its elevated site, and displays a width
of five hundred feet. The structure covers more than twenty
acres.
An intramural railway, thirteen miles long, which
enables visitors to see all the wonders of the grounds, conveys
an idea of the immensity of the Exposition. One bed of roses
in the agricultural section contains fifty thousand plants.
Outdoor attractions have been designed on such a scale as
the world has never dreamed. Four immense spectacles of this
order make the exposition memorable. Outspread over forty
acres on a grand plateau, overlooking the picture in the
western sphere of interest, the Philippine exhibit alone employs
the services of one thousand natives of the archipel,:go to
depict the life, manners and industries of the island p1)eoples.
The display cost the federal government seven hundred thousand dollars, in addition to one million dollars devoted to its
own exhibit in the United States Government Building and
elsewhere on the grounds.
Parts of the walled city of Manila, a market place in
Manila, native villages of many island tribes, those who build
their habitations over water or swing their domiciles in the
branches of trees, give the true touch of unfamiliar color to
strange scenes. A great lake of eight millions of gallons of
water surrounds this exhibit on the east and north, lying
between the reservation and the Exposition. This beautiful
body of water furnishes a marine theater for aquatic sports and
transportation. Three native bridges span the lake. Four
hundred of the native constabulary of the islands and two
hundred Macabebe scouts illustrate the Filipino as a fighting
man. Four hundred other natives, divided into families, are
engaged in the peaceful pursuits of that clime.
For the first time since the wondrous scenes of the life of
the Nazarene were enacted in the city of David, the modern
world has been given an opportunity to become steeped in the
Jerusalem has been transcharm of Scriptural Palestine.
air
planted from its far Judean hills to become a gigantic open
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spectacle covering thirteen acres, nearly one-eighth the size of
the genuine city. The visitor may tramp through twentyeight streets and scan three hundred and sixty buildings of
patterns ranging from the time of Christ until the Saracenic
invasion. The Mosque of Omar and the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre are reproduced almost exactly the size of the
originals. The Tower of David, the Jews' Wailing Place, the
Via Dolorosa, the Garden of Gethsemane, the ancient wall
about the city, pierced by the Jaffa Gate, the Golden Gate and
many other entrances known to the Biblical student, have been
built from photographs of the originals. One thousand natives
of the Holy City, transported by ship from Jaffa, enact the life
of the ancient place.
Forty acres are devoted to the open-air exhibition of
anthropology. On a high plateau receding from a precipitous
bluff commanding an inspiring view over the skyline of the
main picture, the pageant of a passing race holds sway. It is
the last stand of the North American Indian, assembled in
communities which represent the descendants of nearly all the
great nations of red men who were the original owners of the
country. Here famous chiefs receive a formal introduction to
their conquerors. Tribes of aborigines from remote places of
the earth, pygmies and giants from Africa; the Ainu, or hairy
people from Japan, and other savage nations never before
exhibited at any exposition, are gathered in this remarkable
display of ceremonies, and religious rites older than civilization
cause the visitor to ponder on the vast age of the world. A
dignity and reliability never given before to such a show was
happily assured by government direction of the exhibit.
Last, but not the least interesting of the four great outdoor
exhibitions, is the " Gulch," a natural ravine, penetrating the
wooded plateau of the Exposition for half a mile, and covering
about twelve acres of wild forestry. Mines are operating,
aerial tramways are transporting precious freightage, coal is
coming from a genuine vein discovered in the exposed strata of
the ravine; oil wells are spouting and Mexican Indians are
pounding out the treasures of Nature in mortars, as they did
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in the time of Cortez. The hillsides are dotted by miners'
cabins. Placer beds are being panned out. The whole scene
is one of man's struggle with the forces of earth.
Lesser exhibits in the open air include a map of the United
States in cereals, covering ten acres, each state and territory being
distinguished by those native products for which its particular
section of the country is best known. Colored gravel walks
form the boundaries of the commonwealths, and the Pacific and
Atlantic Oceans, with the Gulf of Mexico, are shown in blue
grass. Along the northern limits of the Exposition a model
city stretches for half a mile, where the best paved street in the
world is flanked by the finest examples of municipal and
private buildings. Reproductions of a war hospital, of the
capital of the United States, and of a sea coast fortification,
with those huge engines of destruction, the disappearing gun
s,
are striking parts of the national display. Eight thousand
dollars appropriated by Congress is used in a fine display of
an operative life-saving station, situated on a lake in the
western section of the Exposition.
Art potteries in full blast, herculean lifting engines from
England and Belgium illustrating their powers, a briquet
manufactory, the manufacture of laces and embroidery in
woven glass, the largest hotel ever constructed, a restaurant
with walls of water and glass, containing living fish-these
developments of the human mind could be continued indefinitely
in describing the wonders of the Exposition.
International Congresses of the arts and sciences serve to
bring together learned men from the ends of earth. As a
monument to these labors of the world's foremost thinkers, the
Exposition will publish the proceedings of the congresses.
Model schools for the deaf, dumb and blind are conducted
with the teachers and scholars in the class rooms; an Inldian
school is part of the interesting exhibit of the government in
the Indian Building; a Filipino school forms part of the exhibit
in the insular display, being a timely object-lesson in the
acquisition of foreign territory.
The jubilee presents of the late Queen Victoria and the
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Liberty Bell present a strong contrast in symbols of affection
venerated by two continents. These priceless trophies are not
of greater interest than the contribution from the Vatican, nor
the relics of that great genius, Napoleon, whose name is iniseparably associated with the event which the Exposition celebrates. Personal effects of Washington, Jefferson, Andrew
Jackson, Lafayette and other famous founders of the country
and later statesmen make rare contributions of intimate interest.
'Acres of outdoor forestry are shown by the United States,
Germany and Great Britain, a feature new to expositions. The
live-stock display covers thirty-seven acres. Canada alone has
spent one hundred thousand dollars on her exhibit, in an
endeavor to capture most of the premiums, amounting to two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
Blooded stock from
Russia, England, Germany and France make the greatest
exhibit ever shown in this line of industry.
The powers of the world are represented by their military
arms as well as by the products of their industries. The troops
of all nations are shown in an encampment of one hundred
acres, and the evolutions of these representative bodies of
men are pleasing diversions. Martial music at the Exposition
is provided by such famous organizations as Sousa's Band, the
Garde Republicaine of Paris, the British Grenadiers of London,
the Imperial Band of Berlin, a Russian army band, an
engineers' band of the Mexican army, and other world renowned
organizations.

No international exposition is complete without its immense
amusement section, and in this respect the Universal Exposition
of 1904 has no parallel. " The Pike " will pass into exposition
history as the most distinguished and satisfying collection of
shows ever presented. Begun as a co-ordinate part of the
immense spectacle, it became saturated with all the dignity of
its more serious parent attraction. The street of the Pike is
one mile long. Its double facade is fully as imposing as the
Exposition proper, because of the refinement of the architecture. Visitors are amazed to find no circus signs, nothing
but the names of the attractions, emblazoned on the fronts
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lIe wanders through a city of fifty great

shows.

The Galveston Flood shows the effects of a great disaster
and the restoration of the stricken city; Creation, an illusion
under a mammoth dome, takes one back through the centuries
to the genesis; Asia, with its rajahs and rites and a truly
beautiful reproduction of the. Taj Mahal, that gem of Indian
architecture; Cairo and Constantinople; the Tyrolean Alps, a
monster show, costing seven hundred thousand dollars and
presenting a perfect reproduction of the most majestic Alpine
scenery, with native villages and the Tyrolese in their native
costumes-these are all part of the general scheme of the Pike
to become a veritable tour of the world.
Dainty Japanese and Chinese villages, are refulgent of the
Geisha girl and the Boxer, two of the best things in this array
are the Naval Show and the Fire Fighters. A mimic battle
on real water between American and Spanish vessels, given in
a large arena, excites thousands of patriotic Slpectators. The
fire fighting exhibition combines a model fire station with

splendid equipment, and a team of the most expert fire laddies
in the world; they save women and children from burning
houses and perform other remarkable feats. A Trip to Paris
by Submarine Boat and Return by Air Ship is an astonishing
illusion in which the use of the moving-picture machine produces startling effects. A Trip to the North Pole is a gigantic
spectacle in which the visitor actually takes passage for the
Polar regions on a vessel nearly as large as an ocean liner. A
representative Celtic exhibit makes a valuable contribution in
the Irish village.
The Siberian Railway introduces the gaiety seeker to
another form of illusion, which includes a really striking
exhibit of peasantry, and the products of that section of the
Great White Czar's domains. Old St. Louis illustrates the
Exposition City as it appeared during the days when it was
yet part of the French Province. The Palais du Costume
presents the dress of the world for many centuries. The Cliff
Dwellers' village is a highly creditable representation of the
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ancestors of the Aztecs; the Streets of Seville enters fully into
rare and most picturesque phases of old Spanish life. Paris
is a spectacle of the gay French capital. The City of Fez is an
open air reproduction of some of the most attractive features of
that inland capital of the Sultan of Morocco. The Battle
Abbey is a monster cyclorama of the greatest battles of the
world. Many other attractions of' equally enticing features
make the Pike the most wonderful collection of shows ever
gathered together. And in all that is here set down, not the
half has been told.
St. Louis has given to the world an epic. Its Homeric song
is of the victories of Man over Matter; earth, the sea and the
heavens yield their prophecies of greater triumphs.
As the breath of the twentieth century vibrates with action,
so the Universal Exposition of 1904 reflects the spirit of the
age in its flight toward Truth.

